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A LIST OF FRAGMENTS IN THE KOUYUNJIK COLLECTIONS

WHICH HAYE BEEN JOINED SINCE THE SHEETS OF

THIS CATALOGUE HAVE BEEN PRINTED.

Registration numbers. Present size. Present numbers of lines.

X 59 + Sm. 900 + Sm. 1511 8J in. by 4 in. 65 + 51

+ 80-7-19, 124

E. 65 + K. ia706 .. 7J in. by 4J in. 56 + 57 + 52 + 30

E. 120 b + E. 8265 .. 4J in. by 4| in. 30 + 22

E. 193 + E. 9295 .. 4| in. by 3j^ in. 23 + 35

K.249 + K. 10764 . . 8^ in. by 4J in. (.....+) + 10+31
+ 63 + 29 + 18(+ )

E. 1859 + E, 13197 7^ in. by 8| in. 39 + 52 + 47 + 19

K. 1720 -1 K. 1786 .. in. high; one

side of the base

3^ in.

10 + 26 +20+

X 1883 + 41-7-27, 13 •. 1 in. high ; one

side of the base

H 'I.

11 + 3 +

E. 2016 a -I- E. 12905 3J in. by 3J in. 13 + + +
+ 20 + 15

E. 2018 a' + E. 12525 + Sm.

1562

in. by 3^ in. 24 + 28 + 20 + 6 + 14

+

E. 2025 + K. 3210 .. 2^ in. by 2| in. 16 +

E. 2106 + K. 6840 .. 4 in. by 2^ in. 31+22

2148 + E. 8766 + E. 4||in. by 3J in. + 2I+89 + 14t

13806

E. 2154 + K. 11352 2|i in, by 1 j in. 10 + 18

E. 2207 + E. 11083 5 in. by 4 in. 26 + 8 + + 18

E. 2266 + E. 4575 .. 3g in. by 3^ in.

+ 16 + ends of 3 +
( )••••

E. 2871 +K. 13791.. 3i in. by 1^^ in. 25 +

E. 2396 + K. 8893 .

.

3} in. by 3^ in. 30 +

E.2'''4 + E.8178 .. 4J in. by 4^ in. 31 + 19 + 17 + 23

K. 2508 + K. 7819 .. 4i in. by 3} in. 19 + 23

• Cf, Vol. II, p. XXI.

f For ft duplicftte of Coluinu III, linoi 21 ff , Yol. II, p. 882, E. /918.



vin List of Fragments joined.

Begistration numbers. Present size. Present numbers of lines.

K. 2507* -1- K. 13166 in. by oj in. 51 -f- 48 -j- 3o “b 45 -b 48

+ 24

K. 2530 -l-K. 8467 -l-K. 8495 4 in. by in. 18 + + 3 b 23

K. 2538 -f K. 9379 .

.

7 in. by 5g in. + + +
51 + 44 + 31

K. 2543 -I- K. 11572 2J in. by in. + 15+13 + t

K. 2549 + K. 12920.. 5J in. by 3^ in. 30 + 38

K. 2558 -f K. 9152 .. 2J in. by 2-J
in. 21 + 17

K. 2566 K. 10475.

.

5^ in. by 3f in. 12 + 13 + + 4

K.2573 -1- K.8997 + K.10613 6| in. by 4J in. 17 + 25 + 18 + 27

K. 2574 K. 10309.

.

in. by 4| in. 31 + 12 + 25 +29
K. 2,597 -H K. 12832.

.

in. by 5^^ in. 29 + 64 + 60 + 31

K. 2708* + K. 12544 4 in. by 2g in. 20 + 10 + + 7

K.2741 -f-K.3180 -t-K.32t8 9 in. by 3J in. 61 + 50

+ K. 5043 -1- K. 6672 -t-

K. 6908 + K. 7047 -1- K.

8498 l-K. 9157 -l-K. 10219

-1- K. 10497 + K. 13431 -t-

K. 13793

K. 2756 a -|- K. 2756 b -t-

K. 13874
4| in. by 2^ in. + 2 T 7 r 15 + 13

+
K. 2808 -t- Eil***0 .. 4 in. by 3 in. 19 + 4

K. 2813 -l- K. 8894 .. 4| in. by 4| in. 27 + 20

K. 2919+ K. 8422 .. 3J in. by in. 27 + 3 + 28 + 3

K. 2945 + K. 12533.. 6^ in. by 3I in. 44 + 32

K. 2949 + K. 12856.. 4^ in. by 2^ in. 32 + 26

K. 2959* + K. 139.54 5} in. by 4 J in. 45 + 26 + 28 + 22

K. 3182 • + K. 9699 + K. 9 ill. by 5| in. 44 + 24 + 52 + 31

10387 + Su). 311

K. 324 5» + K. 8925 + K.

11149

8 in. by 7 in. 32 + 40 + 34 + 24 + 26

+ 36t
K. 3300 + K. 10223.

.

4g in. by 1| in. 9 + 10 + 6 +
K. 3358 + K. 9047 .. 2J in. by 2^ in. 15 +
K. 3397 + K. 1316.5..

7-J
in. by 2f in. 23 + + + 59

K, 3416 + K. 9069 ,, 3g in. by in. 9 + traces of 4

K. 3432 + K. 8147 .. 41 in. by 2J in. 27 + 24

K. 3434 + K. 9251 .. 3^ in. by 2g in. 14 +

• Cf. Vol. 11, p. XXII.

t Duplicate of K. 2423 {see Vol. II, p. 442), restoring the text given in W.A.I. IV, 68 [651

t This appears to be the first tablet of the Series tyffy ]y catch-line reads:—

£1-4- ^ ^BU Tf



List of Fragments joined. IX

Rcfi'istration numbers. Present tuze.

K. 3436* -h K. 13377 . . 6J in. by in.

K. 3447 + K. 1 1 152. . . . 3J in. by 3i in.

K. 3670 + K. 12387 + K. 8^ in. by 21 in.

12874

K. 3725 -f- K. 128G6. . .. 5^ in. by 2\ in.

K. 3726 4* K. 6429 1+ K. 9468 7 in. by 5 in.

+ K. 10133 + K. 11575 +
K. 11895 -f- K. 15!549

K. 3731 -h K. 12516. . .
. ^ in. by IJ in.

K. 3837 + K. 7628 . . . . SJ in. by 3 in.

K. 3858 + K. 12536. . . , 2^'^ in. by 1 J in.

K. 3859 4- Sm. 383 • • , . 4 in. by 2^ in.

K. 3951* 4- K. 10580 4- K. 5f in. by 32 in.

12460 4- K. 12620 4- D.T.

295

K. 3952* 4- K. 12736 .. 5^ in. by 5 in.

K. 3957* 4- K. 9350. . . . 2^ in. by 2| in.

K. 3978 4- K. 12364 4- Sm. 8 in. by 5^ in.

1667 4- 79-7-8, 221

K. 3985* + K, 11202 . . 7J in. by 3g in.

K. 4047 4- K. 12768. . . . 3g in. by 2g in.

K. 4263 4- K. 12043. . 1^ in. by Ig in.

K. 4319 4" K. 10059.. ., 6J in. by 4J in.

K. 4627 4- K. 8810 . . , . 3^ in. by 3 in.

K. 4675 4- K. 12974 4 K. 3J in. by IJ-in.

13156

K. 4754 4 K. 11396 4- K. 3| in. by 2 j®cin.

11416

K. 4767 4- K. 11918 4 K. 3^ in. by 2^ in.

13129

E. 4899 4- K* 13742. . . . 3| in. by 3^ in.

K. 5000 4 K. 11683 4 K. 6| in. by 5 in.

13389

K. 5014| 4 K. 10180 .. 4^ in. by 3 in.

K. 5146 4 K. 13879. . . , 4i*^~in. by 3J in.

Present numbers of Hues.

17 4 57 4 51 4 4
27 4 3

±27
62 4 46

38 4 38

40 4 49 4 47 4 26+

13 4 5

19 4 10

17 4 16

14 4 16

30 4 45 4 41 4 12

27 4 27 4 34 4 32

4 4 16 4 6

65 4 Cl 4 60 4 29

61 4 46

19 4 21

.....4 49 4 94
4

23 4 *^0 4 33 4 12

4 4 ..... ±
4 9 4 13

19 4 4 4 24

17 4 + -I-

4 tracea of 2 4 9 4 7 -t-

4 4 10 4 12

4 16 4 14 4 9 4
18 4 9

27 4 15 4 30 4 31

27 4 16 4 4 traces

of 2

16 4 7

• Cf. Vol. IT, p. rai. t C/. Vol. II, p. xxTii.

X This tablet forms tlie 3rd part (yjy ^ ®f ft’coniposition.

0



X List of Fragments joined.

Begistration nnmbera.
1

Present size. Present numbers of lines.

K. 6187 + K. 12000

0

3|m. by 21-;-m. 20 +
K. 6138 + K. 8481 .

.

3 ill. by 3 in. 29 + 36

K. 5195 +K. 12829.. in. by 2^ in. 9 + 18+ + +

K. 6220 + K. 12833.

.

2J in. by IJ in. 13 + 8 +
K. 5348 b + K. 10202 3|in. by 3/«in. 15 + 9

K. 5361 + K. 7044 .. 1| in. by I f in. 12 +
E. 5375 + K. 9806 + K. 1084C ^ in. by in. 6 + 8

K. 5725 + K. 13547.. 2^ in. by in. + + +
19 + traces of 4 +

K. 5980 + K. 8740 .

.

3h by 27 + 8

K. 6026 + K. 8812 + K. 9900 4 in. by 3f in. 26 + traces of 7

K. 6159 + K. 12291.. 2^ in. by 2 in. 12 + 13

K. 6423 + K. 13257.. 3J in. by 2| in. + 24 + 11 +
K. 6448 + K. 8159 .

.

5^ ill. by 3^ in. 45 +
K. 6451 + K. 8318 .

.

4| in. by 2^ in. ( +)33 + ( +
)

+ 23K. 6594 + K. 9.341 .. 3 in. by

K. 6627 + E. 9.361 .. 2J in. by 3^ in. 8 +
K. 6603 + K. 8300 .

.

3J in. by 2| in. 16 + 32 + traces of 5 +

K. 6679 + K. 8087 . . . . :

51 in. by 35 +
K. 6912 + K. 9723 . . .

.

3J in. by 3J in. 10+21

K. 6977 + K. 10710.. 2J in. by Ig in. + 10

K. 7207 + K. 9675 + K. 1.3274 , 3g in. by 1 f in. 10 +
K. 7387 + K. 12843.

.

2J in. by 2,'’„ in. + + 15+10
K. 7561 + K. 8451 .

.

4 in. by 3J in. 29 + 12 + traces of 3 + 30

K. 7026 + K. 7627 .

.

4 J in. by 3^ in. 27 + 25 + traces of 5 +

K. 7661 + K. 11109.. 'J^ in. by 4J in. 29+ 19 + + 3

K. 7683 + K. 13099.. 3^ in. by 3g in. + 29 + 26 + 22 +
12 +

K. 7697 + K. 8770 .. 3J in. by 2| in. 19 + 24 + +
K. 7752 + 81-2-4, 245 + 81- 4J in. by 4^^ in. + + 20 + 23

2-4, 296 + 81-2-4, 460 + 31 +
K. 8005 + K. 8845 + K. 8941 in. by 3J in. 39 +
K. 8125 + K. 13134 + K. 3.f in. by 3J in. 8 + + ( +

13201 + ) +
+ 21 + 20

K. 8162 + E. 10357.. 3 in. by 2J in. +20 + +
K. 8171 + K. 14058.

.

2^ in. by 2| in. 18 +
K. 8247 + K. 13182.

.

2J in. by in. 20 + 19 + 14 + 16



List of Fragments joined. XI

llcgI«itration numhors. Present size. Present numhers of lines.

K. 8457 + K. 8926 .

.

K. 8841 +K. 12378..

K. 9262 + K. 12496 + K.

12.541

K. 9280 + K. 13281..

4^ in. by 3^ in.

5| in. by If in.

3^ in. by 1/y in.

3^ in. by 1 J in.

K. 9537+ K. 11837..

K. 9572 + K. 13207..

K. 9660+K. 12254+K. 12617

K. 9697 + K. 12855..

K. 9728 + K. 13217.

.

3J in. by 2/, in.

32 in. by 3,»,. in.

22 in. by If in.

32 in. by 2^ in.

3| in. by 2 J in.

K. 9919 + K. 12319.

.

32 in. by 2 in.

K. 10092 + K. 11188 2^ in. by 2^ in.

K. 10173 + K. 12101 + K.

12853

K. 10358 + K. 11159

K. 10360 + K. 11932

K. 10387 + K. 10446

K. 10456 + K. 12590

K. 10801 + K. 12486

K. 10963 + K. 12343

K. 11153 + Rm. 582

K. 11326 + S. 11975

K. 11457 + 83-1-18, 556 ..

K. 121,80 + K. 14091

K. 12822 + K. 13964

E. 12840 + E. 14180

E. 12865 + E. 13960

E. 12883 + E. 14037

3J in. by 1^^ '»•

2g in. by 2 iV in.

2^ in. by 2 in.

^ in. by IJin.

2 ;- in. by in.

21 in. by lA in.

2^ in. by Itt in.

in. by 21 in.

3J in. by HJin.

3 in. by 1| in.

4} in. by in.

in. by in.

2 in. by IW in-

2j in. by 2g in.

in. by If in.

31 +
28 + 30

31 + 26

+ 18 + +

20 +

+9 (rovereo blank)

11 + 16

30 + 17*

+ 20 + 11 +
7 + ...

( ). . . . . + 16 + I.')

±* • • ' • ( )

( ...+) +
H5(+ . )

2-1 + ... .

18 ±....

14 + 10

+ . + 20 + 23

24 + . . .

.

•( )

14 +
±22

22 +
+ 9

8 +
27 + 35 + 25 + 19

+ 14

+14
12 + 15

15 +

* A compariaon of the fint line of obverse with the eatch-line of 1).T. 10 shows that K. 9607

belongs to the 95tli tablet of the Scries J r-tyf *- tTJ V*



ADDITIONS TO VOLUMES L, II. AND III.

Volume I., p. 5, 1. 9 kg.; “
£*yf,” for “ ESfy.”—P. 15, 1. 31 kg.; «< .- fegs^,”

for tsS^.”—P. 25, L 22 kg.; “ 333,” for “233.”—P. 32, 1. 1 kg.; “tg 4^,” for

Haki’EB, Atsyrian and Babylonian Letters, Pt. I, London, 1892,

p. 40.—P. 82, 1. 35 add.

;

“ For a duplicate see Rm. 2, 139.”—P. 36, 1. 7 kg.

;

for “tgE.”—P. 36, 1. 25 f. leg.; “explanatory list referring to one of the tablets

of the great astrological work,” for “ aatrologicul forccosts.”—P. 58, 1. 21 add.

;

“ For

a duplicate see Vol. II, p. 477, K. 2801.”—P. 65, 1. 10 del.; “ + K. 8094.”—P. 68, 1. 5,

after “ 16,” add.; “ and left-hand edge 1.”—P. 118, 1. 19 kg.

;

y,” for

>f.”—P. 122, 1. 30, after “ 406,” add.; “440 (svb No. 3468)."—P. 130, 1. 31 kg. ;

“£35 for “king.”—P.196,1. 30%.: “15,” for “5.”—P.197, 1.1 fej;.;

for —P. 347, L 7 add.; “For a duplicate .w below, p. 351, K. 1794.”—P. 868,

1. 5, after “buildings,” add.; “Duplicate of 80-7-.19, 1, etc.”—P. 385, 1. 31 leg.;

“wooden objects,” for “ wood,” and adil.; “Linca 1 ff. of obverse h.ave been published

by Rawi.inson, J. Roy. As. Sac., 1855, Vol. XV, p. 220; see also Schraubb, Z.D.M.G.

1872, p. 237, and Delitzscu, Ber. S. Ges. d. lIVs.'!., 1893, p. 194 f.”—P. 391, 1. 6 add,:

“Duplicate of K. 52 (see above, p. 14), reverse, lines 4ff.”

Volume II., p. 429, 1. 7, after aM.; « y-,».”_P. 439, 1. 22 leg.;

for “ ,Ey.’’—P. 441, 1. 1 leg.; “ + traces of 5,” for “ + ”.—P. 442,

1. 18, after “Series,” add.; —P. 453 del lines 7 and 8.—P. 581, 1. 4 a<]d.;—
“ Duplicate of K. 120 b + K. 3265.”—P. 523, 1. 26 kg.; “ religious or mythological

text,” for “ prayer.”—P. 532, I. 15 leg.; “ traces of 6 + 10,” for “ 10 + ” .

—

P. 536, 1. 13 kg; “ <y^n J,” for “ <f^.-yyy;^.”—P. 549, 1. 39 del; “ 11809, 11862.”—

P. 555, 1. 9, after “ -|- ”, add. : “ ( -|- + ).”— P. 559, 1. 18 leg.

;

“ 32,” for

“33.”—P. 504, 1. lit add.;
—“ and Erriso, A’oiot. /nsc/in/ten, llcrlin, 1885, p. 97.”

—

P. 607,1. 6 del: “ K. 11925.”—!’. 608,1. 12 odd.;—“For a duplicate see below, p. 644,

K. 4585 a.”—P. 633, 1. 18 odd..—“6/. Uezold, Lit., p. 306.”—P. 634, 1. 13, after

“ inscription,” add. ; "of Esarliiiddon.”—P. 637,1. 4 %.: “Sennacherib,” for “Esar-

haddon?”; 1.5 add,;—“ Partly dupikate of 80-7-19, 1, etc.'’.—P. 665, note * add.

:

“and 82-5-22, 1024.”— P. 691, 1. 19, before “ 5336,” add. ; “K.”—P. 757, 1. 31 kg.;

"449,” for “499.”—!’. 802, I. 12 %.: “^c,” for “[JgJ?]”; c/. supra, p. VIII,

1. 16.—P. 808, 1. 29 kg.: “jjyf,” for “Jg 864, 1. 7 kg.: “^fy,”for
“i:yy»(?)”; 1.8%.: “<!,” for P. 894, after line 27, fnsei-. Eight-

hand corner, 3 in. by in. ; ( ) + 20 + 20 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to bo used for the benefit of sick people. One section ends with »-t]^®.y

[K. 8094 + K. 9782] P. 896, 1. 7 %. : « for

Volume III., p. 908, 1. 24 odd.: “ [K. 8233].”—P. 914, 1. 5, after “ lands,” add.

:

“or mountains.”—!’. 917, 1. 33 leg.: “2148,” for “2418.”—P. 925, 1. 13 kg.:

for —D- 928, 1. 36 kg.: “incantation,” for “prayer.”—P. 933, 1. 19 kg.;

“ probably written for an Assyrian king,” for “to Merodach.”—P. 941, 1. 3 kg.:

“) JgJ,” for “|^]J).”—P. 944, 1. 18%. : “observations,” for “ obversatious.”—P. 964,

I. 31 kg.

:

“ Hh-”— 973, del lines 22-24.-P. 994, 1. 8 kg.

;

“

for P- 1033. 1. 22 kg.: “ t,” for “f.”



KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION.

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by 2|in. ; + 20 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses, cities, ete,^ and incidents that may happen to men.... [K. 8103]

Fy&rgRient out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2 in. ; 12 + + +
lines. Part of an incantation-text. Three sections end with

fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin.
; ( +)10 + 12(+ )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 8100]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + 13 ( + +

) + + lines. Part of a text containing regula-

tions for. making offerings (?). [K. 8107]

Fragihent out of the middle, ly^in. by IJin. ; 13 + lines. Part

of a text containing prayers to SamaS and Ramrndn and directions for

ceremonial rites, [K. 8108]

.fr^^ginent of the left half, 2Jin. by 2in.; + + + 12 l^cs.

^tlndof a text containing incantations and directions for coremonies
'

‘ to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 8109]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by l|in.
; 10 + lines. Fore-

casts.. [K. 8170]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. ’by IJin. ; 15 + lines. Direc-

tions for ceremonies to prevent evil dreams, etc, R.g.^ Section III

,
begins:

—

- « i. *^1 I T <1^- ^

[K. 8171]

5 zVOL. in.



90g BABYLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN TABLETS.

F’ragmeut of the upper portion, 3Jiii. by Ifin. ;
traces of 3 -f- 23 +

-f lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One section

begins :-y Hf gy yy 5^
also below, K. 9441. [K. 8172]

Lower portion of reverse, 3 in. by l|in. ; + 13 lines. Copj" of a

religious text. The colophon begins

-Tiy-- iH yy h- [k.

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.
; ( + + ) +

8 lines. Part of an incantation-text belonging, according to the

colophon, to a tablet of the Series. A comparison of the

catch-line: [^4* tf with K. 2427 (see above, p. 442),

obverse, line 1
,
shows that K. 8174 belongs to the 8th tablet of that

Series. [K. 8174]

Lower portion, right half, 3 /^
3

^ 111 . by 2Jin.; 15 + 16 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 8175]

Upper portion of reverse, 3^ in. by IJin. ; + 23 lines. Part of a text

containing i n can ta t i o n s and directions for c er em on i e s
.

[K. 8 1 70]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2in.; ( ) + ^ Ibios. End

of a religious text. [K. 8177]

Portion of the right half, 5gin. by Sin. j 29 + 32 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning and etc. [K. 8178]

Lower portion, left half, 4iii. by 2J^in.; 22 + 13 ( + + )

+ + 9 lines. Part of a list of objects (animals, etc.). [K. 8179]

Upper portion, 3|in. by 3in,; 22 + 7 lines. Part of a text containing

directions for the recital of prayers, and for ceremonies. The

beginning roads:

—

Sii^Kryc???? • tnyy &tyy

mmm— n -b «^yyy -+ &tyy m
<Eyy ^y yyy ^ y <10 V ^ -bm y? <10 M pf?y <10 ^ yy -+ 4 4 ^y

T <10 V <10 yy <I0 v 5:<H5: "*=yy ^y ^y ey cty

- ^y yyy ^ - ^-yy <10 -+ i^^y yy ">*=y +
[K. 8180]

Left-hand corner, 2Y\in. by l|in.
; 8 + lines. Fragment of an

incantation-text which may belong to a tablet of the Series gy

Iiiy 5:yyyc=. [k. 8181]

* Partly effaced.



KOUYUNJIK COLLECTION. 903

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by 2 Jin. ; 19 + 17 + +
lines. Part of d text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 8182]

Right-hand corner, 2 in. by IJin.; + 14 lines. Fragment of a text

containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

A colophon-line reads :

—

i-tH -tH Ey?] <H* I -i^yyy^ -tii-* [k. 8183]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 2Jin. ; 15 + ( + +) 14 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian

version, and directions for ceremonies. [K. 8184]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by IJin. ; 15 + 2 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. [K. 8185]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by IJin.
; ( + ) 12 + (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing prayers. [K. 8186]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, IJin. by l|in.; + +
•6 + 2 lines. Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies

and rites (?). [K. 8187]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by 2in. ; + 19 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 8188J

Fragment out of the middle, 2 Jin. by 2Jin. ; 15 + lines. Pre-

scriptions for ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of sick people.

[K. 8189]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by IJin.; 15 + lines. Part of a text

containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

The beginning of one section, and a preceding colophon-line read :

—

yf^ .IT r
-s y <y- stun yy'^^^ + ^-^y 'iSi- [k- sioo]

Portions, 7Jin. by 5Jin. ; 48 + 48 + 33 + 14 lines. Copy of an omen-text

concerning rivers and canals, eic. Duplicate of K. 47, K. 2224 and

K. 3955; cf. supra, Vol. I, p. XXX, and pp. 12, 423 and 580.

[K. 8191 + K. 8192 + K. 8193]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 3in. by 2|in.; 15 + traces of 2 +'

+4 linos. Part of a text containing prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 8194]

Farllj efTaced.
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Upper portion, left half, ^Jin. by 2|in. ; 15 + 5 lines. Directions for cere-

monies similar to those on K. 2549 (see above, p. 453), reverse. The

text begins :

—

tyr ’/ ET <T-iai hik ess mmm tf? sw s^m -ET ss -tfcj

Tlie cateh-liiie reads

:

-T< E3S -V ^ IT 4i-TT

According to the colophon tliis tfiblet was copied from an original in

Babylon <!< [K-

Fragment of the riglit half, 2Y\in. by IJin. ; ±12 lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 8196]

Fragment out of tlie middle, 2jin. by 2-,^ in. ; 17 ± lines. Part

of a legend containing a fable of the [horse and the] ox. For similar

texts see above, p. 535, K. 3456, and below, KK. 8198, 8199, 9834,

12029, etc. [K. 8197]

Portion of tlie right half, 31 in. by 3Jin. ; 18 ± lines. Part of a

legend containing a fable of the horse[, the ox] and the calf. This

fragment and K. 8197 may belong to the same tablet.

[K. 8198 + K. 8200]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by If'^ in.
; 10 ± lines. Part of

a legend containing a fable of the horse [and the ox]. [K. 8199]

Portion of the left half, 4^ in. by 2Jin.; 9 + 23 lines; marginal number

Omens derived from the appearances of various birds. According to a

colopliou-liiio (reverse, 1. 22) the text appears to be an extract from a

composition beginning with J
The catch-line reads :

—

LTBM-Tr - pi *t '<k ess - m pttt*

[K.8201]

Fragment out of the middle, iT^in; by lin.; 8 + lines in two

(or three?) columns. Fragment of a list of names of birds. [K. 8202]

Fragment out of the middle, l§in. by lin.; + 13 lines. Part of a

list of names of birds, which probably belongs to an omen-text.

[K. 8203]

Bower portion, 3Jin. by 2^in.
; 17 + 17 lines. Part of an acrostic, alliterative

hymn similar to K. 3452 (see above, p. 534), K. 8463 (below, p. 929), etc.

Each of the nine sections which are preserved contains four lines, which

Partly effaced.
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begin and end with the same sign ; compare Sections III and IV of

obverse (lines 10 ff.) :

—

fcX tyy -tH -S— -Hf- HU.'

tjL sEm »- w -H !£m ^ Tj T? fat*

tx -ETmm E! 4 1!? V -ET tE K<T tITTt ^X
^X 6gm ^TT -4- !»» ET 1 ^ n !? »X

K<T ty?i ^ tiTTt V tET-:: t^Kiy
tyyy -+ Ey -^y m

^

&iy tyyy <iEf ^yyy ^ Iiy tsi: f^yy 4
si^y Shy gy mm -m mi t£\*

The initial and final syllables, read downwards, form the words uSaldudu

marustu (5.yfT6= V ^ tl W -eIT). [K- 8204]

Portion of the left half, Sin. by Sin.; + 21 lines. Omens derived

from the actions of various birds. The greater number of the sections

begin with f [^’ 8205]
name of a tiird

Portion of the right half, 3|in. by 2 Jin. ; ( +) 22 + 6 (+ )
lines

in double-columns. Bilingual paradigms. The subject matter is

probably of a religious character. [K. 8200]

Lower portion, 3|in. by 2|in.
;
18 + 17 lines. Regulations for making

offerings. Section 11 of obverse (lines 8 IT.) reads;

—

*y y^ ->tyy tty -^y- i^=yyyr y? y?
<y'

—

OT <y-?] Ey y -+ y? yp ibj ^w 1? tyyy V "-s^yvy y? <y- «f ^-yyy ^yt«y t^ty <Eyy

lim ?]<!-* Ey yy.i^y-+^^Ey tyyy laj

^®y^<i«sjsEy‘X-Ey-+<®y? yy<y— £?? ii>:<igi:Cf-^

S:[yy ?] <y-*ok Ey y -+ 4 ^ ^yyyy
Kyy tdH<H y—

* 1
-+ <sn eHyy yy <y'— *yyy -*=y

Mn?]<T-*OEEy y + yy yf^w
^®-yyi-^=yy t^s^ty-yy^4- *^tyyy <y^E^yy<y^*(?»l

<ypy^y -tfcj -f -^y*WMMM

[K. 8207]

Fragment out of the middle. Ifin. by IJin. ; 11 + lines. Part

of an incantation with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8208]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by Ifin.; + 16 ± + . . . .^

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, probably

'WTitten for the interpretation of a certain text. [K. 8209]

* Parilj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ;
i4 + 12 + lines.

Part of a mythological, or religious, text. [K. 8210]

Portion out of the middle, 4|in. by Sin.
;
19 -f- 24 -f- 8 + + +

lines. Incantations and prayers, Section II of Column

II (lines 8 if.) begins :

—

1-4- -4- -t!<y4 E5S 4 <T- «
<T-iiyf m ?? <Kjn

IH <T- <T-iin

<T-IH Vr< ^ XT-^JQOf

jH m <t- <T-^jn

<wiyf u< ?? <T-iiD[

ay -+ H <T-tni

??< ff

Three sections end with [1^* 8211]

Left-hand corner, 23 in. by 2in.; { ) ±16 lines; Babylonian.

Incantations, some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version, and

prayers. A colophon-linc reads *£y g^y

[£'8212]

Fragment of the right half, 2ijin. by l^in.; 12 ± lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 8213]

Portion of the right half, 3Iin. by 2fin. ; 22 ± lines. Portion of a

mythological text concerning various gods. Mention is made of the

goddess ^yy? EJ^yy -0; c/, supra, p. 779, K. 6321. [K. 8214]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by l^in.
;
11 -f + lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. One section ends with

[K. 8215]

Right-hand corner, 2|in. by 2^in.; ( +) ± 15 (+•••' •) ^ines

in double-columns. Bilingual paradigms. The Assyrian portion

of the text remaiuing begins 5:y? ^ t]
| y?H +

^ E! fe^rn D « I

-4- tmt tl? -TTi?' y-
-tfcj II -TTJL E!

i -eit *=?

-^T -tH I tm « -iiT -tH -4- ??
--ty

ii -eii es<t ^s^y Eyy< i

f-w <£y^ s?yyy v 4 ^yii- [k. 8216]

Portion of the right half, 2f in. by 2^ in. ; + + 13 -I- 19 +
+ Ihies in double-columns. List of names of various wooden
objects. The text of reverse forms a duplicate of K. 4338 a (see above,

p. 620), Columns IV and V. For the text of obverse see Delitzsgh,

Lesesf,, 3rd ed., p. 86. [K. 8217]
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 4- + -f

+ 9 + traces of 4 lines in double-columns. List of names of

various wooden objects. Duplicate of K. 4338 a {see above, p. 620),

Column V, lines 34 ff. This fragment may belong to the same tablet

as K. 8228, q.u. [K. 8218]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2iii. ; 6 + 17 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods; some of them

appear to be Elamite. Referring to line 3 of Column II a gloss is added

by the scribe. [K. 8219]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by 1 Jin. ; 13 + lines in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 8220]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by iT^rin. ; 14 + 4 + lines.

Part of religious (?) text with explanatory glosses. [K. 8221]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2|in.
; 19 + lines in three

columns. Part of a list of names of gods and their attributes. [K. 8222]

Fragment out of the middle, It^id. by 1-iV^^* ; 8 + 5 lines (in two, or three,

columns). Fragment of a list of names of gods. [K. 8223]

Portions, 4in. by 2Jin. ; 9 + 2 + 15 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines in cunei-

form characters which appear to be identical with those of the second

Column of the trilingual Akhaemenian inscriptions. Contents un-

known. For similar texts see above, pp. 655, 761, KK. 4697, 6076;

and below, K. 9817, K. 13790, etc, [K. 8224]

Fragment of the upper portion, l-J-Jin. by Ifin.; + 10 + 11 +
+ + lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging

to the 12th tablet of the Series Ilj Duplicate

of K. 2774; above, p. 475. For the text see Boscawen, T,S,B,A,,

Vol. IV, p. 280 f., and Haupt, Beitr,^ Vol. I, p. 55 ; cf. ibid., pp, 70 f., 78,

96, 99, 149. [K. 8225]

Fragment of the left half, IJin, by Jin,; 11 + + + +
+ lines. Fragment of a mythological legend belonging

to the 12th tablet of the Series "gif HI ^ Duplicate

of K. 2774 ;
see above, p. 475. For the text see Haupt, Beitr,, Vol. Ij

p. 53 ; cf. ibid., pp. 70, 78, 96 f., 149. [K. 8226]

Fragment of the right half, 2-^^in. by Ifin,; 11 + 11 lines. Forecasts,

partly relating to public affairs. [K. 8227]
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Left-Land corner, 3iin. by 2|in.; -f- + + + 9 +
26 lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of various wooden

objects. Duplicate of K. 4338a (see above, p. 620), Columns V and VI,

Cf. also supra, K. 8218. [K, 8228 + K. 8241]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by lin.
; 10 + lines (in double-

columns). Fragment of a list of names of various wooden objects.

[K. 8229]

Fragment out of the middle, lyV^n by fin. ; + + 9 + +
+ lines (in double-columns). Fragment of a list of

names of various wooden objects. Duplicate of K. 4338a (see above,

p. 620), Column 111. [K. 8230]

Lower portion, 3|in. by 2Jin. ; 13+17 lines. Part of a mythological text.

Cf., e.g,, obverse, lines 7 ff. :

—

ET <!- -m
- E! ^01m -m E! tE ^4 ^ <T- -tfcj

tyy-eSy-tH V +— ff

' >-<
Pi

If .iff etc.

[K. 8231]

Portion out of tlie middle, 3in. by lyfin. ; + + 10 + 9 lines.

Hymns in paragraphs;* dujdiciite of K. 3182; cf, supra, p. 511. For

the text see Bkunnow, Zeits., 1889, p. 35.

Portion out of the middle, 3 Jin. by 3Jin. ; 21 + 10 + + lines.

Hymns in paragraphs.* The text is published by BrunnoW, Zeits,,

1889, p. 245; cf, ibid,, p. 228 f.
;
and Jastrow, A fragment of the

Babylonian “ Dibharra ” Epic, p. 10. [K. 8234 + K. 8235]

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 2Jin. ; 9 + 18 + + lines.

Hymns in paragraphs;* duplicate of K. 3459; cf, supra, p. 535. For

the text see Brunnow, Zeits,, 1889, p. 40. Cf. also infra, p. 914,

K. 8292. [K. 8236]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by If in. ; 11 + 7 + + lines.

Hymns in paragi’aphs.* For the text see BrOnnow, Zeits,, 1889, p. 251

;

cf, ibid., p. 235, and supra, p. 531, K. 3419. [K. 8237]

Cf. mprut p. 436, note *.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 Jin. ; 7 + 13 + + +
+ lines in double-columns. Fragment of a list of names of

various wooden objects. Duplicate of K. 4333 a {see above, p. 620),

Columns I and 11. [K. 8238]

Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2Jin. ; ( +)8 + 18 + +
(-f- ) lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of various

wooden objects. [K. 8239]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 9-f*7 + lines in

double-columns. Fragment of a list of names of various wooden objects.

[K. 8240]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 8 -j- lines (in double-

columns). Fragment of a list of names of various wooden objects.

[K. 8242]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin. ; 12 -f lines (in double-

columns). Fragment of a list of names of various wooden objects.

[K. 8243]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |Jin. ;
10 -f lines (in

double-columns). Fragment of a list, probably of names of various

wooden objects. [K. 8244]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by IJin, ;
5 -f 5 -f lines

(in double-columns). Fragment of a list of names of various wooden

objects. [K. 8245]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.; 9 -|- lines in double-

columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 8246]

Upper portion, 2YViJi' ^7 18 -f- 19 -f 14 + 12 lines. Part of a list

of contributions. Mention is made of f T

Igy ^ y][,* the cities of
>J-

and and the

king of Elam (« t)- [K- 8247]

^pper portion, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 16 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Prescriptions

» and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.

[K. 8248]

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by 2in.
;
traces of 11 -f 16 -f- 4-4 lines

in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. The greater

number of the lines of the left half of Column II begin with tyyyc#

[K. 8249]

• Cf. The Tell elAmarna Tablets in the British Museum (London, 1892), p. xxxviii, note 2.

t Partly effaced.
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Portion oi the left half, 2Y*^in. by l-^^in.; 11 4-22 lines. Incantations,

some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version. The text of

reverse forms a duplicate of Sm. 531 (r/.y.), lines 4 ff. [K. 8250]

Left half, upper portion, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; 8 + 8 + traces of 4 +

-f + 6 + 11 + 8 lines. List of archaic signs arranged

in the order of S*; in several cases their equivalents in Neo-Assyrian are

added in smaller writing. Cf, Peiser, Zeits.^ 1886, pp. 110, line 21; 112,

lines 10 ff.; 113, lines 4fF. ; 117, note a; 118, lines 11 ff.; and supra,

p. 625, K. 4372. [K. 8251]

Portion of the left half, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; 8 + 11 + 4 + +
+ 9 + 7 lines. List of archaic signs arranged in the

order of S*. The signs of Column I correspond with those of Column 1

of K. 4372 (above, p. 625). Cf, Peiser, Zeits,, 1886, pp. Ill, line 1;

118, lines 10, 20, 21 ; 124, lines 14 and 15.

[K. 8252 + K. 8257 + K. 8259]

Fragment of the right half, 3-,\in. by IJin.; + traces of 1 + 7

+ 3 + 13 + 10 + traces of 1 + lines. List of archaic

signs arranged in the order of S». Cf. Peiser, Zeits., 1886, pp. Ill,

line 1; 120, lines 15 and 16; 123, lines 11-13; and supra, p. 625,

K. 4372. [K. 8253 + K. 8260 + K. 9058]

Left-hand corner, 2iin. by 1jin. ; + 7 + 9 + 8 lines. List of

archaic signs arranged in the order of S‘. Cf, Peiser, Zeits^y 1886,

pp. Ill, line 12; n4, lines 3, 4, 9-11, 18, 19; 115, line 2; and supra,

p. 625, K. 4372. [K. 8254]

Fragment out of the middle of reverse, 2 Jin. by IJin.; +
5 + 12 + 6(+ )

lines. List of archaic signs arranged in the

order of S*; their equivalents in Neo-Assyrian are added at the

beginning of each paragraph. Cf, Peiser, Zeits,, 1886, pp. Ill, line 11

;

123, lines 5, 14-16, 22-23; and supra, p. 625, K. 4372. [K. 8255]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1 Jin.; + 7±
lines. List of archaic signs arranged in the order of S*. Cf, Peiser,

Zeits., 1886, pp. Ill, line 1; 116, lines 16 ff.
;
and supra, p. 625,

^372. [K. 8256]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin.
; 5 + 7 + 5 + lines.

List of archaic signs arranged in the order of S‘; their equivalents
in Neo-Assyrian are added at the beginning of each paragraph. Cf
Peiser, Zeits., 1886, pp. no, line 21 ; 123, lines 5 and 6; and supra, p. 625^

[K. 8258]
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2in. by l^|in.
; 10 +

lines in double-columns. Bilingual paradigms. The subject matter

appears to be of a religious character. For a parallel text cf, infra.

Sm. 154. [K. 8261]

Upper portion, right half, S^in. by l|in.; ( +) 23 + 23 (+ )

lines. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8262]

Upper portion, 3}in. by 2jin.; 12 + 6 lines. Astrological forecasts con-

cerning eclipses. According to the colophon this text was copied from

an Akkadian original
; cf rev., 1. 5

: <|gf tig

The obverse begins :

—

y - ES sHT y^-a ^y «<^ &yyy E^y <y- i!^-a®v
<y'— cgyyy ps

Section II of obverse begins (1. 6) :

—

y -tpyty^ ^yyy^y y^i^ -a^y«<^'+!£yyyemss^yp=<y-ii*-s y*-mnmm-
[K. 8263]

Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ;
13 + lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites to bo used for the

benefit of sick people. [K. 8264]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 28 + lines. Omens derived

from the births of lions and other animals. Duplicate of K. 3970 (see

above, p. 582), obv., lines 1 ff. Cf. also p. 597, K. 4132. [K. 8265]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jiii. by 2fin, ; 19 + 9 lines. Omens derived

from the births of lions, etc. ; cf. siipra^ p. 582, K. 3970. [K. 8266]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; 9 + lines (in double-

columns). Fragment of an explanatory list with glosses. [K. 8267]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 25 + lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men and women. Several

sentences begin with
: Of ?] y EV ^Ef

[K. 8268]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; 20 + 20 lines. Pai*t of a hymn with

an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 4807 ; see above, p. 664

;

cf also p. 357, K. 1832. [K. 8269]

Lower portion of reverse, 3Jin. by 3f in. ; + 16 lines. End and

colophon of a religious text. [K. 8270]

Portion of the right half, 3m. by 2|in. ; 22 + 9 lines. F o recasts.

[K. 8271]

, 6 A 2
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Fragment of the left half, 2^in. by 2in.; + 15 lines. Part of an

omen-text, probably belonging to a tablet of the Series -<
;

c/. snpra^ p. 553, K. 3670. The lines begin with -<

[K. 8272]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by 1Jin. ; 5 + 9 + + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Column II

begins .4 [K- 8273]

Portion of the left half, 3|in. by 2 Jin.; 26 + lines. Omens derived

from births and miscarriages. [K. 8274]

Upper portion, left half, 3in. by 2Jin. ;
12 + 7 + + 7 lines. Incanta-

tions. Kff.y Section I of Column I reads:

—

1-+ mm- r ess m ti -m m ess
t -T4 1 -^T<y^TmA E3S -+ -^T<y-T E35A h -U.

V <T-ay[ -w --T

<10 T? <T-iiDf.

[K. 8275]

Left-hand comer, 2Jin. by ;
14 + ( ) + ( ) +

14 lines in three columns. Part of an explanatory list of the class

“ S^” For the text see Bezold, P,SJ3»A,^ Vol. X, part 8, plate III, No. 2.

Cy. ibid., p. 422, note § ;
and Vol. XI, pp. 52 ff. [K. 8276]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2^in. by IJin. ; 15 + lines. Omens
concerning fields, etc., and incidents that may happen to men. The

text probably forms a parallel text to that of K. 3840 above, p. 569),

and the fragment therefore belongs to a tablet of the Series J »-

0? V. [K. 8277]

Lower portion, right half, 2 Jin. by 2/^in.; 19 + 17 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the -< yy ^ and oth^T

stars
;
they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 8278]

Upper portion, riglit half, 4iin. by 3in.
; traces of 16 + 23 ± 21 + .... .

lines. Forecasts. V^arious sentences begin with (gy) Sh

V IK. 8279]

Portion of the right half, by 21in. ; + 19 lines. Astrological

forecasts. [K. 8280]

* Aestored from lino 6.

t Written over an erasure.
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Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; ( +?) 21 + 16 (+ ) line*.

Part of a religions, or mythological, text. [K. 8281]

Lefthalf, lower portion, 4 Jill, by 2| in.
; 35 + 15 + ....*. + 7 lines; margmal

number Copy of a hymn. Cf.y e,g.y Column I, lines 11 IF. :—Jgf V
<T- ti m -ii

T? Tf V T? -m E!:n I m tMW

lai IT E^yr ^yyy [k. 8282]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by 2 in. ; + 13 lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8283]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by IJin. ;8+7+ lines (in

four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class “S®.” For

the text see Bezold, Vol. X, part 8, plate IV, No. 1. Cf,

ibid., p. 422, note §, [K. 8284]

Portion out of the middle, 2-14in. by 2Jin. ; 18 + traces of 5 +
lines in three columns. Part of an explanatory list. This fragment

may belong to a tablet of the Series ^ »-^y^

[K. 8285]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Ifin. ; + 7 + lines

(in three or four columns). Fragment of an explanatory list of the

class “ S'* or “SO [K. 8286]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by I Jin. ; 4 + 14 (+ ) +

( +) 6 + lines in double-columns. Part of a list of

names of plants. [K. 8287]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 Jin. by Ifin.; 10 + lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 8288]

Upper portion, 3J in. by 3in. ; 14 + 10 lines. F orecasts. Duplicate of

K. 2434 (see above, p. 443) and K. 3837 (above, p. 569) + K. 7628

(p. 864) ; cf. also supra, p. 586, K. 4013 ; and infra, p. 981, K. 9048.

The catch-line and colophon read :

—

^ sp -.anf v
T < *^ tm <T- [dS*

n -e=TT Tj ^ tm w-it
9" -.*=TT w <T- m*
V +*¥=< -+ *g?5- [K.8289]

• Bari«nd tram K. 3887 + E. 7688.

t Restored from S. 2484.
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Portion of the right half, 2 fin. by liin. ;
16 + lines. Paii; of an

astrological text concerning the star ^ yj
*
31^. [K. 8290]

Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by 2iin.; 25 + 23 lines. Forecasts.

Mention is made of t:y HT^y >f, “the mighty king of the great

lands” tyy? ^ V F- th T--)* [K. 8291]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2^^ 111 . ; 7 + + + lines.

Hymns in paragraphs;* duplicate of K. 3459; cf, supra, p. 535. For

the text see Brunnow, Zeits,^ 1889, p. 39. This fragment may belong to

the same tablet as K. 8236 ;
see above, p. 908. [K. 8292]

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2Jin. ; + 21 lines. Prayers and

incantations. Line 15 refers to an eclipse of the moon; cf. supra,

pp. 523, 571, 895, KK. 3330, 3859, 8105. [K. 8293]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ;
8 + 4 lines. Omens, probably belonging

to a tablet of the Senes The sentences begin with -<

-m ET [K. 8294]

Portion of the left half, 25in. by IJin. ; 13 + 21 + (left-hand edge) 2t lines.

Omens derived from the births of oxen and bulls and from the directions

of their horns
; cf supra, p. 592, K. 4073. [K. 8296]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; + 16 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning ty 10, ^yy and |y ^yy. [k. 8297]

Portion of the left half, 4Jin. by 3 in.
; 40 + + +6 lines in four

columns. Part of an explanatory list of the class “S®.” Cf BezoLD,

P.S.B.A., Vol. X, p. 423, note.J [K. 8298]

Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by IJin. ; 14 + ( ) ± ( )

+ 12 lines (in double-columns?). Fragment of an explanatory
list (?), probably written for the interpretation of a cei*tain text.

[K. 8299]

Upper portion, l^in. by Jfin. ;
6 + 6 + 2 (left-hand edge) traces of 2

lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter (*^S^y ^) to the^
from y concerning public aftairs. Mention is made
of y -i^yy <«. [K. 830i]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1-j^in.; 13 + lines (in

four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class “ S°.”

[K. 8802]

* Cf. supra, p. 436, note **.

t According to the indication of the scribe these lines should follow line 17 of referse.

J Delete the Tcrtical line between and jy.
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Right-hand corner, Ij^in. by lin.; 3 + 3 + 6 lines. Part of a letter, or

report, probably concerning offerings. [K. 8303]

Lower portion of one side, IJin. by lin.
; 12 + 5 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of the Babylonians ^ [K. 8304]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l^ in.
; 12 + lines in double-

columns. Fragment of an explanatory list ^vith glosses. [K. 8305]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin. ; 4 + lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text. [K. 8306]

Fragment out of the middle, 18 in. by Jin. ; 7 + ( ) lines. Part

of an omen-text concerning houses, etc» [K. 8307]

Fragment out of the middle, iT^^in. by IJin. ; traces of 1 + 9 +
lines (in double-columns). Part of a list of names of various gods, with

glosses. [K. 8308]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 12 + lines. Part of a hymn,

probably addressed to the god Nirgal, “ the lord of the city of Cuthah
”

i; <M). [K-8310J

Portion of the right half, IJin. by -J-Jin. ;
5 + 8 lines. Part of a letter.

[K. 8311]

Fragment out of the middle, liin. by +
double-columns. Fragment of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 8312]

Lower portion, left half, IJin. by JJin.; 12 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a letter to the king ([Hp|^?] ft«) concerning public affairs.

Mention is made of f ^ g etc, [K. 8314]

Fragment out of the middle, l-J-Jin. by IJin.; 11 + lines in

double-columns. Bilingual paradigms, probably including well

known sayings or proverbs. See^ e,g.. Section II (lines 3 ff.) :

—

[^35] ©m -EJK. m [T??]

sAtTt -+ -till pyi fcg V rfg [-<^?]

<CT^ tE [«?]

ESS EtTT <T-TTl M

[K. 8815]

* Cf, tuprOf p. jS52, note *.

t Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, ® + lines iu

double-columns. Part of an explanatory text. [K. 8316]

Portion of the left half, l^in. by l^in.
;
10 + lines (in double-

columns). Fragment of an explanatory list with glosses. [K. 8317]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lines,

Foreca8ts(?). [K. 8318]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by |in.
; 7 + lines (in double-

columns). Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 8319]

Fragment of the right half, l Ain. by lin.
; ( +) + 19 (+ )

lilies ill doublo-coluiiins. Grammatical paradigms. The subject

matter appears to be of a mythological character. [K. 8320]

Fragment out of the middle, l^iii. by l^iii.; traces of 4 + 10 +
lines. Grammatical ])aradigms(?) similar to those of K. 4223; see

above, p. 607. [K. 8321]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2fin. by 2|in.
; 13 -f 9 lines. Part of a

religious text. Mention is made of the goddess etc,, and of

thet^ [K.8323]

Fragment of the lower portions of one side, IJin. by 1 Jin.; 10 +
lines in double-columns. Bilingual paradigms. [K. 8324]

Lower portion, left half, 3 Jin. by 2|in.; 17 + 13+4+16 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. Some of the sentences begin with -<

and some with i»-< </• p. 559, K, 3732.

[K. 8325]

Lower portion, right half, 4in. by 2iin.; 24 + 15 lines. Part of a text con-

taining incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. The

end of a colophon-line is visible:

—

catch-line reads HU t:Tn^

[K. 8326]

Right-hand comer, 2? in. by 2 gin. ; + 23 lines. Copy of a text con-

taining forecasts. [K. 8327]

Portion of the right half, 4|in. by l|in.
; ( +) 36 + 20 (+ )

lines.. Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen to

men, etc. [K. 8328]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverae, 2iin. by 2in. ; + +
17+8 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts. Most of the lines

begin with (tf gj) [K 8329]

Partlj effaced.
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Fragment of tbe left half, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 10 + traces of 2 + ...

lines. Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. The

sentences begin with either -< or -<

[K. 8330]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; 4- 30 lines. Omens con-

cerning the condition of a city, and the events which may take place

in its streets and houses, etc. [K. 8331]

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2Jin. ; H- + 15 + 9 lines.

Astrological forecasts for the various months, eclipses, etc.

[K. 8332]

Lower portion, 3Jin. by 2jin. ; ( +) + + 2 + 17 + 16 + 10

(+ ) lines. Forecasts concerning tt]], and etc.

[K. 8333]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 jin. by IJin.; + 12 lines. Fragment of

an omen-text. [K. 8334]

Portion of the left half, 3in. by Ifin. ; + 24 lines. Omens concerning

incidents that may happen to men. Line 21 begins: y y yy Ey
»>^^yy; cf. supra, p. 597, K. 4134; and infra, K. 9537, K. 9739, etc.

[K.8335]

Upper portion of reverse, 4f in. by 3Jin. ; + 31 lines. Omens concern-

ing the births of monstrosities. E.g., lines 12 if. read :

—

m 9" tin & ti55—

m

tin

m jm* V V V -t® ti35 ^ tm
lanun-piMitin-; ikski lin^iyiiiv -p— <-tH vj
^ tE V <5i: tfT ET ET «-< I ,

tT 10 T--.
[K. 8336]

Fragment out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; + +

+ 24 lines. Part of a mythological text similar to that of K. 2418 +
K. 8766 ; cf. supra, p. 413. [K. 8337]

Portion of the right half, 2 in. by IJin. ; + 15 +

lines in double-columns. Bilingual paradigms similar to those on

K. 8315 (see above, p. 915). [K. 8838]

• PwrUy effwdl.

VOL. III.
^ ®
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Portion out of the middle, 3f in. by 2Jin. ; + + + 18 +
21 + 5 lines. Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men.

They appear to bo derived from the appearances of certain objects,

probably seen in a dream or vision. See^ e.g,y Column V, lines 3 if. ;

—

T ^ I. <T- cE

T m m - i <y- nb it <y-

y ^ <T- Jfc <T-

y ^ <y- sf tyyyy y^-^yy

The sentences of Column IV begin throughout with J [K. 8339]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 2Jin. ; + + ..... + 12

lines. Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses and the direction in

which the shadow travels over the surface of the object eclipsed.

[K. 8340]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by 1-j^^in.
;
8 + 6 lines. Fragment of

a historical (?) inscription. Mention is made of Babylon

. <111 ). [K. 8341]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2in. ; 11 + + + 12 lines. Omens
derived from the condition of the hair. Duplicate of K. 3860 (s^e above,

p. 571), Columns I «and IV. This fragment apparently belongs to the

same tablet as K. 2967 (above, p. 493). [K. 8342]

Fragment out of the middle, 3^ in. by 2Jin. ; 21 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 8344]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; 15 + lines. Pre-

scriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit

of sick people. [K. 8346]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; +
8 lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 8347]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 9 + 7 + + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for people suffering from diseases of the eyes. Two
paragraphs begin with f [K. 8349]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 13 +( + +) 5

lines. Forecasts concerning a plague of locusts

they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 8350]

P'ragmeiit of the upper portion, Ijjin. by IJin.; 5 + ( + +)
1 lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 8351]
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Left-hand corner, 4in. by 2-}-^in. ; 24 + lines. Omens for the month

Nisan, concerning incidents that may happen to men. The text

begins :

—

T - EH ! 5:^ 5^ jfm ty <h i y <igf vs-
Cf, also supra, p. 272, K. 1350. [K. 8352 + K. 8360]

Lower portion of^ reverse, 2Jin. by 2iin.; -1-7 lines. End of a

prayer. [K. 8353]

Fragment of the left half, 2-j^ by lin. ; 14 + Hues. Part of

a prayer, probably addressed to Samas and Rammdn. [K. 8354]

Portion out of the middle, 3§in. by 25in. ; -f 19 -f shoi t

ends of 6 lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of sick people. One paragraph begins :—

y

-m imm mm r-- 1 min
[K.8355]

Portion out of the middle, 3|in. by 2 in.; IG-f + -f-14 lines.

Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the

benefit of sick people. [K. 8356]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by 2|in. ; 17 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts. [K. 8357]

Upper portion, 3|in. by 2Jin.
; ( +) 6 + 11 + 14 + 2 + 2 + 1 ( + )

lines. Part of a list of objects, the totals being added. the text

of Sections I and II of Column III reads :

—

IT cti-Hh glT

glT IT t^iT <v
< EM E! ->^r <M r

^ni^mm

W TT <S1 till I--

< ^ Ely <yHT4 <igr r [k. sass]

Upper portion of reverse, 2|in. by 2Jin.; + 20 lines. Part of a text

containing Sumero-Akkadian incantations and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 8359]

Lower portion, 2}in, by 2in.; 2 + 13 lines. Part of a prayer, which

appears to be part of an inscription of an Assyrian king,

[K. 8361]

6 B 2
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Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 27 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts for certain days of the months Tisri and Hesvan, con-

cerning eclipses and the direction in which the shadow travels. [K. 8362]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 4-7 lines. Part of a list of

owners of estates (?) and “their people ”
(ff D> This frag-

ment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 6339 ;
see above, p. 781.

Cf, also infra, p. 984, K. 9086. [K. 8363]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 8 + 11 lines. Astrological

forecasts. Of the catch-line only ^ V
is visible. [K. 8364]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2iin. by IJin. ;
13 +

lines. Part of a religious text containing directions for ceremonies.

[K. 8365]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by IJin. ; + 15 lines. Incanta-

tions, prayers and directions for ceremonies. Duplicate of K. 8489

(see below, p. 931), lines 9 if. [K, 8366]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 2iin. ; 14 + traces of 6 + + 16

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. A colophon-

line reads :

—

[tfcj EM ET EIw V <6E<^M -4 ET

[K. 8367]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin, by Ifin. ; 14 + 7 + + lines.

Incantations, prayers and directions for cermonics to be used fur

the benefit of sick people, similar to those of K. 5000 (see above, p. 682).

This fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 2573 (above,

p. 455). [K.8368]

Portion out of the middle, fiJ^in. by 3in. ; 22 + 16 + + lines.

Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the

benefit of sick people. [K. 8369]

Left-hand corner, 2 in. by lin.
; 11+7 lines. Fragment of an astrological

text. [K. 8370]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 16 + lines. Part

of an inscription of an Assyrian king concerning building-opera-

tions. [K. 8371]

Lower portion, 5f in. by 3Jin. ; 25 + 11 + 23 + 26 lines. Part of a hemer-
ology for the month Yiar; cf, supra, p. 518, K. 3269.

^
[K. 8372 + K. 8373]
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Right half, upper portion of reverse, 4^in. by 3Jin. ; 4. ..... 4. 32 +
10 lines. Part of a hemerology

; cj, supra, p. 518, K. ^32(59. [K. 8374]

Nearly complete, 2|iu. by 15 + 17 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.

Letter to the king from f ^ concerning the governor

•"TT Mention is made of the city of

»-C:yT yj<. See also above, Vol. 1, p. xxxi. [K. 8375]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by lin.
;
short beginnings of 10 + (

+ -I-) 9 lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of birds.

[K. 8378]

Upper portion, 2^^iu. by 2in.
;

21 -f 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of an

address to the king from [f] concerning

military affairs. Mention is made of J 8379]

Lower portion, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 24 + 22 lines. Regulation for making

offerings, especially for the class of priests called

lines 21 ff. of obverse read :

—

m 11!= m
-m -w ^t< tg ??

eHm -11 fcSi: !^ -
E35 ifyr I !=m< ^ V + tmt m
jttt <s: tg !^m^ ^g <v i

I?K I? iin i-m^ s ^ 1 1

HU <m un --Tc2:n tEU -u
m H xi< !=t ^rf « ^m i!>= ^-m< if tm ^tc.

[K. 8380]

Lower portion, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 9 -f 3 + 12 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines

;

Babylonian. Part of a letter concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of y *-^y yy ^^y ^ >-»f and his ‘‘sons” « yi-
1), and of the

people of the land of Akkad (V 4fEy)- [K. 8381]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by lin. ; 8 -I- 7 ± 7 + 6 lines in double-columns.

Part of an explanatory list of names of the temples of various cities,

etc. Extracts from the text are published by Strassmairr, A.V.,^

pp. 586, 637, 841, 896, 913, 1003, 1035 ; cf. also Delitzsoh, Paradies,

p. 224,J and Bezold, Zeits., 1889, p. 432. [K. 8382]

• Partly elTaced.

t The fragment is there quoted under Bawuvsoit’s prirate mark “B. 212."

X The fragment ia there quoted without number/
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Upper portion, by IJin. ; 13 + 4^ lines. Letter to the tirig from

T y? ^yy*" concerning building-operations, (y. lines 3fF.:

—

*2yy

f^yyyy ^y- 1 ^syy 4-yy ?£yyy yy ^ i v- i^yyy ’^^yy -y^f i

^y ^ I f?< ttij CT j^Eyy i ^ -yi^ ^ j^yyy
i ^yyyy ^yyy y- ny

- ssf ^r< I
tmr mju s?: v <!- tmi i stt « jw «t< tia im S^mmg- [K- 8383]

Kight-hand corner, 2^ in. by l|in. ; ±8 lines. Part of a Sumero-

Akkadian incantation-text. [K. 8384]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by fin.; 4 + . . . . . lines. Fragment of

a religious text. [K. 8385]

Upper portion, 3yLin. by 2|in.
; 14 + 7 lines. Incantations, with an inter-

linear Assyrian version, forming, according to tho colophon, the 2nd

tablet of a series. The beginning reads :

—

1-+ <fm K?-+ -+ <sii-+ <iu &ff 7"

[K.8386]

Fragment of the left half, 2gin. by 2in. ; 5 + ..... + ± +
+ 11 lines in three columns. Part of an explanatory list of

the class “SV [K. 8387]

Lower portion, IJin. by Ij^^in.
;

11 + 10 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.

Mention is made of f (?) f and the ^
^y<gT; Babylon (^ and ? y ^y?^ and

y ^jy E^y? [k. 8389]

Lower portion, 2-j-i^in. by If^in.; 12 + 2 -f- 13 -f (left-hand edge) 1 lines.

Part of a letter to the king concerning the delivery of money, etc.

Mention is made of ] y? V- and y ^ -^1. [K.*8390]

Nearly complete, 2 Jin. by Ifirin. ; 9 + 10 -f 1 lines; Babylonian. Astro-

logical report from y concerning observations of the moon.

[K. 8391]

Nearly complete, 2jiin. by l-fVin. ; 15-1-6 lines. Letter to the king.

Mention is made of
y (?) —

,
[K. 8392]

Upper portion, 2j\rin. by |in.
; 5+4 lines; Babylonian. Astrological

report from
y ^ concerning observations of the moon and

sun. [K. 8393]

Part Ij eJTnced.
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Lower portion, l|Jin. by IJin. ; 10 + 2 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a
private letter. [K. 8395]

Lower portion, 3in. by 2Jin. ; 22 + 25 lines. Part of a prayer. E.g., lines

6 IF. of reverse read :

—

'mm pTTTt -m <t^ -yi? t-m <t<

<m Ey Ml m ^yy?^ tyyyc yn ey

-*=“y^
yy y? ty <ty^ tg m -yyy. tg .4 y? yy

*y-fciyyyyyEy <ty« te j^s^fyy ty yy yy

tyyy -!i -k ceyy te tiyyy -yyy^ ^y.

[K. 8391)]

Upper portion, 2iin. by l|in.
; 11 + 10 lines ; Babylonian. Part of a list of

gods and of the objects dedicated to them. Eg., Hues 1 ft’, of obverse

read;

—

^-yy syny b
4-yy •m
4-yy* +y 4ty

4-yy m
The catch-line reads :

—

+ Sff-y yy yy a-
"^yii -n s«y -n
4-tMyjiiy-iiyy ^Ey ^y+ yy V- --y- +y-

-yyz,4i-K^« +y-

[K. 8397]

Lower portion, left half, 2^m. by 2gin.
;
16 + 14 linos. Part of a private

contract between y IfcJ ^ and J yy< 4-^ yy concerning

the sale of land. [K. 8308]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by IJin.; 11 + 24 lines; Babylonian.

Portion of a hymn, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

Mention is made of various temples, e,^,, the temples of y>. >.4-

4Ey, 5ffy Ksy-*- «f -4. s»y -yy# -yy^ ’Ey<y, -+
^y. Sffy •'^ycy 5:ycy sssy s^i sy (of the dty of .^^y),

Esy y- *sy ity ^^y^y. ssy ^aay Xcyy (of the dty of cnthah,

yy ^1) “nd ^^y ^ j^ty -Hf- yy (of the dty of ^^y) ;

c/, reverse, lines 9 ff. [K. 8399]

Upper portion, right half, IJin. by l-i^in.; 11 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a list of names of persons, probably to be connected with contri-

butions. In the colophon meirtion is made of the city of ^^3Tc:y

4Ey [K. 8400]

Lower portion, 2}in. by 2Jin.; 17 + 22 lines. Omens derived from the

actions of birds. The sentences begin with [f fcfyyt: fcfyy^ fj

;

ef, suprOf p. 869, K. 7704, and tn/ro, 80-7-19, 161. [K. 8401]

• Partly effaced.
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Nearly complete, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 19 + 1 + 9 lines. Letter to the king from

T 4 Mention is made of the temple of Nebo

in tlie city of (( etc, [K. 8402]

Portions^ 2jin, by Ijin,; 18 6 lines; Bahyloninn, Part of a report on

public affairs, beginning :

—

mm -+— j T? mr
^ m ^^ tn ^y y?t»

Mention is made of Mcrodach-baladan (f »-^?])*

[K. 8403]

Fragment of the left half, 2m. by IJin. ; 11 + ( )
+

( ) + 20 lines in double-columns; Babylonian. List of names of

various kinds of Avood. [K. 8404]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2in. ; 11 + ( ) + ( ) + 12

lines in double-columns. List of names of various kinds of wood.

[K. 8405]

Upper portion, 3y’^in. by 2 Jin. ; 20 + 4 lines. Omens forming, according

to the colophon, the 59th tablet of the Series ]
- ]»- V*

The text begins :

—

r iiH r—
The catch-line reads:

—

m <m ^ <i- «;
c/. supra, p. 489, K. 2922. [K. 8406]

Right half, 2f*^in. by IJin. ; 6 + lines; Babylonian. Part of an

astrological report. [K. 8407]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IjVi^*; 11 + 9 lines. Forecasts. [K. 8408]

Upper portion, 2-i^in. by Ij^in. ; 10 + 14 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king from J ^|<y yy
concerning

public affairs. [K. 8409]

Left-hand corner, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 13 + lines in double-columns;

Babylonian. Grammatical paradigms. [K. 8410]

Portions, 2|in. by Ifin. ;
18 + 4 lines. Part of a letter to the king from

y -^-yyy^tliHii^M?! concerning the delivery of certain ships.

[K. 8411]

• Atiempied restoration from K. 1177; above, p. 239.

t or-jy?

t Parti V effaced.
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Nearly complete, 3jm. by IJin. ; 23+ 17 lines; Babylonian. Letter to

the Assyrian king concerning religions matters. Mention is

made of the Babylonians and the temple of XI f obverse,

lines 11 ffl :

—

mtj* Hgy 4 V ^ r? e«t sfm n
mir- (?)B <xi -Ef ty ^ !0i -^

<r*-B -+ t^y? [K-

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 3 in. by 2 in.
; 17 +

lines. Description of a buihling, etc., which probably forms part of a

mythological legend; c/. lines 7 flF.
:

—

- lai y? ^yyy^^ ^ ^mm
-ui <y-giy ^-yyy< m * v iiii sii

y? j^y? -^yy t] -+ *^yyy^ -isy mm
I.y <y^iiij ^y *^yy^ WM
yf ^y --yy j^yyy^^ -yyi v mi mm
m turn ^ *^yyyy £y--"«^yy

c: V y? -yyi y + ^-yy ^yy etc.

[K. 8413]

Portion ont of the iniddlc, 3iin. by 2|in.
; 26 + 18 lines. Portion of a

hymn. [K. 8414]

Right-hand corner, l^iu. by ( +)3 + 5(+..;ii) lines (in

double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 8415]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by fin.; 7 + lines. Part of a hymn
with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 2861 {see above,

p. 482 f.), obverse, lines 53 ff. [K. 8416]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by fin,; 7 + lines. Fragment

of an incantation with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8417]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by fin.; 6 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8418]

Fragment of the left halfj 1-^in. by fin.; 11 + lines. Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 4618 (see

above, p. 648), obverse, lines 2 ff. [K. 8420]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by t^in. ; 8 + lines. Fragment of a

text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version.

It appears to form a parallel text of K. 1283 (see above, p. 258),

obverse, lines 34 ff. [K. 8421]

• Purtly effacel.

6 0VOL. nr.
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Fragment of the left half, Jin. by fin.; 5 ± lines. Fragment of a

hymn with an interlinear version. [K. 8423]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by fin.; 7 -f lines. Fragment

of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8424]

Fragment of tlie left hnlf, lin. by -j-fin. ; 6 + lines. Fragment

of a religions text. [K. 8425]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by in.
; 0 + lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Duplicate of K. 4961 {see above, p. 679), Column II, lines 8 ff. [K. 8426]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by |Jin. ;
4 -f- lines. Fragment

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8427]

Fragment of the left lialf, 1jVin. by Jin. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8428]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Jin. ; 6 -f- lines. Fragment of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8429]

Left-hand corner, |fin. by Jin.; 5 + lines.

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Fragment of a

[K. 8430]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijfin.by Ij^in.
;
10 + 9 + + lines

ill double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 8431]

Lower portion, 2in. by l|in.
; 5 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; in line 6 of

reverse a division-stroke. Part of an astrological report to the king

concerning observations of the moon
;

it partly relates to public affairs.

Explanatory glosses are added by the scribe. [K. 8432]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by l|in.; 19-1-10 lines; Babylonian.

Portion of a letter to the king concerning military affairs. Mention is

made of the land of Elam of f % the

son of f ^ and of j (?) a y yf yy

[K. 8433]

Portions, f)gin. by 5in. ; 20 + 30 + 32 + 27 + (reverse
:)
15 + traces of 1 +

1 lines. List of words, including proper names. A large number of
lines begin with \.
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Portion of the right half, 4f in, by 2-|in.
; 37 + lines. Part of a text

containing prayers and incantations with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 8435]

Portion out of the middle, Sin. by 2in.; 10 + 11 + lines (in

three columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class “ S^” .

IK, 8436]

Portion out of the middle, Sin. by 2Jin. ; 11 + 21 lines. Part of a report (?).

[K. 8437]

Upper portion, right half, 4jm. by 2Jin. ; 7 + 19 + 17 + 3 lines. Prescrip-

tions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick

people. Section IV of Column III (lines 14 ff.) reads :

—

T -III IEI-Hf-S=r

m ^ ^ er -tr 3: 1, ef -- </— n jf

r s f ^Ef Hr i HI i

- «Wr iiri e?tt --t
[K. 8438]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2in. ;.....+ 23 lines. Astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public afiairs. [K, 8439]

Portion of the left half, Sjjin. by IJin.; 27 + 27 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a letter to the king coiiccrning military affairs. Mention is made of

y 4^ (var.
: HJ 4^). [K. 8440 •

Portion out of the middle, 2-|-Jin. by 2 Jin,; 18 + 15 + + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 8441]

Portion of the left half, 3Jin. by 3Jin. ; 32 + ( + + ) 33 lines.

Part of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men

in connection with rivers and canals. The lines on obverse begin almost

throughout with y (*-) y^Qf. [K. 8442]

Right-hand corner, 3iu. by 1Jin. ; 1 + 8 lines. Fragment of a text con-

taining incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, similar to

those of K. 4979 (see above, p, 680). Of the catch-line only the end is

visible :-iii|^::yy s:JJf HU- [K. 8443]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by 2|in. ; + +
11 + 13 lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 8444]

Portion of the right half, 2-j^in. by 2in.; + 14 lines. Prayer in the

form of a litany, part of which has atU interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8445]

6 0 2
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fragment of the left half, 2,Un. by Ifin. ;
IH + lines in dbuble-

cohimiis. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. Duplicato of

K. 20:17 a (see above, p. 392 and noto *), obverse, lines 1 ff. [K. 8446]

Right half, 2 Jin. by 2/^in.; 14-1-8 lines. Part of a prayer with an

interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8447]

Portion out of the middle. Sin. by 21 in.
; 16 + + H- lines.

Part of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 8448]

Portion of the left half, Sin. by 2|in. ; + ± + 19 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of people suffering from poisoned

limbs, etc, E.g., lines 12-17, including two colophon-lines, read :

—

-m i ^yyy^r^
^ r? <m -+ <m im ^y-m i +

v

<y-iBy ^ ^y V i y s^y i an ey - «<

-^y A-yyy
--y

'^-yyy ‘<m ayi e??< <igf‘ -yyi m
yr>-^<y—Hf-^igi4i^E!:yy<y-^yy<y- y?<Ey-Eyayi

£y tj^'yy Ey tM-

Cf, sup7^a^ p. 474, K. 2772; and m/m, K. 967)8, etc, [K. 8449]

Portion out of the middle. Sin. by 2Jin. ; 15 + 18 lines. Regulations

for making offerings. [K. 8450]

Right-hand corner, 2f in. by 2Jin. ; 8 + 15 lines. Part of a text containing

directions for ceremonies and rites, [K. 8452]

Right-hand corner, Igin. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 8453]

Upper portion, right half, 5Jin. by SJin.; 17 + 36 + 14 + 3 + 4 lines;

Babylonian. Portion of a report (?) concerning religious matters (?).

Mention is made of the nobles of the king ^y-

fK. 8454]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2fin. by 2 in.; 4 -r 8 + (...,. + ) 4 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 8455]

Fragment of the left-half, 2|in. by 2-^in,
; 6 + 6 lines. Fragment of a

religious text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8456]

Portion out of the midtllc, 3Jin. by 3jin.; f 25 lines. Part of a
prayer. [K. 8457]

Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, 2in. by l^in. ; 10 + 8 lines. Omens denved from the

actions of pigs (?). The lines begin with
J ^ | ET ;

cf. supra, pp. 499, 558, K. 3055, K. 3725, etc. [K. 8458]

Fragment of the left half, 3Jin. by If in.
; 16 + lines. Incan-

tations, some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8460]

Fragment of the right half, 3Jiii. by l^in.
;
traces of 14 + 14 lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 8461]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 2|iii.
; 15 ± lines. Part of a

Surnero-Akkadian prayer in the form of litany. [K. 8462]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2fm. by 2Jin. ; 11 + 10 + 7 + lines.

Part of an alliterative hymn. The lines of Column II begin witli

<Ef. [K. 8463]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2in.
; 10 + 12 lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 8465]

Ilight-hand corner, 2Jin. by IJ^in. ; 15 + lines. Part of a historical

inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 8466]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by IJl^in.; 19 + lines. Astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 8468]

flight half, upper portion, 4 Jin. by 2Jm. ; ( +) 30 + +
lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for

the benefit of sick people. [K. 8469]

Fragment of the right half, 2 Jin. by 2Jin. ; + 13 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites. E.g., line 6 reads:

—

I IfO <T— I V [K. 8470]

Portion of the right half. Sin. by 2§in.
; 20 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Astro-

logical forecasts concerning eclipses; they partly relate to public

affairs. [K. 8471]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by 2 in.
;
11 + lines;

Babylonian. Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Cf. infra, K. 8488. [K. 8472]

Portion out of the middle, 3|in. by 26 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 8473]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; 28 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 8474]

Fragment of the right half, IJfJiii* by iTfijin. ;
6 + 12 lines; Babylonian.

Incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8475]
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Portion of the left half 2jin. by min.; 20 +(..... -i- -h) traces of

2 lines. • rnciiiitatioiis AVith an interlinear Assyrian version, and

pra^^ers, probably belonging to a tablet ot the Series

yf J>^.
[K. 8476]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by 1-iVin, ; 14 ± 15 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 8477]

Left-hand corner, 2J in. by IjV^^*; + Incantations,

belonging to the i)th tablet of the Series Duplicate of

K. 2427 ({<€6 above, p. 442), obverse, lines 1 ff. [K. 8478]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by IJin. ; 14 + lines;

Babylonian. Part of a historical inscription. [K. 8479]

Fragment out of the middle, 2j^in. by 2iin. ; + + 11 + 15 lines.

Portion of a text containing omens derived from the condition of various

parts of the human body. [K. 8480]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 2iin. ; 16 + .... . lines. Part of a hymn
with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8482]

Portion out of the middle, 4f in.by 2j\in.
;
34 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts concerning eclipses and the direction in whicji the

shadow travels
;
they partly relate to public affairs. Mention is made

of the kings of ^ Jfc <Igf, 1^^ <Igf, .^y<, etc.

FK. 8483]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by 2 in.; 6 + 7 + 5 + 5 lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of an astrological text. Mention is made of the lands of Akkad,

Flam, Gutiurn and Amurru (V -^fEy. V [V] [V^]

+I-). [K. 8484]

Complete, 2 Jin. by 2Jin. ; 8 + Hues, Babylonijin; reverse vitrified;

from Warka(?). Private contract concerning the delivery of corn.

[K. 8485]

Part of the right half, 2|iii. by 2iin. ; 16 + lines. Part of a religious

text. Mention is made of the Tigi-is (yfQf ^ [K. 8486]

Right-handcorner,2Jin.bylJin.; + Ulines. Fragment ofa religious,
or mythological, text.

["X, 8487]

Portion out of the middle, 3Ti.iu. by 2 Jin.; 12 + lines; Babylonian.
Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. This fragment
might belong to the same tablet as K. 8472, q.v. [K. 8488]
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Portion of the right half, S/g-in. hy 1
-fi.

in.

;

-i- 26 lines. Incan ta ti ons,

prayers and directions for ceremonies. For a duplicate see above,

p. 920, K. 8S66. [K. 8489]

Fragment out of the middle, by 10 + lines in

double-columns. Fragment of a list of Assyrian words 'with similar

meanings. [K. 8490]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin, by 2fVin.; traces of 2 + ±12
+ traces of 4 lines. Part of an alliterative hymn similar to K. 3452

(see above, p. 534), etc. The lines of Sections I and II of Column III

begin with and ^ respectively. [K. 8491]

Portion of the left half, 3Jin. by IJin.; 28 + 16 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 8492]

Fragment ofthe lower portion, 2 Jin. by 2y\in,
; 17 + 9 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the moon and various stars
;
they

partly relate to public affairs. Of a colophon-lino (reverse, lino 8) only

the middle portion is preserved ;

—

n [k- 8^93]

Portion of the right half, 2-i?,jin. by 2iii.
; 15 ± 6 lines. Omens concerning

incidents that may happen to men. [K. 8494]

Left-hand corner, by Ifin.; 11 + 2 lines. Part of a text containing

forecasts concerning tiy J|f and etc. The obverse begins :

—

M.ti 10^ «< c-m IT TTTm^ ET tTT^as
[K. 8496]

Fragment of the upper portion, 3Jin, by Ifin. ; 16 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 8497]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in,; 10 + lines. Part of a

religious text connected with the worship of Ratnmdn

[K. 8498]

Portion out of the middle, 3fin. by 2|in. ; + +12 + 22 lines.

Hemerology for the months Ilesvan and Sebat, etc., concerning

eclipses. This fragment might belong to the same tablet as K. 3903

;

see above, p. 575. [K. 8499 + K. 9457]

flight half, lower portion, 3Jin. by IJin.
; ( +) 26 + (+.....)

lines. Astrological forecasts, [K. 8500]*

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by IJin.; + 11 lines. Part of a

prayer, probably forming the colophon to an inscription. [K. 8501]
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lines. Part of

[K. 8502]
Fragment of the left half, 2Jiii. by IJiu. ;

12 +

a religious text.

Fragment out of tlio middle, 5 4 + ..... (+ 4-
)

+ traces of 5 + 0 lines in three columns. Part of an explanatory

list of the class “ 8503]

Pight-hand corner, l|i!in. by 16 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Fragment

of a r el i g i ou s t(‘xt. 8504]

Portion of th(' left Ijalf, 2Jin. by l§in.; 23 + lines. Prescrip-

tions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick

people. 8505]

Complete, 2in. by 2in.
; 6 + 7 lines; Babylonian; reverse partly vitrified;

from Warka (?). Private contract, concerning the delivery of corn,

dat(Ml of the 10th year of Artaxerxes (df. reverse, lines 6 and 7

:

^11 jKT <WTl V m
V B.C. 455 (?). [K. 8506]

Fragment out of the middle; 2 Jin. by l^in. ; 3 + 18 + lines.

Grammatical paradigms. lines 8 AT. of Column II read:

—

[I y] in mi E?yy m m
ra y m -mi y? m m
1 im -u. ^ m m
y y m -ti -ti m b [K. 8507]

Portion of tlie left half, 2|in. by 2 in. ; + 12 lines
;
Babylonian.

Incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version. They belong to

tlui 5 til tablet of thci Series JlTl^jiy^y ItJ yj
and form a duplicate

of K. 2507
;

nep, above, p. 440. The text corresponds with W.A.I. IV,

2nd cd., pi. 2, Column V, lines 12 IF. [K. 8508]

Lower portion, I’-lin. by lj^,iin.; 12 + 1 + 10 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines;^

division-marks. Part of a private letter to the king. The king

appears to siiff'cr fjoin a disease of the cars from whicli the writer

promises to deliver iiim by sending him a skilful doctor. Cf. obverse,

lines 4 <tT^ Ilf tAx V ^7^ ^
V V <10 ^ ^ .yy; tyy i .gy

<!- tint ET T? 0 STf tEy? < ^yy yy,
etc.; and reverse, lines 7 fl’:— ty yi jtM EtTT M ET TJ SE TT

«<TT ty tyy tEyy e<>l< ItJ- fte. [K. 8509]
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Left half, l-j-Jiu. by
;
traces of 1 + 11 lines. Extract from a text

coutaiiiing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

moon and various stars. The sentences begin with f I . The
colophon reads :

—

<TfT F- V T - VW-M n -II
<y-iaj Etyy <En x. m

fcllft .4- y ^ ^ ^y^i^y
-gyy .4^1

T -*f -S ^ CETT E:?S T? l|. [K. 8510]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2^in. by 2 in.; 2 + 9 ± +
lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 8511]

Portion of the right half, 2f in. by l|in.; 22 + 12 lines. Part of a mytholo-

gical legend (?). [K. 8512]

Portion of the right half, l-j-fin. by l|in.
; 8 + 12 lines. Omens concerning

houses, ete^ [K. 8513]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jm. by Ifin. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of

K. 8046 (see below, p. 947), lines 1 ff. [K. 8514]

Portion out of the middle, 23 in. by 2-^in. ; + 21 lines. Part of a

hymn to Merodach. E.g,^ lines 7 ff. read:

—

y?* i -nitmTT?€in et i
^lET T- -R* ET -TT4 -TTl I
stT --ty ’s^yy — 1^ -va *

tE -s&Ty tE -TTi^-+ St Etyy 4-+ y- -+ c^y-
[K. 8515J

Left half, upper portion, 2fin, by IJin. ; 13 + 16 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a list of objects, which probably formed contributions or offer-

ings. The sum total of their weight is given. [K. 8516]

Portions, 5|in. by 5gin.; 34 + 31 + ..... + ..... + 11 + 25 lines. Por-

tion of a mythological legend which forms the 11th tablet of the

Series ^ ^ contains the Babylono - Assyrian

account of the Deluge, Duplicate of K. 2252; see above, p. 426.

The text corresponds with W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pi. 43 [50], Column I,

lines 1 ff., 56 ff.
;

pi. 44 [51], Column V, lines 38 ff. ;
Column VI, lines

17 ff.
;

c/. HaupT, Nimr.t pp. 114 ff.. No. 58; Beitr.^ Vol. I, p. 121 ; and

Jensen, Kosmol, p. 398. i!ke also K. 8518 and K. 8593 (below, p. 943).

[K. 8517]

6 DVOL. ra.

• Fardj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle; liii. by lin. ; + 7 + + +

-I- lines. Fragment of a mythological legend con-

taining the Babyloiio-Assyrian account of the Deluge. Tliis frag-

ment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 8517, but does not join

it. Duplicate of K. 3375, ftee above, p. 527. The text corresponds with

W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., p. 43 [50], Column IT, lines 13 ff.
; cf, Haupt, Nhnr.,

pp. 114, 113, 117, note 10; and Beitr,^ Vol. I, pp. 121, 129. [K. 8518]

Right-hand corner, Ijihi. by Ifin. ; 7 4- 10 lines. Fragment of a mytho-

logical text. Mention is made of the and

[K. 8519]

Upper portion, 5D*n. by 3^ in.
; 3 + 9 + ll + 74'8-fll + 8-|- lines;

from the South-east Palace at Niinroud. Part of a list of picture-

signs. Tlie archaic euiieiform characters wliich are thought to be their

erpiivalents are added, and the list is arranged in tlie order of S*. For

the text and explanations itf'e Houghton, VIS.B.J., Vol. VI, p. 454 IF.

;

c/, also Oppeut, KJf., Vol. II, p. 65 f.
;
Peiskr, Zeits., 1883, p. 108 f.

;

Bezold, P.S,B.A., Vol. X, p. 420; and Gtdde Kouy. Gall., 1885, p. 148,

No‘ 5. [K. 8520]

Portions, 7in. by 4|in.
; 38 + 44 + + lines in double-columns.

Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms, including a list of

the ideographs for the months of the year. Tliey appear to belong to a

tablet of the Series <Igf
<vg[ tfyr HJ ^ ff ^y ^^y< For

duplicates see above, pp. 891, 300, 301, KK. 2088, 4158, 4170, and below,

Rm. 307; 82-8-28, 4492; 82-5-22, 1083; 82 5-22, 1110; Sp. II, 238;

Sp. II, 802, and Rm. IV, 898 ; cj. also Sp. II, 881, The text is published

W.A.I. II, 18, No. 2 ;
V, 29, No. 1; and by Haupt, KeiUchriftt., p. 34 IF,

No. 4. See also Hincks, Jfonoyramj^ for Assyrian Months, etc., dated
“ Hh March, 1858 ’ and in the Proceed. Hoy, Irish Academy, Vol. V,

pp. 408 IF
;
Noiiias, Ass. Diet., pp. 50, 782; Delitzscj], Lesest., 3rd ed.,

p. 92f.;t ir./>\,tpp. 24, 188 f., 191, 210, 271, 427, 480; StrassmaiER,
A. F., p. 320 ; Haupt, Zeits., 1885, p. 272 f.

; Beitr., Vol. 1, p. 14 ;t BarTH,
Zeits., 1887, p. 880 ;t Meissner, ihid., 1892, pp. 21 IF

;
and Guide Kouy.

Gall., 1885, p. 143, No. 4. [K. 852I]

Portion out of the middle, 3iin. by 2iin.; 31 + 33 lines. Part of a mytho-
logical legend which appears to belong to a tablet of the Series

• A copy of

IHsl 0 3

»1 *

mark

this litliograplicd list id ia the Library of the British Mufleum;

t The fragment is tliere quoted under Bowlee’s private mark 0 116.

presi-
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*/ ET ^T? ^T- The text is published by G. Smith, VoI. IV,

p. 3()3 f., plates 3 and 4, and repeated by Delitzsch, Lesest, 3rd ed.,

pp. 95 and 96.* For translations and explanations see G. Smitei, Chald,

Gen,, pp. 82 K
;
G. E., pp. 78 ff., 301 ;

Oppert, in Ledrain’s Histoire

dUsrad, Vol. I, pp. 415 if.; Talbot, T,S,BA,, Vol. IV, pp. 349 fF.
;
Rec,,

Vol. Vn, pp. 123 if.
;
Schrader, K,A.T, 2nd ed.= C.0.2'.,p. 26 ; Saycb,

Ilibb, Lect, pp. 140 f.
; 379 ff.

;
Rec,, N.S., Vol. I, pp. 136 ff.

;
Delitzsch,

Parad,, p. 89; WJL pp. 252, 262, 292, 303, 311, 363, 403, 405, 474;

Gramm,, § 101; and Jexsen, Kosmol,, pp. 8, 29, note; 33, 268, 294 ff.,

302, note; 329, 360 ff., 513. Cf, also Guide Kouy, Gall, 1885, p. 147,

No. 23, C, [K. 8522]

Fragment of the lower portion, Sin. by 2Jin. ; 15 + 15 lines. Part of an

inscription of Esarhaddon. The text is published by WiNCKLER,

Zeits,, 1887, part 3, plate II
; cf, ibid,, p. 305 f., note 1. [K. 8523]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.; 11 + lines. Fragment of a

mythological legend belonging to the 3rd tablet of the Series

*7^ ET ^y? ^y* Duplicate of K. 3473 {see above, p. 536 f.), obverse,

lines 17 ff. ; cf, PiNCllEb, Bah, Rec,, Vol. IV, p. 30, note 1. [K. 8524]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, by Hu.
; 7 + 7 +

+ lines. Fragment of a mythological text. Mention is made

of the <^y <?? ^:yyfi^. [K.8525]

Right-hand corner, 2j\in. by 1^-in. ; 17 + 4 lines. Part of a mythological

legend belonging to the 5th tablet of the Series ^y]f ^ gy ty{ ^y.

Duplicate of K. 3567 {see above, p. 545), obverse, lines 1 ff. Cf, Bezold,

P,k.B,A,, Vol. XI, p. 135 ; Jensen, Kosmol,, p. 347 ;
Haupt, Beitr,, Vol. I,

p. 98, note ; and Jager, ibid,, p. 483. [K. 8526]

Nearly complete, 2fin. by l^in.
; 13 + 11 linos; Babylonian; not from

Kouyunjik (?). Mathematical calculations, similar to those of

K. 3168 ;
««« above, p. 510. Cf. also 81-2-1, 72. [K. 8527]

Upper portion, If in. by If in.; 8+6+3 lines in Assyrian; on the left-hand

edge 2 lines in Phoenician. Part of a private contract concerning

the sale of a field. For the text see Rawlinson, W.A.I. II, 70, No. 5

;

and DE VoGU^, Corpus inserr. Sem,, Pars 11, 1. 1 (1889), p. 32 f.

[K. 8528]

• The fregment is quoted here and in many of the following references under GE. SxiTB’f

prirate mark “ frgi. 18.”

6.D 2
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Fragment of the left half, by fin. ; + 2 + 5 lines in Assyrian;

on the loft-liand edge 1 line in Phoenician. Fragment of a private

contract. For the text see Rawlinsox, J, Roy, As, Soc,, New Ser.,

Vol. I, p. 229
;
and DE Voguk, U, p. 42 f. [K. 8529]

Lower portion, 2YVhi. by IfVbi- ; 16 + 4+11 lines; Babylonian. Part ot

a letter to the king. Mention is made of f

Cf, Guide Kouy, Gall, p. 105, No. 50. [K. 8530]

Lower half, 3gin. by 2Jin. ; 30 + 31 linos
;
marginally-niled.* Portion of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. The text is published

W.A.L II, 19, No. 1; transliterated by IIalevy, rgZ., pp. (46)fF.

;

and translated by Sayce, IHhb, Lect,, p. 482 f. For a duplicate see below,

Rm. 126. [K. 8531]

Portion out of the middle, 4gin. by 3Jin. ; 3 + 4 + + ( +
-f) 5 + 15 + lines. Part of a Babylonian chronicle

concerning the early Babylonian kings, their dynasties and reigns. For

the text see G. Smith, Vol. Ill, pp. 371 IF.
;
and Winckler,

IJntersuchungen, p. 153. also DeliTZHCH, Koss.^ p. 14, note 3; BezOLD,

Lit, p. 21, § 11, ?a; SCHRADER, Sitzber, Preuss, Ak,d, W., 1887, pp. 580 ff.;

Sayce, Rec,, N.S., Vol. I, ]). 20 f.; Halevy, Recherches biblique,% part 8,

p. 308; and Gnide Komj, Gall, 1885, p. 171, No. 16. [K. 8532]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin.; 5 + traces of 5 +
lines. Fragment of a Babylonian chronicle, probably belonging to

the same tablet as the preceding number. For the text see G. Smith

and Winckler, ll cc, [K. 8533]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 5 + lines. Frag-

nioiit of a Babylonian chronicle, probably belonging to the same

tablet as the preceding numbers. For the text see G. SMITH and

Winckler, ll. cc. [K. 8534]

Complete, 2 ^m. by
; 15 + 16 + 2 + (left-hand edge) Hines. Letter

to the king irom
y on private affairs. Mention is made of

T -El -^l|. Cy. Guide Kowj. Gall, 1885, p. 165, No. 49
.
[K. 8535]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |;|in.
; 7 + lines. Part

an inscription of Sargoii 11. similar to those mentioned above,

pp. 328, 665, KK. 1668a, 4818. The text is published by WiNCKLER,
jSa?*go?i, Vol. 11

,
plate 46, a. 353^

• (y. mpra, p. 483, and note *.

t Attempted rcsloratioa after KK. 601, 1023, 7297. 7299, 7323, 7424, .bore, pp. 118 211,
843 f., 851 i tee .Iso p. 90, K. 358.

’ ’
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Portions of a prismoid, 19^ in. high, the sides of the base increasing from

2iin. to 2f in.
; 89 + 71 + 95 -f 118 + 125 + 123 + 122 + 120 4- 78 +

89 lines. Inscription of Assurbanipal, forming the so-called

“ Cylinder A.” The text is published and restored from various dupli-

cates and parallel texts {see above, p. 460, K. 2628; below, K. 9482, and

especially sub Rm. 1) W.A.I. ITT, pll. 17-26, and repeated, accompanied

by a transliteration and a translation, by G. Smith, Asmirh,^ pp. 3 if.,

15 ff., 52 ff., 58 ff., 84 ff., 110 ff., 151 ff., 205 ff., 218 IF., 256 ff., 300 IF., 308 tF.

;

cf, also Delitzsch, Lesest^ 2iid ed., pp. 104 fF. For translations and

explanations of this text see Rawlinson, Transactions of the Royal Society

of Literature^ Vol. VII, pp. 137 ff.
;
Oppert, Rapp, de VE,^ pp. 51 ff.

;

G. Smith, Vol. I, pp. 55 ff.; Disc.^ pp. 319 ff.; Talbot, T,S.B,A.,

Vol. I, pp. 346 ff.
;

Rec,, Vol. VII, pp. 65 ff. ; Menant, -d pp. 253 ff.;

Bah, et la CL, pp. 169 ff.
;
and Delattbe, Inscrr, hist,, pp. 41 ff.

[K. 8537]

Section of a sphere or instrument for astrological calculations, IJin.

liigh, diameter 5Jin. The flat side is inscribed with mathematical

figures and descriptions referring to them. These legends vary in

length from 1 to 4 lines, and in some cases are fragmentary; they

read in different directions. Mention is made of the stars

- 4ST. -ET. T? f ^ ItMl etc.

For a transliteration, and an attempt at an explanation, of the text see

BoSANQUETand SayCE, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society,

Vol. XL, January, 1880, pp. 119 ff., and plate; cf, also Guide Kouy,

Gall, 1885, p. 153, No. 42. [K. 8538]

Fragment out of the bottom of a dish, 2-|\rin. by IJin. ;
slightly curved;

3 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably

Assurnasirpal. Mention is made of his grandfather ^ ?].

[K. 8539]

Fragment of a cylinder, IJin. by l-i^in. ; 7 lines. Fragment of an inscrip-

tion of an Assyrian king similar to those mentioned above, p. 327,

K. 1662. [K. 8540]

Fragment of a cylinder, IJin. long, segmental arc 2|in.; chord 2^*yin.; ends

of 10 lines. Fragment of an inscription of an Assyrian king

similar to the preceding. Mention is made of Akkad

[K.8541]

Portions of a prismoid, 7 in. high, the sides of the base increasing from 2iin.

to 2^in. ; 12 -1- 29 + 33 + 37 -1- 39 + 37 lines. Inscription of

Esarhaddon. The text of Column I forms a duplicate of K. 2671 (sss
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above, p, 484), obverse, lines 0 ft'.
;
and that of Columns II-VI forms a

duplicate of tS-KV^l, 2 (^/.r.), Column I, lines 43 IT.
; Column III, lines

11 ff.
;
Column IV, lines 16 ff.; Column V, lines 22 ft*.; and Column VI,

linos 37 ff. For the text of Columns II-V m- R. F. IIaRPER, Hehr,^

Vol. IV, pp. 20 ft'. Cf. also Budge, Hist, of TWirh,^ p. 9. [K. 8542*]

Portion of a cornice of alabaster, 11 in. by 3Jin. ; 2Jin. thick; 1 line:

—

^ V ^yyy^ MMM- Fragment of an

inscription of an Assyrian king concerning building-operations.

[K. 8543]

Portion out of the middle of an alabaster slab, 5^in. by 3|in.; l^in. thick;

14 -f 14 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king. Men-
tion is made of the city of ^ fy and of the

[K. 8544]

Right-hand corner of an alabaster slab; 7Jin. by 5Jin.; 1 Jin. thick; 12 + 10

lines. Part of an inscription of Assnrnasirpal. TJie text coitg-

sponds with that of W.A.I. I, 23, Column II, lines 126 ft*.

[K. 8545 + K. 8547]

Portion of the left half of a brick, 6in. by ojin.
;
2in. thick; 2 + (left-hand

edge) 1 lines. Part of an inscription of 4- =) Shal-
maneser. [K. 8546]

Lower portion of an alabaster slab, 9Jin. by 5Jin.
; 1 Jin. thick; 7 + 7 lines.

Part ot an inscription of Assnrnasirpal, The text corresponds

with that of W.A.I. I, 26, Column III, lines 123 ff. [K. 8548]

Portion of an alabaster bowl, 5 Jin. high, segmental arc 13Jin.; chord lOin.;

2 lines :

—

4- V T? -<h -4- 4-

£?Ft -rrt i?m t? 5m
Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 8549]

Fragment of the upper portion of an alabaster slab, 2|in. by2i-in.; Ifin,
thick; 4 + 1 lines. Part of an inscription of Assnrnasirpal. Tho
text con-esponds with tliat of Lavabd, /?ii>crr., pi. 1, lines 1 ff. [K. 8550]

Portion of a vase-stand (?), 2tin. high; (Uameter of the lower part 5Jin,;
diameter of the upper ring 4in.; 2 lines. Inscription of Ailur-
risisi (I <H- fK. 85521

t Partly effaced.
: Thui.
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Upper half of a brick, 7 Jin. by 6Jin.; 11 lines; from Kalah-Shergat. In-

scription of an early ruler, ^ For the text sec

W.A.I. I, 6, No. II, and WiNCKLEB, Zeits.^ 1887, part 3, plate III, No. 10;

and for translations and explanations Menant, Aunales, p. 20; DelitzSOU,

Lit CtrlbL^ 1887, No. 16, Column. 544; Schrader, BihL^ Vol. I, pp. 1

and 2 ;
and WiNCKLER, /.(?., p. 314. [K. 8553]

A basalt bowl for kneading flour, with three feet, 4Jin. high, diameter at the

top 12in. Two feet are inscribed with 2 lines each :

—

Foot I:- th T <

6^^ « <H
Foot II:- yj 14:-+

« -V.*

Inscription of Rammdn-nirari I. [K. 8554]

Fragment out of the middle of a vase, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ;
3 lines. End of an

inscription of an Assyrian king (?). [K. 8555]

Foi-ty-two fragments of vases of limestone, varying from Jin. by Jin. to

2Jin. by 2 Jin.; three of them are inscribed with 2,1, 1 lines respectively.

Fragments of inscriptions of an Assyrian king. [K. 8556]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; + 14 + traces of 2 4-

lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people, [K. 8557]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2]-
Jin. ; + + ±

4-16 + 21 lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging to a

tablet of the Series V ^ ^ illl* The text is published by

Haupt, Nimr,f p, 20, No. 7, and Column V (?) is repeated, with restora-

tions from the duplicates Sm. 2097 and 80-7-19, 306 (q*v,), in

A. Jeremias* pi. I. Cf. also G. Smith, Chald, Gen,^ p. 209 f.

;

G.E., pp. 180 ff.; Haupt, Beitr., Vol. I, pp. 107, 118; Nimr,, p. 80; and

A. Jeremias, U.y p. 21 f. [K. 8558]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Um. by 2Jin.
;
(.....+) 12 + (+

) lines. Forecasts(?). [K. 8559]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by IJin. ; + 14 lines. Omens

concerning houses, For the text ««« Haupt, Nimr,, p. 76, No. 40;

cf. Beitr., Vol. I, p. 120. [K. 8560]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by IJin.; ( +) 7 (+ )
4-

( +) 4 (^- ) lilies. Fragment of a mythological legend

belonging to a tablet of the Senes ^ ti till* Haupt,

Vol. I, p. 150. See also below, K. 8574. [K. 8561]

Portion out of the middle, 2j\rin. by 2in.
;

14 4- 13 + lines;

occasionally division-marks. Part of a mythological legend. One

section begins :— fj ^ 1

^

P*

K. 8581. [K. 8562]

Lower portion, left half, 2|iii. by 2in.
; 11 + 17 lines. Part of a mytho-

logical legend concerning >-pf- Cf, infra, p. 941,

K. 8578. [K. 8563]

Fragment out of the middle, 2YTrhi. by l|in.
; ( + +) +

4 16 4 lines. Part of a mythological legend.

Duplicate of K. 8565, y.r. For the text see Haupt, Ximr,, p. 86, No. 47.

[K. 8564]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 2iin.
; ( 4 4) 4

4 16 4 20 lines. Part of a mythological legend. For the

text see Haitt, \im7\, p. 74, No. 38, and for a duplicjatc the preceding

number, (f. also G. Smith, Chald. Gen., pp. 258 ff.
;
6.E., p. 220 f.

;

Haupt, Beltr., Vol. 1, p. 120 ;
A. Jeremias, Lc., p. 32 ;

Bezold, Lit,

Ctrlbl, 1892, col. 784 ;
and supra, p. 528, K. 3382. [K. 8565]

Fragment of the left half, 1 jjin. by 1[ Jin. ; 4 16 linos. Part

of a mythological text; cf. G. Smith, Chald, Gen., p. 243; G.E.,

p. 207. For the text see Haupt, Nimr., p. 56, No. 28 ; cf, Beiir,, Vol. I,

p. 115. [K. 8566]

Fragment out of the middle, 22in. by Ijjm.
; 16 4 lines. Part

of a legend. For a translation of lines 2-11 see G. Smith, Chald, Gen,,

p. 146; G.E., p. 138. [K. 8567]

Right half, lower portion of one side, 3^in. by 2in.; ( 4) 4 21

(+ ) Regulations for making offerings. [K. 8568]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.
; 8 4 lines. Frag-

ment of a mythological?) text. [K. 8569]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by If in.; 17 4 lines. Part of
a legen d containing the fable of the fox. For a translation of lines 8«15
see G. Smith, Chald, Gen., p. 145 f.

; G.E., p. 138. [K. 8570]
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Lower portion, left half, by 3fin.; 26 + 24 + + 4 lines. Part

of a mythological legend concerning the god >->f- ^yy (»-4- ^
tit ^^^0' Mention is made of >-J:yy J^If (mr.; jyt Jglf). This

text may belong to the same Series as, or form the continuation of. that

of K. 2619 ; see above, p. 459, and Vol. IT, p. XXTV. [K. 8571]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, If in. by If in. ; 7 ±
lines. Fragment of a mythological legend:

—

e3TT eg Hi
<E[ V ^-TT

^ V r? ly? ??m <iii

II- Ki ^y- V gtyy ty mi
H^]y eyiys= Ey eg .4 41

jy eE 5;}-^ tyffe Ey*^

This fragment may belong to a tablet of the Series ^yj ^y ^yj ^y.

[K. 8572]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^jin. by lin.
; ( + + +

+) + 7 lines. Fragment of a mythological legend

belonging to a tablet of the Scries V
text see Haupx, A^tVar., p. 56, No. 29 ;

c/. G. Smith, Chald, Gen., p. 213 ;

G. E., p. 184 ;
and Beitr., Vol. I, p. 115. [K. 8573]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by Ifin.
; 7 + +3 lines.

Fragment of a mythological legend, which might belong to the same

tablet as K. 8561, q,v. For the text of obverse see Haupt, Nimr,, p. 52,

No. 25; cf. Beitr., Vol. T, p. 115. [K. 8574]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2-f*^g^in. by 2f in.
; 8 + 9 lines. Part of a

mythological legend belonging to the 3rd tablet of the Series

tyy ^y t^yj ^y. Duplicate of K. 3473 (see above, p. 536 f.), obverse,

lines 11 if. [K. 8575]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by l|in.
;

10 + 4 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 8576]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by If in. ; + 8 lines. Part of

a legend containing the fable of the fox. [K. 8577]

Upper portion, left half, 2 in. by 1-^in. ; 13 + traces of 6 lines. Part of a

mythological legend concerning ^TTT fragment

probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 8563 ; see above, p. 940.

[K. 8578]

• Partly effaced.

VOL. in. 6 b
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Frfignient of tlio upper portiim, 2^ in. by l?jin. ; ( + +) 13 4*

linos. Fragment of a mythological legend, apparently

belonging to a tablet of tlie Series ^ tHI. For the

text .see Haupt, Xiinr,, p. 73, No. 37 ; ef. G. SMITH, C/iald. Gen,, p. 254;

(>. E., p. 21(;; Beifr,, VoJ. T, p. 120; A. Jeiiemias, hiL-Xhnr., p. 31;. and

p. 52S, K. 3i)82. [^’ ^'^79j

Fragment out of the middle, 1|4tP'* 10 -f lines, frag-

ment of a mythologi(‘al text. Mention is made of various cities

«S<<:^ <m^ 4S: sr-T?? EV,^ T? <IEJ, etc,). For the text

Haitpt, Ximr., p. 150, No. 72; c/,G, SMITH, Chald, 6V«., pp. 282, 293;

a. E., p. 242 ;
and Heite,, Vol. I, p. 150. [K. 8580]

Fragment out of the middle, I Jin. by liin. ; 8 + 10 + lines.

Part of a myfhological legend. This fragment may belong to the

same tablet as K. 8502 ;
see above, p. 940. [K. 8581]

Fragment out of the middle, I Jin. by I gin.
; 10 + lines. Frag-

ment of a mythological (?) text. For the text see Haupt, Nimr.,'^. 78,

No. 42 ; cf, heitv,, Vol. I. p. 120. [K. 8582]

Fragment of the upper ixation of one side, 2|in. by 1 Jin. ; 4 + 10 +
lines. C^opy of a text containing directions for ceremonies and

rites to be used after a <lream. Cf, Column 11, lines 1 ff. :

—

! <!- * -3^ *
-ni* <igf ty tE .4? -M • isy • (?)ss

rB l tE vx Ey y <y- t'- -hi tyyyt cyy? <m y? ]

^yyy ti ii ey -+ «= <y- a? + tEy[^m?]
^yy y? h bit <14^ m <yjt -y^ + SfF w??]
gyi - --y ItH <h-Hl ^y< ^y< jiy .[yy;?]

H tyy tj V B £ryyy m --yy y la -ey Bf [<?]

Ey.

For an attompted translation of lines 1-8 of Column II see 6. SJUTH,

Chald. Gen., p. loT f.
; G.E., p. 131. [K. 8583]

Fragment out of tlie middle, 2iin. by IJin.; 11 + 10 + + +
"t lines. I ragineiit of a mythological legend belonging

to a tablet of tlie Series V iffl. Duplicate of
K. 275Gc; «« above, p. 473. For the text see ILvuPT, Nimr,, pp. 6,

No. 1 /, and 7!), No. 43 ; cf. Beitr., Vol. I, p. 103. [K. 8584]

Fragment out of the middle, ly’^jin. by tin.
j 7 -p lines. Frag*

ment of a rnythologieal, or religious, text. [K. 8585]

* Partly effaced.
t Thus.
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Fragment of the lower portion, 2§in. by 1 Jin. ; ( +) 19 +
lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging to a tablet of the

Series ^ For the text see Haupt, Nimr,, p. 57,

No. 30; cf. Beitr,, Vol. I, p. 115, and infra^ Sm. 1040. [K. 858G]

Left-hand corner, ly^in, by Jin.; 9 + 4- + + +
2 lines. Fragment of a mythological legend belonging to a tablet

of the Series ^ EH tig For the text of obverse see

Haupt, iViwr., p. 68, No. 35; cf, lkiU\ Vol. I, p. 118. [K. 8587]

Upper portion, left half, 3Jin. by B-j'^in.; 22 + + + + 10

+ 19 lines. Poi-tion of a mythological legend forming, according

to the colophon, the 10th tablet of the Series ^ illl*

?.£?., the story (Jgf of YTT|y >=^-. For the text see Haupt,

Nimr,, p. 65 f.. No. 33. Cf, also G. Smith, CkahL (Jen,, pp. 253, 260 f.

;

G.E., pp. 215, 221; Beitr,, Vol. I, p. 118; Bezold, Zeits,, 18i)0, p. 113;

A. Jeremias, Izd,-‘Nimr,, pp. 30 tf. ; and snpra, pp. 436, 528, K. 2360 and

K. 3382. [K. 8589]

Upper portion, right half, 3Jin. by 3Jin. ; + + 25 + 24 +
+ lines. Part of a mythological legend, apparently belonging

to a tablet of the Series ^ E3 t^E Duplicate of K. 2589

;

see above, p. 456. The text is published by Haupt, Nimr,, p. 18 f.,

No. 6; cf, Beitmge, Vol. I, pp. *106 f., 318 f.; G. Smith, Chakl, Gen,,

p. 227 f.
; G.E., pp. 196 ff.

;
and A. Jeremias, l,c., p. 43 f. [K. 8590]

Lower portion, loft half, 4Jin. by 2Jin.; 22 + 10 + + +
+ lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging to a tablet

of the Series ^ ^ ^E ^ ^YTY. The text of this fragment

probably contains the continuation of that of K. 3252 ;
see above, p. 517.

For the text see Haupt, Nimr,, p. 27 f., No. 12; cf, Beitr,, Vol. I,

p. 109 f.
;
G. Smith, Chald, Gen,, p. 214 f.

;
G.E., p. 185 ;

and A. Jeremias,

l.c,, p. 23. [K. 8591]

Left-hand corner, 2 in. by 1-^in.
; 6 + 14 lines. Fragment of a legend,

probably containing the fable of the calf.f [K. 8592]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by lin. ; + + +
+ 5 + lines. Fragment of a mythological legend containing

theBabylono-Assyriau account of the Deluge. Duplicate of K. 2252;

see above, p. 426. The text con’esponds with W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pi. 44

[51], Col. V, lines 32 ff. This fragment might belong to the same tablet

as K. 8517 (above, p. 933). For the text see Haupt, Nimr,, p. 118 ; cf.

ibid., p. 114; and Beitr., Vol. I, p. 121. [K. 8593]

* Partly effaced.

f This may be the fragment alluded to by G. Smith, Chald, Otn., pp. 138, 162.

6 E 2
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Fragment out of the middle, If in. hy Jin.; ..... + + b + . .

.

. •

+ lines. Fragment of a mythological legend con-

taining the Biibyloiio-Assyrian account of the Deluge. Duplicate of

K. 2252 ;
see above, p. 42(). The text corresponds with W.A.I. IV,

2nd ed., pi. 43 [oO], Col. Ill, lines 32 ff. It is published by HaupT, JVimr.,

p. 117
;

e/. Ueitr., Vol. I, pp. l2?i, 150. [K. 8504]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by ^in. ; + + +

-I- 5 -f. lilies. Fragment of a mythological legend containing

the Babylono-Assyiian account of the Deluge. Duplicate of K. 2252 ;

see above, p. 42i>. The text corresponds with W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pi. 44

[51], Col. V, lines 33 ff. It is published by IIaupt, Niinr., pi. 118 ; cf.

iljul., p. 114; and Vol. I, pp. 121, 150. [K. 8595]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^^^j-in. by 11 in.
; 12 + lines. Part of a

Suinero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 8596]

Portion of the right half, 2gin. by IMii. ; 8 ± lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 8597]

Left-hand corner, 2§in. by l^in. ;
16 -f 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from obversations of

various stars, [K. 8598]

Fragment of the right half, Ij^^-in. by l/^in.; 13 ± lines. Omens
concerning inciileiits that may happen to men, He. [K. 8599]

Fragment of the left-half, 2j'*jin. by 2 in.
; 12-f( +)12 lines.

Part of a h em e r o 1 ogy
.

[K. 8600]

Portion of the right half, 2|in. by l|in.
; 15 + 12 linos. Prayers.

[K. 8601]

Left half, IJin. by l-Z^yin. ; 8 -f 1 ± lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 8602]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; + 12 linos. Prayer in the form of

a litany, part of whicli has an interlinear Assyrian Version. [K. 8603]

Right half, lower portion, 2in. by
; 13 + 14 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 8604]

Fragment of the loAver portion, 2 ‘in. by l^in.; 6 + 7 lines. Part of a

[K. 8605]

Left-hand corner, 2»-in. by 2,5 in.; + 13 lines. Directions for cere-
monies and rites, be^nniiig

y ^ ^ ^
'>'=!

[K. 8606]

* Partly cffuued.
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Portion of the left half, 2 in. by Ifin. ; 11 + 10 lines. Prayer in the form

of a litany, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8607]

Fragment of the i-ight half, 2iin. by 2 in. ; + 9 lines. Part of a Sumero-

Akkadian religious text. [K. 8608]

Fragment out of the middle, 2j\in. by ljV“^*5 + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 8609]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJiii. by l^in.
;
9 + lines.

Fragment of a Sumcro-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany.

[K. 8610]

Upper portion, right half, 2iu. by Ifin.; 15 + 16 lines; Jhibylonian; division-

marks. Port of an astrological text concerning various stai*s.

In the colophon it is connected with the great astrological work

y ^ ^lention is made of the lands of Elam

if and Akkad [K. 8611]

£ Y

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 14 + lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 8612]

Fragment of the right lialfi IJin. by IJin.; ..... + 6 lines. End and

colophon of an omen-text belonging, according to the colophon, to a

tablet of the Series [y ^^yy y*- ^T? V* catch-line only

the end is visible:— T*'*'*^ illl 8613]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by It^Iji. ; + 13 + ..... +
lines. Kegulations for making offerings. [K. 8614]

Left-hand comer, IJin. by Ifin.; + 6 lines, hind and colophon

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Ac-

cording to the colophon it belongs to the 6th tablet of a Series, which

is probably the Series jngr<yH*vy T? The catch-lino reads :

—

<T-iw -Bf 6?= BSiTm. [k. seis]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by 2|in,; 21 + lines.
. Part of

a hemerology for the month of Sobat, concerning eclipses, and

relating to public affairs. [K. 8616]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2fin. by Ifin. ; 15 + lines.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 8617]

* Partly effaced.
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llight-liand corner, HJin. by Ifin.; 9 + 13 linea. Omens concerning

houses and incidents that may hapiien to a nobleman etc,

[K. 8618]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by liin. ; ±15 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [1^* 8619]

Portion out of the middle, 2iin. by l|iii.; 12 + traces of 4 + +
lines. Part of a mytliological (?) text. [K. 8620]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 Jin. ; 8 ± lines. Part of a prayer

with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8621]

Left-hand corner, 2|in. by IJin.; 4 + 1 lines. Beginning and end of a

report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288, [K. 8622]

Portion out of the middle, ^x\in. by Igin.
; 15 + lines. Part

of a mythological text. [K. 8623]

Fragment out of the middh*, 2Y^5-in. by ly^^in. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 8624]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by 2-/;. in. ; 9 + ( + ) 14 lines.

Part of an onieii-text. [K. 8625]

Lower portion, left half, 2^in. by IJin. ; 13 + 25 lines; Babylonian.

Prayers and directions for ceremonies connected with the worship

of the god
yf .

[K. 8626]

Portion out of the middle, 2§in. by l^in. ; 14 + 19 + + lines.

Part of an omen-text. One section begins:—

y

VIMJ- ^; 8627
]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by l|in. ; + 7 lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8628]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2iM.
; 9 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a religious text. [K. 8629]

Lower portion, lt*ft half, 2Jin. by 2in.
; 7 (+ ) + (reverse) 1 +

5 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological (?) text. [K. 8630]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by IJin.; + 6 + ( +)
4 + 3 lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list

with glosses. [K. 8631]

Lower portion, right half, 2giii. by IJin.; 13 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part
of a religious text. [^K. 8632]

fragment of the left half, IJiu. by l|in.
; 7 + 2 lines. Astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public aifairs. According to the colophon
the text belongs to the 25th tablet of a sories. [K. 8633]
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Portion out of the middle, 2^ in. by 2in.
; 13 ± lines. Part of an

astrological text concerning observations of various stars. [K. 8034]

Left-hand corner, 2iiu. by 2j'^in.
; 10 + traces of 10 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8635]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by liin.; 13 + lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8636]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2^in. by Ifin. ;
traces of 3-}- 10 lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 8637]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ;
17 -f lines. Fragment of

a religious(?) text. [K. 8638]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by 1-Jiu. ; + 11 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 8639]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by IJin; 12 + 13 + + ...., lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 8640]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by l-|^jin.; + 17 lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 8641]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; + 16 lines. Part of a

prayer in the form of a litany. [K. 8642]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by Ifin.; 12 + lines. Fragment of

a religious text. [K. 8643]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by l^in.
;
17 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8644]

Fragment out of the middle, lj-|in. by IJin. ; + 16 lines. F orecasts.

.
[K. 8645]

Portion of the right half, 2§in. by 2 in.; 10 + lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. For a duplicate

see above, p. 933, K. 8514. [K. 8646]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l}in.; + 12 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 8647]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin,; 15 + lines. Astrological

forecasts. [K. 8648]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, Ifin. by Ifin. ; + 10 lines.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 8650]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; 9 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing grammatical paradigms(?). [K. 8652]
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Riglit-hand corner, by
; ( +) 10 + lines.

Incantations witli an interlinear Assyrian version. The text probably

belongs to a tablet of the Series T? [K* 8653]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ; + + 10

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 8654]

Fragment of the right half, Ij^in. by l j'’^in. ; + 3 lines. Colophon of

of an omen -text belonging to a tablet of the Series [f >-] y>-

ty? [wn [K.8655]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l|^in.
; 12 + lines; Babylonian.

Copy of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observa-

tions of the moon, He. [K. 8656]

Portion of the right lialf, 2in. by llJim; ±14 lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 8657]

Portion out of the middh', 2^in. by 2 in.; 7 -h 14 -f- + lines.

Omens derived from the state of various parts of the human body, etc.

[K. 8658]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ; + 11 linos; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observa-

tions of various stars. They partly relate to public affairs, and probably

belong to a tablet of the great astrological work y ^ *-4“

[K. 8659]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2in.
; 13 + short beginnings of 5 +

+ linos in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list

arranged in groups accorchng to the form of the cuneiform ideogi*aphs.

[K. 8660]

Left-hand corner, l|iii. by 1 Jilin. ; 8 + lines. Forecasts for the

various months, concerning the [K. 8661]

Upper portion, 5^ in. by 4 in.
; 23 + 33 + 21 + traces of 7 lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according

to the form of the CuneiForm ideographs. [K. 8662]

Left half, 4iin. by 4iin.; 32 + 15 + ( + 4.) traces of 8 + 9

lines; marginal numln*r Part of a hymn, probably written for an
Assyrian king. C/., e.f/., Col. I, lines 2 ff.

.4* gtn iinm <M eEH etm V sBllJ^ tTTTP 4-yTTV4 It!! f? <n *+ STf IT tfTTe: tf? -c

* Partly ciTaced.
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Mention is made of the temples and tyyyy yy^
[STT] (^0^* 12). In the colophon the scribe refers to y -^^-yy

king of Assyria (« ^ [<IS[])- [K. 8Gl)3]

Upper half, 3|in. by 3^in.
; 20 + 11 lines. Draft of a hymn to be inscribed

on the bed-cushion of a throne; cf, supra^ pp. 441, 518, K. 2411 and

K. 120b + K. 3265. The colophon reads:

—

Kyy -^y ^6. gyy ^ ^.y ^.yy ^ ^y ??

gyy 5^^4:yyi«^y y^y jy <

^11 in -Ey ^!yy*^yyyy. [k.8664]

Portion out of the middle, 2|iu. by 2-jPjTin. ; -f + 22 + 19 lines

in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar mean-

ings. [K. 8665]

Upper portion, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; 20 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 8666]

Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ;
traces of 7 + 16 lines. Part of an

explanatory list arranged in groups according to the forms of tlie

cuneiform ideographs. [K. 8667]

Left half, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 14 + 6 linos in double-columns. Part of a copy

of a religion s(?) text. The obverse reads :

—

' II 1

1

*^-y—

^

m *y-'m
^ty -yy^ V

tyyyy -Ely

<!=5^ --tym
<-sw ??< • •yypj

5iF=z Hy ty^
-y< gyy? mi

<2 HF €1

In the colophon it is stated that the original of this text was found in

Nippur; see reverse, 1. 2; •"lyi •"il. [K. 8668]

Upper portion, Sy^in. by 4Jin.; 22 + 30 + 27 + lines. Regulations

for making offerings. [K. 8669]

VOL. III.

Fartlj effaced.
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Lower porfioii, ri^Iit half, Ilin, by ; -f 10 + traces of 8 +

lines ill floiible-coluinns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups acconling to the form of tlie cuneiform ideographs. [K. 8670]

Upper portion, 2 Jin. by -fj-in.; 13 -f 2 linos; Babylonian. Part of a

report concerning the sending of several “sons” and “daughters’* of

a certain man to the Babylonians; it would seem that they had been

sent there to be sold as slaves:

—

V T

V T? ^ ^TT ^ ^ I La
I Vr ^,1 y H y? y «< i -L^^yy, .^y ^

<ty^ B -a «i Ml IT'- 1 T? ini I ?? i^i< y

ary I ry-T^I 4 <-y^' B -II« I III I y? .4 ^1

1

^y y 'hvi - i n-La 3?yy 4 <^y'^ b -ii i

is^y lyp-^ £yy y? i 4 my y -^igy .4 yy yy i

4 <ty‘'
yy etc. [k. 867i]

Riglit-liand (•orner, 2^ in. by 2^in.; + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a religious text. [K. 8672]

Portion of the light half, 3gin. liy 2Jin. ; + 23 lines. Omens concer-

iiig incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 8673]

Nearly complete, 3|^,jin. by 2jin.
; 13 + 1 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Fore-

casts and a prayer connected with the worship of the Moon-god. Cf,

reverse, lines 1 if:

—

I - [m?]4 • yy ’Ey - <h ->f >4<m
iiay-fi') ^ ? c<y y -+ A 4^ yy

« V -V ^Svy ^yyy liyty

yy .4 ^ m -411 m ? -+ <«. etc.

Lino 12 of rovoifie, y <^tVy y is written in Assyiian
oliaracters and Logins J incli furtlier to the right than the other lines;

tlie blank space is filled up with what seem to be traces of a seal-

impression. See also below, K.'8680. [K. 8674]

I oitions, 0 Jin. by oijin.
; 21 + In + 35 + 16 lines in double-columns. Part

of an explanatory list of names of bronze objects. The catch-line
reads :

—

[^y?] -tvy* 4-
1

t|y |-g_ gg7g]

Lower poition, o;,in. by 24d-171ines; Babylonian. Omens concern-
ing houses and mcideiits that may happen to men, and directions for

* Partly effaced.
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ceremonies and rites. Section III of the obverse begins:—

y

ji..
5^ 7 ^y ^4* 'py ^gy ’:::2:y^^^* ^ y? Ej<y sf^y

For a duplicate see below, p. i)60, K. 8780. [K. 8G77]

Portion of tlie left half, 3in. by 2in.
; 17 + IG + (left-hand edge) traces of

2 lines; Babylonian. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 8G78]

J^ortion of the left half, ,5in. by 2Jin. ; 14+ 12 lines; Babylonian. Fore-

casts concerning *+f and *^|, efe. [K. 8()7t)

Portion ont of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ;
14 + 7 lines; Babylonian; lines

5-7 of reverse are written in smaller characters than the other text.

Forecasts similar to those of K. 8G74, 'Flic colophon begins:

—

? F +
y c^yty^ «<• [k. 868o]

Portion out of the middle, 43in. by 3i»i.
;
IG +17 + 3 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king from f
concerning religions

matters in Nippnr ^E|). [K. 8681]

Lower half, 3Jin. by 3Jin. ; 18 + traces of G linos; Babylonian. Omens

derived from the various directions in whi(*h a bird may flutter round a

man. The sections begin :

—

y .4 « STTl^K^y yuT? #n IV H
T? Ecyy H -3^ < -Tl B JU- [K- 8*582]

Poi-tion out of the middle, 3jV^^« ^^7 2Jin. ; 20 + 17 lines; Babylonian.

List of objects probably serving as offerings. Mention is made of the

city of and of [f the son of f

.

[K.8G83]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by l-i^in. ; ( +) 14 + 10 (+ )

lines. Pari of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. One section

begins :

—

[1-+?] £Tt tm< ??< V IT tTTT< «< T-

[in tyn<t m r- -n. h -wiTtTiT<??<T--Tit:^iiT-ETi--ii.t

m t^nT<t ?f< T- *ili£TffT-^TnT ^4? T- -illT tTTT< m h ^ tlH* T- -iT-t

[K. 8684]

Lower half, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; 12 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Prescriptions and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.

[K. 8685]

* K. 8780: ^ Partly effaced,

t In Section II this yj is wanting, and standa for y^

6 F 2
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Portion out of the middle, 3^ in. by 2Jin.; traces of 4 4- 14 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing “complete”* copies of various extracts from

directions for cereiiionies, performed to obtain magical results from

the use of herbs and stones. [K. 8G8()]

Lower portion, left half, 3in. by IJin. ;
20 -f -f + 21 lines in

double-columns. Grammatioal paradigms, probably belonging to

a tablet of the Series <JeI <IE| tH? ^ ^ b ¥>

Meissner, Zeits., 1892, p. 24 f. The text is published by Haupt,

Keihclmfft,, p. 02 f., No. 3, and, Avith restorations from 82-3-23, 1696,

AV.A.I. V, 40, No. 4
; cf. also IIaupt, Zeits,, 1885, p. 272 ; and Bezold,

Liu p. 213, note 2. For other dupliciites see below. Urn. 2, 200; and

81-11 3, 1454; 82-3-23. Nos. 1710 + 4811, 4161, 4329 + 4330, 4580,

4583, 4852, 4890, 5020; 82-5-22, 1521; and 82-9-18, 4370. [K. 8687]
,

Portion out of the middle, ^in. by 2iin.; 13+13 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars;

they partly relate to public allairs and probably belong to a tablet of

the great astrological work
f [K* 1^088]

Upper portion, 3Jin. by 2 Jin.; 7 + lines; Babylonian. Incanta-
tions. [K. 8689]

Upper half, 3 Jin. by 3|\in.
; 28 + 14 lines. Forecasts. According to the

colophon tlie text forms the 9th tablet of the Series (JfJ f*^) beginning

with above, p. 272 f., K. 1352. The obverse begins:

—

11 m tM V <7/— IT — Hh -<T<^ x]< m-
The catch-line njads :

—

V <’?? <fn V § -^-yy ii
- ty^ *y ss^y

For the text m LexoKMAXT, Choix, p. 236 f., No. 91 ; ef. also his Bivin.,

P- 81- [K. 8690]

Fragment out ot the middle, 2 Jin. by 2Jin. ; 17 + lines; Babylonian.
Part of a religious text. 8691]

Lower portion, left half, 4gin. by 2iin.; 19 + 17 lines; Babylonian; mar-
ginal number •(. Part of a religious text, probably written for an
Assyrian king.

gggg]

* Cf. mpra, p, 47 1, note

t Restored from K. 1352 and from 80-7-19, 277, 777).

: Thu..

§ HO-7-19, 277
: I,

;! Wantin^r on 80 7 19, 277.
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Lower half, 3Jin. by 13 + 17 lines; Babylonian. Omens concerning

the apparition of spirits or demons, etc.^ in a man’s iiouse. E.g.^

Section III of obverse (lines 7 if.) reads :

—

T TT

T n ^ •‘lu <?-^T

«

T TT 61:^0= <?-£«y ny

y yy 4Ey gff^y ty^ <?— ^gyyy

y n 4yEy s^y ty^ <?— 4y£yyy

y yym m t=y* ^ "a.! <h Esy m si •

[K. 8693]

Portion of the right half, 3f in. by 2/^in.; 28 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men. This text may belong

to a tablet of the Scries f ^ f Of the catch-line

only the end is visible :-^|^^yy <f- Igyy <Jh-

[K. 8094]

Portion out of the middle; 3Jin. by 3in,
; 21 + 19 lines; Babylonian. Copy

of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,

;

they partly relate to public affairs and probably belong to a tablet of the

great astrological work f ^ Among the forecasts

mention is made of slavery:—^ ^ T

J 8749, reverse, line 2; K. 9473, line 3; K. 9775, Column I,

hue 12, etc, [K. 8(595]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; 10 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

text containing “complete^’* copies of various directions for cere-

monies and rites, including incantations. [K. 869(5]

Left-hand comer, 2|in. by IJin. ; 12 + 7 lines. Fragment of a mytho-

logical text, probably a legend. The obverse begins with »-Ey

The catch-line reads :—^ Ey For a duplicate «««

below, Rm. 939. [K. 8697]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2iin. by 2 in.
;
10 + (edge) 1 +

lines; Babylonian. Part of religious text. [K. 8698]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by 2in. ; 6 + 6 lines ; Babylonian. Part of a

letter, or report. [K. 8699]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ijin.
; 10 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts concerning the ^y "^y, etc. [K. 8700]

Cf, 9upra, p. 474, note *.
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rortioii out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; 21 + lines. Forecasts

concerning and gif etc, [K. 8701]

FraoTnont of tlie right lialF, 2in. by 1-J-in.; 12 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Fore-

"casts. [K. 8702]

Fragment of tlie rigid half, by IJin.; 8
-f-

9

lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning houses, etc, [K. 8703]

Left half, lower portion, IJ.iii. by V^in.; 9+5 + 61inea; Babylonian.

Part of an astindogic al r(‘port concerning observations of van’ons

stars; it partly relates to pnblic afiairs. [K. 8704]

Fragment of the lower portion td one side, 2iin. by 2 in.
;
14 + (edge) 1 ±

lines; Babylonian. Part of a religions text. [K. 8705]

Fragment of tlie lower portion, 2jin. by 2in.
; 11 +14 lines; Babylonian.

Prayer in the form (»f a litany, part of which lias an interlinear

Assyrian version. Mention is made of 8701)]

Fragment of the np]K'r ])ortion of one side, 23in. by 1^ in.
; 10 + lines

;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,

[K. 8707]

Portion ont of the imMdle, 2Jin. by 2|in.; 14 + 17 + 19 + 10 lines. Part of

a legend similar to those mentioned above, p. 880, K. 7861. Mention

is made of thv city of Nippur >11^ iiJJJ and tlie king ot

Babylon H r E-ff [<|II])' Column IV,*

which miglit form the colophon, or a catch-line, only the end is left:

—

*"yy^ 5
name of the Babylonian

king, whose detals are recorded in this legend, or in its contiiniation.

For a similar text f<ee l)clow, BU. 91-5-9, 221. [K. 8708]

Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 2 Jin.; 15 + 16 + lines. Part

of a list of names of [)crsons
;
the total nninlieis are added by the scribe.

Section II of Column I (linos off.) reads:

—

“i^^y V
j^yyy ttv, ^ i

-^yy^ ^in < E^y? ^ I y -+ y? yy

I I y tUn -
I T A

tiF- y V + -Sr ?w I y A- y— ^y? tiF y -^y tE
i y -^^yt <iiy

y? y .V y-- II y <y- y? y :$y? -+
1 y yi

y -
1 y -Ey y? y? y « >3'- s^y? yy -yyy^, etc. [k. 8709]

t ragment ont of the middle, in. by 2^ ^in. ; + !) lines. Babylonian.

Part of a religious text connected with the worship of the goddess

.^ey ly*-. pc. 87io]

• Line Oof C'oliimnn'ispi-obiihiTtobnrralorcdto: tX '.<• “incomplete (copy).”

t Thus.
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Right half, by 2 in. ; 13 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astro-

logical report to the king concerning observations of various stars.

Line 12 of reverse, \vhi(.*h contained the name of tlie writer, may be

thus restored:— y c/, supra,

p. 205, note f. [K. 8711]

Neiirly complete obverse, 2Jin. by IJin,; 9 + lines; Babylonian;

from Warka (?). Part of a private contract. [K. 8712]

Complete, 4-|^in. by 2Jm. ; 17 + 17 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Astrological

report to the king concerning an eclipse and observations of various

stars; it relates to public affairs in the land of Akkad. Referring to

line 12 of obverse and line 5 of reverse explanatory glosses are added

by the scribe. [K. 8713]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. b}’’ IJin. ; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a mythological, or religious, text. [K. 8714]

Fragment of the left half, 2fin. by l/^jin.
; 10 + lines; Baby-

lonian. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon

and vaiious stars. [K. 8715]

Portion of the light half, 3in. by 2Jin. ; 6 + 10 + 14 + lines; Baby-

lonian. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and direc-

tions for cereinonios to be used for the benefit of sick people. A
colophon-line reads ^y::y ^y V ^ W-

[K. 8710]

Right half, lower portion of reverse, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; ( +) traces of

1 + 20 (+ )
lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing in-

cantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 8718]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 3in. by 2Jin. ; + 21 lines;

Babylonian. Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 8719]

Upper portion, right half, 3Jin. by 2|in. ; 23 + 3 lines in double-columns.

Part of an explanatory list similar to that of Sm. 2052, g-.v.

[K. 8720]

Portion of the left half, 3Jiu. by 2Jin.; + 23 lines; marginal number <.

Forecasts concerning Jgf, ^yy and ^y "^yy, etc. Various hues

begin; y>- ^upra, p. 573, K. 3878. [K. 8721]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJ-Jin.; + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a private letter, or report. ]K, 8722]
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Left-hand corner, by IJin.; 10 + lines; Babylonian. Be-

ginning of a prayer to &i77ias [and [K. 8723]

Upper poition of one side, 3Jin. by 3iin. ; + + 10 + 14 lines

in double-colunms.* Tart of an explanatory list. [K. 8724]

Portion ont of the middle, 3^^111. by IJin. ; 30 + 31 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars;

they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 8725]

Fragment of the right half, 2 j\.-in. by Hin.; + 5 lines in double-columns.

Fragment of a copy of an explanatory list. [K. 8726]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJ in.
; 0 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 8727]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by IJin. ; 14 + 16 lines; Babylonian; mar-

ginal number <(. Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8728]

lieft-hand corner, 2 Jin. by liVin. ; + 9 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part

of an astrological report to the king. [K. 8729]

Portion of the right half, 2j’,rin. by IJin. ; 22 +22 lines; Babylonian. Part

of an omeii-text. [K. 8730]

Left-hand corner, Ijjin. by Ifjin. ; 7 + traces of 2f lines; Babylonian.

Beginning of a tixt witli forecasts concerning the and etc,

[K. 8731]

Fragment of the right half, 2 Jin. by IJin. ;
7 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part

of an incantation-text. [K. 8732]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by l^in. ; ±11 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 8733]

Portion out of the middle, 2iin. by 1-j-^in.
; 17 +

Part of a religious text.

linos; Babylonian.

[K. 8734]

Lower poriion, 3j®y in. by 3in.
; 21 +22 lines; Babylonian. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,; they partly relate to public affairs

and probably belong to a tablet of the great astrological work y ^
[K. 8736]

• This tabh-t is slowly crumbling away.

t The two lines on the reverse appear to have been written in the same direction as those on
the obverse; they were afterwards erased by the scribe.
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2§in.by l|in.; + 12 linos;

Babylonian, Part of a religious text. [K. 8736]

Portion out of the middle, 2^ in. by 2^ 10 . ; + + 16 + 5 lines;

Babylonian. Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen

to men. [K. 8737]

Portion of the left Jialf, 3in. by IJin. ; 11 + 6 linos; Babylonian. Fore-

casts concerning the etc. Line 3 of reverse, Avhieh is written in

Assyrian characters, contains a date :—

^

^
[K. 8738]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Ifin. ; + 6 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of an omen-text. Duplicate of K. 3739 above, p. 550),

reverse, lines 2 ff. [K. 8739]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by IJin.; +
+ 9 + traces of 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrological text.

[K. 8740]

Upper portion, left half, IJin. by If in.; 14 + 13 lines. Part of a letter to

the king. Mention is made of | )-«y and the city of

.0 [K. 8741]

Portion out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; 10 + 12 + + linos;

Babylonian. Part of a mythological text. [K. 8742]

Right half, upper portion of one side, 2fin. by Ifin. ; + 1.9 lines.

Fragment of a mythological text. [K. 8743]

Fragment out of the middle, 2f-in. by Ifin. ;
..... + 16 lines; Babylonian,

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars;

they probably belong to the great astrological work y ^ ^1*
[K. 8744]

Fragment of the lower portion, 3fin. by l|fin. ; 8 + 3 + 11 lines; Baby-

lonian. Part of a report (?) similar to that of K. 8454; see above,

p. 928. [K. 8745]

Left-handcorner, 2in. by l-ji^in.; 10 + + + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Prayers. A colophon-line reads :

—

siw -ET srmm r [%?]•

The catch-line begins :

—

>et^ [k. 8746]

Fragment out of the middle, 2y®^in. by Ifin. ; + 15 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars;

they probably belong to the great astrological work y

.
[K. 8747]

• Partly effaced.

6 aVOL. III.
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Fragment out of the middle, 4iD. by Hn. ; 5 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part

of an astrological report concerning eclipses, and partly relating

to public afbxirs. In the colophon mention is made of
y ^ 4' 4l*^TT»

the sou of y yy *gy [K. 8748]

Right-hand corner, If in. by l^in.
; 7+8 lines

;
Babylonian. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,; they partly relate to public affairs

and probably belong to the gi-eat astrological work
y ^ ^T*

[K. 8749]

Left-hand corner, 2/^iii. by 2-f\in. ; 14 + 4 lines
; Babylonian. List of

names of persons. ]\Iention is made of
[y] ^yj, y *"^y£i!fi?3fr

'BW y -+ 4 4£y Bll
^ ^

[K. 8750]

Portion of the left half, 2in. by IJin. ; 11 + 14 lines. Part of a text contain-

ing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies similar to

those of K. 2487 ; see above, p. 447. One section begins t^yyyy

m -I s^yy? [k. 8751]

Lower portion, right half, 2fin. by 2fin.; 19-1- lines. Forecasts,

partly relating to public aflairs. [K. 8752]

Portion of the right half, lljin. by 2^in.
; ( +) + 17 ± 18 +

( + )
lines. Part of a religious tc.\t, probably containing

regulations for making offerings. [K. 8753]

Lower half, 3i^in. by in.; 15 + 2 + 19 lines. Portion of a legal decision,

or private contract. [K, 8754]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, Sin. by 2|in.
; 14 +

lines; archaic Baljyloniaii
;
not from Kouyunjik (?). Part of a r eligi ous(?)

text similar to that of K. 6097 ; see above, p. 803. Cf, also infray pp. 962,

983, etc., K. 8795, K. 9070, K. 9599, K. 9771, etc, [K. 8755]

Portion out of the middle, 4jVin. by 33 in.;

Forecasts concerning the t^y J|I, etc.

+ 13 + 23 + lines.

[K. 8756]

Portion out of the middle, Sf^^in. by 2-r\in.; 16 + lines. Pre-
scriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of
sick people.

[K.8757]

Upper portion, left half, 2Jin. by 1^ in.
; 15 + ( + +) n Ibea.

Part ot a text containing incantations, some of which have an inter-
linear Assyrian version.

8758]

Left-liand corner, 2T?5in. by lji„.; 9 + 13 Hues, part of a prayer,
apparently written for Assurbanipal.

8759]
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Left half, lower portion, 4Jin. by Sin.
; 30 + + + 24 lines.

Copy of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. /iV/., one section

begins:-! ''m Ifc Ef

and two other sections begin with: f [K. 8760]

Fragment out of the middle, 3§in. by l|in. ; 7 + lines. Part of a

private contract (?). Lines 3 ff. appear to contain a date :

—

m m
I- -cn ^ 4^ i

a-igW? tm, u, March-Apnl, 717 (?) B.c.

[K. 87(jl]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 15 + lines. Fragment of

an astrological (?) text. [K. 8762]

Fragment of the left half, 3Jin. by If in.
;
15 + lines. Omens. The

text appears to belong to a tablet of the Series [>-< t]y [K. 8763]

Fragment of the right half, 2jViu. by If in. ; + 11) lines (in

double-columns?). Prescriptions. Cf. infra, pp. 1)60, 963, K. 8782,

K. 8807, etc. [K. 8764]

Upper half, 2fin. by 2Jin. ; 9 + 6 lines; archaic Babylonian; not from

Kouynnjik (?). Pai*t of a religious text. [K. 8765]

Portion of the light half, 2-j-^in. by l|in.; 17 + 6 linos. Part of an incan-

tation-text. [K, 8767]

Left half, upper portion of one side, 2|in. by Ifin. ; 19 + lines.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. The sentences

of Section I begin i-f ^ ^yyy f^yy y

[K. 8768]

Portion out of the middle, l-ffin. by l}in. ; 2 + 9 lines
;
Babylonian. Copy

of a religious text. [K, 8769]

Portion out of the middle, 3|in. by Ifin. ; 2 + 10 + 5 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 8771]

Fragment of the left half, 1Jin. by IJin.; 13 + lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and dire'etious for ceremonies.

[K. 8772]

Upper portion, right half, 2fin. by 2jV“*; 11 + Omens

concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. The ob-

verse begins :

—

^ -TW.+ 4-T *m -tn KA.
[K. 8773]

C G 2
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Portion ont of the miihile, 3|iii. by 3iii. ; + 12 + 4 (+ + )

+ 7 + 12 h tra(,'os of 3 lines. Part of a list .of objects and a list

of persons. Sections III and IV of Column VII (linos 5 ff.)

R? E3S tT <^-T - --n <riT r< tm«= y?

- <f- y + y? y? --y --^^y

‘Z- V ^ y->>

Tyri^~':iy --yy 45 <-y ey

<y- y « isj 2+ -yyi y? y y? -yyi [k- 8774]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2^in.; traces of 7 + 12 lines. Part of an

omcn-tcxt. It appears to belong to a tiiblet of the Scries >-<

possibly the 14th tablet of it.' [K. 8775]

i*ortion of the riglit lialf, by 2.} hi.; ±18 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses. [K. 8776]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; 11 ± traces of 5 + +
lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benetit of sick people. [K. 8777]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2 in, by IJin,; 12 ± lines.

Astrologieul forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 8778]

Left-hand corner, IJin. hy 12 + 8 lines. Part of a mythological

text.
‘

[K. 8779]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. hy 2in.
; 10 + traces of 5 lines. Part of

an omen-text. Duplicate of K. 8677 (see above, p. 951), obverse, lines

12 ff. [K. 8780]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. liy I Jin.; 15 + lines in double-

eoliimns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. [K. 8781]

Fragment ont of tlie middle, 2Jin. by 2iii.; 15 + + +
lines in double-columns. Prescriptions (?) similar to those of

K. 8764, fy.r. [K. 8782]

Left-hand corner, 2j\in. hy liin.; 2 + Jl + 1 lines; one nail-mark. Frag-
ment of a private cbntrac t. [K. 878^

Portion out of the middle, 3[|in. by liiii.; 7 + 4 + + lines.

Part of a te.xt containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K.8784]

Lcit-hand corner, 2.jin. hy IJin. ; 14 + lines; BubyloniaUr
Part ot a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-
monies peidormed to obtain magical results from stones. [Kt 8785]
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Fragment of the right half, 25m. by 25in.; ±14 liiieB. Copy of a

religious text. [K. 8786]

Portion out of the middle, 3iii. by l^in. ; + traces of 20 + 19

lines; Babylonian. Part of a list of persons, probably to be con-

nected with fiscal contributions. [K. 8787]

Portion out of the middle, 2§in. by 2^ in,; 12 -f 15 + lines.

Regulations for making ofl'erings connected with the worship

of various gods. [K. 8788]

Portion out of the middle, 3|in. by 25 in.
; 5 + 16 + + lines.

Incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used

for the benefit of sick people. A colophon-line reads :

—

tH -tH ET m <K m
One section begins :

—

Tigii + ^1?= V (?) f i ty niy^yyyyii.
[K. 8789]

Left-hand corner, 25iu. by l|in. ; + 11 lines. Incantations and

directions how to act in the various circumstances of daily life.

lines 2 and 3 read :

—

!? -4 i ^yyy i ^
For a similar text see below, Srn. 1514. [K. 8790]

Fragment out of the middle, 2j^jin, by 1-Jin.; 7 + 13 + lines

in double-columns. List of names of plants. The ideographs mostly

begin with and end with [K. 8791]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ifiii,; 13 + 9 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. According to what is left of the beginnings of two

colophon-lines this fragment may belong to the same tablet as

K. 3484 ;
see above, p. 538. [K. 8792]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2iin, ; + + 12 + 12 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. According to the colophon it

belongs to a tablet of the Series [f 1
A comparison of what is to be seen of the catch-line, 10 *0^

^ jy, with line 1 of Column I of K. 2414 {see above, p. 441) shows

that this tablet contains the continuation of the text of K. 8793; One

section of Column II begins with f *^*£TT* [^! 8793]

• Partly cifttced. f Cf, p. 458, note f.
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Portion of the right half, 3^in. by 2in.; 11) + 20 lines. Omens concerning

houses, cities, etc, [K. 8794J

Lower portion, left half, 3 in. by 2Jin.; 12 + traces of 2 + traces of 3 +
10 lines; archaic Ihibylonian; not from Kouyunjik (?). Part of a

religions (?) text.*. [K. 871)5]

Portion out of the miihlle, 3in. by 2.1 in. ; 21 + lines. Prayer in the

form of a litany, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8790]

Kight half, 3y^^in. by IJin. ;
5 + 10 lines. Fragment of a religious text,

part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8798]

Fragment out of the middle, l-JJin. by If in.; + 11 + ..... +
lines ill double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 8799]

Portion out of tlio middle, 3iin. by 2iin. ; + + 20 + 23 lines.

Incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used for

the benefit of sick people. A colophon-line reads :— ET

p. 441, K. 241(). [K. 8800]

Fragment of the right half, 2|m. by Ifin. ; 17 + 14 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 8801]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 0 + lines. Forecasts,

A comparison of line 1 with the catch-lino of K. 4007 {f^ee above, p. 588)

proves that K. 8802 belongs to the 8th tablet of the Series >-< CCl*
[K. 8802]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 14 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 8803]

Upper portion, left half, IJin. by IJin.
;
9 + 5 + + lines. Part

of a hymn. The text of Column 1 begins:

—

--^TT [k. 8804]

Left-balf, upper portion, 2g in. by 2iin. ; 10 + 4 lines. Part of a historical'

inscription, probably of a^ tyy. [K. 8805]

Portion of the left half, in. by 2YVin. ; + 17 lines. Omens forming,

according to the colophon, the 4th tablet of tlie Series The
catch-line begins:-^ ^4-

Jj^y <y^giy^J; cf. K, 2007 («ipn»,

p. 384), catch-line
;
wo also above p. 582, K. 3970; and Bezold, Zeiti.,

1890, p. 112. [K. 8806]

llic eurfflci* uf IhiH luhU-t is slowly criiuibling iiway.
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Left-hand corner, 2j^|rin. by 1 Jin.; 7 + . linos in double-colnmns.

List of names of plants, probably connected with medical prescriptions.

Cf, supra^ pp. G8, 959, 9()0, KK. 259, 8764, 8782, and in/m, pp. 988, 999,

KK. 9147, 9283, etc. [K. 8807]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2 Jin. by 2Jin. ; 4- 11 lines.

Part of a text containing prayers. A colophon-line reads:

—

[-tH -tH ET £T r cm.

Cf. suproy p. 896, K. 8116. [K. 8808]

Portion out of the middle, 3-j^in. by 2-|-Jiu. ;
12 -f + traces of 3 + 23

lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for

the benefit of sick people. [K. 8809]

Fragment of the right lialf, 2 in. by l|in.
; ( +) 7 + (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 8811]

Right-hand corner, 2^^5411 . by 2^in. ;
16 -f- traces of 3 lines. F orecasts,

[K. 8813]

Portion of the left half, 3Jin. by 3|in. ; 12 -f- -f + 3 lines.

Forecasts. [K. 8814]

Lower portion, 3^in. by 2 in.; 9 -f- 12 lines. Part of a prayer to a goddess,

probably to Mar. [K. 8815]

Portion of the left half, 2 in. by IJin. ; 13 ± 12 lines. Omens concerning

houses. Three sections begin with | tyiff y? -V ^JQl ] - 5:yyyy

5^yyyy y--. and y ^y? -yyt?:<yy sryyyy respectively. [K. 8816]

Upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; + 13 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 8817]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by l|in. ; + 12 lines. Omens con-

ceniing houses, and directions for the performance of ceremonies

to avert predicted calamities. [K. 8819]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by Ifin. ; 10 + lines. Frag-

ment of an astrological, or religious, text. [K. 8820]

Portion of the left half, 2f in. by 2-^in. ; + 20 lines. Omens derived

from the condition of various parts of the body (of a new-born child).

[K. 8821]

Upper portion, 2 in. by l-/^in. ; 11 + lines. Part of a list of persons.

[K.8822]

Portion out of the middle, 2f in. by l+fin. ; 19 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. 5323]
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Fragment of tlie lower portion, 2 Jin. by liiiL; 4 + 8 + + .....

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for cercmpnies. [K. 8824]

Riglit-hand corner, 2|in. by 2^in. ; 14 + lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 8S25]

Fragment of the light half, 2iin. by If in.
; ( +) 14 + 13 (+ ‘)

lines. Part of a religious text including directions for ceremonies

and rites. [K. 8826]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-j7^in. by If in. ; 8 + 12 + + lines

in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. In Column I

mention is made of the names of various plants. [K. 8827]

Fragment out of the middle, 2yiyin. by 2]in.
; 11 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 8828]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 Jin. by 2in. ; + 15 + lines

in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 8829]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2 Jin. by If in.
;
9 + lines.

Part of a mythological, or religious, text. Mention is made of

,
the gods -+ m ?? ??. -f ^ Pf.

[K.8830]

Right-hand corner, l|fin. by l[^in.; ( +) 13 + 16 (+ ) lines.

Part of an incantation -text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8831]

Fragment of the right half, 2 Jin. by If in.; + 14 + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of people suffeiing from diseases

of the eyes. [K. 8832]

Fragment of the left half, 2-Jin. by 1 Jin. ; + + + 13

lines in double-cohimns. End of an explanatory list, with glosses,

arranged in groups according to the form of the cuneiform idcogi*aphs.

According to the colophon the text belongs to a tablet of the Series

Hh *"y“<y^ V ^ ; r/. supra, p. 384, note J . Of the catch-

line only E^y
I

visible. [K. 8833]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by 2fin. ; 13 + 4 lines. Fragment of a

eligious text. [K. 8834]

Upper portion, right half, 2Jin. by IJin.; ( +) 6 + 7 + 1 +
(+... ) lines. Part of a list of objects, probably to

be connected with offerings. [K. 8835]
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Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.
; 12 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 88 Jh)]

Riglit half, lower portion, 2 Jiii. by 2§in. ; IG + 11 lines. Part of an omen-
text. [K. 8837]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IfJin. by IJin.; 10 ±
lines. Omens derived from the directions in which a bird may ilnttcr

round a man. The text begins:— T

Ml Ml tl -11 EB -4? T -111 -lie n*" [1^^ 8«38]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by Ifrin. ; 10 + 7 + 4 lines.

Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the bonelit

of sick people. [K. 88 3‘.)]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. ])y 2j'‘jj^in. ; 8 4- traces of 4 4 10 4- 11 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and dinudions ft>r

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick p(*()ple. A eolophon-liric

reads Bll 8«40]

Portion of the left half, S^in. by Igin.
; 18 + 18 lines

;
marginal number <(.

Forecasts. A great nund)cr of lines begin with >4 (>-) (7/.

in/m, Srn. 373. [K. 8841]

Portion out of the middle, 2 ^in. by l-}f in. ; 15 4-7 + + lines.

Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the

benefit of sick people.
.

[K. 8842]

Portion of the loft half) 2^in. by 1 Jin.; + 12 lines. Part of a Sumcro-

Akkadian religious text. [K. 8843]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2 iii.
;
ends of 6 + 15 + +

lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the stjir

!•" V* They partly relate to public affairs. [K. 8844]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-y\in. i)y IJin. ; 8 + lines. Part of a

prayer written for Assurbanipal, "the son of his god” Tl

1), .
"[K. 8845]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ;
traces of 9(+ + )

+ 11 lines (in double-columns). Fragment of a list of names of plants.

[K..8846]

* Cf, lino 3.

t Cf. tupra, p. 896, K. 8112 > and inj^a, pp. 973, 981, KK. 8988, 9040, etc,

VOL. m. G H
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Nearly complete, 25,in. by IJin. ;
fi + (> lines; arcliaie Babylonian

;
not from

Kouyunjik (?). Portion of a. religions text, serving, porliaps, as an

amulet. [K* 8847]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-,\in. by 2-J^in. ;
traces of 4 14 + +

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with

siinihir meanings. [N. 8848]

Higld-haiid corner, IJin. by l-]-^in.; 13 + traces of 2 lines. Forecasts,

[K. 8849]

Portion of the left half, 2Y’rin. by IJin. ; 18 + lines. Incantations

and directions for ceremonies. Section 111 (lines 9 tf.) contains the

beginnings of various incantations. [K. 88,50]

Portion of the rigid, lialf, 3Jin. by 22in.
;
14 + 13 lines; arcluiic Babylonian;

from Warka (?). Part of a religions (?) text. [K. 8851]

Portion out of the middle, 3gin. by 3Aiu.
; 15 + 15 lines. Incantations

with an interlinear Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies.

The text of obverse forms a duplicate of, and continues, that of K. 4811

;

see above, p. [K, 8852]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2fin. by Ifin. ; 10 + 10 lines. Astro-

logical forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 8853]

Portion of the right half, 2y|rin. by + 10 lines. Part of a

private contract concerning a loan of money. [K. 8854]

Upper portion, 2? in. by IJin. ; 12 + 3 lines. Letter from | bf
to y ^ A- <'^onccriiing private affairs. [K, 8855]

Portion out oftlic middle, 2§in. by IJin, ; 17 + lines. Part of a list

of persons “and of their people”; c/, supra, p. 920, K. 8363. [K. 8856]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 gin. by l|in.; 11 + lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 8857]

Fragment out of the middle, 2gin. by l]-gin.; 12 + lines.

Fragment of a religious (?) text. [K. 8858]

Right half, 2gin. by 2J-m.
; ...,. + 12 lines. Astrological forecasts.

Line 1 2 reads :

—

CVv A>-,7a •S>.t /<\ V [K.8859]

Portions, 3|in. by 2in.
; 17 + 17 lines; archaio Babylonian; not from

Kouyunjik (?). Part of a private contract. [K. 8860]
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Fragment of the upper portion, l|m. by lin.
; 4 + 4 + 1 lines; Rabylonian.

Part of an astrological report to the king from [y ^yyy

[K. 8861]

Lower portion of one side, 2Jin. by 2^in.; + 9 lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 8862]

Portion of the loft half, 4Tin. by 2fin. ; 25 + ( + +) 27 lines.

Incantations .and directions howto act in the various oircunistaneos

of daily life. Section 111 of reverse biggins :—y ’jirt »6T

-eit <sf! En .4 < tim HIM- '[k;'8«(W]

Portion out of the middle, 5 Jin. by ogin.
;

iil- + 40 linos. Astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. Tlio text in-ohably be-

longs to a tablet of tlic great astrological work ^y

[K. 8864]

Lower portion, 3gin. by 2Jin. ;
19 + 19 lines. Portion of a religious text

concerning ^y .and ty <itc, A colophon-line reads :

—

M tyy im- [k- ««65]

Portion out of the middle, 3|in. by 3jjin.
; 10 + 16 + 14 +

lines; .archaic Babylonian; from Warka (?). Portion of a list of

names of stones, or stojie objects. [K. 8866]

Left half, lower portion, 3Jin. by 3§in.
;

18 + ( + +) 21 lines.

Directions for ceremonies and rites to drive away evil spirits.

Section 111 of obverse begins :—y iffl*

[K. 8867]

Upper portion, 4Jin. by 3Jin. ; 36 + 34 + 23 + 15 lines. Part of an incan-

tation-text. Some of the lines seem to possess measure or rhythm

;

seey e,g., Column 11, lines 15 if. :

—

tyyyt + iin tyn^ v t3s m
tEDE^MytE^^-yiHntyyyc v -^y isy

y?^4t^<y-IH<-yps^*•^yy s^yn^ iiyy-

In the colophon mention is made of the owner of the tablet :—

J

^ ^ E35 <8^^ r- T-
[K. 8868]

Right-hand corner, 2^in. by IJin.; 5 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

prayer written for an Assyrian king.- [K. 8869]

Portion of the right half, 2Tjiu. by IJin.^ 23 + traces of 4 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a prayer. [K. 8870]

6 H 2
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PoHion of tlio right half, 22 in. by 2Jin. ; 14 + 17 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a r e 1 i gi o u s toxt. [K. 8871 ]

Portion of the left lialf, 2j^jin. by IJin. ; 8 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a report (?). In the colophon, which is written in Assyrian characters,

iiieiition is iiiadc of
f -rf [K. 8872]

Left-haiul corner, 2 J-iii. by I JS-iB.; 11 + 8 + + +
2 + 3 lines. Part of a hymn. [K. 8873]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; + 15 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 8874]

Portion out of the middle, 2jin. by 2in.
; 14 + 8 lines

;
Babylonian. Omens

concerning the condition of, or the events in, a city or country, etc.

This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the Series f

r+f ^ [K. 8875]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; + 13 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars. The
text probably belongs to a tivblet of the great astrological work f ^ 4'

ml [K. 8870]

Portion out of the middle, 3^*^in. by 22iD. ; + 15 lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 8877]

Portion of the left half, 3f^in. by Igin.; 27 + lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of a religious text concerning offerings, etc. Mention is made of

’Ey ii^id tlie gods of Borsippa

iy IB ^Ey), [K. 8878]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2|in.
; 12 + (> + 17 + 10 lines; Baby-

lonian. Incantations. In Columns II and III a list of the beginnings

of various incantations is given. [K. 8879]

Left-liand corjier, 2 in. by
1 i'',jin. ; (5 + 8 linos; Babylonian. Forecasts.

In the colophon (reverse, lines 2 ff.), which is wiitten in smaller

characters than the other parts of the text, mention is made of Assur-

banipal
(f -.f ^ [K. 8880]

Right half, upper portion of one side, 2iu. by IJin.;

Babylonian. Part of a prayer.

+ 10 lines

;

[K. 8881]

Portion of the right half, 22in. by 2§in..; 18 ±
Part of a i)rayer to a goddess.

lines
; Babylonian.

[K. 8882]

Lower half, 22in. by 2 in.
; 8 + 9 lines; Babylonian,

and clr.
^ Forecasts coiicemiiig

[K. 8883]
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Fnigrneut out of tlie middle, 25111. by 2f in, ; ±7 lines
;
Ibibylonian,

Part of a religious (?) text. [K. 8<S84]

Fragment out of the middle, 25in. by liin, ; 10 + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. The text probably

belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work

[K. 8885]

Portion of the left half, 1 jin. by IfTjiu.; + 18 lines. Copy of a text

containing omens derived from the actions of certain animals.

[K. 8886]

Fragment of an alabaster-slab, 2giii. by Ifin. ;
25iu. thick

;
traces of 3 lines.

Probably part of an inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 8887]

Left-hand corner, 2|in. by IJin. ; 10 + lines (in double-colnmns).

Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms. [K. 8888]

Right-hand corner, 2|in. by 2in.
; 15 + 17 lines; Babyloniiin. Forecasts.

[K. 8889]

Left-hand corner, 1|5“^' + lines; Babyloiiian. (llolophon

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 8890]

Portion of the right half, 2 in. by IJiu. ; + 11 lines; Babylonian.

Omens derived from the directions in which a bird may flutter round

a man, etc, [K. 8891]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-|7^in.by 2f in.
; 17 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 8892]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by l} Jd»* ; + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing directions for c eremonies and rites.

[K. 8893]

Portion out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; 14 + 14 + + ..... lines

(in double-columns) ;
Babylonian; marginal numbers. Part of an ex-

planatory list with glosses. The ideographs hi Column II begin

throughout with [K. 8894]

Right-hand corner, 25 in. by 15hi.; 4 + 8 + 3 lines; Babylonian. F orecasts.

This text appears to be an extract from a larger composition. [K. 8895]

Right half, lower portion, IJin, by l^in,; 6+3 + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Directions for ceremonies and rites, [K. 8896]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 2-/^iu. ; 13 + lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of an omen-text. [K« 8897]
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Left-hand corner, IJin. by Ifin. ; 14 + traces of 2 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyiian version. [K. 8808]

Fragment of tlie lower portion of one side, 2 Jin. by 1 Jin. ;
15 + .... . lines;

Babylonian. Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 8809]

Lower half, Sj^^vin. by 2Jin. ; 9 + 2 + 12 lines ;
Babylonian. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. Mention is made

of tile stars—
^ll -if + i

Lower portion, 2Jin. by IJi^. ; 20 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the and other

stars. Tlie text probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological

worky4^Hf--^HI^jsy. [K.8901]

Lower portion of one side, l-f^in. by IJin.; (I + 1 + (i lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious(?) text. [K. 8902]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^ in. by IJin. ; +5 lines; Babylonian.

p]nd of an omen-text belonging, a(;cording to the colophon, to a tablet

of the Series y »£yy >- ^ |>]. Of the catch-line only

El ® [K. 8903]

Upper half, 2 Jin. by 2-|^in.
; 11 + 11 + 4 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines; Baby-

lonian. Forecasts (joncerniug ^^yy and etc. The text begins:

—

KH? "Ell yT«<

<;;iW V S>.

Mention is made of Assurbanipal ([y
>]t^ ^ and of

his brother Saosduchinos (y ^y ’^-yy*^ With lino 8 of

reverse begins the colophon, which is written in smaller characters than

the other jiarts of tlie text, tJie first four lines being in Assyrian writing.

It contains a date :

—

[K.8904]

Fragment out of the middle, 2gin. by 2^ in.; 11 + 16 + traces of 3 +
lints. Grammatical paradigms (?) in Assyrian, concerning

legal subjects
; cf, Hiqrra, p. 607, K. 4223. E.g,^ Section II of Column II

begins:-!^ ^[11!] 11 1 I! T? I SS

-R <T- 4-n Im ei i <T-iaj ipm mi i 4-n
E?m ?f< ,

(here followeth the law of which the preceding

lines give the application). [K. 8905]

* Partly oflaced.
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Lower portion, left half, 2gin. by 2^^111.; 15 + 12 lines; Babylonian.

Portion of a ‘'complete"* copy of a text contaijiing incantations and

directions for ceremonies and rites. One seetion begins:—

|

H y saoc]

Portitm of the right half, 2gin. by 2j5-in.
; 15 + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 8007]

Portion out of the middle, 2j”^in. by IJin. ; 17 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text. [K. 8008]

Ui)per portion, 2iin. by 2j\in.
; 8 + 0 lines; Babylonian. F orecasts con-

cerning *-*4 and etc. The lower part of reverse contains a

prayer for the welfare of the king. [I\. 8000]

Upper portion, right half, 2^in. by 2^in.
; 15 + lines; Babylonian.

Directions for ceremonies and rites to be used for tlie benefit of

sick people. [K. 8010]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l^io.
;
10 + 14 linos; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 8011]

Portion of the right half, 2fin. by 2in.; 21 + traces of 0 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 8912]

Fragment of the right half, l-[5iii. by 1 Jin. ; + 11 + 12 + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 8013]

Lower portion, left half, 23in. by 2^in.
;
20 + 21 lines; Babylonian. Fore-

casts concerning and etc. [K. 8915]

Right half, lower portion, 3Jin. by l^in.; 22 + 11 lines. Part of an omen-

text concerning the probabilities of a sick man’s recovery. [K. 8913]

Left half, lower portion, 2 Jin. by If in.; 14 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8917]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by 2in.
; 13 + lines. Pro-

scriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit

of sick people. One section begins;—f <^yy
[K. 8918]

Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by 3in.; 13 + 22 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 8920]

Upper portion, Sin. by 2Jin. ; 5 + 7 (+.....) ± ( +) 13 +
lines. Regulations for making offerings. This fragment may

* Cf. tupra, p. 47 J-, and note •.
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belong to the jsanie tablet as K. 3245 (tfee above, p. SIG), or to some

similar one. [K. 8921J
Fragment of tlic right half, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 10 + 15 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites. For similar texts

below, pp. 987, 991), KK. 9139, 9239, etc. [K. 8922]

Fragment out of the middle, 2gin. bj' 2in. ; 13 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 8923]

Right-hand corner, 2iin. by IJin. ; 8 4- 2 lines. Fragment of a prayer.

[K. 8924]

Portion out of tlie middle, 2Jin. by l|in.
;
14 + lines. Part of an

incantation-text. Duplicate of Srn. 787 (f/.r.), obverse, lines 22 ff.

[K. 8926],

Portion of the left half, 3i!i. by 2|in. ; 11 + 9 lines. Part of an omen-text.

[K. 8927]

Portion of the light half, 2/^111. by 2in. ; 15 + 15 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. [K. 8928]

Fragment out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; + 8 lines. Fragment of

a religious text. [K. 8929]

Portion out of the middle, 2,\Tin. by 22iii. : 17 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. Lines n IF. appear to contain a prayer addressed to the

goddess of the moon. [K, 8930]

Portion out of the middle, 2 g in. by 2Jin. ; + 13 lines. End of an

inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of e:y|y| y«-

^4- [K. 8931]

Upper portion of one side, 2-r’Vin. by 2J in.
; U + linos. Part of a text

containing prayers and directions for ceremonies to avei*t evil

ansing from the actions of birds. Cf, lines 1 IF. ;

—

»!-*(?) <Hiy -a

m i y <-tH — ty pm
y <y- ^y tiwi

UsssOT y?

M-* sff ^yyy

?>>-*-+ ^yy-

M y?

-Hf- «=yr < [<M— <y-iiiy 0[ifs£yyy*[y—],

[K. 8932]
* Partlj cfToced.
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Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by If in.; 11 -f 13+ 11 -f lines.

Incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. The colophon-

lines read:~[--Hf] ET tffl. ^TT [K. 8933]

Portion of the left half, 3Jin. by 3in. ; + + + 18 lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Duplicate of K. 4872 (see above, p. G70), Column IV, lines 17 ff. This

fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 5248; cf, SHp7\i^

p. 701. [K. 8934]

Portion of the right half, 2 Jin. by 2fin. ; 13 + G lines. Part of a religious

texi [K. 8935]

Portion of the right half, 2|in. by IJin. ;
IG + G lines. Astrological fore-

casts concerning clouds, etc. [K. 893G]

Upper portion, right half, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 17 + .... . lines. Beginning of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8937]

Portion of the right half, 4Jin. by 3in.
;
25 + lines. F orecasts.

[K. 8938]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; + 11+ +
lines. Part of a religious, or mythological, text. [K. 8939]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; 9 + 8 lines. F orecasts concern-

ing the Igf, etc. [K. 8940]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by IJin.; 9 + lines. Part

of a religious text. This fragment may belong to a list of first

lines of incantations similar to that of K. 2832; see above, p. 480, and

Volume II, p. XXII. [K« 8941]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2§in. by 2 in.
; 8 + 13 lines. Part of a

religious, or mythological, text. [K. 8942]

Left-hand corner, IJJin. by IJin.; + 9 lines. Fragment of a re-

ligious text. [K. 8943]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; 14 + lines in double-

columns. Copy of a list of names and titles of gods, with glosses.

[K. 8944]

Portion of the right half, 4Jin. by IJin. ; + 23 + 17 + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 8945]

6 IVOL. III.

• Partly effaced.
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Kiglit-hand corner, 3m. by I gin.; + + 5 4* lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 8946]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by 2Jin. ; ±11 lines. Directions for

ceremonies and rites. [K. 8947]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + 15 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 8948]

Fragment of the’ right half, Ij^in. by Ifin.; ( +) + 11 +
lines. Fragment of a text containing regulations for

making offerings. [K. 8949]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by l^in. ; + 13 + 9 + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies to be used for tlie benefit of sick people. [K. 8950]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.
; ( +) ± 10 (+ ) lines.

Incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 8951]

Fragment of the upper portion, 3Jin. by 1-fg-in.; 5 4-2 lines. Part of a

religious text, probably a prayer or hymn, written for an Assyrian

king. [K. 8952]

Right Land corner, 2Jin. by 1 Jin.; traces of 3 + 20 lines. Part of a prayer.

Mention is made of the goddess

[K. 8953 + K. 8987]

Portion of the left half, 2^ in. by IJin. ; 9+6 lines. Part of a religious

text. [K. 8954]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|in.
; 14 + + +

lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people, [K. 8955]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2y-{rin.
; 12 + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benelit of sick people. [K, 8956]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 2|in, ; 14 + 9 + ( + + .....)

+ + 4 + linos. Part of a list of the names of members

of various families, and of their properties, etc,j similar to that of

K. 2017
; cf. supra, p. 386 f. This fragment may belong to the same

tablet as K, 8134 ; see above, p. 898. [K. 8957]

Portion of the left half, 25 in. by l-f^in.; 11 + ( + +) traces of

14 lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and

directions h r ceremonies, [K, 8958]
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l|in. ; + 14 lines. Part of a

religions text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8059]

Upper portion, 2^in. by If in.
; 8 + 6 lines. Part of an astrological report

(to the king) from
J MJ* ff* [K. 89G0]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijiu. by IJin.
;

13 + lines.

Fragment of a hynin, probably addressed to the Fire-god. [K. 8031]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^iii. by li®^in. ; 12 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 8082]

Right-hand corner, 2 in. by l^in.; + 10 lines. Part of a Suniero-

Akkadian religious text. [K. 8003]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2|in. by 2^in. ; + 11 lines.

Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

[K. 89G4]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ; 12 + linos. Regu-
lations for making offerings dedicated to the god Merodaeh.

[K. 8965]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l^in. ; + 10 lines. Frag-

ment of an astrological text. [K. SUGG]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l/^in. j 12 + 2 lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 89G7]

Portion of the left half, 2i^in. by 1 Jin. ; 13 + G lines. Part of a text contain-

ing incantations and prayers. [K. 89G8]

Upper portion, 2in. by IfVin.; 9 lines. Part of a private note. Mention

is made of the city of [K* 8970]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ;
4 + 13 ± + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 8971]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 Jin. by 2TJ^in. ; ±14 lines. Part of an

omen (?)-text. [K* 8972]

Upper portion, right half, 2y^in. by If in.
; 8 + 6 lines. Part of a mytho-

logical legend. Mention is made of Babylon ^I@f) and

Nippur <M)- [K.8974]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Fragment of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 8975]

Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; 14 -f 18 ± -f lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies, in which are mentioned the names of various stones, probably

used to produce magical results. The amounts are stated in manehs

(ET shekels and cf\ infra^ K. 9544. [K. 8976]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.; 13 + lines. In-

cantations with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 8977]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l§in. ;
13 + lines. Prayers and

directions for ceremonies connected Avith the worship ofvarious gods ;

—

tim n. V +, d^T.
[K. 8978]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IfVin. ; 12 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 8979]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + 11 lines. Directions

for ceremonies and rites to be used for the benefit of sick people.

[K. 8980]

Fragment of the right half, l|Jia. by IJin. ; + 10 lines. End of a

religious text. [K. 8981]

Fragment of the left half, 2^^111. by IJin.; +6 lines. Fragment of a

text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 8982]

Left half, lower portion, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 21 + lines. Prayers.

[K. 8983]

Fragment out of the middle, 2J in. by IJin. ; 8 + 10 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 8984]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.; 9 + 4 lines. Forecasts. Of line 1 of

obverse only the end is left

[K. 8985]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 10 + 18 lines. Prayers and

directions for ceremonies. [K. 8986]

Right-hand corner, lljin. by IJin.; ( 4.) 7 + 7(4. ) lines.

Forecasts. [K. 8988]

Upper portion, IJJin. by IJin. ; 11 + traces of 8 lines. Part of a letter to

the king from
[] ?] Mention is made of f 4'

[K. 8989]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJiii. ; 4-11 + +
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Sections II and IV

begin with < ^ and <*

^^y^ ^y i^yy >.y^ respectively. [K. 8990]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2iin. by IJiii. ; + 13 lines.

f]nd of a religious (?) text. [K. 8991]

Portion out of the middle, 2-}-|in. by 2 Jin. ; + 19 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars and concerning

eclipses
;
they partly relate to public alfairs. [K. 8992]

Right-hand corner, 2 in. by Ij^jj-in. ; 5 + 8 lines. Fragment of a religious (?)

text. [K. 8993]

Fragment out of the middle, 2y’^in. by IJin.; + 9 +
lines. Fragment of a text containing regulations for making

offerings. [K. 8994]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 J in. by 1 fin. ; 11 + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. Mention is made

of the [K. 8995]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by IJiii. ; 5 + 3 lines. Part of an incantation-

text beginning -W Ml-
[K. 8996]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-x^jin. ; + 17 lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 8998]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; + 11 + 12 + lines.

Incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used for

the benefit of sick people. [K. 8999]

Lower portion, left half, 2Jin, by 2Jin. ;
16 + lines. Incantations,

prayers and directions for ceremonies connected with the worship of

the god >4“ of night’'* [^* 9000]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; 14 + lines. Part of a

religious text. Mention is made of the god >->f gy gy. [K. 9001]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 }
|in. by l^Vin. ; 10 + lines.

Incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, prayers and

dii'ections for ceremonies. [K, 9002]

Righb-hand corner, IJ^in. by IJJin. ; 10 + lines. Part of a

religious text. Mention is made of the spirits of Saims, “the king of

the day/* and of Sin, “ the king of the night ** ? ^]y (?)

<:::: << .-4- «< and of the gods [>-4-] and

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by lj\m , ; + 13 linos. Fragment of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 9004]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2Jin. by l} Jin. ; + 18 lines.

Forecasts. [K. 9005]

Portion out of the middle, 2^in. by 2in. ; + 16 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and prayers. [K. 9006]

Fragment of the lower portion, l-f|in. by IJin. ; traces of 4 + 12 lines.

Forecasts (?). [K. 9007]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 12 + lines;

Rab^lonian. Fragment of a religious, or mythological, text.

[K. 9008]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by 2in.
; 10 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing regulations for making offerings. [K. 9009]

Lower portion, left half, 2Jin. by l|in.
; 6 + 1 + 3 lines. Mathematical

calculations. Line 1 of reverse contains a sum total. [K. 9010]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by
; 12 + lines.

Fragment of an inoantation-text. [K. 9011]

Left half, upper portion of one side, l|fin. by l|in.; + 11 lines.

Directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9012]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; 9 + lines. Pre-

scriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit

of sick people. [K. 9013]

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by IJin.; 17 + lines. Omens derived

from the actions of oxen, etc. [K. 9014]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 3iu. by IJin. ; + 5 lines.

End of a text containing forecasts. [K. 9015]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin, by 1 Jin. ; 15 + 12 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9016]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; + 14 lines. Forecasts.

For a similar text m below, p. 1003, K. 9320. [K. 9017]

Portion of the left half, 3jin. by 17 + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the sun, similar to those men-
tioned above, p. 423, K. 2221. [K. 9018]

llight-hand corner, 2f in. by
1-j

Jin.
; ( +) ± 15 (+ ) lines.

Directions for ceremonies and rites connected with the worship of

the Sun-god. [K. 9019]
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night half, lower portion, by 1/g-in.
; 15 + 8 lines. Part of a inytlio-

logical text, probably a legend. [K. 9020]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2|in.
; 22 + traces of 4 + 4-

lines. Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc,

[K. 9021]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by l|in.
; 8 + 15 + 4- lines.

Part of an incantation-text. One section ends with

[K. 0022]

Portion of the left half, 2^ in. by IJiii. ; 15 4- traces of 7 lines; Babylonian;

not from Kouyunjik (?). Part of an inscription of a Babylonian

king. Mention is made of the land of ^1]^ []^] aiid the ieniplo

[1^- ^^023]

Bight-hand corner, 2 in. by l^in.; 134- lines.* Forecasts. [K. 9024]

Portion of the left half, 2f in. by llJin. ; 12 4- U lines. Forecasts. Some

of the lines begin with >-< ^ cf. supra^ pp. 784, 805, KK. G402,

6720, etc, [K. 9025]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by IJin. ;
12 -f ± 4-

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and dirccr

tions for ceremonies. [K. 9026]

Portion of the right half, 2in. by IJin.
; ( 4-)15-b (4- )

linos. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9027]

Fragment of the right half, 2§in. by l|in. ; 4* 9 lines. End of a text con-

taining directions for ceremonies and rites. Of the catch-line only

the cud is visible -ET [K-9028]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by “k lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a religious (?) text, [K. 9029]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by 2;^ in,; traces of 6 4- 9 + 4-

traces of 3 lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and

dhections for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.

[K. 9030]

Lower portion, left halt^ 2fin. by 2fm.; 14 + 15 lines. Omens derived from

the actions of various animals (Hons, birds, etc), [K. 9031]

• Bound the right-hand edge and across part of the rererse runs a line in characters smaller

than those in the other parts of the text, which, according to an indication hj the scribe, should

follow line 5 of obverse.
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Fragfment of the upper portion of one side, 2^in. by lyVn. ; 13 +
lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9032]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2^in. by
5 ^ ±

lines. Fragment of a religious text. Lino 2 appears to contain an

interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9033]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 9 + lines; Baby-

lonian. Part of a religious text. Mention is made of Erech

[K. 9034]

Portion of the riglit half, 2j:in. by 2in.
; 9 + 12 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning *-^Tyy and tif 9035]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l/(rin.
; 13 + lines. Part

of a text containing regulations for making offerings. [K. 9036]

Portion of the right half. 3in. by l^in.
; 11 + 11 lines. Part of a prayer

with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9037]

PoHion out of the middle, 2iin. by 2 in.
; 14 + 20 + + lines.

Omens. The lines of Section II of Column II begin :—

]

Fragment of the right lialf, I Jin, by IJin. ; + 14 linos. Forecasts.

Mention is made of the Euphrates ffy 9039]

Fragment of the right half, IJin, by 1-j^in,
;
8 + lines. Fragment

of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9040]

Left-hand corner, l|^in. by Igin,
; 8 + lines; Babylonian. Part of

a Sumero-Akkadian incantation-text, beginning:

—

^ Tf -+ n
BH^ IF IT- .TT *m- [K. 9041]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by 4 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological report to the king from [f?] fp
[K. 9042]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2^^411. by IJin.; 1 + 7 lines. Fragment

of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9043]

Fragment of the riglit lialf, 2|in. by 2Jin.; 11 + lines. Part of a

religious or incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9044]

Left half, lower portion, 2Jin. by l|^in.; 7 + 1 + 6 lines. Part of a list

of objects. [K. 9045]

* Partly elTaced.
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Right half, lower portion, 2Jin. by 2in. ; 6 + 12 + 8+ lines. Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. A colophon-line reads :

—

[EH EH ET] eb ^m^ m* Bn* [k. 9046]

Fragment out of the middle, 24in. by 2j|^m.
; 13 + lines. Part of a

text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

A colophon-line reads:—[tH EH ET IT tTTT*]I!!IT T "’^TVT

[K. 9047]

Portion of the left half, Sin. by IJin.; 14 + 14 linos. Forecasts concerning

tT H. «"TTT and CEIT, etc. The catch-line and the beginning line of

the colophon read :

—

*"TTT TT«< eETT - tem

<! t^ti. [k.9048]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 2in. ; 9 + 9 lines. Directions for ceremonies

and rites. The catch-line reads :—

]

V V
V- tE <H tT ET • (?) [K- 9049]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|in.; 9 + linos in

double-columns. Bilingual paradigms. [K. 9050]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by IJin. ; 18 + lines

;

Babylonian. Fragment of a prayer, part of which has an interlinear

Assyrian version. [K- 9051]

Fragment out of the middle, l|^in. by 5 + ^ >
Babylonian.

Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 9052]

Lower portion, right half, IJin. by l-j^in.; 2 + 5 lines. Part of a list of

objects, probably serving for offerings. [K. 9053]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by 5 10 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 9054]

Portion of the right half, SJin. by 1 Jin. ; 16 + 17 lines. F orecasts.

[K. 9055]

Fragment out of the middle, IJJin. by 1-ft-in. ; 14 ± lines. Fragment

of a religious text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9056]

3 KVOL. ra.

* Partly effaced.

t Cf. the colophon o£ K. 3887 + K. 7628. tupra, p. 864.
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Fragment of the lower portion, 2f in. by IJin. ;
6 -f- 10 + 10 + traces of

3 lines. Omens. The sentences begin with f ;
c/. supra, p. 834,

K. 7156. [K. 9057]

Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2 in. ; + 10 + 13-1- lines. Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of

the ears. Two colophon-lines read :— El ! ^
Ey* [k. 9059]

Left half; lower portion, 2|in. by IJimj 7 + (edge) 2 + 4 + traces of 3 +
( )±(.‘-..) + + + 5 lines. Part of

a list of objects; sums total are added. [K. 9060]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 12 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 9061]

Right half, upper portion of one side, 2^in. by 1 Jin. ; + 7 lines.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 9062]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by l^in.; 10 + lines. Forecasts

concerning and Jg, etc. [K. 9063]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-i^j^in. ; 11 + lines. Omens
derived from dreams. [K. 9064]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by If in. ; + 10 lines. Forecasts

concerning the
Jgf, etc. [K. 9065]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin, by l|in. ; 14 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9066]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; 12 + lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 9067]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jm. by 2in. ; + 12 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9068]
Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin, by IJin. ; 7 + traces of 1 lines. Frag-

ment of a hymn, or prayer. [K. 9069]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|in.
; ( +) ± 1*5 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. Two colophon-lines read:

—

w-Hf-co tym n h •v -+ tym [yy?] and

[-ctj] "Stj ty y? ^ly ^t(?) respectively,

[K. 90701

* Attempted restoration after £. 239 } see aboye, p. 68.

t Partly eflkcod.
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Portion of the left half, by ; 16 + 13 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies to be performed in order to

obtain magical results from cerbiin stones. [K. 9071]

Portion out of the middle, 2iin. by 2iij^in.; + 14 + +
lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to bo used for

the benefit of people having a foul breath, etc. Two sections begin with

T EI5S and m -4* -tfcj i vini
respectively. [K. 9072]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, IJin. by lin. ; +5 lines.

Fragment of a list of names of birds (?), [K. 9074]

Fragment of the lower portion, l}in. by If in.
; 8 + traces of 3 lines; archaic

Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik{?). Part of a rcligiouH(?) text.

This fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 8755; see above,

p. 958. [K. 9076]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2f in. by li^in. ; 3 + 10 + +
lines. Part of an incantation-text, [K. 9077]

Portion of the left half, 2f in. by Ifin. ; 24 + .... . lines; marginal number

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the sun. A
great number of lines begin with

f
For a similar text see

below, p. 1065, K. 10118, [K. 9078]

Fragment of the right half, 1-iVin. by l|in.; + 10 lines. Omens

concerning houses. [K. 9079]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin.by I'^in.
; 11 + lines. Part

of a Sumcro-Akkadian incantation4ext. [K. 9080]

Right-hand corner, 2in. by , .... ± 11 lines, Part of a prayer.

[K. 9081]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by l|in. ; 13 + lines. Part

of a text containing prayers and directions for ceremonies and rites.

[K. 9082]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by If in.
; 13 + lines. Part

of an incantation ending with ^983]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin, by 2 Jin.; 22 + 22 + + lines,

F ore casts concerning and 9084]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by l-}-Jiu* ; +9 lines. End of a

religious text. Of the catch-line only the end is visible :

—

J" ? V 4-n 53S<T.
[K. 9085]

• Fartlj effaced. .

6 K 2
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Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l|in.
;
7 -f lines. Fragment of a

list of persons. This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as

K. 8363 ;
above, p. 920. [K. 9086]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin, ; ±13 lines. Prayers.

[K. 9087]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiu. by l-j-Jin.; + 9 + 9 + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9088]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by If in.
;
17 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K* 9089]

Fragment of the right half, 2f in. by fin. ; 16 + lines. Fragment of

a religious text. [K. 9090]

Right-hand corner, 2 Jin. by If in.
; ( + ) ± 12 ( + )

lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9091]

Portion of the right half, 2|in. by IJin.
;
(,....+) 18 + 21 ( + )

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 9092]

Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by Ij^in.
;

9 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9093]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1/^in, by IJin. ; + 13

lines. Omens derived from the condition of various parts of the

(human) body. [K. 9094]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l-j%in. ; + 17 lines. Omens.

, [K. 9095]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin. ; 14 + lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text. [K. 9096]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by ly'-jin.
;

13 + lines
;
Baby-

lonian. Fragment of a letter, or report. [K. 9097]

Portion out of the middle, l}in. by Ifin. ; + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological text concerning observations of various stars.

[K. 9098]

Fragment of the left half, 2-j?^in. by -^^iii.
; 18 + 2 lines

;
marginal number

Fragment of a text containing omens derived from the actions of

various animals (birds, etc.). [K. 9099]
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Left-hand corner, l|in. by Ifjin.; 11 + ( + +
) + traces of 4 + 10 lines. Part of a list of the stones which

were probably used for magical purposes. [K. 9100]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 1 Jin.; 15 + ....

.

lines; marginal number

Part of an omen-text couccrniug houses. [K. 9101]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by lin.
;
14 + lines. Fragment of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars. [K. 9103]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by IJin; 16 + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses. [K. 9104]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + + 17 + traces of

7 lines. Part of a text containing proscriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases

of the feet. Two sections begin:—f <^yy W
(var.: ^yy)^Eyi. [K.9105]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by IJin. ;
traces of 1 + 4 lines; Baby-

lonian. Fragment of a report (?) of the class described above, p. 259 f.,

K. 1288. Line 4 of reverse contains a date written in Assyrian

characters. [K. 9106]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin.; ±12 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 9107]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin.; 11 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 9108]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; + 16 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9109]

Portion out of the middle, 2fin. by 2Jin.; 18 + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses and incidents that may happen to men and women, etc,

[K. 9110]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin.; 11 + 7 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9111]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2in.; + 17 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9112]

Left half, lower portion, 3|in. by ly®^in. ; 25 + 23 lines. Part of an omen-

text. A great number of the lines begin with y
[K. 9113]

Bight half, 2Jin. by l^^in. r 7 + 15 h’nes. Forecasts concerning the

probabilities of a sick man’s recovery. [K. 9114]

Right-hand corner, 2-ji^in. by 1-j^iu. ; 4 ± 12 lines. Omens concerning

houses, etc. [K* 9115]
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Fragment of the right half, 3Jin. by If in.
;

4- -f-) +

14 (+ + ) lines. Fragment of a mythological legend.

[K. 9116]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 11 + lines. Part

of a hymn in paragraphs.* The text is published by Brunnow, Zdts,,

1889, p. 251, and transliterated ihid.^ p. 235. [K. 9117]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + + 5 + 6 lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 9118]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2|in. ; 5 + 9 + (+ + )

+ traces of 1 + 17 + lines. Part of a list of objects, etc.

[K. 9119]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; 17 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. Referring to line 12 an interlinear

gloss is added by the scribe. [K. 9120]

Right half, lower portion, 35 in, by l|in.; 19 + 22 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 9121]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJJin. ; 14 ± Hues. Part of a

religious text. [K. 9122]

Fragment of the left half, l-f^in. by If in, ; 16 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. The text of

lines 11-14 is published by Strassmaier, A.K, p, 817 f., No. 6763.

[K. 9123]

Portion out of the middle, Ijiu. by Ifin. ; + 12 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public afiliirs. Mention is

made of the son of f 9124]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin.; + 12 lines. End of a

text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

Ofthecatch-UneonlylSIiW TT TW is visible.

[K. 9125J

Fragment of the left half, 2 in, by IJin.; + 15 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars;

they partly relate to public affairs. Mention is made of the JIJ

etc. [K. 9126]

Fragment out of the middle, '2 in. by IJJin, ; + 13 linea Part of an

omen-text. [K. 9127]

• Cf. sufra, p. 486, note **.

t Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, SJin. by 2Jin.; ±17 lines. Omens con-

cerning incidents that may happen to men, etc. [K. 9128]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin.; ..... ± 13 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 9129]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by fjin. ; 21 + 16 lines. Omens concerning

houses and the chances of a man’s life, etc. [K. 9130]

Lower portion, right half, 2fin. by Ifin. ;
18 + 12 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 9131]

Fragment out of the middle, 2T"^in. by 1Jin. ; + + + 15

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of sick people. One section

begins:—[f (?) [^* ‘*^^32]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by Ig in. ; + 13 lines in double-columns;

Babylonian. Part of an explanatory text, probably written for the

purpose of interpreting a certain literary text. The sign which remains

in the left-hand oolumn of line 2 is written upside down

[K. 9133]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; ±9 lines. Copy of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 9134]

Portion out of the middle, 2-^^in. by 2^^^. ; 16 + traces of 1 + +

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 9135]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin.; 12 + 11 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 9136]

Portion of the right half, by 2in. ;
19 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9137]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2}in. by IJin. ; 15 + lines. Directions

for ceremonies and rites connected with the worship of the gods

Assur, Anu and Sin (+ ^ d K'(0* [K* ^1^®]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin.; 17 + 14 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites, similar to that of

K. 8922 ;
see above, p. 972. [K. 9139]

Lower portion, left half, 3in. by 2in,; 19 + ( + +)

lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for

the benefit of sick people. The paragraphs begin with f Hil, <K: *311

[K. 9140]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by Ifin.; 4+6 lines; archaic Babylonian.

Fragment of a religious(?) text [K. 9141]
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Fragment of the right half, 2^in. by IJin. ; + 18 linea Omens.

[K. 9142]

Portion of the left half, 3in. by 2jjin.
; 16 + 1.8 lines. Part of a hymn con-

ueming the god ’“Ti;
reverse, lines 9 and 10 :

—

+ Sff < gTT + 4-n -JVmM
?r(?)» [k. 9143]

Fragment of the right half, 2^in. by IJin. ; 12 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing omens and directions for ceremonies and rites,

[K. 9144]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 2in.
; 19 + lines. Omens con-

cerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 9145]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l|in.
; 17 + 12 + + lines

(in three? columns). Part of a list of names of plants for medicinal

purposes. [K. 9147]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; ±17 lines. Part of a

prayer, probably belonging to a mythological text. C/., e.g,, lines

6ff:~

<:: !< m ¥<!- on^
ggiy ^ni m <F Sfjss
T ITtt r T— Ef- T— -Eg!!

EF <m etc. [K. 9148]

Left-hand corner, 3^in. by IJin. ; + 7 lines. Fragment of a religious

text. [K. 9149]

Portion out of the middle, 2f in. by 2^in. ; + 13 ± 7 + lines.

Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the

benefit of sick people. One paragraph begins f HU n£TT

E! ^ <tt 4-TT ^ Referring to line 7 of Column II

a gloss is added by the scribe. [K. 9150]

Fragment out of the middle, l}in. by l|in.
; 11 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 9151]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2|in. by IJin. ; 14 + 15 lines. Prayers.

[K. 9152]

Fragment of the left half, 2-j\in. by If in.
;
traces of 1 + 11 lines. Fore-

casts. Most of the lines begin with -< cf. infra, K. 10772,

[K. 9153]

• Partly effaced..
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Portioh out of the middle, 2iin, by 2^in.
;
12 4- 6 + 18 liiiesl;

Babylonian. Prayers in the fonn of a litany, some of whu*h have an

interlinear Assyrian version. Section II of Column IV contains a parallel

text of Sm. 954 (q»v,), reverse, lines 9 ff. [K. 9151]

Lower portion, 2f in. by l^in.
; 8 + 4 + 8 lines. Part of a prayer written

for an Assyrian kiiig. [K. 9155]

Portion of the left half, 3iin. l)y If in. ; 24 + ..;.. + i .... + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. One paragraph begins;

—

T ^4 ITff I <BJ\ I+ ?{< ^ -tH * lli- [K.

Fragment out of the middle, 3iin. by IJin. ; i . . . . + 9 lines. Part of a

text Containing prayers. [K. 9157]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2^10. by IJin. ;
11 + + + 2

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9158]

Fragment out of the middle, IJim by l|in.
;
13 + lines. Forecasts

conceming the etc, [k. 9159]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fini by IJin; 10 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in gi-oups

according to the meanings of the Assyrian words; [K. 9100]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; 18 + Hiles. Otnens

concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 9101]

Portion of the right half, 2 in. by IJin.; 10 + 8 lines. List of objects and

their owuerst [K. 9102]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, Ijin. by IJiin ;**.*. + ll lines.

Part of an omen -text which forms a parallel text of K. 143 (see above,

p. 39) and K. 2011 (above, p. 385). Cf, also swpn/, p. 489, K. 2922.

[K; 9163]

Portion of the right half, 2}-Jin. by If in. ;
traces of 5 + 9 + .,...+

lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for

the benefit of sick people. One section begins ;—

f

Ifc R V Tf T? m ^
[K. 9104]

Portion out of the middle, Sin. by 2^m.; 15 + 13 lines. Part of a religious

text connected with the worship of Ef. [K. 9165]

#

6 LVOL. in.

Parti/ effaced.
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Fragment of tlie upper portion of reverse, 3§in, by IJin. ; + 8 lines.

Omens derived from the condition of various parts of a body (ears,

eyes, horns, etc.), Cf, Bezold, Oriental Diplomacy (London, 1893),

p. xxxni, note 2. [K. 9166]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2|in. by l^in. ; + i
9 + linos. Part ofa text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9167]

Fragment out of the middle, 23 in. by IJin.; 15 + lines.

Fragment of a niytliological, or religious, text. [K. 9168]

Fragment out of the middle, 2:fin. by l-j^in.
; 12 + lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 9169]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by ; 16 + 7 lines. Forecasts. One

section begins :—J WM& [^- 9170]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; 18 + traces of 5 + + 15

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 9171]

Fragment out of the middle, in. by If in.
; 8 + 2 lines. Fra gment of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 0172]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by IJin. ; 12 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for o(*r(Mnonios to

b(j used for tlie benefit of sick people. RefmTing to lino 7 a gloss is

added by the senbo. [K. 9173]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l|in. ; + + 11 +3 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 9174]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l^in. ; + 13 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 9175]

Fragrnent of the left half, l^in.by l-|^in.
; 14 + lines (in double-

columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses. For the text of

lines 7-13 see Stuassmaier, A, V,, p. 756, No. 6194. [K. 9176]

Fragment out of the middle, l-J-gin. by 1-1*^111.; 12 + linos. Omens
concerning houses, etc, [K. 9177]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by I Jin. ; 11 + lines. Part

of an incantation-text. [K. 9178]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJin. ;
14 + lines. Part of an

incantation-text. Section II, which contains a hymn to the Fire-god,

begins :-[Hr ^ Jflf th WM- P- 9179]
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Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin. ; ±13 lines (in double-

columns). Grammatical paradigms. [K. 9180]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jm. by l|Jin.; 15 ± lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 9181]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l|in.
; ( +) 14 +

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. Tlie ideo-

graphs in linos 6-8 correspond with those of Sm. 25 Column I,

lines 6-8. [K. 9182]

Portions, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 3 + 11 lines. Part of a report, or private letter.

Mention is made of various stones. [K. 9183]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by 2 in.; J.4 + , . , . . lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 9184]

Portion out of the middle, 2jin. by 1} Jin.; ( +) 7 + 6 + +
4 ( + ) lines. Part of a Jist of objects, 8o;ne of which appear

to be made of gold and silver. [K. 9185]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by If in,; ..... ± 10 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. Several lines begin with >-< ,..4 . [K. 9186]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.; + 12 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (to the king?). Mention isniade of y
-4' ^

[K. 9187]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, Ij-Jin. by IJin.; ,..,. + 11 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text.
^

[K. 9188]

Right-hand comer, IJin. by Ifin. ; 12 + .... . lines. Omens concerning

houses, etc, [K. 9189]

Portion of the right half, 2inj, by IJin. ; 9 + 13 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9190]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by IJin. ;
traces of 3 + 7 lines. Part of a

religious text, including directions for ceremonies and rites.

[K. 9191]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; + 3 + 8 + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K» 9192]

Fragment of the left half, 2fin. by IJin.; + 12 lines. Part of a

religious text, concerning offerings, «<(?., which probably belongs to a

historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 9193]

6 L 2
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Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ; + -I-
14

-f-

lines. Omens derived from the aspects of human faces when

they resemble those of cerhiin animals. The sentences begin with

] V fragment probably belongs to the
name of au animal

same tablet as K. 2238; see above p. 425.* Cf, also infra, p. 004,

K. 9222, and supra, p. 309, K. 1562. [K. 9194]

Hight-hand corner, 2in. by 2in. ; + 8 + 1 lines. Part of private

contract concerning f (fjf, etc. [K. 9195]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l^in. ; 10 + lines. Part

of an incantation-text. [K. 0196]

Portion of the left half, 3^in. by 8 + 10 + + lines.

Omens similar to those of K. 6739; see above, p. 806. E.g., lines 3-6

of Column I read :

—

T y ^yyyy ay ^ ^y i^y— <r-

yy HI tyyy <iiy 5^ytE-'=m?^y<*yy-isJN*^yi4e

my <L< CEf kt jiyyytiPSlKi<t ^y y- T «•
[K. 1H07]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by 2in. ; 15 + 10 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9198]

Bight-hand comer, IJin. by ||in. ; 11 + lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 9)99]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by l|in.; + 13 lines. Forecasts
conceruiiig and tj |gf, etc. [K. 9200]

fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 2^in.; 7 + 12 + traces of 9 +
lines; vitrified. Part of a religious text. [K. 9201]

Right-hand corner, 2gin. by 2in.; + 18 lines. Portion of an omen-
text, probably being an extract from a larger composition ; of. line 5 :

^yyyy ^ V gff: eg. • [k. 9202
]

Portion of the right half, 3f in, by 2|in. ; 21 + 15 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9203]

Portion of the left half, Igin, by If in.; 8 + traces of 8 + (left-hand edge)

4 lines. Part of a letter to the king. [K. 9204]

• K. 2238 may form the Obvrrse of tliis tablet. On both fragments a certain mark, is

visible at the beginning of some of tlio lines :— yE5» ,
etc.

t Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 2iii. by ; 12 + 7 lines; marginal number

Forecasts. Several lines begin with f [K. 9205]

Fragment of the upper portion, S^in. by Igiii. ; 27 + 2 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 920G]

Portion put of the middle, 2iin. by IJin. ; 16 + +
linos. Forecasts. Many of the lines begin either with

fc^iyT

or <Igf ^yyy [k. 97o7]

Fragment of the left half, 2:|^in. by Ifin. ; 13 4 lines. Part of

an incantation-text. [K. 9208]

Eight half, upper portion of reverse, 2Jin. by l^in. ; + 25 lines. Pfirt

of a Sumero-4kkadian religious tpxt. [K. 9209]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 1 Jin. by If in.
; ( 4 +

)

4 4 12 4 4 lines. Fragment of a mythological legend.

[K. 9210]

portion of the right half, 2Jin. by l/oin. ; 11 4 11 lines. Part of a report,

or letter. [K. 9211]

Portion of the right half, Ijfin. by IJin. ;
traces of 1 4 14 lines; division-

marks. Part of a letter. Mention is made of y *5^yy ^y*- and

of the (inhabitants of the) land of yf yj. [K. 9212]

Fragment of the left half, 2fin. by IJin.; 13 4 traces of 1 4 4 ....

.

lines. Forecasts concerning the »-^yyy» [K, 921.3]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by 2f in.
;
21 4 lines. Omens con-

cerning incidents that may happen to men. They include prognostiija-

tions concerning the place and manner of death of a man in the event

of the occurrence of certain circumstances; cf, lines 7fF.:— »- ^J^y

mi i -[<]» - + i -yR TU i
- T- ^ 4y y-. 9214]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ifin.
;
6 4..... lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts (?).
[K. 9215]

Portion out of the middle, 2fin. by Ifin.; 7 4 10 4 4 lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 9216]

Right-hand corner. Ifin. by Ifin.; (..:•? 4) 49 (4 ) lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing incantations and

directions for ceremonies. [K. 9217]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 2in. ; 13 4 lines. Part of an

omen-text. P^. 9218]

Partij effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by ; 14 + + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing incantations, prayers and

directions for ceremonies. [K. 9219]

Fragment of the upper poi-tion of one side, 1 by l:J^in. ; 8 ± lines.

Fragment of a mythological, or religious text. [K. 9220]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Ixjrm.; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a mythological, or religious text. Mention is made of the

goddess Hf <m- [K. 9221]

Left half, upper portion, 2Jiri. by l|in.
;
19 + lines. Omens derived

from the aspects of the face (of a new-born child) when resembling

those of certain animals, etc,^ and from the condition of the hair. The

sentences of Section I begin with f

^ ^ <T^ V, T V, T V,

y tHEl- Kif y?
t:yyyi^ <y^ V, y ^^yy^ t^y -Jl V. y ’^yy??^

y? -yy^ v and y s<y <£yy tyys^: c^y ty -ey ^ -y^ v
respectively. Section II begins:—[f]

pp. 571, 992, K. 3860, K. 9194, etc. [K. 9222]

Fragment of the right half, 2^in. by IJin.; ( +) + 11 (+ )

'

lines. Fragment of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9223]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by l^in.; 14 + lines. Pre-

scriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of

sick people. Line 3 reads ^ ^
^yf? underneath are, in

smaller writing, the charactei's ^ ^{^yyy< ;
this gloss appears either

to indicate an addition or an emendation of the text.* [K. 9224]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by li in. ; 7 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of eclipses and of various

stars. They partly relate to public affairs. This fragment probably

belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work y

[K. 9225]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l|in.; 6 + 7 ± + lines.

Fragment of an astrological text. Cf. infra, p. 1020, K. 9541.
^

9226]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by l|in. ; 22 + ....

.

lines. Omer^

[K. 9227]

* The scribe first wrote “ gall of a black bull'* and added beneath “gall of a snake.

*
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by
; 7 4- lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and

directions for c e r em o n i e s. [K. 9228]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in.by l|in.; 10 f lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 9229]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; 8 + 12 + + lines ;

marginal number. Part of an omen-text. [I\. 9280]

Nearly complete, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; 8 + 2 lines. Part of a text containing

directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9281]

Lower portion, left half, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 10 + 2 lines. Part of a private

contract. [K. 9282]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by Ifin.; 10+15 lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 9238]

Right half, lower portion of reverse, 2Jin. by + 11 lines.

Fragment of an astrological{?) text. [K. 9234]

Upper half, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 16 + 13 lines. Incantations and directions for

ceremonies. According to the colophon this text is an extract from

a larger composition ; cf. rovei-se, line 9 :

—

The obv(5rse begins:

—

ty? s£TTT EB*

Eingf yy
-4- y- ^y -yy)?^

Ey 4- 4>yyy v -yy^

yy yy <y-iiii ^y i^yr v -yy^^^ v ty^^i

yy -yyiyy <yy ^yyy^ e^yyy -11 -4- ti^y ^y E=yy

<y*-iiii SIT

The catch-line reads :

—

tm

spy -+ ^ET

im tsm ^yt^r sih sHTT €m tsm ^yt^r j^cy m-
[K. 9235]

Portion out of the middle, 2^ in. by + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars; they partly relate

to public affairs. [K. 9236]

Lower portion, left half, 3^ in. by 2jin.; 19 + 19 lines; marginal number

Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.

pc. 9237]

* Fftitlr effaced.
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Lower portion, right half, 3|in. by IJin. ;
18 -f 19 liiieSi Forecasts.

[K. ms]

Portion of the right half, 3^ in. by Lj^in.
; + 15 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremoilics and rites, similar to that of

K. 8922 ; see above, p. 972. [K. 9239]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ;
13 + . lines in

double-columns. Grammatical paradigms. The text of the right-

hand Columns of lines fi, 7 and 9 reads :

—

fcir ^ I! ^
nil V If 7 -0 [^- 9240]

Fragment of the tipper portion of one side,
1-fJin. by lyVio.; 13 +

lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 9241]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 3 J in. by ±21
lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 9242]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side* l^in. by Jin. ; 5 + lines.

Fragment of a 8umero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9243]

Fragment oht of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin,
; 8 + * . lines in double-

columns. Copy of an explanatory list. [K. 9244]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jim by Ifin.
;
(*... + +)13±5

+ ) lines. Fragment of a mythological legend.

This fragment appears to belong to a tablet of the Series ^
ft [K* 9245]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|in.
; 13 + * . lines; Astro-

logical forecasts concerning eclipses. [K. 9246]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by IJin. ;
traces of 3 + 5 + +

lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering

from diseases of the eyes. One paragraph begins with f

[K. 9247]

Portion out of the middle, 2jin. by IJin.; 9 + 9 lines. Part of a historial

inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 9248]

Fragment out of the middle, IJJin. by IJim ; 11 + linea Part of a .

Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. [K. 9249]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, Ifin, by Ifin,; ±15 linos. Fragment

of a text containing directions for ceremonies to be performed by sick

people. They are conuected with the worship of the deities;—-f-

C:^T. -+ -+ -4, -+ <?? -CO. eSIT

and »-4" T*^« 9250]

Left half, lower portion, 2Jin. by Igin.
;

13 + ..... lines. Part of a

prayer. ' [K. 9251]

Left half, upper portion, 2 Jin. by IJJin. ; 12 + 8 lines. Part of an incaii-

tat ion-text. The obverse begins;— tiyyy^

[K. 9252]

Fragment out of the middle, 1j^in. by if in.; 15 + :

lines; Part of a religious texti [K. 9253]

Portion of the right half, IJin. by Ifin. ; -f 15 lines. Part of an

omen-text eoucerning houses, the probabilities of a sick man’s recovery,

etc, [K. 9254]

Portion out of the middle, 2in.by l|in.
;
15 -f ± + lines.

Part of an incantation-text; The paragraphs end with ^^4"

or|-4-; [k. 9255]

Right-hand corner, 2 Jin. by 2fin. ; 15 + 7 lines
;
Babylonian. Fragment of

an omen-text concerning the probabilities of a sick man’s recovery.

[K. 9250]

Portion of the loft half, 3Jin. by 2y\in.
;
18 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. [K. 9257]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l|in.
;
12 + lines. Part of a

prayei*. [K. 925»]

Lower portion, left half, 2fjin. by 2ui.; 16 + 7 lines. Portion of a religious

text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version,

[K. 9259 + K. 9339]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by 1 jin. ; 16 + lines. Part of a religious

text. [K. 9260]

Fragment out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; + 7 lines. End of a

prayer. Of the catch-line only T? T?

is visible. 9261]

Fragment of the left halt; 2Jm. by IJin.; 17 + 17 lines; marginal number

Om ens concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, A great

number of lines begin with \^ •'EU: 9262]

Lower portion, right half, 2Jin. by Ifin. j 13 + 10 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning ^y ^yy and ^yyy? [K. 9263]

VOL. ni. 6 m
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Fragment of the right half, 2 Jin. by IJin. ;
H ± 8 lines. Part of a

historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of

[I?] tiyyfc:* <y- <, king of Assyria (« V -)• [K* 1^264]

Fragment of the right half, 2 |in. by ;
traces of 13 -f 3 lines. Pliidof

a Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. Of the catch-line

only the end is visible

:

[K. 9265]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; 3 + 9 lines. Fragment of a mythologi-

cal (?) text. [K. 9266]

Portion out of the middle, S^in. by 2 in. ; 9 + 23 lines. Part of a mytho-

logical legend. [K. 9267]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by ly^g-in. ; -f 11 lines (in double-

columns ?). Fragment of an explanatory (?) text. [K. 9268]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + 18 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9269]

Upper half, 5|in. by 3f in.
; 36 +14 lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian

hymn, in the form of a litany, forming, according to the colophon, the

first part of a composition; cf. reverse, line 12 The

obverse begins ;

—

<10 yy— i^u j^yyy * ^ ^y??-^yy

ill*

<SS<r^ ET < -Hh Tf
• (?) ETm tSS—

nyf ;=T|s?= ET- -tT<r-T' ^
ET K -+ -ty<T-y <BM^.mr--4

m ‘ilJ—il

The catch-line reads :

—

[K. 9270 + K. 9289]

Left-hand corner, Sin. by 1 ^in. ;
traces of 11 +( + +

+ +) 22 lines. Part of a text containing incantations, with an

interlinear Assyrian version, and prayers. This fragment probably

belongs to a tablet of the Series iH^y’^^^y <y»-jfcj ^ [K. 9271]

Bight half, 4in. by 2 j-Jin.; 17 + lines, divided into halves by 4^.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 8002; see

above, p. 888
. [K. 9272]

* Partly effaced.
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Portion of the left half, Sfin. by 3Jin.; + 35 lines. Incantations
with an interlinear Assyrian version, and prayers, forming, according

to the colophon, the 3rd tablet of the Scries ^ *

[tyyy^ y*^]«t Lines 25 IF. form a parallel text to K. 28l)9 {see. above,

p. 484), reverse, lines 25 ff. The catch-lino and a preceding colophon-

line read ;

—

ir>f <y-iH
‘ m

[K. <t273]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; 21 + traces of 2 + + , . .

.

lines. Part of an incantation-text. Two sections end witli

In Section II mention is made of tlie deities :—
>-»f-

ESS -+ T? CT. -+ rfg, +m ff.+ s?rr

and m X-V Eif. [K. 9274]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by If^iii. ; 11 + lines. Part of a Snmero-

Akkadian hymn in the form of a litany, [K. 9275]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in, by IJin. ; ±14 lines. Part of a

religions text. [K. 9276]

Portion of the right half, 2]^in. by 2§in.
; ( +) 15 + (+ )

lines. Prescrii)tions and directions for ceremonies and rites.

Referring to line 7 a gloss is added by the scribe. [K. 9277]

Upper portion, 3im. by 2Jin. ; 1 + 15 lines. Beginning and colophon of a

religious text. [K. 9278]

Upper portion, right half, 2Jin. by 2|in.; 18 + traces of 2 lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9279]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin.; 11 + lines. In-

cantations and prayers. A oolophon-line reads:— gy y

sT *m- [K. mo]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by l|in.; 12 ±
lines. Directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick

people. 9281]

Portion out of the middle, S-j^in. by Sin. ; + 16 lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9282]

Lower portion, 3^in. by 31 in.; 14 ± 27 lines in three columns. Part of a

list of names of plants for medicinal purposes, [K. 9283]

• Partly effaced. t Of. supra, p. 4i9, E. 2503 + K. 7819.

X Attempted reBtoration after E. 5162 ; #00 abore, p. 696.
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Nearly complete, SJin. by 3|in.; 52 + 23 lines. Omens concerning fields

and lands, and incidents that may happen to men in them. According

to the colophon this text forms the 18th part of

a composition. The sentences begin with f (^fTT) Th

and f respectively. The obverse begins :

—

t ET y yy^m tyyy«= ytyyyy - <y- 1??:? ^y-

..4 « ^yyy « ^tyyy^-

The catch-line reads :

—

-^yyy -^yy ty

Cf. supra, p. 569, K. 3810 ; and infra, p, 1029, K. 9665. [K, 9284]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by l^Vin. ; + 12 lines. Incantations

and directions for ceremonies, [K. 1)285]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by IJin. ;
10 + . lines. Part

of a Sumero-Akkadian incantation. , [K. 9280]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in, by 2-j-J^in. ; + 19 + 16 + +
+ lines. Part of a mythological text. Duplicate of

K. 4334
;
see above, p. 619. [K. 9287]

Dpper portion, left half, 3Jin. by 2^in.; 22 4- 20 + traces of 12 + ( +
......+) 3 + 11 + 18 lines; Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik (?).

Incantations and directions for ceremonies. Mention is made of

various kinds of stones possessing magical properties. According to

the colophon this fragment belongs to an “ incomplete copy of the

1st tablet of a Series. Line 1 of obverse reads ;

—

The colophon contains the name of the owner of the tablet, and a

date :

—

^^y y ^ -yy^

vt: ^ sy yyt y?t^^»iy
i<<i uM ^ ???y ^ V ^ t [ ?]

^ -gLy iyt?5?<yt -syis St
tit] -+ •iiy

February-Marcli, 595 B.p. [K. 9288]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by ^in.
; 4 + 5 + lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a religious text. This fragment probably

belongs to the same tablet as K. 9288. [K. 9288a]

• C/. supra, p. 474, note *. t Partly effaced.
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Lower half, 5|^in. hy 33 + 19 + 10 + 35 lines. Part of an alliterative

hymn ;
the lines of the various sections begin with <Igf

;

ti; ET» JT; *^TT» respectively. E.tf,, the text of

Sections I and II of Colnmn IV reads jy< »“yyj^ V ^y*-

^ .4 If I
<?j: tfi .TTl <f^ I ?f eg

ftJ I Iff -ET -+ f^f D <f- Ef -B m E::ff I ’gff tfff* If

>iIII<fs?= If I “iff -Ef -Eif ">tf tfffc

J^tf 4-ff -+ <K ^ tfffc: m tIH -ttJ I Iff <f^ E^Af ^ m+ my tfffe: -^f ^ 4S <fs¥= SW ff t^ff? 1 1 W f? Etff Kyy
yy

-j=y

V -+ f-- <f- ^f ty? Ef I
gyy -iiy — -f^yy

!:^r^E£fff eispff^^-v-fflll
ft tEf .4 ff H< tty -yyy, tyy Ef afi y? tE Bff y? -Elf I

f^Eisi n ilH Etyy e: <ey^ ^ -yyi,ty yy
tjyy ttyyy

|
ft v g^yy

cEf pE Etff ^fff ff tyyft ty tyyy
I

tg <iEy tyyy ^y

<ytyyyy t^: Etff <tt y- <- ly I
ti nn tfyy tfy? E??< Etyy tm a

tyyyc tra ^-fff if l ^e tf Ef ^jii if s^ffft ^ Etyy fy tt

-4 -^ff <10 -ffi:!' if^ ^-•(^) tE ^ n n tEf

ttf
I
cE ilfcj Etff ^0 ^tyyyy <x< •?" ff -tjd -f< tE -f<

tffft E?fff I
tE .4 Ef 4EN -f <tt V tEf Bff <tt .4f ff

tyyyc cEf
I
tE V -«^f^ E^ -f< tEff ^nfe* ^ *(?)

10 ff ^-if 10 1
tE .4f ff ff tff ff -fl ini tfffe V iffl tffft <

tfffe -ff, ||. C/. supra, p. 534, K. 3452. [K. fl2i)0 + K. 9297]

Lower portion, right half, 3|in. by 2iin. ; 23 + 24 lines. Portion of a

hymn, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. Lines 3 and

4 of reverse are quoted by Strassmaier, A, K, p. 1059, line 13.

[K. 9291]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l-{4bi.
; 10 + lines. Part of

an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9292]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by l|in.; ( +) ±17 (+ ) lines.

Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9293]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; 10 + 12 lines. Part of a Sumcro-

Akkadian religious text. C/, infra^ p. 1007, K. 9381. [K. 9294]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by Ifin.; 19 + 17 lines. Part of a religious

text with an interlinear Assyrian version, A colophon-line reads:

—

et r?] -+ -vt [k. 9290]

Left-hand corner, » 9 + 11 lines. Pi^rt of a Sumero-Akkadian

hymn in th^ form of a litany. [K. 9298]

• PfHrtlj effaced.
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Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 2^^,^in.; 22 + lines. Portion of a

hymn, in the form of a litany, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 9299]

Left-hand corner, 2|in. by IJin. ; + 10 lines. Fragment of a hymn,

in the form of a litany, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 9300]

Fragment of tlie right half, 2^ 10. by IJin. ; + 10 lines. End of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version, [K. 9301]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by l^in.; 24 + traces of 5 + +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations with an interh'near

Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies. [K. 9302]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; + 10 lines. Incanta-

tions with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 28G9 (see

above, p. 484), reverse, lines 23 ff, [K. 9303]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2y\rin. ; + 12 lines. Part of

a text containing incantations, with an interlinear Assyrian version,

prayers and directions for ceremonies. Duplicate of K. 2550 (see

above, p. 453) and K. 4994 (above, p. 681). [K. 9304]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ;
12 + lines. Portion of a

hymn, in the fonn of a litany, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 9305]

Fragment of the right half, 2 Jin. by Ifin.; +)6+ ( + )

lines. Fragment of a Sumero-Akkadian incantation-text. [K. 9306]

Fragment of the left half, 2 Jin. by Jin. ; 7 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9307]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 2Jin.; + 16 lines. Portion of a

hymn, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9308]

Portion of the right half, 2|in. by 2YVin, ; + 10 lines. End of a

Sumero-Akkadian prayer. The catch-line and a preceding colophon-

dine read :

—

[Ir-f ? ?] ^ ^

fcT <m ^ K- [K. 9309]

Portion out of the middle, 2f in. by 2{^in. ; 23 + 12 + + lines.

Portion of a Sximero-Akkadian hymn. A few lines of Column II appear

to contain an interlinear Assyrian version of the Sumero-Akkadian text

[K. 9310]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, by 11 + lines. Part

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 1)311]

Portion of the left half, 2|in. by 2^in.
; 18 + lines. Portion of a

hymn, in the form of a litany, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 9312]

Portion of the right half, 3^in. by Ifin. ; ±2(5 lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian incantation-text. [K. 9313]

Fragment out of the middle, l]-j in. by l|^in.
;
12 + lines. In-

cantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, and prayers. Tho

text probably belongs to a tablet of the Series T?

Lines 1 if. contain a parallel text to K. 3121 {see above, p. 504 f.),

Column III, lines 10 fif. [K. 9314]

Upper portion, 3Jin. by 2-j^in.
;
13 + lines. Portion of a hymn, in

the form of a litany, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

Duplicate of K. 4956; see above, p. 679. Cf, Bezold, TAt CtrlhL^ 1883,

Column 619, lines 52-54. [K. 9315]

Kiglit-hand corner, l}in, by IJin. ; 9 + 5 lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian

religious text. [K. 9316]

Fragment of tho upper portion of reverse, IJin. by IJin. ; ±9 lines.

Fragment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9317]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Ifin.; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a religious (?) text. [K. 9318]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by^ IJin. ; 6 ± . . . . . lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 9319]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin. ; + 13 lines. Forecasts.

Cf. supra, p. 978, K. 9017. [K. 9320]

Fragment of the right half, 2fin. by Ifin.; + 10 lines. Fragment of

a religious text. [K. 9321]

Portion out of tho middle, 2f in. by Ifin. ;
14 + 4 lines. Part of a hymn

with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9322]

Fragment out of the middle. 2-/^in. by 2fin,
; 13 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn in the form ofa litany. According to a colophon-

line (line 12), this text is probably an extract from a larger composition.

[K. 9323]

Right-hand comer, Ifin. by Ifin.; .....+ 6 lines. Frag^ment ofa religious

text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K* 9324]
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Right-hand corner, Ijin. by IJin. ; 6 + 4 lines. Fragment of a Siimero-

Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. [K. 9325]

Fragment of tlie left half, lyViU'bylin.; 7 + ; . . lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 9326]

Fragment of the lower portion, llJin. by Ifin. ; 10 + ....

.

lines. Part of

a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version, [K. 9327]

Right-hand corner, l^in. by ly^^in.; 4 + 17 lines. Part of a prayer with an

interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9328]

Portion out of the middle, 2^iu. by l|in. ; i . . . i + 17 lines. Incantations

and prayers. A colophon-lino reads:— ET

<WHf yj

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l^in. by ^ i lines,

.

Fragment of a prayer. [K. 9330]

Right-hand corner, 25in. by lyTyin. ; + 4 lines. Catch-line and

colophon of an “incomplete”* copy of a hymn, with an interlinear

Assyrian version, belonging to a tablet of the Series yj

^£yy *"^yy5 above, p. 19, K. 69. The Catch-line reads:

—

V [K. 9331]

Right-hand corner, 2im. by l-j-Jin. ; 8 + lines. Part of a hymn
with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9332]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by Ifin. ; ...,. + 11 lines. Part of a prayer

in the form of a litany. A colophon-lineJ)egin8 [If ^f*-]

For a parallel text see below, p. 1014j K. 9475. [K. 9333]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2|m.,’ + 13 lines. Directions for

ceremonies and rites. [K. 9334]

Fragment out of the middle, l-}Jin. by IJin. ; !() + ;.... lines. Fragment

of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9335]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Ij^in. ; 8 + traces of 4 lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text, [K. 9336]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2|in. by IJin.; 11 + lines.

Regulations for making offerings. [K. 9337]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by j|in, ; 11 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 9338]

• Cf. tupra, p. 474, note •.
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Fragment out of the middle, liin. by IJin.

+

7 + 4 + linos in

double-columns. Grammatical paradigms. The subject matter is

of a religious character. Tlie text of obverse forms a duplicate of

K. 156 {see above, p. 41), Column II, linos 30 if. [K. 9340]

Right-hand comer, by -i^jin.; 1 + 7 lines. Fragment of a religious

text. [K. 9312]

Fragment of the riglit half, l|in. by Ifin. ; + 10 lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 9343]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by Jin. ;
traces of 6 + 8 lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 9345]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin. ; 6 + + +
lines. Fragment of an incaiitatiou-text. One section ends witli

[K. 93461

Fragment out of the middle, 1 }Jin. by d" 4" +
lines. Incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version. text

belongs to the 6th tablet of the Scries, and forms a duplicate

of K. 65 {see above, p. 17 f.), Column I, lines 27 ff. Cf, also supra,

Vol. I, p. XXX, and W.AJ* IV, 2nd ed.. Add., p. 2. [K. 9347]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by IJin.; + 11 lines; Babylonian.

Diicctions for ceremonies and rites. One section begins with

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IjVn.; 9 + lines. Fragment of a

religious text with an^interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9349]

Left-hand comer, IJin. by Jin. ; + 5 lines. Fragment of a rgiigious

text with an interlinear Assyriaii version. [K. 9352]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiii, by IJin. ; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment of a, religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9353]

Fragment of the lower portion, Ifin. by in.
; 5 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9354]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
;
traces of 1 + 7 +

lines. Fragment of an incantation with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K* 9355]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1-j^ in.; ..... + 7 + +
lines. Fragment of a hymn to the Sun-god, in paragraphs;! duplicate

* Putlj efloced.

6 NVOL. m.

t (y. npra, p. 436, note **.
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of K. 3474 above, p. 537), Column II, lines 8 ff. This fragment

appears to belong to tlie same tablet as K. 3182 ;
above, p. 511.

[K. 9356]

Left-hand corner, Ifjin. by IJin.; 8 + lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 9357]

Fragment out of the middle, l^Trin. by 5 ^0 + lines. Fragment

of a hymn in the form of a litany. [K, 9358]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ^ + +
lines. Fragment of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9359]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by Ij^in. ; 6 + lines; marginal

number^. Fragment of a religious text, [K. 9360]

Fragment out of the middle, lyViu. by -{-fin. ; 8 + lines.

Fragment of an ineantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version,

[K. 9361]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IfVin. by fin. ; 3 ± lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 9362]

Fragment out of the middle, by lin. ; 8 -f- lines. Frag-

ment of a religious (?) text. [K, 9363]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by If in. ; 15 + lines. Frag-

ment of an ineantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9365]

Right-hand corner, l-l^fin. by lin.; -f 11 lines. Fragment of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9366]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, Ifin. by Ifin. ; 10 4-

lines. Fragment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 9367]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by Ifin.; 12 + lines. Fragment

of a ^^imiero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9368]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by ly^Tj-in. ; 8 + 3-f -|- lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9369]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by fin.; 5 4- lines. Frag-

ment of an ineantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9371]

Right-hand corner, l/irin. by Ifin. ;
..... ± 10 lines. Part of a religious

text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9372}
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by -J^in.; 1 (margin) +
7 ± lines. Fragment of a Suinero-Akkadian religious text.

The line on the margin probably contained the Assyrian version of tlio

last lino of obverse or the first line of reverse. [K. 0373]

Fragment out of the middle, -f^in. by |^in.
; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a Sumero-Akkadian incantation -text. [K. 0374]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by l^in.; 8 + linos. Fragment of

an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 0375]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ;
11 -f lines. Part

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 0370]

Fragment out of the middle, l ^^in. by IJin. ; ±8 lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 0377]

Fragment out of the middle, j^in. by Jin.; 6 + lines. Fragment of

a ISumero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 0378]

Fragment of the left half, 5 i ^ lines. Fragment of a

hymn to the Sun-god with an interlinear Assyrian vei-sion. [K. 0380]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.j 10 ± lines. Fragment

of a Sumero-Akkadian hymn in the form of a litany. This fragment

may belong to the same tablet as K. 9204; see above, p. 1001. [K. 0381]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin.; 8 -f- lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 0382]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ; 10 + traces of 2 +
lines. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 0383]

Fragment out of the middle, by lin.; 5 4- lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text with an interhnear Assyrian version.

[K. 0384]

Fragment of the right half, lyV^^* by lin.; 5 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9385]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by If in. ;
7 -I- lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9386]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by liin. ; 9 + 11 + lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 9387]

G N 2
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Lower half, by 1 ; 9 -f 1 -f 11 lines. Part of a letter concerning

military affairs. ]\Iention is made of the city of rff and the

land of [K. 9389]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin. ; 5+4 + lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9390]

Fragment out of the middle, [^in. by y^in.
; 6 + lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. The

contents appear to be similar to those of K. 3118 ; see above, p. 504.

[K. 9391]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1-ji’ in* by ® lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 9392]

Fraginent of the left half, If in. by fin.; + 12 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 9393]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, lin. by ]-f in. ;
8 +

lines. Fragment of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9394]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin. ; 3 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 9395]

Fragment out of the middle, {-Jin. by fin. ; 4 + lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9396]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 j^jin. by IJin. ; 2+5+ linos.

Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9397]

Fragment out of the middle, l^\in. by
-j
fin. ; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9398]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by in.; 5 + lines. Frag-

ment of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9399]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lyV^^* » + lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. • [K. 9400]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-jVu. by lin.; 10 + lines.

Fragment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9401]

lines. Frag^

[K. 9402]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 12 +
ment of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text.
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Fragment out of tlie middle, by fin. ; 4 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9403]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by IJin. j 10 + + +) 10 lines.

Regulations for making offerings. [K, 9404]

Right-hand corner, 2iii. by IJin.
; ( + -f) + 13(4-

+ )
lines. Fragment of an incantation with an interlinear

Assyrian version. The text belongs to the 5th tablet of the Series

y?
y^"*^ corresponds with VV.A.I. IV, pi. 1*,

Col. Ill, lines 41 flf. ; see above, p. 449, K. 2507. [K. 9405 -f K. 10534]

Fragment of the loft half, 1 Jin. by IjV^^* > ^ + lines. Part of

an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate

of Sm. 1943 (q.v,), obverse, lines 3ff. [K. 9400]

Fragment out of the middle, }|^in. by fin. ;
0 + lines. Fragment of

a Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. [K. 9407]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by -}fin. ; 7 -f- lines. Fore-

casts concerning the ^^yy, etc. [K. 9408]

Fragment out of the middle, 5 4-0 + lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9409]

Fiagment out of the middle, ^y ^ + l^hagniont

of a Sumoro-Akkadian hymn, [K» 9410]

Fragment out of the middle, {fin. by {fin, ; +4 + 3 lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 9411]

Upper portion of one side, 2fin. by IJin. ; 13 + lines. Part of a

hymn, in the form of a litany, with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9412]

Lower portion, 2|in. by Ifin. j 19 + 3 + 9 lines. Part of a letter concern-

ing military affairs. [K. 9413]

Upper portion, left half, 3Jin. by Ifin.; 24 + 10 lines; vitrified; marginal

number Forecasts. A large number of lines begin with -< (•-

^yyy) similar texts see below, K. 11713, Rm. 2, 105, etc,

[K. 9414]

Portion of the right half, 2Tfiyin. by 2in. ; . . . .

.

+ 7 + 13 + .

.

• •

.

lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for
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ceremonies. A colophon-lino reads:

—

;
q/*- p- K. r:)002. [K. 9415]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Y^in. by 2in.
; 12 + ± +

lines. Part of a Surnero-Akkadian incantation-text. A colophon-line

reads :

—

kt < V T- tmr+ <if [k. 9416]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 7 -f 8 lines. Part of an incantation-

text. Mention is made of vanous dualities of gods representing emana-

tions of the male and female principles of nature; c/, reverse, lines 2 ff.:

—

tmt T- M <1- -+ ty? <10 >:mm
-4- tyyi< ^ ??< ty-’s^yyi-tn -4-^

<m "^TiKiiy -4- <10 -4-

<?f
-4- y <fgy <?? s=yyy^ h[< «f t^sy.t etc.

[K. 9417]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by l^in. ; Hr 12 lines. Part of a

religious text connected with the worship of the god *-4“ ^TIIT

[K. 9418]

Fragment of tlie left half, 2Jin. by l|in. ; ±11 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 9420]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by IJin. ; 10 + ( ± H-) 6 lines.

Fragment of a text containing incantations with an interlinear

Assyrian version, prayers and directions for ceremonies. [K. 9421]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by I Jin.; 11 ± lines. Fragment of

a Surnero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9422]

Portion out of the middle, 2j'‘|rin. by l^in.; 9 + 9 lines. Part of an omen-

text. • [K. 9423]

Fragment out of the middle, 2jin. by 1 Jin. ; 13 + lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 9424]

Portion of the right half, 2in. by l|in.
;
14 + linea Part of an

omen-text. [K. 9425]

Left-hand comer, l^^in. by IJin. ; 11 + ( + +) 10 lines. Part

of a list of stones supposed to possess magical properties. [K. 9426]

Portion out of the middle, 2§in. by 2Jin. ; + 15 lines. Part of an

astrological text. Mention is made of [^|?]. [K. 9427]

• Cf. tupra, p. 448, K. 2499. t Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion of ono side, 2|in. by l-^jin. ; + 11

lines. Forecasts. [K. 9428^

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by ly^in.; + 19 lines. Copy of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 9429“

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by If in. ; + + + 9

lines. End of a hymn to Merodach, in paragi-aphs.* For the text and

transliteration see Brunnow, Zeits,^ 1889, pp. 234, 250 ; cf, also ihid,^

p. 242. [K. 9430

Fragment out of the middle, 2^ in. by l|in.
; 7 + lines.

Fragment of a mythological text. [K. 9431]

Portion of the right half, 2|in. by 2^^m.; + + 1(5 +
lines. Part of a hemorology. The text corresponds with K. 32(59 {see

above, p. 518), Column III, lines 28 IF., restoring lines 35-38. [K. 9432]

Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by 2|in. ; + 15 + 8 + 3 lines. As-

trological forecasts concerning eclipses and observations of the stara

»--< and *^TT^ T*" V 5
partly relate to public

aiFairs. This text may belong to a tablet of the great astrological

work tny. [K. 9434]

Portion of the left half, 2 Jin. by IJJin. ; + 20 lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 9435]

Fragment out of the middle, 2/^in. by If in. ; + 10 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 943G]

Fragment of the right half, Ijin. by If in. ; + 6 lines. Fragment of

a religious text. [K. 9437]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 13 + + + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of

the tongue and lips. The paragraphs begin with f or

T ^ T""*- I-

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by Ifin. ; + 16 lines. Directions

for ceremonies and rites to be performed on certain occasions.

Section II begins:—[tf??] Sh T? ^TTT <V “^T< tMM-
[K. 9439]

Portion of the left half, 2iin. by .... * ± 15 lines. Part of a

religious text [K. 9440]

* Qf. MfjTfa, p. 486, note
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Left-hand corner, Sin, by 2y*^in. ; + ± -f 16 lines. Pre-

scriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit

of sick people. Tlirec paragraphs begin with f

<mA (ED. ancl one wth ] V ET «=?? ’S^TT

fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 8172

;

see above, p. 1)02* [K. 9441]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.
; (....,+) 21 -|-

(+
) lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations

and prayers with an interlinear Assynan version. Duplicate of

K. 5014 (see above, p. 683) + K. 10180, Column II. [K. 0442 +K. 10518]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin.; 9 + lines. Part of a

religious text [K. 9443]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; + 11 lines. Omens
derived from the condition of various parts of the human body.

[K. 9444]

Portion of the right half, 2^in. by l|in.; + 16 lines. Part of a

prayer, in the form of a litany, and having an interlinear Assyrian

version, similar to those of K. 4933 (see above, p. 676) and K. 5162

(above, p. 694). [K. 9445]

Right-hand corner, l]^in. by Igin.; ( +) 2 + 9 (+ )
lines.

Part of an incantation-text. One section ends with J ItHP*

[K. 9446]

Right-hand comer, 2/|yin. by 2-rVin.; + 16 lines. Fragment of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites (?). [K. 9447]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by If in.; 11 + lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version, [K. 9448]

Fragment out of the middle, l-J-Jin, by ^2 + traces of 5 +
lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 9449]

Fragment of the lower portion, l|in. by l|in.
j 9 + 3 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 9450]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by lyV”*; +
Part of a text containing incantations and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 9451]
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Right-hand comer, 2in. by 14 + 5 lines. Portion of a “com-

plete”* copy of a prayer. The colophon reads; ^y»- y

-B WT -M [ts r + "-tf v'iss
Jr; -+ K- «< ESS €Tm FiH

This tablet was therefore the property of y y
yy^l who, as we know from other documents (K. 3074, efc.), lived

during the reigns of Sargon and Sennacherib. [K. 94r)2]

Lower half, 3Jin. by 3Jin. ; 18 + 18 linos. Incantations to the Fire-god

*"Ty4l ^A^y) ^-nd directions for ceremonies. [K. 94.')3]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. Viy J^in. ; 7 + lines. Fragment

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9454]

Fragment of the left half, 2 Jin. by lyV^^* > i lines. Fragment of

an omen -text. The lines l)cgin with y ^^^y. [K. 9455]

Lower portion, left half, 2/^in. by Ijl^in. ;
IG ± lines. Omens con-

ceniing houses, and directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9450]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. bylj-gin.; 10 ± lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9458]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by IJin.; 9 + ± + lines.

Part of a hymn to Merodach in paragraphs. J For the text and

transliteration BttUNNOW, 1889, pp. 227, 243; c/, also t/M,

p. 228, and s?ipra, p. 513, K. 321G. [K. 9459]

Fragment out of the middlcj 2fin. by 17 + , . * . . lines. Fore-

casts concerning ^y |@f, ^y ^yy aud ^^gE, e/c. [K. 9400]

Lower portion, left half, 2y^jin. by l-fViu*; 13 + 1 + traces of 5 lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 9461]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 2 Jin.; 17,± 20 lines. Part of a 1 etter to the

king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of y [K. 9402]

Portion of a cylinder, 2|in. long, segmental arc 3§in., chord 2iin.; ends

of 7 + 12 lines; Babylonian. Part of an inscription of Nebukad-

nezzar II. Duplicate of 49-6-23, 42 (y.u.), Column J, lines 3 ff.; Column

II, lines 5 ff. [K.94r)3]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by IJin. ;
13 + + +

lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 9464]

Portion of the right half, 2fin. by l|in.; 18 + 11 lines. Incantations

and directions for ceremonies. [K. 9465]

• Cy. supra, p. 474, note •.

t Restored from K. 3074 (see abore, p. 601), reverse, line 2, and similar colophons.

J C/*. supra, p. 486, note

VOL. m. .6 0
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Fragment of the right half, IJin. by Hin. ; + 8 lines. End of an

omen-text belonging, according to the colophon, to a tablet of the

Series >-< Of the catch-line only the right half is visible :

—

mm <Ef <M V -7^ V -Mm
mm ^ -m ^ jt-

Cf, Bkzold, ZeiU, 1881), p. 488, note 3. [K. 9466]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l|in.
; 13 ± ....

.

lines. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9467]

Fragment out of the middle, 2j^in. by ||in.
; 17 ± lines. Fore-

casts. [K. 9469]

Portion out of the middle, 3iin. by IJin. ; -f 11 + 11 + 10 lines.

Portion of an in can tat ion -text. [K. 9470]

Portion out of the middle, 32in. by 3in.
; 21 -f 17 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9471]

Portion out of the middle, 3|in. by 2^in. ; + 22 linos. Forecasts.

A colophon-line reads y?j3 THry 5:y 10 V ET <M gSHI

<0f- V 10 5:yyy^Il® 5:yyy5: texts

above, p. 282, K. 1401a; and below, p. 1032, K. 9711, etc» [K. 9472]

Portion of the right half, 3gin. by 2fjin. ; 25 ± lines. Forecasts.

Cf. supra^ p. 953, K. 8695. [K. 9473]

Portion of the left half, 2f in. by 2|in.
;
traces of 6 + 21 linos. Copy of an

omeji-text concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 9474]

Portion of the left half, 2 Jin. by 2in.
;

traces of 4 + 15 lines, marginal

numbers { and Prayer, in the form of a litany, part of which has

an interlinc?ar Assyrian version. The text of lines 9ff. of reverse

corresponds to that of K. 9333 (see above, p. 1004), lines 3 if. [K. 9475]

Right-hand corner, l|Jin. by It^ui.; ( +) 12 + 9 (+ ) lines.

Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 9476]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by Igin. ; + 10 lines. Fragment of

a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites (?). [K. 9477]

Upper portion, left half, 2iin. by 2^m.; 13 + 14 (+ +
) + + 14 lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 9478]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; 12 + 9 + + lines.

Part of a hemerology. The text of Column I corresponds with that

of K. 3269 (see above, p. 518), Column I, lines 28 ff, [K. 9479]
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Upper portion, 3|in. by 3§in.; 17 + 13 + (left-haiul edge) 1* linos. Part

of a hymn to the goddess Attwd, probably written for an Assyrian king.

The obverse begins -Hf-t T? -T<^ h- V- [K. 0480]

Portion out of the middle, 2jin. by l-jZjjiii. ; + 22 lines. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9481]

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2|in.
; 25 + lines. Inscription of

Assurbanipal eoncerning his war Avith Umnianaldas, ^ir. Mention is

made of the cities and countries of i-dlf [*^?],

/ -::TT ET --yy -- ^y [g^?], ^-yy :: ^^y and --yy

ti liSS .ij *-Sf; q/' K. b537 {svpra, p. 937), Column V, lines

124 ff. [K. 9482]

Upper portion of reverse, 2^in. by 2§iu. ; ±18 lines; Ihibylonian.

Part of an astrological text concerning ^y *^y, and

etc. The right halves of lines 1-3 are divided into eoliinnis by three

vertical lines
;
line 7 forms a colophon-liuc :

—
*+y ^y«^ ^

-yy^^^
"

[iTodsa]

Portion of the right half, 3|iii. by 1 jin.; 11 + 19 lines. Forecasts. [K. 9484]

Portion out of the middle, 2jin. by ..... + 14 lines. Forecasts

concerning .-$==yyy and t-] Jgf, etc, [K. 9485]

Portions, 3Jiii. by 2 jin. ;
7 +25 linos. Astrological forecasts concerning

eclipses, etc. Of the catcli-liiie only the middle part remains:

—

sia m t- -tH ET HTi <£e

[K. 1I4«()]

Left half, lower portion of reverse, 3in. by 2Jin. ; + 15 lim^s, llegu-

lations for making offerings, similar to those mentioned above,

p. 771, K. 0209. The catclwlinc and colophon read:

—

<g: <g: E35 — tTHp

n tine «
TT €iirfT— <Mn Etnf- ttymd t iet ?

^yyyy ^y— y -b --^^yT -yy^ .4y]t

y c:^y "-^y v [e^s ^lyy m]t

ayrat [!?F4^^«<E3SEy-€yiyy^Hy—]4

* According to an indication by the scribe tliis line should follow line 4 of obrerse.

t Partly effaced. t 9upra, p. 1013, note f.

6 0 2
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From this colophon we learn that:—(1) the present tablet was made

during the reign of cither Sargon or Sennacherib
; (2) that the scribe

in copying the text made use of two originals; and (3) that tliis text

forms the 2nd part of a composition. [K. 9487]

Portion of the right half, 3fin. by 2in. ; 23 ± lines. Part of a text

containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

One paragraph ends with ^ colophon-line reads :

—

[<kl ET] -tB m
Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2YViii‘ ; ±1^ lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars; they partly relate

to public affairs. Mention is made of the stars

lar tiTfe -Ti. [K-

Lower portion, 3/jrin. by 2|^in.
;
10 + 4 lines. Part of a text containing

incantations and prayers. The catch-line and a preceding colophon-

line read :

—

tH --H El I! TO -4-

Zr+ cEi fc^yyy ^ *pyy + + yy iiii -f y-- m- y»-]-

For the text see Bezold, Zeits,j 1888, p. 250 ;
c/. also JENSEN, KosmoL^

pp. 53, 54, 150. [K 9490]

Fragment of the right half, 3in. by l§in. ; + 21 lines. Part of an

omen-text. Referi-ing to line 7 a gloss is added by the scribe.

[K. 9491]

Lower portion, right half, 3| in. by lyfin. ; 12 + 10 lines. Part of a

mythological text. This fragment appears to belong to the same

tablet as K. 6246 ; see above, p. 773. [K. 9492]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in. ; 17 + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 9493]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by 2|in.
; 18 + 15 + + lines.

Incantations addressed to the god >-^f- ^ Jgf and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. (7/., «.</.,

Column I, lines 15-17 ;

—

<En‘ -+ -11^ m tyyyp es? y <y- -+ s^^ty v
-^y * (?) -V Etyy ei cs y? -^y tyyy«= J! ^
[ir+ -Hf-?] ^ M tss'+gyy.*

[K. 9494]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of tlie middle, 2^in, by 2in.
; 11 + lines.

Forecasts. [K. 9495]

Left-hand corner, 2in. by 1 Jin. ; + 10 lines. End of a text contain-

ing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. The

catch-line reads :—y ^ ^ 5: IT < V [K. 9496]

Right-hand corner, 2 Jin. by 2T^in. ; 6 + 3 lines. Fragment of a re-

ligious (?) text. [K. 9497]

Portion out of the middle, 2-/jrin. by 2^ in.; + 15 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 9498]

Fragment of the right half, 2|in. by 2in. ; + 4 lines. End and

colophon of an omen-text belonging to a tablet of the Series [y »-^:y]y

tiyj V catch-line only the end is visible:

—

[K. 9499]

Portion out of the middle, 2J in. by 2Jin. ; 20 + lines. Regu-

lations for making offerings to various gods:—*-*4"

<:^T, -+ T? T?, -+ -Hf- m -4- T- V
-4-

;
>-4- ^y, etc. Cf. also infra, pp. 1019, 1059, K. 9532 and

K. 10038. [K. 9500]

Fragment of the right half, + 6 lines. Fragment of a

mythological text. Mention is made of the Tigris (?, y{j3f

[K. 9501]

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by I'^iu.; 9 + 24 lines
;
Babylonian. Astro-

logical forecasts coiiceruing eclipses, etc.\ they partly relate to

public affairs. [K. 9502]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^ in. by Ij^in.; 9 + traces of 3 + +
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from

diseases of the eyes. [K. 9503]

Portion out of the middle, 2^in. by IJ-Jin. ; 13 ± lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 9504]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 22 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological text concerning observations of the moon,

[K. 9505]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin, by l-i^^in. ; 15 + Unes, Part of

an astrological text concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 9507]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1Jin. by 1Jin. ; 15 +
lines. Regulations for making offerings connected with the

worsliip of the gods [»-4-] ^TTTT ^4* £35 [^' 9508]
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Portion out of the middle, 8iii. by 2^in.
; 18 + lines. Astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 9509]

Portion out of the middle, 2Y^in. by IJin. ; 17 ± lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 9510]

Portion out of the middle, 3|iu. by 3in. ; 26 + 11 lines. Part of a religious

text. [K. 9511]

Portion of the right half, 3^ in. by 3f in.
; 4 + 8 + 17 + 12 lines. Part of a

text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian version, and

directions for ceremonies. [K. 9512]

Right half, lower portion, 2J-in. by IJin. ;
11 + 10 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning the *?^yy, etc, [K. 9513]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 12 + lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 9514]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by IJin. ; 3+6 lines. Fragment of a

text containing astrological forecasts. According to the colophon

it belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work *-4" *

[K. 9516]

Portion of the left half, 3Jin. by 3^in.
;
14 + 24 + 2 lines. Part of an

omeiirtext. A comparison of the catch-line with line 1 of the obverse

of K. 8998 {see above, p. 585) and its duplicate K. 4048 (above, p. 590)

shows that K. 9517 forms the 10th tablet of the Series

Several lines on obverse begin with cf, K. 2945

(supraj p. 491), reverse, lines 1 ff [K. 9517]

Fragment of the left half, 2^in. by 2in.; 13 + short beginnings of 11 lines.

Fragment of an omen-text. [K. 9518]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2^in.
; 16 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts. This fragment probably belongs to a tablet

of the great astrological work y ^y *-4" ST* ^*151-^]

Portion out of the middle, by IJin. ; 21 + .... . lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning observations of the moon and sun.

This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological

wk T
[K.9520]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 12 + lines. Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 5142; see

above, p. 692. [K. 9521]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the loft half, 2in. by I fin.; + -f -f 11 lines.

Fragment of a hymn in paragraphs.* [K. 9522]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.
;

7 + 114- +
lines. Part of a text containing directions how to act in the various

circumstances of daily life. [K. 9523]

Right-hand corner, .Vjrin. by 1 Jin. ; 20 + 13 short ends of lines. J'ragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 9524]

Portion of the loft half, 2Jin. by
5 ^ + 1*^ lines; Babylonian. Part

of a report, or letter, concerning public affairs. [K. 9525]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by lin.
; 13 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to

the king concerning the priests called S4I -!<• [K. 9.52(i]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by lin.
;
6 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9527]

Fragment of the right half, 2^in. by Ifin. ; 4- 3 + 13 + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people, probably those

who suffer from diseases of the nose
;

c/. reverse, line 4 ;— Y A
[K.'J528]

Left half, 2j^^iii. by ly'^(rin. ; + 3 lines. Part of a private letter.

[K. 9529]

Right-hand comer, 2 in. by l-f^T-in. ; ( +) 16 + traces of 9 (+ )

lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 9530]

Portion out of the middle, 2
-i 7̂

rin. by 2Jin.; + + short be-

ginnings of 17 + 18 lines. Regulations for making offerings to

various gods. This fragjncnt probably belongs to the same tablet as

K. 9500; see above, p. 1017. [K. 9532]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2-j^in. ; +4 lines. End and colophon

of an omen-text belonging to a tablet of the Series y »-J;yy - y»- *-g^yy

tify Of the catch-line only the end is visible

^ .otyy ^ ^ [K. 9533]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2/irin. by 1Jin. ; 7 + lines.

Fragment of a religious (?) text. [K. 9534]

Portion of the right half, 2iin. by 2/u^in. ; 14 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9535]

• C/. iuprut p. 436, note
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 12 + lines. Fragment

of an astrological text concerning observations of the planet

[K.953r)]

Left-hand corner, 2j'?uin. by l^in.
; 9 -f lines. Omens similar to those

mentioned above, p. 917, K. 8335. Duplicate of K. 9739 (see below,

p. 1035), obverse, lines 1 ff. The beginning reads :

—

T - <111 <!=s^ I m E<s:<

T <i3Sf >i]i f? EC£<t m
T m ^ Kat
m<m f? E<H §1- [K. 9537]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by 2in. ; + 12 lines. End of a

text containing regulations for making offerings. [K. 9540]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by 2in. ; + +
17 + 14 lines. Part of an astrological text similar to that of K. 9226

(see above, p. 994). [K. 9541]

Lower portion, right half^ 2|in. by 2in.
; 10 + 9 lines. Incantations,

prayers and directions for ceremonies. A colophon-line reads:

—

[cHf M [k. 9542]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2^ in. by 2^ in.
| 2 + + 9 + lines.

Fragment of a religious (?) text. [K. 9543]

Left-hand corner, l|in. by l^in,
; 8 + lines. Part of a list of objects.

The amounts are stated in manehs and cf, supra, p. 976,

K. 8976. [K. 9544]

Right half, lower portion, 2 fin. by Ifin.; 18 + short ends of 4 lines
;
Baby-

lonian. Forecasts. [K. 9545]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l/^in*
; 11 + lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the wind, clouds, rain, etc, [K. 9547]

Right half, lower portion, 3fin. by ( + ?) 14 +
lines; right-hand column of obverse and the whole of reverse blank.

Part of a religious text. Interlinear glosses are occasionally added

by the scribe. [K. 9548]

Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by IJin. ; 15 + lines. Part

of an omen-text. [K. 9549}

• Wanting on K. 9739. f K. 9739;

X K. 9739; § This lino is wanting on K. 9739.

II
Immediatelj following this oharacter is to be seen; these traces of a character form

probably part of which the scribe originally wrote here, and afterwards eraeod.
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Portion of the left half, «3f in. hj 2^in. ; 6 -f- 15 lines. Part of a Sumero-

Akkadian religious text. [K. 9550]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by ^ + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.

[K. 9551]

Section of a sphere, |^ifi. high, diameter 2L^in.
;
not from Kouyunjik (?).

On the curved side are traces of what appears to have been a geo-

metrical figure, and on the flat side are 3 lines in archaic Babylonian,

including the name of the Sun-god This object may have

been used as an amulet. Cf, also below, K. 13720. [K. 9552]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2 Jin. by
1-fJin. ;

4 -h 8 ±
+ lines. Part of a list of stones supposed to possess magical

properties. [K. 9553]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l|in. ; + ends of 10 lines. Frag-

ment of a prayer (?). [K. 9554]

Fragment of the left half, l^^j^in. by ^ + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. One section begins with

T ^4 <T*« I [K. 9555]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 10 ± lines.

Forecasts concerning thunderstorms, etc, [K. 955 7]

Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by 2|in. ; -1-24 lines. Part of an

omen-text [K. 9559]

Right-hand corner, llJin, by ly^iyin. ; 8 + 9 lines. Part of a mythological

text with an interlinear Assyrian version. The contents are similar to

those of K. 4837 ;
see above, p. 067. [K. 9560]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by 2in. ; ±20 lines.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to women, etc, [K. 9561]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin, ; 17 ± lines. Fragment

of a religious (?) text. Mention is made of Jgf *"[*^1?]*

[K. 9562]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2|in. ; 8 + 15 + ..... ± lines.

Incantations and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit

of sick people. RefeiTing to line 4 of Column II an interlinear gloss is

added by the scribe. 9563]

VOL. in.
**
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Fragment of the left half, 3 in. by 2iin.; 9 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the beneht of sick people. [K. 9565]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by If in.; ( -I-) 13 + 11 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and prayers. [K. 9567]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by Ifiii. ; 10 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text. [K. 9568]

Upper half, 2Jin. by 2iiii. ; 9 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of a list of

objects (?). The numbers are divided from the names of the objects by

a line. [K. 9569]

Left-hand corner, l^in. by Jin.; 4 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. Sections I and II of reverse

begin with:-T - -mTH -+ £<TT ^ and

Of ^ ^ >4< ^ *1- [K- 9570]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by IJiii.; ±9 lines; Babylonian,

Part of a report, or letter. Mention is made of the land of Elam ((V")

^y iSsy). Line 6 contains a date. [K* 9571]

Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by 3j\in. ; + 6* lines
;

reverse blank.

Omens derived from the actions of owls. Cf. sup'a, p. 595, K. 4110.

[K. 9572]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 15+9 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. This text

probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work y

[K. 9573]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; ,.... + 10 lines. End of a

text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses and

observations of various stars. The catch-line reads :

—

^ ifc -4- <K «f v em-
[K. 9574]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by l-j®^in.
; ( +) 15 + 10 (+ )

lines. Part of an incantation-text. One section . ends with

kr4-- [K. 9575]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-,^in. by l-|7^in. ; 17 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and prayers. [K. 9576]

* This tablet originally contained 19 lines, but 13 of them were intentionally erased by the

scribe.
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Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by IJin.; 2 + 7 lines; partly vitrified.

Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9577]

Eight half of reverse, 2Jin. by 2iin. ; + 15 lines. Fnd anti colophon

of a religious text. Of the catch-line only the end is visible:

—

[K.9578]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ifin.; + + 8 + 10 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text contjiiiiing incantations, pr.tyers and

directions for ceremonies. One section begins:

—

[K. 9579]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by l§in.
;
10 + lines.

Part of a prayer which may belong to a historical inscription of

an Assyrian king. [K. 9580]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by liin. ; +) traces of 12 + 11

(+ ) lines (in double-columns?). Fragment of an explanatory

list. [K. 9581]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 11 + lines. Omens
conceniing incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 9582]

Right-hand corner, Ijin. by ly^^in. ; 13 + 9 lines. Part of a religious

text. [K. 9583]

Fragment of the lower portion, Ifiu. by IS in.; 7 + lines. Fore-

casts. [K. 9584]

Portion out of the middle, 23 in. by 2Jin.; 16 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian incantation-text. [K. 9585]

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by Ijin.; 21 + .... . lines. Portion of a

religious text, part of wliichijias an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9586]

Portion out of the middle, Ijin. by Ijin.
; 6 + 13 + + lines.

Part of a religious (?) text, [K. 9587]

Left half, upper portion, 3Jin. by IJJin,; 22 + 20 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a report, or letter. Mention is made of ]

etc. [K. 9588]

Right half, lower portion, 2Jin. by 2-j^in.
; 12 + 16 lines. Forecasts

concerning the etc, [K. 9589]

Right-hand comer, Ijin. by Ijin,; 9 + lines. F orecasts. [K. 9590]

• Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, 2Jiii. by lUn.
; 9 ± . . . . . lines. List of names

of persons, probably part of a private letter. Line 7 contains a sum

total. [K. 9591]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l^in.; 10 + lines.

Fragment of a historical?) text. [K. 9592]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l§in. ; + 12 lines. Part of a

letter concerning public affaira. [K. 9593]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Part

of a hymn in paragraphs.* The text is published by Brunnow, Zeits,^

1889, p. 249, and transliterated ihid,^ p. 233. [K. 9594]

Portion out of the middle, 2^ in. by l|in.
;
15 + lines. Part of a

hymn to Merodach. [K. 9595]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-ji^in. by If in.
; 8 + lines. Part of

a religious text connected with the worship of Merodach, [K. 9596]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by 1/^in.; + 12 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9597]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in, by IJin.; 9 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9598]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by IJin. ; 7 + 7 + + lines;

archaic writing; not from Kouyunjik {?). Part of a religious (?) text.

[K. 9599]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ;
11+8 + + lines.

Part of an incantation-text. The lines of Column II begin through-

out with [K. 9600]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by IJin. ; + 8 lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 9601]

Fragment of the light half, 1-j^in. by IJin. ; + 9 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9602]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 15 + lines; Babylonian.

Pai-t of a religious text. [K. 9604]

Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2-j\rin.; +22 lines. Omens con-

ceniiiig the condition of, or the events in, a city, etc. [K. 9605]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l^^in.; 14 + lines.' Frag-

ment of a mythological (?) text. [K. 9606]

* Cf. suprat p. 436, note **.
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Portion out of the middle, 3fm. by 3in.; 12 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9607]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 21 in. by 1 Jin. ; ±13 lines.

Fragment of a prayer, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 9608]

Portion out of the middle, 21^in. by lj|in.; 13 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 9610]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l|in. by IJin. ; ±14 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text. Line 13 appears to form the

catch-lino :

—

[K. 9611]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by liin.; 10 + lines. Fragment

of a prayer. [K. 9612]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2|in. by IJin. ; ..... ± 15 lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars

[K. 9613]

Eight-hand corner, l|in. by IJin.; 7±9 lines. Part of an omen-text.

Among the predicted evils mention is made of death in childbed;

cf. reverse, line 4 - <Mliy [K. 9614]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 5 + lines. Frag-

ment of a historical (?) inscription. [K. 9615]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin.; ( +) 7 ± traces of 6 (+

) lines (in double-columns?). Fragment of a text containing

grammatical paradigms (?). [K. 9616]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2|in. by 2iin. ; ±7 lines.

Fragment of a text containing regulations for making offerings(?).
’

‘ [K. 9617]

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin,; 14 ± lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K, 9618]

Poi-tion of the right half, 2in. by IJin. ; ( +) 12 ± (+ )

lines. Part of a religious text, which probably served for grammatical

paradigms. 9612]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin, ; ±16 lines. Part of a

religious text. P* 9620]
'
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Lower poi-tion, left half, 3in. hy
;
16 -f 5 + ( + +)

+ 9 lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making
offerings. [K. 9622]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by l|in.
; 15 + 8 lines^ Fragment of a

text containing forecasts (?). [K. 9623]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by l-j*^in. ; Hr 7 lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 9624]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by lyT-in. ;
ends of 16 + 12 lines. Part of

a religious text. Of the catch-lino and a preceding colophon-liiie

only the ends are visible :

—

[K. 9625]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1 Jin.; 6-1- lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts, partly relating to public

affairs. [K. 9631]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by l|in. ; ±13 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. This frag-

ment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work

[K.9632]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin.; 6-1-12 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 9633]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifiii. by If in.
; 6 -f lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of various stara and partly relating to public affairs. This

fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work

y 4 [K.9ti34]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l^^in.; 10 ± lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 9635]

Fragment of the left half, by Jin. ; ±11 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from obseiTations of the star

^ 4 ttf. For a similar text see below, p. 1030, K. 9679. [K. 9636]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by Jin.; 9± lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the moon, etc, [K. 9637]
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 13 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affaiiu This frag-

ment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work

T ^ Sftt [K. 9(538]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJiti.; 13 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological (?) forecasts. [K. 9639]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by jJ^in, ; 7 + lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of an astrological text. [K. 9640]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l^in. by * i 8

lines; Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 9641]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by -fjin, ;
..... + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc, [K. 9642]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l^in. ; +12 lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning houses, etc. [K. 9643]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2fin. by 2in.; 2 + 12 lines; Babylonian,

Part of a religious text. [K. 9644]

Fragment of the right half, 2in, by Ifin.; + 16 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts. This fragment may belong to a tablet of

the great astrological work y ^ *->y- SST* 9645]

Fragment out of the middle, iin. by |in.
; 6 + lines

;
Baby-

lonian. Fragment of an astrological text, [K. 9646]

Fragment of the lowerportion, 2in, by Ifin,; 15 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affains. [K. 9647]

Portion of the left half, Ijfin. by Ifin.; 15 + ( + +) 5 lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 9648]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2|in. by Ifin. ; 4 + 4 lines. Fragment of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites, [K. 9649]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2fin. by lin,; + 5 lines.

End of a religious (?) text. In the colophon the name of the owner

of this tablet is given :—
^y Qf ^yy •“i^y [K. 9650]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Jin. ; 16 + 18 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K* 9651]

Portion of the right half, 2f in. by 2f in, ; 12 + 13 + 10 + linea Part

of an astrological text. [K. 9652]
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Fragment of the riglit half, 2^in. by
; ( +) 10 +

(+ ) lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian incantation-toxt. E,g,y

lines 4 ff. read :

—

V V ^
Mf-] t^ET* -mi V V grr <hm*
[-+] tu m 4 gyy ^yyy <y-^j

»i=yy mi 13 ^ ^yyy -ii

rn^rn »^yyy^ -4- syy m -ii<h &>m ^mi-

’
[K. 9653]

Right-hand comer, 2in. by If in.
; 10 + 14 lines. Part of a prayer to

Merodach. [K. 9654]

Portion out of the middle, ^7 2Jin. ; 15 + 14 + traces of 5 +
lines. Incantations belonging to the 5tli tablet of the Series

mi ^yyy^* Duplicate of K. 2544 (see above, p. 453), Column I,

11. 30 ff.
;
Column II, lines 28 ff. [K. 9655 + K. 9868]

Portion of the left half, 2|in. by 2|in. ; + 15 lines. Omens. The

lines begin with ] ^ ^ cf. siipra^ p. 497, K. 3028.

[K. 9656]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 2^in.; 16 + lines. Part of a

private contract (?). [K. 9657]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 2in.
; 16 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases

of their arms; cf. supra, p. 928, K. 8449. [K. 9658]

Fragment out of the middle, 3 in. by 2j*^in. ; 14 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 9659]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by If in.; 11 + 10 lines. Part of an omen-

text concerning the actions of various animals. The lines of reverse

begin with y pfl and y ^yt yf respectively. [K. 9660]

Fragment of the right half, 2fin.by 2Jin.; ( +) ± 12 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. Two colophon-lines read :—[>-^m •"fc]y (?) Ey ESSS

^ -yy^ ;
q/** K. 6901 (supra, p. 817), line 4. [K. 9661]

• Partly effaced.'
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Fragment of the tipper portion, l|^in. by IJin. ; 8 + 7 + 8+ lines.

Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is

made of the (inhabitants of the) land of !?• [1^* 9062]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l|in.; + 11 lines. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9663]

Fragment oUt of the middle, 2f in. by 2in.
; 10 + . . . lines. Part

of a mythological, or religious, text. [K. 9664]

Lower portion, 2jin. by 2f in.
;
19 + lines. Omens concerning fields

and lands, and incidents that may happen to men in them ;
similar to

those of K. 9284; m above, p. 1000. [K. 9665]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by in. ;
short ends of 5 + 12 + .... .

+ lines. Part of an iiicantation-tcxt. [K. 9666]

Portion out of the middle, 2f in. by If in.
; ( +) ± 19 (+ )

lines. Forecasts concerning the [K. 9667]

Fragment of the left half. If in. by l^in. ; + 16 lines. Astrological

forecasts. The sentences begin with f p. 549,

K. 3615. [K. 9668]

Portion out of the middle, 2fih. by Ifin.; ll + traces of 5 +

+ * + traces of 2 + 15 lines. Part of a list of olferings

made to a temple, or taxes. The names of the persons who paid them,

together with their trades and places of dwelling arc mentioned.

Among these persons are:—y |y< ^ T?> f
*"*^1

Ilf

T -+ y + -yyi- y -+£?=« r -+ ei= ^ y--

<y^. y yyi?' w^y. y --y -+ <w. ‘‘“•i y sa ^y-

Portion of the right half, 2fin, by If in.
;
12 + 16 lines. Omens concerning

houses, cities, etc,, and directions for ceremonies and rites. Three

sections of obverse end with 9670]

Left half, 2fin. by It^Iu. ; ±10 lines. Part of a religious text.

[K. 9671]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by li^in.; 8 + 6 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9672]

Right half, 2Jin. by 2y«j^im; 16 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report

concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the country of V*

etc* 9673]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by 1Jin. ; + 11 + 11 + . . . .

.

lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and prayers. [K. 9674]

VOL. m. ® ^
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Fragment of the lower portion, l|in. by IJin,; 8 + lines. Part of a

text containing prayers and directions for ceremonies. [K. 9675]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l|^in.
; 12 + . . . ^ . lines. Fragment of

a text containing forecasts
;
they partly relate to public affairs.

[K. 9676]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiii. by l^in.
;
9 -f lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of the moon; they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 9677]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.
; 15 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts concerning and etc. [K. 9678]

Fragment of the loft half, IJin. by fin.; 13 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Frag-

ment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observa-

tions of various stars. The lines begin With ] f|»- ^ ?] and

y ^ ^ * respectively
; cf. aujira, p. 1026, K. 9636.

[K. 9679]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.; 13 + ( + +)
3 lines. Part of a text containing (incantations and) directions for

ceremonies. [K. 9680]

Right-hand corner, 2Jiu. by l|io.; 8 + 3 lines. Forecasts. [K. 9681]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Y^^in. by If in.; 8 + + +
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 9682]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^ in. by 1 Jin. ; 10 + lines.

Forecasts. [K. 9683]

Portion out of the middle, 2§in. by 2Jin. ; 9 + 11 + 12 + 18 linos. Incan-

tations and prescriptions similar to those mentioned above, p. 601,

K. 4164. [K. 9684]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by If in.
; 7 + 8 + + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9685]

Upper portion, left half, 2|in. by 14 + 11 lines. Forecasts con-

ceniing the etc. [K. 9686]

Fragment out of the middle, Igin. by 1Jin. ; 7 + short beginnings of 7 +
linos. Fragment of a mythological text. Mention is

made of Babylon {<Ji* <I@) and the Euphrates {]\B ^
-rm* <©)• [K.9687]

* Partly ofToced.
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Right-hand corner, Ifin. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Part of a text con-

taining prayers. A colophon-lino reads:

—

Er MJ r ?] -+ essj <m [k*

Right-hand comer, 2in. by IJin. ; -f 14 + 8 -f lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9689]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^ in. by 2 in.
;
11 -H lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 9691]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; -f ± 8 +
lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9692]

Right-hand corner, l-j^in. by lY^^in. ; 9 + 9 lines. Forecasts. [K. 9694]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ;
10 + lines; Pabylonian,

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars;

they partly relate to public affairs and probably belong to ^ tablet of the

great astrological work y ^ -Hh [-K. 1)895]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2|in, by l{in.
;
18 + linos. Part of

a text containing regulations for making offerings, [K. 9696]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; 21 + 13 linos. Omens con-

cerning incidents that may happen to men. According to the colophon

the text belongs to a tablet of the Series [f] Sify* SXEX V*
The catch-line reads ;

—

©n T
- siy I t

EW C ^ ET ftT N E-n *•+ I
[K. y697]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin. ; , . . .

,

i J3 lines. Forecasts

concerning the ^yy, etc, [K. 9698]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2fin. by ±12 lines.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9700]

Portion of the left half, 2}in. by 1 Jin. ; 12 + 16 lines ;
marginal number <.

Omens concerning the condition of, or the events in, a city. According

^ FudreffMML

6 Q 2
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to fragment of the colophon remaining, this text appears to belong to a

tablet of the Series [f -] W? V ?]• The catch-line

reads :

—

T
^ -Tzi -tyr -tyy <t-ih t? -ti i^ii-4y

iiiMm^^-yy gyy t^ty -tgj v n< t<yyii.
Cf, infra^ K. 10472. [K. 9701]

Fragment of the right half, 2^in. by IJin.; ( +) 16 + 13 (+ )

lines. Forecasts. [K. 9702]

Fragment of the loft half, 2iin. by lin.
; 11 + 11 lines

;
Babylonian. Omens

derived from the appearances of scorpions. Cf, supra, p. 582, K. 3974.

[K. 9703]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by lj^|rin. ; traces of 9 + 2 lines. Colophon

of an omen -text forming the 17th tablet of the Series f

[V ?]• 2312 {supra, p. 431) and its duplicate Sp. 191.

[K. 9704]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by Ifin. ; 13 + lines.

Forecasts. [K. 9705]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin. ;
..... + 10 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 9706]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin.; 10 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 9707]

Fragment of the loft half, IJin. by IJin.; 15 + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars; they partly relate

to public affairs. [K. 9708]

Left half, upper portion, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; 16 + 9 lines. Part of an astro-

logical text concerning ^y ^yy, etc. The catch-line, the text of which

is identical with that of what is left of line 1 of obverse, reads :

—

€yyy y?< -ey m -y< tE ^ -tti
[K. 9709]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l|iii.; 13 ± ....

.

lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning houses, etc, [K. 9710]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 16 + lines.

Forecasts similar to those of K. 9472; see above, p. 1014. [K. 9711]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by Ifin. ; 12 + .., lines.

Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies. [K. 9712]

• Partljr cfTaced.
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Portion of the left half, 2-j-Jin. by 2iin,; + 16 lines. End of an

omen-text concerning actions of pigs, which belongs, according to the

colophon, to a* tablet of the Series [*^] ff. The catch-lino

reads :

—

iMHft T <Hin -m ^TT 4r-m

For a similar text see below, Sm. 502. Cf, also supra, p. 602, K. 4171.

[K. 9713 + K. 10723]

Right-hand comer, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; 16 + 12 lines. Omens concerning

houses, etc. [K. 9714]

Fragment out of the middle, l-roin. by Ifin. ; 9 + 9 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 9715]

Fragment of the lower portion, 3 in. by 2Jin. ; 6 + 5(+ + ) +
11 + 9 lines. Part of a mythological legend belonging to a tablet

pf the Series V ^ For the text see llAUPT, Nimr,,

pp, 88, 87, No. 48
; cf. also Beitr., Vol. I. p. 150 ; G. Smith, Chald.

Gen., p. 257 f.
;
G. E., p. 219 ;

and A. Jeremias, hd.-Nirnr., p. 20.

[K. 9716]

Portion out of the middle. Sin. by 2Jin. ; 15 + lines
;
division-marks.

Part of a list of the titles of various mythological legends and other

literary compositions. Mention is made of “the story of GilgamiS**

(E] -+ 5:T 11® +), nhe Story of Itana’^ ([Jgf]

>£yyy “the story of the fox’* (E] yj)>

text see Haupt, Nimr., p. 90, No. 51; cf. also Bdtr., Vol. I, p. 150;

Sayce, Zeits., 1884, p. 189 f.; and Bezold, F.S.B.A.,No\. XI, p. 46,

note. For a duplicate see below, Sm. 669, and for similar texts above,

pp. 821, 853, KK. 6962, 7468, and below, Rm. 150, Rm. 618, etc. [K. 9717]

Partion of the loft half, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ;
19 + 9 lines. Part of a text con-

taining directions for ceremonies to be performed in order to prevent

the evil effects arising from the actions of certain birds, etc. [K. 9718]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by Ifin.; 6 + lines. Fragment of a

religious text, 9719]

Right half, 2Jin. by 2-ji
5 in.; 13 + 5 lines. Astrological forecasts con-

cerning rain and wind. This text was copied from an original in

the land of Akkad; cf, reverse, line 3;—

^

*"13

[K.9720]

* Of the number only is Tisible.

t Partly effaced; ej. supra, pp. 821, 837, KK. 6963, 7200.

X Partly effaced.
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Portion of the right half, Sin. by 2^ in.; 22 + 2 lines. Omens concerning

houses, etc, [K. 9721]

Fragment of the left half, 2-r\in. by IJin. ; + 8 lines. End of a

SumeroT^Akkadian religious text. The catch-line reads :

—

^ "-tTr sn -I -sH [K- 9722]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; 17 + lines. Part

of a religious (?) text. [K. 9724]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2Jin. by Ifin.
; ( +)

• •••f±9(f ) lines. Part of a religious text [K, 9726]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Ifin.
; ( +) 12 + (+ )

lines (in double-columns?). Grammatical paradigms (?). [K. 9727]

Fragment of the right half, 2|in. by 2 Jin, ; + 11 + 11 + 7 +
Hues. Part of a list of the names of members of various

families, and of their properties, etc,^ similar to that of K, 2017; cf,

supra^ p, 386 f, E,(j,^ Section II of the right-hand Column reads :

—

r

y tyyyy y cy eIH tyyyt eIH
- ^cyy ^ -yyjL

^ ti} yy [K. 9728]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in, by Ifin,
; ( ).,...

+

8 + 16 +

( ) lines. Regulations for making offerings, including the

recital of various prayers, [K. 9729]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 2 in. ;.,.,. + 9 linos. Pmd of a

religious text. [R. 9730]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2iii. ; 18 + traces of 4 + ..,.. +
lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 9731]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2in. ; .,... + 6 lines. End of a copy of an

omen-text, which may belong to a tablet of the Series f T»-

ggfl V* catch-line reads :

—

[y
- ?] yy tyyy s<y [k. 9733]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 2|in.; + 16 lines. End of a text

containing dnections for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9734]

• Parti/ effaced.
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Bight-hand corner, Ifiii. by 1fjin. ; +11 lines. Directions for

ceremonies connected with the worship of Samos and Ratmndn, Cf.

lines 3 ff. :

—

ty tmt* V ^ Ef T? K T 5^1 <!^
{=!n ?]nKK T! m -ttkesm m -ttkk

4EE+ a< 4-TT - ty la E! • co.

[K. 9735]

Fragment of uilhnotni object, 3Jin. by 3in., slightly curved; 3 lines.

Colophon from an inscription at Babylon ;

—

<KTr I eiHf* ET «! -yyr
t^*-yyi 'gyy*(?)5Si:y-+o<M
7^ ^<rT tyyy^ ^ <T- cH-. [k.otsg]

Kight-hand corner, 2Jin* by IJin.; 13 + 6 lines (in double-columns?).

Grammatical paradigms (?). [K. 9737]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing directions for ceremonies. [K. 9738]

Upper portion^ left half, 3f in. by 1Jin. ; 32 + traces of 8 lines. Part of an

omen-text. Two sections begin with: f ^ ^ ,IT;

c/. supray pp. 597, 917, K* 4134 and K. 8335. For a duplicate see above,

p. 1020, K* 9537* [K. 0739]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 2^Qin. ; 12 + 7 lines. Part of a private

contract, probably concerning the sale of a field (tf [^* 0740]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin.; 14 + lines. Part of

an incantation-text similar to that of K. 7206; see above, p. 837.

Mention is made of the (8tar-)deitie8 »-4- ^ •"Hh Hh ^
-i^y, wf E3S s=^y -+ -ey c-yyy

* [i^n [k. 9741
]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Ijjin.
;
10 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies. [K« 9742]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + ± 20 +

lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. Referring to line

15 a gloss is added by the scribe. [K. 9743]

Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by IJin.; 14 + 15 + + lines.

Part of an astrological text concerning and etc, [K. 9744]

• Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 13 i; 10 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites,

[K. 9745]

Left-hand comer, IJin. by l^'’jin.; 9 + lines. Fragment of a text

containing directions for ceremonies. It begins:

—

tn ^ (?) -+ *
(?) -s- e^- 9746]

Lower portion, Sj^in. by l-{-fin. ;
11 -h 10 lines. Portion of a legal

decision, or a private contract between y
>-»y- and

TncTT^ etc,, relating to real property in the district of ArhdfM

(— .-4 ‘-UA }J<).
Mention is made of king Assurbanipal

(T -V * Sf* -V [K. 9747]

Fragment out of the middle, 2| in. by 5 ^ ± lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 9748]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l^in.; + 13 lines. Directions

for ceremonies and rites for astrological purposes. [K. 9749]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jia. by l|4in. ; + 16 lines. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of vaiious stars

- M + gi:iy, V- ^^^0. [K. 9750]

Portion of the left half, 3|in. by 3in.; 9 + 12 + + 11 lines. Part of

a list of names of persons and of objects connected with olferings to

a temple, or taxes. The colophon contains a sum total ;

—

yr-<

rfryy. [K.9751]

Fragment out of the middle, 2jtj.in* by IJio.; 11 + lines.

Part of an astrological text concerning Jgf and ^yff, etc., and

partly relating to public allairs. [K. 9752]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Fragment

of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 9755]

Left-hand corner, 2j\in. by l^in. ; + 3 lines. Catdidino and colophon

of a religious text. The catch-line reads;

—

<!-]iii cjjf tjfe^yyy -et [k. 9756]

Lower portion, right half, 2^in. by 2in.
; 16 + 15 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and prayers. [K. 9757]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by IJin.; 10+9 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9758]

• Partly offaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2y^in. by l-J-Jin.; 13 f lines.

Fragment of a mythological, or religious, text. [K. 9759]

Fragment of the right half, Sin. by IJin. ;
short ends of 15 + 19 linos.

Fragment of an omen-text, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 97 CO]

Lower portion, left half, 3Jin. by 2iin.; 12 + + 6 + 2 lines. Part of

a list of objects (animals, vessels, etc.), which probably served for

offerings. Cf. Column I, lines 2 ff. :—YV ^Y »-YI * I YY *-I Y1 V"

m 1 -R-R-TT- 1 ^ V T- -tlwT Mti'n I

K •“TtSlYT T*^ I K Column IV contains a date:

—

HIKE m I ITT R <TTT [K. ‘JVfii]

Portion out of the middle, 2T^in. by 2in.
; 15 + 18 + + lines.

Incantations and directions for ceremonies performed to obtain

magical results from herbs and stones. [K. 9762]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in,, by IHin.; + 11 lines. Omens
concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men, etc. This

text appears to be an extract from a larger composition. [K. 9763]

Right-hand corner, l-j-Jin. by l^in.
; 12 + lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 9764]

Right-hand comer, 2in. by l]-^in. ; + 10 lines
;
divisioii-rnarks. Fore-

casts concerning the etc, [K. 9765]

Right-hand corner, 2 in. by Ij^in. ; 12+4 lines. Part of a religious text.

[K. 9766]

Lower portion of reverse, 2|in, by 2Jin. ; + 15 lines; Babylonian,

End of a Suinero-Akkadian religious text forming, according to the

colophon, an “incomplete ”t copy of the 2nd tablet of the Series YJ *£Y^YT

^ .^YT catch-line only the middle part is visible

^S^TT £s:T + -^TET S^tT
[K. 9767]

Fragment out of the middle, by 2 m. ; + 12 lines. End of an

omen>text belonging to the 94th tablet of the Series [] •-tTJT »- T"

tyj* [V]; duplieateof D.T. 10 (q.v.), reverse, lines llff. The

catch-line reads: [[|] Etw T ^ ^TTT ET V TTi

*T &TTT I <T^TTl R 4-TT «V DKf C -.£TT

triTT y^].t

• r»rtl, offwed. -t Of. lupra, p. 474, not. ».

t Beitorod from D.T. 10.

G RVOL, ITT.
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Portion out of the middle, 3 in. by IjJin. ; + + 15 -f 15 linoB.

Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men, etc.

[K. 97i)9]

Right-hand corner, li-in. by IJin.; 8+3-f 51inc8; archaic Babylonian;

not from Kouyunjik(?). Part of a religious(?) text. [K. 9771]

Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by 2|in. ; -f traces of 4 -f 18 + 5 lines;

partly vitrified. Part of a list of names of persons, etc.y probably

relating to contributions or offerings. Mention is made of f

-Ey [Am * and I < r. [k. 9772]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-xg-in. ; + 18 lines. Fragment

of an omen-text. [K. 9773]

Fragment of the lower portion, l|in. by 1-j^irin. ; 7 + 8 lines. Part of a

letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

[T £[!T [K. 9774]

Portion out of the middle, 3^ in. by 3 in.; 15 + traces of 1 + 8 + 21 lines.

Forecasts concerning and Jg, etc.; they partly relate to public

affairs. [K. 9775]

Portion of the right half, 2iin. by IJiu. ;
9 + 12 lines. Part of a letter to

the king. [K. 9770]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin, by l{in.; 7 + lines.

Part of a letter, or report. [K, 9777]

Fragment out of the middle, 21-;]in. by Ifin.; + 10 lines. Forecasts

concerning ]gf and etc, [K. 9778]

Fragment out of the middle, 2§in. by 2J-in.
; ( +) 13 + (+ )

lines. Part of an omen-text. [K. 9779]

Fragment out of the middle, l]^in. by l|in.
; 12 + + +

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions, etc, [K. 9780]

Fragment of the upper portion, ll^in. by l^in. ; +9 + +
lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the star

[K. 9781]

Fragment of the left half, I J-Jin. by lin.; 10 + 10 lines. Part of a letter

to the king. [K. 9783]

Portion of the right half, 22 in. by IJin,; 22 + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 9784]

* Restored from parallel lines.
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Frag-ment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.
; 8 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of an astrological text concerning observations of various

stars. [K. 0787]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; 6 + 8 + + lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 0788]

Portion of the right hal^ 2 Jin. by 2-j^gin.
; 10 + 17 lines. Directions for

ceremonies and rites, including the recital of prayers, to drive

away brown locusts fi’nm ineirs houses).

[K. 0780]

Portion of the left half, 2|Jin. by 2j\rin.
; 10 + 7 + 17 + 18 lines. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. Mention is

made of a number of stones which when applied to the neck of a sick

man (*- pi’oduced magical results. For a similar text

Sp. II, 252. [K. 0700]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by l-j^in. ; ±23 lines; marginal

number Omens concerning births. [K. 0701]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lf|in. ; 8 + 7 lines. Fragment of a

religious (?) text. [K* 9703]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 Jin. by IJin. ; + 16 lines. Part of an

astronomical text relating to the periodical reV(>lution of a planet.

The distances of various stars from certain points appear to be stated;

<?/., e.g,, lines 8 IF. ;

—

«< <T-

m

<T-

mm
<w <T- <|^

il<!- ?] I? -ll « tE V 1;.

For similar texts see Sm. f 2418 ;
81-7-6, 242 ;

81-7-6, 270, etc,

[K. 0704]

Portion out of the middle, 3fin. by 2|in.
;
14 + linos. Part of a

list of names of persons and their trades. [K. 9707]

Portion of the left half, 3Jin. by ±21 lines. Part of a

religious text including directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 9800]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1-^in.; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of an omen-text concerning houses, etc, [K. 9802]

• This character is partly effaced in line 6 of reverse, but U 0) be restored from line 17.

t Partly effaced.

t Part of (?) ; cf. line 4.

6 R 2
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Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by 2in. ; + 5 lines. End and

colophon of a religious text. The catch-lino and a preceding colophon-

line read :

—

mm m
*
-llti -IR-

[K. 9803]

Right-hand corner, ly^jin. by l^in. ; 5+3 lines. Fragment of a private

contract. [E. 9804]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by j^in. ; + 7 lines. Fragment

of an omen-text concerning the actions of various animals. [K. 9805]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by l-j-iin. ; + 14 lines. Part of an

omen -text. [E. 9807]

Left half, upper porti{)n, by 2 in. ; traces of 1 + + 4 + 10 lines.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 9808]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by 2iin. ;
17 + + +

lines. Astrological forecasts. [K. 9809]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by l-J-g-in, ; 12 + 8 lines. Part of a hymn

to Merodach. [K. 9810]

Portion of the right half, 1-j-^in. by lin.; 11 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to

the king. Mention is made of the cities of tt and

^ 4, etc. [K. 9811]

Portion of the right half, 2§in. by 2Jin.; + 19 lines; division-marks.

Part of an omen -text. The sentences begin with f Cf. infra^

p. 1052, K. 9945. [K. 9812]

Fragment of the upper portion, l^in. by lin.
; 9 + 1 lines. Part of a letter,

or report. [K. 9813]

Fragment of the right half, Ijin. by 1-^in.
; { +) 8 + (+ )

lines. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 9814]

Fragment of the lower portion, l^/’^in. by 1Jin. ; ( +) 9 + 7 (+ )

lines. Forecasts concerning tf Jgf and etc. [K. 9815]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by Igin.; + 9 lines. Part of a

letter. [K. 9816]

Left half, Ifin. by Jiii. ; traces of 4+2+4 + 3 lines in cuneiform

characters which seem to be identical with those of the second Column

of the trilingual inscriptions of Darius and other Akhaemenians.

Contents unknown. Cf. supra^ pp. 655, 761, 907, KK. 4697, 6076,

8224. [K. 9817]

Partly effacod.
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Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + 7 lines.

Omens derived from the actions of birds. [K. 9818]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Y*^in.; + + +
12 lines. End of a “complete”* copy of a religious text. [K. 9819]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 12 ± lines. Omens
concerning houses, etc. [K. 9820]

Portion of the left half, 2^^in, by 2T^in.; 14 -f 11 + (left-hand edge) 4

lines. Part of a letter conceriiing religious subjects. Mention is made

of T 5^ ->^1 R4 [K.9821]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by IJin. ; 11 ± lines; Babylonian.

J^art of a Sumero-Akkfidian religious text. After line 8 ititerlinear

glosses are added by the scribe. [K. 9822]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by IJin. ; + 8 lines. Forecasts

similar to those of K. 3951 {see above, p. 579), etc. [K. 9823]

Fragment of the right half, 2j'^jrin. by l|in.
;

11 + lines. Omens
derived from the various directions in which a bird flutters round a

man. [K. 9824]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin.; 9 + lines. Part of

a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites to be used for

the benefit of sick people. . [K. 9825]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2fin. ; + + 16 +
lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 9826]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin, by If in. ; + 15 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9827]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Ifin. ; 9 + + + traces of

3 lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9828]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; + + + 10

lines. End of a text containing incantations and prayers. A
colophon-line reads :

—

[-tfcj] -sH ET

A comparison of the catch-line,

*yt

with K. 4872 (see above, p. 670), Column I, line l,ehowa that the text of

K. 4872 continues that of K. 9830. [K. 9830]

• (jr.unewt-^gi: -( -ET I0?]S
t Paiilj effaced. t Bestored from K. 4872.
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Fragment of the right half, If in. by Ifin. ; + 10 lines. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9831]

Right-hand corner, IJin. + + 10 + lines;

partly vitrified. Part of an incantation-text. Two sections end with

--1ST • [K. 9832]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by 1^ + 7 lines. Part of an incan-

tation-text. The lines of Section 11 of reverse begin with ^ tTTTt^j

and several lines on obverse with £T tTTT^ [^*
name of a plant

Fragment of the left half, l|fin. by l-i^bi. ; 14 + lines. Part

of a legend containing the fable of the horse and the ox; cf,mpra^

p. 904, K. 8197. [K. 9834]

Fragment out of the middle, 2j''gin. by IJin. ; + 14 lines. Fore-

casts. [K. 9835]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by l|in.; + 8 lines. Fragment of a

religious (?) text. [K. 9836]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2-j^^in. by IJin. ; + 10 lines.

Omens derived from births. [K. 9837]

Fragment of the right half, l-|^^in. by 1-^in. ; + 10 + +
lines. Fragment of an incantation ending with

[K. 9838]

Portion out of the middle, 2^ in. by l|in. ; + + 16 + 8 lines.

Incantations and directions for ceremonies. One section begins

with IT ^yr <r-iiy -yiw- [k. 9839]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.
;
11 + lines. Fragment

of an omen-text. [K. 9840]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by l /^in.;

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men.

+ 7 lines.

Line 1 reads ;;

—

[K.9841]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Ij^in.; . . . .

.

+ 17 lines. Omens
concerning houses, etc, [K. 9842]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by in.
; 4 + 6 + + lines.

Prescriptions similar to those of K. 249 (see above, p. 65), K. 8094 +
K. 9782, etc, [K. 9843]

Fragment out of the middle, Sin. by If in.; .,... + 13 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 9844^
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Fragment out of the middle, 3iri. by ±0 lines. Fragment of

a religious (?) text. [K. 9845]

Right-hand comer, ly^gin. by IJin. ; 10 + 3 lines. Fragment of a religious

text. [K. 984(1]

Fragment out of the middle, Sin. by 2fin.; + 11 lines. Part of an

incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9847]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 by liiu. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a Sumero-Akkadian hymn in the form of a litany. [K. 9848]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2 Jin. by 2in. ; + 15 lines.

Omens concerning the condition oi\ or the events in, a city. [K. 9849]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2Jin. by IWhi*; + 10

lines. Part of an omen-text. [K. 9850]

Fragment out of the middle, l }-J-in. by l§in. ; + 0 lines. End

of an astrological text concerning JU, etc. The catch-line reads :

—

v ^ isj -xhm m V T <T- -Ti?

[K. 9851]

Upper portion, 3Jin. by 2 Jin.; traces of 5 + traces of 14 + 28 + 8 lines;

partly vitrified. t Part of an alliterative hymn. A large number of

the lines of Column III begin with and others with

<Ig[; c/.lines 14ff.:-^ ty tm <isf IH*
tT cm <m tTTTc -B

ssff ^ cETT <10 -+ 0m ^^m* m -+ 0m <stt <jw
ggjy 0 0Tr <10 - -.tTT + ITT <

[€g!T] 0* tm <10 1^ET T? «< £0 ei- [K. 9852]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2 in. by If’ifin. ; + 16

lines. Forecasts concerning the Jgf, etc. [K. 9854]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by 6 + 11 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 9855]

Fragment of the left half, IJin.by 9 + lines. Fragment

of a religious, or mythological, text. [K. 9856]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin,; + 16 lines. Forecasts

relating to public affairs. [K* 9857]

* Portly effaced.

t llie obverse u slowly crumbling away.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; 12 ± lines. Part of a

list of persons and of the horses belonging to them. [K. 9858]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; + 10 lines. Fragment

of an astrological text. [K. 9859]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by 2 in. ; 10 + lines. Directions for

ceremonies and rites. [K. 98G0]

Fragment out of the middle, l||in.by IJin.; traces of 7 + ( + +)
10 lines. F orecasts concerning and Jgf, etc, [K. 9861]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by l|in. ; + 10 lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 9863]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; 15 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 9864]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by It^in. ; 9+14 lines. Omens concerning

houses, etc, [K. 9865]

Right-hand corner, l|in. by l|in. ; 11 + 9 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 9866]

Fragment out of the middle, l|Jin. by 1 Jin. ; + + 4 + 7 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 9867]

Fragment out of the middle, Hin. by IJin. ;
12 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9869]

Right half, 3j-Jin. by IJin. ;
22 + traces of 19 lines; archaic Babylonian;

not from Kouyuujik (?). Part of a roligious(?) text. [K. 9870]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 9 + lines
; Babylonian ;

not from Kouyunjik(?).* Fragment of a list of objects (?). [K. 9871]

Upper half, 3Jin. by 3Jin. ; 29 + 14 + 1 + (left-hand edge) If lines;

Babylonian. Forecasts concerning the *gy, etc. According to the

colophon ^ yy^ ’Ey 4s<y,

this text is an extract from an Assyrian original. The obverse begins

;

ly <w TT ty tyi u etc.

[K. 9872]

• This fragment is slowly crumbling away.

f According to the indication of the scribe this line should follow lino 11 of obverse.

J Partly effaced.
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Lower pm-tion, 3fin. by .3in.; 19 + 15+17 + 21 lines. Directions for

ceremonies and rites including the recital of inciintations. E.ij,,

Section III of Column IV (lines 4 ff.) reads :

—

t

mmA A tT 1-+ fcT ecu

iiiyn *^ eb tEf:? tim 4t-yT^
i -ET -m ’mi a a

m-- <-itJ A-n ^ BTf V ^
?r~l "t. J^L tK. 987.3]

Portion out of tlie middle, 6 Jin. by ^^in.; 42 + lines. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian viirsion. [K. S)874]

Upper portion, right lialf, 4iin. by 3j}in. ; + 12 + ''b'i + 22 lines.

Incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. In Section Jll

of Colnnin ITT the cardinal points are connected with certain gods;

c/. lines 8 tfe! -gif ^ tin 1^1 B< I HT
— gn <= y? h m -i< i ^y yiy -yyi-yi^ Ey v -m ^
y? ^4y E?yy <i@r tEy?

i
-® ^yy Ey ^y ?? ^ y? -sty v m= ^Ey? i

<m Ey Ey- --nyy^ s^yyy 4-yyy Byy -4 ?? y? y? -iii ^$11 1

<m Ey EiL my Cy Byy «^yyy ??< ^ i^Ey ^ 1 <m Ey y? -^ny
ty? t-yyy gy tm I

Etyy -c-Ey Ey m
Ey y? tg By m I

<y- ??< ke^: <-^ti ??< m /- -Hf- -<s<: -+
£:<yy

I
-ffeyy v -+ 5?? A-n m ^ v E^yy v-- tyyyt

^-yy
I

<i=yy -11 ty m ey m m 'y A<^B I
-+ ^-yy -ll

-+ ty? Ey- y— -b ty m ^ 1
-+ <--

BH m n ^-yyy 1
-+ v- a^b -<^

tyy
1

sy= Sr: m V y—V

I

-B E<yy o Ey v ^ ^y ei

Byy I <-ttJ -yyi 4-yy -j^yny my E-yy -y< -+ tyyyy yy 1

yy A-n ^yy Etyy —y< -+ «< 1
a^ 4i-yy v

ityy .4y Etyy yy <my.i yy <^-yy '^yy- -b --t?

.ii? cyyyy yy <+ yy o I
^y <y- ^ ^yy^ ^11^ ^ I

mi <y- m yy I
» yy yy <y- ^11 lu^^^ r-

Two colophon-lines read

-tfcj* -tH Ey mi « ^yy [tyyy].

and another (Column III, line 7) :

—

ir+ w^y <m * 0® Jw^y« y-

t) sVOL. in.

• Purtlj effaced.
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Upper portion, 5^in. by ; 35 + »33 lines. Prayers and liturgical

directions. For the former seef e.g,, Section IV of obverse (lines

5ff.):~

^ ?? n n T?

tE t£!T tg Sff tl35 tme <-T T? <m
mi ?? !? + ^ <L< m - si^ i

sgn tEiE^m ff F4- @f^ .t#: m gn.4 <!-Mi

^|3^:=T pe m m
>-M CT «<^ < E:s? V EtIT

mi -fglT tyy n mi ty? yy gy

m <m -nimu *t Ey -Ey+ t^Ey tyyym ^
The latter read :

—

E- jy ^ yn*
(obverse, line 1),

m Ey mil -m-ww «f / -a* <

(obverse, line 4),

Hf- -3^ tyyyt v - eb tn jh y?s -w *=^ <

(obverse, lino 14),

-rni v y^- i
(obverse, line 25), and

(reverse, line 28).

[K. 9876]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 3in. by 3in.; + +
±12 + 15 + lines in three columns. Part of an ex-

planatory list of the class “SV [K. 9877]

Right half, lower portion, 3iii. by 2fin.; 17 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Fore-

casts. [K. 9878]

Portion of the left half, 2 {Ain. by 2fin. ; 22 + + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian

version, prayers and directions for ceremonies. A colophon-line

reads :

—

[<fcy Ey?]»* mil -Ey eyyy. [k. 9879]

Partly effaced.
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(Jpper half, 3m. by IJin. ;
l4 + lines. Part of (i hymn, probably

addressed to the Moon-god. The text begins :

—

n^ nn ,iT is!- tmt -tti -ti -+ -mi

m EtiT h< .s: t nn ^rn mi
E??<4Am -n-y- 4- sIh*

J? <f-SW Sff 4S £ff tESw IBI

For a duplicate see below, Rra. 21)0. [K. 1)880]

Portion out of the middle, 4iiu. by 4^in.
;
10 + 12 lines ;

archaic Babyloniaiii

Part of a historical inscription. This fragment appears to belong

to the same tablet as K. 7943 {see above, p. 884), but does not join it

[K. 9881 + K. 11057 + K. 11000]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Igin. ; 0 + 13 lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 9882]

Lower portion, right half, 2Jin. by IJ^in. ;
13 + 13 lines. Part of a

mythological text. [K. 1)883]

Fragment of the left half, 2 Jin. by Ijin.
;

17 + ...*. lines. Part of a

hymil. [K» 9884]

Right-hand Corner, 3 in. by 2jVin. ; + + traces of 5 + 17 +

+ lines. Fragment of a mythological legend be-

longing to a tablet of the Series ^ jlj ^ The contents

of the beginning of Column IV seem to be similar to those of K. 8573;

see above, p. 941< [K. 9885]

l^ragment of the right half, 3-Jm. by lin. ; + 7 + 9 + +

+ lines. Fragment of ft mythological text; Rcfcning to

lines 5 and 6 of Column II explanatory glosses Uro added by the scribe;

[K. 9880]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse^ 3Jin. by If in.
;
.;... + .!...+

22 + 7 lines in double-columns; Part of an explanatory list with

glosses. 9887]

Fragment of the left halfj 2f in. by IJin. ; 18 + + .<... + 11 lines in

double-columnSi Part of an explanatory list, 'vnth glosses, arranged

in groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 9888]

Fragment of the lower portion
j
2im by IJin.; 11 + 13 lines. Part of a

historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 9889]

Fragment of the upper portion, 3in. by 2Jiu, ; 4 + ....

.

+ 6+ 8 lines.

Part of a religious text. 9890]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Uin. by 2|in.
; 15 + + + 2 lines

(in three columns). Part of an explanatory list, the second and

* Partly effaced.

6 s 2
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thii'd colunina of which ai>pear to contain AssyHan words with similar

meanings. The cat(?h-line reads :

—

I -iw ?i iin i<V m ?]• [K. 9891]

Fragment out of tlie middle, 2giiu by 2|in. ; + + 18 +
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings* [K. 9892]

Fragment out of the middle, by 2|in.
; 5 + 74;..*.. + lines

(in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 9893]

Fragment of the right half, Ijin. by Igin.; 13 -f 8 lines in two (or three?)

columns. Part of an explanatory list. At the end of each line

“ is added by the s(;ribe. [K. 9894]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 3^iii. by 1 Jin. ; + -f

8 + 2 lines. Part of a text containing incantations and prayers.

A colophon-lim; roads :

—

-tt] ^ Ills- [K.9895]

Right-hand corner, 2/^in. by 2 j%in.
; 15 + lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 989(5]

Fragment of the lower portion of obverse, 2gin. by If^in. ; 7 + lines;

partly vitrified. Part of an omen-text. [K. 9897]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l|in.
; 17 + 15 + + lines.

Part of a religious text* [K. 9898]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.; 8 + 8 lines. Part of a report. [K. 9899]

Right half, upper portion of one side, 2] in. by Ij^in. ; 13 + lines.

Part of a historical inscription with an interlinear Assyrian version;

cf, mpra, p. 403, K. 2(557. In each of tlie first throe Sections, a line

(which is written in somewhat smaller characters than the other parts

of the text) is added above the Sumero-Akkadian text, to indicate the

pronunciation of the words therein. Cf. lines 1 ff. :

—

HU tv ^ -M IH

T- HUl < -S -tfcj [^?]

Iw V -T< -ET Tf ty?f Ji tin

m I <£TT I ^TI -MHU I I s^TT ifM
VAX- Hf- -S

if- A-'h

«=If

•Tf

Tf

n
iin.

For the text of lines 1-G see Steassmaieb, A, V., pp. 602, 1052, Nos. 4854,

8481 ; cf. also Lehmann, p. 85, and note 6. [K. 9901]

* Partly cilaced. f TIiub.
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Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by IJin. ; 21 + lines. Part of a

hymn. [K. 9902]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by
; 17 + + +

lines. Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies.

The lines read almost throughout

[K. 9903]

Fragment of the right half, 2|in. by Ifin.; + 12 lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 9904]

Portion of the right half, 2§in. by Ifjin. ; 25 + 15 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9905]

Left-hand corner, lyj^in* by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Mention is made

of the cities of <ig[* (= and
ff

<M <T^)- [K-iwod]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 16 + traces of 1 +
+ lines. Part of an incantation-text. One section ends witli

Fragment of the lower portion, 2fin. by l-j^in.
;
10 + lines. Part of

a religious text. [K. 9908]

Fragment of the left half, 2Y\jin. by IJin.; 16 + traces of 4 lines. Part of

an incantation-text [K. 9909]

Fragment of the right half, 2yu^in. by Ijirhi.; ( +) 16 + 12 (+ )

linos. Part of a religious text. [K. 9910]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 12 + lines. Part

of a religious, or mythological, text, [K. 9911]

Lower portion, left half, 2Jin. by IJin.; 16 + 16 lines. Part of a mytho-

logical (?) text. [K. 9912]

Fragment of the upper portion, 3|in, by 2|inJ; + 21 + + 10

lines. Prayers to Mar, etc.; cf. infra, K. 9917. [K. 9913]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by l^in.'; 8 + 3 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the moon; they partly relate to

public affairs. [K. 9914]

Portion out of the middle, 2-{4in. by 2iii.; + 13 + +
lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon;

they partly relate to public affaii's. .

[K. 9915]

* Partly efikeod.
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Portion out of the middle, 2Jm. by2y®^iii. ; -f 19 lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eelipses, etc, ; they partly relate to public affairs.

[K. 9916]

Portion out of the middle, 3^in. by 3in.
;
traces of 14 + 19 + 12 + 8 lines.

Prayers. This fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 9913, q,v,

[K. 9917]

Lower poi-tionj right half, 2/^in. by 2i^in. ; 17 + lines. Part of a

hymn to Merodach. [K. 9918]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by 2in.
;

(* * . . .) 4 . < . * + 15 + 15 ±
( ) lines. Omens derived from the action of eating; cf,

supra, p. 798, K. 6611. The last Section of the right-hand Column

(lines 12 ff.) begins:

—

y im: ei -tfir i« ^y i [k. ooid]

Portion out of the middle, 3|in. by 2|in. ; 25 + 27 -1- lines

in double-cjolumns
;
Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik (?). Part of a

list. Cf, infra, p. 1054, K. 9967. [K. 9920]

Portion of the left halfj 2Jin. by 2fin*; 15 + 3 + 12 + 2 lincSi List of

names of officials with their titles. Ejj,, lines 2 ff’, of (column I read :

—

[y y] -V • ly -^yy <y-€yn i y y yn? ess -yiV' i
-tyy

e:Ej<ia I y y -tyy Km • co <!S i <iii ^-yyy<

y -+ «< y— *i£yy i y y <k -^yy --yy ^
1 y y -+ i. *i£yy -n -tyy (?)

i y y hi - -ii
-tyy 7"^ y-* gyy I y y c^y ^y 4^-+ ess -n-m

<h m -U. I
-tyy + y?. Line 2 of

Column IV contains a date:— 5^^. [K. 9921]

Fragment out of the middle, 2f in. by 2 Jin. ; 22 + 6 + + lines

in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 9922]

Left half, upper portion, 3Jin. by IJin.; 24 + 6 lines. Part of a religious

text [K. 9923]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJin. ; + + 10 + 14

lines. Fragment of a hymn, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 9924]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of tlie middle, 2j{n. by
;
16 + 17 + +

lines. List of gods, etc*, probably referring to ‘certain images.

Mention is made of “Nirgal of the city of Tarbisi” ^
v ETT)' Section II of Column II begins:

—

^ Hii- [K. 9925]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jiii. by IJin.; 11 + 10 + + lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 91)26]

Portion out of the middle, 2^in. by 2in. ; + + 12 + 17 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and prayers. [K. 9927]

Kight-hand corner, 2iin. by 2^ in,
; ( +) traces of 7 + 11 (+ )

lines in three (?) columns. Part of an explanatory list of the class

(i gb » rpjjg
inscription in Column HI appears to bo a pfirallel text to

Sm. t 2325, Column II, lines 36 If. [K. 9928]

Portion out of the middle, 3-j^in. by 2in.
; 25 + 10 + ,.,.. + lines.

Part of an astrological text. [K. 9929]

Fragment ont of the middle, 2in. by If in.; 21 + .... , lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 9930]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by If in.
;
(,, ...+) 16 + .,...( + )

lines in double-columns. Fragment of a list of Assyrian words with

similar meanings. [K. 9931]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2fin. by Ifin. ;
18 + lines. Fore-

casts concerning and etc. [K. 9932]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by Ifin.; 20 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9933]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, If in. by If in. ; + 10 lines.

Forecasts (?). [K. 9934]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by > + 13 + lines

in double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of wood.

[K. 9935]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin, by Ifin. ;
10 + 5 + lines

in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 9936]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; 19 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 9937]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; 14 + linea Part of a

prayer. [^* 9938]
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Fragment of the lower portion, 2gin. by 1-i^in.; 12 + 1 + lines in

two (or more) coluinns. Fragment of an explanatory text. [K. 993!)]

Portion ont of the middle, 2|in. by l|in.; + ±7 + 14 lines.

Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.

[K. 9940]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.; 12 + 7 + + lines.

b>agmentofa mythological text. [K. 9941]

Fragment of the left half, Igin. by Iji^in. ; 15 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 9942]

Fragment of the left half, 2Y’jin. by 2j*|yin. ; + 15 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. One section begins I?

V -Uli- [K. 9043]

Fragment out of the middle, l±Jin. by l|in.
; 13 + 16 + lines.

Pfirt of a mythological, or religious, text. [K. 9944]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by + + 16 + 16

lines. Part of an omen-text. The lines begin with either f or f

cf. mpra, p. 1040, K. 9812 and infra, 79-7-8, 107. [K. 9945]

Portion of the right half, 3-j-\in. by
5 ..,.. + 12 lines. Part of a

hymn. [K. 9946]

Fragment out of the middle, 25 in.by 2in.
; ( +) 20 + (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 9947]

Fragment of the right half, If^in. by Igin.
; ( +) 10 + (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 9948]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in, by 2 in, ; 14 + +
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 9949]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by 1-Jin.; 9 + 8 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of insects, etc, [K. 9950]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-|3jTin. by IJin. ;
10 + lines;

occasional division-marks. Part of a mythological legend.

[K. 9951]

Fragment of the lower portion, 3Jin. by l|in.
;
10+14 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 9952]

Fragment of the right half, 2/^in. by 1 Jin. ; 12 + 10 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9953]
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Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l^^in. ; +8 lines. Frag-

ment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 0954]

Poi-tion out of the middle, 5^in. by S^in. ; + 38+41 + 12 lines.

Hymns connected -with the worship of various gods. E.g., Section I of

Column III (lines 1 ff.) reads :

—

+ n err <r4-m n lai <t-

J=sn HK tET? ET -Tlf EtT! V Hgiil
tyjgf^jKT-

Etyy PE <T- s£m -ggn
<K ^ tmp
<k: ^ phtc <pt^ -et pyy tei? vMi

tET? m ET tH Hflf Etyy V Etyyr;!:^ll*M

^pyyyp eih V'- <y— y? ^ *m
mmB* -+ -4 V V <-y y? py? iii
l^»>y< -y Etyy y? pe pyy .r+

+ yy cy <‘=y* ?y< tEy

SMiHyy. m Ey <k +-iii ^tyy y? tm tey -yyy.gii^i.

-+m8i
V Si

III line 31 of Column II mention is made of (a goddess of) the city of

Nippur <10). Cf, Guide Kouy. Gall, 1885, p. 157, No. 4.

[K. 9955 + Rm. 613]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by 2^in.
; 4 + 11 ± traces of 3 +

lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 9956]

Fragment out of the middle, 2§in. by 2 in. ; + ± 10 + traces of

3 lines. Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies to

bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9957]

Right-hand comer, 2iin. by 2 in.
; ( +) traces of 1 + 12 (+ )

lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 9958]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l|in.
;
5 + lines. Fragment

of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 9959]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 4* +

13 + 6 lines in double-columns. Fragment of a list of names of various

kinds of wood. [K. 9960]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IjJin. ;
traces of 2 + 17 + +

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list of words

arranged in groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.

[K. 9961]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the lower portion, Sin. by 2Jin.; ( +) 10 + 19 (+ )

lines. Prayers. [K. 9962]

Fragment out of the middle, by IJin. ; 11 + +
lilies in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 9963]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.
; ( +)19 + ( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list aiTanged in

groups according to the meanings of the Assyiian words. [K. 9964]

Fragment of the left half, 2|^in. by 2 Jin.; + 11 lines; marginal

numbers ^ and JJJ. Omens forming, according to the colophon, the

7th tablet of the Series CEfT catch-line

corresponds with K. 6473 (.see above, p. 789), obverse, line 1. [K. 9965]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ifin.; + 15 lines. Astro-

logical forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 9966]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2§in.
; 13 + 22 + lines in

double-columns; Babylonian; not from Kouyimjik (?). Part of a list.

This fragment appears to belong to the same tablet as K. 9920 (see

above, p. 1050), but does not join it. [K. 9967]

Fragment of the left half, 2ia. by IJin.; 16 + lines. Regu-

lations for making offerings. [K. 9968]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ifin. ; 10 + traces of 1 + 4 + 6 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. According to the

coloi)hon it belongs to a tablet of the Scries [f

t fhe catch-line only the end is visible :

—

1. [K. 9969]

Fragment out of the middle, by 1 Jin.; 8 + 5 + + lines

in double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of wood.

[K. 9970]

Right-hand corner, l|iii. by fin. ; ±7 + 2 lines. Part of a letter.

[K. 9971]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJin. ; 9 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 9972]

t Partly effaced.

* Cf. supra, p. 785, note t Cf. supra, p. 458, note f.
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Fragment of the left half, IJiu. by IJin. ; tmces of 11 -j- ( 4- +)
5 lines. Fragment of a religious text belonging, according to the

colophon, to the 2nd tablet of a series. [K.

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by IJin. ; ..... + 8 lines. Part of a

Sumcro-Akkadian hymn. [K. 1)074]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.
;

11 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 1)1)75]

Left-hand corner, 3fin. by Sin.
;
traces of 7 + traces of 1 + + 10 linos

in double-columns. Grammatical paradigms belonging to the 7th

tablet of the Sciics 10- Duplicate of K. 251; see

above, p. 85 f. [K. lil)7()]

Fragment out of the middle, llin. by I Jin. ; 4 + 1) + linos (in

double-columns). Fragment of a list of names of wooden objects.

[K. 11977]

Right-hand comer. If in. by If in.
; ...,, + 10 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9978]

Fragment of the riglit half, 2iiu by IJin. ;
10 + lines. Part of a

mythological text. [K. 9979]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by l|in.
; ( +)5 + 8 (+ )

lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar mean-

ings. [K. 9980]

Fragment of the right half. If in. by Ifin, ; + 10 + 12 +

( ) lines. Part of an incanta tion-»text with an interlinear

Assyrian version. [1^* 9982]

Right-hand comer, 2fin. by 2fin. ; (. .

±

11 (+ ) lines

in double-columna. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. 99-" 3]

Left half, upper portion, If in. by IJin.; 7 + 2 lines. Part of a list of

objects. . The reverse contains a sum total. [K. 9984]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin.by If in.
;

9^ + lines. Bcginnhig

of a hymn. [1^* 9985]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-j^^in, by Ifin.; + 8 lines.

Fragment of a religious, or mythological, text. [K. 9986]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by l|in.; 10 + 7 + + lines.

Fragment of a religious, or mythological, text. [K. 9987]

6 T 2
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Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by IJiii.
; ( ) + 11 lines. Part

of a text coutaiuhig incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 9988]

Left-hand corner, by 1]-Jin.; 11 + ( + +) 8 lines in

double-columns. Fragment of a text containing grammatical
paradigms. The subject matter appears to be of a religious character.

[K. 9989]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by l^in.
; 10 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 9991]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; 9 + lines. Fragment
of a religious text. [K. 9992]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ; 11 + 2 + + lines

in double-colninns. Part of an explanatory list airauged in groups

according to the Assyrian roots. [K. 9993]

Left-hand corner, Ifin. by lin.j 13 + 9 lines. Fragment of a copy of a

mythological legend. [K. 9994]

Right-hand comer, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 16 + 5 lines. Part of a hymn.

[K. 9995]

Upper portion, right half, 3in, by Ifin. ; 11 + 10 lines. Part of a list of

contributions. Mention is made of the cities of -£;]] Hf- +-], .-tyy

w [K. 9996]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij-Jin. by IJin. ; 16 + lines. Part of a
religious text similar to that of K. 2423 (see above, p. 442), ete.

Mention is made of <Igf and the river of yfjg tJiyt; -gf ff

[K. 9997]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2f in. by Ifin. j 3 + 5+ 4 + ..... lines in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 9998]

Fragment of the right half, 2TJjin. by ||in.
; ( +) 11 + 14 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 9999]

Right-hand comer, l|in. by l|in.; + 11 lines. Fragment of a
religious text, [K. loooo]

Left-hand corner. If in. by l-^in.; ( ) + 8 lines. Part of a
religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10001]
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Fragment out of the middle, l|m. by IJin.; 7 + 4 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. A colophondine reads :

—

ET m
This fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 9415; see above,

P- 1010. [K. 10002]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by ly^ijin. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a prayer. [K. 1000:i]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by 2 in.
; 10 + liiie.M. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 10004]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l|iin. ; + 16 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10005]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by l^in. ; + 10 + +
lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 10006]

llight-hand comer, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 10 + ( + +) 10 lines.

F orecasts similar to those of K. 3951 {m above, p, 579), etc, [K. 10007]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 17 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10008]

Lefi>-hand comer, 1-j^in. by lin.; + 5 lines. Fragment of a text

containing paradigms (?). [K. 10009]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1Jin.; 9 + + +
lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list arranged

in groups according to the Assyrian roots, [K. 10010]

Fragment of the left half, 2-jig-in. by |in.; + 11 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10011]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 9 + + +
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

Mention is made of the city of ET 1^12]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-j^in. ; 11 + 5 + lines

in double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of wood.

[K. 10013]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by If in.; 15 + lines in double-

columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings.

[K. 10014]

• Purtly effaced.
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Fragment out of the mhldle, Igin. by IJin. ; ±15 lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 10015]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by I j^in. ; 9 + 12 + lines

(in double-columns). Fragment of a list of names of various kinds of

wood. [K. 10016]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin.; -H 10 lines. Part of a

report (?). IMeiition is made of ] etc. [K, 10017]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2|in. by 2^ in.
;
15 -f- 11 ± .

lines in double-columns. Copy of an explanatory list. [K. 10018]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by lin.; + + 10 +
lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10019]

Upper portion, left half, 2/^ in. by IJin. ; 17 ± lines. Part of a

religious text, probably written for an Assyiian king. Mention is

made of ^ [K* 10020]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.; -f + 6 + 9 lines.

Forecasts. [K. 10021]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l^in. ; + 12 lines. Part

of a religious text, probably belonging to an inscription of an

Assyrian king. [K. 10023]

Fragment of the upper portion, If in. by l^in.; 13 + 15 + lines

(in double-columns). Fragment of a list of names of plants. [K. 10024]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; 5 + lines. Frag-

ment of a historical (?) inscription. Mention is made of *-^1^ x
[K. 10025]

Fragment of the left half, 2f in. by l|in. ; 11 + 10 lines. Part of a historical

inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 10026]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; ( +) 15 + traces of 8

(+ )
lines. Fragment of a mythological?) text. [K. 10027]

Portion out of the middle, 2|iii. by 2Jin. ;
. . . . . + 10 + 5 + lines

in two (or three?) columns. Part of an explanatory list of names

of animals, etc. [K. 10028]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, If in. by l^in.
; 10 +

lines in two (or three?) columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words

with similar meanings. [K. 10029]

Fragment of the left half, 1 jin. by If in.; 11 + lines in double-

columns. Fragment of an explanatory list, [K. 10030]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l-Jin. ; 10 + 3 + lines (in

double-columns?). Fragment of an explanatory list(?). [K. 10031]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.
; 6 + lines. Frag-

ment of a historical inscription. [K. 10032]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by l^^in.
; ( 4 ) 4 12 (4 )

lines. Part of a mythological text. [K. 10033]

Left half, lower portion, l|Jin. by IJin. ; 15 4 ( 4 4) 8 lines

(in double - columns). Part of a text containing grammatical

paradigms. [K. 10034]

Fragment out of the middle, 1]-Jin. by IJin. ; 4 ±13 4
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. Duplicate of K. 4397 (see above, p. 628), lines 14 ff. [K. 10035]

Fragment of the right half, l^^^* ± ^ Forecasts.

[K. 10036]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2in. ; 4 13 lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and prayers. [K. 10037]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by Ifin.; 4 16 lines. Part of a

religious text connected with the worsliip of various gods (>->f

etc,). The contents appear to be similar

to those of K. 9500 (see above, p. 1017) and K. 9532 (above, p. 1019).

[K. 10038]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin.; 8 4 lines. Frag-

ment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 10039]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by l-i^iyin. ; 4 4 4 13

lines in three (?) columns. Part of a list of names of vessels, etc.; cf.

supra, p. 628, K. 4400. [K. 10040]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin, ;
11 4 lines. Part

of a religious text. [K* 10041]

Bight-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; 5 4 2 4 3 lines. Fragment of a histori-

cal inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Tiglathpileser I.

[K. 10042]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, Ifjin. by Ifin. ; 4

±648 lines (in double-columns). Part of a list of names of various

kinds of wood.

Fragment out of the middle, 2-|*^yin. by Ifin.; 7 + 44 lines.

Part of a religions text with an interliiiear Assyrian version. [K. 10044]
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Fragment of the right half, IJ in. by 1 Jin. ; ( -f ) 12 + (+ )

lines. Part of an explanatory list. 10045]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by IJin. ; 15 + bnes (in double-

columns). Grammatical paradigms. The lines begin throughout

with fcjn »^. [K. 10046]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ; 5 + 11 + Ihies

(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of various kinds of wood.

[K. 10047]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by IJin.; ( ) + 13 lines. Part

of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. Of the catch-

line only the middle part is visible ^ E!

[K. i0048]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 1 Jin.; + 10 + + lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text; duplicate of K. 8868 (see above,

p. 967), Cohiinii II, lines 9 ft*., parts of which it restores.* [K. 10049]

Right-hand corner, l|in. by IJin.; ( +) 12 + (+ )
liuesin

double-columns. Part of a list of Assynan words with similar meanings.

[K. 10050]

Right-hand corner, 2y'^in, by Ifin. ; + 10 lines. Astrological

forecasts. [K. 10051]

Fragment out of the middle, liin. by li^m. ; 5 + 13 + lines.

Part of a historical, or mythological, text. [K. 10052]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by Ifin.; short ends of 7 + 9 +

+ lines (in double-columns). Fragment of a list of Assyrian

words with similar meanings. [K. 10053]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; 11 + lines.

Fragment of a historical, or mythological, text. [K. 10054]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by Ifin. ( +) ±9(+ )

lines. Part of a prayer. [K. 10055]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by If in.
;

11 + lines.

Fragment of an astrological text. [K. 10056]

Fragment ont of the middle, Iffin. by Ifin.; 10 + lines.

Fragment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably

Esarhaddon ([f [K. 10057]

• Kff., line 7, which corresponds with K. 8868, Column II, line 15, reads :—tflft

tTTTt +
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by ; 15 + lines. Part

of an incantatiou-text concerning tyyy^[nT|y] and tyyyy

-yi^ g?[Ty]* [K. 10058]

Fragment out of the middle, IJ in. by liin.; 15 + linos. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 10060]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by 2§in.
; l(> + +

+ lines in two (or probably three) columns. Part of an

explanatory text. [K. lOOGl + K. 10080]

Fragment of the left half, by IJin. ; + 11 lines. Part of a

religious text. One section begins:— yjQf

[K. ioofi2]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Ifin. ; + 11 lines. Fragment of a

mythological, or religious text. [K. 100G3]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, I Jin. by liin. ; +8 lines.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 100G4]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by ® +
Fragment of a religious text. [K, 100G5]

Fragment of the lower portion, 3Jin. by 2in. ; 6 + lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of a historical inscription of a king of the last Babylonian

Empire. Mention is made of yj ^^^y ^Ey temple

ssy +•

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l-^i^in. ;
(.....+) traces of 4 + 7

(+ ) lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory

list. [K. 100G7]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1Jin. ; 6 + traces of 3 + +
lines (in double-columns?). Fragment of a text containing

grammatical paradigms (?). [K. 10068]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 7 + lines in three

columns. Fragment of a list of names of gods and their titles.

[K. 100G9]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJin.; + 8 lines. End of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 10070]

Portion out of the middle, Ifin. by l-ft^in.; 15 +
of a text containing regulations for making offerings.

VOL. III.

lines. Part

[K. 10071]

6 u
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Fragment out of the middle, l-f'Jm. by liin» ;
9 -f 11 +

(in four columns). Fragment of an explanatory list of the class

[K. 10072]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin,; 8 -f lines in

double-columns. P>agment of an explanatory list. [K. 10073]

P'ragmcnt out of the middle,

concerning houses. [K. 10074]

P'ragment out of the middle, l-f^iii. by l|in.
; 9 -f * * . . . lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of wood.

[K. 10075]

Fragment out of the middle, Ix^in. by l|im ; 11 ± . . ^ . lines. Fragment

of an omen-text concerning the probabilities of a sick man’s recovery,

etc. [K. 10076]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^^in. ; 4; 13 lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version,

[K. 10077]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.
; 9 + short beginnings of 7 +

-1- lines; Babylonian. Fragtnent of an incantation-text

with an interlinear Assyrian version, [K. 10079]

Fragment of the right half, 2y^jvin. by IJin. ;
10 + * lines. Fragment of

a religious text. [K. 10081]

P'ragnient out of the middle, 2|in. by liin. ; 8+3-f + lines.

Part of a religious, or mythological, text. [K. 10082]

Fragment of the right half, 1 jin. by l|in.
; (, . . . . -f) 7 + (+ )

lines ill double (?)-coluinus. Phagment of an explanatory list,

[K. 10083]

Fragment of the left half, Ijin. by + 9 lines; marginal

number m. End and colophon of a text containing astrological

forecasts, which belongs, according to the colophon, to the 34th*

tablet of a Series. A comparison of the text with the duplicates

K. 2236 {see above, p. 424), K. 8086 (p. 894) and Rm. 599 shows that

this Series is the great astrological work f

colophon contains a double-dato:—

^

I

y

March-April 705 B.O.;

cf. G. Smith, Ep. C., p. 88. [K. 10084]

• Thus.

t Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, IJin. by 1-i^in.; ( +) 12 -f H (+ )

lines in donble-cohmnis. Part of an explanatory list witli glosses.

Duplicate of Sm. 463, q,v, [K. 10085]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^m, by Ifin.
; ( +) 11 ± 9(+ )

lines in double-columns. Grammatical paradigms. [K. 10086]

Fragment out of the middle, If^m* ^7 ( +) 11^±

(+ )
lilies. Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 10087]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by
1 ^ + lines.

Fragment of a prayer. [K. 10088]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l-rg-in. ; 11 + lines in

double-columns. Fragment of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 10080]

Fragment out of the middle, l | in. by Ifin.
; 0 + linos in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list, probably belong-

ing to a tablet of the Series ^ tt] ^ [K. 10090]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin.; 9 + . lines. Frag-

ment of a religious (?) text, [K, 10091]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Iflin. ; ( . + ) 8 ±
lines in double-columns. Fragment of a list of

names of temples
; cf, supra, p. 496, K. 3012. [K. 10092]

Phagment out of the middle, l|in. by 1 Jin. ;
14 + lines in

three columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 10093]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by ^

double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 10094]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in, by iT^in. ; ( +) ±9 (+

) lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 10095]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.; 10 + lines. Prag-

ment of a mythological, or religious text. [K. 10096]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 9-f9H- -f lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 10097]

Fragment out of the middle, ^7 lji*i* > 11 + lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text, part of which has an interlinear

Assyrian version, 19098]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jiu. by lin. ; 9 + + lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 10099]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiii. by fin.; on obverse 7 lines; on reverse

traces of what seem to be painted cuneiform characters. Fragment of

a text containing forecasts. Cf. BezoLD, Acad.^ 1887, No. 797, p. 107.

[K. 10100]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by If in.
; 8 + 5 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

Of the catcli-line only the end is visible. [K. lOlOl]

Fragment of the loft half, If^in. by If in.
; 8 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of the moon
;
they partly

relate to public aflairs. [K. 10102]

Portion of the left half, If in. by If in.; + 16 lines. Omens derived

from the actions of birds. Several lines begin:—

y

^ -y^. [K. 10103]

Fragment of the right half, l }-fin. by Ifin. ; + 8 lines. End of an

astrological text. The catch-line reads :

—

W HU-V tim ly. [K. 10104]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by Ifin.; traces of 3 + 11+
lines (in double-columns?). Fragment of an explanatory liHt(?).

[K. 10105]

Lower portion, left half, 3fin. by 2f in.
;
17 lines; Babylonian. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 10106 + K. 10276]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by fin.; 4 + lines. Fragment of

a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, [K. 10107]

Portion of the right half, 2y\j^in. by Ifin.; traces of 5+18 lines; Babylonian.

Copy of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of the planets
;
they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 10108]

Fragment of the left half, 2-,^in. by lin.; 11 + lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 10109]

Fragment of the right half, 3 in. by fin.; ...., + 21 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 10110]

Fragment of the right half, 1 jin. by Ij^in.
; (. . . . . +) 11 + (+

,) lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian incantation-text.

[K. 10111]

Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1{ Jin. by Ij^in.
; 13 + traces of 4 +

+ lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadiau religious (?) text.

[K. 10112]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by ; + ± traces of

2 + 9 lines. F orecasts concerning Jgf and etc, [K. 10113]

Fragment of the left half, J-f^in. by liii,
; 8 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Frag-

ment of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate

to public affairs. Mention is made of tlie Tigi-ig (yjQf ?])•

[K. 10114]

Portion out of the middle, 2in, by 2in.; 15 + 8 + + linos;

Babylonian; marginal number Part of a text containing forecasts

concerning the etc.; cf. supra^ p. 549, note t» [K. 10115]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by + 5 lines in

double-columns. End of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 10116]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by 1 Jin. ; 7 + lines
;
partly

vitrified. Fragment of an astrological text. [K. 10117]

Portion out of the middle, 1]-Jiu. by Ifin. ;
14 + linos. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts similar to those of K. 9078;

see above, p. 983. They partly relate to public affairs. [K. 10118]

Fragment of the right half, l-}-Jin. by 1 Jin. ; ( ) + 8 + 13 +

lines. Part of a list of names of persons, together with

their places of dwelling. JiJ.g., mention is made of f
4" *"11^ If

*

and y
>-»- in the city of riyy W^Sy Ey,* y <V/

in the city of .-:;yy <y-^yy^ y <yi< in the city of .-::yy

R< y? and y -yy4 in the city of ^^yy ti^yy 4
[K. 10119]

Upper portion, right half, Ifjin. by IJin.; 11 + 11 + 3 lines; Babylonian.

Portion of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of y
*"*5:y^g|= *^5ST

^IPf) ;
the overseer of the palace (^» ^^ etc. [K. 10120]

Fragment of the right half, IJ in. by l-f^in*; ( +) ± 9(+ )

lines in double-columns. Grammatical paradigms. The text

probably belongs to a tablet of the Series ^yfj E3 10 ^ yj

^yHKlv ' [K. 10121]

* Fartlj effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, IJin.by ( +) 10 + (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 10122]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.; 16 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 10123]

Fragment of the upper poi*tion of one side, 2 in. by 2 in.
; ( +) 11 ±

(+ ) lines. Part of a prayer (?). [K. 10125]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by l^in.; ( +) 10 + (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 10126]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^ in. by If in.; 11 + . lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 10127]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; + 11 + 4 + lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 10128]

Left-hand corner, 2 in. by l|in. ; + 8 lines; Babylonian. End and

colophon of a copy of the 3rd tablet of the great astrological work

T The catch-line reads:—[T «< «-?]* ^
. Tf+m » [K. 10129]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by 5
^ + Frag-*

ment of a Snmero-Akkadian religious text. • [1C. 10130]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 Jin. by IjV^^* 5 *5 +
lines. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 10131]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; + + 11 + 9 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian

version, and prayers and directions for ceremonies. Duplicate of

K. 63a; see above, p. 16 f. Cf, also p. 526, K. 3367; Vol, I, p. XXX;

and AV.A.I. IV, 2nd cd., A d(L, p. 5. [K. 10132]

Portion of the right half, 2 in. by l|in.
; ( +)15 + 6(+ )

lines.

Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 10133]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, Ifin. by IJin. ;
11 + lines.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 10134]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Ifin. ; 10 + lines; Babylonian. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts. Two sections begin with

tT •gl [K. 10135]

* C/. Kupra, p. 186, K. 88C, iiiul K. 10810.
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Fragment out of the middle, by 2ini
; 4 + 8 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning eclipses of the moon, etc, [K. 10136]

Fragment out of the middle, by IJiii.; 17 + lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 10137]

Fragment of the left half, 2/^in. by 1 j\in. ; + 5 lines. End of a text

containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

The catch-line begins:

—

V ct? [K. 10138]

Left-hand corner, l§in. by IJin.; 6 ± lines. Fragment of a hymn,

part of which has an Assyrian version. [K. 10130]

Left-hand corner. Ifin. by ^ + ( + +)2 lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.

[K. lOMO]

Fragment of the left half, 2fin. by IJin. ; + 10 lines. Part of a

mythological text. [K. 10141]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by l^in.; + 7 lines. Fragment of

a religious text. [K. 10142]

Left-hand comer, Ifin. by IJin.; 1 + 3 lines* Fragment of an incan-

tation. [K. 10143]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by Ifin.; + 14 lines. Gram-

matical paradigms (?) concerning taxes or offerings. [K. 10144]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, by lin.; + 6 lines;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.

This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological

work T 4 .-4.

Fragment of the right half, IJim by + 18 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [^* 10146]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by IJin. ; 14 + lines.

Fragment of a mythological text. [K. 10147]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lj*^in.; 8 + lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K* 10148]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by >3 + 5 lines. Part of a

report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the text

see Knudtzon, Aasyrische Gebete an den Sonnengotty Leipzig, 1893, Vol. I,

p. 14, No. 36. [K. 10149]

Right-hand comer, Ifin. by l^in.
;
(.....+) H ± (+ ) bnes.

Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian

version, and directions for ceremonies. [K. 10150]
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Left-hand corner, by IJin. ;
11 -f .... . lines. Part of a hymn to

tile Moon-god, beginning:— »-4- ^<(«(

Fragment ont of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ; traces of 6 -f 10 + +
lines ;

marginal number Forecasts. [K. 10152]

Portion out of the middle, IJiii. by IJin. ;
15 -f lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts, partly relating to public atfairs. [K. 10153]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by + lines; marginal

number Part of a prayer, in the form of a litany, with an interlinear

Asayi-ian vei-sion. The contents appear to be similar to those of K. 2811

{cf. supra, p. 478), reverse, lines 43 If. [K. 10154]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by ly’^in.
;
12 ± lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 10155]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l^^in.
; 9 ± . . . . . lines. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10156]

Fragment of the lower portion, l^in. by l^^jrin.
; ( +)9 + ( +

) lines. Fragment of an incantation-text. Two sections end

with [K. 10157]

Left-hand comer, l-|%in. by l|in.; 9 + lines. Omens derived from

monstrosities born of princesses. Duplicate of K. 3966 {see above,

p. 581), obverse, lines 1 IF. [K. 10158]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1 Jin. ;
13* -f lines. Omens

concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men, [K. 10159]

Fragment of the upper portion, l|in. by lin.
;

7 -f lines.

Fragment of a legend or fable. The text begins:

—

& [K. 10160]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ; 11 ± lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text. Lines 7 and 8 are a repetition of lines 5 and

6 ; cf. supra, p. 742, K. 5785. [K. 10161]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2in. by If in. ; + 17 lines.

Astrological forecasts, [K. 10162]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by IJin, ; 11 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 10163]

* Line 8 is written in smaller cliaracters than the other lines of the text, and appears to hate

been added later bj the scribe.
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Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by
;
17 -f lines* Part of an

omeu-text. This fragment may belong to a tablet of the Series

One section begins

*

^y J]yf

ty |gf ^y- [K. 10104]

Fragment out of the middle^ l|in. by 12-f-...*. +
lines. Part of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 10165]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by I Jiii. ; + 12 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses, [K. 10166]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by ly^^yin.; 16 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 10167]

Fragment of the left half, 2j‘^in. by 1Jin. ;
13 + .... » lines. Part of a

Summero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 10168]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IjVin.; 12 + .... . lines. Astrological for-

casts concerning eclipses, etc. They partly relate to public allairs and

probably belong to a tablet of the great astrological work ^y »-4*

[k. ioi6y]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by lyirin. ; + 13 lines. Part of a

Suraero-Akkadian religious text. Mention is made of the goddess

* ^^^y iL< eeb s^yyy^- i^^^o]

Left-hand corner, IJJin. by IJin*; 8 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Astrological

forecasts forming, according to the colophon, the 8th tablet of the

great astrological work y ^ ’"*^yiJ^5Ty5 they partly relate to public

affairs* The catch-liiie reads :

—

T «< - <f- r n
Of line 1 of obverse only the middle part is visible :

—

- <f- ri-nitysra-
For a duplicate see above, p. 498, K. 3044. [K. 10171]

Portion of the right half, 2in. by 1-ffin.; 16 + .... * lines. Part of a

religious text. [^* 19172]

Left-hand comer, l^in. by l-j^in. ; 8 + . . * . . lines ;
Babylonian. Omens

derived from the actions of oxen. The text begins

y

^y^ ^
^ypy ,J!|y This fragment may belong to the same tablet

as K. 2937 ;
see above, p. 490. [K* 10173]

6 XVOL. nt.

• Fartlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin.; 8 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of sick people. In line 2 an interlinear gloss is

added by the scribe to correct into [K. 10174]

Fragment out of the middle, l| iii. by "h "h "h

+ -f lines. Part of an incantation-lext with an inter-

linear Assyrian version. The text belongs to the 5th tablet of the Series

y?
y*"*^ and con*eapond8 with W.A.l. IV, 1, Column I,

lines 38 ff. [K. 10175]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 1-f^in. ;
11 -h lines. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies, including the recital of

various prayers. [K. 10176]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; + 7 lines.

Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies. [K. 10177]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by l^in.
;
8 + lines. Fragment of

a Sumero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 10178]

Right half, upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by IJin. ;
10 + lines.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. It

begins :

—

mmm gn ti? syi e?f ^y et

lin? -itl! -^y V - <Igf V <ys¥= ^ t£T-

[K. 10179]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-|^in.
; 14 + lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10181]

Fragment of the left half, ly^in. by ly\in.
; 10 ± lines. Fragment

of an astrological(?) text. [K. 10182]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.; 11 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10183]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^jin. by li^g-in. ;
11 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10184]

Right-hand corner, l/
7
riri. by l|in,

; + 7 (+

) lines. Part of an incantation-text. A colophon-line; [tJ
Ey •''] Ill^y*^^y *

y? shows that this fragment probably

belongs to a tablet of the Series IrTS^^T^-y <T-IH [K. 10185]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, If in. by If in.; 8 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 1018(1]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by Ifiu. ; + 9 lines. Fragment

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 10187]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by Ijin. ; 10 + lines. Forecasts,

partly relating to public affairs. Among them mention is made of

the enslaving of certain people, the overthrow of certain gods, and

war ; cf. lines 4-6 :

—

Si -+ cISS M iffl

lii- -Hf- i !? -ma- ^ m m-
'[Kri0188]

Fragment out of the middle, lUin. by Ij^in.
; 14 + lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the star

I- V, etc, [K. 10189]

Fragment out of the middle, J^-in. by l^in. ; 11 + lines. Directions

for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10190]

Fragment of the upper portion, If in. by ; 7 + 3 lines in thri'.e columns.

Part of a list of measures of capacity (^, etc,), [K. 10191]

Bight-hand corner, If in. by If in. ; ,.... + 9 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10192]

Fragment of the loft half, l|in. by l-i-*^in. ; +8 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc, [K. 10193]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2 in. by If in. ;
6 +

lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 10194]

Left-hand corner, Ifin. by ly^^fin.; 1 + 7 + lines. Beginning of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn. The top-line is written in the Assyrian

language :-e|m

Left-hand corner, l|in. by.Uin. ; 7 + 9 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Astro-

logical forecasts belonging, according to the colophon, to the (!5th

tablet of a series, which is probably the great astrological work

y ^ I'l’® obvei-se begins;—

T Spyty T- ? T -K:Dh+?]&
The catch-line reads ;

—

T rty-Hh ^ [’EHmm- tK- 101»6]

G X -2
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Left-hand corner, If in. by ; + 6 -f (left-hand edge) 1 lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a religious, or mythological, text.

[K. 10197]

Fragment of the left Lalf, l|in. by Ifin. ; 15 -f- 10 lines; marginal number

Part of an omen-text, probably concerning dreams. [K. 10198]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin, by Ifin. ; -f 13 lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 10199]

Right-hand corner, If in. by If in.; 10 + 5 lines. Fragment of an astro-

logical text. • [K. lOiOO]

Fragment of the upper portion, 3yVin- by 2f in. ; 10 + + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.

[K. 10201]

Portion of the left half, 2|in. by 2|in.
; 9 + 7 lines. Omens concerning

houses, temples, etc. [K. 10202]

Upper portion, right half, 2/7
jin. by 2f in.

; 11 + traces of 3 lines. Part of

a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10203]

Right half, 2^^^in. by 2iin. ; 16 + 13 lines. Portion of a historical inscrip-

tion of an Assyrian king. [K, 10204]

Portion of the right half, 3in. by 2f in. ; 24 + 13 lines. Portion of a prayer,

part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. A(;cording to the

colophon it forms the 6th part (UJ ^ composition. The

catch-line reads :-< i?' Sfif ET tJL * [K- 10205]

Right-hand comer, 2iu. by l|in.; 13 + lines. Beginning of an

omen-text concerning houses, etc. [K. 10206]

portions, 4|in. by 3in,
;
traces of 2 -f- 8 lines. Part of a report, or contract.

The date (reverse, line 8) is mutilated. [K, 10207]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by 2fin.; 15 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people, fK, 10208]

Upper portion, 4-jJ5in. by 2|in.
; 26 + 25 lines. Regulations for making

offerings. In the colophon the name of the owner of this tablet is

given ;

—

m T “V n ^ T -4- 9II <T- mi T>-. [K. 10209],

Fragment of the right half, 2|in. by l|in.; + 16 lines. Fragment

of a mythological, or religious, text. [K. 10211]

Fartlj effaced.
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Poi-tion of tho left half, 3Jin. by 2^Vn.; 14 + linos; Bahyloiiian.

Directions for ceremonies and rites to be iised for tho benefit of sick

people. The paragraphs begin with f [K. 10212]

Fragment of the right half, 3jin. by 2|in.; ( +)9 + (+ )

lines (in more than one columns?). Fragment of a list. [K. 10213]

Portion out of the middle, 2fin. by IJin. ; 17 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. They probably

belong to a tablet of the great astrological work y ^ 4"
[K. 10215]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; ..,.. + 7 + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies and

rites. [K. 10211)]

Upper portion, right half, 2Jin. by 2|in.; 13 + 7 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10217]

Portion of the right half, 4|in. by 2Jin. ;
23 + 5 linos. Prayers to Rammdn,

A colophon-line reads Ef] If T
[K. 10210]

Fragment of tho upper portion, 2-|ijfin. by IJin. ; 4 + 7 lines, Beginning

and end of an inscription of Esarhaddon {\J V?]
[K. 10220]

Lower portion, right half, 2/^in. by IJin. ; 8 + 2 + 8 lines. Incanta-

tions with an interlinear Assyrian version. One section ends with

1-4-* [K. 10221]

Fragment of the left half, l|Jin. by ly^in. ; + 8 lines. End of a

religious text fonning, according to the colophon, the second part

(y| tyyyt -y^) of a Series beginning with From tho

catch.iine:-[t:]yyyy -yyy<TT <Igf it is clear that K. 3288 (see

above, p. 520) contains the continuation of this text. [K. 10224]

Fragment of the right half, 2-j2jin. by lin.; + + 15 +

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10225]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin. ;
short ends of 10 + 8 lines.

Fragment of an omen-text. [K. 10226]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by ||m. ;.....+ 9 lines. Fragment of a

religious (?) text forming, according to the colophon, the 8th part

(W? tyyyfc ^y •^yy*) of a composition. Of the catch-line only the

beginning is visible ;

—

^0227]

• Parrtj effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, by 1 Jin. ;
4 lines. Fragment of a private

note. [K. 10228]

Fragment of the right half, 4Jin. by 1 Jin. ;
short ends of 26 + traces of 7

lines. Forecasts. [K. 10229]

Left-hand corner, 2YVhn by IJin. ; 3 + 2 lines. Beginning and end of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. Line 1 of obverse

and the catch-linc road SiH If ^ *S- ^ O^^O]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2Jin. by 2in.;. + +
8 + 4 lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 10231]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l^Tfin. ; + 8 lines. Fragment of

a religious text, [K. 10232

Fragment of the right half, 2 Jin. by 2 in. ; sliort ends of 3 + 5 lines. Frag-

ment of a prayer(?). [K. 10233]

Lower portion, right half, 2Jin. by llJin, ; 12 + lines. Omens
derived from the actions of birds, etc. [K. 10234]

Fragment of the lower portion, 3Jin. by IJin, ; 7 + 10 + +
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

Mention is made of the inhabitants of Tyre If) and

sidon (V [yy yj]). [k. 10235]

Fragment of the right half, 2|in. by 2/^in. j + 2 lines. End of an

inscription of an Assyrian king concerning olferings; it is probably

the rough draft of an epigi-aph of a bas-relief. [K. 10236]

Lower poition, right half, 2Jin. by 2in. ; 3 + 9 lines. Part of an inscrip-

tion of an Assyrian king, [K. 10238]

Upper portion, right half, 2 in. by l-|^in,
; 9 + 5 lines, Beginning and

colophon of an incantation-text, [K. 10239]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by I Jin. ;
16 + lines. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10240]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; + 12 + 17 + lines. Incan-

tations belonging to the 3rd tablet of the Series ^y JUJ

Duplicate of K. 2728 (see above, p. 470), Column JI, lines 46 ff., and

of K. 3302 (above, p. 521). [K. 10241 + K. 10554]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin. ; 8 + 1 lines. Omens, probably

belonging to a copy of the 14th tablet of the >-< ^ (or -< py

Series; see above, p. 510, K. 3166; cf. also Vol. 1, p. xxx. [K. 10242]

* Wanting in the catch-line. t Partly effaced.
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Right-hand comer, 2y®^in. by Jin. ; 18 -4- 8 lines. Fragment of a religious,

or mythological text. [K. 10243]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2Jin. by 2YVi^* ; + 8 lines.

Omens. Mention is made of From a comparison

of the catch-lino and a preceding colophon-line of this text :

—

[w 6:1]
^

-my <k ^y ^y i.

with line 1 of the obverse, and the catch-line> of K. 3097 respectively

(itee above, p. .556) it appears that K* 10244 contains extracts from the

12th tablet of the Senes -< For similar texts see above, pp. 384,

510, 839, KK. 2007, 3171, 7229. [K. 10244]

Fragment of the right half, 3Jin. by l|in.| ( -f ) ± 22 (+ )

lines. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 10245]

Fragment of the right half, 21in. by 2Jin.; 17 H- lines. Regulations

for making offerings. This text may bo an extract from a larger

composition
; cf. line 1 6. [K. 10246]

Left-hand corner, 2§in. by 2in. ; 12 + + -f lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benelit of sick people. Three paragraphs begin:

—

T 4 V -tgj ET cry T- [k. 10247]

Fragment out of the middle, 2jin. by 1 Jin. ; 10 + 7 lines. Part of a prayer

with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10248]

Right half, lower portion of reverse, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ; . . . .^ + 6 lines. End

of a religious(?) text. [K. 10249]

Upper portion, right half, 23®^in, by IJin.; 8 + lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. The text

begins ;

—

^ h J! mm- [K. 1025O]

Ph-agment out ol the middle, 2^in. by 10 + 17 lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning houses, etc, [K. 10251]

Right-hand comer, Ijin. by 11 + 1 lines. Forecasts. [K. 10254]

P'ragment of the lower portion, 2jin. by Ijin.; 11 + 11 + +
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benelit of people suffering from diseases

of the feet. The paragraphs begin with f ^111) ^^yy I,’

[K. 10255]

* Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, 2-^in. by IJiu.; 8 + 12 + + lines.

Part of an astrological text. It may be an extract from a larger com-

position; cf. Column II, line 8. [K. 10250]

Fragment out of the midtile, 2iin. by IJin. ;
.**.. + 7 + -|-

lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 10260]

Fragment of the upper portion, Sin. by 2f in.
; 9 + lines. Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10261]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by 5 -f 2 lines. Fl’agment of a religious

text. [K. 10262]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lin.
;
short ends of 3 -f 7 lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text. [K. 10263]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 jin. by l^in. ; + 11 + +
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10264]

Lower portion, right half, Ifin. by Ijin#; 3 + 12 lines* Forecasts.

[K. 10267]

Portion out of the middle, 2 jin. by 2 in.; 0 + + + 12 lines.

Portion of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. In Column I the

quantities of the drugs to be used are stated in shekels (1111^).

[K. 10268]

Portion of the right half, Sin. by 2 in.; 23 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Prayers.

[K. 10270]

Right half, upper portion of one side, 2 jin. by lin. ; + 22 lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 10271]

Right half, lower portion, 3jin. by 2|^in.; 13 + 16 lines. Part of an

omen-text. Referring to line 1 of reverse a gloss is added by the

scribe. [K. 10272]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l}in. by l|in.; + 8 lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 10273]

Right-hand comer, Ij^^in. by IJin. ; *..., + 9 lines; Babylonian. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 10274]

.

Fragment of the left half, 2jin. by 2in.; 12 + lines. Prayers to

Sama^ and Rammdn^ etc. fK. 10275

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin.; + 8 lines. Fragment of

a religious text. [K. 10277]
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Fragment of the right half, l}in. by Ifin. ;
15 + lines. Omens

concerning houses, etc, [K. 10278]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by fin.; 11 + ( )
lines.

Fragment of a religious (?) text. [K. 10279]

Fragment of the right half, l]-|in. by iT^in.
; ( +)7 + 3(+ )

lines. Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 10280]

Fragment of the right half, i lines. Fragment

of a religious (?) text. [K. 10281]

Fragment of the right half, 2j\in. by If in.; + 16 lines. Part of

a hymn. [K. 10282]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by 2fin. ; 10 + lines. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites, similar to that of

K. 8922 ;
see above, p. 972. [K. 10283]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by fin.; . . . . . + 6 line®; Babylonian.

Fragment of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 10284]

Fragment out of the middle, If in, by Ifin.; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a prayer. [K. 10285]

Fragment out of the middle, Iffin. by lin. ; + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts relating to public affairs,

[K. 10288]

Fragment of the left half, 3in. by If in.; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a list of plants. [K. 10289]

Fragment out of the middle, l-|^in. by 9 + lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of an omen -text; it may belong to the same tablet as

K. 8739 ; see above, p. 957. [K. 10291]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by If in.
; 10 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 10292]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by If in.
; ( +) traces of 3 + short

ends of 17 + lines. Fragment of a text containing incanta-

tions and prayers. fK. 10294]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Iff in.
; 12 + lines. Part of an

incantation -text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10295]

Left half, lower portion, 2 in. by Ifin.; 12 + traces of 3 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 10296]

6 TVOL. m.
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Fragment out of the middle, l-j-jln. by Hin. ; 6 i lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K* 10297]

llight-Iiaud corner, IJin. by l^in.
;
traces of 2 + 1 -H 7 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological report to the king. [K. 10298]

Portion of the right half, 3:^ in. by 11 in.
; ( +) 20 + (+ )

lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 10299]

Right-hand corner, lUn. by l/‘gin. ; + 11 lines; Babylonian. Frag-

ment of a religious(?) text. [K. 10300]

Fragment out of the middle, ly’ijin. by liin.; 10 + lines.

Fragment of a religious, or mythological, text. [K. 10301]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lihi. ; 13 + ( ) lines.

Part of an omen -text concerning incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 10302]

Left-hand corner, 2 in. by Ijifin, ;
10 + 4 lines. Portion of a hymn, part of

which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10303]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, Igin. by fin. ; + 4 lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 10306]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by |in.; 6 + lines
;
marginal number

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. The lines begin with

^ P- ii<4e f. [K. 10308

J

Fragment out of the middle, l-f^in. by IJin.; ( ) + 5 lines. End

of a religious text. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible;

—

[K. 10309]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^tfin. by IJin. ; 4 + lines. Fragment

of an omen-text. [K. 10310]

Fragment of the right hal^ l^in. by lyVin. ; + 4 lines. End of an

omen-text. [K. 10311]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 Jin. by lin.
;
4 + lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 10314]

Fragment out of the middle, lyVin. by lin.; 8 + lines. Fragment of

a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10315]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lin.
; 3 + 5 +

Fragment of a list of objects.

.... lines.

[K. 10317]
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Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by IfVin. ; 8 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10818]

Kight-hand corner, l-}^in. by IJin. ;
7 -f 7 linos; Babylonian. Part of a

letter, or report, to(?) the king Mention is made of

Assurbanipal (J ^ [K. 10319]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by ^ + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 10320]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; ,.... + 11 lines. Part of a

prayer for the sick. [K. 10322]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ; + 10 + -t-

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10323]

Left half, upper portion, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 17 + lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning incidents tlmt may happen to men. The text

begins :-T .ij - E<^? gffl [K. 10324]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|Jin. ; 16 + ( )
lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 10325]

Left-hand corner, 2in. by l-i^in. ; 8 + lines. Regulations for

making offerings. The text begins

[K. 10326]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin.; + 7 -f- +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. One paragraph begins :—^4" lEU V ^

^ ^ Referring to line 2 a gloss is

added by the scribe. [K. 10327]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.; 6 + lines. Beginning of a text

containing dhections for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10328]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by lin, ; 15 + short beginnings of 7 +
lines. Part of a list of objects. , - [K. 10329]

Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by 3Jin. ;
.,... + 17 + 14 + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies to bp used for the benefit of sick people. The colophon-

lines read :

—

c/. supra, p. 864, K. 7635, and m/ra, KK. 10552, 10638, etc, [K. 10330]

Faitlj effaced.

6 y 2
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Fragment of the left half, 2iin. by 11 lines; revei-se vitnGed. Part

of an omen-text. The sentences begin with y
[K. 10331]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l|in. ; + 6 lines. Fragment

of a prayer. [K. 10332]

Fragment of the left half, 2§in. by l-firin. ; 4 + + + 7 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, which have probably an inter-

linear Assyrian version, and directions for ceremonies. Mention is

made of a charm which, when thrice spoken over a threshold, prevents

an ‘ evil foot* from passing over it; cf. Col. IV, lines 4 ff. ;

—

m I T tmm
T— T fW <T-IW

[K. 10333]

Right-hand corner, 1-ft-in. by IJin. ; 6 + 5 lines. Omens concerning

houses, etc. [K. 10334]

Portion of the right half, 2in. by 2in.; 8 + 11 + 5 + lines. Part of

a list of objects. [K. 10335]

Right-hand comer. If in. by If in.
; 9 + 11 lines. Forecasts. [K. 10336]

Right-hand corner, by 1-J-i^in. ;
11+4 lines; Babylonian. Beginning

and end of a text containing astrological forecasts. According to

the colophon this text is a copy of a tablet at [K. 10337]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ; 11 + 10 lines. Part of an

incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10338]

Fragment of the left half, 2^in. by lin.; ±13 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. One section begins ;

—

[K. 10339]

Left-hand corner. Iffin, by Ifin.; 5 + 2 lines. Astrological forecasts

forming, according to the colophon, .the 33rd tablet of a series. From
a comparison of line 1 of obverse (which is identical with the catch-line

of K. 2348, of, supra, p. 435) with the beginnings of K. 2236 (p. 424),

K. 3566 (p. 544) and similar tablets, it appears that the Series in question

is the great astrological work -pf tiyyy. See also above, p. 272,

K. 1350. [K. 10340]

Right-hand corner, l^^^iu. by IJin.j 10 + lines. Beginning of a

pra-yor. [K. 10341]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by 1-^^in.
;
4 + 8 lines. F orcoasts (?).

[K. 10342]

Fragment out of the middle, 21in. by lyVin. ; ±13 lines. Omens

derived from the condition of various parts of the (human) body.

[K. 10343]

Lower portion, right half, 3Jin. by lyVn. ; 24 + 10 lines. Omens con-

cerning the probabilities of' a sick man’s recovery, etc, [K. 10344]

Fragment of the left half, 2-j3jrin. by lyV^^* ; 8 + 11 lines. Part of a list of

persons similar to K. 83G3, etc,; see above, p. 920. [K. 10345]

Fragment of the left half, 2fin. by fin.; 16 + 18 lines
;
Babylonian. Copy

of a text containing omens derived from the condition of various parts

of the (human) body. [K. 10346]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in.
; 7 + 10 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 10347]

Fragment of the right half, 1 *

1
^]^in. by Ifiu.

;
10 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10348]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by l^in. ; + 3 lines. Part of a

private note. [K. 10349]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by
5 ^ + + ±

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10350]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by 2fin. ;
13 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10351]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin.. by 5 + ± +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and prayers.

[K. 10352]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by l-j^in.; 13 + lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 10353]

Lefb-hand comer, 1Jin, by 1Jin.; 7 + lines. Part of an incantation-

text Duplicate of K. 2538 {see above, p. 452), Column VI, lines 1 ff.

[K. 10354]

Fragment of the left half, 2-^in. by l/^in.
; 11 + 3 + (left-hand edge)

1 lines. Part of an omen-text similar to those mentioned above, p. 561,

K. 3757. [K. 10355]
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Fragment out of the middle, by liin. ; 8 + 10 -f- + bnes.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. One section begins :—

^

[K. 10358]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; 11 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10350]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by IJin. ; 8 + 7 lines. Part of an omen-

text. The catch-line reads:—| tyyH 6^ tyyyfc [K. 103G0]

Fragment out of the middle, 2T^in. by IJin. ; 14 + lines.

Regulations for making offerings. [K. 10361]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by l^in.
; 0 + lines. Astrolo-

gical forecasts taken from observations of the clouds, etc, [K. 10362]

Portion out of the middle, l^in, by l^Vin. ; 11 + 12 lines. Part of a letter

to the king concerning public aftkirs. Mention is made of the land of

V -n ^ym i? ?]•* [k. io363]

Portion of the left half, 2iin. by l-y^^in. ; 8 + 17 lines. Omens derived from

the directions in wliich a bird may flutter round a man, etc, [K. 10364]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ;
0 + lines. Beginning

of an omen-text. Line 1 reads:- ^2 PE <ciTT

<K SIJ. [K. 10365]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by IJin. ; + 16 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text connected with the worship of Mcrodach.

[K. 10366]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 1Jin. ; ( + ) 13 + ( + )

lines; Babylonian. Astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stars. [K. 10367]

Fragment of the left half, 3 in. by IJin. ; 8 + 7 lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 10368]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ISin.; + + + 12 lines

in double-columns. Grammatical paradigms. The subject matter is

of a religious character, and similar to that of K. 156 (above, p. 41)

;

eee, e.g,, the Assyrian version of lines 5 ff-t :—+ yy ^ y^- [^y ?] |

T- V -tn
I

- PE V <ff IH E2
I -*f pITTp^ Etn E2

I h m SET n t- -Egir i

n£TTH> [K. 10369]

• Attempted restoration after K. 1871 (see aboro, p. 3fi2), etc.

t The Sumero-Akkadian part is broken off almost entirely. J Written OTor an en^Bure.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. bj 10 + lines in two

(or, probably, more) columns. Part of an explanatory text.

[K. 10370]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by l^in.
; ( +) )

lines. Copy of a text containing incantatioiis and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 10371]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fjin. by l|in. ; ±11 lines. Fore-

casts concerning [K- 10372]

Fragment of the right half, 2jin. by lin.
; 7 + lines. Introduction

of a letter to the king. [K. 10373]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by l|in.
; ( +) 13 + (4- )

lines. Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assynan version.

[K. 10374]

Fragment out of the lower portion, Ifin. by J 3 + Hues. Part

of a Sumero*Akkadian religious text. [K. 10375]

Fragment out of the middle, l-|J^jrm. by If in.
; 12 + lines. Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10376]

Fragment out of the middle, lxV^« ^ + ( )
lines.

Part of a Sumero-Akkadian incantation-text. [K. 10377]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^g^in. by If in.; 11 ± ....

.

lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 10378]

Left-hand corner, 3f in. by 2 in. ; traces of 1 + 11 lines. Fragment of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

moon. According to the colophon this text forms the 2nd tablet of a

series. The catch-line begins:—f P* 1066,

K. 10129. [K. 10379]

Fragment out of the middle. Iffin. by If in.; + 13 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10380]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l-i^^in. ;
..... + 9 lines ;

Babylonian.

Omens derived from the directions in which a bird may flutter round

a man, etc, [K. 10381]

Portion out of the iniddle, 2-jJffin. by Ifin.; ±16 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars

[K. 10382]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l-i^in. ;
12 + lines; division-

marks. Part of a religious text. [K. 10B83]

Portion of the right half, 4in. by B/^j-in. ;
traces of 11 + 18 lines. Copy of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 10384]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by liin. ;
traces of 2 + 14 lines. Fore-

casts concerning the etc, [K. 10385]

Portion of the left half, 23 in. by IJin. ; 9 + 7 lines. Part of a report to

the king containing forecasts concerning the etc. In the

colophon mention is made of ] *-4“ ^
Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1-fVin.; 6 + 8 + + lines.

Forecasts concerning the etc, [K. 10387]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; + 6 + 5 + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10388]

Right-hand corner, 2in. by l|in. ; 13 + traces of 1 lines. Part of an omen-

text. The obverse begins

tlSS IE:.*
[K. 10389]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by IJin. ; + 12 lines. Omens derived

from the appearances of certain animals V </•

supra, p. 580, K. 3953) in a man’s house, etc, E,g,, lines 1 ff. read :

—

T tm? - tym

T Tf — tym

y yy ^ Hh

y yy
-

y yy
- — <y-tii

T TT - IT <y-tl
[T] Ty - siy m fcTTyy <y-Ei
m yy - i^yry <y*

ra yy - + tyyyy <T-1.
4ST [K, 10390]

Portion of the right half, 2-,^in. by l|in.; + 18 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 10391]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in, by IJin.; 15 ± lines. Copy of an

omen-text concerning the condition of a city, etc. [K, 10392]

• This may be corrected by the scribe orer a previously written

t. Partly effaced.
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Leff.-hand corner, Ifin. by l^in. ; 8 + 6 lines. Fragment of a text con-

taining forecasts. The lines read: *-< ^
[K."l0393]

Right-hand comer, 2^in. by IJin.; 10 + 8 lines. Part of a hymn with

an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10394]

Right-hand corner, Ifiii. by l|in.; + 6 + 9 + lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10395]

Lower portion, left half, IJin. by IJin. ; 0 + 11 lines
; Babylonian. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of the wind, etc,; they

partly relate to public affairs. [K. 10396]

Lower portion, left half, 2|in. by 2in.; 10 + lines. Forecasts

concerning the etc. [K. 10397]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; + 11 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religions text. Mention is made of the gotldess [»-+] Tf >

the bride and wife of the [Sun-god] >4( ^
and of Sippara (gf ^ [K. 10398]

Portion out of the middle, 2iig^in. by IJin.; + 11 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Assyria

[K. 10399]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in. ; + 13 lines. Astrologi-

cal forecasts for the various months. [K. 10400]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 3in.; 16 + 16 + + ..... lines.

Forecasts. [K. 10401]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1-^in. ; + 19 lines. Part of a

letter. Mention is made of *^11^ O* 10402]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l|in. by IJin.
; ( ) +

13 lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 10403]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin,; 12 + lines. Omens
concerning births (?). [K. 10404]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by If in.
; 11 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. A colophou-lme reads:— ET R STT
supra, p. 442, K. 2426, [K. 10405]

6 ZVOL. in.

• Fsrtlj effaced.
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Left-hand corner, 2in. by l-j-|in. ; 9 + ( lines. Part of

a text containing incantations and prayers. The reverse begins :

—

^ laii
Er r? cf -ti.

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by liin.; 13 ± lines. Omens con-

cerning houses. [K. 10407]

Left half, lower portion, 2^in. by |fin. ;
21 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a letter to the king. [K. 10408]

Portion out of the middle, 2fin. by 2fin.; 5 4- 12 lines. Part of a religious

text. [K. 10409]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2in. by -ffin.; 4-6 lines;

Jbibylonian. Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies.

[K. 10410]

Right-hand corner, l^in. by liin. ; 10 4* 4 lines. Astrological forecasts.

[K. 10411]

Fragment of tbe right half, 2j^5in. by 1-f^in. ; 15 4- lines. Part of a

private contract,
,

[K. 10412]

Portion of the left half, 3-^in. by }in. ; 21 4- ( )
lines; marginal

number Astrological forecasts for the vaiious months, concern-

ing eclipses. [K. 10413]

Fragment of the right half, 2j'^in. by lYVin. ; . + 14 lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 10414]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j-f in. by Ifin. ; 8 4- lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 10415]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by If in.; 4- 4- 13 4-

lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10416]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin. ;
. . .

.

. + 15 lines. Omens
derived from the actions of certain animals. [K, 10417]

Right-hand corner, Ijin. by l-fjin. ; 8 4-8 lines. Part of a mythological,

or religious, text. [K. 10418]

Fragment of the left half, Ijjin. by Ifin.; 4- (..... 4- 4-)

13 lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and

directions for ceremonies. [K. 10419]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2fin. by l-j^in.
; 15 4- 11 + 7 4- 9 lines.

Forecasts concerning ^ etc. [K. 10420]
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Pol’tion of the right half, 2in. by IJin. ; ±16 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10421]

Portion of the left half, 3 in. by 2 in.; 18 + 8 lines. Part of a list of objects,

probably offered to the gods. The quantities are stated in mniielm

^4) and shekels (TTTgf). [K. 10422]

Left-hand corner, 1 Jin. by Ifin. ; ±10 lines. Omens derived from the

motions and flickerings of a light; c/. mpra, p. 504, K. 4007. The sen-

tences begin with y V- Referring to lines 3 and 4 an interlinear

gloss is added by the scribe ^ [R* 10423]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 fin. by 2Jin.; ..... ± 11 lines. Copy of

an omen(?)-text. [K. 10424]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by 1-^in. ; ±7 lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 10425]

Lower half, Ifin. by IJin. ;
7 + 7 lines; Babylonian. List of persoiis,

with sums total added. Mention is made of f T? T T*"

etc. [K. 10426]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l-j^^in. ; 7 + 9 ± + lines.

Forecasts concerning ^gyy and etc.; of. supra, p. 549, note f.

[K. 10427]

Portion out of the middle, Ifin. by 1 Jin. ;
4 + 11 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 10428]

Fragment out of the middle, l/^fin. by l-|Vi^*; 9 + lines.

Incantations and directions for ceremonies, probably to be used

for the benefit of sick people. [K. 1042!)]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by If in.
; 4 + 9 lines. Forecasts.

Of line 1 of obverse only the middle part is visible :

—

mMmn it et E3f= r; [k. 10430]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by Jin.; 9 + lines. Fragment of a

private contract. [R* 10431]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin, ; 11 ± lines. F orecasts.

[K. 10432]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifiu.; 12 + lines. F orecasts.

[K. 10433]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; + 7 lines. Forecasts

concerning ^ffy and J§f, etc. Of the catch-line only the middle

part is visible :

—

^ ^^y [K. 10434]

6 z 2
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Upper portion, left half, 2Y’^in. by ; 14 + lines. Forecasts

couceriiiiig tt]] and ]^, etc. The sections begin with

^TT IIJ V [ETBi,
-- *tTT^ <V7 mi ^

^ - <Ti yr«< ^yy ^y m and

- t<M} 1K« ^yy ^1m V mm respectively.

[K. 10435]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin, ; 4 + 15 + + lines,

F orecasts. [K. 10433]

Fragment of the left half, I j^j^^in. by IfVa-; + 1^ lines. Part of an

omen-text. Two sections begin with f and

y <t:y^^ BAl respectively. [K. 10437]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by lyVin* ; 13 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts, parti}" relating to public alfaii-s. [K. 10438]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l^in.; + 9 lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text, [K. 10439]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, l|in. by l^in. ; + 6 lines
;

Babylonian, Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 10440]

Fragment of the left half, Ij-Jin. by If in.; + ( + +)
10 linos. Part of a text containing incantations, (prayers) and

directions for ceromonies. [K. 10441]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in, by IJin. ; 10 + . . liims. Copy

of a text containing astrological forecasts. [Iv. 10442]

Fragment out of the middhs 2 in. by If in.; + 15 f lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 10443]

Fragment of the right half, 2-rV>“- by niii. ; ( +) 14 ± ( +
) lines. Proscriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used

for the benefit of sick poople. [K. 10444]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 5 + lilies (in

four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class “S®.”

[K. 10445]

Portion out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; + + 12 + 17 lines.

Forecasts concerning the etc. [K. 10446]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by |fin. ; 11+8 lines. Part of a list of

objects. Sums total are added by the scribe. [K. 10447]
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Portion of the right half, 2y\iu. by If in. ; traces of 2 + 11 lines; on obverse

traces of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract. [K. 10448]

Left-hand corner, 2-,^in. by IJin.; 8 + 1 + lines. Omens derived

from the actions of snakes. The sentences begin with
J cf,

supra^ p. 4t)5 f., K. 2682. [K. 10449]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by l-r^iu. ; 6 ± 11 lines. Part of an

omen-text. ^ [K. 10450]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2iin. by lj\in.
; 15 + 18 +

lines. Part of a list of persons and objects, probably

referring to taxes. Mention is made of [f] ^ and y and

of the cities of --yf :::: ?J<
and + ^y. [K. 10451]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2y<jjin. by l-j^in.;. short ends of7 + 12-|-

..... + lines in double-columns. Fragment of a list of Assyrian

words with similar meanings. [K. 10452]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by Ifin. ; + 11 + +
lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to bo used for

the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the ears. One paragraph

begins :-[T T ^fTT It^ Referring

to line 1 an interlinear gloss is added by the scribe. [K. 10458]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij-Jin. by l|in. ; + 9 + +

lines. Incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of sick people. This fragment may belong to the

same tablet as K. 2469 ;
see above, p. 446. One paragraph begins :

—

Df i ximxT-* F- f-w m
_

[K. 10454]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by 1 Jin. ; 8 + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses, doors, etc, [K. 10455]

Fragment out of the middle, 2§in, by IJin. ; 22 + ( ) lines.

Omens derived from the dream of a man in which he imagines himself

to be striving or fighting with people living or dead. Cf, Section 111

(lines 11 ff.) :

—

T I <m -£T+T EtF srm

T <111 tET I E35

T <m m sty IE35 EP

y <10 sty E35 tAty ss^y

y <10 5^ !=^-y sif^y Sfl#

y <10 5^ KSity spss^yi

ra<i0* s=Aty

[y <i0] Essr y j=Aty^ ss?yi. [k. io456]

• r»iO> ollMed. i C/’ P- S87. K. 4017.
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Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by Jin.; 11 + 11 lines; marginal number
Part of an omen -text. [K. 10457]

Right-hand corner, 2|m. by IJin.; 12 + 2 lines. Part of an omen-text.

[K. 10458]

Fragment ont of the middle, 2in. by l-}-Jin.; + ±13 + 7 lines.

Forecasts. The sentences begin throughout with >-<

[K. 10459]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1 fin. ; 9 + lines. Fragment
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10460]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jiu. by IJin.; 6 + lines. Part

ot a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10461]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by IJin.; 8 + + 3

lines
;
Babylonian. Part of a list of persons, which may belong to a

report. [K. 10462]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by lj\in.; 6 + 6 lines. Beginning and end of

an inscription of an Assyrian king, [K. 10463]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by l|in.; 14 + + + 15 lines;

marginal number^. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies
to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseased nails, fingers,

etc. Three sections begin with
] h T

M'i oil® ^vith y Hf-

[K. 10464]

Lower portion, right half, 2Jin. by IJin.; 7 + 3 lines. Part of a Suraero-

Akkadian religions text. [K. 10465]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 9 + 10 + lines

(in double-cobimns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 10466]

Fragment of the left half, l-j^iyin. by IJin.; 10 + 9 lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning the condition of the furniture of a house, and
incidents that may happen to men. The lines begin with f ^

T *^1 ?? -4 ^-nd y
^ty *£yt:£yy S^y respectively.

[K. 10467]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j-Jin. by l-i^irin,;

archaic Babylonian
; not from Kouyunjik (?).

names of various kinds of wood.

5 + lines

;

Fragment of a list of

[K, 10468]

Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1 jin. ;
13 + 12 + + lines.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. Several linos

begin with T -yyj <syy. [k. 10419]

Fragment of the lower portioji, IJin. by 1 jin. ; 6 + 3 + 6 lines. Part of a

letter, or report. [K. 10470]

Fragment out of the middle, l|jin. by Ijin. ; + 12 lines. Part of a

prayer, probably written for an Assyrian king. [K. 10471]

Fragment of the left half, Ijin. by + 11 lines. End of an

omen-text. The remark ^yyy y -cyy - <:::: V]”
(line 9) and the catch-line: Q pf]

show that this text is an extract from that of K. 9701; see above,

p. 1031 f. [K. 10472]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by Ijin.
; 12 + lines

;

Babylonian. Directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10473]

Lower portion, left half, ^7 llhi. ; 11 + 4 + 9 lines. Part of a

private contract, or legal decision. [K, 10474]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 5 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 10476]

Fragment of the right half, 2-|J^in, by Ifin.; ..... + 13 lines. Omens
concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 10477]

Fragment of the right half, l-i^in. by Ifin. ;
9 + lines. Omens

concerning houses, etc, [K. 10478]

Fragment of the right half, 2jin. by 1jin. ; + 6 lines. Fragment of

an omen-text. [K. 10480]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ijin.
;
7 + , , . .

.

lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10481]

Fragment of the left half, Ijin. by 1-j^in,; 9 + 10 lines. Forecasts. The

sentences begin with >-< ^yyy. [K. 10482]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by Ifin,; 12 + 9 + lines.

Grammatical paradigms(?) in Assyrian, concerning legal subjects.

Cf. 8Mjjra,pp. 607, 970, K. 4223,K. 8905,and K. 10485, etc. [K. 10483]

Right-hand comer, Ijin. by Ijin.
;
7 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Omens con-

cerning temples, etc. [K. 10484]

Putfy effaced,
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Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by IJin. ; 7 + 10 + 4-f

lines. Grammatical paradigm8(?) in Assyrian, concerning legal

subjects. [K. 10485]

Fragment of the right half, i lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10486]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l|iu.; 10 + 1 + + lines.

Directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites intended to

prevent evil results foretold by omens. [K. 10487]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l|in. ; + 7 lines. Part of a

private contract (?). [K. 10488]

Upper portion, IJin. by 1-j^in.; 7 + 6 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Beginning

and end of a letter to the king V), probably concerning

public affairs. Mention is made of
f ! T? ? -[Ill ?].

and the city of Borsippa * [K. 10489]

Fragment of a prismoide, l^in. by l^in. ; + + 7 + +
+ lines. Fragment of an inscription of Esarhaddou,

Duplicate of 48-10-31, 2 Column IIT, lines 51 ff. [K. 10490]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijjin. by liiii. ; 9 + . , .

.

. lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning

eclipses, ef.c» ;
it probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological

[K. 10491]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ij^iu. ; + 11 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts concerning the *+f, etc, [K. 10492]

Portion of the left half, 2^in. by IJin.; 20 + lines. Directions

for ceremonies and rites. One section begins:

—

< m ^ ^ mB- [K. 10493]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^^- ^7 11 + ( ) lines;

archaic Babylonian; not from Kouyunjik (?). Part of a religious

text. [K. 10494]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, Ijin. by Ifin.; 5 + 8 +
+ linos. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the eyes.

[K. 10495]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by 1/^in.; 9 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10496]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, by + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 10497]

Fragment out of the middle, 1^-^in. by If in. ; + 11 + +
lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for

the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the ears. [K. 10498]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. P'rag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 10499]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiii. by IJin. ; + 6 lines. Prescrip-

tions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick

people. [K. 10500]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by l-j!^in. ; 15 + ( ) lines.

Copy of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 10501]

Right-hand comer, l^in. by IJin. ; 6 + 6 lines. Part of a religious text

with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10502]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ; ( +)9 + 6 (+ )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 10503]

Fragment out of the middle, 1^2^!^ by IJin. ;
10 + lines. Omens.

[K. 10504]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by 1-i^in.; 7 + 12 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning ty Jgf and etc, [K. 10505]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^in. by IJin.; 8 + ( )
lines;

archaic Babylonian; not from Kouyiinjik (?). Part of a religious (?)

text. [K. 10506]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-j^in. by l-j^in.
; 10 + 10 + +

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies to be used by women .during the period of pregnancy.

One paragraph begins:—! ^ !? T
incan-

tation mentioned in the same rubric begins :

—

W -ET 4-m ^ -ET [4HTT]-* [K. 10507]

Right-hand comer, 1Jin. by > ( "^) 0 + 7(+ ) lines (in

double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 10508]

Fragment out of the middle, 3Jin. by lin. ; 6 + 6 + + lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the planet

[K. 10510]

* Thw Kftoration u based on the preceding line : ff •

VOL. m. ^

iT
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Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by l i%in. ; 13 + 7 + + lines.

Forecasts. [K. 10511]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by l-j^in.
; 10 + lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

^ and other stars
;
they partly relate to public affaiiu [K. 10512]

Portion out of the middle, 2iin. by 2-jig-in.
; 10 -f 15 + 6 + 4 lines. Part of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 10514]

Fragment out of the middle, l|J^in. by IJin. ; 11 + lines. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10516]

Portion out of the middle, 1 in. by l|in. ; 13 + 10 lines. Directions for

ceremonies and rites, including the recital of prayers, or incantations.

[K. 10517]

Fragment of the left half, 2y^jin. by 2in.
; 9+9 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a list of stones, probably used for religious purposes, etc, [K. 10519]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ; 7 + lines (in

double-columns?). Fragment of an explanatory(?) list of names of

cities [<III EV -El * [<10 ?]), etc. [K. 10520]

Portion out of the middle, 2f in. by l§in.; 14 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts. [K. 10521]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1-f^irin.; ( +) 11 + (+ )

lines. Directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10522]

Fragment of the left half, 3-J
iii. by 2^in.

;
24 + traces of 5 lines. Part of

a text containing regulations for making offerings(?). [K. 10523]

Portion out of the middle, 2] in. by l-[^iii. ; + ±11 +
lines. Prescriptions and directions for ceroinonies to be used for

the benefit of sick people. [K. 10524]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by lin. ; + + +
6 lines. End of a religious text. [K. 10525]

Left-hand corner, l|Jin. by l|in.; 17+7 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Beginning

and end of a mythological text forming, according to the colophon,

the first part ]gyy ^y::y -^^y 'sUD of the composition beginning

with (c/. lino 1 of obverse) ^ty^ >-^y yf catch-line

roads:->tn« ^^yy -gy^y j^y ^ [K. 10526]

• Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, l^in. by l-j^in.; 8 lines; Babylonian. Beginning

of a hymn to the Sun-god, the “son of Anu** •-pj-
Jf <^T), the

“grandson of Sm'* ^ interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 10.527]

Portion of the left half, 2fin. by Jin.; 9 + 21 lines; marginal number

Forecasts concerning Jgf and t;ETy, The lines begin almost

tliroughout with JgJ. C/. supra^ p. 403, K. 2086. [K. 10528]

Fragment of the right half, 1/^in. by IJin.; + 10 lines. Part of a

religious(?) text. [K. 10529]

Left-hand corner, 2 fin. by l^Vin. ; 8 + ( + +) 4 lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. Of line 1 of Column 1 only

the HiicltUe pfu-t is visible I * CO •

[K. 10530]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2in.
;
12 -f 6 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning Cigyy and ty ]gy, etc. The colophon contains a date :

—

m 4^* [<y- ^]t y [< y??]^t Septembe;-

October, 648 (?) B.C. [K. 10532]

Right-hand corner, 2|^in. by Jin. ; + 8 lines. End of a Sumero-

Akkadian prayer. [K. 10533]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJ-Jin. by Lnyin. ; ±
7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing prescjriptions and

directions for ceremonies. [K. 10535]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, I Jfin. by I
j
jin. ; 6 + 2 -f

lines. Fragment of a mythological legend. [K. 10536]

Fragment out of the middle, Sin. by lin. ;
5 + lines. Fragment of a

religious, or mythological, text. [K. 10537]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l-r^in* > 4 -f- ( )
lines.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly

relate to public affairs. [K. 10538]

Portion out of the middle, 2jin. by 2Jin.; 11 + ( + +) 12 lines.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,; they partly relate

to public affairs. The catch-lino : ^ys3f=

i-yyjjj^l^:, appears to prove that this fragment belongs to a tablet of

the great astrological work ^y *"Mll.^yyy > K. 270 {eupra, p. 71),

Column IV, line 18, etc, 10539]

• Parllj effaced.

t Restored from K. 312 (see nboTe, p. 80), and similar tablets.

7 A 2
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by l|in.
;

6 +

( ) lines. Forecasts concerning the etc, [K. 10540]

Fragment out of the middle, lx®^-in. by lin.
; 7 + lines. Part of a

letter, or report. Mention is made of ] >-£^1 [K. 10541]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by l|in.
; 8 -f lines. Fragment

of an omen-text. [K. 10542]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jm. by l^in.; + 0 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10543]

Left-hand corner, IJiii. by l|in.
; 11 +7 lines; marginal number Fore-

casts similar to those of K. 3951 above, p. 579), etc. Of line 1 of

obverse only the middle part is visible :—[>-<

[K. 10545]

Fragment of the nght half,
1-}-

Jin. by ^ of 4 lines. Frag-

ment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 10546]

Portion of the left half, 2/^ in. by IJin. ; 15 + ( + +) 11 lines.

Incantations and directions for ceremonies. In Column IV mention

is made of seven rivers, seven mountains and seven roads, which seem

to be situated in mythological localities ; cf, lines 6 ff. :

—

^ m T— - fcT im
V V T”-«- ^

RSF F- V' I— ^
Cf. mpra^ p. 515, K. 3231. [K. 10547]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Astrologi-

cal forecasts taken fi’om observations of various stars. According to

a colophon-line (line 8) this text appears to contain extracts from the

great astrological work [^y »-iJ-] *”^yjj^fcyyy. [K. 10548]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin.; 5-f9-f -f- lines.

Directions for ceremonies and rites to be performed under certain

conditions. Two paragraphs begin with f ^
and y T- ME ^ tyyi^: tiy .y; tm .yy^^^ respectively.

[K. 10549]

Right-hand corner, 1-| Jin. by IJin. ; 4 -f 6 lines. Part of a text containing

prayers to the Moon-god and directions for ceremonies. A colophon-

line reads :

—

[-tfcj -tB ^y ^y tyyy^rau r+ -4 4^* [k. losso]
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Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ; 11 + ( ) lines.

Part of an incantation with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 10551]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|in. ; + -f- -f

9 lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.

Line 4 forms a colophon-line which, from K. 7035 (jaee above, p. 804) and

K. 10330 (above, p. 1079), may be thus restored :

—

[-tH ^]- [K. 10.552]

Right-hand comer, IJin. by IJin.; 11 lines. Beginning of a

mythological text. [K. 10553]

Fragment of the left half, If^hn by l|Jin. ; + 13 lines; Babylonian.

Regulations for making offerings. [K. 10555]

Right-hand corner, 3Jin. by 3in.
; ( + +)14-f short ends of

12 (+ + )
lines. Part of a mythological legend.

[K. 1055G]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 0 + 9 lines; marginal numbers ^

and
][][][.

Part of a text containing forecasts. The catch-lino

begins :-T - ES •S- [K. 10557]

Fragment of the left half, Ifjin. by IJin, ; 13 + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Omens concerning houses. The lines begin throughout with y

[K. 10558]

Portion of the left half, 4Jin. by 2in.
; 30 + ( ) lines. Incan-

tations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. A colophon-line

reads [iffl [K. 10559]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin. ; 5 + ( + +) 11 lines.

Part of an astrological text, prol)ably a hemerology. [K. 10560]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2-jJ|j^in. by IJin.; 5 + lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 10561]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l|in.; + + 7 +
lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One

paragraph begins :—y '^yT^ ^
Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of tlie middle, by ; + 11 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an omen (?)-text. [K. 105l)3]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 ji^in. by -f^in. ; 10 + lines. Fragment

of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 10564]

Portion of the left half, 2j[in. by 2Jin.; 15 + 12 lines. Incantations,

some of which have an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10565]

Portion of the right half, l^in. by ly‘’^in.
;
14 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part

of an astrological text concerning vanoiis stars:

—

T?. etc.

Befernng to line 6 of reverse an interlinear gloss is added by the scribe.

[K. 10566]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin.
;
(.....+)7 + 8(+ )

lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing prescriptions and

directions for ceremonies. [K. 10567]

Fragment of the right half, IfJin. by l|iu.; + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 10568]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fjin. by l|m.; 13 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 10569]

Portion out of the middle, 1 fjhn by 1 JJin. ; + + 13 + 15 lines.

Omens derived from the condition of a man’s eyes. This fragment may

belong to the same tablet as K. 3957 ; see above, p. 580. [K. 10570]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 1-i^in. ; + 15 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. The lines begin almost throughout with ^ ^=;

cf. supra, pp. 554, 578, 580, 582, KK. 3673, 3940, 3952, 3973, etc.

[K. 10571]

Right-hand corner, IfJin. by IJin.; ±7 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10573]

Upper portion, right half, 2|in. by 2Jin. ; + 13 + 11 + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10575]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 4 Omens derived

from the actions of snakes; cf. supra, pp. 410, 466, 554, KK. 2128, 2682,

3674, etc. [K. 10576]

Fragment of the right half, 3Jin. by JJin. ; traces of 14 + 28 lines. Part of

an omen-text. [K. 10577]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by 1JJin. ; 9 + ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of a list of objects; sums total are added by the scribe.

[K. 10578]
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Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Jin. ; 9 + ( )
lines.

Forecasts concerning tif Jgf and , etc. [K. 10579]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by lT3!^in. ; 11 + lines. Fore-

casts concerning the fcf Jgf, etc. [K. 10581]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by iT^xfin. ; 7 + 8 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning the fcf Igf, etc. [K. 10582]

Fragment of the left 'half, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; + 15 lines. Forecasts

concerning and [K. 10585]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by + 12 lines. Omens
derived from the appearances of certain animals at the doors of a temple

WlfT ‘4") inside, etc. [K, 10580]

Fragment out of the middle, 2f in. by 1 Jin. ; + 10 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 10588]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by If in.
; 9 + lines. Part of an astrologi-

cal text. [K. 10589]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifiu. ; 8 + lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 10590]

Right-hand corner. If in. by Ifin.; 12 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10591]

Fragment of the right half, Igin. by l|in.
; 13 + 8 lines. Omens derived

from the condition of various parts of the body (of a new-born child).

[K. 10592]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifiu. ; 10 + + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people, [K, 10593]

Portion out of the middle, 2-^in. by l|in.; 13 + lines. Forecasts

concerning and fcf Jgf, etc. [K. 10594]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by If in. ; + 15 lines ; Babylonian.

End of a “complete”* copy of a religious text belonging, according

to the colophon, to the 3rd tablet of a series. Of the catch-line only

the middle part is visible ;

—

In the colophon the name of the owner of this tablet is given :

—

T A EIT JUt [S ?]. [K. 10595]

• Cf. Une 10. t Partly effaced.

/
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Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by If in.
; ( ) + 12 lines;

Babyloiiiaii. Forecasts. [K. 10596]

Fragment out of tlie middle, l^iii. by lin.
; 9 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts. This fragment probably belongs to a tablet

of the great astrological work | ^ 1^^597]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 Jin. by l-^^in.; 6 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 10598]

Left half, upper portion, 2^Pjin. by lin.; 15 + 12 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the moon. The text of obverse

begins «< y tD V «=! 10'IM- [K. 10599]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.; + 9 lines. End and

colophon of an incantation-text. Of the catch-line only the middle

part is visible --tyVT IT ET Tr+IM.
[K. 10(500]

Right-hand comer, If in. by If in.; + 9 lines. Fragment of an

astrological text. [K. 10601]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by Ifin.; 14 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 10602]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; + 11 lines. Omens
concerning houses, etc, [K. 10603]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, Iff in. by +
5 + 5 lines. Part of a religious, or mythological, text. The catch-

line reads :

—

m -ET -ET -t EtTT

T— <m -mi- [k. io604]

Fragment of the left half, 2T^in. by Ifin. ; + 13 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 10605]

Fragment out of the middle, Iffin. by Ifin. ; + ..... + 10 +
lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.! Duplicate of

K. 3459 (see above, p. 535), Column III, lines 1 £f. [K. 10606]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lin.
; 6 + 4 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 10607]

* Parti/ effaced,

t C/. itujfra, p. 436, note *•.
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Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by 2in.; 15 ± .... . lines. Astrological

forecasts. The sentences begin with
| c/. supra, p. 431, K. 2311.

[K. 10G08]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l^^in. ; + 14 linos. Part of

an inscription of an Assyrian king (?) referring to religious

matters. [K. 10609]

Fragment out of the middle, +8 lines. Astro-

logical forecasts concerning eclipses, etc, [K. 10610]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by I Jin.; 9 + 8 + + lines.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 10611]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.
;

12 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.

[K. 10612]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by If in.
; ( +) -f7( + )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. One section ends with

K. 10631. ' [K. 10614]

Fragment out of the middle, l|fin. by l^jin. ; 11 + lines; Baby-

lonian. Astrological forecasts. This fragment may belong to a

tablet of the great astrological work f [K. 10616]

llight-hand corner, Ifin. by IJin. ; 1 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

prayer. [K. 10617]

Right half, IfJin. by Ifin.; 5 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a report

to the king. Lino 2 of reverse seems to contain a date (648 B.c. ?).

[K. 10618]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by Ifin.; + 13 lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. One

section ends with

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by lj|m. ; 8 + traces of 2 lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 10620]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; 10 + lines. Part

of an inscription of Assurbanipal. The text corresponds with

that of K. 2732 {see above, p. 470), Column V, lines 9 ft [K. 10621]

7 bVOL. m.

* Partly effaced.
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Lower portion, left half, by IJin. ; 10 + 10 linos. Directions for

ceremonies and rites connected with the worsliip of the Sun-god.

ii'.y., Section II of obverse (lines 7 fl‘.) reads :

—

If jsf Bii m -eii •

5^1 -i< -I ^ --fcj m
<^i^ <i@f ff ff I ifs till >m
<V I -+ ^I ^ El -+ ^I If ^I i-

[K. 10622]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ; 11 + 7 lines. Forecasts.

Mention is made of ^4** [^* 10626]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.
; ( +) 11 + (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and prescriptions.

One section begins (?) ^ EJl E?^II ^1<

tm -II. [K. 10624]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by IJin.; 8 + lines. Pre-

scriptions and directions for ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of

sick people. The second paragraph begins with f

•gll -+ ^I <^f^ and the third with f ^4 <1^ 6:111^ ^|II

[K. 10625]

Left-hand corner, l|in. by l^in. ; + 12 lines. Astrological fore-

casts concerning eclipses. The sentences begin:—I E0P

( ) -Hf- [K. 10626]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by IJin.
;

12 + 15 + + . ....

lines. Prayers and directions for ceremonies. One section begins:

—

4- -4- ^IT r- < <111 • [£?m K?!»• [K. 10628]

Fragment of the right half, l-j^iii. by IJin. ; -t- 12 + +
lines. Part of a hemerqlogy; cf. supruj p. 518, K. 3269. [K. 10629]

Left half, upper portion of reverse, 2/^in. by IJ-in. ; + +

+ 11 lines. Part of a list of prayers; the paragraphs begin

with-Iif 5:111. [K. 10630]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin.; (.....+) 9 + (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. One section ends with This fragment

probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 10614, q,v, [K. 10631]

Tartly effaevd.
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Upper portion, right half, 2in. by l^in.; 11+7 lines. Part of a religious

text beginning :

—

Of the catch-line and a preceding colophon-line only the ends are

visible :

—

©
[K. 10632]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.
; 13 + lines. Forecasts

concerning the [K. 10633]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.; 12 + lines. Part of

a text containing regulations for making offerings. [K. 10634]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by ( +) + 0 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies, etc,

[K. 10635]

Right-hand corner, l|*Jin. by l-T^in. ; 8 + 3 lines. Beginning and end of a

religious text. [K. 10636]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij-Jin. by If^in. ; + 10 lines. Part of

an omen-text. [K. 10()37]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by l^in.
; 10 + lines. Incan-

tations and prayers. One section begins:— "-i^y

and a preceding colophon-line reads:— ET ^f-

supra^ p. 1079, K. 10330, etc, [K. 10638]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by l-r^in.; 6 + ( + +) 7 lines. Fragment

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the eyes,

arms, etc. Two sections begin with ] J[^and y i
respectively. [K. 10639]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by Ifin. ; + 15 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10640]

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by l-^^in. ; 16 + lines. Portion of a

hymn, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10641]

Fragment out of the middle, . 2fin. by If in. ; 11 + lines.

Forecasts. [K. 10642]

* Fartljr effaced.
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Fragment of the lower portion, Ifin. by 1jVin.; ( +) 8 ± 6 ( + )

lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.* [K. 10G43]

Right half, lower portion, 2-|2jin. by l^in.
; 13 + linos. F orecasts,

[K. 10644]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 2f in. ; 14 -}- 12 lines. Part of an omen-

text, probably belonging to a tablet of the Series f V*
[K. 10645]

h'ragincnt of the upper portion, 2in. by IJin. ; 4 + 3 -f- 3 + traces of Hines.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 10646]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by l-i^hi. ; 27 + traces of 6 lines. Fore-

casts. [K. 10647]

Fragment ont of the middle, lygin. by IJin. ;
15 + lines. Part of

an omen -text. [K. 10648]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by IJin. ;
10 -f lines. Forecasts con-

cerning eclipses, etc. [K. 10649]

Right half, upper portion, 2} in. by Ifin. ; 8 + 5 lines. Copy of a religious

text. Of the catch-line only the end is visible

[K. 10(550]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-i^^in. by ^ + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 10651]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by IJin,; + 12 lines. Part of a

religious, or mythological, text. [K. 10652]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by iT^^in. ; 11 + 8 + + lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon.

[K. 10653]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-}fin. by l-j^in. ; ±10
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 10654]

Fragment out of the middle, 2f in. by jf in.
;
6 + 6 + + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10655]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin.; 7 +
religious text.

Cf. supra, p. 136, note **.

lines. Part of a

[K. 10656]
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Fragment out of the middle, hy llin.; 12 + ( ) linos.

Regulations for making offerings. [K. 10057]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by Jin.; 6 + ( + .....+)12 lines.

Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used for the

benefit of sick people. One section begins :—

y

The catch-line reads

y

yj< yy yy :$y^. [K. 10058]

Left-hand corner, 2j*^in. by IJin. ; 15 ± lines. Part of an incan-

tation-text, beginiiing:-f*f <S^y^ ISI tTfl < IT 111-
[K. 10i;59]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by 2m. ; + 17 lines. Omens derived

from the actions of birds (the flapping of their wings, etc.).

[K. 10000 + K. 10089]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by l|in.
; ( +) + 15 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing hymns eoiinected with the worship

of various gods. Duplicate of K. 9955 (see above, p. 1053), Column III,

lines 9 ff. [K. 10001]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by IJin. ;
9 + .....( ) lines.

Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies ajid rites.

[K. 10002]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ; 14 + lines.

Omens similar to those mentioned above, p. 798, K. 0011, etc.

[K. 10003]

Fragment of the left half. Ifin. by 1-^^in.; 12 + 9 lines. Part of a list of

the beginnings of various incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. The lines of reverse begin throughout with

[K- ^^<504]

Right-hand comer, Ij^i^in. by IJin.; + 8 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10605]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by IJin.; 10 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. [K. 10066]

Left-hand corner, l-jS^in. by IJin. ; + 7 lines. Part of an omen-text.

The lines begin <10 ES5 tS- [K. 10667]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jm. by Ifin.; 18 + lines. Omens

concerning snakes and incidents that may happen to men. Several

lines begin ;— 1^068]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin, by Ijin. ; + 6 lines.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 10669]

Fragment of the right half, 2-,^^in. by IJin. ; + 12 lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 10670]

Fragment of the right half, l^Jin. by lin.; 8 + 15 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10671]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin.by l-j5!^in. ; 11 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts, j^artly relating to public affairs. [K. 10672]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; 7 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10673]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by lyV^^* > 7 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a mythological?) text. Mention is made of the city of

Sippam ('^r 4m <m)- [K. 10674]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 14 ± lines. Omens
derived from the varieties of colours of new-born animals. [K. 10675]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by iT^n^in. ; 10 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 10676]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by If in. ; + + 5 + 11 lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 10677]

Riglit-hand corner, 2fin. by 2in.; 16 + 4 lines. Part of a mythological

legend. [K. 10678]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 14 + ( )
lines.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 10679]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 18 + lines. Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10680]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by 1-^in.
; 8 + 8 + 8 + 4 lines.

Forecasts concerning the etc.; cf. nujjra^ p. 549, notet» and wi/m,

K. 11713. [K. 10681]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by If in.; 13 + lines. Part of

an incantation-text. [K. 10682]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, If in. by 1-^in.; +
+ 7 + 3 lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the clouds. The sentences begin with f ; cf, eupra, p. 430,

K. 2299. [K. 10683]
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Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Ifin. ; ±12 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from the various colours of the clouds round the sun,

etc. The lines of Section II begin:—f
name of a colour

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.
; . . . . . + 11 + +

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. |K. 10687]

Fragment out of the middle, ly^^in.by lin.; 8 + 10 ± lines;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts taken frtm observations of

various stars. [K. 10688]

Fragment of the upper portion, l|in. by IJin. ; 10 ± lines. Part of

a religious text. [K. 10690]

Fragment out of the middle, l^Vm. by Ifin.; 124- + +
linos. Part of a religious text connected with the worsliip of various

gods. [K. 10691]

Fragment out of the middle, 1^^^* by ; 8 + ( )
lines.

Part of an astrological text. [K, 10692]

Fragment of the righthalf, 2i^in. by 1-^in.
;
..... + lOlines. Forecasts.

[K. 10693]

Fragment out of the^middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; ( ) + 10 lines.

End of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of various stars. It probably belongs to a tablet of the great

astrological work I'be catch-line only the middle

part is visible ?] V [K- 10694]

Lower portion, left half, 3f in. by Sin. ; 18 + 14 lines. Part of a text con-

taining incantations and prayers. [K. 10695]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l^in.
;
9+ lines;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses; they partly

relate to public affairs. [K. 10696]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-i^^in. ; 7 + ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 10697]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by li^in. ; ( +) 10 +

( 4.

) lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the moon. 10698]

Fragment out of the middle, l|fin. by l-iVin.; ±6 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10699]

Fragment of the right half, 1-Jf in. by IJin.
; ( +) 11 + 11 (+...• .)

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 10700]
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Fragment out of tlie middle, If^-iu. by l-j^in.
; 11 + ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

‘I'ld other stars. [K. 10701]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^ in. by l/^^-in.; +12 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10702]

Fragment of the right half, 3gin. by IJin. ; + 9 lines.* End of an

omen-text belonging, according to the colophon, to a tablet of the

Series [] «-S:yT] 2(D( V. Of the catch-lino only the middle

part is visible :

—

[K. 10703]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by 1 j^in. ; .....( ) + 9 lines. End
of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies and

rites. [K. 10704]

Left-hand corner, Igiii. by l^in. ; 12 + ( )
lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10705]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-i%in. ;
traces of 6 + 5 lines. Part

of a report. Mention is made of the city of •-t]] ^
[K. 10707]

Fragment out of the middle, by IJin. ; 8 + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10708]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by If in.
; 12 + ( )

lines.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,; they partly relate to

public affairs. [K. 10709]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by Ifin.; 7 + lines. Part

of a text containhig prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10710]

Portion out of the middle, 2f in. by IJin. ; 9 + 6 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 10711]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ifiii. ; 10 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people.. [K, 10712]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; 9 + + +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One section

ends with [K. 10713]

* This tablet is slowly crumbling away. f Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, lyV’”* ^7 5 + lines; Baby-

lonian, Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts; it

probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work f ^ >->f-

[K. 10714]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by IJin.; 9 + traces of 3 lines. Fragment

of a roligious(?) text. Cf, infra^ K. 10730. [K. 10715]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.
; ( +) 9 + traces

of 4 (+ ) lines. Part of an incantation-text with an

interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 107 1 0]

Fragment out of the middle, l^imby l^in.
; 9 -f ( )

lines. Part

of an inscription of an Assyrian king(?), referring to building-

operations. [K. 10717]

Left half, lower portion, 2iin. by IJin. ; 19 + lines; marginal

number^. Astrological forecasts. Most of the lines begin either

with y 4 or with [f] {tt. [K. 10718]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by l^in. ; +4 lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts

taken from observations of various stars (seet line I :

—

m < ^5:-+ IH improbably

belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work f ^
[K. 10719]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-xV^* ^7 ^ + ( )
lines.

. Fragment of a prayer. [K. 10720]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by l^in. ; 11 + lines. Astrologi-

cal forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. Mention is made of the

goddess Istar of Akkad ^ ^^^y <10 )• [1^* 10721]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 12 + ( )
lines. Part

of an incantation-text. [K. 10722]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-iVl”- 1^7 +

( ) lines. Part of a prayer, probably written for an Assyrian

king. [K. 10724]

Bight-hand comer, 1-^^in. by 1 Jin, ; 10 + short ends of 7 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10725]

7 0VOL. III.

• Farilj effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by Ifin. ; + +
8 + lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to bo used for tlie benefit of sick people. One

panigraph begins:—f* V
p. 877, K. 7824, etc* [K. 10726]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-|^in.
;
11 + lines. Part of a

private contract(?). [K. 10727]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iu. by Ifin.; 14 + lines; Babylonian.

Portion of a prayer, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 10728]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by Jin.; + 14 lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 10729]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i%in. by 1Jin.; 9 + lines. Fragment of

a religious (?) text. It may belong to the same tablet as K. 10715, q*v,

[K. 10730]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by ^ + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts. This fragment may belong to a tablet of

the great astrological work | ^ 10731]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by IJin. ; 7 + lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 10732]

Fragment out of the middle, lTVm.byl|in.;( + ) 7 + (+ )

lines. Part of a text similar to that of K. 9528 (see above, p. 1019),

coiiLiining prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be used

for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the mouth and nose.

[K. 10733]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by Ifin.; + 12 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the wind, etc,\ cf, supra^ p. 422,

K. 2207. [K. 10734]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; 8 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K, 10735]

Right half, upper portion, by IJin.; 9 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Por-

tion of a letter to the king from
f ^ concerning

astrological subjects. pg, 10736]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Ifin.; + 12 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10787]

• Partly effaced. t Cf, reverse, line 9.
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Ifin.; 13 4- ( ) Hues.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon.

[K. 10738]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by ; 5 ± lines. Fragment

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10730]

Fragment of the left half. If in. by l-^j^in. ; 9 ± lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 10740]

Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by
5 + + +

lines. Astrological forecasts. [K. 10741]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by 1/^in. ; ±12 lines. Part

of a religious text concerning >-4- tgE etc. [K. 10742]

Left half, upper portion, If in. by J + lines. Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king from J
Mention is

made of T ^^>743]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by l^in. ; 11 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 10744]

Lower portion, 2in. by lin.
; 4 + 4 + 3 lines. Part of a private contract,

or legal decision, concerning the sale of a field. [K. 10745]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2f in. by If in.; + 5 + +

lines. Fragment of an inscription of Assurbanipal. The text

coiTOsponds with that of K, 2732 {see above, p, 470), Column VII,

lines 37 ff. [K- 10740]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by 10 + ( )
lines.

Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites.

[K. 10747]

Fragment of the right half, 3 in. by If in.; 15 + 7 lines. Part of an omen-

text concerning the chances of a sick man’s i^ecovcry. [K. 10748]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l^in.; 10 + lines. Fragment

of an incantation-text. [K. 10749]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 2^in.; 6 + lines. I'rag-

ment of a religious text. 10750]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by If in.; 7 + 9 lines; marginal number <.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning and

[K. 10751]

Fragment of the left half, Iffin. by If in.; 16 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [^* 10752]

• Partly eifocod.
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Left-hand comer, 2 in. by
;
traces of 1 + 6 lines. Fraj^ment of an

omen -text similar to those mentioned above, p, 579, K. 3914; see also

p. 773, K. 6251. [K. 10753]

Portion of the left half, 2Jin. by lyV”^* ; 10 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Fore-

casts concerning the etc. Lines 4-6 of reverse, which are written

in Assyrian, contain a date :

—

^ «V [%?^ >^?]

[K. 10754]

Left-hand corner, I Jiii. by l-^^^in.
; 10 + 13 lines. Part of an omen-text,

probably containing extracts from a larger composition. A great number

of the lines begin with
y <Ig {J [K. 10755]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|in.; 11 -f- lines.

forecasts taken from observations of various stars.

Astrological

[K. 10756]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by Ifin. ; 11 H- traces of 2 lines. Part of

a list of names of gods, probably belonging to a religious text.

[K. 10758]

Lower portion, left half, 2in. by ^ ^ Omens derived from

the various animals (lions, hyenas (?) ), birds, etc,, which may cross

a man’s path. The sections begin

^

10 ^ HU ET
*

[K. 10759]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jiu. by l-j^^in.
; 11 ± lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 10760]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l|iii.; -f- ± 10 + traces

of 2 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning find

ly ^yy, etc, [K. 10761]

Fragment of the right half, Ijin. by 9 -f traces of 7 lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text, [K. 10763]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by l||in. ; -fl7-f-..... +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 10765]

Fragment of the left half, lj%m, by IJin.; 7 + 5 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 10766]

Right-hand corner, 2^?^in. by 1 Jin. ; + 2 + 6 +• lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the ears.

[K. 10767]

Partly eUaced.
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Fragment of the left half, l|in. by l-j^jin. ; + 8 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. One section

begin8:-^+* <11*

[K. 107G8]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^irin. ; + 11 lines. Omens,

probably derived from the condition of certain parts of the human

body. [K. 107Gi)]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by l-j^^in. ; 12 + ( )
lines. Beginning of

an incantation-text. [K. 10770]

Left-hand corner, ly^^rin. by l^in.
; 10 + ( )

lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 10771]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by l^in. ; ( ) + 8 lines. Fore-

casts belonging, according to the colophon, to the 2nd part (ff

« ^ series. The catch-line reads :—>-< MM >

ef, mpra, p. 988, K. 9153. [K. 10772]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 17 + lines. Part of an

omen-text conceriiiiig houses, etc. The lines of Section III begin with

"-yf- [K. 10773]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by IJin.; 18 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K, 10774]

Fragment of the lower portion, l-i^^fin. by IJin.; traces of 3 + 11 +

+ linea Forecasts concerning *^yy and ty

[K. 10775]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by Ixtr^i-; + 9 Ihies. Part of a religious

text. [K. 10777]

P'ragraent out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 7 + 13 + lines.

Part of a mythological text. Mention is made of »-<^ EV *"[Ey <10 ?]

and ^i^yyy >-^yy [<10 ?]. [k. 10778
]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by IjV^'J ( +)16+10(+ )

lines. Copy of an astrological text concerning various stars

JtJ i^^y, etc,y [K. 10779]

Fragment of the left half, 2-^in. by IJin.; ..,.. + 18 lines. F’ragment

of an omen-text concerning oxen; cf, Bupra, pp. 592, 914, KK. 4073,

8296, and infra, K. 10885 (p. 1121) ; Sp. 186, etc. [K. 10780]

* Partly eilaced.
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Fragment of the right half,
J ^ + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10781]

Portion of the right half, 2in. by Ifin. ; 8 + 10 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 10782]

Upper half, 2f’jjin. by IJin.; 7 -f 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text

containing forecasts concerning ^ and

[K. 10783]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2|in. by Ifin. ; 6 + 2 lines. Beginning

and end of a religious text. [K. 10781]

Fragment of the lower portion, l|in. by I j^iw.
; 13 + ( )

lines.

Forecasts concerning the etc. [K. 10785]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by lin. ; 14 + traces of 1 + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing regulations for making
offerings. [K. 10786]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by l^in.
; 7 + + 4

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10787]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; 6 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a religious, or historical, text. [K. 10788]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by 6 + 5 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts concerning and etc. Line 1 of reverse, which

is written in smaller character (probably Assyrian) than the other

parts of the text, seems to contain a date (648 B.O. ?). [K. 10789]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij-Jin. by l|in. ; + + + 6

lines. End and colophon of a text containing prescriptions and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.

According to the colophon this text belongs to a* tablet of one of

. the series beginning with y The catch-line reads :

—

[T ?] <T-Tr lEHr HS - «1. [K. 10790]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in. ; + 9 + lines.

Fragment of a mythological legend. This text may belong to a

tablet of the Series tT? 7^ ET tT? % [K. 10791]

Fragment of the right half, IJJin. by IJin.; 17 + lines. Omens
concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 10792]

• Of the number only is visible.
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l|^in. by lin. ; ±7 lines.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K, 10793]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by l^in. ; + ±10 +
lines. Fragment of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*

[K. 10794]

Fragment out of the middle, l}in. by 1 |in. ; 7 + ( ) lines; archaic

Babylonian ; not from Kouyunjik (?). Part of a religious (?) text.

[K. 10795J

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Fragment of a

text containing forecasts. [I^ 10796]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ; 6 + 6 lines. Fragment of

a list of the titles of various literary compositions, similar to those

mentioned above, p. 1033, K. 9717. [K. 10797]

Fragment of the right half, l-{|in. by
S ± ±^1 +

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory text, probably a list

of Assyrian words with similar meanings. [K. 10798]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l|in.
; 6 + 7 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various

stars. [K. 10799]

Right-hand corner, 2f^gin, by IJin.; 10 ± lines. Fragment of a

prayer. [K. 10800]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by IJin. ; 9 + . . . , . lines. Part of an

omen-text. The lines of two sections begin with y jy T*" T

4" *!< respectively. [K. 10801]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by lfV^^-5 + ^ religious

text. [K. 10802]

Right-hand comer, Ifin. by 1 jin. ; ( +) 10 + (+ ) lines.

Fragment of a religious text, probably having an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 10803]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by
;
^0 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies,

[K. 10804]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by 1 Jin. ; + 3 lines. Colophon of a

text containing forecasts, which forms the 3rd tablet of the Series

tEyyy P* 3983, and infra,

p. 1127, K. 10960, and Bu. 89-4-26, 168. [K. 10805]

• 0^. 9%pra, p. 436, note t Fortljr effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ifin.; (..... -f*) + 11 (-f )

lilies. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people, [K, 10806]

Fragment out of the middle, I Jfin. by Ij^in. ; + 8 lines. Part of a

religious text connected with the worship of

m y?-

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IfVin.; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing liymns in paragraphs.* [K. 10808]

Fragmcjit out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 8 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a religious(?) text. Mention is made of Babylon (^t

<ia t) and the temple [K. 10809]

Left-hand corner, 1 Jin. by lin.
; 8 + lines. Part of a text containing

astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon. It

begins:—y «< - <f-
1*^ ETtiHI; c/. supra, pp. 1066, 1083,

K. 10129 and K. 10379. [K. 10810]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ; 11 + lines. Forecasts,

partly relating to public affairs, [K. 10811]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin, ;
10 -I- 10 H- + lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K, 10812]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin.; 13 -f lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 10813]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^31^in. by lin.; 18 -f* ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text, probably connected with the celebration of

the Festival of the New Year [K. 10814]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ; ..... -f- 7 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10815]

Fragment of the upper portion, l-j^in. by IJin. ; 5 + lines; traces of

two seal-impressions. Beginning of a private contract, [K. 10816]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by 1-^in. ; 8 + lines. Fragment

of a religious(?) text. [K. 10817]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-i^in.; 11 -j- traces of 3 -f-

+ lines. Omens concerning houses, etc, [K, 10818]

* Cf. supra, p. 436, note *•. t Partly efPoced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l-ftrin. by 1-iVm. ; 7 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing prayers to Somas (and Rammdn) and directions

for ceremonies and rites. [K. 108111]

Fragment out of the middle, l-f^in. by I gin. ; + 9 lines. Part of an

incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10820]

Fragment of the left half, l-^in. by ; ±7 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts concerning tz] |gf and etc. [K. 10821]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l^^in.; 11 ± lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10822]

Fragment of the left half, I j^in. by l^in.
; U + lines. Omens

derived from the actions of various birds. [K. 10821)]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2J^in. by 1-iVi^^*; ± ^

Part of a mythological text. [K. 1082-1]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 1 Jin. by V7
-in. ; +

+ + 7 lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*

Duplicate of K. 3459 (see above, p. 535), Column III, lines 11 If.

[K. 10825]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by l|in. ; + 7 lines. End of a copy

of a religious text. According to the colophon

its onginal was written at Nippur. [K. 10820]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by l^in. ; ( ) + 4 lines. End

of an incantation-text. Mention is made of tlie god Nirgal

^<^y th)- [K. 10827]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.; 10 -f 7 + + lines;

marginal number Astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the moon and various stars. [K. 10828]

Fragment of the right half, 0 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10829]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, I Jin. by IJin. ; ±0 lines.

Omens derived from the condition of a country, or from events which

take place therein. [K. 10830]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by If in.; 6 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10831]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1-^in. ; 13 + lines. Part

of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10832]
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Fragment out of tho middle, If in. by lin.
;
8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for core-

monies to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10833]

Fraginent of tlio left half, IJin. by 1 ^in. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for people sulfering from diseases of the teeth (?), etc. One

paragraph begins

f

* (?) [K. 10834]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin.; 9 + lines. Part of a

Sumcro-Akkadian religious text. [K. 10835]

Fragment of tho left half, 2|-in. by l^i^in. ; 11 ± short beginnings of 2 lines.

Forecasts. The lines of obverse begin with [K. 10836]

Fragment out of tho middle, 2Jin. by 2in.; 12 + lines. Forecasts,

partly relating to public affairs. [K. 10837 + K. 10843]

Fragment out of the middle, l|^in. by IJin. ; 1 ± lines. Part of an

astrological text concerning various stars. [K. 10838]

Fragment out of tho middle, IJin. by IJin.; ±10 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts concerning the ^yyy, etc. [K. 10839]

Fragment out of tho middle, 2 in. by If in.
; 9 ± traces of 4 lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 10840]

Fragment out of the middle, If in, by Ij’^in. ; ±12 lines. Omens’

concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 10842]

Fragment of the riglit half, 2in. by l^in.
; 13 ± lines. Part of a

religious text. Mention is made of ^ [^]y fc*^y

[<M]. -Hf- sn [<ia]. • EBiy [<jEfj [^r ta? [<iEn-

[K. 10844]

Fragment of tho left half, li^in, by lin. ; 10 + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. [K. 10845]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l^in,
; 14 + ( ) lines. Part

of an incantation-text. [K. 10847]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by If in.; 12 ± (+ 1 . . .
.)

lines. Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies and

rites. [K. 10848]

* Partly effaced.
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Left half, upper portion, l^in. by lin.
; 8 + 6 + 1 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.

Part of a letter, or report, beginning :— jTy |

y? yf, etc. [iniio]

Fragment out of the middle, It^ui. by + Forecnsts.

[K. 10850]

Fragment of the left half, Ijin. by l^iii.
; ( ) + 12 lines;

marginal number Part of an omen-text. The lines begin ^vith

y HI; supra^ p.'1040, K. 9812. [K. 10852]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by l^in.
; 3 + 0 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a report. [K. 10854]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ij'^in.
; 10 + fi + +

lines. Copy of a text containing forecasts, partly relating to jniblie

affairs. The lines of Section 1 of Column II begin with i>-< ^yyy ;

cf. siipra^ p. 553, K. 3070. [K. 10855]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^^in.
;
7 + 8 + lines

(in four columns). Fragment of an explanatory list of the class

[K. 10850]

Fragment out of the middle, 2jVin. by l:iin.; 0 + ( )
lines.

Fragment of a text containing incantations and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 10857]

Fragment of the nglit half, l-i^in. by lxV^“d ( + ) + 9 ( + )

lines. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 10858]

Right-hand corner, l|-Jin. by -fjin.; 5 + 5 linos. Part of a private letter.

[K. 10859]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; ( +) 10 + 9 (+ )

lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 10800]

Fragment of the lower portion, hy If in. ; traces of 2 + 7 lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 10861]

Fragment of the left half. Ifin. by If in.; 12 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. The lines of Section II begin with y ^y ^y.
[K. 10862]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.; 8 + ( )
lines. Part

of a historical (?) text. Mention is made of ^ ^j^yy .4*

[K. 10863]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l^^in.; 5 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 10864]

• Partly effaced.

t Part of y^^C?); obverse, line 7.

7 D 2
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Upper portion, l-|»jfin. by 1 of a letter (to the king).

[K. 108G5]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1-j^in.; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing hymns in paragi-aphs.* [K. 10866]

Fragment of the lower portion, l^in. by l-x^in. ; 5 + lines. Part of

a list of objects. [K, 10867]

Left-hand corner. If in. by lin.
;

7 -f traces of 3 lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 10868]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by [lin.; 7 + 9 + (right-hand edge) 2t lines.

Part of an omen-text concerning fields, etc, ; cf, siiprUi p. 1000, K. 9284.

[K. 10869]

Left-hand corner, l|iu. by l-j^in. ; + 6 lines. Fragment of a text

containing forecasts. The sentences begin witli -< (>-

[K. 10870]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ;
7 + lines. Fragment of

a text contahiiiig forecasts. [K. 10871]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2jVin. by IJin. ;
3 6 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological (?) text. [K. 10872]

Fragment of the loft half, l^in. by liVin.; 9 + 9 lines; marginal number

Part of an omen-text. The lines begin throughout with >-<

[K. 10873]

Right-hand corner, l-]%in. by IJin.; 5 + 9 lines. Astrological forecasts.

[K. 10874]

Right half, l^-in. by l^in.
; 9 + 8 lines. Part of a letter, or report, to the

king concerning private affairs. Mention is made of the city of *-^yy

[K. 10875]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 16 + lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 10876]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin, ; + 8 lines. Forecasts

concerning the etc, [K. 10877]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by 8 + + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10878]

Fragment out of the middle, 1| in. by lin.; 10 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10879]

* Cf, supra, p. 430, note

t They road:—

I

S iffl and are probably mtond«l

'

to be inserted after one of the lines of the context.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by + 6 End of a

religious text. Of the catcli-liiie and a preceding colophon-line only

the middle parts are visible ;

—

m
^ ^ m [k. losso]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by + Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10881]

Portion of the right half, 2j\rin. by Babylonian + 5 lines

in Assyrian. Forecasts concerning and etc, Tiie reverse

contains a date. [K. 10882]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiii. by ll^J^in.; ±8 lines. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 10883]

Left-hand corner, 2^,7in, by l^in.; 6 + lijies. Part of an inscrip-

tion of an Assyrian king. [K. 10884]

Fragment of the left half, I Jin. by l|in. ;
14-1- lines. Omens con-

cerning oxen. Cf, suprut p. 1113, K. 10780. [K. 10885]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJiii. ; 14 4- lines. F orocasts.

[K. 1088()]

Fragment out of the middle, ( ) + UnQS*

Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of

K. 5122 (see above, p. 690), Col. IV, lines 6 ff. [K. 10887]

Fragment of the left half, 2^in. by IJin. ;
10 -f lines. Part of a

historical text, probably written for a
|2f=

[K. 10888]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by
i + ( ) lines.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 10889]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l^Vi”' 5 "h ® lines. End of a

religious text. [1^* 10890]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lf\in. ; 9 -f- lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10891]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; 8 4- lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases

of the eyes. One paragraph begins:—[y <T*-yy?] I ET

<T- <T-^ m <T-Tfl [K. 10892]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 11 + ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 10893]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by If in.
; 10 + ( ) lines. Part

of a Surnevo-Akkadian religious text. [K. 10894]

Fragment of the lolli half, If in. by -}fin. ; + 8 Hues. Part of a

report, or letter. [K. 10895]

Fragment out of the middle, l|Jiu. by l^in. ; + + 10 + 3

lines. Part of an i u c a n tation-text. [K. 10896]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by If in. ; + 1.5 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 10898]

Fragment of the left half, V ^ + ( + +
+ +) lines. Fragment of a mythological text, which

may belong to a tablet of the Series ^ ^ fflY.

[K. 10899]

Fragment out of the middle, Igin. by If in.; + ±8 + traces

of 2 lines in two (or three) columns. Part of an explanatory list;

the ideographs begin throughout with [K. 10900]

Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by ; + 2 + 6 + 4 lines.

Part of an omen -text. This fragment may belong to the same tablet

as K. 1814 ;
c/l supra, p. 354. [K. 10901]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by l-|in.
; 12 + ( ) lines.

Part of an astrological (?) text. [K. 10902]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by + 9 lines. Part of a

letter, or report. [K. 10903]

Left half, l]fin. by lin.; 15 + 7 lines. Part of a letter to the king.

The reverse appears to contain the address and a date; cf. infra,

81-7-27, 199a. [K. 10904]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ij'Viu. ; 12 + lines. Copy of

a text containing forecasts. [K. 10905]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.; + 4 lines; Babylonian.

End of a religious (?) text. [K. 10906]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^rin. by If in.; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 10907]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by 1/^in.
;
traces of 2 + 10 lines; division-

marks. Part of a letter, or report. [K. 10908]
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 18 + + +
lines. Forecasts. [K. 10009]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. IJin. ; G + lines. Part of a

letter to the king concerning the delivery (?) of certain horses of the

land of ^ <:: (m y?]). [K. lOOlO]

Portion out of the middle, 2iin. by ||in.; + 10 linos. Part of a

letter. Mention is made of [f «-]y- <^^y yj etc. [K. 1001
1]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by If in.
; (.....+) ±10(+ )

lines. Pari of a text containing incantations and prayers.

[K. 10012]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by -}-Jin. ; traces of 8 + 6 lines. Frag-

ment of a letter (to the king). [K. 10013]

Fragment of the left lialf, IJin. by If in. ; + 5 lines. End of a

religious text. The catch-line is written in minute characters.

[K. 10014]

Right-hand coiner, If in. by l-j^^in.; 10 + lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 10015]

Fragment of the left half. Ifin. by ItVin. ; 11 + 7 lines. Part of a legend

containing a fable of the horse and the ox ; cf. eupra^ p, 904, K, 8107.

[K. 10916 + K. 12020]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; 12 + ....

.

lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10917]

Fragment of the right half, IJiu. by Ifin.
; ( +) ±9(+ )

lines. Fragment of a text containing liymns in paragraphs.!

[K. 10018]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by 1/uin. ; + 8 lines. Part of a

report (?). Mention is made of y »
etc, [K. 10010]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by l-f^in.; 8 ± lines. Part of a

prayer addressed to a goddess. [K. 10920]

Fragment of the lower portion, Ifin, by 1Jin. ; 8 + lines in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 10921]

Poriion out of the middle, 3Jin. by Ifin. ; +14 lines
;
division-marks.

Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of the city of flarran (-^yy and of the land of V yf< fcyyy<

[K. 10922]

Poriion out of the middle, 2-j^in. by IJin. ; 18 + lines. F orecasts.

[K. 10923]

* Portly effaced. t Cf. tuprOf p. 486, note **.
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Fragment of the upper portion, l|§in. by 1 ; + 6 + 9 + lines.

Part of a religious text. Mention is made of the temples

and [tM T- + <m- [K. 10924]

Fragment of the left Jialf, ISin. by IJin.; + 9 lines. Astrological

forecasts for the months Adar and Veadar, taken from observations

of the sun. [K. 10925]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by l^in.
;

G + 8 + + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. The text of Column II

begins :-T K<T [K. 1092G]

Fragment of the right half, 2:J^in. by l^in. ; + 11 lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 10927]

Fragment of the right half, lUin. by l^in.
; 10 + lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning cities, etc. [K. 10928]

Right half, lower portion, 2 Jin. by IJin.; 17 + 7 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 10929]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.; 16 + lines. Part of a

text containing omens derived from the colours of certain objects, etc.

[K. 10930]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by Ifin. ;
5 + 13 lines. Part of an astro-

logical text. [K. 10931]

Left half, lower portion, 2{in. by l-,^(xin. ; 18 + 15 + (left-hand edge) 1* lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from obscmitions of eclipses and

various stars, etc.

;

they partly relate to public afiiiirs. The first lines

of the paragraphs read :

—

[f <m -+ c:^r - eIH 1 Am m (obverse, Imo 5)

;

y c::^! - <ETT F- .. 7);

T y? .-(f *nf <ty^ c:^y ^ ly ( .. lo);

y
<>tyy - ^yyy -^^yyy e: K<y ty iss <- ^yyji ( ,, » 12)

;

y-+<-yy-iinHf<i-yy^-yyi Its ( » .. 14);

y-Hf-<-syy--+ty?y<cy-^-+<:::t[mi ('•overse, „ i);

y - <m <ey* ^ lym <^m( .. .. s)

;

y--.^?<iy-+*ytE^44-+^yyy?<^ysyy^4ti( „ „ ?);

y
- + ^y^ -.^y A-m ^yyyy <y- y—k .. „ 13).

[K. 10932]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, Ijin. by Ifin.; + 13 lines.

Omens concerning houses, etc, [K. 10933]

• Accortlmg to an indication by tho eoribc this lino should follow line 11 of obrerse.

t Partly effaced.
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Rip;ht-hand corner, If in. by 8 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites, including the

recital of an incantation. [K. 10034]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by 2in. ; 10 + + + 6 linos.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10935]

Fragment of the lower portion, l^in. by 5 ^ + traces of 1 +
lines. Part of a letter. [K. 10033]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.
; 14 + traces of 6 +

+ lines. Omens concerning birds, etc. [K. 10937]

Fragment

»+• n T? jHIT iMlSi
tiC-+] ^ ilH [iMlm [k. looas]

Fragment of the upper portion, Ifiii. by IJin.; 5 + lines.

of a religious text;

—

-* A-Ji
—

Portion of the right half, 2f in. by 2in. ; 10 + 16 lines. Omens concerning

houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 10939]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by 2m.; + 12 linca Part of a

religious text. [K. 10940]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2iin. by >
^8 + lines. Part of

a text containing forecasts. [K. 10941]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by Ifin.; 7 + . . . . . lines. Fragment of

a religious text similar to those mentioned above, p. 972, K. 8922.

[K. 10942]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; 9 + lines. Part

of an omen-text. [K* 10943]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; 12 + lines. Part

of an incantation -text. Mention is made of various gods and star-

deities 4’ &TT, -+ E35 ^<B TIf; [-+?J S* ^TT

^ Tl
[K. 10944]

Fragment out of the middle, 2j*^in. by ; 6 + ( )
lines*

Fragment of a religious text. [K* 10945]

7 EVOL. in.

• Partly effaced.
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Poi-tion out of the middle, 2Jm. by 1Jin. ;
12 *f ( + + )

lines. Astrological forecasts Uken from observations of various

stars. The paragraphs begin -with [f >?-?]*

t ^ -tfcj I

W

ET‘ Cf. infra, p. 1137, K. 11089. [K. 10946]

Fragment of the nght half, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 5 ± 15 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K, 10947]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-ffin. by l^in.
; 15 + lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 10948]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment of a mythological(?) text. [K. 10949]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ;
4 -f lines; Jlabylonian.

Fragment of a text containing omens concerning houses. [K. 10950]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by IJin.; -f ± 12 +
lines. Part of a mythological text. The contents seem to be

similar to those of K. 2148 (see above, p. 413), K. 8337 (above, p. 917),

etc,
.

[K. 10951]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by Ifin. ; 17 + ....

.

lines. Astrologi-

cal forecasts, [K. 10952]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.; 7 -f 6 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10953]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in.by If in.; 10 -f lines. Part

of an astrological text. [K. 10954]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2-i%in. by 2in.
; obverse 10 lines; reverse

vitrified; Babylonian. Forecasts concerning the etc,

[K. 10956]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by liin. ;
14 -f lines; Babylonian.

Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 10957]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2/7
rin. by 2Jin. ; -t- 5 lines.

End and colophon of a text containing forecasts (?), which belongs

to a tablet of a Series beginning with ;—y ^ ^yy ^^yy y—. Of the

catch-line only the middle part is visible fcmet^
V rn- iu --T<w [K. 10958]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijjin, by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 10959]

* Attempted restoration oftcr the caich-linc of Rm. 104, q.v.

+ Partly oiFoced.
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Fragment out of the middle, Ij-Jin. by l-f^in. ; + 0 lines, Colophon

of a text containing forecasts, which belongs to a tablet of the Series

g^yyy ^/- p-

catch-line only the middle part is visible

*

V V ^ *

Mf* ??< n >m- [K. lOiKiO]

Fragment of the i-ight half, l|^in. by l|in. ; ±12 lines. Forecasts,

etc. [K. 1091)1]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|in.; 10 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 10962]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by IJin.; 14 ± lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the clouds; cf, siipi'a, p. 430,

K. 2299, and infra, p. 1131, K. 11020, etc. [K. 10963]

Fragment of the upper poi’tion of one side, 2Jin. by l^^in. ; ±9 lines.

Forecasts. One section begins:— ET MI ES V*(*0
s=n * l <T^

" [K- io'J64]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-f\ in.
; 9 + . . . . . lines. Part of an

omen -text. [K. 10966]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by llJin.; 8 + 7 lines. Copy of a text

containing forecasts. This tablet was made between B.c. 720 and 680,

for its owner, [y +] whoso immo is

mentioned in the colophon, and who lived during the reign either of

Sargon or Sennacherib; cf. supra, pp. 1013, 1016, KK. 9452, 9487, etc.

[K. 10967]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 12 + ( ) lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 10968]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, l-}-§in. by liii,
; 8 + traces of

2 lines. Forecasts. [K. 10969]

Portion out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ; 7 + 7 lines. Part of a letter (to

the king). [K. 10970]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ;
11 + lines. Omens

concerning houses, etc. [K. 10971]

Fragment of the right half, Ix^in. by IJin. ;
11 + 5 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 10972]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin.j traces of 4 + 5 lines; Baby-

lonian. Fragment of a text containing forecasts (?). [K. 10974]

* Portly ofPaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by lin.
; 8 + . . . . . lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts concerning the *+|, etc. The text begins:

—

+!] + *E! ^ ^ [K. 10976]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^ 111. by 2 in.; 6 -f linos. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for core-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 10977]

Fragment out of the middle, ^7 5 9 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 10978]

Left-hand comer, l-j^in. by IJin. ; 14 + lines. Part of an omen-

text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. It

begins:—

y

Fragment of the right half) IJin. by Ifiu. ;
11 + lines. Par+ of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites to bo performed

in order to avoid certain evils. [K. 10980]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 2|in. ;
traces of 5 + 8 lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts (?). [K. 10981]

Fragment of the right half, 2^in. by ; 10 + 9 lines. Fragment of a

text containing incantations and prayers similar to those of K. 163

(see above, p. 43), K. 2487 (p. 447), etc. [K. 10982]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by l^Jin.; 8 + lines. Fragment

of a religious (?) text. [K. 10983]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^in. by Jin.; 10 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of an astrological text concerning the “three roads’’ in the

«ky IT + n [CT], ^ and ^ it -^T+ tTTTT [T?])- [K. 10985]

Fragment of the loAver portion, 1Jin. by l-j^^in. ; 10 + lines.

Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.

[K. 10986]

Left-hand corner, Ijjin. by lin.; 7 + ( ) lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 10987]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by l-^^jrin. ; + 13 lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 10988]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; + 8 lines. Part of a

letter. [K. 10989]

Fragment of the right half, I J in. by lin. ; + 4 lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 10990]
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Portions, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 15 + 5 linos. Letter to the king from y
*-4- Qf

[*"?]• Mention is made of the city of ^^yy [K. 10091]

Portion out of the middle, 3fin. by 3in.
; 18 + { + +) 11 linos.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 10002]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by l-j^in. ; 9 + linos. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various

stars. ' [K. 10903]

Left half, lower portion, 2fin. by 2in.
; 15 + 16 lines. Forecasts. The

sentences on reverse usually begin with ^
p. 559, K. 3732. [K. 10904 + Sni. 1355]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 13 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 10995]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by IJin.; 12 + traces of 3 lines. Astro-

logical forecasts. [K. 10996]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ;
10 + 7 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 10997]

Lower portion, right half, 2|in. by 2iP^in. ; 13 + 17 lines. Astrological

forecasts. [K. 10998 + K. 11000]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; ±7 lines.

Fragment of an omen-text. [K. 10999]

lliglit-hand corner. If in. by li^in.; 8 + traces of 1 lines. Astrological

forecasts. According to the traces on .reverse this fragment may

belong to a tablet of the great astrological work ^y 4" ^TTT*

lino 1 of obverse only the end is visible :

—

[K. 11001]

Upper portion, right half, 2Jin. by Ifin.; 8 + lines. Beginning of a

prayer addressed to a goddess. [K. 11002]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by l-/xfin. ;..... + 17 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 11003]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin.; 23 + lines. Astrologi-

cal forecasts. One section begins:

—

-
*5=yy6f: ^ - ^ys^ y

[K- iioo4]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 5 i linea Part of a

text containing forecasts. 11005]

* Purdy offftoed.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by l|in.; 9 + 14 + + linos.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon. The

paragraphs begin with f
[K. 11006]

Fragment of tlie lower portion, 2Y\rin. by l|in.; 3 -f 6 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 11007]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by li^in.; 11 + lines. Fore-

casts. [K. 11008]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l^in. ; + 6 lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11009]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Ifin.; +8 lines. Forecasts concerning

I@f,* etc. The text begins:—*^ <«
[K. 11010]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.; 11 + lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 11011]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l§in.
; 9 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the moon and various stars. [K. 11012]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 11 + lines. Astro-

logical forlDcasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate to

public affairs. [K. 11013]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by l-jViii* i 14 lines. F orccasts.

[K. 11014]

Fragment of the lower portion, l^^in. by l^iii.
; 3 + 7 lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.

[K. 11015]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by If in,
;
12 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

vaiious stars ^
> 11016]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin.; 13 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of the moon; they partly

relate to public afhiirs. [K. 11017]

Left half, lower portion, Ijfin. by Ifin.; 10 + 11 lines. Part of an astro-

logical text including forecasts; see, e.g., reverse, line 2:—

f

T— V [K. 11018]

* Partly offaood.
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Fragment out of the middle, I f in. by 5 ^ ± traces of 8 lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 11019]

Fragment of the left half, 2m. by 1-^^in.; + 9 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

clouds (ef. supra, p. 430, K. 2299), their colour, shape and resemblance

to animals, fish, ships, etc, E,g,, Section II (lines 5 if.) reads :

—

y iw

T ^
y >ss ^3

y 4s ^
Fragment of the left half, l|in. by 1Jin. ;

7 -f 3 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines.

Part of a letter, or report. [K. 11021]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Itrrin. ; 17 ± lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 11022]

Left-hand corner, 2-iijrin. by Ifin.; + 9 + 1 lines. End of a prayer.

The catch-linc and a preceding colophon-lino read :

—

^ <h T m
M i-<mi fcyff *1- [K. 11024]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ijirin. ; ( +) 11 +

(+ ) lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.

[K. 11025]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by If in.; 13 + lines. Part of a

religious text. Mention is made of Uru (E^^ etc,

[K. 1102G]

Fragment of the right half, It^ui. by If in.; (.....+)9 + ( + )

lines; partly vitiified. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions

and directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people

suffering from diseases of the ears. [K. 11027]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin.; + 5 lines. End of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from obsei*vations of the

wind; it may belong to a tablet of the great astrological work ^y

fcyyy. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible

< 4-TT -tM Iin - ^TT ET SF V ET s=ir [k. 11028]

<T- m
w -yyf <T- m

[K. 11020]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 2m. by If in. ; 13 + lines. Part of a text

contiiiuing astrological forecasts. Two paragraphs begin with;

^T?] r(?) -u: «< ^m ^
[K. 11029]

Fragment of tlie left half, 2-^in. by 1Jin. ; + 14 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts concerning ^yy and etc, [K. 11030]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by li^in. ; + 11 lines. End of a

text containing forecasts. Of the catch-line only the middle part is

visible n ^3 T? *JD1 [K- 11031]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by 1 Jin. ; 8 + 8 lines. Fragment of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11032]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l-fjin. ; 10 + lines. Pai*t of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11033]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by IJin.; 11 + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the moon. The lines begin with

y «< - <T- n- [K. 11034]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2-|\in. by l-i%in.
;
17 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods and their titles. This

fragment may belong to a tablet of the Seiies
|
+ y| ^

[K. 11035]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by 1 Jin. ; ±8 lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.

[K. 11036]

Fragment of the right half, 1Jin. by 1-i^in. ; + 10 lines. Fragment

of an omen-text. [K. 11037]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 9 + 8 lines. Part of a hymn.

[K. 11038]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-j5^in.
; 8 + lines. Part of a

text similar to those mentioned above, p. 797, K. 6594, containing

omens derived from the condition of certain parts of tho human body.

[K. 11039]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by lin. ; 10 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11040]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by Ifin. ; 9 + + +
lines. Omens derived from dreams, etc, Tho text of one paragraph

begins :-[y ^?] <- j <«: <y-sy ^ ^y gy ^
supra, pp. 587, 595, KK. 4017, 4103, etc. This fragment

probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 8171 ; see above, p. 900.

[K. 11041 + K. 11684]

Partly olfaood.
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Fragment of the upper portion, by 1 Jin. ; ( + ) (? + •>
( + )

lines. Fragment of a religious text. [K. lU)l:i]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin. ; ±10 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts. Two sentences begin witli

y y?<. [K. 11043]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by IJin. ; on obverse + traces of

1 + 4 + 4 lines; dii reverse 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astro-

logical text. Line 1 of reverse reads • |%:yy ;gy ^
[K.nWj

Lower portion, right half, 2/^^. by If in. ; 12 + 14 lines. Part of a Suinero-

Akkadian religious text. [K. 11045]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by^fin.; 4 + 3 lines. Part of an astrological

report from
[f «-^yt , l^eginning:-^pgg;^^f||^g|:f5

^-11^ ^ [K. iio4(;]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by fin.; 11 + ( )
lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of tlio wind. The sentences begin with ] »-4" p* 422,

K. 2207. [K. 11047]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by Jin.; + 7 lines. Fragment of a

mythological legend. [K. 11048]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijfiii. by i lines. Part of

a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11049]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by If in. ; + 11+ +
lines. Astrological forecasts for the various months, concerning

storms, etc. The text of one section begins:

—

J Ef

^-yy -Ti* ts- [K. 11050]

Left half, upper portion, 2 in. by 1Jin. ; 13 + 4 lines. Part of a text con-

taining astrological forecasts coucerning eclipses, etc.; it probably

belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work ^
The obverse begins ;—f

>- catch-line

reads

^

.
[K. 11051]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, If in. by IJin. ; + 15 lines.

Part of a Sumero-Akkadian incantation-text. [K. 11052]

* Partly effaced.

t Attempted restoration from KK. 186, 646, 666, 666, 669, 703, 706, 712, 784, 793, 4281

(jtee aboTe, pp. 48, 126, 128, 180, 181, 167, 169, 169, 171, 618), and other similar texts.

X This may be part of

VOL. III.
• 7 P
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Fragment of the light half, Ijiii. hy Ifin. ; 0 + 12 lines. Forecasts,

piirtly relating to public affairs. [K. 11053]

Hight-liand corner, Kv ^ 7 + 3 lines. F'ragincnt of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 11054]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ;
11 + lines. Part ot

a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,

[K. 11055]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by liin.; 17 + lines. Part of a

mythological, or religious, text. [K. 11057]

Fragment out of tlie middle, Ij^rin. by Jin.; 10 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.

[K. 11058]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. l)y -[|in.; 16 + lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning cities, houses and incidents that may happen

to men. [K. 11059]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by 1-njin. ; 13 + ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses,

etc,: they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 11060]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by 1 Jin. ;
9 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11061]

Eight half, lower portion, l^iii. by l|^jrin.; 11 + 11 lines. Omens concern-

ing incidents that may happen to men. [K. 11062]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, Ifin. by l-/xrin.; 11 +
lines. Omens derived from the condition of certain members (horns,

eyes, etc,) of the body of an animal. Cf, lines 1 ff :

—

<m i
mmi i <£!T tyf m

I 1 i ! <M .itE m
i T tim 1 PS m

y«.K. i

i <E!T ! Mi
y>+-M- i T <r- i

i T
-
*— [K. 11063]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by It^ui.; traces of 3 + 10 lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11064]

Partly effaced.
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Right-hand corner, Ijim. by ; 7 + i) lines. Part of a religions

text. [K. llOdf)]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by l-i\in. ; ±11 lines. Part of a text (con-

taining astrological forecasts. [K. 110(50]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by If in. ; 17 ± lines. Part of a

text containing omens concerning houses and incidents that may
happen to men. [K. 11007]

Fragment out of the middle, lj\in. by If in.; 11 + ( )
lines. Part

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11008]

Left-hand corner, Ifin. by l-j^in.
; 8 + 1 lines. Fragment of a text con-

taining astrological forecasts taken from observations of the planet

-M. [K. 110(50]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Ij^in. ; 10 + ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 11070]

Left-hand corner, 1 Jin. by ;
H + b lines. Part of a text containing

astrological forecasts cjonceniing incidents that may Imppen to

men. [K. 11071]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by Igin. ; + 0 lines. End of a text con-

taining forecasts. [K. 11072]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin.; ±11 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

planet read:

—

y EHiiy «< !:^y

y -H yy ot
y T

y y ^ -n—Hi
y

-X y ^ 11^78]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by IJin.; 6 + lines. Beginning of an

astrological(?) text. 11074]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-j^in. by 1^^“* 5 i lines. Part of a

Siimero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 11075]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side. If in. by 5 ( +) ±

(+ )
lines. Part of a text containing prayers and direc-

tions for ceremonies. [^* 11076]

* I’artljr effaced.

7 F 2
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F'raginent out of the middle, l^in. by l/ffin. ; 7 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a text coiitaiiiiiig astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the planets ; cf, line 2 :— ?] *^11^ * ^ ^ 4-
i*elate to public affiiirs. [K. 11077]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l-i^in. ; 8 + 10 + + lines

(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of vessels. The
ideographs begin throughout with [K. 11078]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin.; 11 + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts, one of vvlii(;h roads

[K. 11079]

Left-hand corner, lfj[in. l)y liin. ; 9 + ( -f +) 7 lines. Part of

a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months,

concerning eclipses, c/c. [K. 11080]

fragment out ot the middle, --rt-in. by 1-f^in. ;
13 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts, partly relating to public

affairs. [K. 11081]

Portion of the left half, 2^in. by Ijin. ; 17 + lines. Astrological

forecasts, for the various months, concerning houses and incidents

thnt may happen to men, etc. One section begins

f

I mi m A-m* lei-
[K. 11082]

Portion out ot the middle, 2Jin. by 2^in. ; ± ^1 lines. Astrological
forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,; they partly relate to public aftairs.

This text may belong to a tablet of the great astrological work ^ >-4"

m- [K. 11084]

Fragment of the right lialf, 2iin. by l^in.
; lo ± lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 11085]

Portion out of the middle, 32in. by l|in,
;
13 -f 10 + + lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of the moon. 11086]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jiii. by 3iin.; + + 16 + 6 lines.

Astrological forecasts for certain days of the month Kislev, etc,^

concerning eclipses and the direction in which the shadow travels over
the surface of the object eclipsed; they partly relate to public affairs.

For similar texts m above, pp. 430, 918, 920, K. 2304, K. 8340,
K. 8362, etc,

|-K. iio87]

Partly cft'occd.
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Portion of the right half, 2|m. by IJiii. ; 10 + 14 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various

stars -lA Vr<^ IH
etc.) ;

they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 1 1088]

Portion of the left half, 2y^jin. by 2-/\rin.
; 15 + IG lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the wind, clouds, lightning, etc .

;

(/. Jfuprdj p. 422, K. 2207 4- K. 11083. Several lines on reverse begin :

—

y ^-yy - E<E<? Itin; o/. mpra, p. U^G, K. 100-U>.

[K. 11080]

Portion of the right half, 3|in. by l{-^in.
; 25 ± lines. Omens con-

cerning monstrosities, etc. [K. 11000]

Phagment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1 fin.; 9 + lines. Phagment

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stars. [K. 11091]

Fragment out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2f in.
;

18 4-20 4: 4-

lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of various stars
;
they partly relate to public affairs. Cf.

Bezold, W. ZeiU. f. il K (L M, Vol. IV, p. 78, note 2. [K. 11092]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by if in.
; 14 4- IG ± 4- lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the clouds and

sun ; cf. supra, p. 430, K. 2299. [K. 11093]

Portion of the left half, 4Jin.' by 3Jin. ; 27 + 12 + + lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon. Most

of the paragraphs begin with ] - Cj\ infra, K. 11098.

[K. 11094]

Left half, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ;
15 + U) lines. Part of an astrological report

concerning observations of the moon and sun and various stars.

[K. 11095]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJ-Jin.; + + 14+14 lines.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. The

sentences of Column TII begin throughout with y
y*-*-*^

[K.'ll09G]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by 2-j5fjin.
; 17 + lines. Part of

a religious text concerning ceremonies and rites to be performed by

the

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2^ in. by 2Jin. ; 10 + 15 + + lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of the moon; they partly relate to public affairs. The paragraphs

begin with
f ^<(<( This fragment may belong to the same

tablet as K. 11004, </.?’. Cf. also infra, 1150, K. 11252. [K. 11098]

Fragment of the left half, 2^ in. by l-}-Jin. ; 9 + ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon and of

various stars. The paragraphs begin with ? »-]

a E! -V or

or ^ respectively. [K. 11099]

Ibght-hand corner, 2-iin. by l|Jin. ; traces of 5-1-9 lines. Fragment of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 11100]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2§in. by 2jVin.; -fl5-f8-|-

lines. Astrological forecasts for the single days of the month

Tebet. [K. 11101]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 j\in. by 1 Jin.; 17 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11102]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2 in.; 12 + 8 ± -f lines;

marginal number Copy of a text containing astrological fore-

casts taken from observations of various stars. [K. 11103]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2 j\in. by l§in. ; + 19 lines.

Part of an omen-text, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 11104]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 Jin. ; 15 + ( )
lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 11105]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by llin. ; + 9 lines
;
Habylonian.

Astrological forecasts for the various months. [K. 11106]

Right half, lower portion of reverse, 3-[Jin. by l-}-Jrin. ; + 25 lines.

Omens concerning the chances of a sick man’s recovery, etc. Line 25

reads <^ 4 tTTTt tin ^ V- [K. 11107]

Fragment of the right half, 2 Jin. by 2in. ; + 15 lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,; they partly relate to public affaire.

[K. 11108]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by If in. ; 14+ lines. Beginning of an

omen-text. Line 1 reads ^ [K. 11110]

Partly ofl'acucl.
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FrcTgment of the lower portion, 2^^ 111 . by
; traces of 1 + 9 lines.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning

eclipses, etc, [K. 11111]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Ifnu ; + 13 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,; they

partly relate to public affairs. [K. 11112]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by If in.; + 9 lines. Fragment of

a religious(?) text. [K. 11113]

Fragment of the light half, 2^^ 111. by lyVin-; ±8 lines. Astro-

logical forecasts concerning clouds and rain, etc, [K. 1 11 U]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Igin. ; + 13 lines. Part of an

omen-text; its contents appear to be similar to those of K. 9202

above, p. 992), K. 11545, etc, [K. 11115]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by 2in.; 18 + lines. Part

of an incantation-text, with an interlinear Assyrian version, which,

according to a colophon-linc, probably belongs to a tablet of the Scries

<y-2y[ yy y>». [K. iiiit;]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by 2Jin. ; 8 + lines. Fragment

of a religious (?) text. [K. 11117]

Fragment of the right half, 2^111. by 1Jin. ; 15 + lines. Part of a

religious text, probably written for an Assyrian king. [K. 11118]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by 2in.; 19 + lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,

[K. 11119]

Fragment out of the middle, 2T*^in. by If in.
;
17 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts, partly relating to public

affairs. [K. 11120]

Right-hand corner, IJin, by li^u^in. ; 12 + 3 lines. Omens concerning

incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 11121]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l|in.; 13 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months,

taken from observations of the wind; they partly relate to public

affairs. [K. 11122]

Portion of the right half, 2fin. by 14 + 11 lines. Forecasts,

partly relating to public affairs. [K. 11123]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; 13 + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 11124]
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Fragment out of ilic middle, ^ + ( ) lines.

Fragment of an astrological text concerning various stars. [K. 11125]

lliglit-hand corner, IJin. by l-j-^in. ; 12 + lines. Astrological

forecasts concerjiing t^clij>ses, etc, ; they partly relate to public affairs.

[K. 11120]

Portion of the left half, 2jJ-iii. by 2in.
;

17 + .... . lines. Part of a text

containing direetioiis for (•(‘remonies and rites. One paragraph

begins with I
[K. 11127]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, I Jin. 1 /-.lin.; + 17 lines. Fore-

casts. [K. 11128]

Portion of th(‘ loft half, iJin. by l|in. ; traces of 5 + 20 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken frojii observations of meteors (?), etc,; they partly

relate to public affairs. Several lines begin with
f Ef*

'riiis fragment may belong to a taldet of the great astrological work

if -I'
"

[K. 11129]

Fragment of the right half, 2Hn. by IJin.; 14 + 4 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 11130]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by 2|in. ; + + 14 + traces

of 2 lines. Astrological forecasts for the months Kislevand Tebet,

concerning eclipses; c/, siipray p. 750, K. 5941. [K. 11131]

Fragment of the left half, 2y^g^in. by IJin. ; 4-15 lines; marginal

numbers ^ and Astrological forecasts concerning storms

directions in which they travel, etc. According to

the colophon this text belongs to the 49th tablet of the great astrological

work y iSf tiyyiG- The cateh-line reads :-y - £0
A-ii 'mmM- [k 11132

]

Fragment out of the middle, 2jVim by 2in. ; + + 13 + 1 lines;

marginal number <(. Fragment of a text containing astrological

forecasts for the various months. ‘ [K. 111.33]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 /^iu.
; 8 + ( ) lines. Astro-

logical forecasts for the various months, taken from observations of

the moon. One section begins :—

J

JUf ^ ^
iin 4 ^ <111 « - <y- [r [k. nmj

Fragment of the riglit half, IJin. by I Jin. ; 17 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 11135]

* Partly pffiiced.
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Fragment of the left half, 2fin. by lin.; + 19 lines; marginal number
Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from the

various directions in which a cloud travels. Duplicate of K. 2299 (c/.

supra, p. 430), reverse, lines 10 ff. [K. 11136]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by If in.; 10 + ( ) lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 11137]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by 2in.; 12 + lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11138]

Fragment of the nght half, 2-j%in. by l|iu.

+

23 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 11139]

Fragment out of the middle, 3in. by Ifin. ; 6-f + 4-

lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11140]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by 1-^in.
;
9 + 12 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 11141]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by If^in. ; 12 +
for the various months, concerning the

name of month

lines. Forecasts

The lines read :

—

[K. 11142]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by IJin. ; (..... 4-) 164-3 (4- )

lines. Omens derived from the conditions of various parts of the body.

.E,g., lines 8 if. of Column II read :

—

T Ml -M -Ti V
T Ml ^yy ^-ii^ yy.v v tyyy^

1 Ml '^n y— i Ey Ey- y— eejsmMi
y Ml -^yy y— i Ey Ey- d ^yy y

—

y ly ^yy EB i Ey- -yyi^'

-ixi

i

Ey- tm -yy^ -yy^*ii

y ly ^yy e3 jl yy rjg -yy^ -yy^n
y 4s .ly -s^yy -lu. i 11 tm -w -n^m- [k. nm

Fragment out of the middle, 2Sin. by l-i^in. ; 20 4- ( ) lines.

Part of an astrological text concerning observations of the moon

and various stars. [K. 11145]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ifin.; 17 4- ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various

months, taken from observations of certain stars. [K. 1114G]

7 GVOL. ni.

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 2iin. by Ifin. ; 10+20 lines. Fragment of a

text containing astrological forecasts for each day of Kislev and

other months. [K. 11147]

Portions, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 21 + 20 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 1* lines. Letter

to the king from ]
Mention is made of the txfis fcE

Tf T?> "f ^TITT f?<

etc. [K. 11148]

Right half, lower portion, 5Jin. by 4'^iu.
; ( +) 20 + 29 + traces of

8 + 10 (+ ) lines. Part of a religious text, including hymns

and prayei's. A.V/., lines 7 flf. of Column III read ;

—

K® ::: -3^ ^ -TTl gn

Etyy ::

-ty^Tl -4- tyyy r m J=^ty

+ ^ tyy^ <Ii gyy

-u -+ ^ <EiT ^yy Ryf m ^u?)
-tuii .4! tyyy^ ^-yy Ey ^ y? :^tco

-y^yy ty ygf tyy^ £sy

-ty^r! ty m s^yyy -Ey

-cy^ry <10 utyyy

«

-ty^ty tyy?

-ty^iy « tyy^ ssy

-ty^yy -m 0?

ty^My &yy

=y -yy^ tyyy^

4 Etyy m mm
mm

V- i ^ I0I

yy

<5=3y <t2y

El 4-Sir4

A colophon-line readn :

—

According to its size, shape and stile of writing this tablet may belong

to the same Series as K. 3245 ; see above, p. 513. Cf, also infra, p. 1154,

K. 11300. [K. 11150]

Portion ont of the middle, 3-,55^in. by 2Jin. ; 16 + ( )
lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text. Mention is made of various

temples and plants, and of trees and stones, which were probably sacred

to certain deities, etc, E.g,, lines 8 ff. read :

—

4y -4- 4-+^y«<« 4y*4-^yy>+^xy*i.^ 4yi£J£+yfi

4-««‘4-<W ‘4-y‘4-yy‘4-i!y ifcim4:gi*<-+<£!y

^lyy

1*1
y>4-««-4-<W < m j+yty

<-4-s=!yyR< w
Cf, infra, p. 1146, K. 11192. [K. 11151]

* This line reads from tlie top of the tablet to the bottom. f Partly effaced.
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Portion of the left half, by l^in. ; + 18 lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 11152]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; 22 + lines. Part of a text

containing prayers. A colophon-line reads

^yyy^Jiniy* y^ ^ ^ Ti For a duplicate (tee above,

p. 800, K. 6639. [K. 11153]

Fragment of the left Jialf, IJin. by Ifin.; short beginnings of 7 + (

+ +) 10 lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory

list with glosses. [K. 11154]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; + 9 + 7 + lines

in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the form of the cuneiforai ideographs. Duplicate of

K. 4143
;
see above, p. 599. [K. 11155]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJiii. ; 9 + 7 lines. Fragment of a religious

text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11156]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; ( +) + 14 ( +

) lines in double-columns. Pai*t of an explanatory list.

[K. 11157]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-j^^iu.; 5 + lines (in

three or four columns). Fragment of an explanatory list of the

class or [K. 11158]

Fragment out of the middle, IJJin. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Fragment

of a prayer. [K. 11159]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by Jin. ;
(.....+) 9 + (+ )

lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 11160]

Fragment out of ihe middle, 2-j^in. by 2Jin. ; ( +) 11 +

lines in two, or more, columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 11161]

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2Jin. ; 22 + lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. Explanatory glosses are

added by the scribe. 11162]

Fragment of the right half, 3in. by 2}iD.; (.....+) ± 15 (

+

)

lines. Fragment of an explanatory list arranged in gi'oups according

to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 11163]

Partly effaced.
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Portion of the left half, 2 Jin. by 2Jin. ; 14 + ( )
lines. Part of

a religious text, probably a hymn addressed to a goddess. E.g,^

Section II reads :

—

-T<* m
m
M

[K. 11164]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 5
14: -f . . • . . 4*

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 11165]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ;
(.....+) 5 + (+ )

lines in double-columns. Fragment of a text containing grammatical

paradigms. [K. 11166]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Hin. ; + ± 4*14 lines (in

double-columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 11167]

Kight-hand corner, 2§in. by l|in.
; ( +) 7 ± (-f ) lines

(in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory text. [K. 11168]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by of 4 -H 6 -h

4- lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list

with glosses. [K. 11169]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin.; 94-64- 4- lines in

double-columns, hragraent of a list of Assyrian words "with similar

meanings. [K. 1 1 1 70]

Fragment of the left half, 3Jin. by l|in. ; traces of 9 4- ( 4- 4-)

9 lines (in double-columns ?). Fragment of an explanatory(?) text.

[K. 11171]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 2Jin. ; 9 4- 5 4* 4- lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11172]

Portion out of the middle, 5 in. by 4in.; 28 4* 23 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a hymn, in the form of a litany, with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 11173]

Lower portion, left half, 5Jin. by 2-i%in.; 41 4- 40 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11174]

Parti}'' effaced.
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Portion of the right half, Sin. by IJin. ;
22 + 25 lines in double-columns;

Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list, probably refeiiing to one

of the tablets of the great astrological work ^
similar texts see above, pp. 38, 433, K. 148, K. 2329, eic, [K. 11175]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l^iii. ; traces of 5 + 5 +
lines (in double-columns ?). Fragment of an explanatory text.

[K. 11173]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by l^in.
; ( 4-)1 + 9(+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 11177]

Fragment out of the middle, It^jUi. by iT^jrin.;^ +)9± ( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 11178]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ;
ll + ( + +)8

lines. Forecasts for certain days of the months Nisan and Yiar, etc.

[K. 11179]

Left-hand corner, 2f^,rin. by 18 + ( -f- +) 1 lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list forming, according to

the colophon, the 2nd tablet of a Series. [K. 11180]

Fragment of the right half, 2fin. by 1-^^in.
; ( +)15± ( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 11181]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l^in.
; ( +)84-13(+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list airanged in

groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 11182]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by If in.
;
7 -f

lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 11183]

Fragment out of the middle, 2f in. by li^-in. ;
9-1-0 + + lines

in double-columns. Part of an explanatory text referring to astro-

logical subjects, [K* 11184]

Fragment of the right half, Ijin. by l-j^in,
; ( +) 11 + (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 11185]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by Ifin.; traces of 13 + 16 lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11186]

Fragment of the left half, 1-J^in. by l*Ari“» 5 (+ )±( +)

11 lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. Most

of the ideographs are compounded with [K. 11187]
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l}in. by l^in.
; 10 +

lines (ill double-columns?). Fragment of an explanatory (?) text.

[K. 11189]

Fragment of the nght half, 2{^m. by l|in.
; ( +) 14 ± (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 1 1190]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l|in. by IJin. ; 9 +
lines in double-columns. Fragment of a list of Assyrian words with

similar meanings. [K. 11191]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ifin.
; 9 + lines divided into

columns like those of K. 1 1 151 ;
nee above, p. 1 142. Part of a religious

text. Cf. Bezold, Zeits., 1889, p. 436. [K. 11192]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; 12 + traces of 3 -f +
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, probably

serving for the intei*pretation of a certain literary text. [K. 11193]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lyVn. ;
9 -f lines in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 11194]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 fin. by IJin. ; short ends of 7 -t- 14

+ lines (in double-columns ?). Part of an astrological text.

Referring to line 5 of Column II an explanatory gloss is added by the

scribe. [K. 11195]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by l|in.
; 12 -f- lines in

double-columns. Part of a copy of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 11196]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by If in.; 7 -f 10 + + lines

(in double-columns). Fragment of a list of names of deities similar to

those mentioned above, pp. 406, 409, K. 2098, K. 2119, etc. [K. 11197]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in. ; 13 + lines (in

double-columns?). Part of an explanatory(?) text. [K. 11198]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 1 Jin. ; 10 -f lines. Part

of an explanatory list aiTanged in groups according to the roots of

the Assyrian words. [K. 11199]

Right-hand corner, 1 fin. by 1 Jin. ; -h 2 + 9 +
lines in two, or more, columns. Pari of a copy of an explanatory

list. [K. 11200]

Fragment out of the middle, 2j-fin. by IJin.; -f-3+2-f lines

(in four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class “ S®.”

[K. 11201]
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Fragment out of the middle, by 2 in.; 7 + 7 + + lines

in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in gi-oups

according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 11203]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-^in. by l§in.
; 9 + lines (in

four columns). Fragment of an explanatory list of the class “ S®.”

[K. 11204]

Fragment of the lower portion, l+|in. by 1 in.
;
8 -f- short beginnings of

4 + traces of 2 -f 6 lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an ex-

planatory list. [K. 11205]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l|in.
; 12 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 11206]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by li in. ; 8 + lines in double-

columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 11207]

Fragment of the right half, l||in. by ( +) 111 ± (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list aiTanged in

groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideogi'aphs. [K. 11208]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by 5 + Imes. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11209]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, Ifin, by Ifin.; + -f-

7 -f 4 lines. Part of a religious(?) text. [K. 11210]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin, by lin.; 19 + 7 lines. Portion a reli gious

text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11211]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin, by If in,; 9 + lines. Part

of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 11212]

Fragment out of the middle, If in, by l|in.
; 14 ± lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 11213]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 13 + lines. Omens

concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K, 11214]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; + ±7+2 lines

(in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 11215]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by 5 9 + 6 + + lines

in double-columns. Part of list of forms of official titles.

[K. 11216]
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P'ragment out of the middle, 1 by ItV^L; ( +) 14 ± ( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of an Explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 11217]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin.; 13 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

The subject matter is of a religious character. [K. 11218]

Portion out of the middle, 2 Jin. by Ifin. ; + + 15 + 15 lines;

Babylonian
;
marginal number Portion of a religious text, part ot

which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11219]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin.; + 0 lines in double-

columns. Fragment of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 11220]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + 6 + 5 + 7 lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses. Duplicate

of K. 2051
;

8(>e above, p. 395 f. [K. 11221]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IjVn-; + 14 + +
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 11222]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by IJin. ;
12 + lines in double-

columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings.

[K. 11223]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 3-|^jyin. by I 4 + 6 + . . . .

.

+ lines in double-columns. Fragment of a text containing

grammatical paradigms. [K. 11224]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin.; + ± 14 +
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 11225]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by IJJin. ; 18 + + +
lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing grammati-

cal paradigms based on the theme hilu “lord.” This text may belong

to a tablet of the Series <III <0 Ef ^ I-

[K. 11227]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by IJin.
; ( +) ± 7(+ . . . .

.)

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

gi’oups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 11228]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Ijin.; 12 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian prayer. [K. 11229]
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Portion out of the middle, 2iin. by 1 Jin. ; 14 + 17 + + lines.

F orecasts. The lines of Column II begin throughout with
|

[K. 11230 + Sm. 126]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by Ifin. ; + 18 lines.

Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 11231]

Right-hand corner, l-J-Jin. by l-i^in. ; 7 + lines. Fragment of an

incantation-text. [K. 11232]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2in. by 14Jhi.; + +
14+6 lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with

similar meanings, belonging, according to the colophon, to a tablet of

the Series [^f] •
]@[

catch-line is mutilated.

[K. 11233]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2|in. by Ifin.
;
4 + 7 lines. Fragment of

an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11234]

Right-hand corner, 1-fjiiiu by l-i%in.; + ..'... + 9 + lines (in

double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 11235]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by IJin. ; + 11 lines. Part of a

mythological text. Referring to line 8 a gloss is added by the scribe.

[K. 11236]

Left-hand comer, 2-^in. by 1Jin. ; 12 + traces of 3 lines. Fragment of a

religious (?) text, [K. 11237]

Fragment out of the middle, lyVin. by lin.; 6 + ( + +) 3 lines

in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 11238]

Left half, 2Jin. by IJin.; 16 + 14 lines. Part of a report concerning

offerings, or taxes. The end reads :—

^

T + in [-?] I
- *10 T t [<Ii Sff ?].t [K. 11239]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by Ifin.; ( +)14 + 12(+ )

lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K* 11240]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Fragment

of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 11241]

* Cf. Mpra, p. 6S0, K. 4409. Partly effaced.

X Cf,npra,y.l4il K. 626

7 HVOL. in.
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Left-haud corner, 3Jin, by Itin.; 4 lines. Part of a text containing

forecasts, wliich may belong to a tablet of the Series >-<
; <?/.

supra

^

p. 522, note f* The text of obverse begins:—>-< ^
The catch-line rea.lsr-M CD < ET

[K. 11242]

Portion out of the middle, 2fiii. by 2j\in. ; 9 + 15 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. A colophon-line reads Ef ^
BIT [4^?]. [K. 1124e3]

Left-hand corner, l|in. by 1Jin. ; 8 + lines. Part of a text containing

astrological forecasts. The sentences begin with I
^TYT^y ; cf,

sujyrtjf p. 431, K. 2311. [K. 11244]

Fragment of the left half, 3iu. by 2iii.
;

13 -f 10 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 11245]

Fragment of the right half, 2^in. by IJiii. ; 9 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a religious (?) text. [K. 11246]

Fragment of the left half, 1Jin. by Ifin. ; 7 + .....( ) lines
; Baby-

lonian. Fragment of an astrological text. [K. 11247]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ;11+ lines. Frag-

ment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 11248]

Right half, lower portion, 2-jZg.in. by 2in.
; 12 + 4 linos. Copy of a text

containing forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 11249]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by If in.; + 16 linos. Forecasts.

[K. 11250]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; 9 + 3 lines. Fragment of a list of names

of stars, probably belonging to an astrological or magical text. Copy of

a Babylonian original. [K. 11251]

Portion out of the middle, 2fin. by 2fiu, ; + + 15+10 lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of the mooji. This fragment may belong to the same tablet

as K. 11094 and K. 11098; see above, p. 1137 f. [K. 11252]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by l-i^in.; 9 + lines. Part of a

report. [K. 11253]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin, ; 14 + lines. Fragment of

a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stai-s. [K. 11254]

Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2T%in. by 1fVin. ; 11 + lines.

Fragment of a religious text. Mention is made of the goddess

+ Jl -fC tTf? [K. 11255]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by liin.; 7 ± 5 lines. Fniginont of a

historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 11250]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin.; 14 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; it probably belongs

to a tablet of the great astrological work y

[K. 11257]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IjV^i. ; ±13 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 11258]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by llJin. ; 10 + 9 + + lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for each day of

Tebet and of other months. [K. 11259]

Fragment out of the middle, + lines.

Fragment of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. A colophon-line roads;

—

gyy i.[yyy?]. [K. 1126O]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ;r) + (. ...,) lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11201]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin.; 13 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts concerning clouds and rain,

etc. For a similar text see above, p, 972, K. 8923. [K, 11202]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1{-J in. by IJin. ; 10 + ..... ( )
lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 11263]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 5 ( ) Ihies.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11264]

Fragment of the right half, l-j^in. by Ifin. ; ( +) 10 +

(+ ) lines. Part of a text containing incantations and direc-

tions for ceremonies. [K. 11266]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2Jin. by 1Jin. ; ( +)

+ 7 (+ ) lines in double-columns. Fragment of a list of names

of stars. [K. 11267]

Fragment of the light half, 2|in. by If in. ; + 17 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 11268]

* Partly effaced.

7 H 2
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Riglit-liaiid coriior, by 1-j^jrin. ; ±11 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites to be performed in

order to obtain magical results from stones and herbs. [K. 11269]

Fragment out of the middle, l}in. by Ifin. ; + 7 lines
;
Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11270]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by I Jin. ; •.... + 11 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 11271]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by l^^in.
; 16 + lines.

Astrological forecasts for the various months, taken from observa-

tions of the wind. Cf, stipra^ p. 422,K. 2207. [K. 11272]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lin.; + 12 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 11273]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 10 + ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text. Referring to line 5 a gloss is added by the

scribe. [K. 11274]

Fragment out of the middle, 15 in. by Ifin.; + 9 lines. Fragment of

a text containing forecasts. [K. 11275]

Fragment out of the middle, 25in. by lin.
; 5 + 2 + + lines.

Fragment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 11276]

Fragment of the right half, 15 in. by IJin.; + 8 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.

[K. 11277]

Fragment out of the middle, 25in. by Ijin.
; 11 + 11 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. One paragraph begins;

—

[K. 11278]

Portion out of the middle, 2fin. by 25 in.; + 20 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the moon, etc.; they partly relate

to public affairs. [K. 11279]

Fragment out of the middle, 25 in. by Ifin. ; 20 + lines. Pai-t

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. pC. 11280]

Fragment of the left half, l-Z^in. by l^in.
; 8 + 4 lines. Fragment of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 11282]
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Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; ±10 lines. Part of a

list of names of stars. lines 5 ff. read

4 m
-*f ^ Mi

<w m
Cf. infra, K. 11300. [K. 11283]

Left half, upper portion, 2|in. by l-|^in.

:

15 + 10 lines. Fragment i)f a

religious text. [K. 11284]

Fragment of the left half, l}in. by 1 ?:
5 + . . . . . lines. Fragment of

a report (?). [K. 11285]

Fragment of the left half, Sin. by IJin.; 12 + ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various

months. [K. 11286]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJiii. by If in.
; 8 + 12 lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 11287]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Ijin.; 15 + ( )
lines.

Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal concerning his war with

riurnmaii, king of Elam ([f] ET [<I@])*

Mention is made of f *"^10 4S [K. 11289]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; 13 + ( )
lines. Fragment of

a text containing astrological forecasts for each day of certain

months. [K. 11290]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by 1-fVin. ; ..... + 12 lines
;
marginal

number Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts

taken from observations of the clouds. The sentences usually begin

with y 4-yy *;=yyyy; c/. mpra, p. 430, k. 2299.
[k. 11291]

Fragment out of the middle, l|f

;

12 + traces of 1 + +
lines. Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 11292]

Portion out of the middle, 2iin. by Ifin.; 21 + short beginnings of 15 +
+ lines; marginal number Part of a text containing

astrological forecasts for each day of certain months; they partly

relate to public affairs, [K. 11293]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Jin. ; 21 + traces of 13 + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K, 11294]

* Partly effaced. t or. line 9.
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ITragment of the lower portion, 2fiii. by
; 10 + (edge) 5 + 13 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11295]

Fragment out of the middle, ^firin. by l|J-in. ; 15 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of the moon, etc,\ they

partly relate to public affairs. [K. 11296]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in.; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11297]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.; + 12 lines. Fragment

of an omen-text concerning the colours of the eyes, etc,\ cf^ e.g,^

lines 3 ff:

—

M - 4 ^ i
Mf i u m

I’W m
m

<T-F- M- [K. 11298]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|iu.
;
11 + .... . lines. Part of a

text containing foroca sts. [K. 11299]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2fin. by l}-^in.
; 10 + 12 +

lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings,

similar to that of K. 3245 {see above, p. 516), K. 11150 (p. 1142), etc.

[K. 11300]

Fragraeiit out of the middle, l|in. by IJin.; 13+ ( ) lines.

F orecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 11301]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by Jin. ; 5 + 5 lines. Fragment of a

religious (?) text. [K. 11302]

Fragment of the right half, lY^yin. by IJiii. ; 9 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 11303]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l/^in.
;
14 + lines. Omens

concerning the condition of, or events in, a city, etc, [K. 11304]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l-|^in.; .

.

astrological text concerning various stars.

+ 8 lines. End of an

[K. 11305]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 12 + lines. Part of a
list of names of stars,

tablet as K. 11283, y.r.

This fragment probably belongs to the same

[K. 11306]

* Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJiii.
;

8 4- ( ) lines.

Fragment of a prayer. [K. 11307]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by Ifin. ; 14 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts for ea(;h day of certain

months, concerning eclipses, etc»] they partly relate to public atfairs.

[K. 11308]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by l-f^in. ; +7 lines. End and colophon

of a text containing astrological forecasts, and belonging, according

to the colophon, to the 2nd tablet of a Senes. Of the catch-line only

the beginning is visible:—f p. 1083,

K. 10379. Mention is made of f ;

see above, p. 1127, K. 10967, and below, p. 1181, K. 11()14. [K. 11309]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin.; 10 4‘ lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text, probably referring to tlio celebration of tlie

Festival of the New Year. [K. 11310]

Fragment of the right half, If^in. by Ifin. ; ±14 lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11311]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by IJin. ;
ll + ( 4 4)

12 lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 11312]

Left-hand corner, 2 in. by 1-j-fin. ; 12 4 5 lines. Part of a text containing

astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars.

[K. 11313]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j-fin. by l-j^in. ; 46 lines. End of a

religious text. [K. 11314]

Lower half. Ifin. by l^in. ; 7 4^48 lines. Part of a letter (to the

king). [K. 11315]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by If in.; 17 4 ( ) lines.

Part of an astrological text. [K. 11316]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2f in. by lin. ; 2 4 3 4 + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies, similar to those of K. 8172 (see above, p. 902), K. 9441 (above,

p. 1012), etc,9 to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11317]

Fragment of the right half, 2f in. by Ijin,
; ( 4 +)18±

(4 4 . . . . .) lines. Part of a mythological legend.

[K. 11319]

Fragment out of the middle, l|fin. by IJin. ; 11 4 lines. Part of

an omen-text concerning the condition of certain parts of the human

body. 11320]
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Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by iT^in.; + 8-f +

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 11821]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lijin. ; 11 + ( )
lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars;

they partly relate to public aftaii*s. [K. 11322]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by lin.; 18 ± lines. Part of a

letter, or report, to the king. [K. 11323]

Left-hand comer, 2j^^in. by lin.; 4 + ( + ..••.+) 5 lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stars. [K. 11324]

Portion of the right half, 2fin. by Ifin. ; 22 + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the clouds; cf, snpra^ p. 430,

K. 2299. [K. 11325 + K. 11356]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fjiii. by 1jin. ; ±6 lines. Fragment

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. Duplicate of K. 8009 (see above, p. 888), reverse, lines

2 £F. [K. 11326]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-j?^in, by 1Jin. ; 9 + traces of 1 + +
lines

;
marginal number Part of a hymn to a goddess.

[K. 11328]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1 J in, ; 10 -f ( ) Imes. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.

[K. 11329]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by l-j'^in.
; 9 4- traces of 4 +

+ lines. F orecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 11330]

Fragment of the right half, 2jin. by IJin, ; 19 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11331]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2-^ in. by IWin. ; + 8 lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11332]

Left-hand comer, 1 jin. by l-j^in.
; 8 + lines. Astrological fore-

casts taken from observations of the moon, etc. This text may belong

to a report. [K. 11333]

Fragmentof therighthalf, 2Jin.by2-^in.; ( +) 4-10(+ )

lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 11334]
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Left half, 2|in. by 2Jiii. ; 12+ lines. Astrological forecasts

taken from observations of the moon and sun, etc. This text may bo

part of a report. [K. 11335]

Fragment out of the middle, 2YVin. by IJin.; 15 + lines. Part of an

astrological text concerning various stars. [K. 11336]

Fragment of the left half, 2 Jin. by 2Jin.; 5 (+ ) + ( +) 10 lines

ill double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the forms of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 11337]

Portion out of the middle, S^^in. by l-^in. ; + + 19 + traces

of 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text with an inter-

linear Assyrian version. Cf, supra, Vol. I, p. XXX. [K. 11338]

Left-hand corner, 3in. by 1 Jin. ; + + 6 + lines (in double-

columns? ). Fragment of an explanatory (?) text. [K. 11339]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ;
15 + lines. Omens

derived from the condition of certain parts (the heart, lungs (?), etc.) of

the human body. [K. 11340]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by li^^in.; 12 + lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.

[K. 11341]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by Ifin. ; 13 + 2 lines. Forecasts. [K. 11342]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by ^ i Fragment

of an omen (?)-text. [K. 11343]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Iffin.; 11 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 1 1 344]

Fragment of the upper portion, Iffin. by IJin. ;
14 + lines. Part of

a religious text. [K. 11345]

Fragment out of the middle, by Ifin. ; 10 + ( ) lines.

Part of an astrological text. [K. 11346]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1Jin. by Ifin. ;
7 + lines.

Fragment of a prayer (?). [K* 11347]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by IJin.
; ( + )7 + ( + )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for cere-

monies. One section ends with irHf"*

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IV^iu- ; 12 + ( ) lhi®s»

Part of a religious text. [K- 11349]

VOL. m. 7 I
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Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by 8 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11350]

Fragment out of the middle, Igiu. by + ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning and ^tc,

[K. 11351]

Fragment out of tlie middle, l|in. by l-j^in.
; 9 + lines in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 11353]

Fragment out of tlie middle, 2in. by l^in. ; ±17 lines. Astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 11354]

Fragment of the right half, 2-^^in. by lihi. ; ±11 lines. Part of a

mythological, or religious, text. [K. 11357]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 5 +
ment of a text containing astrological forecasts for certain days of

the month Tebet, concerning eclipses. [K. 11358]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by lin. ; 14 (-f ) ± ( +) traces of

3 lines. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 11359]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in, by l|in. ; short ends of 10 + short be-

ginnings of 7 -f + lines (in double-columns). Fragment

of an explanatory list, [K. 11360]

Left-hand corner, l}|in. by Ifiii. ;6-f-( -f +) 3 lines in

double-columns. Beginning and end of an explanatory list.

[K. 11361]

Fragment out of the middle, ly^in. by iT^in. ; + 8-1-

lines. Fragment of an astrological text. [K. 11362]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; ±11 lines. Omens
concerning cities, etc. Referring to line 10 an interlinear gloss is added

by the scribe. [K. 11364]

Right-hand corner, IJ^in. by lfV“*> ± lines. Fragment of a

text containing prayers and directions for ceremonies. [K. 11365]

Fragment of the light half, ly^in. by 1-^in. ; ±10 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 11366]

Fragment out of the middle,Jlf in. by Ifin.; 8 + lines. Fragment of a

religious text, probably written for an Assyrian king. Mention is

made of Unik (^<^y <Igf). [K. 11367]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l-j-jlin. by ly-’uin.; 12 + 10 -f +
lines (in double-columns ?). Part of an explanatory (?) text. Cf\

infra, K. 11380. [K. 113()8]

Fragment out of the middle, J^in. by l^Vin. ; 11 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list aiTanged in groups

according to the roots of the Assyrian words. [K. 11389]

Fragment out of tlie middle, If’ijin. by l-iVhi«; 14 4- f ) lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of vainous stars.

[K. 11370]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by Ij^Tj-in. ; -f ±12 + traces

of 5 lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list.

[K. 11371]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l-j^in.
; 8 + 5 + lines.

Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms (?). [K. 11372]

Fragment of the lower portion, l-npin. by lin.; .5 + lines.

Fragment of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.* [K. 11373]

Fragment of the left half, Ifjin. by It^in. ; 13 + lines. Forecasts.

One section begins:— >-<t <1^ <£!! -4-
•-Hf- V

[K. 11374]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by 1 Jin. ; 13 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 11375]

Fragment out of tlie middle, ^7 IfiJ^*; H + traces of 3 +
+ lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11376]

Fragment out of the middle, IJ-Jin. by 1Jin. ;
11 + lines in

double-columns. Pai-t of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the forms of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 11377]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-fjin. ; + 4 +
lines. Fragment of a list of names of persons, etc, [K. 11378]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by If in. ; 5 + ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of an astrological text. [K. 11379]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by If in.; 11 + 6 + + lines

(in double-columns?). Part of an explanatory (?) text. This frag-

ment may belong to the same tablet as K, 11368, q,v, [K. 11380]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1Jin. ;
..... + 8 lines. Fragment

of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11381]

* C/. p. 486, note ••. t Partly effaced.
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Fmgment of the right half, IWhi. by l^in. ; 9 ± lines. Fragment ot

a Sumero-Akkadian religious text in the form of a litany,

[K. 11382]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 9 + lines in double-

columns. Fragment ot an explanatory list. [K. 11383]

Lower portion, right half, 2Jin. by lijin. ;
10 + lines. Part of an

incantation-text with an interlinear Assyiian version. [K. 11384]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in. ; ±6 lines. Fragment of

a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 11385]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by l-i^in. ;
11 + hues in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list of names of various kinds of

reeds Hf^), etc. [K. 11386]

Fragment out of the middle, I Jin. by l^^in.
; 10 + traces of 4 + +

lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 11387]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by 1Jin.; ( -f ) 10 + ( + )

lines (in double-columns). Fragment of a text containing grammatical

paradigms. [K. 11388]

Fragment out of the middle, l-|^in. by 1 Jin. ; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of an inscription of Assurbanipal concoming his war with

[y yy?] ^yy Mention is made of the land of >-^^yy

.

[K. 11389]

Fragment out of the middle, I Jin. by IJin. ; 9 -f lines in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 11390]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by -[-Jin, ; ±7 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11391]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 4-6 lines in double-

columns. End of an explanatory list. [K. 11392]

Fragment out of the middle, l-f\in. by IJin. ; 8-f8 + + lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 11393]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 6 + 9-f + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list aiTanged in groups

according to the form of the cuneiform ideogi’aphs. [K, 11394]

Fragment of left half, IJin. by IJin.; ..... -1- 9 4- (left-hand edge) traces

of 1 lines. Part of an astrological text concerning observations of

various stars. Mention is made of the “road of Bel” (i^ ^y ^
5:yyy). [k. 11395]
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Fragment out of the middle, ^ + short l)eginiiiiigs of 2 +
+ lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.

[K. ii;ii)7]

Fragment of the right half, 2jVin. by l^in.; 10 ± lines. Fragment

of a text containing foveeasts. [K. li;V,)S]

Fragment out of the middle, l-|2frin. by Ifiii. ; 11 + lines

in double-columns. .Part of a list of Ass^yi’ian words with similar

mcaiiing-s. [K. 1131)9]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by
5 11+ *i»cs in

double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical para-

digms. [K. 11400]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by liin. ; 12 -f- ( ) lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 11401]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l|in.; 1) + lines in double-

columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms. This

fragment apparently belongs to a tablet of the Series ^
Igf ^ 1. [K. 11402]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; -f + 12 + short

ends of 2 lines. Part of an astrological (?) text. [K. 11403]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l^^in. ; + 12 lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K, 11404]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2 in.; 8 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 11405]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in, by IJin. ; + ± traces of

1 H- 14 lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 11406]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l-fViJi' 5 5 + 6 -f + lines

(ill double-columns). Part of a text containing grammatical para-

digms. This fragment apparently belongs to a tablet of the Series

k. 46 (supra, p. 12),

Column III, lines 21 ff. [K. 11407]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by 1Jin. ; ( + ) 13 + (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical

paradigms based on the theme patdru. This fragment may belong

to a tablet of the Series^ ^ Ef ^ T? i:

fK. 11408]
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by IJin.; 13 +
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words ^vith

similar meanings. [K. 11409]

r’ragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.; ( -(-
)
15 + ( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 11410]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by Ifin. ;
11 + lines. Copy of a

religious text, probably wiitten for an Assyrian king. [K. 11411]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l^in. ; -h + 7 + traces

of 2 lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 11412]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^hn by lin.; + ± -f

9 lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11413]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-fifin. by l-j^in.
j
9 -f 4 -f lines

(in two, or more, columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 11414]

Fragment of the lower portion of ojie side, Ifin. by liVhi. ;
9 -|- 2 ±

lines. Part of an astrological text. [K. 11415]

Fragment of the lower portion, l|in. by Jin.; 9 -f ( ) lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11417]

Fragment out of the middle, l-^^in. by lin.; 12 + ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate

to public aflairs. [K. 11418]

Portion out of the middle, 2y®|rin. by 1-fJ^in. ; + 16 lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 11419]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by IJin.; traces of 4 + 10 + 3 +
lines. Part of a list of animals which were probably olFered

up as sacrifices. [K. 11420]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.
; 7 + lines. Fragment

of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king(?). [K. 11421]

Fragment of the left half, l-}Jin. by lin.; short beginnings of 5 + 6 lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the etc.; cf, supra,

p. 549, note f. [K. 11422]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by fin. ; 6 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing fenecusts, [K. 11423]
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Fragment of the right half, by l^in.
; ( -f) 1'2 ±

(+ ) lines (in double-columns). Part of a list of names of

plants. [K. 11424]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by -[-Jin. ; -f- 11 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter. [K. 11425]

Fragment of the lower portion, l|in. by l^in.
; 8 4- lines (in

double-columns?). Part of an explanatory list (?). [K. 11426]

Fragment of the right half, ly^ffin. by Ix^in.; 12 -f- lines. Part of an

omen -text concerning the chances of a sick man’s recovery, etc.

[K. 11427]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin.; 10 + lines in double-

columns. Fragment of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 11428]

Fragment of the upper portion, l/^jin. by |in,
; 3 4- 3 + o lines. Fragment

of a report conccniing public affairs, of the class described above,

p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the text see Knudtzon, Assyr. Gebete an den

Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 48, No. 129. [K. 11429]

Loft half, lower portion, 2in. by l|in. ; 10 4- 7 4- (left-hand edge) 2 lines.

Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see

Knudtzon, /.6*., p. 9, No. 23. [K. 11430]

Left half, upper portion, 4iin. by l^in. ; 7 4- 1^ lines. Part of a similar

report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the land of V ET

yy yy. For the text see Knudtzon, U, p. 12, No. 30.

[K. 11431 4- K. 11453 -f 83-1-18, 569]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by lin,; 4 4-14-4 lines. Babylonian.

Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text

see Knudtzon, U., p. 33, No, 88. [K. 11432]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by }in, ;
short ends of 4 4- 1 lines. Frag-

ment of a report(?). [K. 11433]

Left half, lower portion, 1Jin. by 1Jin. ; 1 4- 7 4- (left-hand edge) 3 lines.

Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

Mention is made of y
4"* text see Knudtzon,

Assyr. Gebete an den Sonnengoit, Vol. I, p. 33, No. 89. [K. 11434]

Right half, tipper portion, 2Uin. by Jin.; 4 4-5 4-3 lines. Part of a similar

report concerning public affainu For the text see Knudtzon, /.<?.,

^ No. 85. [K. 11435]
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Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by li^in. ;
3 + 7 lines. Fragment of a

report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is

made of the land of V' Knudtzon, Assyr,

Gehete an den Sonnengott^ Vol. I, p. 32, No. 82. [K. 11436]

Left half, 4Jin. by 4Jin. ; 25 + 16 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines. Part of a

similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Esarhaddon

(T -+ cl? T -*f T cEIT T e=

m tE, T Tf m Tf. y + c:*T y m of i^nd

of Akkad and of the peoples ^ y? y?*

<j=5y & <©7? y?, ^-yyy r *^yyy«=. -yy4i Etyytx?) [y? y??].

i^-yiEtyy y? y?, m y? y?. etc. For the text see Knudtzon,

p. 42, No. 108. [K. 11437]

Right half, upper portion, 3Jin. by 3Jin. ; 14 + 14 lines. Part of a similar

report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Assurbanipal, the

son of Esarhaddon (f Sfl T

of the land ofV a-^^d its inhabitants. For the text see

Knudtzon, Lc., p. 31, No. 75. [K. 11438]

Left half, lower portion, 51 in. by 3in.; 12 + 12 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.

Part of a similar report concerning public affiirs. Mention is made of

y ^ ctyj and of y
nation of

yy yy, etc. For the text see Knudtzon, Ic.^ p. 14, No. 35. [K. 11439]

Portions, 6fin. by 4in.
; 17 + 18 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part of

a similar report concerning public affairs; cf. supra, p. 260, notej.

lilention is made of king Esarhaddon (y

of the crown-prince Assurbanipal (y ^4" ^
For the text see Knudtzon, Lc., p. 45, No. 116. [K. 11440]

Lower portion, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 6 + 8 lines. Part of a private contract.

Mention is made of y ^ ,V- [K. 11441]

Left half, upper portion, 2Jin, by IJin. ; 8 + 6 lines. Part of a report of

the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of

Esarhaddon ([f -+?] 0 -41), and of T -tfcj fetyTT

yyy^»-»-y<.t For the text see Knudtzon, Assyi\ Gehete an den Sonnengott,

Vol. I, p. 3, No. 4. [K. 11442]

Fragment out of the middle, 3Jin. by l|in. ; + 5 lines. Fragment of

a report (?). [K. 11443]

Partly ejffacedj cf. wpra, p. 120, K. 612.

t Partly effaced.
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Upper portion, right half, 2j"^in. by 2^in.
;
14 + 5 lines. Part of a report

of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of

the peoples mi E^yy y?, fess*

tgyy tyyy yy yy, eeTT ff 11 eu. For the text

KnudtzoN, Ass^r, Gehete an den Sonnengott^ Vol. I, p. 43, No. 109.

[K. 11444]

Fragment of the lower portion, 3-}4-in. by 22in. ; 14 + traces of 1 lines.

Part of a similar report concerning public affliirs. Mention is made

of king Esarhaddon (f and of the crown-piiiice

Assurbanipal (f >-»-V ^ fclSfS)* Knudtzon,

U, p. 52, No. 143. [K. 11445]

Upper portion, left half, 3fin. by 2f in. ; 12 + 12 + (left-hand orlge) 1 lines.

Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

king Assurbanipal (f 5= T0» of T * V ^ l< [T ] -0
^od of the city of J:yy 'll tyifft For the text

see Knudtzon, /.c., p. 57, No. 153. [K. 11446]

Lower portion, 3in. by Sin.
; 14 + 15 lines. Portion of a prayer. Refening

to lines 7 and 10 of obverse interlinear glosses are added b)^ the scribe,

[K. 11447]

Lower portion, left half, 3Jin. by 2|in.; 8 + 3 + 11 + (left-hand edge) 3t

lines. Part of a letter. Mention is made of f ^
and y

[K. 11448]

Right half, 3Jin. by 3in. ; 15 + 17 lines. Part of a report of the class

described above, p. 259 f,, K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon.

For the text see KnudtzON, Assgr. Gehete an den Sonnengott^ Vol. I,

p. 46, No. 117. [K. 11449 + 81-2-4, 192]

Portions, 45in. by 2-j^in.; 11 + 11 + 1 lines. Part of a similar report

concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Assurbanipal (y

SP T -+ -S sSSf and y -yi* -tH ISJ eyyyt. For

the text tee Knudtzon, l.e., p. 26, No. 66. [K. 11450 + 83-1-18, 549]

Right half, S^^in. by 2Jin,; 12 lines; reverse blank. Part of an omen-text

beginning:—|^^yys|:*Ciy -SI1 T ET <10 <T‘'

T— I T^^rn- [K. 11451]

* Partly effaced.

t These lines read from the top of the tablet to the bottom.

7 KVOL. nr.
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Fragment of the lower portion, 2|in. by lin.
;
4 -f 4 lines.' Fragment

of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the

text see Knudtzon, Assyr, Gebete an den Sonnengott^ Vol. I, p. 51,

No. 140. [K. 11452]

Lower portion, left half, 8Jin. by 1 Jin. ;
traces of 4 + 7 lines. Fragment of

a private contract. [K. 11454]

Right-hand corner, Ifjin. by IJin. ; 3 + 7 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 11455]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l-jRj-in.
; 9 + 7 lines. Part of a letter

to the king. Mention is made of the city of *-^11

[K. 11456]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin. ; 7 + lines. Fragment of a

report of the class desciibed above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the text

see Knudtzon, Assyr. Gebete an den Sonnengott^ Vol. I, p. 43, No. 110.

[K. 11457]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IjJin. ; 4 + lines. Fragment of

a list of names of persons (?). [K. 11458]

Lower portion, left half, 3Jin. by 2 in.; 12 + + (left-hand edge) 3 lines.

Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

Mention is made of ] ^ Knudtzon, A ssyr,

Gebete an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 46, No. 118. [K. 11459]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; + 4 lines. Fragment of

a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see Knudtzon,

/.c., p. 58, No. 155. [K. 11460]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 6 + 4 lines. Fragment of a

similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see Knudtzon,

le., p. 51, No. 136. [K. 11461]

Fragment out of the middle, 3Jin. by If in.; 5 + lines. Fragment of

a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Assur-

banipal
(| Sfl For the text see Knudtzon, Z.c.,

p. 47, No. 122. ' [K. 11462]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by 2in.; + 8 lines. Fragment of a

private contract. [K. 11463]

Right-hand corner, l] Jin. by IJin.; 5 + 7 lines. Beginning and end of a

report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the text

see Knudtzon, Assyr, Gebete an den Sonnengott^ Vol. I, p. 50, No. 134.

[K. 11464]

Partly effaced.
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Left-hand comer, 2 in. by liii. ; 5 -t- 2 -f- 4 lines. Part of a letter to the

king. [K. 114(55]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, l^in. by + 3 lines.

Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

For the text see KnudtzON, Assi/r, Gebete an den Sonnengottj Vol. T, p. 58,

No. 160. [K. 1146G]

Left-hand corner, ^|in. by l^in. ; 5 5 lines. Beginning and end of a

similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of y ^
Knudtzon, l.c.f p. 23, No. 58. [K. 11467]

Upper portion of one side, Sin. by Ifiii. ;
7+4 lines. Part of a report

concerning various articles of clothing, etc. [K. 1 1468]

Fragment of the lower poriion, 1 Jin. by l-^^^in.
;
2 + 3 lines. Fragment of

a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the text

see Knudtzon, Aasyr. Gebete an den Sonnengotif Vol. I, p. 58, No. 159.

[K. 11469]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, If in. by Jin. ; +4 lines.

Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text

see Knudtzon, /.c*., No. 161. [K. 11470]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-j^in.; 6 + 6 lines. Fragment of a list

of objects. [K. 11471]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 6 + 5 lines. Fragment of a report of

the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Mention is made of

Assurbanipal. For the text see KNUDTZON, Assyr. Gebete an den

Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 52, No. 146. [K. 11472]

Right half, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 16 + 16 lines; Babylonian. Part of a similar

report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the land of

y? [y?]j
Knudtzon, Lc., p. 8, No. 19.

[K. 11473 + 82-5-22, 986]

Portions, 5Jin. by 3Jin.; 15 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Part of a similar

report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Assurbanipal

(y + Knudtzon, /.c., p. 53,

No. 147. [K. 11474]

Fragment of the lower portion, SJin. by IJJin. ; 7 + 5 lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see

Knudtzon, /.c.,"p. 31, No. 77. [K. 11475]

7 K 2
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Upper portion, left half, 4^ in. by 3Jin.; 13 + 11 lines
;
Babylonian. Beginning

and end of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

Mention is made of Esarhaddon (f ^ T ¥
-sllf.* T T 21! ® ““d of T jgyH !?• For the

text KnudtzoX, Assp\ Gehete an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 23, No. 57‘

[K. 11476]

Portions, Giin. by 3Jin. j
14 + 1 + 10 + (left-liaiid edge) 4 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made

of Esarhaddon (f -4)^ T -+ ^ T

4&T* y y? y?*
knudtzon, ;.<?., p. 37

,

No. 98. [K. 11477]

Portions, 5Jin. by 3J^in.; 13 + 15 lines; Babylonian. Part of a similar

report concerning public affairs. ]\Iention is made of Saosduchinos,

the son of king Esarhaddon (f ^y ‘^yy^^ >-^ y

4fEy)* Uine 15 of reverse contains a date in

Assyrian writing :—

^

«y|y ^ <!-!>- T ET -Ht-E! D>
i.e,, March-April, 668 B.O. For the text see Knudtzon, /.c., p. 54, No. 149.

[K. 11478]

Lower portion, left half, 4} Jin. by l|iii.; 8 + 7 lines. Babylonian. Part of

a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of |

^y*- etc. This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as

K. 11484, <y.r. For the text see Knudtzon, Ic,, p. 22, No. 56, h.

[K. 11479]

Left half, 3/^yin. by 2Jin. ;
14 + 14 + 5 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines

;
Baby-

lonian. Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of y
^->1

, ] .^4 4-y y ^ ^
of >^yy ^^y4 -^^y> 2 of the left-hand edge contains a

date. For the text see Knudtzon, Lc,, p. 21, No. 55. [K. 11480]

Fragment of the left half, 3 Jin. by 2Jin. ; 10 + 12 + (left-hand edge) If

lines, Babylonian. Part of a similar report concerning public affairs.

Mention is made of Esarhaddon (f [^<<{ ^4])^ y

44 the city of Askelon (i^yy ^yy Ay © 4?::^) and of

the troops of Egypt (^f y? y?)*

Knudtzon, /.<?., p. 29, No. 70. [K. 11481]

Fragment of the light half, 3} in. by 2Jin. ; 11+12 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see

Knudtzon, Lc,, p. 9, No. 21. [K. 11482]

* Partly effaced.

t This line reads from tlic top of the tablet to the bottom.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by 2Jin. ; 5 + 7 lines
; Babyloiiian.

Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288,

Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([y For tlio

text see Knudtzon, Oehetean den SonnengoU, Vol. 1, {). 47, No. 121.

[K. 11483]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by IJ^in.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of J 2Tf

© ® of the city of 2yy Hf<. Crsupra,

K. 11479. For the text see Knudtzox, /.c., p. 22, No. 5(), «. [K. 11484J

Left-hand comer, by 2iin.; 10 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Esarhaddon

(f *"+ A f SI tT [!f]» text see Knudtzon,

Lc,, p. 4, No. 9. [K. 11.485]

Left half, 3fin. by 2y^^in.
; 14 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part of a similar

report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of f

and of 1 % etc. For the text see Knudtzon, /.c., p. 21, No. 54.

[K. 11486]

Bight-hand corner, Sin. by 2y^^in.
; 5 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

similar repo rt concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Esarhaddon

([y A* >-h) of the goddess >-*f of

*g^3<<y Referring to line 5 of reverse an interlinear explanatory

gloss is added by the scribe. For the text see Knudtzon, Lc., p. 39,

No. 102. [K. 11487]

Lower portion, left half, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 13 + 1 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

Esarhaddon (| *->f and of the city of *^yy

the text see Knudtzon, /.c., p. 6, No. 16. [K. 11488J

Left half, 5Jin. by 3Jin. ; 14 + 17 + 3 lines ;
Babylonian. Portion of a

similar i-eport concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Esar-

haddon (y + ,-4) and of T + T?» king

of the land of ^ 211 "eT ^’or the text see Knudtzon, U, p. 11,

No. 29. [K. 11489 + 83-1-18, 534]

Lower portion, left half, S-j^j^in. by 3Jiii. ;
13 + 14 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines;

Babylonian. Part of asimilar report ooncemingpublicaffairs. Mention

is made of the land of V' *+; and of the people of ^
5^y <y<' yy yy, etc. For the text see Knxtdtzon, Lc., p. 24, No, 60.

[K. 11490]

* Fartlj effaced.
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LoAver portion, left half, 3g^in. by ; 11 + 13 + (left-hand edge) 1* lines;

Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f.,

K. 1288. The left-hand edge contains a date. For the text see Knudtzon,

Ass^r. Gehete an den Sonnengottf Vol. I, p. 49, No. 130. [K. 11491]

LoAver portion, right halt; 3-i^jj^in. by 2|in.
; 15 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see

Knudtzon, Ic., p. 19, No. 50. [K. 11492]

Fragment out of the middle, 3 in. by Sin.
; 4 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the

lands of [TO and For the text

see Knudtzon, /.c., p. 15, No. 38. [K. 11493]

Fragment of the upper portion, Sin. by 2Jin. ; 10 + 10 + 4 lines; Baby-

lonian. Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of f ^ >^. For the text Knudtzon, Ic,, p. 7, No. 17.

Cf. also sujjra, p. 2GO, iiotef. [K. 11494]

Portions, 3Jin. by 3in.; 20+ + (left-hand edge) 3* lines; Babylonian.

Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

the city of i£yy ^^"or the text see Knudtzon, /.c.,

p. 6, No. 12. [K. 11495]

LoAver portion, left half, 3Jin. by 2Jin.; 14 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Fragment

of a similar rep o rt concerning public affairs. For the text see Knudtzon,

Lc., p. 35, No. 94. Cf, also (for lines 1 and 3 of reverse) supra^ p. 2G0,

notes * and J. [K. 11496]

Fragment of the loAA^er portion, 2Jin. by 2Jin.; 10+1 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see

Knudtzon, Lc,, p. 10, No. 28. [K. 11497]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by 2Jin. ; 9 + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of the land of V "^y *gy ^yt and of the (soldiers of

the) land of yjft y][t, etc. For the text see Knudtzon, Lc,,

p. 13, No. 34. [K. 11498]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by IJin.; 5 + 9 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made

y S^y S' For the text see Knudtzon, Lc,, p. 3, No. 6.

[K. 11499]

* Beading from the top of the tablet to the bottom,

t Partly effaced.
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Left half, 3^in. by 2|in.
; 14 + 15 Hues; Babyloiiiau. Bart of a report of

the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. Aleiitiou is made of

Esarhaddon (f .-^f- t^])- For the text see Knudtzon,

Ass^r, Gehete an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 49, No. 131. [K. 11500]

Lower portion, left half, 2 Jin. by l|in.; 9 + 1 + 10 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Jilen-

tion is made of the city of ^ For the text see Knudtzox,

/.c., p. 7, No. 18. [K. 11501]

Fragment of the right half, 4|in. by I Jin.; 0 + 7 linos; Babylonian. Frag-

ment of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made

of T ^ »nd of the governor *£ff) of the

country of V For the text see Knudtzon, Lc., p. 2^

No. 3. [K. 11502]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2iin. by IJin. ; 4 + 3 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of f ^ [HK]‘ For the text see Knudtzon, Z.c.,

p. 3, No. 7. [K. 11503]

Right half, 4in. by 2 Jin. ; 17 + 15 lines ;
Babylonian. Part of a similar

report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of Esarhaddon

(Of -+ 4?] M T Rlty and of the Tf yj,

etc. For tho text see Knudtzon, l.c., p. 10, No. 25. [K. 11504]

Right half, 3Jin. by 3^ in. ; 15 + 12 lines
;
Babylonian. Part of a similar

report coneeming public affairs. Mention is made of tho laud of V
« J! y? yy- Of, infraj K. 11509. For the text see Knudtzon, /.(?.,

p. 5, No. 11, 5. [K. 11505 + 83-1-18, 551]

Right-hand corner, 2yjrin. by l-|-i|-in. ; 7 + 6 + (right-hand edge) 2 lines

;

Babylonian. Fragment of a similar report concerning public affaiiu

For the text see Knudtzon, /.(?., p, 9, No. 22. [K. 11506]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 3 in. by 2-^in. ; + 14 lines

;

Babylonian. Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. Men-

tion is made of Esarhaddon. For the text see Knudtzon, Lc,, p. 32,

No. 80. [K. 11507]

Fragment of the upper portion, 3|in, by Ifin. ; 5 + 5 lines ; Babylonian.

Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text

see Knudtzon, /.c., p. 57, No. 154. [K. 11508]

* Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by Ifin. ;
fi + 3 lines; Babylonian. Fragment of a

report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K, 1288. Mention is

made of the ^ TJ fj]. This fragment probably

belongs to the same tablet as K. 11505, q»v. For the text see Knudtzon,

Assyr, Gehete an den Sonnengott^ Vol. I, p. 5, No. 11, «. [K. 11509]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by l§in.; 6 + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see

Knudtzon, p. 6, No. 13. [K. 11510]

Right half, upper portion, 2:^in. by IJin. ; 10 + 9 lines
;
Babylonian. Part

of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

Assurbanipal (f
and of the (troops of the) land

of yy yy. For the text see Knudtzon, /.c*.,

p. 55, No. 151. [K. 11511]

Right-hand comer, 2j\in. by IJin. ; 6 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Fragment

of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see

Knudtzon, U, p. 53, No. 148. [K. 11512]

Left-half, lower portion, 2iin. by ; 5 + 8 lines
;
Babylonian. Part of

an incantation-text. [K. 11513]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by fin.; 4+2 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

Mention is made of y ’gy . For tlie text see Knudtzon, Assyr.

Gebete an den Sormengott, Vol. I, p. 10, No. 26. [K. 11514]

Right-hand comer, 2 in. by l-prin. ; 7 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Fragment of

of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see

Knudtzon, /.c., p. 32, No. 79. [K. 11515]

Portion out of the middle of reverse, 2|in. by IJin.; + 9 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a report. Mention is made of Assurbanipal

(y ^ y?). [K. 11516]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by IJin.; 5 + 5 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

For the text see Knudtzon, Assyr, Gehete an den Sonnengott, Vol. I, p. 12,

No. 32. [K. 11517]

Right-hand comer, 2|in. by IJin.; 4+8 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

similar report concerning public affairs. For the text see KNUDTZON,

/.c.,p. 51,No. 137. [K. 11518]
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Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, by 2^in. ; + 11 lines

;

Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above, p. 250 f.,

K. 1288. For the text see Knudtzon, Assyr, Gebete an den Somiencfoift

Vol. I, p. 33, No. 86. [K. 11510]

Fragment out of the middle of reverse, Ij^in. by If in. ; +7 + 2 lines
;

Babylonian. Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs.

For the text JKnudtzon, No. 87. [K. 11520]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by l-j-Jin.; 6 + 9 lines in Babylonian +
(left-hand edge) 4 lines in Assyrian. Part of a similar report con-

cerning public affairs. Mention is made of [f •V, T

[iffi], etc. For the text see Knudtzon, if.f.,p. 52, No. 145.

[K. 11521]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2y\in. by l^in. ; + 6 lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs.

For the text see Knudtzon, /.(?., p. 58, No. 163. [K. 11522]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^^in. by Ij^in. ; 5 + 5 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of Esarhaddon. For the text see Knudtzon, /.c., p. 10, No. 27.

[K. 11523]

Fragment out of the middle of one side, IJin. by Jin. ; 7 + lines.

Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text

see Knudtzon, Lc,, p. 58, No. 157. [K. 11523 a]

Fragment out of the middle of one side, l|in. by lyV’^* > i 5

Babylonian. Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs.

For the text see Knudtzon, /.c., No. 164. [K. 11524]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by lin.; 1+4 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text

see Knudtzon, /.e., p. 6, No. 14.
^

[K. 11525]

Fragment out of the middle of reverse, If in. by 1Jin. ; + 8 lines

;

Babylonian. Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs.

For the text see Knudtzon, /.c., p. 58, No. 156. [K, 11526]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by l-i^in. ; ..... + 5 lines.

Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs. For the text

aee Knudtzon, Lc., No. 162. [K. 11527]

VOL. ra,
.
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Fragment out of the middle of one side, l-fVin. by -f-gin.; 3 ± . . . . . lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a report of the class desenbed above,

p. 259 f., K. 1288. For the text see Knudtzon, Assyr, Gebete an den

Sonnengott^ Vol. I, p. 58, No. 166. [K. 11528]

Fragment out of the middle of one side, lin. by -f^in. ;
4 + lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a similar report concerning public affairs.

For the text see Knudtzon, /.c., No. 165. [K. 11529]

Portions, 3fin. by 2j|in.; 15 + 2 + 7 lines. Prayers and directions for

ceremonies. Cf,^ e.g,^ obverse, lines 9 ff. :

—

ggfr <1^ -7" Sff <Ef T— ^W lai

*

€gyym<m i? y? <y- -yy^ ’iyy <iif t^=yii
y-- "-^^y -3^4 gyy tyy?

y--

m y?
"-tyy < -^y lyy -tj tg tyyy^ & m - lyw s^y? ly -y<^--yyy

<111 Ey Kf -ggyy j^yyy5!f'-4y >fty?

>€gyy t^y .4 tt:i sgyyy - sy: >^y -yyy,

n^yy - EfF y-- ey v
s^^*iy!=yyv ^
m* ^ ^yy? Etyy

[K. 11530]

Fragment of the lower poitioii, Ifin. by l^in.
; 7 + 6 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 11531]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2|in.
; 12 + 10 + + 14 lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. One paragraph begins with

y ^4 < + +y; «/ supra, p. 1110, K. 10726. [K. 11532]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by l]4in.; + 10 + 9 + linea

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11533]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by 1-^in. ; + 6 lines; Babylonian. Frag-

ment of a prayer', part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

fK. 11534]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by l-j^in. ; + 15 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. A colophon-line reads;—3TEy* 2T»-T ’Ey *'yiil

"^y*^ «/• »“P™. P- 766, K. 6142. [K. 11535]

* Partly el^aced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, 2^^in. by ; 4 + -f- 2 lines

;

Babylonian. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11536]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by j Jin. ; 14 + 12 lines. Part of an 0mo 11-

text forming, according to the colophon, the 87th tablet of a Series.

The Series refeiTed to probably begins:—f V*
Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible :

—

T (?) [K. 11537]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by ±11 ^

text containing prayers. [K. 11538]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; + 9 lines. Part of an omen-text.

[K. 11539]

Portion out of the middle, 2fin. by If in. ; 12 + 19 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a letter, or report. [K. 11540]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fV*^* ^7 1J”l ; ( ) + 10 lines.

Part of a prayer. [K. 11541]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by IJin. ; 9 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 11542]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.
; 10 + lines. Part

of an incantation-text, ^vith an interlinear Assyrian version, probably

belonging to a tablet of the Series

[K. 11543]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l-i^g-in.j 11 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11544]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by 5 ± lines. Part of an

omen-text; cf, mpra^ p. 1139, K. 11115. [K. 11545]

Fragment of the right half, 2f in. by fin. ; + 13 + +

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K, 11546]

Fragment of the right half, Ijfin. by Ifin. ; + 12 lines ;
Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. This text

probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work y ^ •f-

Fragment of the left half, Ijin. by Ifin. ; 8 + 11 lines. Part of a text con-

taining incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 11548]

* Partly dbeed.
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Fragment of the left hall’, ^^in. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 11549]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by l^in. ; 6 + 0 lines; Babylonian. Part of

an incantation-text. One section begins :—

^

iSf^T

w mm- [K-

Right half, lower portion, 1 Jin. by 1| in.; lil + Olines; Babylonian. Omens

concerning cities, etc, [K. 11551]

Fragment out of the middle, I j^irin. by l^in.; 8 + 10 + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations with an interlinear Assyrian

version, and prayers. [K. 11552J

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 2in.
; 13 + ( ) lines; Baby-

lonian. Part of a Siimero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 11553]

Fragment out of the middle, in. by 1-i^in. ; 9+ + +
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with

similar meanings. [K. 11555]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by If in. ; + 15 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning >•*>+, and

etc. [K. 11556]

Left-hand corner, Ij^in. by 1 in.
;
traces of 3 + ( + +) 6 lines

in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 11557]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by Iff in.; 14 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the etc.

[K. 11558]

Left-hand corner, If in. by If in.; traces of 6 + 5 lines. Fragment of a list

of objects. [K. 11559]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by If in.
;

1 -f- 10 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.

According to the colophon:

—

this text forms tlie 38th part of a Series; cf, supra, p. 412, note t*

[K. 11560]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by If in. ; 12 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11561]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-^in.
; 8 + . . . . . lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 11562]
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Fragment of the upper portion, l^in. by IJiii. ; 9 + lines. Omens
derived from the actions of snakes. Lines 1 fif. read :

—

a <S!T] - tim <smm
E5S ’’^T Mil

[T <Sir ^4 - -mKTf tM
[T ^-m<] <siv - w <F tm
[y ^-yyy<] <Eyy* ^ m
[y ^-yyy<] <Siv ^ m

This fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 3731 ;
see above,

p. 559. [K. 11563]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 1-i^iii.; 13 ± lines. Omens con-

cerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 11561]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ij^g-in.
;
13 + 9 + lines.

Part of a mythological legend. [K. 11565]

Portion of the right half, 2fin. by Ifin. ; ± 15 lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 11566]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.; 9 + ( )
lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 11567]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-i^in. by If in.
;
8 + + -f*

lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from

' diseases of the eyes. [K. 11568]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by Ifin.; + + 11 +
lines. Part of an incantation-text belonging to the 3rd tablet of the

^-Series. Duplicate of K. 2959 {see above, p. 492 and Vol. II,

p. XXII), Column III, lines 18 ff. This fragment may belong to the

same tablet as K. 2390 (above, p. 439). [K. 11569]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; ±12 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 11570]

Fragment of the left half, Ijin. by Ifin.; 11 + ±( +)

4 + 11 lines. Part of an Assyrian text containing grammatical

paradigms(?) concerning legal subjects. Cf» supra^ p. 1091, K. 10483.

Kg,, Section II of the last Column (lines 3ff.), reads;—M 1 1 Myg?= -52:y ^yy5?= ^ "gyy 2=^ ey i
-0 -yyi:?!?

t^yyy Ji -+ .ly 1
^*^y -yyiiiy t^^yy-

K. 11571]

Paiilj eifMed.
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Portion of the right half, 3|in. by 2|in.; ( -f) 23 + 26 (+ )
lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11573J

Fragment of the lower portion, 2in. by If in.
; 7 + traces of4+3 + 9 lines.

Omens concerning houses, etc, [K. 11575]

Fragment of the right half, 2-f-Jin. by ; + 8 lines. End of an

incantation-text, with an interlinear Assyrian version, probably

belonging to a tablet of the Series Ty catch-

line and a preceding colophon-line read :

—

i-tB t? ^

[K. 11576]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by l-f^in.; 7 + 8 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. A colophon-line reads:— ET JT

r?] cf. supra, pp. 981, 1001, KK. 9047, 9296. [K. 11577]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l^in.; 8 + 11 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 11578]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by Ifin. ;
9 + . . . . . lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 11579]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by IJin.; 13 + lines. Part of

a prayer to a goddess, [K. 11580]

Left-hand corner, S-j^j^in. by Sin. ; 10 + ( ) lines. Fragment

of a mythological, or religious, text. Mention is made of f-
E^^yy. [k. 1158I]

Fragment of the left half, 2y^in, by 1 Jin. ; 14 + + +
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases

of the lungs (?). One section begins:—[y y*^«- <
[K. 11582]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2|in. by IJin. ; 11 + 6 lines. Part of an

astrological report relating to public affairs. [K. 11583]

Right-hand corner, 2Jin. by l|in.; 12 + 15 lines. Part of an astrological

text concerning observations of various stars and of eclipses.

[K. 11584]

PmUj effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by l-}^in.; + ± 18 + 20 linos.

Part of atext containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 11585]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by 2^in.j ( +) G + 7 ( + ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and prayers. [K. 1158G]

Right-hand corner, 2-^in, by IJin. ; ( +) lo + 10 (-}- ) lines.

Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites(?).

[K. 11588]

Fragment of the right half, 2|in. by IJin.; 11 + lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 115S9]

Left-hand corner, Ifin. by If in. ; + 10 lines. Omens concerning

incidents that may happen to men. Lines 1 find 2 begin with [f

of, K. 2988 (supra, p. 494), obverse, lines 6 If. [K. 11590]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by Ijfin.; + 8 lines. End of a text

containing forecasts concerning the etc» Of the catch-line only

the beginning is visible :—

x

ET JT El [K. 11591]

Portion of the right half, 2fin. by Ifin. ; 7 + 15 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 11592]

Fragment out of the middle, 2f in. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Omens

concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 11593]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin. ; 3 + 10 + + lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of various stars. The lines of Column II usually read:—

y ^ ET - <il etc. [K. 11594]
name of a star

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by 1-i^in, ;
10 + lines. Pari of a

religious text. [K. 11595]

Portion of the left half, 6Jin. by 2in.; 8 + linos; archaic Babylonian.

Part of a historical inscription of an ancient king of Sumer and

Akkad (c/. lines 7 and 8). [K. 11596]

Upper portion, right half, 2^in. by llJin.; 11 + lines. Pari of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11597.]

Portion of the right half, 2iin. by 2in.; ±21 lines. Astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 11598]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by IJin.; + 14 Knes. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts.
.

[K. 11599]

• Ftftlr eSkoed.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by If in.
;
13 + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars; they partly relate

to public affaira. Among the predicted evils scarcity of river- or

sea-fish is mentioned :—Jf< f*- ^ [K. 11600]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 9 -f ( )
lines.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11601]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 6 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11602]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by l-i^in. ;
20 + lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and prayers. [K. 11603]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l|in. ; 10 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11604]

Fragment of the right half, 3in. by lin.; ( +)9 + 25 (+ )

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. Duplicate

of K. 2012 and K. 7742 ;
above, pp. 385, 871. [K. 11605]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by 2fin. ; 12 + ( + +) 8 lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of the moon. [K. 11606]

Fragment of the left half, 3in. by 2-j-Jin. ; 13 4- lines (in

double-columns). Fragment of a text containing grammatical

paradigms (?). [K. 11608]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by 2in.
; 13 + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts concerning *
Jgf and tflf, etc. [K. 11609]

Fragment out of tlie middle, 2Jin. by l|in.
; traces of 8 -f 9 -f- -f-

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 11610]

Fragment of the left half, Sin. by Ifin. ; ±20 lines. Part of a text

containing omens deiived from the actions of sheep, oxen and other

animals. [K. 11611]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.; 9-f-9-l- + lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts. The lines of Column II begin

throughout with -< [K. 11612]

Fragment out of the middle, Iff in. by l-j^^in. ; 7 + lines. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. Mention is made

of the Tigris ^ [£&])• [K. 11618]

* Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, l-j-^in. by 1Jin. 5 3 + 2 lines. Beginning and end of <a

text containing astrological forecasts fciken from observations of the
moon. In the colophon mention is made of y «->f- Qf '-^:yy

[-M 4]. «/• pp. 1127, 1155, K. 10967, K. 11309, etc.

[K. 11614]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2fjin. by 1 Jin. ; 8 + lines. Part of

an astrological text concerning observations of the moon and ann, etc.

[K. lll!l.'>]

Portion out of the middle, 4iu. by IJin. ; 15 + 6 lines. Part of an omen-
text. Of the catch-lino only the middle part is visible :

—

--TT S- "[K.''i"i()i(;]

Fragment out of the middle, IJJin. by 1/^in.; 12 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 11617J

Fragment of the left half, 2iin. by l,Vin.; 13+17 lines; mar^^inal

number Part of a text containing forecasts. A coinparison of tlio

catch-line: {Iff with K. 1^52 (see above,

p. 272 f,), obverse, 1. 2, shows that K. 11G18 belongs to the 1st tablet of

the Series >-< [K. 11G18]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by If in.
; 8 + 12 lines. Part of a text containing

astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public afiairs.

[K. II GIG]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by fin. ;
4 + lines.

Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 1 1G2()]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin, by 2|in.; 10 + 7 + lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 11G21]

Portion out of the middle, 3f in. by IJJin.; 11 + 19-1- + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the

heart. The paragraphs of Column II begin with f 1***^
I,

[K.11G22]

Fragment of the left half, 1-ff in. by fin.; 13 + ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of a mythological text. [K. 11624]

Fragment of the left half, 1Jin, by 1Jin. ; 6 + . , . .

,

lines. Fragment of a

religious text, [K. 11625]

• Fartlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2fm. by IJin.; + 11 lines. Omens

derived from the aspects of human faces when they resemble those of

certain birds, etc,\ cf, supra-y pp. 992, 994, K. 9194, K. 9222, etc,

[K. 11626]

Fragment out of the middle, 3^in. by 2Jin. ; 16 + short beginnings of

4 + + lines. Part of an omen-text. [K. 1 1627]

Left-hand corner, l|in. by l|in. ; +9 lines. Part of a text containing

incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 11628]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 2in.
; ( +) 15 + 16(+ )

lines. Part of an incantation -text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 11629]

Right-hand corner, 2^ in. by Ifin. ; ( +) 6+10 (+ ) lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11630]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2gin. by l|in. ; + 8 lines.

Part of a religious text connected with the worship of Merodach,

[K. 11631]

Portion of the right half, 2|^in. by 2-^in.; 18 + lines. Astrological

forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 11632]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by l^in. ; + + + 7 lines.

Fragment of a text containing incantations and prayers; it may

belong to the same tablet as K. 5014 + K. 10180 ; see above, p. 683.

[K. 11633]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by2yVln. ; 7 + lines. P'ragment of

a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3951 {see above,

p. 579), etc, [K. 11635]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2fin. by Ifin.; 13 + traces of

4 + + lines. Part of an astrological text. [K. 11636]

Left-hand corner, 2in. by IJin. ; 11 + lines. Beginning of a text

containing astrological forecasts for the month Yiar. [K. 11637]

Fragment of the right half, by 1Jin. ; 10 + lines. Part of a

list of persons similar to K. 8363, etc,\ see above, p. 920. [K. 11638]

Right half, upper portion, 2jfin. by ly^^in.
; 14 + 3 lines. Fragment of a

religious text. Of the catch-line only the end is visible >4?^ tfyyc:

.

Cf. Bezold, Zeits,y 1890, p. 108.
"
[K. 11639]
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Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by l}in.; + 12 lines. Fragment of

a text containing forecasts. [K. 11(540]

Fragment of the right half, tipper portion, by 2 Jin.; 9 + 14 lines.

Fragment of a mythological?) text. Of the c.atch-liiie only the

middle part is visible
: T-IS. [K. 11041]

Fragment of the right half, 2iin. by l-f^in.; 10 + 1 lines. Fragment of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 11(542]

Upper portion, 3J:in. by 3Jin. ; 15 + traces of 3 lines. Part of a prayer in

the form of a litany. [K. 11(543]

Left-hand comer, IJin. by ^ + ( )
Ihnis. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 11(544]

Fragment out of the middle, 2J^in. by + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts concerning eclipses; tliey partly relate to jinhlic

affairs. [K. 11(545]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. b}^ IJin. ;
10 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 1U>4()]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin.; .....

+

12 + 11 + traces of

2 lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of women during

their period of pregnancy, eta, [K. 11(547]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l§in. ; 10 + 9 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Two paragra})hs

begin with y 5:1^ -^yy. [K. 11(548]

Fragment out of the middle, I Jin. by IjTjin. ; + 7 lines. Fnd of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 11(549]

Portion out of the middle, 2^in. by If in. ; + + 13 + 10 lines.

Part of a hemerology
; cf, supra, p. 518, K. 32(59. [K. 11(550]

Fragment of the loft half, IJin. by l|in. ; 8 (+ ) + ( +) short

beginnings of 6 lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions

and directions for ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of sick

people. [K. 11651]

Upper portion, left half, 2 in. by j^in,; 17 + lines. Part of a Suniero-

Akkadian religious text. [K. 11652]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by If in.; 5 + lines. Fragment of

a religiou8(?) text. [K* 11653]

^ 7 M 2
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Fragment of the light lialf, l-f-Jiu. by ..... + 12 lines (in double-

ooulunms?). Part of an explanatory (?) text. [K. 11654]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 2 Jin. by 2|in. ; 10 + 10 lines.

Omens derived from the appearances of certain animals in a man’s

house, etc, [K. 11655]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ; 12+8 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts concerning the chances of a sick man’s recovery,

and directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.

[K. 11657]

P^ragment out of the middle, 2in. by l|in.
;
15 + lines. P’ragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11658]

Fragment out of tlie middle, IJin. by I'j^rin. ; + 15 +
lines. Part of a mythological legend, apparently belonging to a

tablet of the Series ^ For the text see PlNCHES,

hi Haupt’s Nimr,^ p. 94, No. 55 ; cf, also Beitr,^ Vol. I, p. 322.

[K. 11659]

P'ragmeiit out of the middle, 2-i^in. by I Jin. ; + 15 lines. End of a

text containing incantations and prayers. Of the catch-line only

the middle part is visible

[K. 116f)l]

Eight-hand corner, l^in. by IJin. ; 14 + 1 lines. Babylonian. Part of a

text containing forecasts. This fragment may belong to an explana-

tory text of one of the classes described above, pp. 433, 487, K. 2329,

K. 2895, etc, [K. 11662]

P'ragment of the right half, IJin. by lin.; ( +) + 11 (+ )

lines. Part of a hemerology
; cf, sujira, p. 518, K. 3269. [K. 11663]

P’ragment of the upper portion of one side, Ijjin. by 1 Jin. ; + 8 lines.

Omens concerning houses. [K. 11664]

P^ragmeiit out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 6 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a text containing forecasts concerning and [^]y *+y, etc. The

colophon contains a date. [K. 11665]

Upper half, lt>7 in. by l^^j^in.
; 12 + lines. Part of a letter to the

king from
[y] ^ * ^>-yyV * concerning building-operations. Mention

is made of a “
5:yyyy ^ ^gy ^ -yyy ^ “gyy ^55 [k. 11666]

p'ragment out of the middle, Ij^in. bj 1-fVin.; 7 + ( ) lines.

Phagmeiit of an astrological text. [K. 11667]

* Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, 2Y\in. by 2in.; + 12 lines. Part of a text con-

taining omens derived from the appearances of snakes at the doors

of temples, ctc,\ cf, supra^ p. 465 f., K. 2682, etc, [K. 1166iS]

Lower portion, right half, 2in. by 1-^in. ; 3 + I + 4 lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of a text containing forecasts, etc,, similar to that of K. 11665.

[K. 11669]

Fragment of the'left half, IJin. by l^^m. ; + 13 lines. Forecasts.

The lines begin with [>-<] ^ ffupra, p. 559, K. 3732.

[K. 11670]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by + ( ) ^hies.

Part of an astrological text. Mention is made of the star

mwa* [K. 11671]

Fragment of the right half, l|fin. by Ifin. ; + 12 lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11672]

Right half, lower portion, 2-yirin. by IJin. ; 7 + 11 + (edge) 3 + 8 + 8 lines

;

Babylonian. Part of a list of names of persons. [K. 11673]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by lin. ; + 1 + 8

lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public

affairs. Mention is made of the (inhabitants of the) land of V *^0

r?* [If]-
[K. 11674]

Left-hand corner, in. by l||in. ; ±13 lines. Part of a text con-

taining forecasts concerning begin

usually with -< [K. 11675]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by IJin.; 8 + ( ) lines. Part of

a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 11676]

Portion out of the middle, 2jin. by 2Jin, ; 9 + 11 + + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. One paragraph begins:—

T ^ KSf cm F-Si; «/• p- 556, k. 36‘J8.

etc. [K. 11677]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in.
;

10 + lines. Omens

concerning houses, etc, [K. 11678]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by If in.
; 11 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11679]

• qf, line 4.
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Right half, upper portion, 2j\rin. by If in. ; 16 + . lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 11680]

Fragment of the right half, l|-fin. by l|in.; 6 + 9 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

A colophon-line reads ET Ml ^WUMl 1^ C^^l
This fragment appears to belong to the same tablet as K. 3221 ;

see

above, p. 514. Of the catch-line only the end is visible :—
•"Hf"

^ compare the catch-line of K. 3221, and K. 2832 (above, p. 480,

and Vol. II, p. xxn), Column I, line 12. [K. 11681]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l|in. by IJin.; 10 + lines.

Part of a prayer. [K. 11682]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 1 Jin. ; 12 + + +
lines. Forecasts(?). The contents seem to be similar to those of

K. 2708 ;
see above, p. 468, and Vol. II, p. XXII. [K. 11685]

Portion out of the middle, 2-^in. by l^^g^in.
;
traces of 4 + 14 + +

lilies. Omens derived from the motions of scorpions
; cf. supra,

p. 582, K. 3974. [K. 11686]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Ifin. ; + 11 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a letter. Mention is made of the temple S+W
[K. 11687]

Fragment of the right half, Iffin. by l|in.; 12 + lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, ete, [K. 11688]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Ifin. ; 9 + lines. Beginning of a Sumero-

Akkadian hymn, in the form of a litany, without an interlinear version.

The fii*st line, however, contains an Assyrian translation of the

second :

—

yf -ttn -Til^ -Mfl

yy -yyi ^ eyA [k. neso]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by 1 jin.; 4 + lines; archaic Babylonian;

not from Kouyunjik (?). Fragment of a historical text. [K. 11690]'

Fragment out of the middle, 2f^in. by Iffin. ; ( + )4 + 6±8 + 18

( + ) lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making
offerings. [K. 11691]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l^in. ; 6 + 9 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 11692]
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Fragment of the upper portion, Ij^in. by IJin.; 5 + 5 + 2 lines; Babylonian,

Part of a report(?). [K. 11693]

Upper portion, right half, IJiri. by lin. ; 17 + + 2 lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of an address to the king, beginning:

—

4^ IBf?]-
'

[K. 11«W]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.
; 10 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for coreinonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11695]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by 10 + 8 + (right-hand edge)

I lines. Part of an omen -text. [K. 11696]

Fragment out of the middle, 2y^jrin. by IJin.; 13 + 8 + 11 + 7 lines.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc. The

sentences of Column II begin throughout with f [K. 11697]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, l-f|in. by l|^in. ; +
II lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical

paradigms. The subject matter is of a religious character. Mention

is made of the (water of the) Euphrates (yjQ ^
[K. 11699]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2Jin. by 1]-Jin. ; + 7 lines.

End of an omen-text. The catch-line reads

T

^ JiH
- tT tyH m T— T -m *^Ty T— [K. 11700]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ifin.; 11 + lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 11701]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by liin.
; ( + + ) 7 + 12

( + + )
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions for

the performance of ceremonies and rites. [K. 11702]

Fragment of the left half, l|^in. by IJin. ; + 12 lines. Part of a

text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 11703]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in, by Ijin.; ±12 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts concerning the etc, [K. 11704]

Fragment of the left half, ^ of ^ text

containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

One paragraph begins :— [^* 11705]

• Pirtlj efl&ced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, 2in. by IJin. ; 11+5 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 11706]

Left-hand corner, 1-j^^in. by lin.; 10+9 lines. Part of an incantation-text.

[K. 11707]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. l^iii.
; 15 + ( ) lines. Part

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K, 11708]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by l^in. ;
traces of 2 + 7 + +

lines. Fragment of a text containing incantations, prayers

and directions for ceremonies. One paragraph begins :—1^4“

^ Ell- [K- 11709]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IfV^^* 5 ( )

Fragment of a religious text. Mention is made of Babylon

<Igf).
[K. 11710]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by l|in. ; 15 + ( )
lines. F ore-

casts concerning ty Hf and -Hyy- etc. A colophon-line reads:

—

*-4"

<mw IMl; P- 579, K. 3951.

[K. 11711]

Right half, lower portion, 2y|rin. by Ifin. ; 5 + 5 lines
;
Babylonian. F ore-

casts concerning the etc. Mention is made of f

[K. 11712]

Left-hand corner, 2T^in. by l^in.; 17 + ( + +)7 lines. Be-

ginning and end of a text containing forecasts similar to those

mentioned above, p. 1009, K. 9414. Kg.y lines 1 if. of obverse read :

—

TT«< <E!T

yy«< <syy — •c-^yEss’i

yy«< <Eyy -tyy m
^ yy«< <syy m

yy«< 4yyyi 4y

^ yy«< ^yyi

yy«<

This fragment appears to belong to the same tablet as K. 10681 ; cf.

supra, p. 1106. [K. 11713 + K. 12315]

Portion of the left half, 2-|-fin. by l|in.; .,... + 18 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts concerning the etc. [K. 11714]

* Purtlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle of a prigmoid, 1 jfin. hy l^in.; 8 +
lines. Part of an inscription of AsRiirbanipal. The text corros-

ponds with that of Rni. 1 (y.v.), Cohinin VI, lines 127 fl’. [K. 1171/)]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by Ifin. ; 12 4- lines. Omens
derived from the condition of certain parts of the human body.

[I\. inid]
Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l|in.

;
11 -f lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 11717]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^Trin. by lin.
; 10 + lines. Part

of an inscription of Sennacherib. The text corresponds with

Senn. Pr., Column I, lines 17 ff. [K. 11718]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by I Jin.; 16 + 11 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts. [K. 117P.)]

h>agmcnt out of the middle, 1-i^in. by I Jin.; 8 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observalirnis

of vaiious stars. [K. 1 1 720]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ^ *f ( )
lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing astrological fore(*nsts

taken from observations of the moon. [K. 11721]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by If in.; 10 + 2 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 11722]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin.by Ifin,; ( +) 8 + (+ )

linos. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directionsfor

c eremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11728]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l-i^jin.; + 6 lines. Paid of a

text containing astrological forecasts. Of the catch-line oidy the

middle part is visible V TJ 11724]

Right half, lower portion, 2|in. by IV^rin.; 15 + traces of 8 lines. Part of

an incantation-text. Mention is made of the goddesses *-4"

EtTT* M3?] and-HP iL< jia [tm^?], etc. [K. 11725]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by ly'Vin.; 12 + lines. Part of

a text containing forecasts concerning the etc. [K. 11726]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by If in.
;
10 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 11727]

P^agment out of the middle, IJin. by l-j^in.
; 8 ± lines. P^ragment

of a religious (?) text, [K. 11728]

• Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle, Ifin, by Ifin. ; +9 lines. Omens derived

from the appearances of certain animals in a man's house, etc,

[K. 11729]

Portion of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ; 13+10 lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,\ they partly relate to public affairs.

[K. 11730]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by Ifin. ;
19 + lines. Omens derived

from the state of houses, the condition of their walls, etc, [K. 11731]

Fragment of the left half, l^iu. by Jin.; + ( + +) 9

lines. End of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. According to

the colophon it belongs to the 2nd tablet of a Series. The catch-line

reads:-y ^ [K. 11732]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ifin.; + 8 lines. Part of an
astrological text concerning observations of the moon and sun, etc,

[K. 11733]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.; 11 + 14 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a religious text. [K. 11734]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by IJin. ; 14 + traces of 6 lines. Part of

a religious, or mythological, text [K. 11735]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, Ifin. by If-Jin. ; 9 +
( ) lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts

taken from obsenfations of the moon, etc.
; they partly relate to

public affairs. The text begins ;—[] .-jr} ?]|^ -*f
*= ET

"
[K. 11736]

Kight-hand corner, If^in. by If, in.
; 8 + linos.

houses.

Omens concerning

[K. 11737]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, Ifin. by IJin.; ±5 + 1

lines. Fragment of a religious text, probably an extract from a
larger composition. [K. 11738]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by l-^^in.; 19 (+ ) + ( +) 15

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list of names of

stars. In lines 9 ff. of Column I the following stars are mentioned :

—

tn- "syf; T- 4 &yy, ty ]gy and

[K. 11739]
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Fragment out of the middle, Ijiii. by l|^m.
; 8 + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars;

they partly relate to public atfaira. Tins fragment probably belongs

to a tablet of the great astrological work f

[K. 11740]

Left-hand corner, l|in. by
; 7 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text

containing omens similar to those mentioned above, p. 588, K. 3821.

The text of reverse begins:—
| T

[K. 11741]

Portion out of the middle, 2^ in. by 1 Jin. ; 17 + + +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. One section ends with [K. 11742]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by Ifin.; 11 + ( )
lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 11743]

Fragment out of the middle, 2y^^in. by l|in.
; 8 + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11744]

Left-hand comer, 23\in. by IJin.; 10 + ( + + ) 8 lines. Part

of a copy of an incantation-text. According to a note by the scribe

the first four lines of the obverse were obliterated on the original.

[K. 11745]

Left-hand comer, Ifin. by IJin.; 7 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Omens derived

from the stings of scorpions upon anyone of the five toes of the riglit or

left foot, etc, Cf., e,g,y obverse, lines 2 ff. :

—

[y] «is=: [9 13] p
T li! *+y

T -H- £T '+T IT ? ISli
T -H- iir +y Tr ?
T -H- *+1 KK? ?

^ ^ ^ iy •+! 1<^? V

y -H- 1= HI +! V ? %'Bm
y ^ ny ly V ¥^15

y iy iry 15: ¥

T
->5- *5= IT •+! 13; ¥ Oinae-

See also above, p. 582, K. 3974. [Kl 11746]

• P»rtlj effaced.
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Kight half, lower portion, 2gin. by l^iu.; 1'2 + 17 lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc, [K. 11747]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by IJin. ; 7 + ( + +)

1 lines. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11748]

Fragment of the light half, l-[^in. by IJin.
; ( +) 8 + 10 (+ )

lines. Part of a t(;xt containing prescriptions for various medical

potions. Cf, infra^ p. 1*252, K. 12587. [K. 11749]

Fragment of the left half, 2y''^in. by |in. ; + 14 lines
;

marginal

number Forecasts concerning and [K. 11750]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin. ; 11 + lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing omens concerning houses, etc,

[K. 11751]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l^in.
; 8 + ( + +) 4 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions

h)r ceremonies. [K. 11752]

Right-hand corner, 2-j^in. by 2^in.
; ( +) 10 + 3 (+ )

lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11753]

Left-hand corner, l-i^Tfin. by l^in.
;
traces of 5 + ( + +) fi lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 11754]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l|in. ; + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11755]

Upper portion, right half, 2 in. by IjJin. ; 9 + 3 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 11756]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-j^in. by l/^in.
; ( ) + 5 lines.

End of an incantation(?)-text. Of the catch-line only the middle

part is visible :—» -+ -III* tT? [K. 11757]

Fragment of the left half, t>y fin. ; 12 + 11 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies and rites.

Two paragraphs begin [K- 11758]

Portion of the left half, 4 in. by 2^in.
;
32 + short beginnings of 11 lines.

Omens concerning oxen, etc, ; they partly relate to public affairs. This

text appears to consist of extractu from a larger composition. Cf, supra,

•• pp. 592, 1113, KK. 4073, 10780, etc. [K. 11759]

Fartlj effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l^iii. by iT^ffin. ; + 12

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 117()0]

Left-hand corner, 2in. by ^ + 12 lines. Part of a religious text.

Of the catch-lino only the beginning is visible :—

^

[K. 117()1]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^^111. by 2Jin.; 15 + traces of 2 + +
lines. Part of an incantation-text. One section ends with

[1-+]. [K. 11702]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by 2Jin.
; ( +)!() +

( + )
lines. Fragment of a text containing prayers to and

JRammdn, and directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 117()3]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 Jin. by ? 1^ + ( )
Ihics.

Astrological forecasts concerning rain-fall, etc. [K. 117(54]

Fragment of the right half, IJfin. by IJin. ; 10 ± lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 1170(1]

Right-hand corner, l|in. by IJin. ; ( +) 0 + 7 (+ )
lines. Part

of a religious text. CJ\ infra, p. 1228, K. 12229. [K. 11707]

Fragment of the left half, l|-Jin. by ISin. ; ±17 lines. Part of a

hymn to the Sun-god. [K. 11708]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by IJin. ; 8 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a hymn to a goddess, with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 11709]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 11770]

Left-liand corner. If in. by IJin.; 6 + ( + +)6 lines. Part of

a text containing directions for ceremonies to be used by sick people,

similar to those of K. 4075 ; see above, p. 592. The text of Column 1

begiiis :-T ILJ^T m ET m [K. 11772]

Fragment of the loft half, If in. by 1-j^in.
; 17 + lines (in

double-columns). Part of a list of Assyrian words v/ith similar

meanings. [K. 11773]

Bight half, upper portion of reverse, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; +10 lines. Part

of an omen-text concerning the chances of a sick man’s recovery.

[K. 11774]

* Fartlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, Sin. by l|in.
; ( ) +14 lines. End

of an incantation -text. Of the catch-line only the middle part is

visible Ml ILC^r-T [K. 11775]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1 ^ + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies

‘ to be used for the benefit of sick people. One section ends with

[lr+]- [K- 11776]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 9 + 6 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 11777]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by 1Jin. ; ( + )
6 + 4 ( + )

lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.f [K. 11778]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-ftrin.; 13 + lines in

double (?)-columns. Part of an explanatory(?) text. [K. 11779]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, Ifin. by IJin.; + 5 lines.

End of an omen-text forming, according to the colophon, a tablet of

the Series [f f?] 5:^* 1^1^® 1*^^' tablet of the Series

^ [>y m <B m'n- a comparison of

the colophon with that of K. 3962 (see above, p. 581) shows that

K. 11780 formed the 5th tablet of the former Seiies. Of the catch-line

only the middle part is visible T— tim
[K- 11780]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^^in.; + ± 12 + traces

of 1 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts. One section begins:

—

T -HF- T <!- Ji ^1 & a [K. 11781]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lyVin-; 12 + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.

[K. 11782]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l|in. ; + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing prayers to iSamas and Rammariy and

directions for ceremonies and rites. [K, 11783]

Fragment of the right half, ly^^in. by IJin.
; ( + ) ±9(+ )

lines. Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3951

(see above, p. 579), etc, [K. 11784]

Partlj effaced. t Cf. suprat p. 436, note **.
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Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by IJm.; ( H-)7±4(+ ) lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 11785]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2|in. by IjVin. ; 4- ±7 +
2 lines. Part of a list of names of stones, probably used to produce

magical results. [K. 11780]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by iT^jrin. ; 11 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the star
;
they partly relate to public aftairs.

[K. 11787]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-1^in. by l^^in.
; 14 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the ears.

[K. 11788]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ;
11 + lines. Part of an

incantation-text. Duplicate of K. 4803 (see above, p. t)(>4), obverse,

lines 15 ff. [K. 11789]

Fragment of the right half, l|^in. by IJin.; traces of 4+10 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king. [K. 11790]

Right-hand comer, Ij^in. by 1 Jin. ; + 13 lines. Part of a religious

text. [K. 11791]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l^in.; 13 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 11792]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by + ( + +) ^ Part

of an incantation-text which appears to belong to a tablet of the

Series t] -SF IHI<-

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by ;
traces of 6 + 8 lines. Omens

concerning houses, etc, [K. 11794]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, IJin. by li^in.
; ( +)

12 ± (+ )
lines. Part of an omen(?)-text. [K. 11795]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l-j^in. ; 12 + lines. Part

of a religious text [K. 11796]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-ftin* hy 1tV*^*> + lines.

Part of a prayer. [K. 11797]
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Fragment out of the middle, by ; 9 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites, etc,

[K. 11798]

Portion out of the middle, in. by -fg-in. ; 21 + lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made

of the land of V 4^:1* [^?]. [K. 11799]

Right-hand corner, l^in. by IjJin.; + 7 -f (right-hand, edge) 1 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a private contract. [K. 11800]

Portion out of the middle, 1j^in. by
J + 1^ of R

letter. Mention is made of the city of [K* 11801]

Left-hand corner, l|in. by 1 gin.; 3 + 4 lines. Part of a hymn. [K. 11802]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by -J-Jiii.; + ( + +) 9 lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of people sufiering from diseases of the eyes.

The paragraphs begin usually with f I, [K. 11803]

Fragment of the right half, 1-j^^in. by l-j^^jin.
;
(.,...+) 11 + 6 (+ )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 11804]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i\in. by lin.
; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11805]

Fragment of the upper portion, l^^^in. by li'Vbn; 5 + 6 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. Mention is made of y »-^y

probably the owner of this tablet. [K. 11806]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in.; 12 + + +
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 11807]

Fragment out of the middle of reverse, IJin. by ItV^^-S + +
12 + 1 lines. Part of an astrological text. The sentences begin with

^ ty — <T^ «-T< T. yy. yyy*. V. ??T
and ^ respectively.

[K. 11808]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1/^in. ; + + 14 + 11

lines. Forecasts concerning the ^Vyy, etc , ; cf, evpra, p. 570, K. 3846.

[K. 11809]

Portion of the right half, 2j7^in. by IJin. ; + 20 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses, etc, [K. 11810]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Ijin.; 12 ± lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning the sick. [K. 11811]

Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by lf\in. ; 9 + ( )
linos.

Fragment of a religiou8(?) text. [K. 11812]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in. ; 5 + lines; Ihibylonian.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11813]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by l^^^rin.
; 10 + linos.

Part of a mythological text. The contents seem to be similar to

those of K. 2148 {see above, p. 413), K. 8337 (p. 917), K. 109;^

(p. 1126), «<c. [K. 11814]

Left-hand corner, l-j^in. by l^Vn. ; 7 ± lines. Fragment of a text

containing a list of prayers; it begins:—

^

^

[1<- 11815]

Fragment out of the middle. Iffin. by i ^ lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological text concerning observations of various stars,

e.g., the

>^]l,etc. [K. 11816]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by fin.; 13 + 10 lines. Fragment of a

prayer, [K. 11817]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 6 + + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing incantations, prayers and

directions for ceremonies ;
it forms the 2nd part of the Series

y*-. Duplicate of K. 2423 (see above, p, 442), Column I, lines 26 ff.

[K. 11819]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by If in.; 7 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11820]

Lower portion, left half, 3f in. by 2-^in.; 3 + 2 + 4 lines. Part of a historical

inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 11821]

Nearly complete, 2^3^!^ by 11 + 6 lines. Letter to the king from

y gp. Mention is made of the city of tyy [^* 11822]

Lower portion, 2Jin. by If in,
;
6 lines; reverse blank; from Kal'at Sherl^t.

Part of a list of proper names of persons, etc,; it may belong to a

private contract. [K. 11823]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2-,^in, by |fin.; traces of 1 + 6 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; they

partly relate to public affairs. [K. 11824]

* Partly «£taced.
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Left-hand corner, l^^in. by 8 + 6 lines. Forecasts concerning the

eic.\ cf. supra, p. 570, K. 3846. [K. 11826]

Upper portion, right half, 2-jijrin. by l-^^yin.; 9 + lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 11827]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-H^in.; + 7 lines. End of a

religious text. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible :

—

[K. 11828]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ; 13 + + +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. Two sections end with [K. 11829]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by lin.
; . . . . . + 8 lines. End of a

Sumoro-Akkadian prayer. Of the catch-line only the end is visible ;

—

^ifT m SffT [K. 11831]

Fragment out of the middle, llJin. by IjVin* ; + ± +
5 lines. Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies.

[K. 11832]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by l|in. ; +5 lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11833]

Loft half, upper portion, 2iin. by 2|in.
; 13 + 4 lines. Astrological fore-

casts, probably belonging to a tablet of the great astrological work

^ The catch-line reads :-[f ^ <fgy «
4y E?yy ^yy <111 [k. 11834]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by IJin. ; + 10 lines. Part of a

religious text connected with the worship of various gods.

[K. 11835]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 1 Jin. by If in. ; + 10 lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3951

(see above, p. 579), etc, [K. 11836]

Fragment out of the middle, If^in. by 1 Jin. ; + 10 lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of an astrological text concerning eclipses, etc, [K. 11839]

Left-hand corner, l*/ffin. by 1 Jin. ; 8+6 lines
;
Babylonian. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

planets and Sffjzf y-* [K. 11840]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l-j^^in.; 4 + 7 + + lines.

Omens derived from the condition of the urine; cf, supra, p. 583,

K. 3980. [K. 11841]

• Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l^in. ; ±10 lines. Omens
concerning cities, etc. [K. 11842]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l|^in. ; 7 + lines. Fragment of

a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the moon. [K. 11843]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij’Vin* ^ + ( )
hnes.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11844]

Fragment out of the middle, 5 i lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [JC. 1184.')]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by -{^in.
; ( ±) traces of 8 ± 14

(± ) lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 11841)]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-nrin. by l^in. ; -f + 1'^ +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from

diseases of the eyes. Duplicate of K. 2573 (sea above, p. 455), K. 5000

(p. 382), etc. The text corresponds with that of W.A.l. IV, 2nd ed.,

pi. 29^!f (cf. Add.f p. 8), No. 4 C, reverse, Colnirm 1, linos 17 if. also

below, p. 1211, K. 12000 p. [K. 11847]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by liin. ; 17 + lintis. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the moon; they partly relate to

public affairs. [K. 11848]

Fragment out of the middle, iT^irin. by ly^irin. ; 8 ± lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king. [K. 11849]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by Jin.; ±7 lines. Part of a

religious text [K. 11850]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-J-Jin. by 1 Jin. ; ±5 lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the etc.

[K. 11851]

Fragment of the right half. If in. by 1 Jin. ; ( +) ± 12 (+ )

lines. Fragment of an incantation-text, part of which has an inter-

linear Assyrian version. [K. 11852]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l|in.; 10 ± lines. Forecasts,

partly relating to public affairs. [K. 11853]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by IJin. ; 10 ± lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11854]

Fragment of the left half, IJ in. by Ifin. ; ±11 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. The lines begin with -< or

£y respectively. [K. 11855]

7 0 2
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Part

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. In lines 7

and 8 mention is made of the Akkadian language :

—

urayy sy is

Cy. iw/ra, Sm. 1190 and 81-7-27, 130.

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by fin.; 9 + lines.

Surnero-Akkadian hymn.

[K. 11856]

Part of a

[K. 11857]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin.
;
10 + lines. Part of a

text containing omens derived from the condition of the mouth and

lips. Three sentences begin, after with f
[K. 11858]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by I + i +
lines. Fragment of a religious(?) text. The lines end throughout

with HU yj -EHII. [K. 11859]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by Jin.; + 14 lines. Omens, probably

belonging to a tablet of the Hcries -< The sciiteuces begin with

it <HIII ET yy [y*-’-]* This fragment may belong,

as well as also K. 8294 (see above, p. 914) to the same tablet as K. 2945

+ K. 12553
;

above, p. 491. [K. 11860]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2Jin. by IJin.; +
+ 9 + 3 lines. Forecasts concerning the »-^yyy, etc, [K. 11861]

Fragment out of the middle, 2YViii* by Ifiii. ;
9 + . . . . . lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological text. [K. 11862]

Fragment out of the middle, l|fin. by IJin. ;
11+ lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 11863]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by Ifin,; ( +) + 8 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11864]

Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by
>
..••• + 8 +

lines. Part of a list of objects and of the names of their owners

;

it j)robably refers to offerings to a temple. [K. 11865]

Fragment of the right half, liin. by IJin.
; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment of a list of names of officials. [K. 11866]

Right-hand corner, If in. by lf\in. ; 11 + 3 lines. Beginning and end of a

mythological text. [K. 11867]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, l|in. by lin.; 6 + ( + +) 12 lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. Two sections begin with

T J! (E<B:?) -<W * [-ifyr ?]• [k. nm]
Right half, upper portion, 2in. by lin.; 5 + 5 + 1 lines. Part of an astro-

logical text. In the colophon mention is made of Assurbanipal

a -V ^ [K. um]
Fragment of the right half, l^^tjin. by l-nfin. ; 10 + 6 lines. Omens con-

cerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 11870]

Fragment of the left half, 2 Jin. by |m. ; 15 + 12 lines
;
Babylonian. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 11871]

Fragment of the right half, 2in. by l^^in. ; 10 + 11 lines. Part of a list

of objects. [K. 11872]

Upper portion, right half, l|in. by 1 Jin. ; 12 + traces of 4 linos; Babylonian.

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 11873]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; + 7 + 2 lines. End of a Sumoro-

Akkadian prayer. The catch-line and a preceding colopho!i-litio

read :

—

y{<T- mm
[k. ii874]

Fragment of the left half, l}in. by 1 Jin. ; 8 + 4 lines. Part of a report.

[K. 11875]

Fragment of the right half, l^^in. by lin.; 7 + lines. Fragment of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. A colophon -line reads:— ET ,§T

[K. 11876]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 10+ lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the planet *

7^, etc.

[K. 11877]

Fragment of the right half, 1Jin. by lf\in. ; 10 + 6 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K, 11878]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; 5 + lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11879]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l-T^in. ; 11 + . lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11880]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 15 + lines. Part of an

omen-text; its contents appear to be similar to those of K. 9202,

K. 11115, K. 11545, etc. ;
see above, pp. 992, 1139, 1175. [K. 11881]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by -j^in.; 13 + 13 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 11882]

Fragment out of the middle, I Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 12 + .... . lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 11883]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l^g^in. ; + 9 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 11884]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 14 + traces of 1 lines;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public

affairs. This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astro-

logical work ] 4 -4- 11885]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|Jin. ;
12 + ( + +)

7 lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11886]

Portion of the left half, 3TJyin. by Jin.; 18 (+ ) + ( +) 22 lines;

Babylonian, liegulations for making offerings, including prayers,

[K. 11887]

Right-hand corner, 2-fViii* ^7 l-Jiii- ; ^ + lineB. Part of an astro-

logical text. ' [K. 11888]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by 1-i^^in. ;
10 + lines. Part of

a text containing omens derived from the condition of the eyes, nose

and hair of a new-born child. Cf., e.g., lines 2 ff. :

—

tT < XT ^ Ttmm
H tT 1 ff <r-m -yri

V >i£TT tiff lai &*m
H <T- T— IV
H t=T] <h T— T— V T— TTT

H ty] &yyy ^y i v <w -y»
etc. According to a colophon-line it is an extract from a tablet of the

Series -< See also below, p. 1212, K. 12001. [K. 11889]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of tlie right half, 1 jin. by Ijin.; ( +) 8 ± (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the roots of the Assyrian words. The words in

Section I belong to ‘ to wash.* [K. 11890]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by IJin. ; -I- + traces of

3 + 11 lines. Part of a text containing incantations and prayers.

[K. 11891]

Right-hand comer, Ifin. by l-j^^in.
; ( +) ±5(+ ) lines.

Fragment of a hymn. [K. 11892]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Fragment

of a religious (?) text. [K. 11893]

Fragment of the left half, 23^
5

^10 . by 1jin. ; 11+ ( )
lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. One

section begins:—f ^ 11804]

Right-hand corner, 2|in. by jin.; 16 + lines. Part of an omen-text.

[K. 11896]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by Ijin. ; + 13 lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 11897]

Left-hand corner, Ijin. by Ijin. ; + 7 lines. Part of a list of officials.

[K. 11898]

Right-hand corner, l-i^^in. by ( +)8 + 7(+ )
lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3951 (see

above, p. 579), etc, [K. 11899]

Fragment of the right half, l-fl^in. by Ijin.; 9 + 2 lines. Part of a hymn

to /star of Arbela; c/. reverse, line 2; ?] ‘SIT * [<I0

[K. 11900]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Ijjin.
; 17 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 11901]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by Ijin.; 7 + lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a religious (?) text [K. 11902]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Ijin.
; ( +) 9 + ( + )

lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. According to a colophon-line it appears to belong to a tablet

of the Series <T-IH IT

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by lf*yin.; 11 ± lines. Part of a

hymn. [K« 11904]

* Fartlj effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by IJin. ; + 16 lines
;
Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars.

This fragment may belong to a tablet of the great astrological work

[K. 11905]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l:Jin. ; 8 + ( ) lines.

Part of a Sumero-Akkadiaii religious text. [K. 11906]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by IJin. ; 10 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 11907]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2|^in. by 1 in. ; +
+ + 4 lines. End and colophon of . a religious text ; cf,

lines 2 IT. :

—

IIV HbJ <s:yr l tIH «< D
IT + tTT^ SETT T?-«i=y tTTTT -+ [K. 11908]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 9 + lines. Part of a

text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 11909]

Fragment of the right half, l||in. by l-i^^fin. ;
9 + lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 11910]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ij^rin.; + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; it probably belongs

to a tablet of the great astrological work y ^ ST*
[K. 11911]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lyV^*^** 6 + 11 + + lines;

Babylonian. Forecasts concerning the etc. [K. 11912]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin.; 11 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 11913]

Upper half, l|in. by Ifin. ; 3 + 4 lines. Part of a list of objects. Lines

3 and 4 of the reverse contain the sum total :

—

<- «<v ^m <w^^
V 111 <T- . [K. 11914]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a hymn, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 11915]
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Fragment out of the middle, IfSin. by + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceronionies

to be used for the benefit of people suftering from diseases of tlie (‘ars.

[K. u\ni\]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l^in.
;
G + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K.

Fragment of the right half, I Jin. by l-j%in.
; ( +) 7 + traces of 3

(+ ) lines. Part of a religious text. [K. llDiiO]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-/^in. by
-{
Jin. ; -f- 14 liiu's. Part of a

letter, or report. Mention is made of the city of

4 etc. [K. \ l\m]

Ilight-hand corner, 1 Jin. by l^in. ; + 11 lines. Einl and eolo])hon of

a hymn. Mention is made of f
*-4“ ‘‘oloj^ion

begins :

—

T- ^ -y^^ tyy? <y-

li«f <H!f <E!T Ey

p. 483, K. 2862, K. 2863, K. 2864, etc. . [K. ] 11122]

Fragment of the right half, 1 f^iyin. by 1-y^^in.; + 12 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. ll‘.>23]

Portion of the right half, IJin. by -fj^in. ;
11 + 10 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a letter to the king. Mention is made of the temple

[K. 1PJ24]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-j^in.
;
traces of 1 + 7 + G +

lines. Forecasts concerning |gf and etc. [K. 11025]

Fragment of the left half, 1-Jin. by It^ih. ; 4 + +
0 lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list belonging

to a tablet of the Series *gL ^ ^ lhij)lieate

of K. 4230 (see above, p, G07), Column IV, linos 19 IF. [K. 1192G]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by I j^in. ; + 9 lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stars. ^ [K. 11927]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin.
; ( + ) 7 + ( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of deities, beginning

throughout with

Fragment of the right half, l-j-Jin. by IJin. ; + 11 lines. Part of a

text containing incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies.

Duplicate of K. 2487 (see above, p. 447), reverse, lines 10 If. [K. 11929]

• Partly effaced.
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rortion out of the middle, IJin. by IfVin. ; 7 + 5 lines. Part of a letter,

or report. Mention is made of
T]f

etc. [K, 11930]

Fragment of the right luilf, 5 I'l + ( ) hnes.

Part of an incantation -text. [K. 11931]

Upper portion, l^in. by Uin. ; 7 + 8 + 2 lines. Part of a report. Mention

is made of the city of + <^y, etc, [K. 11933]

Fragment of the riglit half, 1 Jin. by l-pV^^* 5 + + 13 +
lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.

[K. 11934]

Fragment of the left half, 1 j-Jin. by l|in. ; 11 + ( )
lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 11935]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by I Jin. ; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11936]

Fragment out of the middle, .l^in. by ( )

Fragment of a list of names of persons, etc, [K. 11937]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by j^in.
; 5 + +

1 lines; Babylonian. PVagment of a religious text. [K. 11938]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by IJiri. ; 12 + lines. Part of a

text containing omens concerning diseases of women, etc, [K. 11939]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijjfin. by IJin. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyiian version. [K. 11940]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 Jin. ; + 3 + 10 + traces of 1

lines. Part of a list of objects, etc,^ probably offerings to a temple.

[K. 11941]

Left-hand corner, 3Jin. by IJin. ; + 2 + 2 lines. Fragment of

a text containing f()recasts(?). [K. 11942]

Left-hand corner, lyjin. by IJin. ; +4 lines. Fragment of a hymn.

[K. 11943]

liight-liand corner, IJin. by lin. ; 11 + lines. Beginning of an

omen -text. [K. 11944]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by Jin.; traces of 6 + 8 lines
;
Babylonian.

End of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11945]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, IJin. by ±11 lines. Part of an

astrological text concerning HJ and etc, [K. 1P)1(>]

Right-hand corner, l^in. by IJin. ; 8 + 0 lines. Part of a text ecnitaining

forecasts, [K. 110 17J

Right-hand corner, ly^in. by l^in. ; 9 + lines. Part of an astro-

logical text. [K. HOIK]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l/i-in. ; 12 ± ( ) lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. IIOIOJ

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by lin.
; 0 + lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. llOaO]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by 1 j'^^in.
; 10 ± lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and prayers. [K. 110,51]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by Ifin. ; ± 10 lines. Fragment of a

religious text. [K. 110.52]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ly^fin. ; + ± +
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Duplicate of K. 4872 {nee above, p. 670), Column II, lines .86 If. Tins

fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 5000 ; cf,

p. 687. [K. 11058]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l^in.
; 9 ± 5 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 11954]

Left-hand corner, l±Jin. by IJin. ; 7-f- ± ( ) + ( )

+ 3 + 7 lines. Part of a list of persons of various nationalities, etc,

E,g,^ lines 1 IF. of the last Column read :—f | f

« jfiT «

I

y -tyy 4yy -tyy y? yy I yy 7^ yy I y -- -+ t^yyy

yy< yy yyiy -try yy yy,* In Column I mention is imido of

1 «M^ "-ni* K. 13070. [K. 1105.5]

Lower portion, left half, Ijjin. by Jin.; 7 + 5 lines. Part of a text con-

taining directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 110,56]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 1 1057]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Jin.; 10 ± lines; Babylonian;

not from Kouyunjik (?). Fragment of a religious(?) text. [K. 11958]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by l^Vin. ; + 11 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 11959]

* Partlj effaced.

7 P 2
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Right^Iiaiul corner, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin.; G + 4 lines. Part of a private contract.

[K. 119G0]

Fragment out of tlio middle, 2/jj^iii. by firin. ;
G ± Hues. Fragment

of a text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. [K. 119GI]

Left-hand corner, I Jiii. by IJin. ; -f + +3 lines in

double-columns. Colopliou of an explanatory list forming the 25th

tablet of tlic Scries %l_ ^ Bezold,

Zeih., 1889, p. 431. [K. 119G2]

Fragment out of tlie middle, IJin. by
J
IG + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate

to public affairs. [K. 119G3]

Fragment out of the middle, l}in. by IJin. ; ±13 lines. Part of an

omen-text. This fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. G884;

{<ee above, p. 81 G. [K. 119G4]

Fragment out of the middle, li%in. by ly^in.; 12 + lines. Omens
concerning houses, etc. [K. 119G5]

Fragment out of the middle, Igin. by IJin.; 9-|- ( ) lines. Part

of a religious text referring to the worship of the god Nergal

(+ <^=n). [K. 11966]

Lower portion, 2-|^^rin. by }-Jin. ; 4 + 3 lines
; Babylonian

;
not from

Koiiyunjik. Part of a private contract. [K. 119G7]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by ly^^in.
; ( ) + 9 lines. End

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

The catch-line reads;—^4- jy [K. 11969]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; + 13 lines. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of various stars.

[K. 11970]

Fragment out of the middle, ly^^in. by IJin. ; 12 + 8 + +
lines; Babylonian. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 11971]

Fragment of the left lialf, 1 Jin. by > 15 + + + 2 lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the stars

srf ^ T? >7^. tia and [k. 11972]

FragmeJit of the left half, 2Jin. by lin.; IG + lines. Omens derived

from the movements and flickerings of a lamp
; cf. supra, pp. 594, 1087,

K. 4097, K. 10423, and infm, pp. 1217, 122G, K. 12077, K. 12191, etc.

The sentejices begin with f V (V)* [K* 11973]

Partly effaced.
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Left half, by IJin. ; + 7 lines. Fragment of a report.

[K. 11974]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l/^rin.; 10 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 11076]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by IJin. ; 7 + lines. Part of a

hymn in the form of a litany. [K. 11977]

Left-hand corner, IJiri. by l^in.
; 7 + 4 lines. Part of a hymn. [K. 11978]

Fragment out of the middle, l|iu. by li^in. ;
7 + ( )

lines.

Part of a prayer. [Iv. 11979]

Fragment of the right half, Ij^tfin. by l§in. ; 12 + lines. Omens
concerning houses, etc, [K, 11980]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l|in. by 1^1X1.; 10 +
lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 11981]

Fragment of the right half, Uin. by lj\in. ; + 12 lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc,

[K. 11982]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 11 + lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the wind, etc,

[K. 11983]

Left-hand corner, 1/77 + 7 lines. Fragment of a text

containing prayers, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 11984]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 5 + 2 lines; Babylonian; not

from Kouyunjik(?). Part of a list. [K. 11985]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by ® + ( ) 0^

double-columns?). Part of a text containing grammatical paradi gms.

The subject matter appears to bo of an astrological character.

[K. 11986]

Fragment out of the middle, l-^^yin. by IJin.
; ( ) + 10 lines.

Astrological forecasts for the month Tisri; they partly relate to

public affairs. [K. 11987]

Right-hand corner, 1-j^in. by IJin. ; 7 + lines; Babylonian. Be-

ginning of a hymn. [K. 11988]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by 1*^77 in.; 10 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

\K. 11989]
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l ; 7 + lines. Part

of an iiicantation-text. [K. 11990]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 5 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 11991]

Left-hand corner, 11“*; b + lines. Beginning of an in-

caiitatioii-text. [K. 11992]

Fragment of the left half, ly,|in. by IJin. ;
9-|-( + 4-)

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 11993]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, IJin. by IJin. ; + 10 lines.

End of a text containing forecasts. [K. 11994]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lyV^-; 11 + + +
lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 11995]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by Ij^^in.
;

12 + 5 + +
lines. Part of an omen-text; cf. supray p. 555, K. 3(385. [K. 1199(3]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by -j-fin. ; + 10 lines. Omens derived from

the appearances of various animals, or of dead people, probably seen in

a dream or vision. [K. 11997]

Portion out of the middle, Ifin. by lin.; +11 lines. Part of a letter

concerning religious subjects. [K. 11998]

Fragment of the lower portion. If in. by ly\in.
; 9 + ( )

lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the etc,

[K. 11999]

Left-hand corner, 1-i^in. by IJin. ; 8+( + +)(3 lines. Pari of

a hymn to the Sun-god. [K. 12000]

Fragment of the left half, 1 tin. by Jin. ;
6 + lines. Epigraphs,

similar to those of K. 2(374 (^ee above, p. 4(34 f.), referring to the

campaign of Assurbanipal against ITumman, king of Elam.

[K. 12000 a]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by JJin. ; 7 + lines. Fragmeiit of

a mythological legend. Mention is made of -<y<

[K. 12000 b]

Fragment of the left half, l-/^in. by l^in. ; + 7 lines. End of a

mythological legend belonging, according to the colophon, to the

1st tablet of the Series catch-line reads:—y 4"

S- '
[K- 12000 c]
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Fragment out of the middle, Igin. by + i traces of 3

4- 11 lines. Part of an astrological text. [K. 12000 d]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2-j^in. by IJin. ; + 8 lines.

Omens concerning the chances of a sick man s recovery, etc,

[K. 12000 g]

Fragment of the left half, l^iii. by Ifin. ; 10 + lines. Astrological

forecasts for Sivan and another month. [K. 12000 h]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by |in. ; 7 + ( )
linos. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts, [K. 12000 i]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. bj’^ Jin. ; -f 0 + + +
4- lines. Fragment of an incantation. The text belongs

to tlie r)th tablet of the Series If
corresponds

with W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pi. 1, Column 11, lines 55 if.
;

see above, p. 449,

K. 2507. [K. 12000 k]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by 1 Jin. ; 4- 10 4- 4-

4- -1- lines. Fragment of an incantation. The text

belongs to the same Series as that of the preceding number and

corresponds with W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pi. 1, Column 11, lines 54 IF.

[K. 12000 n]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 5 + + 64-

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from

diseases of the eyes. Duplicate of K. 2573 {see above, p. 455), K. 5000

(p. 682), etc. The text corresponds with that of W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed.,

pi. 29* {cf, Add,y p. 8), No. 4 C, reverse, Column I, lines 13 fF. This

fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 11847 j
see above, p. 1 199.

[K. 12000 p]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 4- + +

4- 4-4 lines. End and colophon of a mythological legend

belonging to a tablet of the Series [V? (0 E^TT*

Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible Tf mm-
[K. 12000 q]

Eight fragments varying from IJin. by lin. to J|in. by Jin. and from 5 + 8

to 3 lines. Parts or fragments of hemerologies. [K. 12000 r-y]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-^in. by Ix^in. ; 7 + 11 + +
lines. Part of an incantation-text similar to that of K. 2390, etc,

;

cf, supra, p. 439. [K. 12000 z]
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; + +7 +
lines. Fragment of a text containing incantations with an interlinear

Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. Ill; itee above, p. 29. The text

corresponds with that of W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pi. 15 lines 2, h ff.

[K. 12000 bb]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1-j^in. by 1 Jin. ; + 0 + 5 +
lines. Fragment of a text containing incantations with an interlinear

Assynan version. Duplicate of K. 3169 (see above, p. 510), Column III,

lines 5 ff.
; cf. W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., Additions^ p. 1. [K. 12000 cc]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1-j^in. by lin. ; 0 + lines. Part of a text

containing omens derived from the condition of the eyes of a new-born

child
;

it begins <Hr I - IV This

fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 9517 ;
see above,

p. 1018. Cf. also p. 1202, K. 11889. [K. 12001]

Fragment of the left half, l^^Tyin. by ^in.; + 9 + (left-hand edge)

2 lines. Fragment of a text containing omens derived from the actions

of snakes. [K. 12002 + K. 12005]

Fragment of the left lialf, l|in. by ^in.; 7 + 9 + (left-hand edge) 2* lines.

Fragment of an omen-text, probably belonging to a tablet of the

Series y*-. [K. 12003]

Upper portion of reverse, 2in, by 1 Jin; + 9 lines. Part of an astro-

logical report concerning public affairs. [K. 12004 + K. 12000]

Fragment out of the middle, 2|in. by |in.; 12 + lines
;
Babylonian.

Part of a letter. [K. 12007]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 3-p\jin. by 1 Jin. ; 6 +
lines. Fragment of an inscription of Assurbanipal. The text

corresponds with that of Rm. 1 {q.v.f Column III, lines 54 ff. [K. 12008]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l|in.
; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment of an inscription of Tiglathpileser R The text corresponds

with that of K. 1G21 a (see above, p. 320), Column I, lines 9 ff.

[K. 12009]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-fVbi. by JJin.; 7 + lines. Fragment

of a letter, or report. [K. 12010]

• According to tlie indication of tlie scribe these lines should follow line 2 of reverse.
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Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by l^in. ; 114-7 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken frcm observations

.

of various stars. The catch-line reads:—!

[K. 12()ri]

Left-hand corner, l-Jfiri. by IyVui. ; 5 4-2 4-5 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above, p. 25il f.,

K. 1288. - [K. 12012]

Upper portion, right half, If in. by f) + 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological report from [f

[K. 12018]

Fragment of the left half, ^ i lines. Fragment of a

mythological text. [K. 12014]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by |in.
;
8 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter or report. [K. 12015]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. V)y ^^in.
;
8 + 4 lines. Part of a letter

concerning public affairs. [K. 12010]

Left half, l-i^^in. by l-iV^n; 4 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of nn astro-

logical report from f ooncorning an observation of

the moon. [K. 12017]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by i lines. Fragment of

a mythological or religious text. [K. 12018]

Right-hand corner, l-i'-(ihj. by lin. ; + 0 lines. Fragment of an

astrological report (?). [K. 12010]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2^in. by Jin.; 5 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a Sumcro-Akkadian prayer. [K. 12020]

Left-hand corner, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin.; 6 + ( + 4 ) 12 lines in double-

columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings.

[K. 12021]

Right-hand corner. If in. by IJin.; ( 4) 6 + 6 (+ ) lines in

double-columns. Part of a li st of Assyrian words with similar meanings.

This fragment may belong to the same text as the preceding number.

[K. 12022]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin.; 6 + lines in double-

columns. Fragment of a list of names of temples. This fragment

probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 3436 ; see above, p. 532.

[K. 12023]

• Attempted restoration from similar tablets; cf. tvpra^ pp. 21, 111, 190, 222 f., 636, 658 f.,

KE. 79, 462, 909, 1086, 1089, 4489, 4786, 4748, etc,

t Attempted restoration from K. 1393 {see above, p. 281) and similar tablets.

VOL. III. 7 Q
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Fragment out of tlie niicldlo, by 5 ^ + lines in

double-columns. Fragment of a list of names of temples. [K. 12024]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -j^in. ; 15 + lines in

double-columns. Fragment of a list of names of temples. [K. 12025]

Fragment of the right half, 2^^j|^in. by 2in.
; ( +) + 22 ( +

) lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, with

glosses, riiraiiged in groups according to the roots of the Assyrian words.

[K. 12026]

Fragment out of the middle, l-yTjin. by Jin. ; 8 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. This fragment appears

to belong to the same tablet as the preceding number. [K. 12027]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; 8+ ( )
lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of an incantation -text with an interlinear

Assyrian version. [K. 12028]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin.
; 8 + lines. Part

of an incantation-text, probably belonging to a tablet of the

Series [K. 12030]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jm. by If in.
;

18 + ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 12031]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l-j^in.
;
..... + + 8 + 3 lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list belonging, according

to the colophon, to a tablet of the ISeries

^ tM- Mention is made of TPEy +. [K. 12032]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Ij^in. ; 6 + 3 + ( + +)
6 + 6 lines. Part of a text, similar to that of K. 4310 {see above, p. 616),

containing addresses to an Assyrian king, which purport to come from

the goddess Istar of Arbela. [K. 12033]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side,
1-fJin. by 1Jin.; 14 +

linos in d(iuble-(^olumns. Part of an explanatory text.

[K. 12034 + K. 12036]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 5 + 8 + + lines.

F orecasts concerning the etc, [K. 12035]

Fragment out of the middle, ItVi”* ^ + lines (in

double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 12037]

• Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by Jin. ;
4 -f linos in double-

columns. Fragment of an explanatory text. Mention is made of the

“Calumniator”
(y]f 'Cj [^iTT?])- [K. 1203i<]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by l-f^iri. ; d (+ ) + ( +)
8 lines; Babylonian. Fragment of an incantation-text with an inter-

linear Assyrian version. [K. 12039]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 1 in. ; 8 lines; Bab}'-

lonian. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. Duplicate of K. 5079 ;
see above, p. 687. [K. 12010]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, I'lV**^* J + 3 ?

Babylonian. End of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 12041]

Fragment out of the middle, -j J^in. by |in.
; 6 + lines. Frag-

ment of a mythological legend. [K, 12042]

Fragment out of the middle, ly\in. by |in.
;

8 + ( )
lines;

division-marks. Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12044]

Upper portion of reverse, Ij^ijin. by lin. ; -f 1 + 7 lines. I’art of a

letter concerning the transport of stallions and mares. [K. 12045]

Lower half, IJ^in. by IJin. ; 5 + 1 + 9 lines. Part of a letter to the king

concerning the transport of a part of the armour for the face and eyes

(10 ^^^y ^
""

[K. 1204(i]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-i^m.; 14 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12047]

Fragment of the left half, -f^in. by ^in. ; 7 + lines; Babylonian;

marginal number Fragment of a text containing forecasts; it

appears to belong to the same tablet as the preceding number.

[K. 12048]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by lin.; 7 + 8 lines. Part of an omen-

text, apparently belonging to a tablet of the Series ^ 0 5^*-. The

sentences on reverse begin with 1} cf. supra^ p. 585,

K. 3998, etc. [K. 12049]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by ;••••• ± 13 lines. Fragment

of an omen -text, apparently belonging to a tablet of the Series

-< fcy This fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 4071

;

see above, p. 592. [K» 12050 + K. 12863]

7 Q 2
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Fraginoit out of the middle, by fin. ; 4 + lines. Frag-

ment of a liomerology. [K. 12051]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|J,jiii. ; + 17 -f- -f

linos in double-columns. Grammatical paradigms; duplicate of

K. 2033 {see above, p. 3!)1), Column II, lines 7 ff. [K. 12052 + K. 12053]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, lyV^i. by
;
9 -f-

( ) lines. Part of an astrological text. [K. 12054]

Fragment of the lower portion, by gin.; 4 + 3-1- lines in

cuneiform characters which seem to be identical with those of the

second Colunni of the trilingual Akhaemenian inscriptions. Contents
unknown. Cf. supra, p. 1040, K. 9817, etc. [K. 12055]

Fragment out of the middle, It-Vb. by Ifin. ; 9 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in gi’oups

acjcording to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 1205G]

Fragmimt out of the middle, lin. by liu.; 8 + lines. Fragment of a

list of objects. [K. 12057]

Fragment of the lower portion, lf\in. by l^in.
; 9 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 12058]

Fragment out of the middle, l^iri. by lin.; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment ol an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 12059]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IjVbn ; 9 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 12030]

Fragment of the left half, FJin. by fin. ; 9 + 9 lines
; Babylonian. Pai*t of

a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars. [K. 12001]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2 in. by l-ff-in. ; + +
11 + lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts

taken from observations of various stars. [K. 12002]

Fragment of the left half, liu. by fin.; traces of 3 ± 6 lines; Babylonian,

fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the star
f- [K. 12063]

Fragment of the lower portion, I J-Jin. by l^^in.; 11 + 4 + lines.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affaii’s. [K. 12064]

Left-hand corner, l-/kbn by lin. ; 7 + lines; Babylonian. Beginning
of a text containing astrological forecasts for the month Nisaii.

[K. 12065]
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Riglit-hand corner, IJin. by Jin. ; + 7 lines. Part of a text contain-

ing forecasts. [K. 12066]

Fragment of the right half, Ijjin. by IJin. ; + 11 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning eclipses,

etc. [K. 12067]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by fin.; 13 + 17 lines; Babylonian. Part

of an astrological text. [K. 12068]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 14 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of the moon. [K. 12061)]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; 9 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12070]

Fragjnent out of the middle, If in. by 1*^ + ^bies. Part of a

religious text. [K. 12071]

Fragment of the left half, 1/^in. by lin. ; + 8 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts concerning and
Jgf,

etc. [K. 12072]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by IJin. ;
9 + lines. Forecasts,

partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12073]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by lin. ; 6 + lines. Forecasts con-

cerning the etc. [K. 12074]

Fragment of the lower portion, by fin.; + (edge) 3 + 1 lines.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts concerning ETT

4m CD- 12075]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Jin.; 7 + ( ) lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 12076]

Left-hand corner, Ifin. by -J-fin. ; 6 + lines. Omens derived from

the movements and flickerings of a lamp; c/1 p. 1208, K. 11973.

Interlinear glosses are added by the scribe. [K. 12077]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; 11 + lines. Forecasts

concerning J|f and [K. 12078]

Portion out of the middle, Ifin. by l-j^in.; 18 + ( ) lines;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars. [K. 12079]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by 1Jin.; +9 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. This fragment

probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work T

[K. 12080]
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Fragment of the right half, liin. by IJhi. ;
..... ± 7 Hues. Forecasts,

partly relating to public aflairs. [K. 12081]

Portion of the right half, 2^?^in. by Ifin.; traces of 4 ± 14 linos. Pai-t of an

astrological text. [K. 12082]

Fragment out of the middle, lyV'”* V lines. F orecasts,

partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12083]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 12 + lines. Forecasts

concerning the JIJ *, etc. [K. 12084]

Fragment of the left half, 2 Jin. by y^in.
;
traces of 4 ± 12 lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12085]

Fragment of the lower portion, Jin. by jin.; 6 + ( )
lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 12086]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.; traces of 1 + 12 ± -f

lines. Part of a text containing forecasts. The sentences

begin with >-< [K. 12087]

Fragment of the right half, l-j^in. by 1 Jin. ; ±8 lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 12088]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by fin.; 12 + 5 lines. Part of an omen-

text. Of the catch-line only the end is visible :

—

[K. 12080]

Fragment of the right half, Ijin. by fin.; 10 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12090]

Left-hand corner, 1^V^^• + 6 lines. Fragment of a text

containing astrological forecasts for the month Ab. [K. 12091]

Left-hand corner, 6 + 3 -f 5 lines. Fragment of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

moon, etc. [K. 12092]

Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by Ijin.
; 3 + 7 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12093]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by Ijin.; + 12 lines. Omens
concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men, etc.

[K. 12094]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, IJin. by ; 7 ± lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. [K. 12095]

Fragment of the right half, I Jin. by lin.; + 10 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts, [K. 12096]

Right-hand comer, IJin. by ^in.; 7 + lines. Forecasts, beginning:

—

V <w tT [k. 12097
]

Right-hand corner, ly®^in. by 5 +2 + 9 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 12098]

P>agment of the left half, IJin. by Hin. ; + 13 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars

(«?-+ S. etc,). [K. 12099]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by -J-Jin. ; + 7 lines. Fragment of

a text containing forecasts. [K. 12100]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 13 + lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 12102]

Fragment of the upper portion, Ifin. by l-i^in. ; 2 + 9 + 3 + lines.

Astrological forecasts concerning ‘lucky da^s*

etc. [K. 12103]

Fragment out of the middle, ly®^in. by IJin.; 6 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the moon. [K. 12104]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by -fjin. ;
16 + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 12105]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by 5 + ^ lines. End of a

text containing astrological forecasts. Of the catch-line only the

middle part is visible ^ < T 4^!
V miPS- [K*

Fragment of the upper portion, ly^^in.by f in.; 4 + 3 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological (?) text. [K. 12107]

Fragment out of the miadle, Ifin. by Ifin, ;( +)7 + 9(+ )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 12108]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by l^in.; ..... + 4 lines.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses. [K. 12109]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragmeut of Ihe lower portion of one side, l{in. by l^in.; 4 + lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of an incantation(?)-text. [K. 12110]

Fragment ont of the middle, liin. by lin.
;
7 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the etc,

[K. 12111]

Fragment of the right half, l-y^in. by |in.; 11 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12112]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin.; 9 ± lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12113]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |in.
; 7 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12114]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by ^Jin. ; 7 ± lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the other stars. [K. 12115]

Fragment of the left half, 2-j^in. by l^in.
; ..... + 8 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. One section

begins:-! ISJ CD
[K. 1211 G]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ; 10 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 12117]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin.; 7+ ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12118]

Fragment of the left half, Jin. by |in.; 8 + ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts concerning and

[K. 12119]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by li^^in. ; 7 -f lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12120]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1 Jin.; 14 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 12121]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by
; 9 + ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 12122]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin, by 2in.; ( +)7+4(+ )

lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the sun, etc, [K. 12123]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, by 4^in. ; + 8 lines. Astrologi-

cal forecasts concerning eclipses, elc,\ they partly relate to public

affairs. [K. 12124]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin.; 8 -f lines. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of the stars

y- V and ::::?>+ ^i-c. [K. 1212,5]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Jin.; + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, fttc.; they partly relate

to public affairs. This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the

great astrological work f ^ 1^1'^h]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts. [K. 12127]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by l|in.
; 7 + lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

moon. [K. 12128]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by LS + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses. [K. 1212‘,l]

Fragment of the left half, by lin,
; 7 + linos; Babylonian.

Forecasts concerning the *-*»+, etc.; ef. supriiy p. 570, K. 384(5.

[K. 12130]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin.
;
12 + traces of 3 lines. Part of

a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12131]

Fragment of the left half, IV^in. by lin. ; + 9 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. [K. 12132]

Fragment out of the middle. Ifin. by -ff
in. ; 10 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12133]

Right-hand corner, If in. by Jin. ; 3 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 12134]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-f^in. by iT^iyin. ; 5 + 9 + ..... +
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the

various months. [K. 12135]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars

J! + Kf-Hf- 4:^:.

*+T * [ijf^y], etc.). This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the

great astrological work f Hf- [^* 12J136]

* Partly effaced.
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Fr.i^rnont mif; of tlie niiddlo, by IJin. ; 11 + traces of 2 + +
lines; iimrgiiial iiiiiiiber Forecasts. [K. 12137]

Fragment out of the middle, ]§in. by lin; ±7 lines. Fragment of a

text containing forecasts concerning the etc. [K. 12138]

Fragment of the left iialf, 3in. by 2|?in.; 21 + 7 lines. Forecasts forming^

according to the colophon, the loth tablet of a Series. Of the catch-

line only ilie beginning is visible ^

[K. 12139]

Fragniont of the right half, Igin. by l-p’j^in.
;
traces of 1 + 11 lines. Omens

concerning houses and incidents that may liappeii to men. [K. 12140]

Fragnumt of the n’ght half, lyV'^* ^‘7 i l^^cs; Babylonian. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

One section ends with

Fragment of the lower portion, l]^in. by lxVi^*j ^ + traces of 5 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[K. 12142]

Fragment out of the middle, l|iii. by l^in.; 8 + lines. Omens
concerning houses. [K. 12143]

Fragment of tlie lower portion, l|in. hy lin.; ( +) 4 + ( +
) lines. F orecasts concerning the etc, [K. 12144]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by ^in. ; +3 lines.

Fragment of an omen-text. [K. 12145]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by -j em*? "F ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of various stars. [K. 12140]

Fragment of the riglit half, l^in. by fin.; + 9 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of an astrological text concerning various stars.

[K. 12147]

Fragment out of the middle, + 6 + +
lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

ohservations of fh(3 sun. Tin’s fragment may belong to the same tablet

as K. 6454 (.see above, p. 788), K. 7042 (p. 827), and K. 12739 (below,

p. 120.3). [K. 12148]

]<h-agment out of the middle,
5 ^ + lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 12149]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by If in.; 8 + lines. Part of

a religious text. [K. 12150]

Partly eilaced.
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Fragment of the riglit half, l^in. by liiu. ;
traces of 7 + 12 linos; Ibiby-

lonitin. Forecasts. [K. l^lol]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by lin.; + 0 lines. End of an

omen-text. Tho lines begin with f ^ cf. p. 10r»2,

K. 9045, and infra, p. 1248, K. 1252G. Of the catch-line only tlui

iiiid(Uc part is vWble ;-f *(?) V [1'^- '-'l-'-J

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IrVi".; i> + ( ) liiK's.

Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3051

{see above, p. 570), etc. [K. 12153]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 7 -f ( )
lines. Part

of an astrological text concerning various stars
*

[K. 12151]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin. ;
G ± lines. Fragment of an

astrological text. [K. 12155]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin.; 7 + lim^s; P»aV)yK)nian.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 1215i)]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lin.; 8 + 5 lines; llabylonian. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts. This fragment

probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work ] ^ ‘»f-

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Jin. ; 11 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. The lines begin with [f] ESf 5 </• p- ^21, K. 2102.

[K. 12158]

Fragment of the left half, IjVua. by lin.; + 8 lines. Forecasts

concerning tyf and etc, [K. 12150]

Left-hand corner, l-j^in. by |in. ; 3 + 1 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Forecasts

concerning and^f* etc. [K. 121 GO]

Left-hand corner, l^^in. by lin,
; ( ) + 8 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

moon ;
it is probably an extract from a larger composition. [K. 121G1]

Fragment out of the middle, ^^y ^ i lines. Fragment ot

an omen-text. [K. 121G2]

Fragment out of tho middle, IJin. by + 5 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [^* 12fG3]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragnioiit out of the middle, Jin. by Jin.; 7 + ( )
lineB,

Fmgment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of various stars, etc. [K. 121f)4]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by T%in. ;
5 -f ..... ( ) lines.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the sun, etc. [K. 121 1)5]

Fragment out of the middle, IJ^in. by |^in. ; + 6 linos; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts concerning

eclipses, etc.) they partly relate to public affairs. This fragment

probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work f ^
[K. 12166]

Left half, lower portion, 2y^^m. by |^in.
; 14+ 12 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an omen -text. The lines begin with f ;
('/• eupra,

p. 872, K. 7741). [K. 12167 + 82-3-23, 81]

Fragment of the left half, 18 hi. by lf\.in. ; 10 + ( + +)7 lines.

Forecasts concerning and [K. 12168]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; + 12 lines. Omens
derived from the appearances of dogs and calves to a person going out

from a door, etc, [K. 12169]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lyVhi*; ±12 lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.

[K. 12170]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by IJin. ; + +
traces of 2 + 9 lines. Pai*t of a text containing incantations and

directions for ceremonies. [K. 12171]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-j^^in.
; 11 + lines. Part of a

text containing omens concerning the condition of countries or lands,

and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12172]

Fragment of the right half, 3in. by 2-j*jjm.
; ( +) traces of 4 + 7 ( +

) linos. Part of a text containing incantations and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 12173]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l±Jin. ; 14 + + +
linos. Omens. Mention is made among them of the scarcity of young

cattle ^TT <Ts¥=- [K. 12174]

Right half, hy Ihu
; 8 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astro-

logical text concerning various stars. [K, 12175]

• Partly effaced.
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Fra^^raent of the lower portion, 2^in. by IJin. ; 10 + 1 + 11 lines. Part

of an astrological report, partly relating to public affairs.

[K. 12170]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l|in.
; 6 + ( 4- +) traces of

2 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the sun and various stars. [K. 12177]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l|m. ; 4 9 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12178]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by IJin. ; 4 11

lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for c eremonies

and rites. [K. 12179]

Lower half, 4|in. by 4:Jin. ;
27 4 33 4 24 4 19 lines. Part of an omcn-

text. A great number of lines begin with f supra, p. 834,

K. 7156, and infra, p. 1270, K. 12841, etc.

[K. 12180 4 K. 13219 4 Sni. 505 4 Sm. 1401]

Upper portion, left half, l|in. by l^in. ; 4 4 4 lines
;
Babylonian. Part of

a text containing forecasts. The reverse contained a date in Assyrian

writing. [K. 12181]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin.; 54 ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts concerning the ty Jgf, etc.

[K. 12182]

Fragment out of the middle, V^-in. by 1Jin.; 7 4 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 12183]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by l^^A^in. ; ±12
lines. Forecasts. [K. 12184]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lin. ; 10 4 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12185]

Fragment of the right half, IV^ln. by 4 9 lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 12186]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2-|3^in. by IJin. ; 4 15

lines. Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 12187]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by l-f^in.; 4 10 lines; Babylonian.

End of a “complete”* copy of an omen-text, probably belonging

to a tablet of the Series y *£yy Of the catch-line

only the middle part is visible «£yy

[K. 12188]

* qf. iupra, p. 474, note *.
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Fragment of the left lialf, Igin. by IJiii. ;
D + ( )

linos
; Baby-

lonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the sun. One section begins :—f PM-
Cj\ KuprQf p. 423, K. 2221, etc, [K. 12189]

Fraginciit out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; 10 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12190]

Left-hand corner. If in. by lyi^in. ; + 6 lines. Part of an omen -text.

The lines begin :—f </• supra, p. 1208, K, 11973.

[K. 12191]

Fragment out of the middle, If^in. by IJin. ;
12 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. The lines begin with [>-< [K. 12192]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; 4 + lines. Fragment

of a religious text. [K. 12193]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; 8 + ( ) lines.

Forecasts. [K. 12194]

Fragment of tlie right half, Ifin. by lj\in.; 10 4* lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12195 + K, 12280]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^iyin. by -}Jin. ; 6 ± linos. Fragment

of a text containing omens derived from the appearances of certain

birds, [K. 12198]

Eight-hand corner, l|Jin. by li^in.; 9+ lines: Babylonian. Omens

derived from the condition of a city, etc. [K. 12197]

Fragment of the left half, by lin.; 9 ± lines. Part of an

omen -text. The lines begin with
| 12198]

P'ragment out of the middle, l-i^in. by -}|-in. ; 12-f ( )
lines.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various

montlis. [K. 12199]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by Jin. ; 12 ± lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 12200]

P'ragment of the lower portion, l^j-in. by I-i*^in. ; 7 + 1 + lines;

Babylonian. Part of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f.,

K. 1288. Mention is made of Esarhaddon ([f]

[K. 12201]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ;
11 -f ( )

lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12202]

• Partiv effaced.
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Right-hand corner, IJin. by 5 ± 3 lines; Rahylonian. Part of a

text containing directions for cercrtionies and rites to he used for the

benefit of sick people. [K. 12203]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. ])y l^in. ; 7 + . . . . . lines. Part of a text

containing directions for ceremonies and rites. Mention is made of

the cf, snpra^ p. 551, K. 3G4fi, etc. [K. 12201]

Fragment of the right half, l-j^in. by l^in.; 10 ± lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 12203]

Fragment out of the middle, lr,yin. by iT^in. ; 9 + ( ) lines

;

Rabylonian. Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 1220(>]

Fragment out of the middle, liin. by l^n-in.; (5 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing prayers to ^imas and Rumman and direclions fo'r

ceremonies and rites. [K. 12207]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |in. ; ± G linos. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts; they partly relate to public

affairs. [K. 12208]

Right-hand comer, l^in. by IJin, ; 9 -f lines. Part of an omen-text.

[K. 12209]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by fin.; ±5 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts concerning the etc, [K. 12210]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin.; 3 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a report concerning astrological subjects. [K. 12211]

Lower portion, left half, 2Jin. by lin.; 19 -f 1 ± lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the moon; they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 12212]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by -ftfin. ; 4 -f 3 lines
;
Babylonian. Part

of a text containing forecasts. Mention is made of Assurbanipal

(T + 4 TD- [K. 12213]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by IJin. ;
7 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 12214]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin. ; 7 -f lines. Fragment

of a hemerology. [K. 12215]

Fragment out of the middle, l-|^^in. by 1 in.
;
8 -f lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stars. [K. 12216]

* Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin. ; 9+ ( )
lines.

Forecasts. [K. 12217]

Fragment of the left half, ljVi“* ^7 S'”* 5 + ^ lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the moon. [K. 12218]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by ljVi“* 5 + lines. Part of

an omen-text. [K. 12219]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.
; 8 + lines. Part of

an omen-text. [K. 12220]

Fragment out of the middle, lyVn. by IJin. ; 6 H- lines. Omens
concerning houses, etc* [K. 12221]

Right-hand corner, lj\rin. b}' liii.
;

12-1-6 lines. Part of an astro-

logical text. [K. 12222]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; . * . . . ± 9 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12223]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by |^in.; + 7 lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12224]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by fin.; 4 + 10 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 12225]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2 in. by ^in.
; 4 + lines

;
Babylonian.

Beginning of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12226]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by iin. ; + 7 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12227]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by fin.; 7 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts. [K. 12228]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; + 10 lines. Part of

a religious text similar to that of K, 11767 ;
see above, p. 1193.

[K. 12229]

Fragment out of the middle. Ifin. by Ifin.
; 8 + ( ) lines.

Part of an astrological text. [K. 12230]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; +5 lines. Part of

a report (?). [K. 12231]

Fragment of the lower portion, Ifin. by ffin.
; 5 + 3 lines. Astrological

forecasts. [K. 12232]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by If in. ; 5 + 3 lines. Part of an

astrological text concerning observations of vaiious stars, [K. 12233]
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Fragment of the left half, liin. by + 0 lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the planet [K. 122;U]

Fragment out of the middle, by ly^in.; 7 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K.

Fragment of the right half, by lin. ; ± () lines. Forecasts.

[K. 122;h;]

Right-hand comer, |fin. by |in. ; 6 + 7 lines. Forecasts. [K. 12237]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |^in.; (5 -f lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 12238]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin.; 9 + lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 12239]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l^in. ; -f7 + -f

lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for the

various months. [K. 12240]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by 1-jJ^in.; ( +)5 + 7 (-}- )

lines. Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the J|J, eta.

[K. 12241]

Fragment out of the middle, 1^-in. by Jin.; + 0 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. This fragment

may belong to a tablet of the great astrological Avork y ry^y*

[K. 12242]

Fragment out of the middle, ly^in. by ^in.
; S-f ( ) lines.

Fragment of an astrological text concerning observations of A’^aiioiis

stars. [K. 12243]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiin. by ItVi^*; traces of 4 -f (between

Columns I and II) 1 + 10 ± 4- lines. Fragment of an

omen-text. [K» 12244 -f- K. 12823]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |^in.; ±6 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc.; they partly relate

to public affairs. This fragment may belong to a tablet of the great

astrological work y '"^yil.^y* 1^245]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by jin.; 9 4- lines. Omens con-

cerning houses, etc. [K. 12240]

Fragment out of the middle, by jin.; 7± lines. Omens

derived from the condition of a city, etc. [K. 12247]

VOL. m. 7 s
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Friiginoiit of the luft half, 1 7 4-3 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[K. 12248]

Fragment of the right half, Ij^in. by |in. ; 7 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12249]

Right half, upper portion, { Jin. by -{-Jin. ; 5 + traces of 1 lines. Part of an

astrological report concerning public affairs. [K. 12250]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Jin.; + + 5 + 4 lines.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12251]

Fragment of the right half, lin. by JJin. ; ( +)7 + ( + )

lines. Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonie8(?).

[K. 12252]

Fragment out of the middle, |Jin. by -fjin. ; 7 + lines. Fragment of

an omen -text. [K. 12253]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Jin.; + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a report. [K. 12255]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin,; 7 + ( )
lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months.

[K. 12256]

Fragment of the left half, If^^in. by fin. ; +8 lines
;
Babylonian.

Forecasts concerning *YEf, and etc, [K. 12257]

Fragment of the left half, ]-]^gin. by IJin. ; + 9 lines. Omens
den'vcd from the appearances of certain animals in a man’s house.

Duplicate of K. 10390 (see above, p. 1084), lines 1 ff. [K. 12258]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin. ; 10 + 10 lines; marginal number

Forecasts. This fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the

Series [K. 12259]

Portion out of the middle, 1-|-Jm. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Forecasts

similar to those of K. 3951 (see above, p. 579), etc. [K. 12261]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by ; + 8 + +
lines. Forecasts concerning Jgf and etc. [K, 12262]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin.; 7 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12263]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; + 7 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts relating to public affairs.

[K. 12264]
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Fragment out of the middle, Ifuin. by Jin. ; 0 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 122(>o]

Fragment of the right half, l/^yin. by lin.
;
11 + lines; Rabylouian.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 122l)()]

Right-hand corner, l-j7^in. by Jin.; 6 + lines; Babylonian. Beginning

of a text conbiining forecasts. [K. 12267]

Fragment out of the middle, ly^,in. by lin.; \'2 ± lines. Part of a

text containing prayers. The beginning of Section 11 and a preceding

colophon-line read :

—

<=m‘ V <!- *->-r -+

t<m 122G8]

Fragment out of tlie middle, l^in. by liin. ; 12 i lines. F orecasts,

partly relating to public affairs. [K. 122()0]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin. ; 8+ ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of an omen-text concerning houses, etc, [K. 12270]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; 7 + lines. Fragment of

an omen-text concerning houses, etc, [K. 12271]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ;
0 -f lines. Part

of a text similar to those of K. 9528 {see above, p. 1019) and K. 10733

(p. 1110), containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the nose.

[K. 12272]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by jjin. ; ±8 lines. Forecasts

concerning the etc. [K. 12273]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by j^in. ; ±19 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 12274]

Left-hand corner, 3Jin. by 2 fin. ; ( ) +9 lines. Part of a text

containing omens derived from the condition of certain parts of a

woman’s body. Cf., e.g., lines 1 AT.

;

—
T ^ <T--TTl -tH eSTTT V -ffi EtTT •'M
T m
T <T-m tSg 45 -TO » tm -

Cf. BEZOii), Zeits., 1893, p. 142. [K. 12275]

Portion out of the middle, 3^in. by 2fin. ; 13 + 16 + 5 + + +
lines. Part of an omen-text. Some of the lines begin with

T aod others with f -jfcj (T—)
[K. 12276]

• Tartljr etfaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l||,iw. by ; 5 + lines. Omens

coiieoriiing houses, etc, [1^* 12277]

Portion out of the middle, 2^in. by Ifin. ; 7 + 5 lines. Omens derived

from births of monstrosities. [K. 12278]

Left-hand corner, 2^iii. by If in.; short beginnings of 8 + 6 lines; Babylonian.

Part of one of the “copies” ^ of a text containing fore-

casts concerning the etc, [K. 12279]

Portion of the left half, 2|=Jin. by Igiii. ; 11 + ( + +) 12 lines.

Forecasts concerning the Jg, etc. Of the catch-line only the

b(>ginning is visible :-x^ fSi- [K- 12280]

Left-hand corner, lin. by -j-fin. ; (> + 5 lines; Babylonian. Forecasts,

iK^ginning [K- 12281]

Left-hand corner, l]in. by |f|in.; 9 + 10 lines. Astrological forecasts

taken from observations of the moon. [K. 12282]

Left half, l§in. by liin.
; 7 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrologi-

cal report concerning observations of the moon, etc, [K. 12283]

Fragnient of th(5 right half, 1-iin. by Jin.
;
(...,. + ) +9( + )

lines (ill double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 12284]

Fragnnmt out of the middle, 1-j^in. by 1 Jin. ; + 7 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts conceniing and ’5=yy, etc. Accord-

ing to a c(doi)hon-line this text appears to be an extract from the

Gtli tablet of a series. [K. 12285]

Fragment out (tf the middle, IJin, by l-^^^in.
; 9 + ( )

lines.

Fragment of a mythological text. [K. 12280]

Fragment of the left half, l|Jin. by
{
Jin. ; + 13 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12287]

Fragment out of the middle, l-jV”* ^^7 3”*' 5 8+ ( ) Ihies.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts concerning the chaficcs of a

sick man’s recovery, ["K. 1^288]

Bight half, Uin. by Jin. ; 12 + 13 lines; Babylonian. Forecasts, partly

relating to public affairs. [K. 12289]

Left-hand corner, l/,yin. by JJin. ; 5 + 4 lines. Fragment of a text contain-

ing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

^ ^yy and other stars. [K. 12290]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by lin.; 11 + ( )
lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts similar to those of

K. 2239 ;
fice above, p. 425. [K. 12292]
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Fragment out of the middle, of 2 + 5 + +
lines. Fragment of an astrological text. [K. 12293]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by gin.; 8 + lines. Part of a text

confining astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

moon. [K. 12294]

Fragment out of the middle, l|Jrin. by Jin. ; ±7 lines. Forecasts.

The sentences begin with [»h] cf. supra^ p. 559, K. 3732.

[K. 12295]

Fragment out» of the middle, l]in. by IJin.; 10 + ( )
lines.

Astrological forecasts for the months Elul, Tisri and Hesvan.

[K. 1229()]

Fragment of the left half, 1 5 8 + ( ) Astro-

logical forecasts for the month Veadar; cf, infray D. T. 273.

[K. 12297]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fVn. by Sin. ; 8 + ( ) liiniH.

Part of an astrological text concerning various stars. [K. 12298]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^Tfin. ; 8 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12299]

Fragment out of the middle, l^iii. by lin.
; (5 + lines;

Babylonian. Forecasts concerning and etc, [K. 12300]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by -^in.
; 11 + ( )

lines.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc,\ they partly relate

to public affairs. [K, 12301]

Fragment out of the middle, -fjin. by Jin. ; 7 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12302]

Fragment of the lower portion, lyV“^* ^7 7 + 2 + lines;

Babylonian. Forecasts. [K. 12303]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 11 4* lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. This

fragment probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological work

T ^ + ”PT^L5ffT. [K. 12304]

Portion out of the middle, 4in. by SJin. ; traces of 5+ 21 lines ; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 12305]

Portion out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2Jin. ;
21 + lines. Omens con-

cerning incidents that may happen to men, etc. [K. 12306]

Partij effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, by l-Jiii. ; 5 + ( )
lines.

Forecasts concerniiig aud Jgf. [K. 12307]

Fragment out of the middle, bj ^i^in. ; 9 + lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc,

[K. 12308]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by -f^in. ; .....( ) + b lines.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12309]

Left-hand corner, ly^in. by ljVb**> ^ + 1 lines. Beginning of an omen-

text:-T 4 jfiyr T + [K. 12310]

Fragment out of the middle, liin. by l-fVl“* 5 11 + Omens
concerning houses, etc, [K. 12311]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |in.
; 8 + ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 12312]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by fin. ; 6 ± short ends of 5 lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12313]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 9 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12314]

Left-hand corner, Jin. by
-f
jin.

; 5 + lines. Fragment of a text con-

taining forecasts concerning the etc, [K. 12316]

Fragment of the lower portion, l|in. by 1 Jin. ; 7 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12317]

Portion out of the middle, 2j‘^in. by IJin. ;
17 + lines. Astrologi-

cal forecasts taken from observations of various stars.

[K. 12318 + K. 12391]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in* by -} Jin. ; + 7 lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stars. [K. 12320]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ; + 3 lines. End of a text

containing forecasts, and probably being, according to what is left of

a colophon-line, an extract from a tablet of the “ Series ”
(|gf

*

Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible :—

f

-T a- [K- 12321]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin. ; traces of 2 + 6 + +
lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts concerning

and *t:yy, etc. The sentences begin with ^ [K* 12322]

• effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, f ) + il lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars

(-+ ^ ^ y? % etc,).
^

[K. 12323]

Lower portion, left half, 2|iii. by 2^in.; 13 + traces of 14 lines. Part of a

text containing directions for ceremonies and rites. One paragraph

begins with f etc. [K. 12324]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by 4^in. ;
traces of 1 + (5 lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the star [K. 12325]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^tyin. by Jin. ;
5 + ( )

lines.

Forecasts. [K. 1232G]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-|%in. ; + 8 lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning the appearances or actions of various animals,

etc. [K. 12327]

Fragment of the right half, Hin. by |in.; ( +) ± 5 (+ )

lines. Fragment of a text containing forecasts similar to those of

K. 3951 {see above, p. 579), etc. Cf. also infra^ p. 1266, K. 12779.

[K. 12328]

Fragment out of the middle, IfVin. by 1 Jin. ; 7 + ( )
linos.

Part of an omen -text concerning the chances of a sick man’s recovery,

etc. [K. 12329]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; + 8 lines. F orecasts,

partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12330]

Left half, lower portion, by IJin.; 9-1- 9 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 12331]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by 1Jin. ;
11 -f ( )

lines.

Forecasts concerning and etc. [K. 12332]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jfin. ; 7 ± lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12333]

Fragment of the left half, 1 ^7 J ^ ± 7 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various

stars. One section begins:-! mi -TUKrT [K. 12334]

Left-hand comer, IJin. by l|in.; 10 + 6 lines; Babylonian; marginal

number Part of a text containing forecasts similar to those of

K. 3951 {see above, p. 579), etc. [K. 12335]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, hy lin.

;

9 ± lines. F orecasts.

[K. 12336]

Right-hand corner, IJin. hy liin. ; + 8 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12337]

Fragment out of the middle, liin. by Uin. ; 8 + ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. Referring to line

4 an interlinear gloss is added by the scribe. [K. 12338]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by ffin. ; 10 -f lines. Fragment

of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3951 (see above,

p. 579), etc. [K. 12339]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by lin.; 11 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of various stars

laj ^ ^ ^
-^y ^ 4, etc.). [K. 12340]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l^in.
;
11 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses. The lines of Sections

II and III begin with
y [K. 12341]

Fragment of the right half, Ij^in. by l§iii. ; ..... + 15 lines. Astrological

forecasts. [K. 12342]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lyV^n. ; 9 + ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12344]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by 1 J + 12 lines.

Omens concerning houses, etc. [K. 12345]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by fin.; 13 + 11 lines. Forecasts

concerning ^y ^yy, Cigyy, and -^yyy, etc. [K. 12346]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin, by l^in. ; 8 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12347]

Upper portion, left half. If in. by fj-in.; 6 + 4 lines. Astrological fore-

casts taken from observations of the moon and sun, etc. [K. 12348]

Fragment out of the middle. I f in. by f in.
; 10 + ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars.

[K. 12349]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l-jV“*; 9+ Ihies. Astro-

logical forecasts. [K. 12350]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of tho middle, liin. by lin.
; 9 + ( ^ linos. Part

ot a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stars <^f, etc.). [K. 12351J

Fragment out of the middle, l|^in. by
5 i lines. Part of

an omen-text. [K. 12352]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 9 + ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars.

[Iv. 12353]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-jLin. by l|in.
;

6 + ( )
linos.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses. [K. 12351]

Fragment out of the middle, l-}^in. by IJin. ; + 8 + +
lines. Part of an astrological text concerning various stars (»-4*

*

•"Hf* ij 12355]

Fragment out of the middle, Uin. by Jin.; 7 + linos. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 3951 (see

above, p. 579), etc. [K. 1 235(5]

Fragment out of the middle, li^in. by Jin.; 3 + Clines; Babylonian. Part

of an omen-text. [K. 12357]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.; 9 + traces of 3 lines. Omens concern-

ing houses, etc. [K. 12358]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by |in.; ( ) + 7 linos.

Fragment of an astrological text. [K. 12359]

Upper portion, left half, 1 Jin. by l|iu. ; 5 + 4 + 3 + (left-liand edge) 1 lines;

Babylonian. Forecasts concerning and etc. Mention is made

of Nippur 4^^y). The last Iavo lines, which are written in

Assyrian characters, apparently contained a date. [K. 123(50]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by jin.; 14 + 14 lines; marginal numbers ^

and 7/* Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken

from observations of the moon. The catch-line reads:—y ^y>* y][

^2361 + K. 12386]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by jin. ; 6 + lines. Part of

a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

eclipses. [K. 12362]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 jin. by lin. ; + 10 lines. End of an

omen-text. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:—

lOI [K. 12363]

• Partly effaced.
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Portion out of the middle. Ifin. by IJin. ; +13 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12365 + K. 12644]

Fragment of the left halfl ^ i Clines; Babylonian. Astro-

logical forecasts similar to those of K. 10718; see above, p. 1109.

The lines on obverse begin with f ^ *+f, and those on reverse

reaa:-y4y+I^<^S- [K. 12366]

Left half, -f^in. by tiyin.; 5 + lines; Babylonian. Part of an astro-

logical report concerning observations of the moon. [K. 12367]

Fragment of the left half, 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the siin. According to the coloplion it belongs to the 25th* tablet of

the great astrological work f ij feTl • Duplicate of Sm.

707, q.v. The catch-line reads :Hf « 4 IViM?
c/. supra, p. 423, K. 2221. [K. 12368 + K. 12706]

Right half, upper portion of reverse, l/Tjin. by Uin. ;
traces of 1 + J. + 5

lines. Part of an astrological report relating to public albiirs.

[K. 12369]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, Ifin. by Ifin.; + 12 lines.

Forecasts, probably belonging to a copy of the 9tli tablet of the

Series x
; cf, supra, p. 952, K. 8690. [K. 12370]

Fragment of the light lialf, l^in. by 1/^in.
;
,.... + 11 lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12371]

Fragment of the left half, 2fiii. by Jin.; .,...+ 13 lines. Forecasts

concerning the fcf Jgf, etc, [K. 12372]

Fragment out of the middle, It^ui. by lin.; 8 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K, 12373]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in.; 8 + 9 lines. Forecasts

concerning -HTT [K. 12374]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; 6 + 10 lines. Part of a text containing

forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 12375]
*

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by fin.; 7 + 9 linos; Babylonian. Part of

a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

vario\iB stars
; it is probably an extract from a larger composition.

[K. 12376]

Fragment out of the middle, I Jin. by lin.
;
traces of 1 + 10+ +

lines. Astrological forecasts for the various months. [K. 12377]

* IllUS. t Partly eflFaced
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Fragment out of tho middle, If in. by Ifiu. ;
9 + lines. Omens,

similar to those of K. 3820 {nee above, p. 508), denved from the

condition of certain parts of the human body. [K. 12379]

Fragment out of the middle, by l-j^in.
; 9 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K, 12380]

Lower portion, left half, l|jin. by l-j^in.
;

10 -f 4 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. The sentences

begin with f JgJ *-<. [K. 12381]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Ifin. ; 7 + 8 + + lines.

Part of an astrological text. [K. 12382]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 8 + 4 + + lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observa-

tions of the wind, etc. [K. 12383]

Left-hand corner, l^in. by Jin.; traces of 2 + 10 lines; marginal number

Forecasts concerning the etc, [K. 12384]

Fragment of the right half, 2YVhn hy lin. ; + 10 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12385]

Lower portion, left half, lj\in. by fin.; 2 + 3 lines; Ihibylonian, Part of

an astrological report concerning observations of the moon.

[K. 12388]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by IJin. ; 5 + 0 + + lines.

Copy of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observa-

tions of various stars. [K. 12389]

Fragment out of tho middle, Ifin. by l-^^rin. ; 10 + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts concerning and etc.

[K. 12390]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; 9 + linos. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 12392]

Fragment out of the middle, l^irin. by lin. ; 7 + 6 + + lines.

Astrological forecasts for the various months. [K, 12393]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Jin. ; + 6 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

sun, [K. 12394]

Fragment of the left half, 2f in, by 1/^in.; traces of 4 + 15 lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars. [K. 12395 + K. 12483]

7 T 2
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Fragment of the right half, IJin. by Un. ; 6 + 8 lines. Fragment of a text

containing forecasts, which may belong, according to indications con-

veyed by a part of the colophon, to a tablet of the Series [>»--<]
*•

Of the catch-line only the end is visible:

—

[K. 12896]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by If in.
; 8 + 11 + + lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars,

[K. 12397]

Fragment out of tlie middle, If '*^*5 + + 11 + traces of

2 lines. Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses. [K. 12398]

Fragment of the right half. If in. by ^ ± lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12399]

Fragment of the left half, If jin. by 5
12 + traces of 5 lines. Astro-

logical forecasts, similar to those of K. 12395 (^.».)> taken from

observations of various stars. [K, 12400]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin. ; 8+ ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses. [K. 12401]

Fragment out of the middle, ^Y I^^l; 7 + lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. [K. 12402]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the sun.

[K. 12403]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l-j^in,
; 9 + lines. Part

of an astrological text concerning eclipses of the moon, etc.

[K. 12404]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by If in.; + 11 lines. Part of an

omen -text. [K. 12405]

Fragment out of the middle, Ig in. by ^ + lines. Fragment of

a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12406]

Fragment out of the middle, l/^an. by |in.; + 10 lines. Fragment
of a text containing forecasts concerning the etc. [K. 12407]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by ffin. ; 4 + ( ) lines.

Fragnusnt of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of various shiiu [K. 12408]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^^in. by fin.; 6 + lines. Part of a
text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12409]

* Partlj cjljicod.
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Fragment out of the middle, by ; 9 + ( ) linos.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 12410]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by l^in.; traces of 1 + 16 + +
lines; marginal number Part of a text containing forecasts

concerning and -Eff, etc. [K. 12411 + K. 12417]

Fragment out of the middle, l^jin. by liii.; 10 + lines. Part

of an astrological text. [K. 12412]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, lin, by ISj-in. ; 7 ± lines.

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12413]

Left-hand comer, IjV^n. by i^in. ; + 0 lines; Babylonian. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the moon. [K. 12414]

Fragment of the left half, |Jin. by Jin.; 8 + ( ) linos. Fore-

casts concerning the ^'be sentences begin witli -< -<

--H tE|. [K. 12415]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ^in.
; 5 + ( ) linos.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the stars T*" ^
[K. 12416]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ; 8+ ( ) lines. Part

of an omen-text. [K. 12418]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Jin.; 6+ lines. Astrological forecasts

taken from observations of the moon. Lino 1 reads;—

f

[K.1241«J]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 5 + ( )
lines.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 12420]

Fragment of the right half, 1Jin. by IJin. ; + 5 lines. End of a text

containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.

[K. 12421]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Jin. ; 3 + 7 lines; Babylonian. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of the stars

3T and *5* *s=* [K. 12422]

Fragment of the left half, 2-^in. by IJin.; 16 + traces of 1 lines; marginal

number Forecasts concerning and tif Jgf, etc. The sentences

begin with H^ [K. 12423 + K. 12864]

* Fartlj effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, l^in. by IJiii. ; 12 + traces of 5 linos. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from ()l)8ervation8 of the sun when rising; cf,

supra, p. 423, K. 2221. The lines begin with ^ Ef- [K. 12424]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lyjin.
; 8 + lines. Part of an

astrological text concerning various stars. Duplicate of K. 7129 {see

above, p. 832), obvei’se. [K. 12425]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by fin. ; 6 + ( )
lines. Part

of ajtext containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of and other stars. [K. 12426]

Fragment of the left half, l-j^in. by IjV'^* ? ( ) + 9 lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various months.

[K. 12427]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by fin. ; 8 + ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12428]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by ffin. ; 12 + .... . lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon.

[K. 12429]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by If in.; ( +)9 ± +
lines. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the sun.

[K. 12430]

Fragment out of the middle, If^in. by If in.
; .....+ 9 lines. Copy of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars. [K. 12431]

Fragment out of the middle, IjVi^* by ^ + lines. Astrological

forecasts. [K. 12432]

Fragment of the left half, Ij^in. by fin. ; 8 ± lines. Fragment of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the clouds
; cf. supra, p. 430, K. 2299. See also below, p. 1263, K. 12740.

[K. 12433 + K. 12618]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by If in. ; 10 + ( ) lines.

Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12434]

Fragment of the right half. If in. by Ifiii. ; , .... ± 10 lines ;
Babylonian.

Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12435]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by in. ; 7 + ( )
lines.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 12436]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Jin.; 6-1- lines.’ Forecasts.

[K. 12437]
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Fragment of the right half, by ± ^ Forecasts.

[K. 12438]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l^iii. by Jin. ; + 5 lines.

Fragment of an omen-text. [K. 12439]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, IJin. by 1-fV”^* J + 6 lines.

End of a text containing forecasts, partly relating to public affairs.

Of the catch-lino only the middle part is visible

'mMM-
' ’

[K. 12440]

Fragment out of the middle, I in. by lin.; ( +) 6 ± ( + )

lines; Babylonian. Omens concerning incidents that may happen to

men. [K. 12441]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by lin.; -t-

± 5 -t- 7 lines. Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12442]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin. ; 9 + lines.

Omens similar to those mentioned above, p. 798, K. 6611, etc.

[K. 12443]

Fragment of the left half, l-t'^in. by lY\in.; +10 lines. Part of a

text containing omens derived from the appearance of birds in certain

places. [K. 12444]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by lin.; + 9 lines.

Forecasts. [K. 12445]

Fragment of the left half, ^ + double-

columns). Fragment of a list of forms of official titles. [K, 12446]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by -f^in. ;
+ 8 lines. Omens

concerning hoiises and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12447]

Fragment of the left half, iT^in. by Jin. ; 6 + 5 lines; Babylonian; marginal

number Forecasts concerning the etc. The sentences

begin with -< For similar texts see above, p. 981, K. 9048, and

below, Sm. 1898 and Rm. 2, 176. [K. 12448]

Fragment out of the middle, -fj^in. by Jin.; 6 + ( ) lines.

Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12449]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by |Jin, ;
6 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12450]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by lin.; + 14 lines. Forecasts

conceniing the etc, [K. 12451]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-^in. by I'l^in.; 7 + 6 + + lines.

Forecasts Concerning the etc, [K. 12452]
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Left-hand corner, -fjin. by fin. ; 5 + ( )
lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of eclipses

of the sim, which may belong to a tablet of the great astrological work

4 It begins ^ ^
[K. 12453]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by -flin. ; 6 + lines. Forecasts

concerning and HJ, etc. [K. 12454]

Fragment of the left half, 1-j^in. by |^in.; 12 + ( ) linos. Copy

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the wind ; cf. supra^ p. 422, K. 2207. [K. 12455]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by fin. ; 5 + ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of an omen-text. [K. 12456]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in.; 8 + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the planet

[K. 12457]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-fV^n. by Ifin.; 7 + lines. Part

of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 12458]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by fin.; + 6 + +
lines. F orecasts similar to those of K. 8841 {see above, p. 965); Sm.

373; 79-7-8, 54, etc. [K. 12459]

Fragment of tlie lower portion. If in. by traces of 3 + 5 ±
+ lines. Astrological forecasts. [K. 12461]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by fin.; ( +) 4 -f* (+ )

lines. Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken

from observations of the star 4' [1^* 12462]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1-fin. by lin.
;

6 -{- ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon.

[K. 12464]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 5 + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts. [K. 12465]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin.
;
..... ± 10 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12466]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by -ffin. ; ±5 lines. Fragment of

an omen-text. [K. 12467]

Fragment out of the , middle, Ifin. by ffin.; 7 + lines.

Forecasts. [K. 12468]

Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, ^^7 }”'•; 5+ 1 + 3 lines. Part of an astrological

report. [K. 124()l)]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by -j-^in.; + (> linos; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text conbiining astrological forecasts taken frmn

observations of the star etc, [K. 12470]

Left-hand corner, l^in. by + ^ lines. Forecasts concoming

the [K. 12471]

Fragment of the left half, IJhi. by ^in.
; 7 + linos. Fragment of a

text containing forecasts similar to those of K. 11242; ifce above,

p. 1150. [K. 12472]

Fragment of the left half, |{rin. by Jin.; 7 + 5 lines. Fragment of an

astrological text concerning various stars. [K. 12473]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by fin.; 7 + lines. Fragment of a

text containing astrological forecasts concerning the etc,

[K. 12474]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiii. by If in.
;
9 + + +

lines. Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12475]

Fragment of the right half, hy |fin. ; + 5 lines. Copy of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 12476]

Fragment out of the middle, 1jin. by- 1jin. ; + 13 lines. End of a

text containing omens derived from the actions of certain animals. Of

the catch-line only the middle part is visible :

—

""
[K. 12477]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijjin. by Jin.; 7 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12478]

Fragment of the left half,'2Jin. by lin. ; 25 + 10 lines
;
marginal number

Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men. A number of

sentences begin either with f *-4! Elfw ^ with f •")

Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible

f

^4!f

[K. 12479 + K. 12497]

Portion of the left half, 2jin. by lin.; 22 + 12 lines; marginal number

Omens concerning houses, etc, [K. 12480 + K. 12500]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by Ijin.; + 7 lines.

Omens concerning houses. [K. 12481]

7 u. VOL. HI.
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Fragment out of tlie middle, 2 m. by IJin. ; + 4 lines. End of an

omen-text belonging, according to the colophon, to a tablet of the

Series [f] [tf? V]* catch-line only the middle

part is visible 0 ET E^ ^ ^ [K. 12482]

Fragment out of tlie middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; ±10 lines. Part of a

text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 12483]

Fragment of the left half, l§in. by + 7 lines. End of an

omen-text forming, according to the colophon, the 1st tablet of a

series. A comparison of the (?atch-linc : [f ^ »-

with K. 3802 {m above, p. 563), obverse, line 1, shows that the Series

referred to begins:—f ^ tiTTfz. [K. 12484]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Hin. ; 10 + lines. Omens derived from

the appearances of scorpions in a man’s house, etc,
; cf» supra, p. 582,

K. 3974. [K. 12485]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lines. Omens
derived from the condition of a city, etc, [K. 12487]

Fragment out of the middle, Ly lin.
; 9 + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses. [K. 12488]

Fragment out of the middle, iT^in. by l^in. ; + 7 lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 12489]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by 2Jin. ;
short beginnings of 14 + 12 lines;

marginal number <(, Pai’t of an omen-text. The contents appear to

be similar to those of K. 8480 ;
see above, p. 930. [K. 1 2490]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; + 9 lines. Onions

concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12491]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; + 12 lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12492]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in. ; + 11 lines. Omens
derived from the condition of a city. [K. 12493]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by JJin. ; 9± lines. Omens
concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12494]

Left-hand corner, 1 Jin. by IJin. ;
G + 8 lines. Omens concerning incidents

that may happen to a man while talking
; cf, reverse, line 1 :—f

»-

Bll -1^. [K. 12495]

Fragment of the lower portion, l-f|in. by 1 + 3 + 8 + 4 lines;

Babylonian. Omens derived from the actions of birds. The sentences

begin with y ^yy <<<JX >.yy^; cf. supra, p. 923, K. 8401. [K. 12498]
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Fragment out of the middle, by l|in. ; + 0 linos. ratcli-Iino

and colophon of an omen -text belonging to a tablet of the Series

y ^yy »-• SrfSX ^yy v* Of the cateh-hne only the middle part ia

visible ET <10 tf-M -fiy « 4S [K-

Fragment of the loft half, l|iii. by 7^111.; ±15 lines. Omens eon-

cerning houses. [ K. 1 ]

Fragment of the left half, ^^7 lin.
;
..... ± 8 lines. Part of an

omen-text. The lines in Section II begin with y

[K. 12502]

Right-hand comer, IJin. by li%in. ; 2 + fi lines; Ihibylonian. Omens con-

cerning houses, etc. [K. 12508]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by fin.; 10 ± 5 + (left-hand edgi?) 1 lines.

Omens derived from the actions of various animals. The lines bi'gin

withy y + y IH y ^ y? -yyi respectively.

[K. 12r)04]

Portion of the right half, 2§in. by Ifiri. ; 18 ± 7 lines
;

partly vitrified.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 12505]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by lf\rin. ; ..... ± 8 lines, h'orecaats

concerning the ry etc. [K. 12506]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by If in.; 10 -f 0 linos
;
marginal number

Part of an omen-text; the lines begin with
^ (4fIT) ??<• I2507J

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by ly^in.; ± 15 lines. Omens

concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K, 12508]

Upper portion, 3fin. by 2 Jin.; 14 -f 2 lines. Beginning and end of an

omen-text. A comparison of line 1 of obverse with the catch-line of

K. 53 (see above, p. 14) shows that K. 12500 belongs to a tablet of the

Series ^ and continues the text of K. 53. [K. 12500]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin.; 7+8 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 12510]

Left half, lower portion, 2in. by If in.; 13 + 10 lines. Omens concerning

incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12511 + K. 12540]

Fragment of the left half, Jin. by fin. ; traces of 4 ± 7 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing omens concerning houses. [K. 12512]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by in. ; + 5 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K- 12513]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by |in.; 7 + lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12514]

7 u 2 -
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Fragment out of the middle, l^iu. by ^ ± + lines;

marginal number Omens derived from the actions of pig8(?). The

sentences begin with y cf, supra^ p. 558, K. 3725, etc.

[K. 12515]

Fragment of the left half, liiii. by lin. ; 6 ± lines. Fragment of

a text containing astrological forecasts similar to those of K. 9078

and K. 10118 ;
eee above, pp. 983, 1065. [K. 12517]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by |in.
; 5 + 5 lines. Omens concern-

ing incidents tliat may happen to men. [K. 12518]

Fragment of the left half, 1-f^in. by l^in. ; 4- 10 lines; marginal

number Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 12519]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 10 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc. This fragment may

belong to a tablet of the great astrological work f ^
[K. 12520]

IVagment out of the middle, l^in. by IjTfin. ; + 14 lines
;
Baby-

lonian. Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 12521]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 5 + lines. Part of an

omen -text. [K. 12522]

Left-hand corner, l||tin, by IJin. ; 5 + 11 lines. Forecasts, etc. Mention

is made of the goddess
*->f- ^y>-. [K. 12523]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by §in.
; 7 + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses. [K. 12524]

Fragment of the left half, 3|in. by 3in.
;
traces of 3 + 5 lines. Part of an

omen-text. The lines begin with f ^ cf, mpra^ p. 1223,

K. 12152. The catch-line, which reads:—f shows that

probably K. 6087 (above, p. 762) continues the text of K. 12526. Both

th(!se fragnnmts may belong to tablets of the Series T

<H ^ [K. 12526]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; ±10 lines. Omens
concerning the births of certain animals, etc, [K. 12527]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.; + 8 lines. Omens concerning

houses, etc, [K. 12528]

Right half, upper portion, l-/tjin. by Jin.; 9 + lines; Babylonian,

Part of an omen -text. [K. 12529]
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Fragment out of the middle, by lin.
; 6 + lines. Part of

an omen-text. [K. 12530]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by
5 ^ + traces of 5 +

+ lines; marginal number Omens concerning houses and

incidents that may happen to men and women. [K. 12531]

Fragment out of the middle, l:Jin. by IJin. ;
7 + lines; Baby-

lonian. 0 meins derived from the condition of a city, etc, [K. 12532]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 9 + ( )
linos.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 12533]

Fragment of the right half, 2j’^in. by fin. ;
5 + 9 linos. Part of an omen-

toxt, probably belonging to a tablet of the Series [-< tf?] y»-. Of

the catch-lino only the end is visible :— *-<• [K. 12534]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2-|3^in. by 1 rVin. ; + 9 -1-9 +
lines. Part of an omen-text. The sentences of Column 111 begin

with T lEf 10; p. 385, K. 2011. [K. 12535]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by l-j^in.; -H 5 lines. Omens derived

from the actions of birds. The sentences begin with f ^ *"11;

c/. supra, p. 595, K. 4110, etc, [K. 12537]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Hn.; 8 + lines; Babylonian,

Omens concerning houses, etc. [K. 12538]

Portion of the left half, 3in. by If in,; 20 + 19 linos. Part of an omen-

text concerning the condition of certain parts of the body. According

to the colophon it belongs to the 4th tablet of a Series. A comparison

of the catch-line :—

]

* l Sli» with K. 294J) (see

above, p. 491), obverse, line 1, shows that the Series referred to

begins:—! 12539 + K. 12897]

Fragment of the upper portion. If in. by jin. ; 9 + lines. Omens
derived from the various directions in which a bird may flutter round u

man. [K. 12542]

Fragment out of the middle, ^ + Fragment

of an omen-text. [K. 12543]

Fragment of the right half, fin. by fin.; ..... + 6 lines. Copy of an

omen-text. [K. 12545]

Fragment of the left lialf, l-i^irin. by fin.; 14 + lines; marginal

number Part of a text containing forecasts concerning the

etc. [K. 1254()]

Psrtl^r effaced.
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Fragment of the upper portion, Ij^in. by j^in.
; 8 + lines. Omens

concerning houses. [K* 12547]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, IJin. by Jin.; ( +) 7 +

(-f- )
lines. Omens derived from the condition of certain

parts of the body. Kg.^ lines 5-7 read ;

—

- <y- <B <v/ ^ 4-yy

- <y- !f«< 7 ^
<!— mi?

This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as K. GG82; «<?<? above,

p. 802. [K. 12548]

Right-hand corner, l^in. by IJin. ; ( 4 ) ± 8(4 ) lines.

Omens concerning houses and incidents that maj’' happen to men.

[K. 12549]

Fragment of the left half, Ij^iyin. by i^^iin. ;
8 4 lines. Fragment of

an omen-text. The lines begin with
y cj\ sitpra^ pp. 1052, 1223,

1248, K. 9945, K. 12152, K. 1252G, etc. [K. 12550]

Fragment out of the middle, li^in. by IJin.; 94 ( ) lines.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 12551 4 K. 12552]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2iin. by l^^in.; 24 4 45
lines. Forecasts concerning and ^yy, [K. 12554]

Right half, Ifin. by Jin.; 9 44 lines. Part of an astrological report

from [y <V/ 4-]<(?) <«. [K. 12555]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJ^in. ; 4 4 lines; Babylonian.

End of a copy of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. According to the colophon it appears to belong to a

tablet of the Series yjl^ supra, p. 778,

K. G313, etc. [K. 12556]

Right-hand comer, IJin. by l-j^Tfin.; ( 4) 10 4*^ (4 ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 12557]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin, ;
10 4 6 lines. Forecasts,

[K. 12558]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by Ifin. ; .11 4 ....

.

lines. Copy of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 12559]

Fragment of the right half, by Jin. ; 7 4 5 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses. [K. 12560]

Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, IJiu. by ; 9 + lines. Fore-

casts concerning the etc. [K. 12561]

Fragment of the right half, IJiii. by lin. ; 6 + 4 lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12562]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, Ifin. by jin. ; + +
+ 4 lines. Forecasts concerning the etc. [K. 12566]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin.
; 7 + 4 + + lines.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc, [K. 12564]

Portion of the loft half, Ifin. by liin, ; 11 + traces of 5 lines. Forecasts

concerning the etc. The text of reverse contains a date.

[K. 12565]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by ^in.
;
..... + 14 lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc. [K. 12566]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by -j-Jin. ; 11 + 12 linos; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars.

Duplicate of K. 6211 ;
see above, p. 771. [K. 12567]

Left-hand corner, Ifin. by 1-J-in. ; 4+( + +)4 lines (in double-

columns). Fragment of an explanatory text belonging, according

to the colophon, to the 4th tablet of a series. [K. 12568]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by l^in.
; 10 + 7 lines. Omens derived

from the various directions in which a bird may flutter round a man.

[K. 12569]

Portion of the left half, 3fin. by 2fin. ; 31 + traces of 3 lines; marginal

number Part of a text containing forecasts concerning
Jgf and

^yy, etc. The lines begin usually with t:y Jgf. [K. 12570]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-^in. by l-i^j^in. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of an incantation-text. [K. 12571]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-|^in. by in.
; 5 + traces of

4+ + lines. Omens concerning houses, etc. [K. 12572]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by ^^in.
; 8 + lines. Omens

concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men, etc.

[K. 12573]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fin. by lin; 7 + lines. Omens
concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12574]

Right-hand comer, 2m. by lin. ; 16 + lines; Babylonian. Astro-

logical forecasts edneerning eclipses, etc. [K. 12575]
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Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by l^in. ; ±8 lines
;
Babylonian. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stars. [K. 12576]

Fragment out of the middle, 2m. by I Jin. ;
9 -|- ( ) lines.

Forecasts concerning the etc* The sentences begin with

<T^ [K- 12577]

Fragment out of the middle, l^iii. by 1-J-in. ;9 + 3± + lines.

Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12578]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l-J-in. ; 12 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12579]

Fragment of the right half, 2^in. by 2in.; 11 + traces of 5 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12580]

Fragment of the right half, 1-J-iii. by lin. ; + 10 lines. Fragment of

an omen-text. [K. 12581]

Fragment of the left half, l-f^hi. by l^in. ; ..... ± 8 lines
;
Babylonian,

Part of a hymn. [K. 12582]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by Ifin. ; + 7 lines; Babylonian,

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; it may belong to a

tablet of the great astrological work y *->y- [K. 12583]

Portion of the right half, 2iin. by l-p^in.; 19 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12584]

Fragment of the right half. If in. by 1/^in. ; ± 6 lines. Fragment of

a text containing forecasts. . [K, 12585]

Fragment of the lower portion, l|in. by fin.; 1 + 6 lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the sun, moon,

and the stars ^ >-< and • [^* 12586]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by ffin.; + ±4 + 6 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing prescriptions for various

medical potions; (/* mpra, p. 1192, K. 11749. [K. 12587]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by -{^in.
; 8 + lines. Omens

derived from the condition of certain parts of the human body,

[K. 12588]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, lT®jin.by l^in. ; + 11 lines;

Babylonian, Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken

from observations of various stars. This fragment may belong to a

tablet of the great astrological work J ^ 12589]
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Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin.; ±12 lines. Part of a

hymn to a goddess. [K. 12591]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin. ; 10 + lines; Ihibylonian.

F orccasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12592]

Lower half, l-j-Jin. by lin.
; 4 + 1 + 3 lines; r>abylonian. Forecasts con-

cerning the etc. In lines 2 and 3 of reverse mention is made of

king Assurbanipal. [K. 12593]

Fragment of the upijor portion, 2|iii. by l^in.; ( +)17 + 7 ( + )

lines; obverse partly vitrified. Part of a text containing forecasts.

[K. 12594]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1-Jin. by 1 in.
; 9 + ( )

lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of tlie moon and sun.

[K. 12595]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by l]in. ; + + 7 + 5 lines;

marginal number Forecasts concerning the and etc.

This text may be an extract from a larger composition. Of the catch-

line only the end is visible ;— [K. 1259G]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-J-in. by lin.
;
10 + ( )

lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12597]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.; 6 + lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of an astrological text. [K. 12598]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by j^in.
; 7 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts, [K. 12599]

Fragment of the left half, 1-i^in. by ^in.
;
traces of 6 + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of an omen -text concerning houses. [K. 12G00]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -{-|iii,
; 7 + ( ) lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[K. 12001]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 8 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the star [

etc. This fragment may belong to a tablet of the great

astrological work f ^ ^2602]

Portion out of the middle, 1-iin. by IJin. ; 12 + 7 + + lines;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars. [K. 12603]

7 XVOL. m.
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Fragment out of the middle, If in. by -fim.; 8 + ( )
Hnes.

Fragment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king(?).

[K. 12604]

Fragment of the left half, Jin. by fin. ; ±1 lines
;
Babylonian. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts. This fragment may

belong to the same tablet as K. 12675 ; cf, infra, p. 1258. [K. 12605]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by IJin. ;
7 + lines.

Astrological forecasts beginning

T

-m [K. 12606]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; 8 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts concerning eclipses, etc, [K. 12607]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by ±9 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 12608]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Jin. ;
10 + lines. Part of an

omen -text. [K. 12609]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 8-f ( )
lines;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts. [K. 12610]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by -fjin.; 9 + lines; Baby-

lonian. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of tlie star

[«Hy ^ n 7^, etc, [K. 12611]

Fragment of the loft half, Ij'Vin. by Jin. ; 5 + lines. Fragment of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from obsei’vations of

the star T? etc, [K. 12612]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by lin. ; + 4 lines.

Forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12613]

Fragment of the left half, Jin. by -}-Jin. ; + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of the i)lanet etc, [K. 12614]

Fragment of the left half, ( ) ±10 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[K. 12615]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by fin.; 5 + lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 12616]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 9 + 8 + + lines

(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of stars, with glosses.

[K. 12619]

• Partly effaced.
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Upper portion, right half, 2Jin. by IJiii.; 10 + lines. Beginuing of

a text containing astrological forecasts coneoriiiiig eclipses.

[K. 12()21]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by l^in.
; 7 + () lines. Omens derived

from the various directions in which a bird may flutter round a man.

[K. 12622]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l^in.
;
9 -f- 6 linos; marginal number

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon and

various stars. [K. 12626]

Left-hand comer, l-j^^in. by l^in.
; 7 + traces of 1 lines. Part of a text

containing oinens and medical prescriptions; it belongs to the

3rd tablet of the Series y ^ f tl W
17th biblet of the Series tfy ^ tyflT Ef-

It is a duplicate of K. 3962
;
see abovci, p. 581. The obverse Ixigiiis :

—

r - <m4, i *W 4ri^<T [K. 12624]

Fragment of the left half, 2|in. by 2Jin. ; ±18 linos; imirginal

number Omens concerning incidents that may happen to men and

their houses. Several lines begin with f
- fcffyy ^y (var.

: l^),

[K. 12625]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin.
; 7 + lines. Part of an

omen -text. [K. 12626]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, l^in. by lin.; ±8 lines;

Babyloniaa Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[K. 12627]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, l;Jin. by ( +)

± 8 (+ )
lines. Forecasts concerning ty Jgf, ,^y ^yy and

i-^^yyy, etc, ’ [K. 12628]

Fragment out of the middle, l|m. by IJin. ; 10 + ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12629]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by lyV^^* 5 i ^ lines. Part of an

astrological text. Mention is made of the star HU.-

of the rivers E^: >«: V and [K- 12630]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin.; 14 + short beginnings of 10 lines;

marginal number Forecasts concerning the ^ &=, etc,; cf, mpray

p. 582, K. 3973. [K. 12631]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by ly^in.
; 6 + 12 lines. Omens derived from

the various directions in which a bird may flutter round a man, ete.

[K. 12632]

7 X 2
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Fragment out of the middle, If in. by If in, ; + 11 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological text. Mention is made of the stars *-4*
ffif

and y? ^ 12(133]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by fin. ; 18 + lines. Part of a

text containing omens derived from the colours of the horns (?) of

oxen (?) and the directions in which they are curved. [K. 12634]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by l-pjiii.; + 9 lines.

Forecasts concerning ^ and [K. 12635]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^Trin. by [fin. ; (.....) + 8 lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 12636]

Right-hand corner, If in. by l-j-\-iii.
; 4 + 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288. [K. 12637]

Left-hand corner, l-nyl^** ^7 li^i. ; 9 + 6 lines. Part of an omen-text

forming, according to the colophon, the 2nd tablet of a Series. A
comparison of the catch-line with

K. 4017 (see above, p. 587), obverse, line 1, shows that K. 4017 continues

tlie text of K. 12638. [K. 12638]

Right-hand corner, 2 in, by Ifin. ; 7+ lines. Beginning of a

text containing astrological forecasts, [K. 12639]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by liin, ; 9 + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K, 12640]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 [-Jin. by Jin.
; ( +) 3 4. 3 + 3 4. 7

(+ )
lines. Part of an omen-text similar to those of K. 2018a +

K. 12525 + Sm. 1562 (.-igg above, p. 387), K. 12842 (below, p. 1270),

Sm. 801 (7.V.), etc, [K. 12641]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 12 + ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 12642]

Fragment of the lower portion, l-j^in. by IjV^b. ; traces of 2 + +
+ 8 lines. Forecasts. [K. 12643]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by Ifin. ; + 7 lines.

Forecasts. [K. 12645]

Portion out of the middle, Ifin. by 1 Jin. ; + 15 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various

stars. [K. 12646]

Right-hand corner, 1
[
Jin. by I Jin. ; 4 + 2 + 4 lines. Part of an omen-text.

[K. 12647]

* Partly ciTuced.
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^iu.; + + 13 + 2 lines.

Forecasts concerning the etc, [K. 121)48]

Fragment of the right lialf, 1 Jin. by lin. ; + 13 lines. Part of an

omen-text. Among the pre<licted evils mention is made of accidents

which may happen to women during pregnancy :—
ctT SSS

^ [K. 12041)]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, IJin. by Jin. ; + +
4 + 2 lines. Forecasts concerning the etc, [K. 12l)50]

Fragment of the right half, Igin. by IJin. ; + 9 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

star ^ etc, [K. 121)51]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ljVi*^*» ^ + lines. Astro-

logical forecasts concerning rain-fall, etc, [K. 12652]

Fragment of the right half, I Jin. by IfVhi. ; 9 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 12653]

Fragment out of the middle, Uin. by 1 Jin.; 11 + linos. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts Liken from observations of the

moon and its position in relation to the stars ,^T

Jgf and

Left-hand corner, IjJ^in. by IJin. ; 6 + linos. Part of a text contain-

ing astrological forecasts taken from observations of tlie moon; it

begius;-! «< ^ <1^ r ^.-TTIKTr a t] +»!•
[K. 121)5;*]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin. ; ±10 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12656]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by |Jin. ;
9 + 12 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 12657]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin.
; 8 + traces of 1 + +

lines. Part of an astrological text concerning observations of the

moon. [K. 12658]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 5 + lines. Fragment of

a text containing omens derived from the actions of birds.

[K. 12659]

Fragment of the left half, by -j-Jin.; + 7 lines. Omens con-

cerning births. This fragment appears to belong to a tablet of the

Series p~< [K. 12660]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-i'Vln- by IJiu*; 7 + lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 12661]
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Fragment of the right half, by ?
“1“ lines. Omens

concerning the chances of a sick man’s recovery, etc, [K. 12662]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by lin.; ( )

+ 11 lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken

from observations of the star [K. 12663]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by ^in.; ( ) + 9 lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the stars M ^ h [V]. [K. 12664]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^^in. ; ±10 lines. Astro-

logical forecasts concerning eclipses, etc, [K. 12665]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 /^in, by
}
|in. ;

11 + lines
;
Baby-

lonian, Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various

stars. [K. 12666]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l|in. ; + 11 lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12667]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 9 + lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses. [K. 12668]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by lin.
; ( +) + 7 (+ )

lines. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 12669]

Fragment out of the middle, lyTrin. by IJin. ; 9 + lines. Part of an

ornen-text. [K. 12670]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; 7 + 7 lines. Omens concerning

incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 12671]

Fragment of the inght half, lin. by Jin.; 6 + 5 lines. Fragment of a text

containing forecasts, [K. 12672]

Fragment out of the middle, IVTjin. by IJin. ; 6 + lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars;

they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 12673]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin.; + 11 lines; Babylonian,

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts; it may belong to a

tablet of the great astrological work f ^ ST* 12674]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Jin.; 10 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts for the various days of the month Sebat, etc.,

taken from observations of the sun. This fragment may belong to a

tablet of the great astrological work f ^ Cf, also

supra, p. 1254, K. 12605. [K. 12675]
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Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by l^in.
;

5 + 0 lines. Part of an

omen(?)-toxt. [K. 1267()]

Lower portion, left half, 2fin. by Ifiri. ; 4 + 6 lines. Omens concerning

incidents that may happen to men. One section begins :—y y

t<2m <fiT ttT ET t<'ar: tllfc [K. 12fi77]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin. ; + 12 lines. Part of an

astrological text concerning observations of the stars

^y and ^ i 12678]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; + 13 lines. Omens
derived from the various directions in which a bird may flutter round a

man. [K. 12679]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.; 7 + 3 + + lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12680]

F'ragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; 8 + lines. Part of an

omen -text. [K. 12681]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lin. ; + 8 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 12682]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by fin. ;
traces of 5 + 10 lines. Fragment

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the wind; cf. supra, p. 422, K. 2207. See also below, p.. 1264,

K. 12747. [K. 12683]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin, by Ifin.; 4 + 3 lines; Babylonian.

Beginning and end of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f.,

K. 1288. [K. 12684]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by i ^

text containing astrological forecasts for the various mouths.

[K. 12685]

Left-hand comer, l-i%in. by l-tV^n.; 5 + lines; Babylonian. Fore-

casts concerning and^ [K. 12686]

Fragment out of the middle, l}in. by 12 + w . . .

.

( ) lines.

Part of an astrological text. [K. 12687]

Left half, lower portion, 2in. by fin.; 19 + 2 + 9 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts concerning the ^yy, etc, [K. 12688]

Fragment out of the middle, li^in. by Ifin. ; ±7 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 12689]
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Fragment out of tlie middle, 1 Jin. by l|in. ; + 8 lines ; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars

( *^T > jET ^ ^ y?) >

partly relate to public affairs. [K. 12090]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ; 6 + ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon; they

partly relate to public affairs. [K. 12691]

Right-hand corner, l^^^in. by IJin.; 4 + 5 lines; Babylonian. F oreeasts(?).

[K. 12692]

Fragment out of the middle, li^T-in. by Jin,; 8 + .....( ) lines.

Fragment of a Surnero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 12693]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin. ; + 7 linos. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of various

stars ;
they partly relate to public allairs. [K. 12694]

Right-hand corner, Igin. by liin.; ( +) ± 10(+ ) liiiep.

Part of an omen -text. [K. 12695]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by *}tin. ; 8 + ( )
lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the star

etc, [K. 12696]

Fragment of the hnver portion, IJin. by l-j^in.
; 8 + traces of 3 +

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 12697]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by liii,; + 8 lines. Fragment of

a text containing forecasts, [K. 12698]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by fin.; ( ) + 11 lines; marginal

number Part of a text containing astrological forecasts for

certain days of the various months, concerning eclipses. [K. 12699]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-/^in. by l^^in.; + 8

lines. Part of an omen-text. [K. 12700]

Fragment out of the middle, ^ + MneB, Babylonian.

Part of an omen -text. [K. 12701]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-fV^^*; ( ) + 10 lines.

Part of an astrological text concerning the stars

V and -tH Tf TUT (?), eu.

[K. 12702]

Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l^iu. by -{Sin.; + 7 lines. Omens
concerning houses and incidents that may hai)pen to men. [K. 1270H]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^in. by lin.; 10 + lint's. Astro-

logical forecasts taken from observations of the star

etc, [K. 12704]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by lin.; + 8 lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of the stars 4“ T? ’"HF"

EU Mh? [1^-

Fragment out of tho middle, If in. by y-Jin. ;
i) + lines. Omens

concerning houses. [K. 12707]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1^-in. by Jin.; 7 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts derived from

observations of eclipses and of various stars. [K. 1270<S]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifirin. by IJin. ; 8 + linos; Haby-

louian. Omens concerning houses. This fragment may belong to a

tablet of tho Series y *£yy -- y- ^-y^ V* ^^700]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, ]-{rin. by {Jin.; + 6

lines. Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken

from observations of the star CO ^
[K. 1271.0]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by lin.; 13 + lines. Part of an

omen -text. [K. 12711]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; 8 + ( ) lines.

Forecasts. [K. 12712]

Fragment out of tho middle, IJiii. by lT®7
in.; + 8 lines. Forecasts

concerning t:] J|f and tiyy, etc, [K. 12713]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ij^^in.
; 7 + lines.

Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 12714]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin.; 7 ± lines. Omens
concerning houses. [K. 12715]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -[-^in. ; 7 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12716]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 8 + lines. Fragment of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the 'star [^* 1^717]

7 YVOL. III.

* Purtljr effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, by liin. ; ±13 lines; Babylonian.

Forecasts. [K. 12718]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Jin.; 8 + lines in double-

columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 12719]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by -fj-in. ;
7 -f lines. Omens

concerning houses. [K. 12720]

Fragment out of tlie middle, IJin. by Jin.; 9 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12721]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fTrin. by f 9 + 7 + +
lines. Part of a list of the numbers of tablets, and of parts of texts,

belonging to a certain collection of omen- and astrological texts selected

from different iSeries. lines 3 ff. read :

—

^mr T- < cT?

«!T tiynr ^
tn .

—

[K. 12722]

Lcft-ljand corner, by -fj^in. ; 4 + 2 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Astro-

logical forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12723]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 ( ) lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a text containing omens derived from the

condition of a city. [K. 12724]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by liii.
; 9 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12725]

Fj-agment out of tlic middle, by 1-Jin.; 7 + lines. P'orecasts

concerning and etc. [K. 12726]

P'ragmont out of the middle, IJ-in. by Jin.; 7 + lines. P'orccasts,

partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12727]

P'ragmont of the upper portion of one side, 1 Jin. by 1-J-in. ; + 9 lines.

Omens concerning houses and incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 12728]

Ph’agmcnt out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 13 + lines. Omens
derived from tlic actions of oxen, etc. [K. 12729]

Fragimmt out of the middle, IJin. by -j-Jin. ; 13 + . .

Omens concerning houses, etc.

licft-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.; 6 + traces of 2 lines,

logical text concernijig various stam.

( ) lines.

[K. 12730]

Part of an astro-

[K. 12731]

Partly otfiicuil. t Cf. lino 2.
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Fragment out of the middle, by l^in.
;
11 + lines. Part

of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 12732]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by lin. ; ( ) + 8 lines;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

moon and various stars. [K. 12733]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, liin. by liV*".; G ± lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the star

If etc, [K. 12731]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by fin. ; +9 linos. Part of a t(‘xt

containing astrological forecasts. The linos of Section I begin

with
y yy< yf<; cf. supra, p. 571, K. 3858 + K. 12533. [K. 12735]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by lin. ; ±12 lines. Part of an

omen-text. The lines begin with f Jgf. [1C. 12737]

Left-hand corner, Ifin. by |in.; 3 3 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Ih^ginning

and end of a report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K. 1288.

[K. 12738]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by Jin. ;
short ends of 3 + 8 ± +

lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken

from observations of the sun. Cf. supra, p, 1222, K. 12148. [K. 12739]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lin.; f + 8 -f G lines;

marginal number Astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the clouds. This fragment may belong to the same tablet as

K. 12433
;

see above, p. 1242. [K. 12740]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by fin.; ..... + 9 lines. Forecasts

concerning the etc, [K. 12741]

Left-hand corner, 1-j^in. by fin.; 8 + 5 lines. Part of an astrological

text. [K. 12742]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by lUin. ; 11 + 5 + + lines.

Omens derived from the condition of various parts of the human body,

[K. 12743]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by ffin. ;
6 + lines. Fragment

of a text containing omens derived from the various directions in which

a bird may flutter round a man. [K. 12744]

Fragment of the upper portion, If in. by IV^in.; 10+ lines. Beginning

of a text containing astrological forecasts conceniing eclipses, etc.

;

they partly relate to public affairs. Of line 1 only the middle part is

visible;—[f*- T ^ P* ^76,

K. 3908, etc. [K. 12745]

7 Y 2
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Left-liand corner, 1 jVin. by fin. ; + 1 + 6 lines. Fragment of a text

cojitaiiiiiig astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

stars MM- [y- V] and etc. [K. 12746]

Left-hand corner, Irifin. by lin.; 7 + ( )
lines. Fragment of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the wind. This fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 12683;

see above, p. 1251). [K. 12747]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by fin. ; 8 + lines. Omens

concerning houses. [K. 12748]

Fragment of tlic upper portion of reverse, If in. by Jin.; + 4 lines.

Fragment of a text containing omens derived from births. [K. 12749]

Fragmcmt out of the middle, lf\-in. by IJin. ;
7 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars, etc. [K. 12750]

Fragment of tlie lower porlion, IJiii. by lY^^in. ; 5 + 7 lines. Omens

concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12751]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by lin.; + 12 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 12752]

Fragment out of the middhj, l-j^jin. by fin. ; 10 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 12753]

Fragment out of the middle, Ixtrin. by ±11 lines. Omens
derived from the births of monstrosities. [K. 12754]

Fragment out of the middle, IfVin. by Jin.; 7 + lines. Fore-

casts concerning the etc. [K. 12755]

Fragment out of the middle, IfVbi* by IJin.; + 8 lines. Omens
(joiieeriiing incidents that may happen to sick people. [K. 12756]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by
}
J-in. ; ..... + 9 lines. Forecasts.

One paragraph begins with »-< and another with >-<
; cf. supra,

pp. 846, 1009, KK. 7346, 9414, etc. [K. 12757]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 ^by in,
; 7 + lines.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 12758]

Fragment out of the middle, Igin. by Ij^Tj-in. ; 11 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars. [K. 12759]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-iVin. ; 11 + ( )
lines.

Forecasts concerning the etc. [K. 12760]
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Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by -fijin. ; 11 + ( ) lines.

Astrological forecasts. Mciitiou is made of the star IfcJ

+ S^TT. [K. 12761]

Left-hand corner, 1 Jin. by liri.
; 6 + lines. Part of a text containing

astrological forecasts taken from observations of the planet >*-»>-<.

[K. 12762]

Right-hand corner, + 10 lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

y»" v other stars. [K. 12766]

Left-hand corner, 2lin. by lY\in. ;
14 + 12 lines; marginal number

Forecasts concerning ty Jgf and etc» [K. 12764]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, ItV”** l^y > + ^ lines.

Copy of an omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men.

[K. 12765]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2f^^in. by liin.; + 14

lines. Forecasts. [K. 12766]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by liin. ; 8 + lines. Omens concerning

houses. [K. 12767]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by IJin.; 9 + lines. Astrologi-

cal forecasts taken from observations of various stars, etc, [K. 12769]

Portion of the right half, 2fm. by IJin. ; 14 + 14 + (right-hand edge)

I lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12770]

Fragment out of the middle, l^iu. by in. ; 6 + ( )
lines.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12771]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by f^in. ; + 9 lines. Fragment of a

text containing omens derived from the actions of pigs. [K. 12772]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by Ifin.; + 10 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 12773]

Left-hand comer, If in. by If in. ; + 9 lines. Part of an omen-text.

Two paragraphs begin :—y ^ HK* [K. 12774]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 Jin. by ly^Tj^in. ; + 2 +
II lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts.

[K. 12775]

Left-hand corner, 2fin. by If in. ;
10 + lines. Astrological fore-

casts taken from observations of the moon, beginning ;—

]

tTT- HK l 4 [K. 12776]
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Fragment of the left half, by l^in. ; + 11 lines. Part of an

astrological text concerning fcf and [1^* 12777]

llight half, by Jin.; 10 + 10 lines. Part of a text containing astro-

logical forecasts, similar to that of K. 872, etc, ; see above, p. 183.

[K. 12778]

Fragment out of the middle, IfVin. by Jin.; + 7 lines. Forecasts

concerning the etc, I'liis fragment may belong to the same

tablet as K. 12328 ; see above, p. 1235. [K. 12779]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IfVin. ; 7 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the star T? [K. 12780]

Fragment of the riglit half, IJin. by JJin. ; 7 + lines. Forecasts.

[K. 12781]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.; 6 + 10 lines. Omens concerning houses

and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 12782]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^in, by IJin.; 7 + lines. Part of a

report of the class described above, p. 259 f., K, 1288. Mention is

made of Esarhaddon {[] ?] fcl? -4f)- [K. 12783]

Left-hand corner, IJiri. by lin.
; 8 + ( ) lines. Part of a list

of persons, etc, [K. 12784]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by + ±7 + 6 lines.

Omens concerning birds, etc, [K. 12785]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; 8 + traces of 2 +
lines (in double columns?). Part of a list of names of gods and their

titles. [K. 12786]

yi'aginent out of the middle, IJin. by l^in. ; ( ) + 9 lines;

Babylonian. Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

moon
;
they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 12787]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by Jin. ; + 6 lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observa-

tions of the stars E= and JIJ Kff, etc, ,

[K. 12788]

Fragment out of the middle, l|Jiii. by IJin. ; + 10 lines. Omens
concerning houses, etc, [K. 12789]

Fragment out of the middle, l-iPjrin. by Ij^in.
; 10 + lines. Fore-

casts concerning and Igf, etc, [K. 12790]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, by IJin. ; + 8 lines. Part of a

text containing omens derived from the various directions in which an

animal may move round a man. [K. 127i)l]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by |in. ; ( ) + 8 lines;

Babylonian. Forecasts concerning and [K. 12792]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-^in. by Jin.; 8 + lines. Fore-

casts concerning and etc. [K. 12793]

Portion of the right half, IJin. by Ifin. ; + 15 lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning wind and rain. [K. 12794]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; 9 + linos. Astrological

forecasts concerning eclipses; they partly relate to public affairs.

[K. 12795]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 8 + lines; Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon, etc.

[K. 1279G]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |fin. ; + 6 lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars. [K. 12797]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin. ;
7 + lines. Astrological

forecasts concerning meteors and shooting stars (?); cf. supra, pp. 425,

1140, K. 2239, K. 11129, etc. [K. 12798]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |Jin.; 6 + ( )
lines.

Astrological forecasts. [K. 12799]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by + ^ lines. End of a

text containing astrological forecasts. According to what is left

of the colophon, it probably belongs to a tablet of the great astrological

work 4“ ?] ^TTT* catch-line only the middle part

is visible :

—

[K. 12800]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^jin. by Ifin.; 9 +
concerning houses.

lines. Omens
[K. 12801]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin. ; 12 + 4 + + ..... lines;

marginal number Part of a text containing astrological forecasts

taken from observations of the moon. [K. 12802]

Tartlj effttced.
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Frcagmout of the lower portion, lin. by -fiyin. ; 7 + 1 + lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken

irom observations of the star
T*" ?*> partly

relate to public aihiirs. [K. 12803]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by lin. ; + 11 lines.

Astrological forecasts concerning echpses of the sun, etc.

[K. 12804]

Left half, lower portion, l]-^in. by l§in. ; 13 + lines. Forecasts

concerning
Jgf, and TTTgf, etc. [K. 12805]

Fragment out of tlie middle, l^in. by lin.; + (> lines. Fragment of

a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

various stars, etc.
;
they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 12808]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^fin. by lin.
; 8 + ( )

lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 12807]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by Jin.; fi + lines. Forecasts con-

cerning the *-^yyy. [k. 12808]

Portion of the left half, IJin. by IJin. ; 6 + 7 linos; Babylonian. Fore-

casts concerning the ’^^^yy, etc. Lines 2 and 3 of reverse contain a date

in Assyrian writing. [K. 12809]

Fragment of the left half, l^^gin. by If^in.; + 11 lines. Part of an

omen-text similar to those mentioned above, p. 561, K. 3757.

[K. 12810]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by Jin.; 11 + 3 lines. Forecasts con-

cerning the etc. [K. 12811]

fragment of the left half, l-fV^n. by lin.; 8 + lines. Astrological

forecasts taken from observations of various stars. [K. 12812]

fragment out of the middle, IJin, by IJin. ; 7 + lines. Omens con-

cerning incidents that may happen to men, etc. [K. 12813]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lin.; + « lines. Part of an
omen-text. [K. 12814]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by \j\in.; 8+ lines. Astro-
logical forecasts taken from observations of the * -i==yyy and
other stars.

["X. 12815]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by -^in.; 6 + 5 lines;

casts concerning the *+, etc.

Babylonian. Fore-

[K. 12816]

* Partly ell'aced.
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Fragment out of the middle, by IJin.; ..... -f 10 + +
lines; Babylonian. Astrological forecasts taken from observations

of various stars, etc. [K. 12817]

Fragment out of the middle,
5 ^ + ( )

Astrological forecasts, partly relating to public affairs. [K. 12818]

Fragment out pf the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; + 12 + +
lines. Forecasts concerning and etc. [K. 1281i^]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 Jin. by jin. ; ±4 lines.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 12820]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^in. by Jin.; 5 + . . . . . lines. Fragment of

an omen-text. [K. 12821]

Fragment of the left half, 1jin. by iT^in. ; + 8 lines. Part of an

omen-text. Duplicate of K. 2238 {m above, p. 425), Column III,

lines 17 ff. [K. 12822 + Sm. 623]

Fragment out of the middle, liu. by Jin.; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing forecasts concerning and 10, etc.

[K. 12824]

Fragment out of the middle, jfin. by ^in.; 5 + lines. Fragment of

a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of

the star etc. [K. 12825]

Fragment out of the middle of a leaden tablet, Ijin. by jin.
;
2 + 1 + 5

lines. Part of a report(?). Mention is made of [f?] Hf-* *-0

[F-?]- [K. 12826]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin.bylin.; 5 -|- lines (in four columns).

Part of an explanatory list of the class “S®.” Duplicate of Sm. 1300

(y.u.), obverse, lines 29 ff [K. 12827]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 7 +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. Duplicate of K. 4644 (see above, p. 650), Column I,

lines 31 ff. [K. 12828]

Fragment out of the middle, in. by Jin. ; 8 + ( )
lines.

Fragment of a mythological.(?) text. [K. 12830]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by 1Jin. ; 8 + lines. Part

.of a text similar to that of K. 5000 (gee above, p. 682), containing

incantations, prayers a^d directions for ceremonies to be used

for the benefit of sick people. This fragment may belong to the same

tablet as K. 2573 (above, p. 455) ; see also p. 920, E. 8368. [K. 12831]

* Fartljr cffiKied.
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Fragment out of the middle, Uin. by IJin. ; -f + +
4 lines. Catch-line and colophon of an incantation-text forming the

7th tablet of the Series gy -]0f JgQf Duplicate of K. 2950; see

above, p. 492. [K. 12834]

Fragment out of the middle, ^ + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing astrological forecasts for the various days

of each month. [K. 12835]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin.; 14 4- lines. Part

of an astrological text similar to that of the preceding number. This

fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 12838, q.v,

[K. 12836 + K. 12839]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by lin.; short ends of 6 + short

beginnings of 8 4- lines. Fragment of an astrological

text similar to that of the preceding number. [K. 1 2837]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.; 15 + 16 + lines.

Fragment of an astrological text similar to that of the preceding

number. [K. 12838]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by ^in.
; 8+ lines. Part of an

omen-text similar to that of K. 9713; c/. exipra, p. 1033. [K. 12840]

Upper portion, left half, l|in. by |in.; + 5 lines. Part of an omen-
text. Tlie lines begin with J cf. supra, pp. 834, 1225, K. 7156,

K. 12180, etc. [K. 12841]

Fragment of the u])pcr portion, l^in. by IJin.; 12 + lines.

Part (d an omen-text similar to that of K. 2018a (see above, p. 387),

K. 12641 (p. 1256) and Sin. 801 (q,v,). [K. 12842]

Fragment of the left half, 2^ in. by |in. ; + 21 lines. Part of an
omen -text concerning houses, cities and incidents that may happen to

imm. [K. 12844]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin, by ly^ffin. ; 14+17± +
lines. F orecasts concerning and ^yyy, etc. [K. 12845]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by 1 Jin.; 17 +
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 12846]

Fragment of the n'ght half, 2in. by fin,; ( +) 11 + 13 (+ 1

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 12847]

Fragment of the n'ght half, iT^^iii. by ;(.,...+) 10 ± 7 (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of wooden objects,

[K. 12848]
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Fragment of the right half, IJiii. by ( -f) + 11

(+ ) lilies. Part of an explanatory list anaiiged in groups

aecorJing to the roots of the Assyrian words. [K. 12840]

Fragment of the right half, Jiii. by Jin. ; ( +) ± 0 (+ )

lines (in double-columns ?). Part of an explanatory li8t(?).

[K. 12850]

Fragment out' of the middle, Ij^Tyin. by Ifin. ; 9 + linos (in

four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class “ S®.”

[K. 12851]

Left half, IJin. by 1 Jin. ;
6 lines. Part of a private letter. [K. 12852]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by liii. ; + 12 lines; marginal

number Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken

from observations of storms. The lines begin with ]

[K. 12854]

Portion of the right half, 3Jin. by ( +) iTaces of 8 + 18

(+ )
lines. Part of a text contiiiniug proscri})tions and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the beneiit of sick people.

[K. 12857]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Tin,
; 6 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of the star ^ [^*

Left-hand comer, IJin. by Jin.; +4 lines. Fragment of an omon-

text, apparently belonging to a tablet of the Series >-< The

lines begin [K. 12859]

Fragment of the left half, IJ^in. by J-J^in. ;
9 + lines. Part of an

omen -text belonging to a tablet of the Series >-< c/. K. 4005

{see above, p. 591), obverse, lines 1 IF. ' [K. 128(10]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by l|in.; + 9 lines. Part of an

omen-text belonging to a tablet of the Series y*-. The sentences

begin with -< or 1: This fragment may belong to

the same tablet as K. 4129 ;
see above, p. 597. [K. 128()1]

Fragment of the left half, by i^in. ; 7 + lines. Fragment of

an omen-text, apparently belonging to a tablet of the Series -<

[K. 12882]

Portion of the left half, 2|in. by 2in. ; + 15 lines.
.
Part of an omen-

text conceniing the births of horses. Cf, supra, p. 778, K. 6289, and

infra, Rm. 2, 107, etc. [K. 12865 + K. 12884]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of tho middle, lin. by 5
of 24-54- +

lines. Fragment of an omen-text concerning actions of pigs.

[K. 12867]

Fragment of the left half, ^iii. by fin. ; ±8 lines. Fragment of an

omen-text concerning actions of snakes. [K. 12868]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by Jin.; 4-9 lines. Fragment of

an omen-text concerning actions of snakes. [K. 12869]

Portion of the left half, 3|in. by IJin. ; 19 4- traces of 1 lines; marginal

number Part of an omen-text concerning actions of snakes and

scorpions, etc, [K. 12870]

Fragment of the left half, IJiri. by -n^in. ; 7 + lines. Fragment of a

text containing forecasts concerning the m CCr. etc. [K. 12871]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; + 14 lines. Forecasts

concerning themm etc. [K. 12872]

Fragment of tho left half, lin. by Jin.; 6 + lines. Forecasts con-

cerning the etc. [K. 12873]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin.; +4 lines. Fragment of a

text containing forecasts concerning the 12875]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^in. by Jin. ; +7 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12876]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by l-j^in. ; + 8 lines.

Part of an omen -text. This fragment appears to belong to the same

tablet as the preceding number. [K, 12877]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.; 5 + ( ) lines. Omens
derived from the condition of the hair; cf, supra, pp. 571, 994,

KK. 3860, 9222, etc. [K. 12878]

Fragment out of the middle, l|iii. by IJin. ; 11 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12879]

Fi*agment of the left half, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; . . . . i + 7 lines. Fragment of an

omen-text similar to that of K. 12878, q.v. [K. 12880]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l-r^in. by |Jiri.; 10 +
lines. Part of an omen-text. [K. 12881]

Portion out of the middle, 2-f^in. by 1 Jin. ; + 15 Hnea Part of an

omen-text. [K. 12882 + K. 13313]

Fragment out of tho middle, lin. by lin.
; 9 + lines. Part of an

omen -text. This fragment probably belongs to the same tablet as

K. 12881, q.v. [K. 12883]
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Fragment out of the middle, Hn. by |in.
; 6 + . . . .

.

lines. Fragment of an

omen-text concerning births. [K. 12885]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by j^in.; 9 4* lines. Fragment of

an omen-text concerning births. [K. 1288H]

Portion out of the middle, l|§^in. by jin.
; 18 + lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning births. [K. 12887]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lynin. ; 10 ± lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning births of lions, etc. [K. 12888]

Left-hand comer, -J-Jin. by l^in. ; 4-0 lines. Forecasts concerning

the -hit* [K- 12889]

Fragment of the left half, by Jin. ; 4-7 lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning actions of scorpions. [K. 12890]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by >
4-94-()4- lines

;

marginal number Omens derived from actions of scorpions. This

fragment may belong, as well as the preceding number, to the same

tablet as K. 3956; see above, p. 580. [K. 12891]

Upper portion, left half, IJin. by lin.; 14 4- lines. Forecasts con-

cerning and Jgyf, etc. [K. 12892]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by JJin. ; traces of 3 4-3 + +
lines. Fragment of an omen-text concerning incidents that

may happen to men. [K. 12893]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by fin. ; 5 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of an omen -text concerning actions of scoipioiis. [K. 12894]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by lin. ; 10 + 10 lines; marginal number

Omens derived from the condition of various parts of the (human)

body. [K. 12895]

Fragment out of the middle, If in, by l-i^in. ; 8+ ( ) lines.

Omens similar to those of K. 3826, etc. ; cf. supra, p. 568. [K. 12896]

Fragment otit of the middle, lin, by |fin. ; 9 + 6 + +...., lines.

Part of an omen -text. Of the lines of Column II only the beginnings

are visible

I

[K. 12898]

Fragment of the left half, l|fiu* by traces of 7 + 16 lines. Frag-

ment of an omen-text concerning the condition of the lips. [K. 12899]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin. ; 11 + lines. Omens
derived from the appearances of certain birds. One Section begins :

—

T <IHJ • p- «06, k. 6734. [k. 12900
]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the lower portion, 2i^in. by fin.; 4 + traces of 2 + 4-

lines. Part of an omen-text. [K. 12i)0l]

Fragment of the left half, Jin. by f in. ; 5 + lines (in double-

columns). Fragment of an explanatory list with glosses. [K. 12902]

Upper portion of reverse, right half, 3Jin. by 3Jin.; + 17 lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of a religious text, part of which has an

interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 12903]

Fragment of the upper portion of revei-se, IJin. by Igin. ; ( ) +
6 lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 12904]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l^Vin. ;
13 + linos in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 12906]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lj\jin. ; 7 + 3 + + lines

in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. Mention is made of

the grammatictal terms
J]f<

TTT^ and [K. 12907]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by IJin. ; ±14 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 12903]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; + + 4 + 5 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 12909]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l-|^in.; 10 + 6 + + lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 12910]

Left-hand comer, IJin. by |in. ; 8 + ( )
lines. Part of a

prayer to the goddess [K. 12911]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l|fin. by ^ +
( )

lines. Part of an incantation-text. Mention is made of the

god+ [K. 12912]

Fragment of the right half, in. by Jin. ;..... + 7 lines. Fragment of a

prayer. [K. 12913]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by lin.; 10 + 6 + + lines.

Part of an incantation-text. One section ends with

[K. 12914]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-jVin. ; 12 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 12915]

* Parllj elTaced.
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Poi-tion of the left half, 2-j^in. by ; lG + ( + +)10 lines;

Babylonian. Incantations belonging to the 3rd tablet of the Series

Duplicate of K. 2728 (see above, p. 470), Column I,

lines 32 ill; Column III, lines 34 if., the text of which it partly restores.

[K. 12916]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by fin.; 5 + ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text belonging to the 5th tablet of tlio Series

ET ISI t^yyyt. Duplicate of K. 2544 (see above, p. 453), Column I,

lines 21 ff. [K. 12917J

Fragment out of the middle, I f in. by l-Z'^in. ;
traces of 2 + 10 ± +

lines. Part of a prayer. [K. 12918]

Fragment of the left half, l-j^in. by l-j^in.; 8 + linos. Part of

an incantation-text, with an interlinear Assyrian version, probably

belonging to a tablet of the Series yT£gf>>vy <y»-|[H T? [1^- 12919]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin. ; + 7 lines. Part of

an incantation-text. It appears to belong to the 5th tablet of the

Series Sfl??»vy <y»-iH Tl coiTesponds with W.A.I. IV, 2nd

ed., pi. 2, lines 24 ff., b. [K. 12921]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by Jin.; ±7 lines. Fragment of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 12922]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-i^in. by lin.
; 8 + 5 + + lines.

Part of a mythological, or religious, text. [K. 12923]

Fragment of the right half. If in. by fin. ; 11 ± lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 12924]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ; ( + ) + ( + )

8 lines. Part of an incantation-text belonging to a tablet of the

Series gy HU tyyyt. [k. 12925
]

Fragment out of the middle, JJin. by fin. ; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text. [K. 12926]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by 1-Jin. ; 10 -f 5 4- ..... -f lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

One section ends with [K. 12927]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin. ; 7 + linea Fragment

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian vension.

[K. 12928]
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Fragment out of the middle, by lin.; 6 -f traces of 5 + +
lines. Fragment of an incantation-text. One section ends

with [K. 12929]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by ]-fin. ; ( ) + 9 lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text. [K. 12930]

Fragment of the left half. If in. by l|^in.
;
short beginnings of 7 ± 8 lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. Several lines begin with tfHt: ^
Mgf ^ <T^. [K. 12931]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by |in.; ..... + 6 + +
lilies. Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 12932]

Left-hand corner, l-i^in. by ^i-in. ; 8 + ( + +)? lines. Part of

a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 12933]

Fragment out of ihe middle, l^in. by ||in.
;
11-|- lines. Part

of an incantation-text. [K. 12934]

Left-hand corner, Ifin. by l^in.; 7+4 lines. Part of a religious text.

[K. 12935]

Fragment out of the middle, 7 + 7 + + lines.

Fragment of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 12936]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by 1-Jin. ; 11 + lines. Part

of an incantation -text. [K. 12937]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-Jin. by Ifin.; + 8 lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and prayers. Duplicate of K. 8105

(see above, p. 895), reverse, lines 1 ff. [K. 12938]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; 9 + 7 + +, lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 12939]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by fin.; + 11 lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 12940]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-f^in. by fin. ; short ends of 9 + 10 +
+ lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 12941]

Fragment out of the middle, l-|^in. by Ifin. ; ..... + 12 lines. Prayers

to tTTTT n and Hf- etc. [K, 12942]
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Fragment of tlio left half, 2^in. by Jin.; 5 + ( f +) 7 lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 121)4^1]

Portion out of the middle, Ijj-in. by jjin.
; 10+ 12 linos; Ibibylonian.

Part of a letter to the king f («) concerning public aHairs.

J\Iention is made of the land of Elam 12044]

Fragment out of the middle, liin. by 1 J^in. ; + 10 lines. Part of a

letter to the king. [K. 1204’)]

Portion out of the middle, l^in. by l^^in. ; + 10 lines; Pabyloniau.

Part of a letter concerning public allairs, .Mention is made of
|

and the country of ^ 1^0 1(5]

Upper portion, right half, 2 in. by Jin.; 4 + 3 + 1 linos. Poginningand end

of a letter to the king from f 1-047]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by Jin. ; + 0 lines. Part of a letter

concerning astrological subjects. [K. 120 1^]

Right half, 2jj in. by |Jin. ; 10 + 0 lines. Part of a Icdter (to the king) fr» m
[K. 12040]

Portion of the left half, Ij^^n. by -fifin.; 0+8 lines. Part of a letter to

the king concerning the delivery (?) of various objects. [K. 12050]

Right-hand corner, l^in. by -jUin. ; 7 + 2 + 0 lines. Part of a letter.

[K. 12051

J

Portion out of tlie middle, iT^in. by l^in. ; + 8 lines. Part of a

letter, or report. Mention is made of
]

and
f

« <r-*,etc. [Iv. 120521

Right-hand corner, l^in. by 7 + lines. Pegiiining of a letter

to the king from [f ^ [K- 12053]

Left half, upper portion, IJin. by liii.
; 12 + traces of 1 lines

;
Pabylonian.

Part of a letter ?] to the king from J

etc. [K. 12054]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by 1 i ^ lines. Part of a list

of objects, probably sent as tribute from the city of

tni*(?), dc*. [K. 12055]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by liin.; traces of 4 + 7 +
lines. Part of a list of objects (animals, etc.). [K. 12050]

* Partly effaced.

t Alttmpted restoratiuii from £. 325 ; see above, p. 84.

8 AVOL. m
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Fragment of the left half, liii. by rJin. ; 7 -f- . . . . . lines. Part of a letter.

Mention is made of
J

Fragment of the left half, Iji-in. by l-i^j-iu. ;
7 + lines. Babylonian,

Part of a letter. [K. 12958]

Portion of the right half, Ijin. by Jin. ;
8 + lines. Part of a letter

to the king concerning eertaiii fortresses T'^)*

[K. 12959]

Right-hand corner, Uin. by IJin. ; 3+5 lines; Babylonian; between lines

1 and 2 of obverse traces of a seal-impression. Part of a private

contract. [K. 12960]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by 1-J-in. ; 5 + + (ndge) 2 lines. Beginning

and end of a letter to the king from f [^* 129^1]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 12 + lines; Babylonian.

Beginning of a letter to the king from y T

gj, etc. Mention is made of gf^y ^yc:y .* [K, 12962]

Riglit-hand corner, IJin. by j^in. ; 3+3 + 3 lines. Part of a private

contract. Mention is made of y +- and y yyi^. [K. 12963]

Left-hand corner, 2 in. by lin.
; 7 + 3 + 13 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.

Portion of a letter concerning private affairs. [K. 12964]

Left-hand corner, lj„dn. by Jin. ; 8 + lines. Part of a list of

names of persons and their places of dwelling. [K. 12965]

Left-liand corner, 2 in. by 1 I ^ + + + 5 lines.

Part of a list of objects. Mention is made of
y

[K. 12966]

Left half, upper portion, 1 i%in. by IJin. ; 10 + lines. Beginning of a

letter to the king concerning a lady. [K. 12967]

Left half, lower portion, l-^’g^in. by AJin. ; 10 + 2 + 8 lines. Part of a letter

(to the king). Mention is made of
y Tf T? 12968]

Left half, upper portion, 1 Jin. by Jin.; 10 + 9 lines. Portion of a letter to

the king from y •-f' »?= ^^^*9 concerning military affairs.

[K. 12969]

Lower portion, IJin. IJin. ; 6 + 4 lines. Part of a letter to the king.

[K. 12970]

Pdrtlj effiujed.
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Portion out of tlie middle, IJin. by ; ±14 lines. Part of a

letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is niado of

y *-4' ^ and the inhabitants of Borsippa (tiff

[<I0t [K. 12971]

Lower portion, 2-(P|rin. by -j-Jin. ; 3 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of a letter.

[K, 12972]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin. ;
fi + lines. Part of

a text containing forecasts; they partly relate to public affairs.

[K. 12973]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by l-r'via. ; 10 ± 5 lines. Part of a letter to

the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the place where

the Elamite king was stationed at that time, etc.
:

—

-Vi -mi *£TT m T? If -4ff.
[K-

Upper portion, l-j^
7
yin. by lin.

; 2 + 1 lines. Part of a private note dated

in the eponymy of [f] gif 700-G99 B.c. [K. 12971)]

Portion of the right half, IJin. by If in.; + 4 + 10 lines. Part

of a list of names of persons. [K, 12977 + K. 12930]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-fifin. by gin.; 8 + traces of 5 lines. Part of

a letter to the king conceniing military affairs. [K. 12978]

Portion of the right half, llJin. by Jin.; 8± 10 lines. Part of a letter

(to the king). [K. 12979]

Right half, IJin. by IJin.; 8 + 3 + 8 lines. Part of a text concerning

directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites. [K. 12981]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-f'\jin. ; 10 + ( )
lines.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 12982]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by ? ( +)7

+

9 + 8 + 8

(-P ) lines. Part of a list of objects.

[K. 12983 + K. 12988]

Fragment out of the middle, lin, by -i*^in. ; + 8 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter. Mention is made of ] jgyy
[K. 12984]

Left half, lower portion, IJin. by 1-^in.; 10+2 + 7 lines. Part of a report

concerning the transport (?) of various animals. [K. 12985]

t Cf. tvpra, p. 864, K. 7473, etc,

8 A 2

* Parti; effaced.
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Fragment of the loft half, 1 J-iii. by -j-'Jin. ; 4-7 lines. Fragment

of a list of names of persons. Mention is made of [f] T?

etc, [K. 12980]

Portion of the riglit Jialf, Igin. by 7 4-7 lines. Part of a letter to

tile king. [K. 12987]

lliglit-hand corner, l i'-^jin. by Ij^jin.
;

(5 4- ^ 4* 2 lines. Beginning and end

of a letter to the king from y
[K- 12989]

Portion of the right half, l§in. by ] f|in. ;
.... .4- 10 linos. Part of a letter.

Mention is made of f *-1^ 1%: ,
etc, [K. 12990]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by fin. ; 9 4- lines. Part of a private

letter (to the king). Mention is made of f
12991]

Portion of the l('ft half, l^in. by T^in. ;
9 + 7 lines. Part» of a letter con-

ciTiiing public affairs. ]\Iention is made of the V I?
etc.

[K. 12992]

INirtion out of tlie middle, l|in. by Jin. ; 5 + 3 lines. Part of a letter to

the king. [K. 12993]

Portions, 2fin. by l^in.
;
IG + 7 lines. Part of a list of names of persons,

b(‘ginning:~y ^ I T -+ V + D -E! -+ I T -Hh

^ eryyyt y? i y v + 1 ! ^-y y?» [k. 12994 + k. 13070]

Bight half, upper portion, 2gin. by in. ; 17 + 11 lines. Portion of a

letter to the king concerning public allairs. Alention is made of

y ^yyy KK yy» probably identical with the ‘king of

Elam ’ ^^y ty <IU *) mentioned in other lines of the text.

[K. 12995]

Bight-hand corner, If in. by Jin,; G + 6 + 2 lines. Beginning and end of a

letter to the king ?] B'oni the [6:2^1?] *4^

y? etc. [K. 12996]

Portion out of the middle, l ^in. by Jin. ; + 12 lines. Part of a letter

to the king. [K. 12997]

Loft half, lower portion, IJin. by in.
; 11 +3 + 11 lines

;
partly vitrified.

Part of a letter (to the king). [K. 12998]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 1 Jin. ; 8 +..... ( )
lines. Part

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 12999]

Fai'tlj eilaued.
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Upper portion, l^in. by iT^in.; 5 + 3 linos. Beginning and end of a letter

to the -Br from y ^ 5:yy[ys: MV^ [T -+] A-IV
^ 1 H,t [T -+ ^^yyyy y? ami y <v?

[^K? «<]. [K. laoooj

Fragment out of the middle, Ijjyiii. by ItV’o. ; + 7 linos. Part of a

letter. *

[K. 13001]

Fragment out of the middle, l-nrm. by Ijin. ; + 7 +
lines. Part of a list of names of persons. [K. 13002]

Upper portion, right half, liin. by IJin. ; 10 + 10 + 4 lines. Portion of a

letter to the king concerning public affiiirs. Mention is made of y
>-*4-

^ <h and the cities of ^yy ^yy <y^ -yy^ and *£yy

tyyy [k. isooa]

Fragment out of the middle, IjVhi. by Jin.; + 0 lines. Part of a

letter. Mention is made of the city of *-t:yy* ^2 E^yy and of the

(inhabitants of the) land of V yj yj. [Iv. 13004]

Left-hand corner, l^in. by jjin.
; 5 + 4 + 5 lines. Part of a report.

[K. 13005]

Upper portion, right half, IJin. by IJin. ; 5 + 9 + 2 lines. Part of a letter

to the king from
[y ^ ^Jgf] § ^Jiyy tt + concerning public aftairs.

[K. 1300(1]

Fragment of the ui)per portion, l^in. by fin.; 4 + + 3 lines. Part of

a private contract. [K. 13007]

Upper portion, right half, IJin. by Ifin.; 10 + 9 + 4 lines. Portion of a

letter to the king from y ^ S^y concerning public affairs.

[K. 13008]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i\iii, by lin.; 8 + ( )
lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 13009]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 7 + 11 lines. Part of a letter to

the king. [K. 13010]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by Jin.; 7 + lines. Part of a report.

Mention is made of y 13011]

Fragment of the lower portion, l|in. by Jin.; 5+1 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological report from y

[K. 13012]

• Partly ofFaced.

t Attempted restoration from K. 4463 ; ae above, p. 634.

t Cf. mprOf p. 161, K. 671, etc.

§ Attempted restoration after E. 7334, etc. ; see above, p. 845.

II
Attempted restoration after E. 700 (see above, p. 166) andE. 13175 {q.e.), etc.
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Portion out of tl>e middle, l^in. by -fj-in. ; 9 + 6 lines. Part of a letter.

[K. 13013]

Portion out of the middle, l-j-Jin. by ^in.
;

12 + lines. Part of a

letter. [K. 13014]

Lower portion, l|in. by ^in.; 3 + 2 + 21ineR Part of a private contract,

dated; tB ^ «?S <T- ^ ^ March-

April, 672 B.c. [K. 13015]

Right half, upper portion, If in. by If^iri. ; 9 + 6 linos.* Pai-t of a letter to

the from f Mention is made of the city of

[K. 13016]

Portion out of the middle, l^in. by l-i^hJ.; 6 + 4 lines. Part of a list of

animals. [K. 13017]

Fragment of the left half, Jin. by fin. ; + 6 linos; Babylonian. Part

of a letter to the king. Mention is made of ]

[K. 13018]

Right-hand corner, -ffin. by Jin.; 5 + lines. Beginning of a letter

to the king from
y ^.1111 4 . [K. 13019]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by Jin.; 7 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13020]

Portion out of the middle, l^Vin. by lin.; 9 + lines. Part of a letter

to the king from Hf-t concerning certain stones; cf. lines

2fr:—

H m y—
im ^
c^TIt EV ^
- tnn

•^T s i T—
etc. [K. 1 .S021]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Jin.; 12 + + traces of 1 lines

;

Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king conceniing public affairs.

Mention is made of the Babylonians ([^» *|pp: t f^)*
[K. 13022]

• On tlic top margin ore visible traces of two lines, wliich, however, do not belong to the text

inscribed on the tablet.

t Portly edaced.

$ Cf. tvprOf p. 852, note •.
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Right-hand corner, Jin. by Jin. ; 3 + 4 + 3 lines. Beginning and end of a

letter to the king from [f] tlH* -HI -HP <vl

•

[I^- 13023]

Lower portion of one side, 5 3 + 2 + lines. Part of

a letter. Mention is made of the *7^* [K* 13021]

Portion out of the middle, l-i^iyin. by Jin.; 10 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. [K. 13025]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by Jin.; 11 + linos. Beginning

of a letter to the king from
y

concerning military affairs.

[K. 1302()]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by |in.; 5 + linos. Beginning of a letter

to the king from []] <<**/• <IS 13^227]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by |Jin.
; ( +) 5 +

lines. Fragment of a text containing incantations, prayers and

directions for ceremonies. A colophon-line begins:

—

^ [K. 13028]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ij'^.in. ; + 7 + 10 lines.

Part of a list of names of persons, etc. Mention is made of f ^<(<(

+-, [K. 13020]

Right-hand corner, JJin. by -j-Jin.; 5 + lines. Fragment of a letter,

or report, to the king from f >-Hp 4S *3^ ??< 13030]

Fragment of the left half, lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (to the king) conceming public affairs. Mention is

made of the the city of and the lands of

Elam (V <Xy [tl m) ““d Aram (V Tf [K. 13031]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by ; 7 + lines. Fragment of a

letter. [K. 13032]

Right half, IJin, by Ifin. ;
7 lines. Part of a private note. Mention is

made of the city of 131^ ^ [K. 13033]

Portion out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l|in.; + 9 lines. Part of a letter

conceming the royal household
; cf, line 2 :— T?

etc. Mention is made of y

Hhm [K. 13034]

Lower portion, right half, IJin. by fin. ; 10 + 1 + 6 lines. Part of a letter

to the king. Mention is made of
[y]

^Ey >-1^ [K. 13035]

• Partly effuced.

t Cf. *upra, p. 148, K. 658.
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Poi-tioii out of the middle, l§iii. by Jin.; 12 + lines. Part of a letter

to the kiiijij^ concerning the sttitnes of certain genii Hf-

Left half, upper portion, IJiu. by lil-in. ; 11 + 7 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.

Part of a letter to the king. [K. 130117]

Portion out of the middle, l|<Vhi. by j^in.
; 14 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of the king of Ehuu (-c:^ 'S.* <Xf M). T T?

y ^y? [^y ?]> •*'*‘1 cities of Kish, Bovfdppa and Cuthali

4py. IB 4r^ *m y? [k. mm]
Portion of the l(‘ft half, IJin. by |;}in.; 4 + 8 lines. Ihirt of a list of names

of persons and their titles. Mention is made of
y etc*

[K. 13039]

Portion out of the middle, 2|in. by 1 jV^***? ( +)7 + 9 + lines.

Part of a list of names of persons and of objcicts, probably offerings or

taxes. Mention is made of the city of >-J:yy 4S [Mf]*

[K. 13040]

Fragment of the right half, l-gin. by liu. ; + (> lines. End of a

letter. [K. 13041]

Portion of the left half, 1-f^in. by fin.; 10 + 9 lines. Part of a letter to

the king concerning religious subjects. [K. 13042]

Kight-hand corner, l|in. by Hin.; + + 3 + 3 + short

ends of 3 + lines. Part of a list of names of persons and

their titles. Mention is made of f JgJ*

j,: -yyi. [K. 13043]

Fragment of the left half, liiu. by -f^in. ; + 5 lines. Part of a letter

to the king. [K. 13044]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l^in. ; + 7 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter. Mention is made of y *-4" Tf

[K. 13045]

Fragment of the left half, + lines. Part of a

letter (to the king) concerning y Jp yyi^^^. Mention is made of the

landof [K. 13046]

Portion out of the middle, If in. by lin. ; + 14 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter. Mention is made of y ^yj ^y.

[K. 13047 + K. 13119]

* Partly effaced.
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Left half, upper portion, l§in. by Jin.; 10 -f linos. Beginninf^ of a

letter to the king. [K. ir)048]

Portion out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; 8 ± lines. Part of a letter,

or report. [K. 13049]

Eight-hand corner, IJin. by lin,
; 5 + 1 + 0 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

letter, or, report. [K. 13050]

Portion of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ; traces of 1 + 12 lines; Babylonian,

Part of a letter. [K. 13051]

Right-hand corner, l-i^in. by 0 + 1 + traces of 2 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a private contract(?). Mention is made of
f

[K.13052]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Jin. ; 4 + 3 + 1 lines. Part of a legal decision

concerning J JUJ a prefect ??< «^), etc.

[1\. 13053]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by |in. ; + 9 lines. Part of a letter

to the king cou(;erning public affairs. Mention is made of thii (aty of

*£!T <y^ +* mm>
Portion of the left half, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; + 11 lines. Part of a letter.

[K. 13055]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by Jin.; 3 + 3 lines; on obverse part of a seal-

impression. Beginning and end of a private contract. Mention is

made of the city of ^Tl [^* 1^1056]

Lower portion, IJin. by IJin. ;
traces of 3 + 5 lines. Part of a letter, or

report, concerning various liquids. Mention is made of f

[K. 13057]

Upper portion, left half, IJin. by 1-i^in. ; 5 + traces of 2 lines. Beginning

of a letter to the king from ] ^ MM* [^* 1^^058]

Left half, upper portion, IJin. by f^in.; 7 + 6 + 3 + (left-hand edge)

2 lines. Part of a letter to the king from y ^ >-£1 [^f
*

7^?]t and

others. 13059]

Portion of the left half. If in. by Jin. ; + 11 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.

Part of a letter to the king, [K. 13060]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by Jin. ; 6 ± lines
; Babylonian. Part

of a letter (to the king). Mention is made of
y ^yy

etc. [K. 13061]

* Partly effaced.

YOL. ITI.

t Cf. tuprat pp. 121, 664, KK. .*>18, 4690.

S B
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Left half, upper portion, If in. by -n^in. ; 8 + 9 + 5 + (left-hand edge)

5 liiKiJ^; Jlabylonian. Part of a hotter to the king concerning public

afhiirs. Mention is made of the city of H>y< ,* etc, [K. 180(32]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by lyVin. ;
II + + 2 lines;

Babylonian. Part of an address from [y]?^o§|^y * [K. 13063]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Ij^-in.; 6+ lines. Part of a private note

concerning some silver. [K. 13064]

Upper portion, lin. by Jin. ; 4 + lines. Beginning of a letter to the

king from y .^.-yy >15^ [K. 13065]

Portion out of the middle, l|in. by Igin.
; 10 + lines. Introduction

of a letter to the king from f <— I-- [^£1!]- [K. 13066]

Lower portion, 2 Jin. by ly\rin.
;

6 -f 7 + 6 + 5 lines. Part of a list of

objects (animals, etc.), [K. 13067]

Left-hand corner, l-iVi^- by |in.
; 7 + 7 lines. Part of a letter, or report,

concerning the transport of hoi-ses, etc, [K. 13068]

Portions, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 6 + 12 lines. Part of a letter to the king.

[K. 13069]

Upper portion, IJin. by IJin. ; 5 + 6 lines; Babylonian; partly vitrified.

Part of an address from
[y] gy* ^yy concerning public affairs.

[K. 13071]

Right-hand corner, If in. by
; 5 + 5 lines. Part of a legal decision.

[K. 13072]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 6 + lines. Part of a

letter to the king from the
yj *-«y of ('gyy) the city of

<m -Ify. [K. 13073]

Right half, lower portion of reverse, IJin. by Jin. ; + 9 lines. Part of

a letter to the king. [K. 13074]

Left half, -f|in. by jin.; 5 + 3+ 2 + 4 + (left-hand edge) 3 lines; on

reverse traces of a seal-impression. Part of a private contract.

[K. 13075]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jm.; + 7 + (left-hand edge)

1 lines. Part of a letter concerning public affairs. Mention is made
of the city of ^:yy and the land of V »->- *^yyi^'» etc.

[K. 13076]

Right-hand corner, Ij^i^L by lin.
; 7 + lines. Beginning of a letter

to the king from
\ ^ [K. 13077]

Partly effaced.
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Poiiion of tho right half, ly^in. l)y -Jin. ; 7 + 8 lines. Part of a letter

(to the king) conceriiijig public affairs. [K. 18078]

Fragment out of the middle, l-,Vhi. by 1 ^in. ;
traces of 3 + 0 -f

lines. Part of a list of persons of various nationalities. Alention is

made of f ^ and of the cities of ^ and

^ HK -- This fragment may belong to the saino

tablet as K. 1 1055
;
see above, p. 1207. [K. 13070]

Portion out of the middle, by Jin.; +0 lines; Pabylonian.

Part of a letter concerning public affairs. Mention is made of
\J]

*

.-^0- [K- 13080]

Portion out of the middle, Ifin. by l|in. ; + 9 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king. [K. 13081]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by [Jin.; 10 + 4 lines. Part of a letter.

[K. 13082]

Fragment of the left half, 1-i^jin. by lin.; + 5 lines. Part of a letter

to the king. [K. 13083]

Portion out of the middle, l|in. by 5 + 1^ ^

letter to the king. [K. 13084]

Left-hand corner, lin. by lin.; 8 + 5 lines. Part of a letter, or report,

concerning the delivery (?) of corn, etc, [K. 13085]

Almost complete, llJin. by ; 7 + 6 lines. Part of a list of persons

arranged in groups according to their trade. [K. 13080]

Right half, 0 + 3 lines; Babylonian. Part of an astrologi-

cal report from 4pT Tf Tf-
[K- 13087]

Right-hand corner, 1 Jin. by -rJin. ; 4 + 2 + 5 lines. Part of a letter con-

cerning military affairs. [K. 13088]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by jin.; 5 + 2 + 5 lines. Part of a letter, or

report, concerning the transport of corn, etc. [K. 13089]

Fragment of the upper portion, JJin. by JJin.; 7 + lines; Babylonian.

Beginning of an address to the king from [f *-4-] an

[K. 13090]

Fragment of the left half, ; 5 + 6 lines. Part ol a list of

objects. [K. 13091]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, Jin. by Jin.; + 8 lines;

Babylonian. Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.

Mention is made of (the son of ) f * [K- 13092]

* Partly effaced.

8 B 2
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Portion of the rifflit half, liin. by 44in. ; + 13 lines. Part of a

report (?). [K. 13093]

Right half, upper portion, l^in. by Jin. ; 8 + lines. Beginning of a

letter to the king from [f ’"’PfiJl’]
*

Sff- Mention is made of

Of +] ^ [K. 13094]

Upper portiou, 1 Jin. by
J
10 -f 1 + -f (left-hand edge) 1 lines.

Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made

of the city of Nineveh [K. 13095]

Lower portion, left lialf, 2y3^in. by l-ji^rin.
; 7+2 + 13 lines; in line 5 of

reverse are division-marks between two of the words. Part of a letter

concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the city of

[K. 13096]

Upper portion, l|in. by jjin. ; 2 + 5 lines. Part of a list of objects.

[K. 13097]

Portion of the left half, l|in. by ^in.
; 10+6 lines. Part of a letter (to

tlie king) concerning the celebration of a festival. Mention is made of

the river y^Qt
jjy [K. 13093]

Eight-hand corner, l|in. by lin.; 4 + 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

private contract. Mention is made of [y >->-]y (?) ^<(
*-4“

[K. 13099]

Fragment of the upper portion, + lines; Baby-

lonian. Beginning of a letter to the king from
[y

*-4" *+I

.^xyt concerning public affairs. [K. 13100]

Upper portion, right half, IJin. by Jin.; 5 + 4 + 2 lines; Babylonian. Part

of an astrological report to the king from [y yf ^] *-yy^ ^y.

[K. 13101]

Left half, lower portion, I j^Trin. by 12 + 3 + 12 lines. Part of a

letter. Mention is made of
y ^ 1*^102]

Fragment out of the middle, li^in. by ^in.; + 12 lines. Part of a

letter. Mention is made of the y«^?]*

[K. 13103]

Fragment of the right half, l-^^in. by -j^^in.; + 9 lines. Pai-t of a

letter to the king. [K. 13104]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Jin.; + 9 lines. Part of a

report concerning public affairs. Mention is made of J yj
and

y 5:yy- ^ey? etc. [k. 13105]

* Attempted rcHtoration after K. 316 ; cf. supra,
'p 81.

t (?) fi»pra, p. 148, K. 659,

X Partly elfiieod.
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Fragment out of the middle,
5 ^ ± J Babylonian.

Part of a letter. Mention is made of [f]

[K. ISIOO]

Left-hand corner, Jin. by -fjin.; 3 + 6+3 lines; Babylonian. Beginning

and end of a letter to the king. [K. 13107]

Upper portion, IJin. by |Jiii. ; 2 + 4 lines. Beginning and end of a letter

to the king from
f i [K. 13108]

Portion of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ; 12 + linos. Introduction of

a letter to the king. [K. 13109]

Portion out of the middle, l|iu. by IJin. ; 7 + lines. Part of a

letter to the king concerning the transport (?) of the images of certain

colossi. [K. 13110]

Upper portion, right half, lj\in. by Jin. ; 8 + lines. Beginning of a

letter to the king from [f] ^ concerning public aflairs.

Mention is made of f --V i Ih 13111]

Fragment of the left half, IJin, by Jin. ; 5 + 7 +3 lines. Part of a list of

items of expenditure, etc, [K. 13112]

Lower portion, 1 Jin. by {Jin. ; 3 + 3 lines
;
Babylonian. Part of a private

contract dated ^ TTT* [^?] T V
A* ^1* *•«•. Sept.-Oct., G02 B.O. [K. 13113]

Fragment of the left half, lygin. by Jin. ; + 7 lines. Pait; of the list

of names of the witnesses to a private contract. [K. 13114]

Fragment of the right half, 1Jin. by Jin. ; . . . . . + 9 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing forecasts. [K. 13115]

Lower portion, left half, hy 5 + 2 lines. Part of an astro-

nomical report to the king from ] [<t Tf]. [K. 13116]

Left half, lower portion, l{^in. by Jin.; 8 + traces of 5 lines. Part of a

letter, or report, probably concerning military affairs. [K. 13117]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by i^in. ; 15 + 15 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs, [K. 13118]

Right-hand corner, lin. by ^ + lines. Beginning of a letter

to the king from [f ^<] ^ »-+ [K. 13120]

Partly eflaced. t Or tHTt.
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Right half, upper portion, If in. by IJin. ;
short ends of 9 + 7 lines. Part of

a letter to the king from [f <(^ <(((. [K. 13121]

Portion of the right half, IJin. by ± 0 Part of a letter,

or report. Mention is made of the city of Jiff tyffy

etc. [K. 13122]

Portion of the left half, l-i%in. by ]f^in. ; 7 + . . .

.

. lines. Part of a letter

to the king eoneerning some P* 1^123]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by fin. ; 9 + lines. Part of

a list of names of persons, etc. [K. 13124]

Right-hand corner, -}fin. by |fin.; 8 + 2 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. [K. 13125]

Upper portion, right half, If in. by If in.; + traces of 1 + 6 lines.

Part of a private letter. [K. 13126]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, lin. by -j-Jin. ; + 6 lines.

Part of a letter to the king concerning military affairs. [K. 13127]

Portion of the right half. If in. by Jin.; + 13 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of
[f] «< ^ etc. [K. 13128]

Portion of the riglit half, If in. by -j^^in.; 10 + .... . lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king. [K. 13130]

Fragment of the left half. If in. by fin.; ± 9 + (left-hand edge) If

lines. Part of an omen -text. The lines begin with f ( ) yy<;

cf. supra, p. 1247, K. 12507. [K. 13131]

Fragment out of tlie middle, l^in. by If in.
; 8 + 5 + lines.

Part of a list of the names of members of various families, and of their

properties, etc., similar to tliat of K. 2017 ;
see above, p. 386 f.

[K. 13132]

Fragment of the upper portion, j^-in. by ffin.
; 3 + + (edge) 4 lines.

Part of a private contract dated :— ^ ^ J

f? y?,* i.€., April-May, 651 (?) B.O. Cf. G. Smith, Ep. C., p. 95.t

[K. 13133]

Upper portion, riglit half, lin. by in.
; 6 + 6 lines

; Babylonian. Part of a

letter from the king to y ’"^y|| [K. 13135]

Partly effaced.

f According to tlie iiidicaliun of the scribe this line should follow one of the lines on the
obverse, which is now broken.

X Tlic text is there quoted as ‘ unnumbered fragment.’
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Portion of the right half, l^iu. by Jin.; 5 ± 7 lines. Part of a letter con-

cerning public affairs. Mention is made of the city of ^ SIT
and the country of etc, [K. HI136]

Upper portion, right half, l|in. by Jin.; 13 + lines. Part of a letter

to the king from f ^ Mention is made', of f

gfy rn? and -4-
.

[kM:M37J

Fragment of the upper portion, ly'^Trin. by in. ; 3 4- 3 + 1 lines. Beginning

and end of a letter to the king from
f

*-4‘ Hh [K- 13138]

Left half, upper portion, IJin. by l-fV^^*; 8 + 8 + 3 linos; division-marks.

Part of a letter to the king from |
Mention is made of

[K. 13139]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in.
;
4 + 0 linos. Part of a letter,

or report. [K. 13140]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by JJin.; + 7 lines. Part of a

letter to the king. [K. 13141]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 Jin. by lin. ; 7 + linos. Bogintiing

of a letter to the king from ] T? ^]-t [K. 13142]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by -JJin.; 5 + lines. Part of a

letter. Mention is made of the city of ^
[K. 13143]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -j^in. ; + 12 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is

made of [^ij]. [K. 13144]

Lower portion, left half, l-j^in. by Jin.; 4 + 4 lines. Part of a letter to

the king. [K. 13145]

Right half, Jin. by i^^in. ; 3 + 2 lines. Part of a private note dated:

—

[Sryj ty** 4 V)" ^ [<T-] T +• CO. »•«•. April-May,

667 (?) B.O. Cf. G. Smith, Ep. C., p. 94. J [K. 13146]

Lower portion, right half, l-|*^in. by l]-in. ; 6 + 2 + 7 lines. Part of a

letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

T Iia ?| .4 and of the city of [-tyy] yy t^yy -HI. etc.

[K. 13147]

Fragment of the right half, 1-iVin. by |in.
; 9 + 5 lines

;
Babylonian. Part

of a letter to the king concerning public affairs. [K. 13148]

• Partly effaced.

t Attempted reetoration from EE. 1029, 1081 ;
see above, p. 212 f.; cf, also infra, p. 1361

E. 14109.

X The teit is there quoted as ‘unnumbered fragment.*
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Fragment of the right half, If in. by -^iri. ; + 11 lines. Part of a

letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

the lands of Assyiia (V' ^ ^10) and Elam (V ^JU), etc,

[K. 13149]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 1-p^in.
; 9 + 9 lines. Part of a private

contract (?). [K. 13150]

Portion out of the middle, l^in. by -}^in.; 11 + 7 lines. Part of a letter to

the king. [K. 13151]

Riglit-haiid corner, lin. by yfin.; 5 + 1 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

letter to the king concerning public affairs. [K. 13152]

Left half, lower portion, If in. by + 2 lines. Part of a letter to

the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the city of

-tj] [K. 13153]

Fragment of the upper portion, l-i-®^in. by lin.
; 5 + lines. Beginning

of a letter from the king to f lower portion

of reverse paii of what seems to be a geometrical figure is to be seen :

—

[K. 13154]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by If in.; 9 + 9 + lines.

Part of a list of objects, etc. Mention is made of f V ^
[K. 13155]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by lin.; 7 + traces of 2 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a letter. [K. 13157]

Lower portion, left half, iV^iu* hy in.
; 7 + 2 + 7 + (left-hand edge)

1 lines. Part of a letter to the king. [K. 13158]

Portion of the left half, If in. by fin. ; + 12 lines. Part of a list of

objects. [K. 13159]

Portion of the left half, Ifiu. by |fin.; 6 + 6 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.

Part of a letter to the king concerning the transport (?) of com.

[K. 13160]

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by Jin. ; 6 + 6 lines. Part of a letter, or

report. Mention is made of f , etc, [K. 13161]

Portion of the right half, IJin. by -fjin. ; 13 + 10 lines
;
Babylonian. Part

of a letter to the king concerning religious matters. [K. 13162]

Left-hand comer. If in. by Jin. ; 4 + 2 + 5 lines. Part of a letter.

[K; 13163]
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Portion of the right half, ISiii. by ^in. ; 10 + 12 lines. Part of a letter (to

the king). [K. 1310)4]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by -fjin. ; 7 + lines. Part of a

letter to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of tlio

(inhabitants of the) city of --ff <!HTl<V E?!! T? Tf-

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by -{“ffin. ; 7 + ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of a report (?). "[K. 131G7]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by "j-J-in. ;
8 + lines; Babylonian. Part

of a letter to the king. [K. 131 G8]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 8 + lines; Babylonian.

Part ot' a letter. Mention is made of f
131GI)]

Left half, lower portion, Ij^Tj-in. by T^in.; traces of 5 + 2 + 9 + (Icfbhand

edge) 2 lines. Part of a letter, or report, concerning astrological

subjects. [K. 13170]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; +9 lines. l^art of a

letter concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the city of

j::: {?<. [K. 13171]

Portion out of the middle, l-T^^in.by fin. ; + 8 lines. Part of a letter

to the king concerning public affairs. Mention is made of the Tigrism V) and the city of -tTf JSSifi-
• [K. 13172]

Bight half, upper portion, J-Jin. by -^in.
; 8 + 8 + 3 lines

;
Babylonian.

Part of an address to Sargon fforn [f] 'SST*

Mention is made of [f ?] ^ and the temple r+y^^y

n [K. 13173]

Right half, lower portion of reverse, IJin. by lin.; + 8 + 2 lines.

Part of a letter, or report, concerning observations of various stars,

[K. 13174]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1Jin. by in. ; 3 + 2 lines; Babylonian.

Fragment of an astrological report from Q] ^
[K. 13175]

Fragment of the right half, fin. by -j^in.; 5 + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a letter to the king. Mention is made of [y ^^f-] ^j^yy and

T ^ .^T [K. 13176]

Right half, lower portion, 9 + 5 lines. Pfrt of a letter

(to the king). [K. 13177]

8 cVOL. m.

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by 14 + ( )
Hues.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13178]

Portion of the left half, l^iu. by lim-; 5 + 7 lines. Part of a list of

objects. [K. 13179]

Kight-hand corner, lyV^^* ^7 ^ + lines. Beginning of a

report (?). [K. 13180]

Upper portion of reverse, l|-in. by liii. ; + 7 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a letter. Mention is made of f
and f

W [<H- [K. 13181]

Portion of the left half, 1 1^7 8 + 8 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines.

Part of a letter eonoeruing an eclipse, etc. [K. 13183]

Fragment out of the middle, ^in. by lin.
; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.* [K. 13184]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin.; 3 + 5 lines. Part of a private

contract. [K. 13185]

Fragment out of the middle, -{~|in. by |Jin. ; ±7 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter to the king concerning military affairs. [K. 13186]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by ; 7 + 2 lines. Part of a report.

[K. 13187]

Portion of the left half, IJin. by lin.; 9 + 7 lines. Part of a letter to the

king concerning y 5:^^y yj yj and J ^-Ji^tyyyt the son

of (?) y ^Eyf. [K. 13188]

Fragment of the lower portion, lin. by Jin.; 3 + 2 + 3 lines. Part of a

report, or letter, concerning the transport (?) of oxen and sheep, etc.

Mention is made of
[y] f Jgf yj C^yyyy E^yy]- ' [K. 13189]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by Ijiii.; 8 + lines. Part of a list

of persons, etc. Mention is made of
y ^ of the city of

--11 ^11? y —V [K. 13190]

Right half, upper portion, IJin. by 7 + 10 + 3 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological report to the king from
\J]

"411 ^^ concerning public affairs. Mention is made of y {<(<( >£yy

H. I and I -Ht yf.
[K. 13191]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Join.; + 8 lines. Part of the

list of names of the witnesses to a private contract. [K. 13192]

Cf. supra, p. 436, note •*.
t Or ] ty. X Partly effaced
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Portion out of the middle,
? + ^ lines. End of a

letter (to the king). Mention is made of the city of giSf T

« [K. i;U93]

Portion of the left half, l^iii. by lin. ; 7 + lines. Part of a letter to

the king, [K. 13104]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, lf,yin. by I yViu. ; + 8 +
+ lines. Part of a text containing omens derived from

the appearances of certain animals in a palace or teinphs etc, 'I'lie lines

begin with [y] E??y t
Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l|in.

; 11 + (> + hues. Part

of a list of names of persons. [K. 131 08]

Fragment of the left half, l^m. by IJin. ; 14 + traces of 4 +
lines. Part of a list of officials. [K. 13108]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by ly\jin. ; 7 + ( ) + ( )

+ traces of 1 lines. Part of a list of officials. [K. 13100]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by l^^j^in.; 0 + 0 -f lines.

Part of a list of objects, etc, [K. 13200]

Portion out of the middle, 3iri. by 2 in. ; 0 + 10 + lines. Part

of a list of the names of members of various families, and of their

properties, etc,, similar to that of K. 2017 ;
see above, p. 380 f.

[K. 13202 + K, 13205 + K. 13212 + K. 13213 + K. 13221]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -j-Jin. ;
10 -|- short beginnings of 4 -|-

lines. Fragment of a list of names of persons, etc,, similar

to the preceding number. [K. 13203]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.; 3 + 10 + lines.

Fragment of a list of names of persons, etc,, similar to the prec(jding

number. [K. 13204]

Fragment of the left half, l^^o in. by fin. ; 7 + ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of a list of objects. [K. 13206]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 5 + 12 + 12 +
lines. Part of a list of the names of members of various families, and

of their properties, etc,, similar to that of K. 20 1 7 ; see above, p. 386 f.

Mention is made of the cities of »-J:yy ^ ^y *"^^yy -^*“yy

EiniT etc. [K. 13208 + K. 13i>15]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ij^in.
; 7 + 4 + lines.

Part of a list of persons, etc. [K. 13209]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 11 + 10 + lines.

Part of a list of the names of members of various families, and of their

properties, etc,^ similar to that of K. 2017 ;
see above, p. 386 f. This

fragment may belong to the same tablet as K. 13208, q,v, [K. 13210]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^in. by Jin. ; 5 + 9 + lines.

Fragment of a list of objects. [K. 13211]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by T^^fin. ; traces of 1 + 4 +
lines. Fragment of a list of objects, etc, [K. 13214]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fV^^^* ^7 ^ + lines. Frag-

ment of a list of objects, similar to the preceding number. [K. 13216]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by fin. ; + 4 + lines.

Fragment of a list of females, etc. [K. 13218]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 5 + 4-1- . lines.

Fragment of a list of objects. [K. 13220]

Left-hand corner, IJiu, by |in.
; 6 + lines. Fragment of a list

of objects. [K. 13222]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin. ; 6 + lines. Fragment

of a list of objects, similar to K. 13214, q.v. [K. 13223]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j-V^^* ^7 5 + lines.
.
Frag-

ment of a list of the names of members of various families, and of their

properties, etc., similar to that of K. 2017 ;
see above, p. 386 f. Mention

is made of the city of yyX; [K. 13224]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by ^ ± lines; Babylonian.

Part of a historical inscription. Mention is made of the Elamite

ai'd of Of
[K- 13225]

Fragment out of the middle, l|Jin. by lyV^^* J ^ + ( )
lines.

Part of an omen-text. [K. 13226]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; 12 + 10 + + lines.

Part of text containing hymns in paragraphs.! [K. 13227]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; ±13 lines. Part of a

religious, or mythological, text referring to the worship of the goddess

mar in the temple tyyyy + • [K. 13228]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin.; 7 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text

containing prayers. [K. 13229]

* This appears to be a mistake of the scribe for t Cf. tupra^ p. 436, note
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Left-hand comer, IJin, by Jin. ; 7 + 4 lines. Part of a text containing

directions for the performance of ceremonies for the benefit of sick

people. [K. 13230]

Bight-hand corner, IJin. by 1-p^in. ; 5 + 7 lines. Part of a text containing

incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 13231]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; 7 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of an omen-text. [K. 13232]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^in. by 1Jin.; 7 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing directions for the perfonnance of ceremonies

and rites. [K. 13233]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by If in. ; + 12 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 13234]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 7 + lines. Part of a

religious text containing directions for ceremonies. [K. 13235]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 6+ ( ) lines.

Fragment of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. A colophon-line reads:— ETJ

gyy ^?]. [K. 13236]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by l-fVin. ;
7 + lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and prayers.
^

[K. 13237]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ; 5 + 5 lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 13238]

Left half, upper portion, IJin. by IJin. ; 8 + 2 lines. Part of a text con-

taining directions for a man bow to act under certain circumstances.

The obverse begins :-y ^ -+ <y.TT

[K. 13239]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 7 + 2 lines. Part of a hymn.

[K. 13240]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by ^ + lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 13241]

Left half, lower portion, IJin. by l-j^hi.
; 10 + 7 + 3 lines; Babylonian,

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people, [K, 13242]

Fragment out of the middle, li^in. by lin.; 11 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 13248]
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ; + 9 lines. Part of a

text containing grammatical paradigms in Assyrian, concerning

legal subjects. [K. 13244]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-j^in. by -}-§-in.
; 9 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a text containing directions for ceremonies. [K. 13245]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by ]-|in.
; 14 ± lines. Part of a

religious text. Mention is made of the river (fJOf) and of the city of

^ -mr [<©]. etc. [K. 13246]

Left-hand comer. If in. by IJin. ; + 8 lines. Part of a text containing

grammatical paradigms (?) in Assyrian, beginning:—

,

•glT ??< T— -tl«
J! <!- I. m- [K. 13247]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin. ; 6-f ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing incantations and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 13248]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.
;

10 -f ( ) lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 13249]

Portion out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Ij^in.
; traces of 4-1-14 + +

lines. Part of an omen-text concerning events which may happen in a

man’s house, etc. E.g., lines 3 ff. of Column II read :

—

, Df -?] IT m m
T - 10 4- 0m im iin

0m
T l 45 J! m- [K- 13250]

Fragment out of the middle, by lin.
; 7 + 6 + + lines.

Fragment of a text containing incantations and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 13251]

Fragment of the left half, l-j^in. by l^^^in.
; 10 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing regulations for making offerings. [K. 13252]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^^in. by IJin. ; 7 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13253]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by fin. ; ( ) +
5 lines ;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text. Mention is made of the

god -Hf-^ •gn, etc. [K. 13254]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by 1Jin. ; 10 + ( )
lines.

Fragment of an omen-text. [K. 13255]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1| in. by fin.; 5 -f ( ) lines. Part

of a prayer to Samas, [K. 13256]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-fin. by -[-Jiii. ;
4-1- ( ) lines.

Fragment of an omeii-text. [K. 13258]

f'ragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ijin.
; ( + ) + -f9

+ 14( + )
lines. Part of a text containing regulations for

making offerings. This fragment may belong to the same tablet as

K. 3245 ;
above, p. 516. [K. 13259 + K. 13260]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in. ; + + 8 +
lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 13261]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin. ; 8 + ( )
lines. Part

of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.
^

[K. 13262]

Fragment of the right half, 1-^in. by iT^^in. ; 7 + ( )
lines.

Pai-t of an astrological text. [K. 13263]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.
; 8 + 5 + + lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 13264]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by I Jin. ;
10 + 4 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.

[K. 13265]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jfin. ; 10 ± lines. Part of

a religious text. Mention is made of the god

[-ffT?], etc. [K. 13266]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by ; 14 + 8 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 13267]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in, by ly^fin. ; +8 lines. Part of a

religious text.
^

[K. 13268]

Fragment of the left half, 2 in. by l-j^in.; 13 + lines. Part of a text

containing astrological forecasts taken from observations of the

sky. Most of the lines begin with f [K. 13269]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by Jin.; ±13 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13270]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2 in. by Jin. ; + 5 lines.

Fragment of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. Referring to line 4 a gloss is added by the scnbe.

[K. 13271]
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Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by fin. ; 7 + ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of a mythological, or religious, text. [K. 13272]

Fragment out of the middle, ^ + lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and prayers. Line 9 appears to be a

colophon-line. [K. 13273]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by lin.; ( +) ±7(+ )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 13275]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ;
3 + 9 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 13276]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l^^in.
;
10 + lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and prayers. [K. 13277]

Left-hand corner, 2-j%in. by If in.
; 9 + 6 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 13278]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by ffin.; 11 + 7 lines. Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. Of the

catch-line only the end is visible:— [^* 13279]

Right-hand corner, If in. by lin.
; 7 + traces of 1 linos. Part of a list of

the titles of various literary compositions. Mention is made of the

Series [H] and

[K. 13280]

Fragment out of the middle, 1^7 J 3 + +
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably

Assurbanipal. Mention is made of
] [K. 13282]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1/^in. by ffin.; 9+ + 4-

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 13283]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 5
^ + lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 13284]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by l^\in.; 11 + lines. Part

of a text containing regulations for making offerings. [K. 13285]

Portion of the right half, 2fin. by Ifin. ; 13 + lines. Part of a*

religious, or mythological, text. [K. 13286]

Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, Ifiii. by ly\in. ; 8 + lines; Babylonian. Part of a

religious text referring to the worship of Mardak and Saniast etc,

[K. 13287]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Jin.; 6 + 2 lines. Beginning and end of an

incantation-text. 13288]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by ly\yin. ; 9 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rite8(?). 13289]

Left-hand corner, If in. by |fin. ; 6 + ( + +

meiit of an astrological?) text, beginning :—y "^ (?)

tym

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, If in. by 1 Jin. ; ( +)

4.7(4. )
lines. Part of a text containing prayers to SamaS

and Ramrndn and directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 13291]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-^g-in. ;
11 + lines. Part of a

religious text referring to the worship of the god Merodach.

[K. 13292]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ; 4 + lines. Fragment of

a religious text. 13293]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by lT^uri“- 5 + ^

text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 13294]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by If^in.; ±7 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies

and rites. [^* 13295]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; 7 + lines. Fragment of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. A colophon-line reads ET B TT

^
Fragment of the upper portion of one side, lin. by ||in. ; 7 + ( )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 13297]

Left-hand corner, l^in. by Jin.; 4 ± lines. Fragment of an incan-

tation-text, beginning ;—i-+ <y4= •"&PL 13298]

8 DVOL. III.

• Purlly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, If in. by l-rir™-: ( + ) >1+ (+ )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 13299]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by 5 ±12 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13300]

Fragment out of the middle, by lin. ; 6 + lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text. [K. 13301]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by l^in.
; 9 +

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. A colophon-

line reads * E! ET E5S + [K- 13302]

Fragment out of the middle, l-|*(rin. by + lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text. [K. 13303]

llight-hand corner, l|in. by Hin. ; 2 -f 3 + 6 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 13304]

Fragment out of the middle, liin. by IJin. ; 14 + ( )
lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 13305]

Fragment out of tiie middle, hy
I ±12 lines. Fragment

of a text containing incantations and prayers. [K. 13306]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^jrin. by l^in,; 8 + 6 + + lines.

Part of an in c a ii t a t i o n-text. [K. 1 3307]

Fragment out of the middle, Uin. by in. ; + + +6
lines; Babylonian. Part of a religious text with an interlinear

Assyrian version. [K. 13308]

Fragment out of the middle, Igin. by -j^in.; 8 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 13309]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ly\in.; 7 + ( ) lines.

Part of a prayer. [K. 13310]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by ^in.; 10 + lines. Part

of an incantation-text Avith an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13311]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Jin.; ( + ) 12 + ( + )

lines. Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.

[K. 13312]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ; 7 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13314]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, lin. by Jin.; 4 + 9 lines; Babylonian. Part of

an incantation-text. One section begins:— »-<*

[K. 13315]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin. ; + 6 lines. End of a text

containing omens derived from the movements of birds. Of the catch-

line only the middle part is visible y yy<[«

[K.i33ifi]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, IJin. by -f^in.; + 7 + 1

lines. Part of an omen-text concerning the appearances of snakes.

[K. 13317]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 9 + ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13318]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by-j^in. : + 9 lines. Part of an

astrological text similar to that of K. 12330; net: above, p. 1255.

[K. 13319]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ; (5 + 7 +
lines. Part of a religious text. [

K. 13320]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; + + 8 + 8 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13321]

Fragment of the right half, 1 ^in. by 1 ,^*,{iii. ; ( + ) ± 13 ( + )

linos. Part of an incautation-text. One section ends with

. • [K. 13322]

Fragment out of the middle, l§in. by l/yyin.; ( ) + 7 lines.

End of a religious text. Of the catch-lino only the middle part is

visible :-»yyy^-+ <?? i^-yyy< [k. 13323]

Fragment of the upper portion, 3in. by2in. ; 6 + 7 lines. Part of an

incantation-text, beginning:—

^

"
[K. 13324]

Portion of the left half, 4in. by 2Jin. ; 20 + + 3 + 14 lines. Part of

a hemerology. Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:

—

4y «yy ^ tBs? - «=Tm -+ -t [k. 13325]

Left-hand corner, lyjin. by Jin. ; 5 + ( + + )5 lines. Part of

a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 1332(5]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by JJin. ; 9 + ( ) lines. Part of

a text containing incantations and prayers, [K. 13327]

t Cy. the prereding line.

8 D 2
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Left-hand corner, l-j-^-in. by IJin. ; 6 ± lines. Fragment of a

report (?). Mention is made of the land of Elam [gf ?])

and of It <Ef- [K-

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by fin. ; 9 + lines. Part of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 13329]

Fragment out of the middle, li^in. by IJin. ; 9 + (.....) lines.

Part of a religious text referring to dreams. [K. 13330]

Fragment of the right half, If in. by 1 fin. ; ( + )6-f ( + )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 13331]

Right-hand corner, l^y If hi.
; 6 + 6 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 13332]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by 1 in. ; 7 + lines. Part of

an incantation-text. [K. 13333]

Fragment of the right half, Iffin. by If in.; 10 ± lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13334]

Fragment of the right half, lj®^in. by lin.; ( + ) ± 7 ( + )

lines. Part of a text containing directions for the peiforraance of

ceremonies and rites. [K. 13335]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by If in. ; 12 + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses, etc. [K. 13336]

Fragment out of the middle, -[fin. by fin. ; 8 + ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of a mythological text. Mention is made of the

[K. 13337]

Fragment out of the middle, ly^in. by lin.; 8 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 13338]

Fragment of the left half. If in. by Jin. ; 13 + ( + + ) 7 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13339]

Portion of the right half, 2f in. by 2in.
; 9 + 7 lines. Part of a text contain-

ing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.

[K. 13340]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; 9 + 10 + lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13341]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin, by Ifin.; 8-f ( ) lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 13342]
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ; 6 + 5 + + lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and directions

for ceremonies. One section ends with 13343]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^^m. by fin.; 7 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a text containing incantations and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 13344]

Fragment of the lower portion, l^in. by li^in.; 8 + 4 + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological text. Mention is made of the star

etc. [K. 13345]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by |in. ; + + 4 + 5 lines

;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for the performance

of ceremonies and rites. [K. 13346]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ij^^in.
;
traces of 3 + 8 + +

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 13347]

Left-hand corner. If in. by lin.; 8 + 5 lines. Part of a religious text.

[K. 13348]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; traces of 2 + 8 + -I-

lines. Part of an incantation-text relating to the worship of

the god y][0f. [K. 13349]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l|in.; + 10 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 13350]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by |fin. ; 9 + lines. Regu-

lations for making offerings. [K. 13351]

Fragment of the lower portion, l-^in. by If in.
; 9 + ( )

lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 13352]

Portion out of the middle, If in. by If in.
;
12 + lines. Omens con-

cerning incidents that may happen to men, etc, [K. 13353]

Fragment out of the middle, -ffin. by Jin.; + 6 + +
lines. Fragment of an incantation-text, which may belong to a

tablet of the Series HU [K. 13354]

Fragment of the left half, by }in. ; 8 + lines. Fragment of a

text containing incantations and prayers. fK. 13355]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by ffin.; traces of 1 + 6+ +
lines. Fragment of an incantation-text. One section begins :

—

Jt-f • n [K. 13356]

* Partly effaced.
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Left-hand corner, by l^in.
; 8 + lines. Part of a prayer to

litar, beginning:-.^ ^ <C^T -llllii-
[K. 13357]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l-j^^in. ; ±9 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13358]

Left-hand corner, ]§in. by
>
5 -f 6 lines. Part of a text containing

incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies. A colophon-

line reads:—-Hf [K. 13359]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in. ; -f -f6-f-2 lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13360]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by Ifin. ; 9 + lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 13361]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by |in. ; 13 + ( ) lines. Part

of an incantation-text. One Section begins :

—

[K."l3362]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2f in. by If in.
; ( -f) 6 +

traces of 3(4- ) lines. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 13363]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in.
;

8 + lines. Part of a

religious text. Mention is made of tiyH 13364]

Fragment of the lower portion, Ifin. by Ifin.; 11 -f- lines. Part of

an omen-text. [K. 13365]

Fragment out of the middle, lyVbi. by IJin. ; 10 4- ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 13366]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l|in.; 4- 11 4-

lines. Part of a text containing directions for the performance of

ceremonies and rites. [K. 13367]

Fragment of the left half, ly\“i- ^>7 lii“- ? 3 4- lines. Part of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. A colophon-line reads;—riHf* *-^H & T tY

cf. supra, p. 999, K. 9280 4- K. 13281, etc. [K.13368]

Fragment out of the middle, ly\in. by Ifin. ;44-‘8± 4- lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. [K. 13369]

Fragment of the right half, l^iu. by Ifin.; 8 4-3 lines. Part of a religious

text. [K. 13370]
• Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; 6 + ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text:—

[K. 13371]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; + ±8-f
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and direc-

tions for ceremonies. [K. 13372]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin. ; 7 + ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13373]

Fragment out of the middle, It^ui. by 1 Jin. ;
0 -P ( )

lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13374]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; 10 -f ( )

lines.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stars.

[K. 13375]

Left-hand corner, 1-rVin, by lin. ; 2 + 8 lines. Part of a text containing

astrological forecasts taken from observations of various stara.

The reverse begins:—y
^8376]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by IJin. ; 4 + G lines ;
Babylonian. Part of

an astrological text. One section begins:— 5?! *"!!!!

.

[K. 13378]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 10 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13379]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by lin.; 12 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a hymn, in the form of a litany, with an interlinear Assyrian

version. The contents appear to be similar to those of the text of

K. 4613 ;
see above, p. 647. [K. 13380]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by -JJin. ; 7 + .....( ) lines. Frag-

ment of an incantation-text. [K. 13381]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; 7 + 8 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13382]

Fragment of the lower portion, l^in. by J-Jiii. ; 8 + 7 lines. Part of a

religious text relating to the worehip of Samai and Bammdn,

[K. 13383]
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Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJin. ; 7 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13384]

Right-hand comer, 2| in. by l^in.
; ( +) 4+4 (-f ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies

and rites. According to a colophon-line, part of it seems to be an

extract from a text beginning
: f ^ 13385]

Fragment of the right half, 1-j^in. by 1-j-J^in.
; ( +)10 + 7(+ )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13386]

Left-hand corner, 2Jin. by IJf in. ; 5 + ( + +)3 lines. Direc-

tions for the performance of ceremonies and rites, beginning:

—

T B ET m I mm- [k. i3387]

Fragment out of the middle, 1|Jin. by l-j^ffin. ; + + traces of

1 + 11 lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from

diseases of the mouth and nose. [K. 13388]

Fragment out of the*middle, IJin. by If^in.; + + 9+3 lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used fur the benefit of sick people. One section begins ;—

f

iin ini [k. 13390
]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; ( ) + 9 lines. Part

of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 13391]

Right half, lower portion, 4{in. by Ifin.
; ( + )

24 + 11 ( + )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Various

sections end with ^pf-. [K. 13392]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by IJin. ; + 8 lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of people siiffering from diseases of the eyes.

[K. 13393]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 jin. by Jjin. ; 9 + + lines.

Fragment of a list of the names of members of various families, and of

their properties, etc., similar to that of K. 2017 ; see above, p. 386 f.

Mention is made of the city of -tfl* 4^ iffl [K. 13394]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, If in. by If in.
; ( + ) + 11 ( -t- )

lines. Part of a text containing directions for the performance of

ceremonies and rites. [K. 13395]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2 in. by fin. ; 2 + 4 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.

[K. 13396]

Fragment out of the middle, 2j^g-in. by lin.
; 14 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceromonios to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13397]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 fin. by Jin. ; + 11 + +
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benclit of sick people. Two sections

begin with [T] i 41 ^ Ey. [K. i:53!'8]

Left-hand corner, Jin. by Jin. ; 4 + ( + + )2 lines. Fragment

of a text containing incantations, prayers ainl directions for

ceremonies. [K. 13399]

Fragment out of the middle, liin. by IjVin.; short ends of 8 + (5 +
+ lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people.

[K. 13400]

Fragment out of the middh), Ijjin. by lj\in. ; 8 + linos. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. A colophon-luio reads:

—

* E^yy yy >=yy ^^yy < + <-y yi^^- [k. 13401]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifiii. by IJin. ; 10 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13402]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by fin.; 12 + lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13403]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by l-i%^in. ;
traces of 2 + 8 + +

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One section

begins :-y tE -y«. 4Sl- [K. 13404]

Right-hand corner, 1/^in. by Ij^in.; 6 + 6 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

text containing prescriptions, etc, [K. 13405]

Fragment out of the middle, If ii^. by IJin.; 9 + ( )
lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 13406]

8 EV(ir.. iiT.

• Partlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lyT^in. ^ 10 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies to be used for tlie benefit of people suffering from

diseases of the mouth. [K. 13407]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |in.
; 7 -f lines. Part of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13408]

Fragment out of the middle, 8 + ( )
knes.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and ceremonies.

A colophon-line reads

[K. 13409]

Fragment out of the middle, Iffin. by Ifin. ; + 12 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13410]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Jin.; 14 + .... . lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 13411]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by li^in.; 16 + linos; Babylonian.

Part of a Sumcro-Akkadian hymn. [K. 13412]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by If in. ; 11 + 6+ + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. Referring to line 2 of

Column I an interlinear gloss is added by the scribe. [K. 13413]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; 10 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

E,g., Section III (lines 6 ff.) reads :

—

m

m. [K.134U]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by -{fin. ;
11 + 3 lines. Part of a text con-

taining incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 13415]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
;

10 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13416]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 6 + lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to bo

used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13417]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by + ( ) hiies.

Prescriptions and directions for ceremonies. [K. 13418]

Fragment of the left half, 1-^iu. by lin. ; 12 ± traces of 2 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. One section begins :

—

[K. 1341 y]

Fragment of the upper portion, l|in. by fin. ; + 10-1- +
lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 13420]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^jin. by lin.; 7 -f ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13421]

Fragment of the right half, l§in. by lin.; traces of 7 ± 13 lines. Part of

a religious text. [K. 13422]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin. ; 12-f lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. One section begins :

—

a ET -.cn Tm im-
[K. 13423]

Fragment of the right half, l-j-Jin. by Ifin. ; 10 -f ( ) lines.

Omens derived from the movements of birds. [K. 13424]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by Jin.; 7 -f- lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13425]

Fragment of the left half, hs-in- by }Jin. ; -h 10 lines. Part of

an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version, [K. 13426]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by IJiii. ;
6-|-( -f- +)11 lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Two sections begin

with I < Hh «/• P- 877, K. 7824, etc.

[K. 13427]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by lin.; ( ) + 9 lines; Baby-

Ionian. Part of a text containing incantations and dii’ections for

ceremonies, [K, 13428]

Fragment of the right half,2in. by IJin.
; ( -f ) 10 4; ( -f- )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13429]

• Fartlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 6 -|- lines. Part

of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.* [K. 13430]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 13 ± lines. Part of a

text containing incantations and prayers to Eatnmdn (•-4’

[K. 13431]

Fragment out of the middle, 1^ in. by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13432]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l| in. by Jin. ; 4 +
lines. Fragment of a mythological (?) text. [K. 13433]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by fin. ; 17 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13434]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by l^^in. ; + 7 lines. Copy of an

omen-text. [K. 13435]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by 1Jin. ; 8 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 13436]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by lin.
; 12 + lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of sick people. Referring to line 6 an interlinear

gloss is added by the scribe. [K. 13437]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by fin. ; 11 + ( )
lines. Part

of an astrological text. [K. 13438]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by IjV^- > ^ + lines. Part of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. A colophon-lino reads;—

^

y— [K. 13439]

Fragment out of the middle. Ifin. by Ifin.
; 7 + ( ) lines. Part

of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably A ssurbanipal.

Mention is made of f jy <IEft and tR? £?|y?]

[K. 13440]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin.; + 12 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts (?). [K. 13441]

Right-hand corner, Ifin, by iT^^in.; + 12 lines. Part of a religious

text. [K. 13442]

• Cf. supra, p. 436, role t Partly effaced
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Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by -{-Jin.; + 7 lines. Omens
concerning births. [K. 13443]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin.; 7 + lines. Fragment

of a historical text concerning Saosduuhinos (|
¥*

-M -4f). [K. 13444]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by JJin. ; 9 + ( ) lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text. [K. 13445]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin.; h -f lines. Part of

a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies to bo

used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 1344()]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin. ;
11 -f ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13447]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 5
^ + lines. Part

of a list of names of officials and their titles, etc, [K. 1344S]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, Jin. by Jin.; 4 4*

lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13449]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; 9 4* .••••(•••••

)

Ibies. Part

of an incantation-text. [K. 13450]

Fragment of the left half, 1 in. by lin. ; ( ) -f 7 lines. Part of

a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 13451]

Fragment of the right half^ IJin. by l-i^gin.; 9 4- lines. Part of a text

containing regulations for making offerings. Duplicate of K. 286(5

{see above, p. 484), obverse, lines 28 ff. [K. 13452]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by ]-Jin. ; 84-( + )2 lines. Part of

an incantation-text. Duplicate of K. 2538 {see above,, p. 452),

Column VI, lines 1 ff, [K. 13453]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; G'i lines. Part of a hymn with

an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13454]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 7 4- 10 lines. Part of a Sumero-

Akkadian religious text. [K. 13455]

Fragment of the right half, IJJin. by Jin.; 12 ± lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 13456]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; 5 4- lines in double-

columns. Grammatical paradigms. [K. 13457]
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Fragment of the left half, liiii. by f^in. ; 9 4- lines. Part of a

text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.

[K. f3458]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin. ; 10 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13459]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by Jin. ; + 11 lines. Part of a hymn with an

interlinear Assyrian version. Duplicate of K. 4017 and K. 5117; see

above, pp. 047, 090. [K. 13400]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin. ; 9 + 8 + + lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13401]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by I j^in.; 7 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13402]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Ij^in.
;
traces of 3 + 9 + +

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One section

begins:-? ET 4 SI- [K. 134G3]

Fragment out of the middle, li in. by l:Jin. ; 9 + lines. Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13404]

Fragment out of the middle, by IJin.; 8 + lines. Part

of a text similar to that of K. 5000 {see above, p. 082), containing

incantations, prayers and directions for ceremonies to be used for

the benefit of sick people. This fragment may belong to the same

tablet as K. 2573 (above, p, 455) ; see also p. 1209, K. 12831, etc.

[K. 13405]

Fragment out of the middle, ^7 IJi”- ;
•! + lines. Part

of a list of proper names of pei*sons, etc. [K. 13407]

Fragment out of the middle, Igin. by ± lines. Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13408]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by 1-j^in. ; 11 -f lines. Part of

an incantation-text. [K. 13409]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by Jin.; 5 +
lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 13470]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by JJin. ; 19 + lines. Part of a

hymn. [K. 13471]
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ^ + ( )
lines.

Part of a text containing directions for ceremonies including the

recital of prayers. [K. 13472]

Fragment out of the middle, Igin. by IJin. ;
12 + ( )

lines.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13473]

Fragment out of the middle, Iv 5 ^ + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. A colophon-line reads :

—

[K. 13474]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by

religious text.

f 11 lines. Part of a

[K. 13475]

Fragment out of the middle, 1/^^”- by l^in.
;

10 -f ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13470]

Fragment out of the middle, l-prin. by ^ + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13477]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Jin. ; 5 + 5 + 4- lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benctit of sick people. One section begins :

—

T
- -it!!

’ [K. 13478]

Fragment out of the middle, 1^7 traces of 3 -f 8 -I- -f

lines. Part of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies. One section begins :

—

[K. 13479]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1 Jin. ;
12 -f lines. Part of a

hymn to Nergai [EH)* 13^80]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j5,xin. by Jin. ; 9 + traces of 5 -p +
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13481]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by |Jin. ; + 6 -f- -I-

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from

diseases of the eyes. Duplicate of K. 2573 ; see above, p. 455. The text

corresponds with W.A.T. IV, 2nd ed., pi. 29 % B, lines 6 ff. [K. 13482]
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Fragment out of the middle, Ijiii. by lin. ; ( + ) 7 + 7 ( + )

lines. Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from

observations of various stars, etc, [K. 13483]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |in.
; ( ) + 8 + -f

( )
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear

Assyrian version. [K. 13484]

Fragment out of the middie, l:Jin. by lin.; 10 + lines. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13485]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l:Jin. ; + + + 9

lines, hind of an incantation-text. Of the catch-line and a preceding

colophon-line only the end is visible :

—

-in [K. 13486]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by lin.
; ( + ) ± 14 ( + )

lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K, 13487]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by 1-fV^n. ; 12 + 11 + lines.

Part of an incantation -text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13488]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by l^^in.
; 8 + 9 lines. Part of a 8umero-

Akkadiail hymn. [K. 13489]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, l§in, by |§in.
; 6 +

( ) lines ill double-columns (?). Part of a text containing gram-

matical paradigm8(?). [K. 13490]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by lyV”^* 5 ( + (+ )

lines ill double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the fonn of the cniieifonn ideographs. [K. 13491]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin.; 11 + 7 + + lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of

the ears. [K. 13492]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by lin. ; + 8 lines. Omens derived

from the actions of certain animals. Some of the lines begin with

T y?- [K. 13493]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l^in. ; + 14 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13404]

Fragment of the lower portion, IJin. by Jin. ; G + ‘(
)

lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 13405]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1Jin. ; ±10 lines. Part of an

incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 1349G]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by Jin.
;
(.....+) 8 + (+ )

lines. Part of an omen-text. [K. 13407]

Fragment of the right half, lin. by lin.
;

8 + lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13408]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^Tfin. by Jin. ; + 8 + +
lines. Partof a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. One section begins :—^4" ^111

[K. 134fl'J]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-i^in. by 1 Jin. ; + 7+ +
lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13500]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Jin.; + 8 lines. Fragment of a

prayer, part of which appears to have an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13501]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by Jin.; 7 + lines. Part of a

text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of sick people. One section begins :—

y

m &rr [k. 13502]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ± lines. Part of a

Samero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 13503]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^in. by Jin. ; 7 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13504]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by JJin. ; + 8 lines. Part of a

text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the head.

Three sections begin :—y ^ *i£yT [K. 13505j

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; + ±7 + 10 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies

to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13506 + K. 13570]

8 FYQL. IIL

effaced.
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Right-hand conier, l|in. by IJiii.; 8 + 3 lines. Part of an incantation-

text. [K. 13507]

Fragment of the lower portion, 25 in. by Jin. ; 5 + lines. Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13508]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by lin.; 13 + lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13500]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by l^in.
;
8 + lines. Part of a

hymn with an in terlinear Assyrian version . Mention is made of Babylon

m *
^-???? <1^ = -T*m [K. 13510]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. bj’’ l|in. ; ( ) + ± 8 +
( ) lines. Part of an incantation-text. A colophon-line

reads tl] <WH[ Tf
[K. 13511]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fjin. by IJin. ; 3 + 7 + 3 + 5 lines. Part of

an incantation-text. [K. 13512]

P'ragment of the upper portion of reverse, l|in. by IJin. ; + 11 linos.

Part of a religious text with an interlinear Assyi’ian version.

[K. 13513]

Fragment of the right half, l-j-f in. by IJin. ; ( + )10±5( + )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 13514]

P’ragment out of the middle, 2in. by Jin.; ( ) + 5 lines. Part

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version, [K. 13515]

Fragment of the left half, lyVin* by l-i-V“i- ; F lines. Portion of a

hymn, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13516]

P'ragment of the upper portion, IJin. by IJin.; 6 + + (edge) 3 lines.

Part of a hymn to [*->f-] with an interlinear Assyrian

version.
.
[K. 13517]

Fragment out of the middle, iT^in. by IJin. ; 9 + . . . . . lines. Part of a

yumero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 13518]

Fragment of the upper poriion, by IJin.; 9 + ( ) lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 1.3519]

Left-hand corner, IJJin. by Jin.; 5 +
Akkadian hymn.

lines. Part of a Siimero-

[K. 13520]

• Partij effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, l^in. by
-f
Jin.; 11 + 6 lines. Part of a hymn

with an interlinear Assyrian version. According to the colophon this

text forms the 2iid tablet of a Series, probably that which begins with

the words ^ catch-line

only the beginning is visible :— [^*

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ; 9 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. [K. 13522]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Jin.; 12 + ( )
linos.

Fragment of an incantation-text, part of which has an interlinear

Assyrian version. [K. 13523]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ]-|in.
;
10 + lines. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13524]

Fragment out of the middle, ly^in. by lin. ; 9 + lines. Part

of a mythological legend belonging to a tablet of the Series

V cE [K. 13525]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by ^ + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 13526]

Fragment out of the middle, i lines. Part of a

religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13527]

Fragment out of the middle, Igin. by |in,; 6 + ( )
lines. Part

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13528]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ly^iyin. ; 9 + ( ) lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13529]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by fin. ; + 11 lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 13530]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by fin. ; 5 + lines. Part of a prayer

with an interlinear Assyrian version. Cf, infra^ p. 1321, K. 13563.

[K. 13531]

Left-hand corner, l-^in. by lin.; 10 + lines. Part of a hymn with

an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13532]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by in. ; 7 + lines. Part of

an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13533]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by Ifin. ; 7 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn in the form of a litany. [K. 13534]

8 F 2
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Fragment of the left half, l^in. by ; ±7 lines. Part of an

iucantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13535]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by |in.
; 7 + 9 + + +

+ lines. Fragment of an incantation. The text belongs to

the 5th tablet of the Series T? Riid con’esponds

with W.A.I. IV, 2nd ed., pi. 1, Column I, lines 33 ff., etc, [K. 13536]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -^^in. ; traces of 4 -f 10 + +
lines (in double-columns). Part of a text containing grammatical

paradigms. [K. 13537]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1-i^in. ; + + 3+ 5 lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13538]

Fragment of th() right half, Ijin. by l-j^in.
; ( + ) ±10

( + )
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear

Assyrian version. [K. 13539]

Pight-hand comer, l-f^iu. by lin.; ( + ) 7 + 7 ( + )
lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13540]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by liin.; 6 + ( )
lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text. [l{. 13541]

Fragment of the left half, 2iiu. by l|in. ; + 18 lines.

Sumero-Atkadian hvmn.
Part of a

[K. 13542]

Part of a

[K. 13543]

Part of a

[K. 13544]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l^in.
; 8 + lines.

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Fragment out of the middle, l-^frhu by 1Jin.; 9 + lines.

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 8 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of an incantation-text, part of which has an interlinear

Assyrian version. [K. 13545]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 15 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 13546]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 6 + traces of 4 + +5
lines. Part of a list of the names of members of various families, and
of tlieir properties, etc., similar to that of K. 2017 ;

see above, p. 386 f.

[K. 13548]

Portion out of the middle, l|in. by IJin.; 13 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn in the form of a litany. [K. 13549]
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Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by Jin.; traces of 3 + 11 +
lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 13550]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by Ifiii. ; 10 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 13551]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fyin. by ItV”^- 5^+8 linos. Part of an

ncantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13552]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by If in.
;

9 + ( ) lines. Part of a

religious text. [K* 13553]

Fragment of the left half, l]^in. by Jin. ;
12 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 13554]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin*; 9 ± lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 13555]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifiri. by fin.; 15 + ( ) lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 1355(5]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by IJin.; G± lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian hymn. [K. 13557]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2|in. by l-,J^in.
; 10 + 8 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 13558]
•

Fragment of the right half, l^in. by Uin. ; ( + ) ±10( + )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 18559]

Fragment of the right half, l^in, by JJin. ; 11 + lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K. 13560]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 9 + lines. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13561]

Fragment out of the middle, 1jin. by l^in.
;
10 + lines. Part

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13562]

Fragment out of the middle, lyV^* by lin.
; 8 + lines. Part of a

prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. This fragment may
belong to the same tablet as K. 13531

;
see above, p. 1319. [K. 13563]

Fragment out of the middle, Hin. by IJin,; 8 + ( ) lines. Part

of a Sumero-Akkadian religious text. [K, 13564]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1jVin. by ^ + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. A colophon-line reads:— Ef T

4 13565]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by » + ^ lines. End of

an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13566]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lin. ; + 7 lines. Part of a

Sumero-Akkadian prayer in the form of a litany. [K. 13567]

Fragment out of the middle, l§in. by l^in. ; 7 + lines (in

double-columns?). Part of a text containing grammatical para-

digms (?). The subject matter appears to be of a religious character.

[K. 13568]

Fragment of the left half, 1-i^in. by §in.
;
7 -f lines. Fragment

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 13569]

Fragment out of the middle, l|m. by If^^in. ; traces of 2 + 10 ± +
lines in double-columns. Pai*t of an explanatory list arranged

in gi’oups according to the form of the cuneiform ideo^aphs.

[K. 13571]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l^in.
;

8-1- lines in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 13572]

I'ragment out* of the middle, ly^in. by l-i^ein. ; 6-I-8 + 4- lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies. [K. 13573]

Right-hand corner, 1 Jin. by lin.; ( + ) 8 ± ( -H )
lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13574]

Right-hand corner, l-i^in. by Jin.; ( + ) 2 -f 7 ( -f- )
lines (in

double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 13575]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by + ± + '^

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13576]

Fragment of the left half, 2in. by IJin.; + ( + + ) 15

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13577]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lin.; ( + )3±6( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13578]

• Partlj effaced. .
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Fraginent out of the middle, Ifin. by 8 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 13579]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJin. ; -f + 5 + 14 lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13580]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by IJin. ; 1 + 9 + + lines

in double-columns. Pai-t of a list of liquids. [K. 13581]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by -FJin. ; + 7 + +
lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list aiTanged in

groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. Cf, mfra,

p. 1325, K. 13608. [K. 13582]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by IJin.; ( +)15 + (+.....)

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 13583]

Fragment out of the middle, 5 + ±8 + 2 lines

in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. The contents appear

to be similar to those of K. 2039 ; see above, p. 392. [K. 13584]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-y'g^in.; 11 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words .with similar

meanings. [K. 13585]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by J^in.; 5 + 10 + + lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 13586]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin.; ( +) ±5(+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13587]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by
J 8 + lines in

double-columns. Pai*t of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 13588]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by > 8 + 4+ + lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 13589]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by Jin. ; 12 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in ^groups

according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 13590]
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Fragment out of the middle, If in. by fin.; ( +) + 5(4* )

lines. Fragment of an explanatory list arranged in groups according

to the foi-m of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 13591]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJin. ; 10 + lines in

three columns. Fragment of an explanatory list of the class

[K. 13592]

Left half, upper portion, Ifin. by IJin. ;
10 -f + + lines

in double-columns; Babylonian. Beginning of a list of Assyrian words

with similar meanings, belonging to the 1st tablet of the Scries ’Ey

^y ;
c/. Column 1, line 1. Duplicate of K. 4409 (see above,

p. 630) and Rm. 349, g.v, Cf. also infra^ p. 1325 f., K. 13612 and

K. 13620. [K. 13593]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by f in.
; 7 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 13594]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^in.by lin.; 8 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according

to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 13595]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by 1 in.
; 1 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according

to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 13596]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by l^in.; ( -f) + 13 (+ )

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13597]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by Jin.; 7 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the roots of the Assyrian words. [K. 13598]

Fragment out of the middle, IJ^in. by IJin.; 8 + lines (in

double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13599]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by l-j^in. ; + + 7 + 7 lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. Of the catch-line

only the right half is visible :

—

. [K. 13600]

Fragment out of the middle, by -j-Jin. ; 5 + . . . .' lines in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list of names of stare.

[K. 13601]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin. ; 9 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according

to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 13602]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by JJin. ; 10 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according

to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 13603]

Left-hand corner, IJJin. by IJin.; + 13 lines (in double-

columns). Part of an explanatory text. [K. 13604]

Left-hand comer, Ifin. by IJin. ; 8+ + + lines (in three

columns). Part of an explanatory list belonging to the class of

Sumero-Akkadian Syllabaries. [K. 13605]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 13 + lines (in

double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13606]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lin.
; 7 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according

to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 13607]

Fragment of the left half, If^in. by l^^in.
; ( + )11± (+ )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. This frag-

ment may belong to the same tablet as K. 13582
;
see above, p. 1323.

[K. 13608]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 13 + traces of 12 + +
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list of

names of vessels, etc, [K. 13609]

Fragment of the left half, iT^in. by 5 ( + )±( +)
10 lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged

in groups according to the form of the cuneiform ideographs.

[K. 13610]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, -j-Jin. by -J-Jin. ; 6 +
lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 13611]

Fragment of the left half, 1-^in. by |^in.
; 10 + + +

lines in double-columns; Babylonian. Part of a list of Assyrian words,

with similar meanings, belonging to the Ist tablet of the Series

*ET ^ Duplicate of Rm. 349, g,v. This fragpnent

appears to belong to the same tablet as K. 18593, q.v. [K. 13612]
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Fragment of the left half, l/gin. by Ifin.; 10 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according

to tlie meanings of the Assyrian words. Duplicate of K. 4560 {see above,

p. 642), lines 4 If. [K. 13613]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by |in. ; 9 .*f lines in double-

. columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups according

to the form of the cuneiform ideographs. [K. 13614]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by II in. ; 8 + traces of 1 ± +
, , . . . lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list.

[K. 13615]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 |in. by l^^in.
;

6 -f lines in

double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 13616]

Left-hand corner, Igin. b)' l|in. ; 7 + ...., lines in double-columns.

Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms. [K. 13617]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by ||-in.
; ( + ) 9± .....(

+

)

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words, [K. 13618]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by Jin. ; 4 4-3-1- lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list of names of wooden

objects. [K. 13619]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in, by l-j^in.
;
124- -f -|-

lines in double-columns
; Babylonian. Part of a list of Assyrian words,

with similar meanings, belonging to the Ist tablet of the Series ^JPLT

^ Duplicate of Urn. 349, </.u. This fragment appears to

belong to the same tablet as K. 13593 and K. 13612, qq,v, [K. 13620]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by l|in.
;
8 4- lines in

double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 13621]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^^-in. by l|in.
; 9 -f lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 13622]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Jin. ; 84- lines (in three

columns?). Part of an explanatory list, which may belong to a

tablet of the class of Sumero-Akkadian Syllabaries. [K. 13623]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-i^^in.; traces of 5 4- 8 + 4-

lines (ill double-columns). Part of a text containing gram-
matical paradigms. [K. 13624]
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Fragment out of the middle, 1-j^in. by IJin. ; 9 + ..... ( ) lines.

Part of an astrological text concerning eclipses, etc. Mention is

made of the star [K. 13625]

Fragment out of the middle, l|^in. by Jin. ; traces of 1 + 5 ± +
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian AVords Avith

similar meanings. [K. 13626]

Fragment out of the middle, IfVin. by IJin. ; 6 + 3 + lines

(in tAVO or three columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 13627]

Fragment out of the middle, l-fViii* by jin. ; 12 -f lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13628]

Fragment out of the middle, fjin. by Jin.; 10 + linos in double-

columns. Fragment of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings.

[K. 13629]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1-j^in.
; 9 + lines iu

double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 13630]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 10 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in grcuips

according to the roots of the Assyrian words. [K. 13631]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiu. by p|m. ; + + 12 + 5 lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 13632]

Fragment of the left half, 1 ^ 5 ± ^ lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. [K. 13633]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ; + 7 + +.....

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory text. [K. 13634]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; 7 + 9 + + lines

(in double-columns). Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. Lines 2 and 3 of Column II, however, contain Suraero-

Akkadian ideographs. [K. 13635]

Fragment of the lower portion, Ifin, by Jin. ; 6 + lines (in

double-columns); Babylonian. Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 13636]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by J-Jin. ; 3+ ( ) lines in

three columns. Part of an explanatory list*, with a gloss.

• [K. 13637]
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Fragment of the right half, IJin. by lin.
; ( + ) ± 9 ( + )

lines (in double-columns). Part of a text containing grammatical

paradigms. [K. 13638]

Left-hand corner,
I

traces of2 + ( + + )
7

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 13639]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1Jin. ; ..... + 9 + lines

in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13640]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by IJin. ; + 9 lines in

double-columns. End of an explanatory list. [K. 13641]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 1 + ( )
lines. Part

of an omen -text. [K. 13642]

Fragment of the left half, l-j^in. by Jin. ; -f( + + )7
lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 13643]

Left half, upper portion, 2YViii« IJiR*; 24 + ( + + )
17 lines

in double-columns; Babylonian. Part of a geographical list.

[K. 13644]

Fragment of the lower portion, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 10 + 10 + traces of 5 + 9

lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

[K. 13645]

Fragment out of the middle of a prisraoid, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; 8 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., coiTesponding

with K. 1621 a {see above, p. 320), Column I, lines 90 ff. [K. 13646]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by IJin. ; 11 + ( ) lines. Part of

a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13647]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-^in.; 7-f- ( ) lines. Part

of an inscription of Esarhaddon {\J] iSmi S
[K. 13648]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ;
8-|- ( ) lines. Part

of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably Esarhaddon.

[K. 13649]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 10 -f traces of 4 + -f

lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

[K. 13650]

Portion out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 11 -|- ( ) lines. Part

of an inscription of Assurbanipal (f ^ fjf Jjf).
[K. 13651]

* partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 1/^in. by l^P^in.
; 4H-( + + )7 lines.

Part of a text containing drafts of the epigraphs for the sculptures

upon which the campaigns of Assurbauipal in Elam are represented.

Mention is made of y ^ ET -TTl 4, etc. [K. 13(152]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 9 + lines. Part

of a text containing drafts of the epigraphs for the sculptures upon

which Assurbanipars war with his brother Saosduchinos ([f tf]

•^fy*^ *-4f) is represented. [K, 13653]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1-^in. by 1 Jin. ; 4 + 9 + H-

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 13654]

Fragment out of the middle, IxVi”* by IJin. ; 9 + lines (in

double-columns). Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

The subject matter appears to be of a religious character, [K. 13655]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1/^in.
; 7 + ( ) lines.

Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is

made of the city of --yy * <fgy V H? 13656]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin.
; ( + )9 + 10( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13657]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by lin.
; 8 + ( + +) 8 lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list, [K. 13658]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by lin.; 7 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list, with a gloss. * [K. 13659]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 10 + lines. Part

of a religious text, [K. 13660]

Fragment out of the middle (of a cylinder?), IJin. by Jin.; 7 (+

) lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

[K. 13661]

Fragment of the upper portion, by Ifin. ; 10 + lines.

The opening lines of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king.

[K. 13662]

Upper portion, right half, l-i^in. by {Jin. ; 5 + 5 + 3 lines in double-columns;

Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list, probably written for the

interpretation of some literary composition. Of the catch-line only

the right half is visible *EI- [K* 1»668]

Fragment of the lower portion, l-j^in. by IJin. ; 6 + 8 lines. Part of a

historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13664]

* Fsrtlj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, 2jin. by lin.
; 5 + 6 + -f lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods and their titles.

[K. 13665]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; 8 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list of names of gods, with glosses.

[K. 13666]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by IJin.; 8 + 3± + lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13667]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^^in. by IJin.
; ( +) + 12

(+ )
lines ill double-columns. Part of an explanatory list with

glosses. [K. 13668]

Fragment out of the middle, 1/^in. by IJin. ; 8 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of gods. [K. 13669]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; 10 + ( ) lines. Part of a

historical inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of

the land of Elam (V O Ef <If)> [K. 13670]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, 2Jin. by IJin.
; ( +)

+ 13 ( + )
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names

of gods. [K. 13671]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^in. by JJin. ; 7 + lines in

double columns. Part of a list of names of gods. [K. 13672]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin.; 10 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 13673]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 8 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a copy of a list of names of gods.

[K. 13674]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by 8 + 9 + + ....,

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list of names ot

star-deities, with glosses. [K. 13675]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJin.; 7 + traces of 3 + +
lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 13676]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 8 + lines in double-

columns. Part of a list of names of gods, including star-deities.

[K. 13677]
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Left-hand corner, lin. ; 3 + ( + +) traces of 1 lines

(in double-columns?). Beginning of a list of names of gods.

[K. 13678]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in.by l^in.; 6 + lines in double-

columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 13679]

Fragment of the right half, I J in. by lin.
; ( + ) ± 12 ( + )

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list (?).

[K. 13680]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by 1 Jin. ; ( + ) ± 8 ( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 13681]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by lin.; 7 + lines in double-

columns. Part of a list of names of gods and their titles. [K. 13682]

Fragment out of the middle, ly^in. by 1 Jin. ; 8 + lines (in

throe columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class or

“ SV’ [K. 13683]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin.; 8 4* lines (in

double-columns). Part of a list of names of gods and their titles.

[K. 13684]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by |Jin.; 6 -f lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13685]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by Jfin. ; ±6 lines in double-

columns; Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13686]

Fragment out of the. middle, IJin. by lin. ; 8 + lines (in

double-columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 13687]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-fVin. by JJin. ;
7 -f traces of 3 + +

lines (in double-columns). Part of a text containing gram-
matical paradigms. [K. 13688]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, by Jin. ; ( ) +
5 + (edge) 2 lines in double-columns. End of a list of names of gods

and their titles. Of the catch-line and the colophon only the middle

parts are visible :

—

tmlHf- VET
« -Ti* <iif te [k. um-]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, by lin.
;
(..... + ) ± 9 ( + )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in

groups according to the meanings of the Assyrian words. [K. 13690]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by J|in. ; 7 + lines (in three

or four columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class “ ”

or “Sc.” ' [K. 13691]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; + + 5 -f 4 lines

(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of stones. [K. 13692]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by JJin. ; ( + )8-f-9( + ) lines (in

double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13693]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; + ( + + )

4 lines (in three columns). End of an explanatory list belonging,

according to the colophon, to a tablet of the Series -4l*“TT

iffl Of the catch-line only the middle part is

visible
I]» tM I

[K- 13694]

Fragment out of the middle, IJJin. by JJin. ; -f + 13 +
+ 4- lines (in three columns). Part of an explanatory

list of the class “S^” Duplicate of K. 110 (see above, p. 28), Column

III, lines 34 ff. [K. 13695]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin.
;
8 -f lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13696]

Fragment of the right half, -j^in. by Jin.
; ( + )..... ± 7 ( -f )

lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of stones, etc,

[K. 13697]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; 8 -f lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13698]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by lin.
; ( + ) 9 + ( -f )

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13700]

Fragment of the lower portion, l^^^in. by Jin. ; 10 + 3 -f lines. Part

of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13701]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by fin. ; 4-4 + +
+ + lines (in three columns). Fragment of an explanatory

list of the class “S^” Duplicate of K. 110 (see above, p. 28), Column

III, lines 7 ff. [K. 13702]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by -ff > 6 + lines (in double-

columns). Part of a list of names of gods and their titles. [K. 13703]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, lin. by Jin.; + fi lines (in double-

columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses. [K. 13704]

Fragment out of the middle, ^ + linos. Part

of a religious text, [K. 13705]

Fragment out of the middle, |Jin. by Jin. ; 7 + lines (in double-

columns?). Part of a list of names of gods, etc, [K. 13703]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijffin. by fin. ;
fi + + ..... +

lines (ill double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13707]

Fragment out of the middle, -fjin. by |Jin. ; 7 + linos. Part

of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13708]

Fragment out of the middle, V 5 15 + 5ines in double-

columns. Fragment of an explanatory text referring to astrological

subjects. [K. 13709]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by xf in.
; 7 + traces of 1 ± +

lines (in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 13710]

Fragment out of the middle, » 5 + 9 + + lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

The characters of the gloss in lino 2 of Column II are written upside

down • [K. 13711]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, IJin. by |Jin. ; +
+ 6 + 2 lines (in double-columns). Part of a copy of an explanatory

list with glosses. [K. 13712]

Fragment out of the middle, -} Jin. by |Jin. ; 3 + 6 + + lines

(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of stones. [K. 13713]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, 1 Jin. by fin. ; 10 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser 1., corresponding

with K. 1621 a (see above, p. 320), Column VI, lines 32 ff. [K. 13714]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, If in. by -J-Jin. ; 7 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser L, corresponding

with K. 1621 a (see above, p. 320), Column VI, lines 4ff. [K. 13715]

Portion out of the middle of a prismoid, 2-j^^in. by ffin. ; 13 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding

with K. 1621 a (see above, p. 320), Column Y, lines 91 ff. [K. 13716]

.vgL. II5e 8 H
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Fragment out of tlie middle of a prismoid, 2 in, by 1 jin. ; 13 -f

lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding

with K. 1621 a {^ee above, p. 320), Column V, lines 67 IF.

[K. 13717 + K. 13836]

Portion of the right half, 2jin, by Jin.
; ( -|- ) 18 + ( + )

linos. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for ceremonies. One section ends with *
J
Ibe colophon-

lines end with [K. 13718]

Portion of the right half, 2Jin. by Jin,; ( 4-) ± 18 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13719]

Portions of a spheroid, which was probably used as an instrument for

astrological calculations, lin. high, diameter 2jin. Both sides are

inscribed with what appear to be mathematical figures and with

descriptions referring to them; the latter read in different directions,

Cy. supra, p. 937, K. 8538 ; but see also p. 1021, K. 9552. [K. 13720]

Fragment of the left half, 1Jin. by 1 Jin. ;
short beginnings of 4 4 6 lines.

Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably

Assurbanipal. Mention is made of Tirhakah (f ^), etc.

[K. 13721]

Fragment of the left half, 1 jin. by jjin. ; 10 4 ( ) lines. Part

of an inscription of an Assyrian king, probably relating to

building-operations in Nineveh 5^ *
7^ [T]f]). [K. 13722]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 4 8 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 13723]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by IJin. ; ( )47 lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 13724]

Upper portion, l-^^in. by 1 in.
; 8 4 lines

;
Babylonian. Beginning of

a letter from Assurbanipal (f ^ T?) Tammant (y ^
y?Qf)i flic king of Elam. [K. 13725]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l^in.
; 04 ( ) lines.

Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably

Assurbanipal. Mention is made of Tirhakah (Q wv]

V m [< ’^TT?])- [K. 13726]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the right half, 2f in. by Ifin. ; ±11 lines
;
Babylonian.

Omens concerning the probabilities of a sick man’s recovery.

[K. 13727]

Left-hand corner, If in. by l-^^^in.
; 10 ± ....

.

lines. Part of a hymn,

beginning ;

—

fcISffiF

-m [k. 13728
]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by liin.; 6 + lines. Part of a

text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 13729]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, If in. by Jin. ; 9 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal ;

t/. Rm. 1, Column I,

lines 48 ff. [K. 13730]

Portion out of the middle, 2j3^in. by I Jin. ; 15 + ( ) lines.

Part of the introduction of a historical inscription of an Assyrian

king. [K. 13731]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^gin. by 5
traces of 3 + 6 +

lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king,

[K. 13732]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |fin. ; 9 + lines. Part

of the introduction of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king,

probably Esarhaddon.
^

[K, 13733]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 8 + lines; Baby-

lonian. Part of a religious text. [K. 13734]

Right-hand corner, Ifin. by IJin.; 5 + traces of 2 lines. Part of a list of

persons similar to that of K. 83(33, etc.; see above, p. 920. [K. 13735]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, Ifin. by lin. ; 6 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal

;
duplicate of Rm. 1

(q.v.\ Column I, lines 58 ff. [K. 13736]

Portion of the left half, IJin. by 5 9 + •••.. ± (left-hand edge) 2

lines. Part of a letter (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention

is made of f ^ [M and f etc.

[K. 13737]

Portion out of the middle, 2Tijrln. by Ifin.
; traces of 5 + 13 + +

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. One section

begins

y

^ [K. 13738]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of 'the middle, IJiii. by ; 10 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13739]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Jin.; 11 + ( )
lines. Part

of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13740]

Fragment out of the middle, by lin. ; 7 + lines. Part

of a text containing drafts of the epigraphs for the sculptures upon

which Assurbanipal’s campaigns in Elam are represented. [K. 13741]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -^in.; 5+ ( )
lines.

Fragment of a report (?). Mention is made of the land of Elam

(V <i:^T Ef [K. 13743]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by lin.
;
10 + lines; Babylonian. Part of

a report (to the king) concerning public affairs. Mention is made of

Nineveh TJ 4ET). [^- 13744]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin. ; ±12 lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc.

[K. 13745]

Fragment of the left half, ljV^°* by fin. ; 9 -f ( + 4- ) 2 lines.

Part of a prayer. [K. 13746]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 9 + ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13747]

Lower portion, right half, 2Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 6 -f . • • . • lines
;

Babylonian.

Astrological forecasts taken from observations of the moon, etc,\

they partly relate to public affairs. [K. 13743]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IjV^n- 5 ±10 lines. Part of an

inscription of an Assyrian king concerning building-operations.

[K. 13749]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by Jin. ; 4 + lines. Frag-

ment of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732

{see above, p. 470), Column VI, lines 41 ff. [K. 13750]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 7 -f lines. Part of

an inscription of Assurbanipal, coiresponding with Rm. 1

Column II, lines 33 ff. [K. 13751]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by fin.; 11 -f ( ) lines.

Part of a list of persons of various nationalities. [K. 13752]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IyVi"-; 3 + ( ) lines.

Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13753]
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Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid. Ifin. by 1-rVin. ; 0 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with

Era. 1 (g'.r.), Column VI, lines 11 IF. [K. 13754]

Fragment out of the middle, li^^jin. by IfV^^- > ^ + ( ) lines.

Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king (Assurbanipal?)

concerning a campaign in Elam. [K. 13755]

Fragment out of .the middle, IJin. by iT^irin. ; 9 + ( ) lines.

Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably

Assurbanipal. [K. 13751)]

Fragment out of the middle, lim, by iin.; 7 + ( )
li«es. Part

of a text containing forecasts concerning tiff, and MT**
[K. 13757]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, lyV^^* *» + traces

of 1 + 7 lines. Part of a report, or letter, concerning public affairs.

Mention is made of the king of Elam [El XEf])*

[K. 13758]

Portion out of the middle, 2 in. by l^in.
;
10 4; lines. Part of a copy

of a prayer. [K. 13759]

Portion out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; 11 + + lines.

Part of a mythological or religious text. [K. 13760]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; 5 + 12 lines; marginal number Part

of a mythological text.
^

[K. 13761]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IfVin. ; + 11 + + ....,

lines. Part of a mythological or religious text, [K. 13762]

Fragment out of the middle (of a prismoid?), IJin. by 1 Jin. ;

+ 9 lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king referring

to building-operations. [K, 13763]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; + 9 lines. Part

of an inscription of Assurbanipal, corresponding with K. 2732

(see above, p. 470), Column VllI, lines 23 ff, [K. 13764]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 7 + 4 lines. Part of a text

containing epigraphs referring to Assurbanipal’s campaigns in Elam.

Mention is made of y ^yy H>y <ygj=. [K. 13765]

Portion out of the middle, 3in. by 2Jin. ; 22 + ...,., + 12 + 8 lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 13766]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by lin.; ( ) -f 6 lines. Part

of an incantation-text.^ [K, 13767]

* Parfclj effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, by l^in.
; 12 ± lines. Part of a

hymn. [K. 13768]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Ij^jin.
; 10 lines. Part

of an inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13769]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by ^ + lines. Part of a mytho-

logical text beginning gy ^ [K. 13770]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin, by l-i^in. ;
13 + lines. Part of a

mythological text. [K. 13771]

Fragment out of the middle, IjV^* Kv + ( )

Part of a prayer written for Assurbanipal ([f]
4’ * 3^ T?)*

[K. 13772]

Fragment of the upper portion, 1 Jin. by -rjyin. ; 6 + 4 + traces of 1 +
lines. Part of a religious text [K. 13773]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by IJin. ;
14 -f ( )

lines.

Part of a mythological text. [K. 13774]

Fragment out of the middle, l/ifin. by IJin. ; 11 H- ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13775]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ^ + ( )

Part of a religious text. [K. 13776]

Fragment cf the lower portion, IJin. by IJin. ; 6 + 3 + +
lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 13777]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l-|^in. ; + 12 +
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably

Assurbanipal, concerning a campaign in Elam. [K. 13778]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ^ + ^^"6®-

of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13779]

Right-hand corner, lin. by IJin. ; 4 + 6 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 13780]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, IJin. by Jin. ; 10 +
lines. Fragment of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corres-

ponding with K. 1621a (««6 above, p. 320), Column VI, lines 45 ff.

[K. 13781]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IjV”* 5 + lines. Part

of an inscription of an Assyrian king. [K* 13782]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, by IJin. ; ( ) + 11 lines.

Part of an inscription of Assurbauipal; cf, Rin. 1, Column X,

lines 9 ff. [K- 13783]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 10 + traces of 2 +

lines. Part of an inscription of an Assyrian king referring to

building-operations. [K* 13784]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin. ; 5 -f 7 + + lines.

Part of a religious text. Mention is made of the city ot Ur

<111).
[K. 13785]

Fragment out of the middle, IfVin* ^7 i^in.; ( ) + ‘‘I lines

Part of an astrological text. [K. 13780]

Fragment of the left half, IjVin. by |in.; ( ) + 9 lines. Part

of an inscription of an Assyrian king referring to building-

operations. [K. 13787]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |in.; 7 -f lines. Frag-

ment of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding with

K. 1621a (see above, p. 320), Column VI, lines 66 flf, [K, 13788]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by lin. ; 9 + lines. Part of

a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13789]

Fragment of the lower portion,
-j-f

in. by Jin. ; 4 + 3 lines in cuneiform

characters which seem to be identical with those of the seoond Column

of the trilingual Akhaemenian inscriptions. Contents unknown.

Cf, supra, pp. 907, 1040, KK. 8224, 9817, etc. [K. 13790]

Fragment of the left half. If in. by IJin.; 8 ± lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 13792]

Fragment of the left half, 1Jin. by -fjin. ;
6(-|-

) + ( -f)

lines. Part of a hymn to the Sun-god, in paragraphs.* [K. 13794]

Fragment of the left half^ IJin. by IJin. ; ±10 lines. Part of a

- religious text. One section begins with ^2*

[K. 13795]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; .....( ) + 10 lines. Part

of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 13796]

Fragment of the left half, l-/^in. by l-^^in.
; 7 + lines. Part

of a text containing regulations for making offerings. [K. 13797]

* V- p. 436, note **.
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Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 1^411. by l^in.; + 4*

+ 7 lines. Part of a prayer. [K. 13798]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-f^in. by l^^in.
; 13 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13799]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.
; ..... + 15 lines. Part of a

text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. One section begins :— ddf ET ^TTT^IHiy

[-?]»!• .
[K. 13800]

Fragment out of the middle, liin. by l|in.
; 6 + 3 + + lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of people suffering from diseases of the

face. Four paragi*aphs end with
y ^ V (*“+)•

[K. 13801]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by lin.; ( +) 7 +5 (+...>.) lines (in

double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 13802]

Right-hand corner, llfin. by IJin. ; + 6 lines. Part of an omen-

text. [K. 13803]

Fragment out of the middle, lT*^in. by
5 + ( )

Part of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. Mention is made

of Niffer c|n <Igf = £«: Id! a -W- [K- 13804]

Right-hand <?orner, IJin. by lin.; 7 + 8 lines. Part of a text containing

directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites. [K. 13805]

Fragment out of tJie middle, l|^in. by iT^in. ; 8 + lines.

Part of an incantation-text, [K. 13807]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by 1 Jin.; ( +)9 + (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13808]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin.
; 7 + ...., ( ) lines. Part

of a religious or mythological text. [K. 13809]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l-i^in. ; 9 + lines. Part

of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.! [K. 13810]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by l^in.
; 8 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-

vations of the moon and various stars. [K. 13811]

• Partly efiFaced. t (y. «*pra, p. 436, note *•.
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Fragment out of the middle, If in. by liin. ; 8 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text relating , to the worship of tlie gods [4’]

^Tm* % -4- ^ and ^4- [K. 13812]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-J-gin. by Ifin. ; 10 ± lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13813]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by ifin. ; 9 + lines. Part

of a text cojitaining directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. Referring to line 2 an interlinear gloss is added by the scribe.

[K. 13814]

Left-hand corner, ly^in. by l^in. ; 6 ± lines. Part of a hymn to

Nergal (*^4- gy^). [K. 13815]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by li^jriii. ; 11 + ( )
lines.

Part of an incantation -text. [K. 1381()]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Ifin. ; 10 (+ )±( +)
lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.!

[K. 13817]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin, by Ifin.; traces of 6 ± 9 lines. Part of

a list of the numbers of the tablets, and of parts of the texts which

belong to a certain collection of omen and astrological texts selected

from different Series. Mention is made of the Series ;—*-< * ^y y

- -<-< tyy V, >¥ <, Dfni -tB*m --h
For a similar text see above, p. 1202, K. 12722. [K. 13818]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by fin.; 8 + lines. Part of

an incantation -text. [K. 13819]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 jin. by 1 jin. ; -f + 7 + 1 lines.

Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13820]

Fragment out of the middle, 1jin. by Ifin. ; 8 + ..... ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13821]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by f-jin. ; i 11 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a report. [K. 13822]

Fragment of the upper portion, Ijin. by jjin.
; 6 + lines. Part of a

prayer, beginning;

—

m- [k. 13823]

Right-hand comer, Ijin. by Ijin.
; ( -f ) traces of 1 + 8 (+ ) lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 13824]
* Partly effaced. • t Cf. tupra, p. 436, note**.

t Cf, tupra, p. 602, K. 4173.
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Fragment out of the middle, liiii. by liiiu; 10 4 ( )
lines.

Part of an incaiitatioii-text. [K. 13825]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by lyVin. ; 94 ( ) lines. Part of an

inscription of Esarhaddon (?, [f] ^
[K. 13826]

Fragment out of the middle, 2y^^iu. by Ijin. ; 6 4..... lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning incidents that may happen to men. [K. 13827]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by Jin.; 4 10 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13828]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 9 4 lines. Fragment of

a religious (?) text. [K. 13829]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by Ifin. ; 11 4 ( )
lines. Part

of a mythological or religious text. [K. 13830]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Ij^in.
; ( 4 ) i 0 ( 4 )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people sufiering from diseases

of the mouth and nose, etc» [K. 13831]

Fragment out of the middle. Ifin. by fin.; 11 4 ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13832]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-i^(yin. ; 9 4 lines. Part of an

incantation-text. [K. 13833]

Fragment out, of the middle. If in. by fin.; 4 8 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a report or letter. [K. 13834]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by I^in. ; 10 4 ( )
lines. Part

of an inscription of Assurnasirpal (?,[f ^V^] ^ TD* 13835]

Bight-hand corner, If in. by 1 fin.; (. ... .4) 15 4 9 (4 ) lines. Part

of a religious or mythological text. [K. 13837]

Fragment of the left half, lyTyin. by If in.; ( ) 4 H lines;

Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for the performance of

ceremonies and rites. [K. 13838]

Left-hand corner, If in. by lin,
; 64 5 lines. Part of a text containing

incantations and directions for ceremonies; it begins:

—

<?n m
<?HT4i m

In the colophon mention is made of the owner of this tablet
: f

--TT [K. 13839]

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, I Jin. by IVn-in. ; 6 + lines.

Fragment of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably

Tiglathpileser 1. [K. 13840]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, by lin. ; 6 +
lines. Fragment of a mythological text. [K. 13841]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.
; ( +) 8 + 7 (+ )

lines. Part of an omen-text. [K. 13842]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Y\fm. by Jin. ;
traces of 1 + (? H- +

lines. Part of a mythological text. This fragm ‘iit may belong

to the same tablet as K. 2148 {nee above, p. 413) + K. 876 I + K. 1380().

[K. 13843]

Fragment out of the middle of a prisrnoid, 1 Jin. by fJin.; 11+

lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser 1., corresponding

with K. 1621a (see above, p. 320), Column V, lines 7511*. [K. 13844]

Lower portion, right half, IJin. by IJin. ; 7 + 4 + 9 lines. Part of a

private contract. [K. 13845]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1 Jin..; + 8 lines. Part of an

omen-text concerning houses, etc. [K. 13846]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; + 8 + +
lines

;
Babylonian

;
marginal number Part of a text containing

forecasts concerning the eic. ,
[K. 13847]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by |Jin. ; 12 + ( )
lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 13848]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by IJin,; 9 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. Mention is made

of the star ^ [K. 13849]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 11 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13850]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^^iu. by IJin.; + 10 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13851]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; + 9 lines. Part of a

letter to the king. [K. 13852]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; ±9 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a re})ort, or letter, to the king. [K. 13853]

Partly effaced.

8 I 2
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Fragment out of the middle, Jin, by Jin. ; 8 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (to the king) coiicerniiig public affairs. Mention is

made of | <5:y^ ^::y4 [K. 13854]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by ^ + ( ) lines. Pai-t

of a religious text. [K. 138155]

Fragment out of the middle, l-f|iu. by liin. ; 4±8 lines. Part of a

historic ah,?) text. [K. 1385()]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ly^^yin.
;
11 + lines. Part of a

hymn. [K. 13857]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 7 + lines. Part of

a religious text. [K. 13858]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 10 + ( )
lines.

Part of a mythological or religious text. [K. 13859]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, I Jin. by -fjin*; ± 13 lines.

Part of a prayer. [K. 13830]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l^ViB. ; 7 + ( )
lines. Part

of an incantation-text. [K. 13831]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by fin.; 6 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from observations

of the moon. [K. 13832]

Fragment of the right half, Ij^^fin. by Jin.; ) + 12 lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 13833]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by-fjin. ; 10 + lines. Part of a

religious(?) text. [K. 13834]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 8 + ( )
lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 13835]

Fragment of the light half, l-j^in. by li^^in, ; 11 + lines. Part of a

mythological or religious text. [K. 13836]

Fragment of the left half, T-Jin. by Jin.; 9 + 5 lines. Part of a mytho-

logical text. [K. 13867]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by lin.; 14 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms including pro-

verbial sayings. The sentences begin with ’Ey *^y.^ ^y ^ty^.

[K. 13868]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, I Jin. by ® i"

lines. Fragment of an inscription of Tiglathpileser 1.

[K. 13839]
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Fragment of tlio upper portion of one gide, 1-rVin. by -rVn- ; ^ +

( ) lines in double-columns. Fragment of a text containing

grammatical paradigms. [K. 13870]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, -f^in. by |iu.
; 6 +

lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding

with K. 1621a (m above, p, 320), Column VI, lines 50 if. [K. 13871]

Fragment out of the middle, 2iin. by I Jin. ;
10 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies

to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13872]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^(fin. by Jin.; 0 + ( ) Ihies. Part

of a religious (?) text. [K. 13873]

Left-hand corner, If in. by ±8 lines. Part of a histoncal

inscription of an Assyrian king, probably A ssurbanipal. [K. 13875]

Fragment of the right half, IjV^”* ^7 ( +) 12 ± (-f )

lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing directions for the per-

formance of ceremonios and rites. [K. 13876]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lin. ; 14 -h ( )
lines. Part

of a mythological or religious text. [K. 13877]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by lin,
; 9 + lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. [K. 13878]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by
-fJin. ; 9 + lines. Part

of a mythological legend, apparently belonging to a tablet of tlio

Seriee V tjll tE iffl- [K. 13880]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by in. ; 9 -}- ( )
lines. Part

of an omen-text. [K. 13881]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, IJin. by Jin.; 6 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding

with K. 1621a (/tee above, p. 320), Column V, lines 46 ft*. [K. 13882]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, IJin. by JJin. ; 6 +
lines. Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king, probably

Tiglathpileser I. [K. 13883]

Left-hand corner, 1Jin. by IJin. ; 5 -f- 3 lines ; Babylonian. Part of a text

containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.

Two sections begin

y

[K. 13884]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin. ; 9 + lines. Fragment

of a religious or mythological text. [K. 13885]
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Fragment out of the middle, IfVin. by Jin.; 11 + linos. Part

of a religious or mythological text. [K, 13886]

Fragment of the left half, Ijjin. by IJin.; + 7 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13887]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by IJin. ;
short beginnings of 10 4* 6 lines.

Part of an omen-text concerning snakes and scorpions, etc, [K. 13888]

Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by lin.
; 6 (-f ) ± ( +)

2 lines. Part of an incantation-text. This fragment may belong to a

tablet of the Series t] gU tlHt. [K. 13889]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by fin.; 9 -f ( ) linos, Part of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies. [K. 13890]

Right-hand corner, IJiii. by 1-iVin. ; ±5 lines. Fragment of a text

containing directions for the pei*formance of ceremonies and rites.

[K. 13891]

Fragment out of the middle, lj®^in. by Ifin. ; 11 + lines. Part of a

text containing omens derived from the appearances of animals

(probably snakes) at the entrance of a gate. [K. 13892]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by l-iV^n.; ±7 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13893]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; + 12 lines; Babylonian.

Part of an astrological text. [K. 13894]

Fragment of the left half, 2-iJg-in. by l|in.; 14 ± lines. Part of a

hymn. [K. 13895]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by l|in. ; + + 7 + 5 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. One section ends with [^' 1^1896]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-ji^^in.
; G + . . . . . lines. Part of a

hymn. [K. 13897]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by -ft-in.; 8 + ( + +)4 lines.

Part of an incantation-text. [K. 13898]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by IJin.; ( +) 9 + (+ )

lines. Pai-t of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to bo used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13899]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin.; 7 + lines. Part of

a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to be

used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13900]

* Partlj eflacedi
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Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by 8 ± 7 lines; Babylonian. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13901]

Right-hand corner, ly^^fin. by 1-Jin. ; 9 + lines; Babylonian. Part of

a text containing forecasts. 13902]

Right-hand corner, 2 in. by ly^fin. ;
6 + lines. Part of a religious

text. ' [K. 13903]

Fragment of the right half, 2 in. by l|in.
; 4 + 15 lines. Part of a text

containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites.

[K. 13904]

Fragment of the right half, Ifin. by IJin.; ( +) + 4 (+ )

lines. Fragment of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13905]

Right half, upper portion,
1-J-f

in. by l|in. ; +9+3 linos. Part of a

report or letter. Mention is made of ) 4’
[K. 13906]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 2-j%in. by IJin. ; + 3 lines.

End of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. The catch-line and a preceding colophon-line read ;

—

L-tu gT £]T r -Hh % n

iin
[K. 13907]

Fragment out of the middle, l-t^in. by l-j^in.; + 9 + +
lines. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 13908]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 8 + ( + +)8 lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 13909]

Fragment out of the middle, IxV^^* ^7 10 + . lines; Baby-

lonian. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 13910]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by 1 Jin. ; 12 + lines
; Babylonian.

Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K, 13911]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by IJin. ; 7 + 5 lines. Part of an incan-

tation-text. One section ends with [K* 13912]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, IJin. by lin.
;
7 + . . . ^ . lines.

Pai-t of a prayer. [K. 13913]

Partly effaced.
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Fragment of iho left half, by li^in. ; + 7 lines. Part of a

legal decision. [K. 13914]

Fragment of the i*ight half, l^in. by |in. ; -f 9 lines. F orecasts.

[K. 13915]

Fragment out of the middle, IJiii. by l-fVin.; ±12 lines; Habylonian.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13913]

Right-hand corner, l^in. by IWin.; ( +)8 + 9(+ )
lines. Part

of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 13917]

Fragment of the upper portion, l^^-^in. by Jin. ;
traces of 1 + 8 + +

lines; Rabyloiiian. Part of a hymn. [K. 13918]

Fragment out of the middle, ^ + ( ) bnes.

Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for

ceremonies. [K. 13919]

Fragment of the nglit half, l|in. by jjin. ; ±10 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 13920]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by fin. ; 5 + ( )
lines. Frag-

ment of a religious text. Mention is made of the goddess

ty. [K. 13921]

Fragment of the left half, 1-fVin. by Jin.; 6 ± 5 lines; Babylonian. Part

of an incantation -text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13922]

Fragment out of the middle, 2in. by IJin.; 12 + ( ) lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 13923]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; 6 + lines. Part of

an incantation-text. [K. 13924]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by T^in.; 10 + ( ) lines; Baby-

lonian. Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 13925]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by
5
traces of 4 ± lines.

Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 13926]

Fragment out of the middle, l-|-\in. by 1 Jin.; 12 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a hymn. [K. 13927]

Fragment of the right half, 1 Jin. by lin.
; 6 + lines. Part of a

prayer. ‘ [K. 13928]
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Fragment of the lower portion, 1-ftin. by Ifin.; 9 + 3 lines. Part of a

religious text 13929]

Fragment of the right half, l-j-J-in. by 1Jin. ; 8 + 10 lines ;
Babylonian.

Part of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 13930]

Fragment out of tho middle, 1-j^in. by lin.
; 6 + lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing prescriptions and directions for cere-

monies. [K* 13931]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; 12 + ( )
lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text [K. 13932]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; + 10 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13933]

Fragment out of the middle, ^ i »
Babylonian.

Part of a letter, or report, concerning public affairs. [K. 13934]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by Jin. ;
12 + lines

;
Babylonian.

Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13935]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lin.
;
..... +8 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text. [K. 13936]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l-|^in, ; ±10 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13937]

Fragment out of the middle, 2Jin. by IJin. ; 7 + * lines. Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 13938]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-i^fin. ; 10 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a hymn. [K. 13939]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; ( ) + 9 lines. Part

of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 13940]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Jin. ; + 14 lines
;

Babylonian.

Fragment of a religious text, part of which has an interlinear Assyrian

version, [K. 13941]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 3 + 11 + + lines;

archaic Babylonian
;
marginal number not from Kouyunjik (?). Part

of a religious text. [K. 13942]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jm. by Ifin. ; traces of 6 + 9 lines. Part of an

astrological text. * [K. 13943]

vegi. m. 8 k
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by liii. ; 8 + lines
;
Baby-

lonian. Part of an incantation-text. [K. 13944]

Fragment of tlie right half, IJiu. by lin.
; ( -I- ) 7 + 6 ( + )

lines. Part of an incantation-text. Two sections end with

[K. 13945]

Fragment out of the middle, by Ifiu. ; 7 + ( ) lines.

Fragment of a religious text. [K. 13946]

Right-hand corner, 1Jin. by |Jin. ; 5 + 5 lines
;
Babylonian. Part of a text

containing forecasts. Of line 1 of obverse only the right half is

visible ’Ey 13: >ET m« -<• [K. 13947]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 7 + lines. Part of

a religious text. [K. 13948]

Fragment out of the middle, » 7 + 4 + + lines
;

Babylonian; marginal number ‘ Part of a religious or mythological

text. [K. 13949]

Right half, lower portion, lf\in. by ; 5 + 10 lines
;
Babylonian. Part

of an incantation-text. [K. 13950]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -J-Jin. ;
traces of 5 + 8 + +

linos; Babylonian; marginal number Fragment of a prayer, part

of which has an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13951]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1-^in.; 5 + 5 + + lines.

Fragmei^t of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.* [K, 13952]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-j^iu. by lin.; 8 + ( )
lines. Part

of an. incantation-text, [K. 13953]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by -l^in.; + 5 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

hymn with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 13955]

Fragment of the lower portion, 1Jin. by JJin. ; 2 +4 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a private contract. [K. 13956]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by JJin. ; 9 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a hymn. [K. 13957]

Portion out of the middle, 4-,\in. by 4in.
; ( +) 14 + (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13958]

Left half, lower portion, IJin. by IJin. ; 7 + 3 lines. Part of a text con-

taining omens derived from the condition of the nose (of a new-born

child), etc. Most of the lines begin with f ^
tlkDl-

^

[K. 13959]

• Cf. gvpra, p. 436, note •*.
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Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by l*nrin. ; + 1^ lines. Part of a text

containing omens derived from the births of various animals; cf, supra^

p. 582, K. 3970. [K. 139G1]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by Ifin. ; 9 4- lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13962]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, 3Jin. by IJin. ;
traces of 1 -f- G

lines. End of a religious(?) text. Of the catch-line only the middle

part is visible ££tyy* 10 ^
S^(?) -S. [K. 13963]

Left-hand comer, If in. by 1 in.
; 9 + lines. Omens derived from the

appearances of snakes in a man’s house. The lines begin :—y 5^>-yyy<

tyyyy ^4 .
[K. 13965]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by 1-Jin. ; 13 + 8 lines ;
marginal number <.

Forecasts concerning the ^yyy* The sentences begin throughout

with >-< -^yyy yy gy. [K. i3966]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by lin. ; 8 + lines. Part of a text

containing omens concerning incidents that may happen to men, etc»

[K. 13967]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-|%in. ;
7-1-6 lines. Forecasts, con-

cerning the belonging to the 5th tablet of a series. The lines on

obverse begin with -< KSIf* catch-line and the colophon

only the beginnings are visible :

—

[K. 13968]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lyVl°*5 12 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious text. Refemng to line 7 an interlinear gloss is

added by the scribe. [K. 13969]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by IJin. ; 5 -f 6 lines. Part of a text containing

omens derived from the condition of milk, fat, blood, etc, [K. 13970]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ;
traces of 1 -f 8 -f 4-

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions

for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of people suffering from

diseases ofthe nose. One section begins;—
^y ^ I, •mm-

[K. 13971]

Partly offaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by l^in.
; 3 + 3 + lines.

Piirt of a list of archaic signs. This fragment probably belongs

to the same tablet as K. 14002 ; see below, p, 1354. [K, 13972]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 7 + ( )
lines.

Fragment of a text containing prayers to &zmas and Rammdn^ and

directions for the performance of ceremonies and rites. [K. 13973]

Portion out of the middle, 2Jin. by l^in.
; 19 + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 13974]

Fragment out of the middle, hy lin.
; 7 + ( )

lines.

Fragment of a prayer to a goddess. [K. 13975]

Fragment of the right half, IJin. by Jin. ; + 12 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 13976]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 12 + lines. F'orecasts.

[K. 13977]

Portion out of the middle, 2T*g^in. by IJin. ; + + 11 + 13 lines

;

Babylonian. Part of an astrological text. [K. 13978]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin.; 7 + + +
lines. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 13979]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by lin.; 15 + traces of 8 + +
lines. Part of a text containing dii’ections for the performance of

ceremonies and rites. [K. 13980]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; + 6 lines. Part of a text

containing omens derived from the actions of snakes. [K. 13981]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin.by IJin.; 8 + lines. F\)reca8ts.

[K. 13982]

Left half, upper portion, 2Jin. by 2y®^in. ; 7 + lines. Omens derived

from the actions of snakes. The text begins ;—

f

^ EiiH; ^ P- ^^9, K. 3731. [K. 13983]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by IJin.; 10 + ( + +) 7 lines.

Part of a religious text. Of the catch-line and the colophon only the

middle parts are visible :

—

M
M tm

m tmt « -n

m

^1 - [K. 13984]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 8 + 7 + + lines.

Omens derived from the condition of a man’s eyes. This fragment

probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 6737 ;
see above, p. 806.

[K. 13985]
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Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by l^in.
; 10 + ( ) Hues.

Part of a historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 13986]

Fragment of the lower portion, If in. by Jin.; 5 4* lines. Part of a

historical inscription of an Assyrian king(?). [K. 13987]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by l^in.; ±12 lines. F orecasts.

[K. 13988]

Fragment out of the middle, 3Jin. by If in.
; 22 + lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 13989]

Fragment out of the middle, 2f in. by If in. ; 8 + 4 + + lines.

Omens concerning houses. [K. 13990]

Right half, upper portion. Ifin. by Ifin.; 12 + 12 lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 13991]

Fragment out of the middle, li^in. by If in.
; 12 + ( )

lines.

Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies

and rites. [K. 13992]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by If in. ; ( ) + 8 lines;

Babylonian. End of a religious text. [K. 13993]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side. Iffin. by If^in. ; 10 +
lines in double-columns. Part of a text containing gram-

matical paradigms. The lines of Column h begin throughout with

[K. 13994]

Right-hand corner, l-|^in. by lin.; 12 + . • . . .lines (in two or three

columns). Part of an explanatory list similar to that of K. 9894

;

see above, p. 1048. [K. 13995]

Fragment of the right half, 1Jin. by If in.
; ( + ) + 6 (+ )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 13996]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Ifin. ; 8 + 5 + + lines.

Part of a list of archaic signs. [K. 13997]

Fragment of the left half, 1 Jin. by 5 ± ^ fa-rf of a text

containing forecasts concerning the etc. The lines begin:

>-< ET -^yyy <M II! «/• «»A«. P- 1364, K, 14148, [K. 13998]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by Ifin. ; 9+ ( ) lines. Part of

a religious text. The paragraphs begin with pyyyy gji-j «/. in/ra,

p. 1363, K. 14143. [K. 13999]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by liiyin.
; short beginnings of 5 + 7 lines;

Part of a text containing omens derived from the condition of certain

parts of the body. * [K. 14000^
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Fragment of tlie left half, IJin. by ; + 9 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a prayer. [K. 14001]

Fragment out of the middle, 2-j?g^in. by If in. ; 3 + 4 + 5 ( + )

+ ( + ) 3 + 5 lines. Part of a list of archaic signs.

Cf. supra, p. 1352, K. 13972. [K. 14002 + K. 14020]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by -ff
in. ; 8 + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses, similar to those of K. 6448 + K. 8459 ;
see above, p. 788.

[K. 14003]

Fragment out of the middle, l-f^in. by
I 8 + ( ) lines.

Part of a religious or mythological text. [K. 14004]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lin. ; + + 8 + 7 lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 14005]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by fin. ;
traces of 3 + 7 + (left-hand edge)

1 lines; Babylonian. Part of a text containing incantations and

directions for ceremonies. [K. 14006]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; 6 + 10 + lines

(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of wooden objects.

[K. 14007]

Portion out of the middle. If in% by ( +)9 + 12( + )

lines. Part of a religious text. [K. 14008]

Fragment out of the middle, l-r\in. by in. ; 9 + ( ) lines.

Part of a prayer. [K. 14009]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^^in. by lin. ; + 7 lines. Omens con-

cerning houses, etc, [K. 14010]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by l>p^in. ; 10 + 8 + lines.

Part of a religious or mythological text. [K. 14011]

Left-hand corner, Ifin, by fin. ; 9 + 8 lines. Part of a text containing

omens deiived from the actions of various animals. [K. 14012]

Fragment out of the middle, by fin. ; 5 + lines. Part

of a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. In lines

5 and 6 mention is made of the Akkadian and Sumerian ;

—

e?m -tiB HI wm
m-B* gn n i mm

cf, supra^ p. 1200, K. 11856, and infra, Sm. 1190 and 81-7-27, 130.

[K. 14013]

• Fartlj effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, If in. by l-^in.
; 5 ± 11 lines

;
marginal number <•

Omens derived from the actions of snakes. This fragment may belong

to the same tablet as K. 3731 ;
see above, p. 559. [K. 14014]

Right-hand corner, l^in. by Ifin.; ( +)3-t-5(>f )

lines. Part of a list of archaic signs. [K. 14015]

Fragment out of the middle, l-/^in. by lin.
; 3 4-7-1- 4- lines.

Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies

and rites. [K. 14016]

Fragment of the left half, If in. by fin. ; + 9 lines. Fragment of a

text containing omens derived from the actions of snakes. [K. 14017]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by lyV^*^*5 + lines (in

double-columns). Part of a list of names of wooden objects.

[K. 14018]

Fragment of the right half. Iffin. by Ifin.
; ( -h) 8 4- 10 (4- )

lines. Part of a text containing prescriptions and directions for

ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 14019]

Fragment of the right half, 1-ft-in. by l-j^in,; ±13 lines. Omens
concerning houses, etc, [K. 14021]

Left-hand comer, by Ifin. ; 4-6 lines. Fragment of an

alliterative hymn. The lines begin with [K. 14022]

Left-hand comer, lyig-in. by fin.; 7 4-4 lines. Part of a text containing

omens derived from the actions of snakes. [K. 14023]

Fragment of the left half, ffin. by ffin. ; ±7 4- (left-hand edge)

3 lines. Part of an omen-text. TJie lines of one section begin through-

out;-! -M M- [K. 14024]

Portion of the left half, 2fin. by 1-^in.; 6 4- 15 lines; marginal number

Part of an omen-text. The lines on reverse begin throughout with

y
catch-line only the beginning is visible ;—

y

[K. 14025]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin. ; ±8 lines. Omens con-

cerning the chances of a sick man’s recovery, etc. [K. 14026]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by 9 4- (•••••) lines. Part of

a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 14027]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-j^^in.; 10 4-
( ) lines.

Part of a text containin|^ directions for the performance of ceremonies
and rites. [K. 14028]
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Fragment of the left half, J in. by fin. ; 5 + lines. Fragment of a

text containing omens derived from the actions of snakes and scorpions.

[K. 14029]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by If in.
; 6 + traces of 3 +

lines (in double-columns). Pai*t of a list of names of plants.

[K. 14030]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by Ifin.; 10 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 14031]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by lin. ; 8 + lines. Part

of a text containing prescriptions and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 14032]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, If in. by If in. ; +
+ 6 + lines. Part of a text containing hymns in paragraphs.*

[K. 14033]

Fragment out of the middle. iT^in.- by lin.; ..... +

9

lines. Omens
concerning houses, cities, etc» [K. 14034]

Fragment out of the middle. If in. by l^^in. ; 3 + lines. Frag-

ment of a list of archaic signs. [K. 14035]

Fragment out of the middle, Ijin. by jin. ; 3 + ( ) lines; Baby-

lonian. Fragment of a religious text. [K. 14036]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by 1-j^in. ; + 9 lines. End of an

omen-text concerning houses, etc. Of the catch-line only the middle

part is visible:

—

m «< + [K- 14038]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by f^in.; 5 + lines. Fragment of

an omen-text. [K. 14039]

Fragment of the left half, l|in. by If in.; 9 + 9 lines. Part of an omen-

text. A comparison of the catch-line:—

V

iJ!^T ^
J^TT wilb that of K. 8406 (m above, p. 924) shows that K. 14040

belongs to the 59th tablet of the Series y ^yy y»- »g^yy tyy

[K. 14040]

Fragment of the left half, l-jJ^in. by |fin.
; 6 + ( ) lines. Frag-

ment of a text containing astrological forecasts taken from obser-'

vations of the moon. [K. 14041]

I

1

* Cf, wpra, p. 436, note **. t Partly effaced*

c
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Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by 84* double-

columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses. Cf. infra, p. 135i)»

K. 14074. [K. 14042]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by l-j^in. ; i 10 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 14043]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin. ; 9 + lines in double-

columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 14044]

Ki ;ht-hand corner, 2 in. by 1-rfin. ; 7 4- 9 lines. Part of a prayer.

[K. 14045]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-^^in. ; 11 4- lines (in double-

columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14046]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by IJin. ; 11+ lines (in double-

columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14047]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by IJin. ; ±6 lines. Part of an

omen -text concerning palaces, ete, [K. 14048]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin. by IJin. ; 7 + 9 + lines

(in three columns). Part of an explanatory list of the class “ S*.”

[K. 14049]

Fragment of the left half, l^in. by fin.; 6 + ( + +)3 lines

(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of various kinds of wood.

[K. 14050]
*

»

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by fjin. ; 11 + lines (in

double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14051]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1-^^in. ; 12 + lines (in

double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14052]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-j^in. by Ifin. ; 11 + lines

(in double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14053]

Fragment out pf the middle, Ifin. by fJin. ; 9 + lines

(in two or more columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 14054]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by If in.; 10+ lines

(in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K. 14055]

Fragment of the right half, I'^in. by 1-j^in. ; 10 + ( ) lines

(in double-columns?). Part of a text containing grammatical para-

digm&(?). The subject matter is of a religious character. [K. 14056]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 Jin. by Jin. ; 6 + 5 + + lines

(in double-columns). .Ftirt of an explanatory list. [K. 14057]

VOL. III. 8 L
p
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Fragment of the left Imlf, Ifin. by |^m. ; 7 + lines. Part of

a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites to ward off evil dreams, etc. One section begins:

—

T Ehh - <K <T-Iiyf ssTTTmi- [K. 14058]

Fragment of the right half, 1-i^^j-in. by Jin. ± 7 (+ )

lines (in double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants.

[K. 14059]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by l-jArin. ; + 14 lines (in

double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 1406u]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by Jin.; 7 + traces of 1 + +
lines in double-columns. Pai*t of a text containing grammatical

paradigms. The words begin with [K. 14001]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by fin.; 6 + lines (in three

columns?). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14062]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin, by IJin. ; + 10 lines. Part of an

omen-text. [K. 14063]

Fragment out of the middle, 2 in. by ly^^in.
; 9 + lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 14064]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by 1 Jin. ; + 8 + +
lines in double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of

wood. [K. 14065]

Fragment out of the middle, 2f in. by lyV^"* 5 ^ +
ment of a religious text. [K. 14066]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Ifin. ; 9 + lines. Part

of an explanatory list, probably written for the interpretation of a

certain literary composition. [K. 14067]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by Ijin.; 14 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 14068]

Fragment out of the middle, 2j\in. by IJin. ; 17 + lines. Portion

of a text containing forecasts
;
they partly relate to public affairs.

[K. 14069]

Right-hand corner, Ijin. by IJin.; 10 + 7 lines. Part of a religious text.

[K. 14070]

Fragment out of the middle, 3Jin. by 2f in. ; + 16 lines. Part of a .

religious text. [K. 14071]

Fragment of the upper portion, 2Jin. by IJ^in.; 15 + ( ) +
( ) + 3 lines. Part of a inythblogical text. [E. 14072]

c
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Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by ......fS-f + 6 lines.

Part of a text containing incantations and directions for ccreinoniee.

One section begins :

—

[K. 14073J

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by lin.; 5 + lines (in double-

columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses. This fragment

probably belongs to the same tablet as K. 14042 ;
see above, p. 1357.

[K. 14074]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by ly'Vin. ; 9 + linos. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies.

[K. 14075]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 by l^in.
;

11 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 14076]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by liin. ; 15 -f lines (in

double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14077]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-j^in.; 6 -f lines in

double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 14078]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by lin. ; 6 -f traces of 2 -f +
lines in double-rcolumns ;

Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list

with glosses, [K. 14079]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-^in. by lin.; 9 4- lines (in

double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 14080]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l-Jin. ; 10+ lines (in

double-columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14081]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin, by lyV”** 5 ± 6 lines.

Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies

and rites. [K. 14082]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin, by in. ; 10 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings.

[K. 14083]

Left half, lower portion, Ifin. by IjVin* ; 7 + 3+9 lines. Part of a letter.

Mention is made of the city of yy<, [K. 14084]

Left-hand comer, lin. by fin.; 7 + 9 + 3 + (left-hand edge) 4 lines.

Beginning and end of a letter to the king concerning public affairs.

Mention is made of the king of Elam (^55 C^T [ff ^10])

city of [K. 14085]

* Partly eUaced.

8 L 2
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Portion out of the middle, Sy^^in. by 3^in. ; + 8 lines; Babylonian.,

End of a prayer with an interlinear Assyrian version. Of the catch-

line the middle part is broken away :

—

n ^ if SffT- [K. 14086]

Fragment of the lower portion, lyV'”- ^7 ^^“*5 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14087]

Fragment out of the middle, 2^in. by liii. ; ±8 lines. Astrological

forecasts. [K. 14088]

Fragment of the right half, liin. by Jin.; ( +) ± 14 ( + )

lines. Part of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions

for I ercmonies. [K. 14089]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-i^in. by 1-j^^in.
; 6 -f lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of various kinds of wood.

[K. 14090]

Fragment of the right half, 1 in. by Jin. ; ( -f-) 4-8 (+ )

lines in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list.

[K. 14092]

Fragment of the upper portion, -fjin. by -J-Jin. ;
5 -f- lines. Beginning

of a letter to the king from f ^55 [^* 14093]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by 2m.; 13 -f 11 lines. Part of a prayer

to a goddess. [K. 14094]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by -fjin. ; 7 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list arranged in groups

according to the form of the cimeiform ideographs. [K. 14095]

Upper portion, l|in. by i^in. ; 4 + lines. Beginning of a letter to

the king from f ^ [K. 1409(5]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin. ; 4-6-f-9 lines (in

double»columns). Part of a list of names of wooden objects.

Duplicate .of K. 4331 {see above, p. 619), K. 4338 a (p. 620), K. 4568

(p. 642), etc. [K. 14097]

Fragment out of the middle, ly^^in. by Jin.; 11 + ( + -f) 10

lines. Part of a religious or mythological text. Mention is made of

Nippur [K. 14098]

Left-hand corner, iT^^in. by lin. ; 6 + 5 lines. Part of a letter to the king.

[K. 14099]

* Afctenii»tcd restoration after XK. G30, 1081 ; tee above, pp. 142, 22 . f Partly effaced.

#
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Fragment of the upper portion, If in. by Jiii.; 4 + l± + lines

in double-columns. Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 14100]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by Jin. ; 3 + 6 + lines.

Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.

[K. 14101]

Right-hand corner, 1 Jin. by
-f
Jin. ; 4 -f lines. Beginning of a

letter (to the king) from etc . [K. 14102]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-^in. by Jin.; 11 -f lines (in

double-columns). Part of an explanatory list. [K, 14103]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by IJin.; 8 + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 14104]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by fjin. ;
6 -f lines. Part of

a text containing incantations and dii-ections for ceremonies,

[K. 14105]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1Jin. by Jin. ; 8 -f

lines in double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 14106]

Right half, lower portion, l^^yin. by ||in. ; 9 + 2 + 10 lines. Portion of a

letter to the king. [K. 14107]

Fragment of the left half, 1 fin. by Ifin.
; 10 + lines (in double-

columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14108]

Fragment of the upper portion, l-j^in. by i^in. ; 3 -f 2 lineg.^ Beginning

and end of a letter to the king from f 1} JHf [gjf= ^].*

[K. 14109]

Fragment out of the middle, 2fin. by lin.; traces of 12 + 17 -f +
lilies

; Babylonian
; marginal number ^ . Fragment of a re li gi ou s

i^ext. [K. 14110]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, l-jVin- by lin.; 5 -f-

. lines in double-columns. Port of a list of names of plants. [K. 14111]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by If in. ; +4 lines. End of a
religious text. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:

—

lai .4 -S. [K. 14112]

Fragment of the upper portion, lin. by lin.
; 7 + lines. Beginning of

a letter to the king from
] «6:y [K- 14113]

Fragment out of the middle, fJin. by fjin.

;

lines (in double-columns).

wooden objects.

7 -f short beginnings ot 3 +
Part of a list of names of

* Cf. Mupra
, p. 1291, noto •.

[K. 14114]
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Fragment out of tho middle, by yjin.
; 5 + lines in

double-columns. Part of an explanatory list. [K. 14115]

Fragment of the lower portion of one side, 1 in. by Jin. ; 6 + +

+ traces of 3 lines (in four columns ?). Fragment of an

explanatory list of the class “S®” (?). [K. 14116]

Fragment of the right half, 2Jin. by Jin. ; 16 + traces of 3 lines. Part of a

text containing forecasts. [K. 14117]

Fragment of the left half, 1Jin. by 1 in. ; + + + 5 lines

(in double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 14118]

Fragment of the left half, l-n-i*^* by IJin. ; 9-f ( )
lines. Part

of a text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies. [K. 14119]

Fragment out of the middle, Ij^in. by IJin. ; S + lines in

double-columns. Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14120]

Fragment out of the middle, 1Jin, by JJin. ; 9 + lines. Part

of a text containing incantations and directions for ceremonies to

be used for the benefit of sick people. [K. 14121]

Fragment of the left half, IJin. by lin.; + 7 + (left-hand edge)

2 lines. Part of a private contract. The date is mutilated.

fK. 14122]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin, by ^ + lines.

Part of ‘a' list of objects. [K. 14123]

Fragment of the upper portion, IJin. by J-Jin,; 3 -f lines. Part

of a list of objects, [K. 14124]

Fragment out of the middle, l-
7̂
yin. by fin. ; ......f4-f- lines

(in double-columns). Fragment of a list of names of various kinds

of wood. [K. 14125]

Fragment out of the middle, by fin. ;
4 -f lines (in four

columns?). Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 14126]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^^in.; 9 -|- lines. Part

of a religious text. [K, 14127]

Fragment out of the middle,
1 J in. by 1J in.

; 8 -f lines in double-

columns. Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 14128]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin. ; 6 -f- lines in double-

columns; Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list, probably written

for the interpretation of a certain literary edmposition. [K. 14129]
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Portion out of the middle, iT^in. by ^-Jin. ; + 9 lines; Babylonian.

Part of a letter (tu the king). Mention is made of [f +?]
<«. [K. 14130]

Fragment out of the middle, l-jVi*!* by lin. ;
traces of 2 + 8 +

lines (in double-columns). Part of a list of names of various kinds of

wood. [K. 14131]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by y^in. ; 8 + lines (in double-

columns). Part of a list of names of plants. [K. 14132

Fragment out of the middle, l-nfin. by l-j^jin. ;4-f6+ + lines

(in two or three columns). Part of an explanatory list; the ideo-

graphs begin throughout with [K. 14133]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by fin. ; 5 + lines in double-

columns. Fragment of a list of Assyrian words with similar meanings.

[K. 14134]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^in. by Jin. ;
traces of 2 -h 5 +

lines (in double-columns). Part of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 14135]

Fragment out of the middle, -fjin. by J-Jin. ; 8+ lines (in double-

columns). Fragment of a list of names of plants. [K. 1413G]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by fin,; 7 + lines in double-

columns. Fragment of an explanatory list with glosses.

[K. 14137]

Eight-hand comer, Jin. by fin,; 3 + lines. Beginning of a letter

to the king from J 14138]

Fragment of the upper portion, Jin. by -^in.
; 3 + lines. Beginning

of a letter to the king from f [K. 14139]

Right-hand comer, IJin. by It^ui.; 8 + 4 lines; Babylonian. Part of a

list of names of persons, etc. [K. 14140]

Fragment out of the middle, l-j^in. by IjVin, ; 9 + ( ) lines;

Babylonian. Part of a religious text. [K. 14141]

Portion of the right half, If in. by IJin. ; 8 + 11 lines; Babylonian. Part of

a letter or report. [K. 14142]

Fragment of the left half, 2Jin. by 1Jin. ; 11 + 5 lines. Part of a reli gious
text similar to that of K. 13999 ; see above, p. 1353. [K. 14143]

^ • Partly efiaced.
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Left-hand corner, If in. by l;}^in. ; 3 -f 6 + 2 + (left-hand edge) 2 lines. Part

of a report concerning public affairs, of the class described above,

p. 259 f., K. 1288. [K. 14144]

Right-hand corner, IJin. by lj^|riii.
; 7 -f lines. Part of a religious

or mythological text. [K. 14145]

Fragment of the loft half, l-y^^in. by fin. ; 6 + 5 lines
;
Babylonian. Part of

a text containing forecasts. [K. 14146]

Fragment of the left half, Igin. by Jin. ; 9 + ( )
lines. Part of

a religious text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 14147]

Fragment of the left half, l^^in. by lin. ; 10 + lines; marginal

number Part of a text containing forecasts. The lines begin

throughout with >-< ^ ; cf. supra^ p. 1353, K. 13998. [K. 14148]

Fragment of the left half, 2m. by IJin.; + 12 lines. Part of an

astrological text. [K. 14149]

Right-hand corner, l-nrin. by Jin. ; 4 + 5 + 1 lines; Babylonian. Part of

an astrological report from [f ?] ^ concerning

public affairs. [K. 14150]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -f^in. ; 6 + lines (in

double-columns). Fragment of an explanatory list. [K. 14151]

Fragment of the right half, l-j^^in. by lin. ; ..... + 6 lines. End of a text

containing incantations and directions for ceremonies, probably an

extract fiom a larger composition. [K. 14152]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, It^Iu. by 4:Jin.; 6 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser L, corresponding

with K. 1621a (see above, p. 320), Column V, lines 85 ff. [K. 14153]

Fragment out of the middle, l-r^in. by lin.; 13 + lines; Babylonian.

Part of a religious text. [K. 14154]

Fragment of the right half, Ij^^in. by Jin. ; 10 + 3 lines. Part of an incan-

tation-text. [K. 14155]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -fjin.; 11 + lines. Part

of a religious(?) text. [K. 14156]

Fragment out of the middle,
5 ^ + lines in

double-columns. Fragment of a list of Assyrian words with similar

meanings. [K. 14157]

Left-hand corner, IJin. by l-j^^in.
; 5 + lines. Part of an incan-

tation-text, beginning;— tyyyy
>
3^

• Partly effaced.
^
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Fragment of the upper portion, l^in. by l-rVin. ; 9 + lines. Part of

an omen-text. [K. 14159]

Right-hand comer, IJin. by 6 + 4 lines. Part of a text containing

forecasts. [K. 14160]

Fragment of the right half, l-j^^in. by l^in. ; + 10 lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 14161]

Fragment out of the middle, IfVin. by |Jin. ; 4 + ( )
lines;

Babylonian. Fragment of an astrological text. Mention is made of

the star [K. 14162]

Fragment out of the middle, by -f^in.; 7 + lines. Part of a

historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 14163]

Fragment of tho right half, iT^^^in. by lin.; 9 + ( ) lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 14164]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by 44^^^* > + lines. Omens con-

cerning houses. [K. 14165]

Left-hand comer, by }in.
; 3 + 3 lines. Part of an omen-text,

beginning M] ET - -itH E55 * M- [«• 14166]

Fragment out of the middle, l|in. by 44^1. ; 6 + lines. Omens
concerning lands or countries. [K. 14167]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in. ; 9 + lines. Part

of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version. [K. 14168]

Left-hand corner, l-^i^in. by lin. ; 2 + 4 lines. Part of a text containing

astrological forecasts. A comparison of the beginning;—

y

E^TTT^ '^ith K, 2330 (see above, p. 433), obverse, lines

2ff., etc., makes it probable that K. 14169 belongs to tho 57th tablet of

the great astrological work ^ "*^TjPL^yTy. The text of the colophon,

which contains part of a double-date (687-6 B.C.?), is published W.A.I.
III, 2, No. XXL [K. 14169]

Frag^ient of the right half, IJin. by 4|in.
; 11 ± lines. Part of a

prayer. [K. 14170]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. ]by lin. ; 8 + lines. Omens con-
cerning houses and incidents that may happen to men. [K. 14171]

Lower portion, left half, Ifin. by l^^in.
; 8 + ( ) lines. Part

of a text containing forecasts, [K. 14172]

Left-hand comer, l-j^in. by 44in. ; 8 + lines ; marginal number
Part of an omen-text, apparently belonging to a tablet of the Series

ty 5^-. [K. 14173]

8 MVJIJL. ni.

* Partly effaced.
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Fragment out of the middle, liii. by •nrin* ; + + +

H- + lines (in three columns). Part of an explanatory

list of the class SV* Duplicate of K. 110 (see above, p. 28), Column

IV, linos 25 ff. [K. 14174]

Fragment of the left half, Ij'iyin. by lin. ; ±9 lines; marginal

number Part of a text containing forecasts. The sentences begin

with either >-< Jgf >-yy^ or -< *^yysif^* 14175]

Fragment of the upper portion of one side, If in. by lin.; 10 +
lines in double-coliunns. Part of a list of names of gods and their

titles. [K. 14176]

Fragment of the lower portion, lin. by lin.; 3 + 61ines; Babylonian,

Part of a text containing forecasts. [K. 14177]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by 1-^in. ; 10 + ( ) lines (in

double-columns). Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms.

[K. 14178]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by j^in.; 8 + 7 + + lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 14179]

Fragment out of the middle, Ifin. by IJin.
;
(.^....+)4 + 4(+ )

lines. Fragment of a text containing incantations and directions for

ceremonies.
. [K. 14181]

Part of a votive dish, 2fin. by l-f\j^in., l^in. high; 5 lines. Part of a histori-

cal inscription of an Assyrian king. Mention is made of [y]

< tl?'. [K. 14182]

Fragment out of the middle, ||in. by |in.; 8 + lines. Part of

a list of eponyms. Duplicate of K. 4329; see above, p. 618, and

Delitzsch, Lesest, 2nd ed., p. 87, No, 5. [K. 14183]

Fragment out of the middle, l-i^jin, by IJin. ; 8 + lines. Part

of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies and

rites. [K. 14184]

Fragment out of the middle, 1 j^^in. by l^^in.
; 10 + lines. Part of a

historical inscription of an Assyrian king. [K. 14185]

Fragment out of the middle, lyVi^- ^7 ; S+ ( )
lines.

Part of a religious text. [K. 14186]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by Jin.; + 6 lines in double-

columns; Babylonian. Part of an explanatory list referring, accord-

ing to the colophon, to one of the tablets of the great astrological work

*^Hh] p. 433, K. 2329, etc. [K, 14187]

c
* Partlj effaced.

O
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Fragment out of the middle, by + ,....±8 + 7 lines

(in double-columns). Part of a text containing grammatical para-

digms. Cf, infra^ K. 14205. [K. 14188]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by lin.; 9 + traces of 4 + +
lines. Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian

version. [K. 14189]

Fragment out of the middle, If in. by lj\in. ; 10 + ( ) lines.

Part of a text containing regulations for making offerings.

[K. 14190]

Fragment of the lower portion, l^rrin. by lin.; 6 + lines. Omens
derived from the actions of owl8(?). [K. 14191]

Fragment out of the middle, li^in. by lin.; 11 ± lines. Part of a

religious text. [K. 14192]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by -j-^in.; + + 8+ 2 lines.

. Fragment of an astrological text. [K. 14193]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin.by IJin.; 11 + lines. Part of a

prayer to a goddess. [K. 14194]

Fragment out of the middle, l^in. by 5 ^ + ( )
lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 14195]

Fragment of the left half, l^^in. by Ij^in. ; 4 + lines. Part of an

omen-text similar to those mentioned above, p. 561, K. 3757, etc.

[K. 14196]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by ^in.; 10 + lines. Omens
derived from the condition of certain parts of the body. [K. 14197]

Left-hand comer, 1-Jin. by fj-in, ; 6 + (. .... + +)3 lines. Part of

a religious text. [K. 14198]

Left-hand corner, in, by -^^in. ; 7 + 7 lines
; Babylonian. Part of an

omen-text. The lines begin usually with the words f T£ST
[K. 14199]

Fragment of the upper portion of reverse, IJin. by lin. ; + 7 lines.

Part of a text containing directions for the performance of ceremonies
and rites. [K. 14200]

Fragment of the left half, Ifin. by fin.; 8 + lines. Part of a text

containing forecasts. The sentences begin with f »-
4l»-yy.

[K. 14201]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by in. ; 9 + lines. Part of

an incantation-text.^ [K. 14202]

8 M 2
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Fragment out of the middle, 1 in. by fin. ; 8 + lines. Part of

a religious text. [K. 14203]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid,
-J-f

in. by Jin. ; 5 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding

with K. 1621 a (see above, p. 320), Column I, lines 21 tf. [K. 14204]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by fin.; 5 -f 6 + + lines (in

double-columns). Part of a text containing grammatical paradigms;

the subject matter is of a religious character. One paragraph begins :

—

<m ET-ii- This fragment may belong to the same tablet

as K. 14188, ry.r.

' ‘

'
[K. 14205]

Fragment out of the middle, -{-fin. by fin. ; 5 lines
;

Babylonian.

Fragment of a text containing astrological forecasts. [K. 14206]

Fragment out of the middle, Jin. by Jin,; + 6 -f lines.

Part of an incantation-text with an interlinear Assyrian version.

[K. 14207]

Fragment out of the middle, 1-^in. by lin.; 7 + lines. Part

of a religious text. [K. 14208]

Left-hand corner, in. by J in.
;
3 -f lines. Part of a text containing

omens derived from the actions of birds; it begins:—f ^TTT^

HlJlii- [K. 14209]

Fragment out of the middle, lin. by Jin.; 6 4* lines. Fragment of a

text containing incantations, prayers and directions for cere-

monies'.' [K. 14210]

Fragment out of the middle, by Jin. ; 7 -f • • • • lines. Part

of a mythological legend concerning the god 5^1, etc.

[K. 14211]

Fragment out of the middle of a prismoid, IJin. by Jin.; 8 +
lines. Part of an inscription of Tiglathpileser I., corresponding

with K. 1621a (see above, p. 320), Column V, lines 94 ff. [K. 14212]

Fragment of the left half, Jin. by IJin. ; 5 + . . . .

.

lines. Part of a text

containing omens derived from biiths. [K. 14213]

Fragment out of the middle, by fin. ;*..... ± 7 lines. Fragment of

a text containing forecasts concerning and etc.

[K. 14214]

Fragment of the left half, lin. by Jin.; ..... + 8 + (left-hand edge) 1 lines.

Fragment of an omen-text, apparently belonging to a tablet of the

Series ^y y-. [K. 14215]

• Partly effaced.
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Fragment of the left half, 1} in. by lin. ; + 6 lines. Colophon of the

4th tablet of an omen-text. Of the catch-line only the beginning is

visible:—y Ji ^^216]

Fragment out of the middle, l^^in. by l-j*jin. ; + + +
3 lines. Colophon of an incantation-text being a tablet of the

-Series. A comparison of the catch-line with that of the

duplicate K.d50 (see above, p. 39) shows that K. 14217 belongs to the

2nd tablet of this Series. [K. 14217]

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by l^in. ; + + +
4 lines. End and colophon of a text containing prescriptions and

directions for ceremonies to be used for the benefit of sick people. Of

the catch-line only the middle part is visible :

—

• lif [k. 14218]

Fragment of the left half, 1-^in. by 1Jin.; +4 lines. Colophon

of an incantation-text belonging, according to what remains of the

catch-Hne:— to the 5th tablet of

the Series P» ^49, K. 2507, etc,

* [K. 14219]

Fragment of the lower portion of reverse, 2Jin. by 5 + ^

End and colophon of a text containing forecasts. Of the catch-line

only the middle part is visible :

—

••[K.14220]

Fragment of the right half, l|in. by Ifin.; ..... + 5 lines. End and

colophon of an “ incomplete copy of a religious text. Of the catch-

line only the middle part is visible;—

^

ity

[K. 14221]

Fragment out of the middle^ l^^in. by IJin. ; 6 lines in

double-columns. End and colophon of an explanatory list. Of the

catch-lino only the middle partis visible :—

^

|

[K. 14222]

Fragment out of the middle, iT^in. by JJin. ; + 5 lines. End and

colophon of an omen-text being the 15th tablet of the Series f

[»- f- V]* Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible

Cr J]Tt <® E?:* [et .4 4!T l 4 <tc tTTTt -cfcj

[K. 14223]

• Partly effaced. ^ f Cf, suprat p. 474, note •.

t Rettored from the duplicate SS-0-28, 1, g,t.
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Fragment out of4be middle, l^in. by lin. ; ....

.

4: 3 lines. End and

colophon of an omen4ext belonging to a tablet of the. Series [f >-^fy

,
- H [tn V]. Of the icatch-line only the middle part is

visible :— S [K. 14224],

Fragment of the left half, IjVn. by lin.; ( ) + 3 lines. End

and colophon of a religious text, being the 4th tablet of the Series

which begins with Of the catch-line only the beginning is

. [K.14225J

Fragment out of the middle, IJin. by iT^^in. ; ( ) + 2 lines.

Colophon of a religious (?) text, being the I9th tablet of a Series. Of

the catch-line only the middle part is visible :

—

[K’ 14226]

Fragment out of the middle, 2jin. by IJin. ; (..•..) + 3 lines.

End and colophon of a religious text, being the lat(?) tablet of a

Series. Of the catch-line only the middle part is visible:—g ET
'

[K. 14227]

Fragment out of the middle, ||in. by Jin. ; , , , .

.

+ 5 lines. End and

colophon of an omen-text belonging to a tablet of the Series
[J] »-5:yy

>- y^ >-ggyy * [tyy V]* ^ comparison of the catch-line ^ytj tyy-

IfcJ 116 (we above, p. 30) shows that K. 14228

probably formed part of the Gist tablet of that Series. [K. 14228] ^

Fragment of the left half, -J^in. by Jin. ; .....( ) + 4 lines. Colophon

of a te:3; containing forecasts, belonging to the 6th tablet of a Series?

Of the catch-line only the beginning is visible:—

[Ki 14229]

Fragment out of the middle, iT^yin. by fin.; ( ) + 4 lines. End

and colophon of a religious text, bdongmg to the 3rd tablet of the

Series which begins with Of the catch-line only the middle

part is visible ;—[1^4" ?] 4f [K* 14230]

• Partly effaced.
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